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that had been proven first on the conventionally configured NAITl-3S
The result
was the SKIPJACK, the first true submarine
ccniigurat inn in u trul'y military sense -a submarine capsole of high speed and prol nged submerged operation (see Figure 1).
What has happened since is, in
reality, only slightly less remarkable.
The size of these true submarines has
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In the non-bulk cargo world an
equally impressive change of events took
Conventional break-bulk ships with
place.
their complicated masts and cargo booms
have given way to the container ship, and

For the first six to eight years the
partially-submerged foil, hydrofoil was
the only type under development. Then in
the early 60's the U.S. Navy, soon to be
followed by other navies, began develop-

then the different kinds of barge carriers
and roll-on/roll-off ships and to what
might be considered an end point in the
modularity sense:
the integrated tugbarge concept (which is really a multisection ship where the propelling section
is totally separable from the cargo carrying section of the ship).
The growth in size of these ships has

ment of the fully submerged foil hydrofoil, to improve its seaway performance
and to increase its speed potential (see
Figure 5).
Towing tanks played very important
roles in foil development, transcavitating
and super-cavitating propeller development
and in developing a series which permitted
flexibility in the selection of hydrofoil

been less than that for the tankers. But
the tremendous achievement that has
resulted is their increase in operating
speeds from the 10 knots to 15 knots at
the end of WW II to speeds of 25 knots

hull

(and, the achievements by SEA Land of the
33 knot, high capacity SL-7 container
ships) (see Figure 4).
Also worthy of mention, is the

forward and aft, as shown in Figure 6.
These types of vehicles presented the
potential for very high calm water speeds

forms.
The second new vehicle concept was
the hovercraft- air cushion supported
vehicles either with a full skirt or with
two rigid side walls and a partial skirt

some improvements in speed in moderThe fully skirted hovercraft
ate weather.
(or the ACV) also presented an additional
important bit of potential -- the ability
to be operated in an amphibious mode over
both land and the sea.
The role of tanks in the development
of hovercraft was substantial.
In particular maneuvering and control system design
and,

increase in the unloading rates for these
Tonnage
different kinds of ships.
unloaded per hour for these new ships is
two to three ORDERS OF MAGNITUDE greater
than their WW II counter-parts.
Certainly these are "radical changes!"
Between the mid- 1950s and today,
three totally new marine surface vehicle
concepts have been developed and exploited
either commercially or by the military,

as well as configuration resistance and
propulsion optimization necessitated innovative, complex and comprehensive model
experimental techniques to be developed.
The final new venicle concept started
its development In the late 50's when oil

These are:
Hydrofoils
Hovercraft,

and

exploration led to offshore requirements
in fairly deep waters, where weather conditions oould make it difficult for drill-

Small waterplane area twin hull
(SWATH) or semi-submersibles.

ing operations to continue with
conventional types of drill ship conThis vehicle concept was the
figurations.
semi-submersible which has crude blocklike lower hulls with three or more cylin-

These three different types of marine
vehicles are as different from each other
(and monohulls) as fixed wing aircraft are
frcm helicopters.
The hydrofoil concept, though worked
on periodically earlier in the Century,
really began its development in earnest
during the 1950's.

drical columns extending upward to a
working platform many feet above the calm
water surface.
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About 10 years later the U.S. Navy
started the development of the Small
Waterplane Area Twin Hull (or SWATH) con-

series of vehicle developments:
the tethered barge; the so cailed Jack-up where
the working platform would be jacked up on

cept.
This concept embodied much more
streamlined lower hulls and struts which
permitted exceptional seaway performance
at speeds up to 30 knots (see Figure 7).
Tanks played an immense role in the
development of both semi-submerged ship
and SWATH technology.
Seakeeping facilities were absolutely essential not only in
developing configurations but also in
developing essential design tools for both
semi-submersibles and SWATH ships.
Additionally, SWATH technology necessitated maneuvering facilities, regular towing tank techniques and propeller and

three legs that would rest on the bottom;
modified monohull concepts with a "moon
pool" - an opening in the bottom of the
hull through which the drill rig could
extend and, of course the semisubmersible
drill rig concept that I referred to a
moment ago.
These concepts have evolved to create
the ability to drill for oil month in and
month out - regardless of weather and sea
conditions.
Competitive pressures (both commercial and military) have engendered a continuing trend towards extending the

cavitation facilities,

performance capabilities of many types of
surface vehicles to higher and higher sea
states.
The accompanying figure shows a somewhat typical northern latitude winter.
Wave height is shown as a function of time
for a three-month period during a nominal
winter (December through February) for the

The sum and substance of all of this
is that today there are more than 1800 of
these three new marine vehicle concepts
that have been built for COMMERCIAL OR
MILITARY use.
Oil exploration started to move offshore in the early 1950s.
This led to a

Figure 7
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We have also encountered myriad pro-

This happens to be a

place of military interest

but it

is not

pulsion concepts, some embodying only the
propulsor itself and others involving the
after part of the ship, or the addition of
counterswirl devices, in addition to the
propulsor.
In spite of the recent drop in fuel
prices, this trend will continue.
In the past few minutes I have covered
four of a larger number of areas that comprise the radical change that has taken
place in marine technology in the past 40
years.
In addition, the following areas
deserve mention.
Undersea vehicles have gone through
their own revolution, for both commercial
and research purposes.
The recent adventure of the submersible ALVIN, and its
robotic tethered-vehicle JASON, and their
exploration down into the inside of the
TITANIC is truly an achievement of vast
proportions.
Similarly, the tethered
vehicles that were used to find the Indian
air liner that went down off Ireland last
year are vehicles that can be very precisely controlled and which can perform
useful functions while at the end of tethers miles long.
Service craft such as tug boats and
the other new types of vehicles that came
into being as a result of off-shore oil
exploitation have changed drastically.
A
1505 to 2000 horse power tug was notable
in the 40's; we now have some ocean going
tugs that have 25,000 horse power!
And
there are thousands of ships in this fleet
of off-shore support craft.
Ship ice operations for primarily commercial purposes have engendered the development of vehicles and platforms which
can withstand the rigors of high latitude
operations as well as specialized "ice
tank" developments.
During these four decades the fishing
industries of the world have gone through
tremendous change as evidenced by the tuna
clippers which developed in this country

all that different from what might be
expected by oil drilling companies operating in the northern reaches of the North
Sea or the Gulf of Alaska.
The continuing press to operate in
all but the most severe of sea conditions
been the thread of the many develophas
ments over the last four decades,
In addition to the jack-up rig, the
semi-submersible and SWATH configurations
have
inherent characteristics that permit
Also, the hydroall weather performance.
In
foil also has this characteristic.
particular, the fully submerged foil
hydrofoil has, in fact, the smallest relative waterplane area and has shown superior seaway performance when in operation
foilborne.
A summary of these "all
weather" vehicles is shown in Figure 10.
Much work has also gone into making
the hovercraft operate well at speed in
heavy seas; to a point, 'hat is in moderate seas the efforts have been successful,
but more work has to be done in this area.
In the last decade, due to the
drastic increase in energy prices, there
has been a substantial investment in ways
to reduce fuel consumption.
In the marine
vehicle business this investment as
focused on two primary areas:
machinery
developmentu towards less energy consumption and greater efficiency, and hull form
and propulsor designs to achieve greater
fuel economy.
I will deal today with the
latter group.
Regarding hull forms, design tools
and facilities have been put to work in
order to develop configurations that will
permit the basic functions of the ship to
be performed in the most efficient manner,
In addition to the use of bow bulbs to
reduce wave making energy, we now see the
emergence of "stern bulbs," asymmetric
sterns, and coke-bottle lower hulls on
SWATH ships and other schemes shown in
Figure 11.
Yig'.r
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and validation of the development of basic
computer hydrodynamic design and analysis
codes.
In Figure 12 that you see before you
I have tried to indicate qualitatively the
role played by different kinds of towing
tank facilities in the five areas that I
have covered in this presentation.
The role played by you who have been

and fishing factory ships from other
countries. Even fishing trawls are now
being developed in towing tanks,
This meeting would not be complete
without mention of yachts; the literal
explosion of the yacht business in the
post-war years is obvious to anyone flying
near a coast on a summer weekend. And, I
should mention perhaps the largest chal-

involved has been innovative and produc-

the

lenge of all in the yachting world:

tive. Much has been achieved, and there
is much more to be achieved in the future.
I don't think that I have to te2' of you that the maritime industry worldwide is on hard times today, and has been
In 1946 times
for the last few years.
were not very good either. The war had
come to an end. There was a glut of
available shipping. The world economy was
in a state of understandable turmoil. But
all of what I have covered with you this
morning began to unfold as the years
passed. A maritime revolution took place
and I doubt that anyone could have predicted the different and multi-faceted
courses that it took. But the revolution
DID take place.
All of us should be proud to have
been part of it and we should be confident

recovery of the America's cup.
What does all of this mean us?
In the last 40 years many new towing
tank facilities have been built. In
addition, new and different types of facilities have come into being such as
seakeeping facilities, planar motion
mechanisms, rotating arm facilities, and
greatly increased capacity cavitation
channels. These, as well as the traditional towing tanks and circulating water
channels, have all played an absolutely
vital role in the maritime revolution that
has taken place.
These facilities have been used in
their usual way of obtaining experimental
verification of the characteristics, etc.
for particular vehicle designs. They have
also played an even more important role:
that of developing the technical

basis

that we will

for

be able to contribute to
the years to come.

continuation in
Thank you.

exploitation of computer-aided analysis
tools, computer-aided design tools based
on empirical analysis of broad data bases,

Figure 12
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INTRODUCTION

slow moving parts, such as stators.
This is
that
compound propulexacerbated by the fact
sors generally involve greater surface areas,
so that the viscous inaccuracies are amplified
through proportionately larger
iscous force
components.
The member presentations constituting
the remainder of this report take several
forms, ranging from descriptions of general
actr ities, to more detailed summaries of
examples of specific research, to comprehensive technical presentations.
The member presentations have been collectively arranged in
order of increasing degree of detail as
follows:

In describing the activities of the ATTC
member institutions in the ship propulsion
area sihce the last meeting at Stevens in
1983, this report is intended primarily to
reflect
the recent advances made in the field.
However, it seems in order to place the recent
advances relative to some absolute scale by a
brief statement on the existing limitations of
propulsion system design technology,
There are of course many existing
limitations, both analytical and experimental,
that prevent precise propulsor design.
The
most important, however, is considered to be
the continuinQ inability to deal as effectively as desired with cavitation, either
analytically or experimentally.
Whether it be
from the point of view of noise generation
through tip vortex cavitation in military
applications, from the point of view of low
frequency structural vibration excited by
intermittent blade sheet cavitation with large
surface ship propellers, or from the point of
view of thrust breakdown associated with propeller supercavitation in high speed craft, it
is safe to say that cavitation
control is the
mcst imporLant element of the propalsor desir,
process.

MEMBER PRESENTATIONS
1.0

TRACOR HYDRONAUTICS

The major portion of model testing in
the Hydronautics Ship Model Basin (HSMB) has
been devoted to evaluating new ship designs.
Some examples are, for the U.S. Navy, a
jumboized oiler, a YFRT, the T-AGOS SWATH, and
a new T-AGS.
For the U.S. Coast Guard, we
tested a model of the 138 foot SWATH, a
corvette for te Mexican Na~y and a foreign
submarine.
We have investigated the maneuvering performance of a towboat flotilla in
deep and shallow water.
Various underwater
vehicles have been tested for maneuvering
characteristics.
Different propeller designs
were tested for possible use on a surface
effect ship.
A great deal of study has been devoted
to uncovering various hydrodynamic effects due
to the launching of underwater weapons.
Over a dozen different, large-scale
yacht models were tested to determine their
relative
merits in future races.
A patented, unusual hydrofoil configuration was model tested to assess feasibility

It is not clear, from the perspective of
the propulsion system designer, that as much
progress has been made in advancing propeller
cavitation
control methodology in the bst
three years as was made in intervening
periods between some of the past ATTC
meetings.
Opinions of the ATTC membership on
this view would be welcomed by the Propulsion
Committee.
One area of ship propulsion technology
that
has experienced significant
advancement
in the last
three years is that of compound
propulsors, as is reflected in several of the
individual member reports to follow.
The
primary motivation has been reduced fuel consumption.
However, all of the old difficulties,
both analytical
and experimental, are
exaggerated in designing compound propulsors.
Particularly,
from a standpoint of testing,
the lack of Reynolds scaling is certainly more
serious.
This is due in part to the lower
Reynolds numbers, and consequently more pronounced viscous flow effects, associated with

for

full-scale applications.
For commercial clients, we have model
tested
special towed arrays and a cable
diverter.
A substantial
amount of research is
underway on a so-called "water piston" propulsion system.
This patented device is an
exciting innovation, with potential application to almost all marine vehicles.
Essen-
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ships, with or without propeller ducts.
Triple screw ships and planinq hulls can also
We have standardized our experibe analyzed.
ment methods using an overload propulsion
techniqoe since we feel this offers the most
flexibility in terms of selection of correlation allowance and subsequent re-analysis to
alternative scales.
New areas for development
will be test methods for sailing yachts,
planing hulls and other unconventional marine
vehicles including submersibles. We also plan
to expand into methods of numerical simulation
of flow around ships and the development of
new measurement techniques to support the
numerical modeling.

tially, a hot slug oL qas is applied to a
If the physics works out
cylinder of water.
in practice as it does in theory, it is
possible to eject the water at high efficiencies, even approaching that of a marine propeller. The potentially simple propulsive
system is looking very atziactive. Tne next
phase is the construction and test of a
full-scale system appropriate for propulsion
of an operational s-all naval vehicle,
The future apparently holds more of the
same, with perhaps one major addition. We
have actively studied various means of
quieting our model basin and carriage systems
to enable certain hydroacoustic tests.
These
efforts have succeeded to the degree that test
programs are being discussed with potential
clients. A paper on this program is also
being prepared for the 1986 ATTU conference.
2.0

2.3

IMD-NRC CANADA

Commissioning New Facilities,
Research into Resistance and Propulsion,
Evaluation of Ship Hull Forms.

A summary of the activity in each group :s
given below,
2.1

Cor-.nssion ng New F,

: ties

The new Institute was officially opened
on November 5, 1985. The towing tank carriaqe
was completed and accepted shortly afterwards,
In order to expedite the commissioning process, as much equipment as possible was procured from commercial suppliers. Resistance
and propulsion guiders, propulsion dynamometers, gear boxes and a propeller open water
dynamometer were all purchased from Kempf and
0ei,
Cmbh, of Hamburg, W. Germany.
Gru
The
only major pieces of equipment which were
designed and built in-house were the resistance towing post and acceleration clamp. The
manufacture of all the major components for
these pieces is now complete.
Detailed assembly will begin very shortly, and it is hoped
to have the units delivered by early fall
1986. We hope to have carried out at least
one shin resistance, propulsion and propeller
open water experiment by the end of the year.
We intend to carefully compare the results of
experiments with those carried out in our
Ottawa basin, and also with models tested in
other tanks. This is clearly of vitel importance to establish the regulation of any new
test facility.
2.2

Shiip Hull Forms

The NRC Hull Form Series for Fast Surface ships has made a lot of progress since
1983. All models have been tested for reslstance (naked and appended), prooulsion and
head sea seakeeping. All oata has been
refaired for consistency and summary results
were presented by Murdey and Simoes Re in
o-foher 1985, at the NSMH workshop nn Ship
Hull Form Design. A statistical analysis of
trends in resistance with hull form has been
carried out.
A new series has beer developed from the
above series which is more appropriate to
small shi-,s, sch as flsheries patrol vessels
and other similar craft.
This series is
desiqned to have the same midship section and
block coefficient as the parent series, but
with lower resistance in the Froude number
range 0.4 to 0.5.
Preliminary model tests
have been completed showing the expected
improvement and it is hoped that the series
can be finished by March 31, 1987.
Another major project has been to develop IMD's data base for random ship forms.
This work involves computerizing all IMD's
existlna model data, and developing a data
base system which will be appropriate for
modern design methods. It is hoped to have
the preliminary version ready by the middle of
next year.

!he activities of our Institute for
Marine Dynamics related to the propulsion of
ships fall into 3 areas, which overlap somewhat, but -an be broadly classife! as:
2.1
2.2
2.3

Evaluatlcn c

3.0

IIHR, UNIVERSITY OF IOWA

The Iowa Institute of Hydraulic Research
(IIHR) is actively involved in a number of
research projects of interest to the Propulsion Committee of the 21st ATIC.
The primary
focus of the IIHR research concerns viscous
flow effects in ship hydrodynamics. For purposes of discAssion it is convenient to divide
the projects into two categories: bare-hull
studies and propeller-appendage--i interaction studies.
In the studies of the former
category the propeller and appendages are not
included whereas they are in the studies of
the latter category. It should be recognized
that although the bare-hull studies may not
seem to be of direct relevance to the Propulsion Committee, ultimately such developments
can be incorporated into the propellerappendage-hull interaction studies.

Resistance and Propulsion

A series of analysis programs has been
written to analyze the results of resistance,
propulsion and propeller open water experiments.
These programs will analyze the results of experiments for single and twin screw
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3.1

Bare-Hull Studies

3.2

The objective of this research is the
development of computational and analytical
methods for predicting the detailed flow
field, including resistance coefficients, for
ships and submarines and the acquisition of
basic experimental data to aid in validating
The
such methods and explicate the physics.
approaches or these methods include viscous,
inviscid, and viscous-inviscid interaction
procedures.
One research area concerns the development of procedures for incorporating viscous
effects into the calculation of ship wavemaking resistance. Shahshahan (1985) and
Landweber have used their measurements of tha
boundary layer and wake of a Wigley model at
several Froude numbers in the above mentioned
procedures to show that such effects are
important and lead to an improvement in the
wave resistance prediction. Extensions for
t-h, i-n ,'
1nHer--,- theory center2lane
distributions (previously thin-ship theory
centerplane distributions were used) are
presently being made (Hsu, 1986).
Anothr research area concerns the development of procedures for calculating shipstern and wake flows, i.e., thick-boundarylayer trailing-edge flows. The appropriate
governing equations for such flows are the
partially-parabolic Reynolds Equations. Chen
and Patel (1985) have developed a powerful
method for solving the partially-parabolic
equations using body-fitted coordinates, the
novel finite-analytic method, and a large solution domain so as to capture the entire zone
of viscous-inviscid interaction. The results
have shown very good agreement with experimental data for turbulent flat-plates, axisymmetric bodies, and three-dimensional bodie
including practical )'ip fcrms,
As an alternative to a large-domain
solution Stern et al. (1986b) have developed a
viscous-inviscid interaction approach for
solving the partially parabolic equations
using body-fitted coordinates, finitedifference methods, and a small solution domain. The results thus far are for axisymmetric bodies and show good agreement with
other methods and experimental data.
In support of this research, an extensive set of measurements have been made of the
mean-velocities and the turbulent stresses in
the stern region and in the near and intermediate wake regions for a double Wigley model
(Sarda, 1986).
Lastly in this category, research is
being conducted concerning free-surface
effects on the hull boundary layer and wake,
including -he bow. Patel et al. (1985) have
shown that the bow vortices originate fr:-.
separation of the free-surface boundary layer.
Stern (1985a and b) has performed an
experimental-theoretical investigation into
the more fundamental aspects of free-surface
effects on the boundary layer of a surfacepiercing body, including wave-induced
separation.

Propeller-Appendage-Hull Interaction
Studies

The objective of this research is the
development of a computational method to
determine the interactive and combined flow
field over the stern and in the near and far
wake for propeller-hull configurations, and
the acquisition of experimental data to aid in
validating such methods and explicate the
physics. Stern et al. (1985c, 1986a) have
coupled the Chen and Patel (1985) partiallyparabolic method for calculatinq ship-stern
flow with a propeller-performance program in
an interactive and iterative manner. A bodyforce distribution is used to represent the
propeller in the partially-parabolic method.
Results have been obtained for applications of
various levels of flow field complexity:
rotationally-symmetric steady and unsteady
flows, and three-dimensional steady flow. The
steady-flow results fir axisymmetric bodies
are in excellent agreement with the available
experimental data and show that the present
procedures are able to predict many details of
the flow field including the formation of the
hub vi. Lex and its dependence on propeller
loading. The preliminary results for a threedimensional body geometry (DTNSRDC 3:1 elliptical body) are also quite realistic; however,
no experimental data is available for verification. Al-houqh much more work needs to be
done, especially for three dimensional flow,
in order to extend the method to realistic
ship geometries, it is concluded, based on the
present work, that the present procedures can
accurately simulate the steady part of the
combined propeller-hull flow field and can be
used with some confidence for predictions of
thrust deduction and effective wake as well as
other flow quantities of interest. The
unsteady-flow resul's are in reasonable agreement with the experimental data.
However,
they point out the limitations of the present
approach for simulating the complex bladeto-blade flow. A more detailed representation
of the propelle- than the body force is
required.
Further work along these lines is
also being done.
Lastly, ztudies are underway for bodyappendage configurations (Chen, 1985).
In
this case, the propeller has not been included.
The focus of this work concerns the
appendage wakes and their influence on the
nominal wake.
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circumferential varying viscous ship wakes
will make complete theoretical prediction
difficult for some time.
A program has begun this year to develop
blade design techniques incorporating arbitrary
blade section shapes to minimize cavitation and
its adverse effects. The work is an adaptation
of similar two-dimensional hydrofoil section
design by Shen at DTNSRDC. Arbitrary twodimensional section shapes are incorporated
into propeller geometry through lifting surface
calculations of the effective three-dimensional
camber from the specified two-dimensional load
distributions. Two-dimensional thickness distributions are retained in the final propeller
geometry. Fundamental designs of unskewed and
skewed propellers will be evaluated.
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4.2

Research and application of new hull
designs has been continuing since the last ATTC
conference. Ongoing research areas have
included stern wedge shapes, SWATH hulls, C-P
pro""ller performance correlation, and bulb
design.
The application of wedges Just forward of
tne transom on combatant hull forms has been
investigated in recent years. The use of
wedges has resulted in reduced resistance at
high Froude nunber. Also, some benefit has
been seen in improved hull efficiency by means

of Propeller-Hull Interaction", Proc.
16th ONR Sym. Naval Hydrodynamics,

of
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increased thrust Ldentity wake fraction.
A new SWATH propulsion option has been

explored wltc the us of contrarotating propellers. Contrarotation permits the possibility
of incorporating high efficiency, contrarotating electric drive motors installed inside
the SWATH hulls. Also, improved propulsi'efficiency and cavitation performance are possible with contrarotating propellers. Wake
scale effects have become an increased concern
for the ship design community at DTNSRDC. With
each new propeller design, the implications of
the full scale wake are considered. For a
recent SWATH design, the effect of the predicted full scale wake on the final propeller
pitch was checked, using a body of revolution
approach. To date, utilization of the full
scale predicted flow through the complete propeller design process has not been done. There
is a trade off between substantial design
experience using model parameters and appropriate correlations, and the potential of improved full scale cavitation and propulsion
performance with a full scale design approach
that ooes not benefit from experience.
Recent full-scale trials of ships fitted
with controllable pitch propellers have indicated the need for more accurate measurement of
blade pitch angle. The ship-board blade pitch
indication may have associated inaccuracies
that are reflected by propeller revolutions
different from those predicted by model experiments.
A program is underway to precision
instrument the controllable-pitch propeller
hubs to more accurately measure blade pitch
during sea trial installations. With the more
accurate pitch measurement, better correlation
is expected between model experimental predictions and full-scale trial results.

Berkeley.
Stern, F., Yoo, S.Y., and Patel, V.C., (June
1986b), "Viscous-Inviscid Interaction on
Three-Dimensional Bodies, Including Thick
Boundary Layers and Wake", Iowa Institute
of Hydraulic Research, IIHR Report No.xxx.
4.0

Propulsion

Recent propeller research has included
design method development for advanced propulsors, real blade flow effects, and new blade
section design.
Design procedures are being developed for
duct-propeller systems that will rediice the
nonuniformity of the propeller inflow. In the
past, ducted propellers have been designed
using ideal linearized axisymmetric duct geometry. New procedures will use potential flow
panel methods to model the duct more exactly,
and all
I- asymmetric duct geometries to
mL
effectively reduce the circumferential variation of the propeller inflow,
Experimental and analytical studies have
been proceeding to understand real flow, viscous effects on propeller performance. Blade
boundary layer characteristics have been measured model scale, and concurrently, blade
boundary layer prediction codes have been
developed showing good qualitative correlation
with measured data. This marks a good beginning, but the complex details of propeller
flows-tip vortex, hub intersection, wake
modeling and the actual conditions of complex
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5.0

ARL, PEIJ STATE UNIVERSITY

placing of excess swirl in the inflow. The net
swirl placed in the flow is equivalent to the
propeller induced swirl, with the possibility
of an improvement in propulsive efficiency. In
addition to the above, the partial counter
swirl vanes produce a positive trim force,
which is beneficial in some cases.
The design philosophy described above was
applied to two United States Coast Guard yessels, a 41 foot Utility Patrol boat and an 82
foot vessel. The design for the 41 foot boat
was field evaluated.
The design was adapted to
a twin shaft configuration, with opposing direction of rotation.
F~A'h propulsor consisted
of a standard propeller with a partial set of
counter swirl vanes upstream. The top most
vane was installed as a modification to the
bearing support strut. Two high camber vanes
were mounted close to the horizontal axis of
the boat on the lightly loaded sides of their
respective propellers. Two moderately cambered
vanes were mounted near the bottom of each propeller. All of the vanes were attached to a
partial ring, which was welded to the bearing
housing immediately upstream of the propellers.
All of the vanes were designed to impart counterswirl into t].epropeller. The outline of
this arrarement is presented on the Figure 1.
The design described above was tested at
Norfolk, Virginia, under the direction of the
Naval Sea Systems Engineering Division.
Shaft
RPM, thrust, torque and boat speed were recorded. Fuel consumption was metered and hull
vibration levels obtained utilizing an accelerometer. Data were obtained for the standard
and the compound propulsor on the same hull.

An example of recent research using the
ARL facilities has been the design and evaluation of a counterswirl vane assembly for
improving propulsive efficiency, sponsored by
the U.S. Coast Guard.
Surface vessels with engines mounted
internally usually have a shafting arrangement
which leads to an inclination of the rotating
propulsion element relative to the fluid inflow. This, in turn leads to periodic unsteady
loading of the propeller, with one side of the
disc heavily loaded and the opposite side
lightly loaded. In normal design practice,
swirl is discharged in the exit flow which is a
source of inefficiency due to a pressure drag
on the propeller. A method of recovering this
lost energy is to design a compound propulsor
which consists of a stationary blade row either
in front or behind a rotor, placing or removing
the swirl induced by a rotating element. An
effect of shaft inclination is to place swirl
into the direction of rotor rotation on the
side of the propeller which is heavily loaded,
tending to increase efficiency. However, on
the lightly loaded side, swirl in the direction
or rotor rotation is induced, causing a doubled
reduction in efficiency. A desiqn was conducted which places a partial set of counter
swirl "anes upstream of a propeller on the
lightly loaded side. The vanes are mounted on
the shaft bearing housing.
Two effects were
intended.
Elimination of vanes on the heavily
loaded side of the propeller eliminates skin
friction and pressure drag associated with the
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I.Counter Swirl Vane Assembly
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The compound propulsor provided a gain
in efficiency at all speeds, using the same
propellers. The increase in speed at a given
power level compensated for the increased
level of preswirl and the engine power characteristic was not adversely affected. A nominal improvement of nine percent in fuel consumption was measured. Given the cost of
fabricating and installing the counter swirl
vanes, a payback period of one year is estimated. No adverse vibration change or effect
on trim was noted.
Utilizing the experience
gained during this design and evaluation,
additional improvements in efficiency and vibration are being considered.
6.0

mentally in the MIT water tunnel by Breslin
and Goodman (1) with the assistance of
Professor J. Kerwin and Mr. D. Lewis of MIT.
Comparison was made with a theoretical model
developed by Goodman (2).
The abstract of
Reference (1) is quoted as follows
"A wake adapted propeller was tested
behind the wake for which it was designed and
also in uniform flow. Direct measurements of
flow velocity near the propeller disc were
obtained in both cases, as well as thrust and
torque coefficients vs. advance coefficient.
Comparisons are made of the flow velocity with
a prediction based on a theory of a propeller
in a shear flow due to Goodman. Comparison is
also made of the increase in velocity due to
shear from the thrust coefficient vs. advance
coefficient curves based on thrust identity.
It is shown that an effective wake (i.e., the
nominal wake augmented by the effect of shear)
as predicted by the theory agrees with the
measurements to within a percent or so provided the nonlinear version of the theory is
used."
The principal results of the experiments
and theory are displayed in Figure 2 below. The
nonlinear version of the theory was found to be
necessary because the induction of the actuator
disc is considerably in excess of 0.10 Vs.

STEVENS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

Research work in areas related to propeller mean and vibratory forces conducted in
part at Davidson Laboratory and mainly in the
Department of Civil and Ocean Engineering has
dealt with the effects of shear flow and
theoretical aspects of the design of ducts to
mitigate blade-rate forces and intermittent
blade cavitation on ducted propellers.
The coupling of propeller induced flow
with an experimentally generated axisymmetrc
radially sheared wake was investiqated experi-
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Theoretical and Experimental Axial Velocities Behind the wake Screen
in the Plane of the Propeller

"4

The effect of radially shear axisymmetric inflow upon the geometry of a duct
carrying a specified loading in the presence
of a propeller (actuator disc) within the duct
with a given loading has been studied by Dr.
Hosung Lee (3) in his doctoral dissertation
under the guidance of Professor J.P. Breslin.
Lee's abstract is quoted as follows:
"We consider the linearized Euler equa-

2.3
r'b

tions and the continuity equation with the
assumptions of large shear and small perturbation velocities of a ducted propeller.
Manipulating the Euler equations and the
continuity equation in cylindrical coordinates
for axisymmetric shear flow, a Poisson type
equation involving the disturbance pressure
can be obtained. A formal reduction of this
equation yields an integral equation for the
pressure which can be converted to a manageable non-homogeneous integral equation by
means of a Fourier transform.
We treat the integral equation as a
linear system using the far field boundary
condition.
Duct and propeller are treated separately to obtain perturbation velocities of
each with and without shear flow and these are
then combined for the design pruhlem of ducted
propellers.
The loading on

wlth Shear

-

*.0

0.
- 0.5
1.0

/
the duct

is taken

as

the

roof-top distribution and loading on the prupeller disc is assumed to be an arbitrary
distribution with the proviso that the combined loading can produce the desiqned thrust
coefficient.
Each component of the induced velocities
is calculated from the original Euler equations and continuity equation and the pressure
distribution in the absence and presence of
shear. Duct thickness effects with shear are
discussed.
A design method for ducts

is

provided

Figure 3. Axial Induced Velocity due to Duct
Loading with and without Shear at x = 0

1
N.SB 191.

for

flows with and without shear from the exact
second order kinematic boundary condition on
the duct surface for given propeller-thrust
and duct-thrust coefficients.
Duct geometry
is calculated for both with-and without-CTD
shear-flow cases. Significant effects of
shear are noted in the derived duct geometry.
A sample of the induced axial velocity
with and without shear (the shear is derived
from model wake data of a moderate V-shaped
stern given by Hadler and Chang, SNAME Trans.
Volume 73, 1965) is given in Figure 3. We szE
that the effect of shear is very pronounced.
A comparison of the duct camber tmax and
conicity angle, a , with the NSMB 19A duct is
given in Table 1.
Dr. T.R. Goodman and J.P. Breslin (4)
have developed a procedure for the design of
ducts to produce net flows in a nominal hull
wake at the plane of the propeller which have
reduced spatial harmonics at selected harmonic
order numbers. The abstract of Reference 4 is
as follows:
"A procedure based on inviscid flow
theory is detailed for the design of propeller
ducts to reduce specific spatial nonuniformil ies in given nominal ship wakes.
The
objective is to produce net flows to enclosed

CT

KA-5

Without Shear

WLh Shear

2.420

2.620

2.620

O,889

0.7202

0.8612

L.,

3.3402

2.4912

21.6

24.1

0.15

0.11

0.1s

-0.07

-0.0630

-0.06421

I
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CT ICT
0 T
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%

J0.432t
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C
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12.82
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Table 1. Comparison of Calculated Duct Camber,
fmax' and Conicity Angle, a , with and without
Shear and the Characteristics of the NSMB 19A
Duct at Comparable Loadings
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propellers which will reduce cavitation and
The process yields perphervibratory forces.
ial variations of camber and conicity angle
which will reduce the amplitude of specific
wake harmonics to a maximum extent possible
under the arbitrarily imposed constraint that
the maximum sectional normal force coefficient
must not exceed unity. Applications are made
to reduce the first
shaft frequency of two
wakes showinq resultant first harmonics reduced by factors of 4 and 1.40 in the 0.8
radius region. A 9.5-inch diameter model deiqgned to reduce the tirst shaft harmonic of a
screen-generated wake has been constructed for
experimental verification of the efficacy of
the design. Computer programs are provided."

These results for ducts in which the
peripheral variation of camber and thickness
ratios were achieved by finding the peripheral
variation in chord to minimize the net harmonic amplitudes show that this method is not
effective. However, Chen made unnecessary
mathematical approximations in the process of
his development.
For calculated values of peripheral
variations in camber and thickness Chen showed
a 50 percent reduction in the fourth harmonic
amplitude of a particular nominal wake at 0.8
radius.
However, upon use of this net harmonic as input to the Davidson Laboratory
unsteady propeller force program, he found
only a 15 percent reduction in blade frequency

Figure 4 shows the vertical
cross-section
of a duct designed to ameliorate the first
harmonic Of a ship model wake generated by a
wake screen in a wind tunnel which turned out

thrust
for a 4 blade propeller.
seems highly inconsistent.

to have about twice the first
harmonic of the
series 60 (CL = 0.6) wake which it was
the
Nevertheless,
supposed to represent.
measurements; with and without the duct as
displayed in Figure 5 show marked reduction in
the trst
hrirmonic.
The theoretical
pred itior
.
seen to compare very well when account
is taken of the fact that the avai lahle mean
axial veloclty It toe
lCt radios as measured,
was 0.79
,
s
nc; 'he
reference
speedl
used

in

tn

nor

111l1

y.

t[n a
ctra[n<
llssert,,t:'n
Dr.
'.(. e
hn.
5),
under the ,,:idanc.,t Pr Oteosor S.
Tsakonas, un.ertook kn elaboration of the
Goodman-fres lin
des i qn procedure of ducts for
smoothing of nominal-wakes of arbitrary
harmonic orlers as
Titline! :o toe followin,
abstract
trom Reterence 5:
"Th-i i
n; I, -x*en.-d
and improves the
current p'r
lu[ts
AI
lesi gn procedure,
whih sih,,itntrla[y
reduces selected spatial
harmonics ,f any qiven ship iodel nomlnai wake
and thus homnqenizes the inflow field
to the
enshrouded propellor.
This fact constitutes
the most important 'actor in the study of the
ducted-propeller p[roblem since by controlling
and homogenizing the propeller inflow field
the vihratory characteristics of the system
will be minimized and the intermittent blade
cavitation
will be reduced substantially.
The
duct shape is determined by means of the
so-called "Penalty Function" which guarantees
the minimum value of the net inflow field.
Three schemes have been studied in the attempt
to ameliorate the inflow field:
Scheme #I,
with duct of constant chord length but with
varying camber, thickness distribution
(keeping conicity angle and tip clearance
constant).
All schemes have been evaluated in
terms of the existing
propeller-duct
interaction program and thus conclusion has been

Figure 4.
Cross Section of a Duct Designed by
Drs. Breslin and Goo-dman to Ameliorate the
First Ha-monic of the Axial Component of a Ship
Wake.
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for

two cases

,
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/
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a) NSMB and b) SSPA

Figure 5. Radial Variation of First Harmonic
of Screen-Generated Wake with and Without Duct
Designed to Reduce this Harmonic Amplitude.
(Tilt Angle al = 0.156 rad; Cr=1.0, s=2,
M=1 IX 0 =0.6)
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ducted propeller operating in a wake of Series
-60 (Cb = 0.6) equipped with three different
stern configurations. Conclusions have been
reached and recommendations have been made for
the selection of the most effective design
procedure."

AL

,

,

reached as for the most advantaqious duct
shape.
Systematic calculations have been performed

This result
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MARINE PROPULSORS FOR MINIMUM SHAFr-HORSEPOWER
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ABSTRACT

parametric investigations of Loukakis
(1971,1981) and Khadjimikhalev (1979,1984) who
showed that significant gains in efficiency
(relative to conventional criteria) are possible with increased tip loading.
In addition, it is known (Dyne, 1984) that compound
propulsors offer a substantial increase in
efficiency over the conventional propeller but
procedures to define maximum hydrodynamic
efficiency are unknown.
In the present work, we undertake to
resolve those apparent differences in conditions for maximum efficiency and provide some
insight into selection of circulation distribution for maximum efficiency of a preswirl
propulsor consisting of a set of stationary
vanes forward of the rotating blades.
'his
configuration is mechanically simple and it's
mathematical model is straightforward. Also it
exhibits the essential feature of most compound
propellers that produce efficiency gains over
the isolated propeller (i.e., a significant
tangential velocity component occurs at one
blade row location).
In subsequent paragraphs,
the mathematical model of this configuration
will be described.
In the present investigation, the extremum
problem is simplified to the case of finding
the circulation distribution that maximizes one
restricted form of the propulsor efficiency:

Results are presented for a non-linear
constrained optimization technique applied to
the selection of the circulation distribution
for minimum shaft horsepower of conventional
and preswirl propulsors. The non-linear mathematical model of the propulsor is a straight
radial lifting line, representing the blades,
with a vortex sheet trailing aft at a position
that may be dependent on the solution. For
the preswirl propulsor, an interaction velocity component is included and the thrust of the
rotor is increased to overcome the vane drag.
The major geometry variables and operating
conditions are fixed in the extremum problem
and the unknown circulation distribution is
taken as a finite-term sine series.
Several
specifications of the shed-vortex sheet geometry (light, moderate, and approximately heavy loading) are included. It is demonstrated
that recent investigations producing improved
efficiency (relative to conventional criteria)
with increased tip loads result from including
a non-linear specification of the shed-vortex
sheet orientation in the analysis which was
not addressed in the approximate analytical
optimizations. For the lightly-loaded case,
Lerbs' criteria is essentially recaptured.
For the conventional propeller with a nonlinear specification of the shed-vortex sheet,
efficiency values slightly greater than Lerbs'
criteria can be produced with relatively
smooth circulation distributions and significantly increased efficiency values are possible with highly-oscillatory distributions.
For the preswirl propulsor, minimum shaft
horsepower circulation distributions for a
given upstream vane set show trends similar to
the conventional propeller. For the preswirl
propulsor, the shed-vortex sheet specification
has a pronounced effect on the predicted efficiency.
1.0

n = CTh/CP

(1)

for fixed thrust-loading coefficient CTh =
2
2
8T/(pV rD ), fixed major geometry variables
(i.e., the tip and hub diameter, number of
blades, chordlength distribution, thickness
distribution, and blade mid-chord location) and
fixed advance coefficient. That is, the powerloading coefficient, Cp = 16wQ/(pV 3 rD2 ) is to
be minimized for a given thrust. Such a formulation has an implicit assumption that the gear
efficiency and the hull-propulsor interaction
coefficients (thrust deduction, t, and local
effective wake fraction, wE) are unaffected by
the selected circulation distribution. The
assumption that the values of t and wE are
constant is only approximately valid but serves
to make the problem manageable.
(A more
general -and more complex- hydrodynamic problem
is to maximize the propulsive efficiency:

INTRODUCTION

Recently there has been a renewed interest in increased overall propulsion efficiency.
This interest is partially a result of a desire
for reduced fuel consumption due to increased
costs and has been further stimulated by the
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of their limited investigation is confirmation
of the parametric investigation of Loukakis
and Khadjimikhalev when the pitch of the shed
vortex sheet depends on the circulation and
agreement with the more traditional criteria
when the pitch of the shed-vortex sheet is
fixed.
Hence it is clear that the difference
in the trend of the mathematical calculus of
variation analysis and the parametric trends is
a consequence of including (or ignoring) the
implicit non-linearity. Since it is the inclusion of this non-linearity in the analysis that
is the essential feature of the trend of the
results obtained relative to tip loading, it
will be called a non-linear analysis when a

(2)

for a fixed (1-t)CTh and variable Cp with
major geometry and advance coefficient fixed.)
To proceed further, an algorithm relating
the power-loading and thrust-loading coefficients to the circulation must be specified.
One form of this relationship is the liftingline model (Moriya, 1933; Lerbs, 1952; and
summary by Morgan and Wrench, 1965). The equations resulting from this model are non-linear
in two aspects:
first the local velocity used
to compute the load consists of the sum of a
zeroth-order contribution from the onset
stream plus the induced velocity, and second,
the induced velocity (and hence flow angle) is
a nested function of the circulation at the
blades.
This nesting is the explicit dependence on circulation for the induced velocity
and an implicit dependence of the geometry of
a filament in the shed-vortex sheet on circu
lation (representing the requirement that
it follow a path that makes the pressure equal
on both sides of the vortex surface).
These
non-linearities make the problem more d.fficult to solve relative to the linear dependence on circulation for the lift and nonlinear drag dependence classically addressed
for the planar wing.
Early attempts at finding a condition for
the propeller maximum efficiency (e.g., Betz,
1919; Lerbs, 1952; van Manen, 1)55; Burrill,
1955) were not as rigorous mathematically as
more recent attempts employing calculus of
variations (Courant, 1953 and Wu, T473).
The
calculus ot variations approach for the propeller was initiated by Moriya (1938), in an
elegant numerical analysis, and picked up
later by Wehausen (1964) followed by Morgan
and Wrench (1965); by Yim (1976); and by
Achkinadzhe (1985).
The most complete of
these treatments is that of Achkinadzhe, who
includes a tangential preswirl component in
his analysi';. The recent attempts ate all
characterized by two approximations:
(1) simplifications in the treatment of a
complicated integro-differential equation that
is the optimizing condition, and
(2) explicit neglect of th. implicit dependence on circulation in the nested nonlinearity for induced velocity described in
the preceding paragraph (i.e., for computing
the induced velocity components required
in the load integrals, the pitch of the
shed-vortex sheet is specified rather than
dependent on the circulation),
The first condition has been investigated and
found to be essentially negligible, but the
second aspect was not investigated. In one
simple approximate form, the mathematically
derived results recapture the Lerbs (1952)
criteria, i.e., that the condition for maximum
efficiency results when the hydrodynamic pitch
is proportional to the square root of the
local wake.
More recently Brockett and Korpus (1986)
have used a non-linear optimizing code and
include all the non-linearities in the analysis plus an ability to vary the specification
of the shed-vortex sheet geometry. One result

variable position of the shed-vortex sheet is
included and linear when the sheet geometry is
fixed in the extremum problem.
In the present work we are concerned with
the classical problem of finding the shape of
the circulation distribution for maximum efficiency with a fixed thrust. In design practice, a more global problem is addressed
involving additional practical constraints such
as structural integrity, noise, vibration,
weight, stopping and cost.
A search for the
maximum efficiency (or minimum cost) subject to
these additional constraints is possible but it
is specific to the particular problem. We do
not consider this realistically-constrained
optimization problem but note that it will add
at least one additional constraint relative to
the circulation distribution:
limits on the
slope in order to avoid trailing-vortex cavitation. Most of the other constraints are such
that the geometry is influenced but not necessarily the circulation distribution.
In the preent paper, th- investigation of
Brockett and Korpus (1986) is reviewed and
extended for maximum propeller efficiency of
both conventional and preswirl propulsors. In
the following section a description of the
lifting-line model of the conventional and
preswirl propulsor is outlined, then the nonlinear optimizing code is described, followed
by definition of the parent operating conditions, the results and conclusions.
2.

LI):TING-LINE MODEL

The equations selected to govern the optimization process, and which are to be solved
(as part of the extremum problem), are those
appropriate for a lifting line representation
of the blades of a propeller.
The presence of
the hub is ignored and the blade becomes a
straight radial line from which vortex filaments trail .ft in a helicoidal path. In our
previous investigation (Brockett and Korpus,
1986) these filaments were taken as quite
general geometrical specifications. However,
the contraction has a negligible effect on the
predicted efficiency and hence we ignore that
aspect in the present work. We did find (in
agreement with others) that the pitch of the
filaments was significant and include in our
model a provision for a pitch of the sheets
different than the hydrodynamic pitch at the
blades. The pitch angle of the sheets is 6W
and the pitch angle at the blades is i1 . The
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functional to be minimized (the power-loading
coefficient of the rotating blades, with subscript b denoting the blade) is given as:
3

2

-

4nZb
J

1
L1+CDb/(CLbtan ib jdx R
-J
XR Gb(xR)VAb
(3)
xhb

Dv

xRb

Db

xR of filaments

manifest itself in

1

dGb

lAbixR,xRo;iwbJ
dxRo

(4)

XR - xRo

Xhb dxRo

which holds for either a single or preswirl
propulsor. The IA and IT terms are calculated
from the approximations developed by Wrench
The functional
(see Morgan and Wrench, 1965).
forming the equality constraint for single
propellers is the thrust-loading coefficient:
CTh = CThdesign = 8TI/(V 'Db
4

1
Zb j Gb(xR)vTbI
xhb

- (CDb/CLb tanibjdxR

the above equations)

is the

circumferentially averaged axial velocity induced in the plane of the vanes by the blades.
Provisions for these terms are included in the
lifting line codes but are assumed negligible
Of the remaining
for a preswirl propulsor.
coupling terms, the tangential induced velocity
at the vanes due to the blades can be shown to
be zero for potential flow; and the axial
induced velocity at the blades due to the vanes
(Note that G v is
is neglected as higher order.
generally negative.)
The complicating aspect of equations
(3-9) is that the functions IA , IT, 6I, Iw,
and CL all exhibit complex dependence 3n the
functions to be minimized, Gb and Gv .
The various trailing vortex sheet geom,tries have been included in the above programs
1
through the definition of w" The lightly and
moderately loaded geometries follow the definitions set forth by Lerbs (1952) and Prandtl

vAb = 1 - wEb(XR)

+----------------

at blades = XRv - XRb,

but must be directly computed for wake-adapted
propulsors. Another coupling (which doesn't

where

1
+ 2

(10)

xR of filaments leaving vanes

where AXR(XR)

Cp = 16nQn/(pV nDb )

ZGv (xRb+AxR)
-

UTo

(5)

(see discussion

where

of Betz,

1919).

That

is;

the

lightly loaded ow is aligned with the local
qeometric advance angle
, while the moderately
ITXR

1

1

"Gh

1

Th

R, XRo;Owb,

loaded r. is

aligned with the

local hydrodyna-

Our
o---------------dxRo
(6)
mic advance angle at the blade (iw = oI).
xR - xRo
heavily-loaded model takes this one step further and aligns cw with the downstream wake
velocitv.
Ttls velocity is estimated as that
The equality constraint for preswirl propulsors
obtained hy using twi-e the values of the
is given -1y (sub b for blades, v for vanes):
cal-ulat-ol induced velocities (UA,UT) at the
liftinq lie rwith Wrench's induction factors),
2
CTh = CThdesign = 8(Tb + Tv)/(QV'sDb )
the con -er:
being that the wake is no longer
semi-infl'ite, but infinite.
1
The codes developed by Brockett (1979) for
4
= Zb I Gb(XR)VTb 1- CDb/CLh taorth Idx R
single propellers, and subsequentially adapted
xhb
for preswirl propulsors Brockett and Korpus,
1986), were chosen for this work. These codes
Dv 2 1
run very fast, and utilize Fourier series
+ 4Zv,--, , Gv xR VTv l->CDv.'CLv)tan~ividXR
representations for all numerical differentiaDb Xhv
tion and integration. This last attribute is
(7)
believed important since it should eliminate
where
any chances of "numerical aliasing."
That is,
minimize the value of a derivative or integrand
VxR
1
1 dGb IThKR~xRo;6wbJ
at discrete integration points rather than over
VTb
--..- ---------------- dxRo
the whole span. Another benefit of these codes
J
2 Xhb dx}%
xR - XRo
is that they have been extended to include the
(8)
lightly/moderately/heavily loaded models of
+ UOo(xR)
wake geometry (see description by Brockett and
Korpus, 1986).
Some data were also derived
1 1 dGv ITvXR,XRo;wvJ
from a slight modification of the code desVTv
-----------dXRo
(9)
cribed by Caster (1975) that is based on input
2 Xhv dxRo
xR - xRo
values of the hydrodynamic pitch.
VTb

----- -T
J
2 xhb dxRo

The last term in the vlb equation (equation 8)
constitutes the velocity field coupling between
the vanes and blades and represents the circumferentially averaged tangential velocity component induced in the plane of the blades by
the vanes.
It can be derived by an application
of Stokes law for potential flow:

3.

The procedure is essentially a Ritz
method. The assumption is made that the optimum circulation distribution can be represented
by a Fourier sine series:
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'A-I-,

OPTIMIZATION METHOD

N
Gn sin(n ) .

=

or under weighting the added viscous drag due
Therefore, the magnitude of the
to the vanes.
vane chord distribution is selected to be
proportional to values in Table 1 but adjusted

(11)

n=1
where N is the number of coefficients to be
optimized. If one substitutes this representation for G into the equations for the load
developed by the lifting line, the problem of
finding G to minimize Cp for a given CTh is
reduced to optimizing a finite number of disThis is much like the
crete variables.
Reyleigh-Ritz method of structural analysis,
but, because of the implicit dependence of
the induction factors and the 6 's on G, a
quadratic functional does not result, and
there is little chance of solving the full
problem analytically.
Because of these non-linearities in the
resulting systems of equations, no attempt was
made to solve for the optimum Gn'S analytically. Rather, the lifting-line code was
treated as a "black box," where the Gn's are
input and CTh and Cp are returned. A systematic variation was then set up utilizing this
black box to find the optimum set of Gn'S.
The other half of this systematic variation was performed by a non-linear constrained
optimization program called GRG2 (Lasden, et
al., 1978,1980).
This program uses a conlugate gradient search algorithm, coupled with a
ron-linear Newton-Rhapson solver for meeting
the cornstrints, to take a new guess at the
constrained optimum ;n's.
Essentially, the
two black boxes work in a cycle:
GRG2 guesses
at the Gn's, and the lifting-line code calculates CTh and Cp. From the results of the
last few quesses, GRG2 fliures out toe best
direction in which to search for its next
attempt.
4.

Table I
Parent Propeller, NSRDC 4381 from Boswell
and Onset Flow from Huang (1978)
J = 0.89
t = 0.0
Zv = 9

CTh = 0.69
CD = 0.0085
=
Zb
5
=
1.08
Dv/Db

xRb

c(xR)/D

1-WE(XR)

0.200
0.250
0300
0.400
0.500
0.600
0.700
0.800
0.900
0.950
1.0c0

0.174
0.202
0.229
0.275
0.312
0.337
0.347
0.334
0.280
0.218
0.O0C

0.605
0.667
0.725
0.821
0.899
0.959
1.012
1.056
1.100
1.123
1.145

xpv of filaments

(1971)

contraction ratio
of vane vortex
filaments*

1.060
1.052
1.045
1.032
1.020
1.011
1.005
1.004
1.014
1.032
1.080

Leaving vanes!xRb of filaments
at blades

to keep the maximum lift coefficient at 0.8 (as
was described by Brockett and Korpus, 1986).
Some of our parametric investigations
include modifications to the diameter for the
same required thrust and rpm. Hence the load
coefficient and advance coefficient change with
this parameter.
In addition, the blade area is
constrained to vary as the diameter ratio
squared. This criteria is essentially one providing for equal margin against thrust breakdown. Other minor adjustments were also made to
keep the hub radius fixed and adust the radial
stations proportionally.

PARENT PROPULSOR

The startinq point for ,ur investigations
was the conditions specified in Table 1, corresponding to NSRDC monel 4381 (Boswell,
1971). Most of our investigations are for
operation in uniform flow but for some aspects
a variable wake was selected to be a scaled
version (to give a unit volume mean) of that
determined by Huang (1976) for an axisymmetric body of revolution. For preswirl
cases the vane chord profile was kept proportional to that of the blades, and the vane
diameter was set to 1.08 times the propeller
diameter. The empirical vane wake contraction
data presented in the table are propeller
values extrapolated by Greeley and Kerwin
(1982) from Min's (1378) measurements, but
were found to have a minor effect.
For the most part, blade and vane geometry such as chord length, diameter, and hub
radius, are considered constant, as is the
advance ratio. These parameters are most
likely fixed by other practical design constraints (described previously for the
realistically-constrained optimization) that
need not be treated at this point. The one
exception is the vane chord lengths. Arbitrary selection of the vane chords, independent of loading, can bias the results by over

5.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Our first investigation was to determine
whether or not there was significant differences
between the Lerbs and van Manen criteria for the
relationship between hydrodynamic pitch and
effective wake fraction. These criteria are
both of the form
PI(XR) -', I - WE(XR)]A

(12)

with Lerbs choosing A = 1/2 and van Manen
proposing A = 3/4. We modified the code of
Caster (1975) and performed a series of computations for various CTh and J values using the
geometry and wake of Table I.
One result of
this investigation is shown in Figure 1 for the
parent J condition (from Brockett and Korpus,
1986). Figure 2 shows the power A to produce
maximum efficiency as a function of CTh for J
values of maximum efficiency using Lerbs' criteria. The dependence of A on CTh is linear and
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1/2 at zero load but is
extrapolates to A
more representative of van Manen's criteria
near the parent load coefficient.
Brockett and Korpus (1986) have shown
similar trends for both wake-adapted and
uniform-flow propulsors and hence the rest of
our investigation is concerned with only uniform flow.
In Figure 3 data (Brockett and Korpus,
1986) for the maximum efficiency as a function
of number of terms in the circulation distrishedbution (for the moderately-loaded
vortex-sheet representation) are given. A
modest increase in efficiency is possible with
a slight increase in tip loading and, as shown
in Figure 4, a non-linear increase in efficiency occurs as the number of terms becomes
large. Hence with a greater number of terms,
significant gains are possible but the shape
of the circulation becomes unrealistically
oscillatory from the stanupoint of real flow.
In Figure 5 the results for the 5 term series
are shown as a function of the shedvortex-sheet specification. As is clear, the
Lerbs' criteria is recaptured for the linear
model and the non-linear models indicate tendency for increased tip loads.
The values of efficiency shown in Figure
5 have the same shed-vortex sheet location for
the optimization search and the load predic-

load distributions on the vanes and rotor can
Also, a difproduce high efficiency values.
ference in efficienc' of over 7 points at the
parent operating point was predicted for the
various models of the shed-vortex sheet for a
given vane configuration and fixed circulation
distribution. Representative data are shown in
This
Figure 6, repeated from that reference.
figure illustrates two features of the preswirl
propulsor performance for the systematic varia(1) the increase
tions described in section 4:
in efficiency is negligible to moderate for the
parent and lighter loads (i.e, increased diemeter) but becomes quite significant for
increased load (or reduced diameter), and (2)
the maximum efficiency occurs for the case that
the preswirl does not cancel the rotor swirl
velocity (the speed cancellation ratio is
almost equal to the torque ratio).
Hence, applications with restricted diameter show most
improvement when preswirl vanes are employed.
In Table 3 and Figure 7, data are given
for various preswirl loads and number of term:
in the circulation distribution for operation
behind the vanes designed for elliptic circulation on the rotor. As can be seen, the 5-term
optimum distributions are superior to the results for the propeller-alone distributions
(N < 5). As shown in Figure 4 and Table 3,
non-linear increases in efficiency are evident

tions.

with

However,

it

is more common

to use

the

moderately-loaded non-linear specification of
the shed-vortex sheet orientation to predict
loads. In Table 2, the efficiency for each of
the shapes shown in Figure 5 is presented for
the various models of the shed-vorteK sheet.
In these calculations, the shape 4as specified

the

7

-term series.

Table

3

Net Efficiency for Various Rotor Circulations
Operating behind a Set of Vanes Originally for
the Elliotic Rotor with Swirl Cancellation of
0.75 at Parent Conditions (Moderately Loaded)

Table 2
Efficiency as

a Function of

Shed-Vortex

I

Sheet Orientation at Parent Operating
Conditions

Specification

Rotor

Circulation

T

(5-Term Sine Series)

SHEI)-VORTEX SHEET SPECIFICATIONJ
EMPLOYED IN CALCULATION

Elliptic
Prop, 5 Terms

of Shed-Vortex

Tip,

Sheet used in
Optimization

Opt, 3 Terms
Opt, 5 Terms
Opt, 7 Terms

LIGHT

MOD

LIGHT

0.681

0. 703

0.716

MODERATE

0.669

0.716

0.741

HEAVY

0.662

0.715

0.744

HEAVY

9 Terms

0.720
0.731
0.735
0.725
0.733
0.752

As a final data set, we have calculated
the efficiency of a series of more heavilyloaded preswirl propulsors as a function of
shed-vortex-sheet specification. These computations correspond

to the reduced diameter

(0.8Do), and 0.75 speed ratio of Figure 6.
The
vanes for the elliptic-loaded rotor are used
with both the elliptic-loaded rotor and the
tip-loaded rotor. Data are given in Table 4 for
the parent condition and a reduced diameter
condition. As can be seen, the reduced diameter
condition produces an even greater influence of
the shed-vortex sheet orientation than occurs
for the parent condition. Also, for the
heavily-loaded condition, some induced velocities become so large that they exceeded the
onset flow and unrealistic flow angles are
predicted and hence data are not given for

and the magnitude adjusted to produce the
required CTh at the given J value.
These
computations show minor differences for the
various circulation distributions for a
consistent vortex-sheet model (i.e.,
the
columns are only a percent or two different
in value).
Parametric calculations for preswirl propulsors are given by Brockett and Korpus
(1986).
Some of the results are that maximum
efficiency results from a low vane drag and
high propeller efficiency and that independent
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those cases.
In any event, as much as 10
points increase in efficiency is predicted for
the tip-loaded rotor circulation distribution
when the shed-vortex sheet orientation follows
the moderately-loaded flow angle rather than
the lightly-loaded flow angle.
Hence, the
specification of the vortex sheet orientation
is a critical practical issue to be resolved
for these highly-efficient propulsors. We
suspect similar differences occur for other
interacting blade rows such as contra-rotating,
post-swirl and vane-wheel propulsors.

C.

For preswirl propulsors, systematic
variations in parameters indicates
that little gain in efficiency
relative to a propeller is expected
for lightly-loaded rotors but a
significant improvement in efficiency
is possible for increased loading
cases.

D.

For preswirl propulsors, the maximum
efficiency occurs with arbitrary
distributions of circulation on the
vanes and rotor, but generally

Table 4:
Preswirl Propulsor Efficiency as a
Function of Shed-Vortex Sheet Orientation

Parent

0.8 Parent Diameter

Conditions

Shed-Vortex
Sheet Orientation

Tip-Loaded
Rotor

B.

Elliptic
Rotor

,

n

Tip-Loaded
Rotor

0.702

0.689

0.548

0.631

0.605

Moderate

0.720

0.735

0.581

0.667

0.715

Heavy

0.731

0.759

0.604

0.689

N/A

On

(points )

3

_7

6

CONCLUSIONS
A.

T

Light

Max

6.

Elliptic
Rotor

with same

Propeller
only
Elliptic G

--

efficient vanes and efficient
dre necessary for superior
performance.

For improved efficiency, the
relationship between the hydrodynamic
pitch and a power of the local effective onset speed is variable with
thrust loading. In general, less
than a half point increase in efficiency occurs relative to Lerbs criteria.
The van Manen criteria of
A z 0.75 in equation 12 is preferred to Lerbs value of 0.5.
The different trends between the
conventional (Lerbs, van Manen, and
Burrill) criteria and the tip-loaded
criteria for improved efficiency is a
result of the neglect or inclusion of
non-linear specification of the shedvortex sheet orientation. The full
non-linear model of propeller
performance leads to shapes of the
circulation distribution that are
remarkably different than for the
conventional criteria. For a reduced
number of terms in the sine series
representation of the circulation
distribution, the shape is not greatly
different than the Lerbs criteria and
small efficiency gains are predicted.
With a large number of terms,
significant incre-zes in efficiency
are possible but strong viscous
effects are expected. This possibility of viscous effects must be carefully evaluated before any of the tiploaded distributions are used.

7.

rotor

E.

The specification of the shed-vortex
sheet orientation for preswirl
propulsors may lead to 10 point
differences in efficiency between the
various sheet models.
Hence there is
an urgent need to quantify the actual
sheet orientation in the mathematical
model.

F.

Numerical inconsistencies prevented
the inclusion of conditions for
maximum efficiency for independent
vane/rotor loads.

G.

Recent experience has shown the
optimum circulation distribution (but
not the efficiency) to be sensitive to
the initial guess.
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ABSTRACT

n

propeller open water efficiency

This study examines the correlation of
some current propeller analysis programs with
model test data, over a wide range of
operating conditions, in order to determine
the suitability of the analysis methods for
preliminary assessment of propeller designs.
Actuator disk theory is used to define input
parameters for the propeller wake geometry
using two different wakes. Predictions from
the lifting-surface analysis code PUF-2
developed at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) and from a related cavitation
prediction program -ecently developed at the
Defence Rese'rch Establishment Atlantic (DREA)
are compared with experimental data obtained
in the depressurized towing tank of the
Maritime Research Institute Netherlands
(MARIN).

rD

propeller efficiency in behind
condition

Q

propeller angular rotation rate

1. INTRODUCTION
The designer of naval propellers is
tasked with designing propulsors to meet
increasingly demanding propulsion and
cavitation requirements. The approximations
which are made in the design process may
result in a propeller which will not
completely satisfy the design objectives.
Model testing of propellers is extensive; thus
propeller analysis methods are routinely used
to check the tiitability of a design prior to
embarking on a model test program. The
designer needs to know the correct mix of
parameters associated with theoretical design
and analysis methods which will produce the
most reliable results. It is also important
that the ultimate accuracy of the analysis
methods be defined in order that the designer
knows when he must resort to model testing.
For propulsive performance it is
advisable to assess the performance at off
design conditions, although emphasis is
usually placed on the design condition. The
performance at off design conditions is
required for the machinery control systems and
for cases where the structural loading of the
propeller is extreme. For cavitation
prediction the ship's operating conditions are
of most concern. Modern theoretical methods
must therefore be sufficiently versatile to
predict propeller performance and cavitation
over a wide range of operating conditions.
The evaluation of the capabilities of
propulsion and cavitation prediction methods
which follows draws comparisons between
results of prediction methods and model test
data, not full scale data. This then leaves
out the problems of model/full scale
correlation.

NOTATION
ca

dimensionless axial velocity increment

CD

drag coefficient

Cp

pressure coefficient

Cp

critical pressure coefficient

CT

thrust loading coefficient

KT

thrust coefficient

KQ

torque coefficient

R

radius of the propeller tip

Ruw radius of the ultimate wake
Vi

cavitation inception speed

Vs

ship speed

Vw

mean axial velocity in the wake

-T

transition wake pitch angle

2. MATHEMATICAL MODELS

ultimate wake pitch angle
w

The major part of the theoretical data
reported here has been obtained using the MIT

mean Titch angle for the wake
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the slipstream. Downstream of the roll-up
points there is the ultimate wake which
consists of a concentrated helical tip vortex
and a hub vortex. The PUF-2 code must be
supplied with an estimate of the roll-up
radius Ruw and the angle in the rotation
plane that the outer wake turns from the blade
It also must be
tip to the roll-up points.
given the pitch angle at the outer edge of the
transition wake, T, and the pitch angle of
the ultimate tip vortex helix, w. The user
of the program must choose suitable values for
these parameters and this study examines the
effects of such choices on results obtained.
Other wake models have been used by a
variety of authors. For cavitation
prediction, Lee uses a linear model in whi-h
the entire wake is an undeformed helical sheet
of fixed pitch with no contraction. Another
version described by Van Houten, Kerwin and
Uhlman (1983) has no contraction of the near
wake but is followed by a sudden transition to
a rolled-up ultimate wake. In addition, as
distinct from PUF-2, this latter version
includes a gradual decay of shed vortex
strengths to zero at the roll-up location, and
constant values of ultimate wake tip and hub
vortex strengths related to the maximum mean
circulation on the blades. This model can
provide faster convergence for unsteady
cavitation predictions than the PUF-2 model,
and some results obtained with this wake are
also included here.
In selecting a slipstream contraction
model, Kerwin and Lee propose that a value
based on experimental data of Ruw/R = 0.83
applies to a wide variety of propellers at
Ivarcp -off:; z -4
design p~int.
They, however, note that some highly skewed
propellers show somewhat less contraction.
Kerwin and Lee also point out that the effect
of variations of the transition wake pitch
angle on blade thrust are quite substantial
for a five-bladed propeller. They suggest
that T might best be estimated as an
average of the undisturbed advance angle and
the hydrodynamic advance angle from
lifting-line theory.
Cummings has investigated the use of
actuator disk theory to predict the wake
contraction and the wake pitch angle. He
concluded that this approach can lead to
misleading conclusions about the geometry of
the ultimate wake, due to the finite number of
blades, vortex roll-up and the non-constant
axial velocity increment across the
slipstream. The PUF-2 wake incorporates
vortex roll-up, and so the results of applying
actuator disk results to this particular wake
model are worth examining.
Simple actuator disk theory predicts that
the inflow velocity into the propeller is
increased from a value Va far upstream of
the propeller to a value Va (1 + ca/2) at
the propeller plane and V a (I + ca ) far
downstream as shown in Figure 2. Here ca is
the dimensionaless axial velocity increment
which is related to the actuator disk thrust
loading coefficient CT by,

propeller analysis code PUF-2 and an extension
thereof called CAVITY. These are
lifting-surface methods in which the propeller
blades are represented by a distribution of
vortices and sources lying on the blades' mean
camber surfaces. The propeller wake is
represented by vortex distributions downstream
of the blades. PUF-2 can calculate propeller
forces and moments for both the steady flow,
open water case; and for the unsteady flow,
behind case, when operating in the wake of a
ship hull. A full description of the method
is provided by Kerwin and Lee (1978).
Recently program CAVITY has been
developed at the Defence Research
Establishment Atlantic (DREA) to predict ship
speed for cavitation inception and back sheet
cavitation extent and thickness distributions
at a given operating condition. Inception
speeds are obtained by using a linear
Bernoulli equation to evaluate pressure
coefficients on the blade surfaces at a given
operating speed and then extrapolating at the
minimum pressure points for fixed advance
coefficient to obtain the speed corresponding
to the critical pressure coefficient at the
vapour pressure of water. If V i and V.
are the inception speed and trial ship speed
and C and C are the minimum pressure
coefficient and critical pressure coefficient
corresponding to V., then the following
relationship applies in linear, potential flow.
C;t
:.

\CP

(I)

The procedures in CAVITY for calculating
back sheet cavitation development are based on
methods developed by Lee (1980) and Van Houten
(1982). Some modifications to Lee's method
concerning chordwise singularity and control
point distributions as well as downstream wake
modelling are described in the paper by Noble,
Sponagle and Leggat (1986).
The geometry of the trailing vortex
system has a considerable influence on the
induced velocities and hence on the calculated
blade forces. As this geceetry in turn
depends on the propeller blade forces, it must
be calculated by iterative procedures.
In
order to reduce the computational effort, it
is desirable to find a model for the wake
geometry which closely approximates the final
solution obtained with such a procedure. This
has been the objective of many researchers
including Cummings (1976), and Greeley and
Kerwin (1982). The latter, however, used a
prescribed radial contraction of the wake
coupled with a fast iterative wake alignment
scheme to provide wake pitch distributions in
steady flow applications,
The wake model, which is used in PUF-2,
is sketched in Figure 1. It consists first of
a transition wake, where the trailing vortex
sheet behind a blade contracts uniformly into
two roll-up points, one at the propeller axis
and one downstream of the blade tip with a
radial location defined by the contraction of
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From continuity considerations, the
slipstream radial contraction is found to
be,
+shown
S
+ (c0 !2)
R
+c

Studies on the influence of varying the
wake roll-up radius, the wake pitch angle and
the overall drag coefficient on the open water
predictions of PUF-2 have been carried out for
Kerwin and Lee have
the above propellers.
that changing the rotation plane angle
turned by the outer wake between the tip
trailing edge and the roll-up points has a

(3)

negligible effect on the results. This value
was fixed at 90*.
Instead of abruptly
changing the wake pitch angle from the
transition to ultimate wake, a single average
pitch angle was applied to the entire wake.
The drag coefficient was varied over a
range from 0 to 0.016 with all other
parameters held constant. As expected this
showed a uniform decrease in KT and a
uniform increase in KQ over the whole range
of advance coefficients, as the drag
coefficient wss increased. The torque
coefficient was the more sensitive to these
changes. Based on the efficiency predictions,
a value of drag coefficient of 0.008 provided
the best agreement with the experimental data.
Analyses were initially carried out with
the radius of the ultimate wake, Ruw, set at
constant values between 0.6 and 0.95. Later
this radius was determined by the continuity
relation which, being a function of CT,
caused it to vary throughout the advance
coefficient range. The value of CT used to
determine Ruw was obtained from preliminary
model test data. The results of these
prc~edures sir
how that the assumption of a
constant value of Ruw!R = 0.83 would give
quite adequate accuracy, as does the
continuity relationship which was found to be
marginally better at low advance ratios.
The axial velocity in the wake, Vw, was
varied from a value of V a to V a (I + ca)
to obtain estimates of wake pitch angle. The
use of the value V, resulted in divergence
in the numerical procedure at advance
coefficients below 0.4. The other extreme of
Vw also yielded poor results at low advance
coefficients. A value of Va (1 + ca/2)
provided the best agreement with the model
test data. This corresponds to using the
velocity at the propeller plane within the
stream tube or the average velocity at the
boundary of the stream tube and the freestream
in the ultimate wa'c.
The best values of the input parameters
based on this study are then; an overall drag
coefficient of 0.008, -) ultimate wake radius,
average axial wake velocity and corresponding
pitch angle defined above from actuator disk
theory. Using these parameters, the PUF-2
wake model was changed to one with no radial
contraction in the transition wake and a
sudden roll-up at radius Ruw at the start of
the ultimate wake, together with associated
changes in shed and ultimate wake vortex
strengths described earlier. A sample
comparison of results obtained with the
conventional wake model and with the model
having no near wake contraction is shown in

A single average wake pitch angle that
can be applied to both the transition and
ultimate wake is defined here from an estimate
of the mean axial velocity near the wake's
outer edge, Vw; the roll-up radius, Ruw;
and the propeller angular rotation rate, Q,
as:
,

=arctan(-.)
QR_

(4)

One final variable input to PUF-2 which
was briefly investigated in this study was a
representative drag coefficient. While it is
not reasonable to expect the drag coefficients
of each blade section to be the same, it is
possible that an average drag coefficient can
be found to predict the propeller's overall
performance characteristics,
3. PROPELLERS TESTED
The theoretical models described above
have been compared with model test data on a
variety of propellers. The results for five
such propellers are presented here.
All of
these are five-bladed propellers and sketches
of their projected and expanded blade outlines
and pitch distributions are provided in
Figures 3 to 7. Those in Figures 3, 4 and 5
are controllable pitch propellers, and those
in Figures 6 and 7 are fixed pitch.
Open water propulsion, behind cavitation
inception and cavitation extent tests with
these propellers have all been carried out in
the depressurized towing tank of MARIN,
formerly the Netherlands Ship Model Basin
(NSMB). Table 1 provides the full scale
propeller diameters and the scale of the model
propellers. With these models, open water
tests were carried out at Reynolds number,
based on the rpm and the chord at the 0.7
radius, of approximately 10' for the
controllable pitch propellers, and 0.5 x
106 for the fixed pitch propellers. The
cavitation data were all obtained at Froude
scaled conditions.
Propeller
5268
5733
5682
5349
5363
Table 1:

Full Scale Diameter(m)
4.166
4.318
4.340
3.048
3.048

PROPELLER PERFORMA.NC- COMPARISONS

(2)

Model Scale
13
13
14
10
10

Propeller Diameters and Model Scales
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Figure 8 for propeller model 5682. This case,
as well as other cases examined, demonstrated
clearly the superiority of the contraction
model for propulsion predictions over the
complete range of advance coefficient,
Comparisons of the best PUF-2 predictions
with the model test data for the propellers of
Table 1 are presented in Figures 9 to 13. The
data represent quite a range of propeller
types, and there is no clear trend in the
correlation of model test results with theory
based on any geometric factor. The trend to
overpredict thrust and torque at low advance
coefficients is believed to be due to the
theory's inability to account for the loss of
lift from viscous effects and flow separation
at the high angles of attack. This may also
be true for propellers 5349 and 5733 at high
advance coefficients. Propeller 5349, for
which the correlation between model test and
theory was worst, was tested at the lowest
Reynolds number which may have exaggerated the
viscous problems at the extreme advance
coefficients. Propeller 5682, for which the
correlation was the best, was the only
propeller of this set which was designed by a
lifting-surface method and our limited
experience to date suggests that such good
correlation is a feature of propellers so
designed.
The open water data obtained from PUF 2
for a particular propeller can be used in
conjunction with ship model propulsion tests
with stock propellers to predict the operating
rpm and propulsive efficiency, nD, of the
propeller in the behind condition. Errors in
the open wzL.tr analysis will result in
corresponding errors in rpm and nD .
To obtain a broad picture at close to the
design point, predictions of the operating RPM
and efficiency were made for all the
propellers of Table I when fitted behind
ships. The preceding recommended values of
CD, Ruw and Vw were used to calculate
open water data for these predictions. The
results of this study are provided in Table
2. The rpm values from the theory were
generally lower than those from the model
test. The largest error being 2.6%. The
propulsive efficiencies were predicted to
within about 4%.

Propeller
5268
5733
5682
5349
5363

Ship
Speed
(kts)
20
20
20
15
15

RPM
Model Theory
145.4 144.4
122.3 119.6
133.0 134.6
134.2 133.5
135.4 131.9

inception and the extent of sheet cavitation
development for the model propellers of Table
1. Predictions of cavitation inception speeds
on the back surface of the blades using two
wake models, one with and one without near
wake contraction upstream of roll-up, are
compared to model test results in Table 3.
Generally, calculated inception speeds
are slightly closer to model test results when
no contraction is applied to the near wake.
Except for propeller model 5363, predicted
back sheet cavitation inception speeds are
high by a maximum of about 2 knots with no
contraction and by almost 3 knots with
contraction compared to experiment. Model
5363 has back sheet inception predicted just
over 2 knots low with both wake models. Model
5682 experienced no back cavitation in tests
up to the 30 knot operating speed; however,
back bubble inception in the midchord region
is theoretically predicted just below the 30
knot speed.
Model Theoretical Predictions
Propeller Test No Contract. Contraction Type
5268
17.4
17.8
18.5
Sheet
5733
20.2
22.3
23.1
Sheet
5682
>30.0
28.1
26.2
Bubble
5349
7.7
9.9
10.3
Sheet
5363
15.2
12.8
12.9
Sheet
Table 3: Back Cavitation Inception Speeds(kts)
Figures 14 through 16 compare predictions
of back sheet cavitation extents with model
test observations for three of the model
propellers. These figures are projected views
of a blade looking downstream for selected
°
angular positions between - 180' and 180 with
0' at the top vertical position. Model test
chordwise extents are indicated by the small
circles. The results show little difference
in predicted extents with either the
contraction or no contraction models for the
near wake. However, the no contraction model
can provide up to 30% saving in computation
time compared to the model with contraction,
due to a faster convergence of the predicted
extents. Although propellers 5349 and 5268
generally correlate well with model test data,
calculations for propeller 5733 fail to
predict the large extents on the lower radius
sections of the blade. This might be due to
the larger thickness of lower radius sections
for this propeller which violates the thin
section assumption of lifting-surface methods.

Efficiency
Model Theory
.618
.602
.656
.630
.599
.588
.617
.642
.641
.657

6. CONCLUSIONS
The above study of the influence of wake
parameters and drag coefficients on the
predicted performance of propellers has
resulted in a choice of input parameters to
the programs PUF-2 and CAVITY. These require
only good estimates of tbe thrust loading
coefficient and an overall blade section drag
coefficient. The program PUF-2 has good
open-water prediction capabilities over a wide
range of positive advance coefficients. Use

Table 2: Behind Efficiency and RPM Predictions
5. CAVITATION TEST RESULTS
Using the best values of input parameters
obtained for the propulsion comparisons with
PUF-2, the DREA code CAVITY was used to
predict ship speeds for back cavitation
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of such predictions results in estimates of
operating rpm and efficiency which are within
acceptable limits for determining the
suitability of a propeller for a particular
ship. The influence of viscous flow phenomena
not being included in the theoretical methods
is apparent for some propellers. It would be
interesting to see how improved modelling of
viscous flow separation effects included in
the methods of Greeley and Kerwin (1982)
performs with this range of propellers.
Predictions of back cavitation inception
speeds with program CAVITY are generally
within 2 or 3 knots of the model test

Symposium on Naval Hydrodynamics, Ann
Arbor, Michigan.
Van Houten, R.J., Kerwin, J.E. and Uhlman,
J.S. (1983): Numerical Solutions of
Lifting-Surface Sheet Cavitation - A
Review of Research at M.I.T., 20th
American Towing Tank Conference, Hoboken,
New Jersey.
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observations, which are close enough for
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preliminary evaluation of the cavitation
performance of new propeller designs.

-

ROLL p

POINT

Extending the methods of Greeley and Kerwin to
the unsteady flow problem might help to
improve predictions of inception speeds on

RANSITION

some propellers.

Cavitation extent predictions at the
design points with program CAVITY generally
correlate well with model test data whether or
not radial contraction of the near wake is
applied. However, a faster convergence ol the
solution procedure is obtained by suppressing
the wake contraction.
Large sheet cavitation extents developing
on thick root sections of a blade are not
predicted well by the lifting surface meth
Perhaps a surface singularity method which
distributes vortices and cavity thickness.sources on the actual blade surfaces is
necessary to overcome this limitation.
For the propeller designer, the programs
PUF 2 and CAVITY provide very useful design
tools which can be used to optimize propeller
designs prior to model testing. This approach
is a cost effective method of arriving at a
suitable propeller design within the bounds
described above.
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Recently, knowledge gained from water
tunnel measurements at ARL/PSU. led to the
development of a set of reaction fins which
were manufactured and tested on a 41-ft Coast
These full scale tests have
Cuard boat
indicated a significant improvement in the
boats' stock propeller efficiency when
opera-ing with tie reactions fins installed.
,ion ale leading to the development of
Tht.
-he
react ion fins as well as the results
j hievced air also addressed in this paper.

ABSTRACT
The Garfield Thomas Water Tunnel operated
,v the Applied Research Laboratory. The
Pennsylvania State Universi ty has been used
4or almost forty years in the development of
:li
Duin.
.ndcrwater bodies and propulsors.
,,ist 12 years this facility has also been ised
!or the development and testing of sur<ce,
In this relatively new
.ip propulsors.
esting role, the free surface component
ls:ociated with the ship's hull wake iV,
,:eplected.
Instead a shortened version ot thef
Z1,
:ril.rwater portion of the hull form is
ten
on 1 flat plate in the closed conduit t.z
Measurements of the three
.
Lon.
t-i
irensional wake made in the water tunnpl in
*he plane of the propeller have been in
x,ellent ag eement with towing tank
Recent efforts have led to the
T-i*-orements.

Lsi,l'
'me operational in 1950.
'......".
, :,!,owtnin Figure 1 ) is over 90-ft
:i.< e
nid 3(1 ft high with a maximum diameter of
.i,
of the working section (Figure
up' 1cT
..
The cvlindrical working section is 48-in
2
14-ft long. Water velocity in
ie at)eter a1
1

i.-.elopment of a reaction fin which modifies
!he wake swirl component from the inclind
propeller shafts.
Removing this veloivt.
*--onent
creates a more favorable prope1ler
and, in turn,. a higher propeller
I C'iencv
Fu!
scale tests
have con irred
ffectiveness of such a device.
In this

dntlow

paper the methodology, limitations, and
potential future utilization of water tunnel
testing for surface ship propulsor development

're

discussed.

INTRODUCTION

r

The Garfield Thomas Water Tunnel

(GTWT)

of the Applied Research Laboratory, The
Pennsylvania State University (ARL/PSU) has

heen used for almost forty years in the design
and testing of underwater vehicles.
Use of
this 48-in. diameter test section water tunnel
in submerged vehicle design and development is
•cell documented (reference (1)).
However. if
used in concert with towing tank measurements,
a closed conduit water tunnel can be used as

-

an effective tool in surface ship propulsor
design as well.
During the past twelve years the GTWT has
been used in the development of surface ship
propulsors. The success of such tests, for
this relatively new role, depends on towing
tank measurements to establish a reference
baseline of model operating parameters.

Figure 1. Top View of the Garfield Thomas
Water Tunnel.
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HONEYCOMBS

TEST SECTION

4,0 ft dia. x 14.0 ft LONG

19.0
ft

97 3ff

CHIP LR

Figure 2. Diagram of Water Tunnel Showing
Dimensions.
toe '7orking section is controlled tiva tourbladed, adjustable-pitch impeller to a maxi~mi:r
speed of 60 fps.
Test section pressure may bvaried

from 3 to 60 psia.

This

combination of

operating parameters permits a wide range of
cavitation numbers. Since the water
temperature can be varied from 65 to llo°F, an
80% change in Reynolds number can he achieved
through The change in water temperature alone
By d-sign. the closed conduit water
as a :est tool ii:
tunnel is uniquely suitthe develonment of submerged bodies and th,'i!
However, h
using an innovativ
propulsors
mounting at J tsti
ng approach.
the '.'ater
tunnel has veen used as al impoltant tool I
of sn-f ace chi p propulsor
he developr-"
Test Approach

In water tunnel

testing a surface qhi i

-

propeller can he mounted in an inclined
position to duplicate the wake from the open
drive shaft and struts. Figure 3. or with

model hull attached to a flat plate which
spans the test section, Figures 4 and 5. BV
using a scaled model of the underwater portion
of the ship's hull a good representation of
the potential and viscous wake is obtained.
Due

to the nature

of the test

Figure

In order

facility

involved, there is no free surface and hence
no free surface wake components. Generally,
the contribution to the wake due to the free
surface is small.
..

Actual Ship Model Hull Installation.

to minimize

installation

problems, the hull form model is mounted in an
inverted position on a flat plate located in
the lower portion of the t'tInnel
test section
so that the center of the propeller hub is
located at the center ine of the water tunnel
working section. Due to this inverted hull
mounting arrangement, there is on error in
hydrostatic pressure gradient of about 2% of

.._--__

the minimum measured cavitation

Figure 3. Model Ship Propeller in an Inclined
lft SICOnI WAIL
.

,'.

.

..

In

(stern section)

is accurately

modeled.

The

forward portion of the hull is simply a
streamlined transit ional fairing to the
-model-scale
afterbod.
The total model length
used in tunnel tests is roughly 45% of the
actual scaled hull form length for a cruiser

FtOW

-

indices

general, this error is within the accepted
limits of data scatter. The hull form
representations used in water tunnel tests to
date have been I/10th scale, foreshortened
models in whic'i the aftmost 10% of the hull

"

-" RT
.
ISPPNRT ANf R
ISIPU1PNIN
TI

,type

hull.
By using the shortened model,
higher Reynolds numbers and more realistic

FJYAoFes
A\

\',150EI INFO'u

boundary laver thicknesses are achieved. To
date, the models tested in the water tunnel
concerned propellers that were located outside
of the viscous boundary laver. However. when

Figure 4. Diagram of Ship Model Hull and
Propeller in GTWT.
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required, accurate representations of the
oundarv layer can be achieved by the use of
midbodv screens.
In either case (propeller
inside or outside boundary laver), towing tank
waee measurements are required to insure
Pccurate inflow to the model propeller,
Figure 6 shows a comparison of wake
measurements made in a towing tank compared to
those measured in the water tunnel in the
plane of the propeller.
Whereas, the
propeller mounted on an inclined shaft
simulates radial and tangential components of
velocity in the
lane of the propeller, the
presence of the model hullform afterbodv
acciratelv
simulates all
three velocity
c ompo'nent s
The three-dimensional wake survev as
shown in Figure 6.
is typically
conducted in
the
A rotating wake
rik,,propeller-disk
composed of sixplane
miniature
five-hole,
i-th ompoes
refremincatue
fiveas-how. ipropeller
anl~ueprnbes (reference 31,
as shown in

Figure 8. Five-Hole

Probe Rotating Wake Rake.

Once the overall
been nerte
verified over
by the

el intlato
has
results
of wake surveys,

and 8. is uised to measure the three
Figures .
The wake rake is rotated
velocity components
mined angular
through 1600 in pred,.e.
At each ot these angular
iivcrements.
positions. data are recorded tfom each of the

are made at selected advance ratios spanning a
range of 20 percent above and below the
The
assumed operating advance ratio.
customary coefficients are defined by the
following equations:

six probes
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.
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versus J
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Flow PropertiFigure 9. Typical ARL/PSU Measured Thrust and
Torque Data for a Model

Propeller.
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corresponding critical cavitation index for
the ship. A critical or so-called inception
.
o el for the ship from rhL
corresponding critical cavitation index.

these data have not been adjusted to reflect
full-scale ship performance, a one point
cein ,.
- 1,
ee ,-.,L--o1-,..'_. "
a
'"spa'Lso il
data is shown an Figure 9 and obtained as
follows. For a given full scale velocity. KT
is computed from predicted (or measured) full
scale data. At this value of KT , the
corresponding value of J is determined from
the ARL/PSU model KT vs J curve to give
model/full scale thrust identity. At this
same value of J, KQ is determined from the
ARL/PSU KQ vs J curve.
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This value of KQ is

then compared with the KQ computed from the
predicted full-scale data. For all propellers
tested, the agreement between the predicted
full-scale and the measured model-scale value
of KQ is within 5%.
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Cavitation Observations
Once the model installation is validated
by the wake surveys and powering tests, the
cavitation characteristics of a surface ship
propeller can be evaluated. Cavitation
characteristics are recorded by visually
determining either the desinent or incipient
cavitation condition for the various forms o'
cavitation

as a function of

advance

",

AD,A,A

Figure 10.

Typical Cavitation Data for a Model
Propeller.

Past tests conducted in the GTWT
determined the effects of rudder throw on

rati"

propeller

cavitation performance.

Results of

these tests indicated a marked change in
cavitation characteristics due to rudder
deflection. Figure II. Such results
facilitate propeller design to provide
cavitation free operation at a given ship
speed. Scaling model cavitation data to
obtain absolute values of full scale
performance still entails some risk. However.
experience has shown that differences
occurring in cavitation performance among
various propellers at model scale provides a
good representation of what will occur at full
scale.

At a given velocity, the cavitation
observations are made by svnchronizinrg a
stroboscopic light source with the rotatian,!)
speed of the propeller and then redu,
the
tunnel pressure until a particular :vpe of
cavitation has formed. The tunnel pressure is
then increased tuntil the desinent iil cle,:
condition is reached, at which time the
pertinent parameters are recorded and the
cavitation index is computed. The cavitatiotindex a is expressed as
P

P

a
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where
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.

P=

the desinent

free-stream static

\

pressure,
Pv

.

the vapor precsure of

the water at

,a-

YaS'Rt 1A

!I.
"

its average temperature.
A typical graph of cavitation index
versus advance ratio for various cavitation
forms is shown in Figure 10.

\

Also included on

\
5

the cavitation figure is the "ship operating
curve" and

the corresponding inception speeds

for

the various

cavitation

forms.
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\'NGiDG
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WERAT1,
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The ship

operating curve is derived from calculated
cavitation indices based on the operating
depth of the propeller hub and velocities
obtained from thrust identities based on full
scale thrust predictions scaled from towing
tank data and water tunnel thrust
measurements. 'When the calculated ship
operating curve is superimposed on the
appropriately scaled cavitation inception
plot, the intersection
with a particular
prticlartraditional
plot theintrsecionwitha
desinent cavitation curve determines a

A9VWJ(PT14 I
Figure 11.

Effect of 25-Degree Rudder Throw on
Cavitation.

Additional Measurement

Capablities

In addition to the more or less

wtrtne
can be made ina
n
ple
osraesi
that
measurements
water tunnel and applied to surface ship

propulsor design, there are a number of
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emerging measuring techniques that can greatly
enhance the propulsor design capability.
These new capabilities range from the auliLty
to map the flow field at any plane to
predicting noise characteristics of new
propeller designs.

SHIP HILL
MOUNTEDIN
%ATERTUNNEL

/ROUDDER

Flow Field Mapoine
The miniature five-hole probe mentioned
previously has a maximum diameter of
.066-inches and was developed at ARL/PSU. The

JNI WINDOW

usefulness of this probe is further
demonstrated
in Figure
12, where components
the vector of
sum of the radial
and tangential

--

.
[AS[R
BIAMS-4I

I

the velocity downstream of a set of stationary
fins is plotted
This representation clearly
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Figure 13

this signal and chooses the correct
instant when the laser beam is to be focused
at a preselected position relative to the
rotating propeller, accepts the scattered
light at that instant and passes on to the
By changing the specified
next point.
position it is possible to obtain a survey of
the velocity field relative to the propeller.
Shourn in Figure 14 is an example of such a
survey.

.takes

Figure i2. Radial and T~agential Velocity
Vectors Measured Behina a Set of
Stationary Fins.
shows the tip vortices and detailed wake
structure associated with each fin. The
ability of these small probes to measure
accurately this flow detail provides data to
compute a more exact Fourier representation of
the flow field. The resulting Fourier
coefficients are primary factors in the
analysis of the dynamic response of a
propeller.
Flow Relative to a Rotating

MRRCOR
M!-

laser Doppler .elocimeter Setups
for Measuring V-locities Relative
a Rotat in Propeller
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opeller

The hydrodynamic propeller designer is
concerned with the flow field relative to the
blades of a rotating propeller. In the past
this information has been lacking due to the
difficulty of the measurements. However, the
development of the laser Doppler velocimeter
provides a technique which makes these
measurements possible.

o
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0

0.84

0

,
0.68 0o

?
0.68 0.760.84
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Figure 14. Axia' Velocity Behind a Rotating
Propeller: Relative to the
Propeller

Cavitation Noise
The data acquisition system employed at
ARL/PSU to measure the velocities relative to
a rotating propeller is shown in Figure 13.
The heart of this system is the data control
system which was designed and built at
ARL/PSU. This system receives a signal from
an encoder attached to the rotating shaft,

The GTWT was designed so that one side of
its test section can be fitted with an
acoustic tank in which a traversing reflector
hydrophone could be mounted. With the
hydrophone focused through the plexiglass
window and on the centerline of the test
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section the radiated noise from the model can
measured.

Recent Applications

be

by proper utliiza,-n or tne test,
evaluation, and analysis tools available
through use of the water tunnel, propulsor
design can be greatly enhanced.
A recent
example is the modification of the inflow to
the stock propellers of a 41-ft Coast Guard
The detailed design of
Utility Boat (UTB)
the reaction fins is described in reference

To overcome restrictions due to metal
webs between the windows, an acoustically
transparent hatch cover has been procured for
the GTWT, Figure 15.
This special hatch
replaces the original metal access cover to
TFIR,'tOR
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an induced velocity in the plane of the
propeller and in the direction of propeller
Whereas, the
on the starboard side.
7-rotation
port side of the propeller experiences the
same induced velocity only counter to the
propel
By modifying
o el I e'- rotation.' Figure 17.
the induced radial inflow velocity to the
starboard side of the propeller (Figure 1l9
was rationalized that a higher efficiency
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1). Acoustic Tank and Reflector
Hvdrophone Arrangement
sect ion with a continuous plexiglass

these

installations,
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w indow.
A tank located over the large wiindow
is filled with water and allows the
installation of additional hvdrophones
This
arrangement permi rs unu >tructed
acoust ical
scanning of the model in the test secT i.
and
improved cavitation viewing.
Using
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Noise

In addition to cavitation
noise. the CTW
can be used to studv noncavitating propelIc r

IR
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noise.
This is accomplished with an arrav of
69 parallel-wired hydrophones in a
hydrodynamic fairing which is located at the
end of the tunnel diffuser in front of the
first set of turning vanes, Figure 16.
This
sensor permits the far field radiated noise to.
be measured at frequencies > 300 Hz.
When
used in conjunction with other sensors located
in the test section, dual-channel signal
processing can be used to identify sources of
propeller noise and paths of propagation.
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ipropellers.
Flow

UTB.

The boat

displaces about 13

of the
1.1ft

tons.

Full scale testing and evaluation was
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Figure 16.

improvement was

Figure 20 is a photograph
installation
on thc -wit scrcew.

Iactual
-

This

attempted by installing a reaction fin
assembly shown in Figure 19, forward of the

conducted on the James River off Newport News.
Virginia.
Efficiency gains of nominally 5-6
percent were obtained for a given boat speed
or alternatively higher boat speeds for a

GTWT Downstream Array.
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the effectiveness of more extensive propulsor
modifications or innovative designs.
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

This paper describes a "Constant Acceleration.
Single Pass, Open Water Propeller Test" as utilized
during an experiment at the U.S. Naval Academy's
ilvdrodynamics Laboratory. This technique experi,,ntallv obtains thrust and tormie coefficiens for a model
propeller over a broad range of advan,., ra-zos in a single
rn of the towing carriage. Results using this technique
for a right handed wake adapted propeller are compared to
those obtained by more traditional methods.

Time and cost are both critical factors in the design
of any marine vehicle. A new technique that can
potentially ;,ave these precious resources should be
investigated and incorporated into the design process
%
kenever teasible, One of the frequently used design
tionn available to the Naval Architect in the determination
of the propulsion characteristics of his hull design is the
model self-propulsion test. A phase of this test is the so
called "Open Water PropcIer Experiment" where the
thrust and torque characteristics over a range of advance
and rotational spceds are determined. The purpose of this
paper is to present a new "Open Water Propeller"
experimental technique that has the potential of both
reducing the tank time and cost to obtain this type of
propeller data.

The traditional method is to measure propeller
thrust and torque at both a constant advance and rotational
speed. This process requires several carriage data runs to
obtain a well defined set of open water curves. The
control systems of man" new towing carriages and
propeller dynamometers are capable of very low and
steady accelerations.
This capability allows the
Measurement of thrust and torque for a piopeller at a
steadily increasing or decreasing advance or rotational
velocity. By slowly changing either the forward velocity
or the rotational speed while keeping the other constant, a
complete and continuous set of open water characteristics
can be obtained in a single data run.

During November of 1990 we were involved in a
retest of a naval surface combatant at the U.S. Naval
Academy Hlydromechanics Laboratory. This project
involved the performance of a model self-propulsion test
-',ilizing both stock and wake adapted propellers. This
particular ship had twin screws, thus four separate open
water propeller tests were required to complete the
e",perimentation. While involved in these experiments,
we heard of a new propeller testing technique being tried
in circulating water tunnels that obtained data
dynamically. This new experimental technique had the
promise of providing a complete open water performance
curve in one data acquisition. However, in practice there
appeared to be a problem with obtaining repeatable data.

Two sets of right and left handed propellers have
been tested utilizing both methods and the correlation
between the two techniques has proven to be excellent. A
sample set of data for one of these propellers is presented.
The traditional method required three hours of testing time
for each propeller. The new method provided data for the
same open water propeller curve in only 15 minutes per
propeller. By reducing the total testing time involved in
the collection of data, the impact of heat induced
instrument drift inherent in some torque-thrust
dynamometers is lessened. This extra time can be utilized
to study the effect of a change in Reynolds Number that
can be produced by testing at several rotational speed /
forward velocity combinations. In addition, redundant
data points can be aquired allowing a better definition of
data repeatability.

This paper presents an adaptation of this technique
for use in the towing basin. The results of one propeller
experiment performed utilizing this new approach are
compared to those obtained by the standard methods. Our
modified techniqtte significantly reduces the data
repeatability problem of the original water tunnel
implementation.
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

,AtKGROUND

The United States Naval Acaderv's 360 Ft Towing
Basin was utilized it, performing this experiment. The
major characteristi.s of this facility are length 360
feet,,Aidth 26 feet. and depth 16 feet. A Hydronautics
water-cooled inductive pick-up type thrust-torque
dynamometer w'as used to measure propeller performance;
this unit had a stated range of 50 lbs of thrust and 100
in-lbs of torque, both capable of 100% overload.
Propeller rotation Aas measured with a 60 tooth magnetic
pick-up, while carriage speed was measured with a 100
pulse per foot ptical encoder.

The dynamic propeller technique, to the best of our
knowledge, has not been presented in published literature.
This method was originally intended for use in a
circulating water tunnel. The standard practice used to
obtain open water propeller data in a tunnel is to obtain a
set of thrust and torque measurements for a constant
These
propeller rotation and advance speed.
measurements are taken over a range of advance ratios,
typically in the first quadrant (forward ship motion,
positive propeller rotation), and obtained by several
discrete data acquisitions. The Dynamic technique obtains
a complete open water performance curve for both thrust
and torque in a single data acquisition. This is done by
changing the angutlar velocity of the propeller at a slow
and constant rate while holding the advance velocity
steady. It was observed that, if the acceleration rate of the
proplier was low enough, performance coefficients at a
given advance ratio could be interpolated from the thrust,
torque, angular and advance velocity time histories. This
method assuntes that the instantaneous values of thrust,
torque, and advance ratio obtained from a constantly
varying system are equivalent to those of a steady systei.

These experiments were performed over a period of
3 calender days. Pre and post test calibrations indicated
no drift in the inherent static calibration rates over the
course of thy experiment. Thermal induced drift in thrust
and torque were present and characterized during the
measurement of the no load tares €,ith a dummy huh.
'Inese tares have not been applied to the data used in this
presentation. Little difference was found between the
static and dynanic tares. In order to mask the actual
nunerical value of the propeller data obtained, the tares
havc not been reported.

The method is very tempting for tgo major
reasons. First, the cost and time savings are significant
The reduction in total testing time .%ill permit the
acquisition of redundant points giving a better definition
of data repeatability. These redundant points can be
obtained at different Reynolds numbers by simply %aring
the fixed advance speed. The second major eftect of this
method will be the lesening of the impa.ct of
instrumentation drift. In fact. the impetus behind our
attempt at this approach was to minimize the heat induced
drift common to the thntst-torque dynamometer used in
our experiment.

All sigials were amplified on board the US\A's
low speed carriage, transmitted as a digital code across an
optical laser communications link to shore, then stored on
the Itydrodynamics Laboratory DEC PDP 11/50
computer. The acquisition system was set at a data rate of
154 samples per second per channel. All signals were
filtered through Ithaco LoA -Pass active filters set at a
51.2 Ilertz cut-off frequency before recording and
processing. Subsequent analysis used the ccmputer
records for raw data source information.
A 6 inch diatteter 5 bladed propeller, model
number 4755 on loan from the David Taylor Naval Ship
Research and Development Center's propeller iibrary,
was used in this evaluation. The characteristics of this
propeller are sho, t in Table 1. This propeller Aas tested
at the tank's centerline at a depth of 22 inches.

One of the problems associated v,ith the dynanic
technique, as implemented in the water tunnel, is that the
propeller rotational speed cannot be varied independent of
the tunnel velh.-itv since the test propeller also connibutes
to the total tunnel nmss flow. It has been purported that
this effect ts the major contributor to the lack of
repeatabilty, most likely due to the settling time and
dynamics of the water tunnel's flow system. This
problem is avoided in an open water towing basin since
the propeller \ill have negligible influence on water
circulation, provided an adequate inter-run wait time is
used.

TABLE 1: Propeller Characteristics

In our particular case, the constant acceleration of
the propeller's rotation was not possible with the
dynamorneter control system used. However, the control
system of the U.S. INaval Academy's 360 ft towing
carriage does allow for the very precise control of both
advance speed and acceleration. Therefore our attempts at
obtaining propeller data dynamically involved holding a
constant rotational speed while slowly accelerating the
advance ilpeed.
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Model Number

4755

Number of Bladcs

5

Diameter

.625 FT

Pitch at .7 Radius

.800 FT

Pitch Diameter Ratio

1.28

Chord at .7 Radius

.272 FT

Blade Area Ratio

1.039

The step by step procedure used in collecting this
data was to first check the instrumentation zeros before
each carriage pass by running the propeller dynamometer
at I rev/sec and zero advance speed and measuring thrust
and torque. This was done to create a reference that
would be free of static friction and sticture. Next.
providing that the zero reference was within acceptable
limits, the speed of the dynamometer would be increased
until either the desired rotational speed for the run, or 75
percent of the dynamometer's torque rating was reached.
If the desired rotational speed could not be achieved
without exceeding the 75 percent torque limit, then the
propeller's rotation would be increased to the desired
value as the carriage accelerated. This was done to
minimize dynamometer wear and hysteresis induced by
overloading the dynamometer.

STANDARD USNA OPEN WATER
PROPELLER METHOD
The standard procedure used at the U.S. Naval
Academy in conducting an open water propeller test is
typical of that used at most other facilities. Over a range
of propeller advance ratios a discrete time average of
thrust and torque over the "steady" portion of a single
carriage pass is obtained. This "steady" portion of the
measured propeller data is selected based upon
observation of all of the recorded time histories. Each
discrete time average is made only when the propeller has
a fixed rotational and advance speed. The number of
discrete steady runs collected in a single pass is dictated
by the amount of total run time availad. in our case, at
the carriage speeds required for this particular test, only a
single advance ratio could be obtained reliably in each
carriage pass, therefore each data point required a pass of
the carriage,

The propeller data obtained by the standard USNA
procedure is presented for propeller number 4755 in
Tables 2 and 3. This data was collected in an advance
ratio range between .1 and 1.1 in the first quadrant. As
mentioned before, the results of the no-load tares that
were taken for this propeller have not been applied to the
data.

TABLE 2: Ray Data for Propeller 4755 Obtained 1w Standard Method
VII.OCITY
Ifp,
0,00
1.00
2.00
3.00
4,0
5.00
600
.0(0
S 00
).00O
10.00
11.00
12.00

TORQUE
t Ilb-.)

TI IRVST
(lbs)

ROTATION
(rps)

4.64

40,46
37.96
34,79
31.42
27.94
24.32
20.72
17.43
14.34
11.30
7.5
4.21
-0.19

13.97
14,02
14,03
14.02
14.1)
14.04
13.98
13.99
14.00
14.(1
13.99
14.01
14.03

4.00
,,')
3.35
2o7
23_
1 01
i.7I
1.3-1
0.9t
0.45

TABLE 3: Normalized Data for Propeller 4755 Obtained by Standard Method
ADVANCE
RATIO
0.00
0.11
0.23
0.34
0.46
0.57
0.69
0.80
1.03
1.14
1.26
1.37

THRUST
COEFFICIENT
0.702
0.654
0.598
0.541
0.480
0.418
0.359
0.301
0.195
0.136
0.073
-0.003

TORQUE
COEFFICIENT
X 10
1.288
1.196
1.102
1.016
(.921
0.820
0.740
0.646
0.471
0.371
0.264
0.123
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EFFICIENCY

0.000
0.099
0.197
0.290
0.379
0.462
0.530
0.594
0.678
0.667
0.550
-0.058

REYNOLDS
N1 MBER
5
X 10
2.41)0
2.4 2
2.461
2.52.
2.611
2.716
2.832
2.974
3.295
3.468
3.655
3.849

CONSTANT

ACCELERATION

PROPELLER

Time histories of propeller rotational and advanced
speed, thrust and torque all as a function of time were
obtained during each pass. An example set of time
histories are given in Figures 1 - 4. In the case of this
example, the carriage accelerated from zero to 10.3 ft/sec
in 24 seconds at a fixed acceleration rate of 0.5 ft/sec 2 .
The velocity ramp shown in the example is linear and
steady except for the initial 2 seconds where the USNA
carriage has a preprogrammed acceleration ramp to the
desired steady level. The resultant thrust and torque and
angular velocity curves are also surprisingly linear. The
unloading of the propeller during acceleration only
slightly affected the propeller's rotational speed by 0.03
rev/sec.

MEIIO12
The constant acceleration method, as applied in this
investigation, consisted of accelerating the towing carriage
from zero to the maximum desired speed. Acceleration
rate was selected to allow the use of the entire length of
the basin's run with a normal stop and still reach the
maximum desired speed. The maximum desired carriage
speed was selected so that the full range of advance ratios
would be obtained at the propeller's fixed rotational
speed. By doing this, thrust and torque over a range of
advance ratios from zero to an upper limit fixed by the
maximum desired carriage speed could be measured in a
single pass.

Instead of steady time
averages, as Aould be
presented for the standard open %xatertest, single point
interpolations of the time histories made at one second
intervals are made. These interpolations are made by
fairing through the instrumentation noise with a least
squares mean line to determine propeller values as a
function of time. Since the noise on all of the channels
waas verv low, little other than interpolation of the plotted
time histories, was required to obtain this quasi-steady
data. These values for propeller 4755 are given in Tables
4
i .5

The step by step procedure used to collect this
constant acceleration data was, as with the standard
method, to first check the instrumentation zeros by using
the I rev/sec reference. Next the dynamometer would he
set at the desired rotational speed (the 75 percent torque
limit was not used). Finally, the carriage was accelerated
to the desired maximum speed as data was recorded. It
should be pointed out that this method could create
hysteresis induced instrumentation drift in both the thrust
and tnrque measurements if the dynmomcter is
undersirZed since the 75 percent torqLe ilit caii
n not alwa vs
be adhered to.

FIGURE 1: Velocity Time History
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FIGURE 2: Angular Velocity Time History
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FIGURE 3: Propeller Thrqut Time History
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TABLE 4: Interpolated Data for Propeller 4755 Obtained by Constant Acceleration Method
THRUST
(lbs)

TORQUE
Ift-lbs)

VELOCITY
(fps)

ROTATION
(rps)

18.00
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
23.00
24.00
25.00
26.00
27.00
28.00
29.00
30.00

0.00
0.43
0.86
1.29
1.72
2.15
2.58
3.01
3.44
3.87
4.30
4.73
5.16

1404
14.04
14.04
14.04
14,04
14.04
14.04
14.05
14.05
14.05
14.05
14.05
14.05

41.32
39.89
38.46
37.03
35.60
34.17
32.74
31.31
29.88
28.44
27.01
25.58
24.15

4.64
4.50
4.35
4.21
4.07
3.93
3.79
3.64
3.50
3.36
3.22
3.08
2.93

31.00
32.00
33.){0
34.00
35.0
36.00
37.00
38.00
39.00
40.00
41.00
42.00

5.59
6.02
6.45
6.88
7.31
7.74
8.17
8.60
9.03
9.46
9.89
10.32

14.05
14.05
14.0)5
14.0)5
14.06
14.06
14.06
14.06
14.06
14.06
14.06
14,06

22.72
21.29
19.86
18.43
17.00
15.57
14.13
12.7(1
11.27
9.84
8.41
6,98

2.79
2.65
2.51
2.37
2.22
2.08
1.94
1.80
1.66
1.51
1.37
1.23

TIME
(see)

TABLE 5: Normalized Data for Propeller 4755 Obtained by Constant Acceleration Method
ADVANCE
RATIO
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.29
0.34
0.39
0.44
0.49
0.54
0.59
0.64
0.69
0.73
0.78
0.83
0.88
0.93
0.98
1.03
1.08
1.13
1.17

THRUST
COEFFICIENT
0.71)
0.685
0.660
0.636
0.611
0.586
0.562
0.537
0.513
0.488
0.463
0.439
0.414
0.390
0.365
0.34(0
0.316
0.291
0.267
0.242
0.218
0.193
0.169
0.144
0.119

TORQUE
COEFFICIENT
X 10
1.274
1.235
1.196
1.156
1.117
1.078
1.039
1.000
0.961
0.922
0.883
0.844
0.804
0.765
0.726
0.687
0.648
0.609
0.570
0.531
0.492
0.453
0.414
0.375
0.337

so

EFFICIENCY

0}.00))
0.043
0.086
0.129
0.171
0.212
0.253
0.293
o.333
0.371
0.409
0.446
0.482
0.516
0.548
0.579
0.607
0.633
0.656
0.675
0.689
0.696
0.697
0.687
0.664

REYNOLDS
NUMBER
X I0
2.412
2.415
2.422
2.434
2.451
2.472
2.498
2.528
2.562
2.600
2.642
2.689
2.737
2.790
2.845
2.904
2.965
3.029
3.095
3.163
3.234
3.307
3.381
3.457
3.535

DISCUSSION AND COMPARISON OF

Another effect that should be considered is the
influence of acceleration on the propeller boundary layer.
Transistion is typically delayed during acceleration. This
wouild imply that an accelerated propeller may encounter
laminar flow problems at much higher Reynolds numbers
than is found for the stead, method. A decelerated flow,
however, can trip transition and may lower the critical
Reynold. number thus permiting the use of smaller
models for measuring open water propeller
characteristics.

METHODS

A comparison of the thrust and torque coefficients
obtained by both experimental method, is sho n in
Figure 5. The continuous lines represent the propeller
characteristics obtained by the least squares fit of the
constant acceleration method. The data points are the over
plot of the steady state data obtained by the standard open
water method. The correlation for this example is
excellent; scatter of the standard discrete method about the
continuous quasi-steady method is less than ±0.40
percent for torque and less than ±0.87 percent for thrust.
The standard approach required two hours of testing time
per propeller while a single constant acceleration pass
requires 15 minutes, a factor of eight difference.

CONCLUSIONS
The constant acceleration propeller technique as
applied in the open Aater towing basin for the case of
constant rotation and accelerated advance speed, does give
results comparable'to the standard method. This method
does work in the first quadrant for propeiiers -ii flat
thrust and torque curves. The technique as described
here, as wkell is other variations, should be further
inesticated to est :blish additional correlations and
lii:ition,.

As was metioned earlier, a total of four propellers
were tested by both methods, and all compared equally
well. In fact, the example given represented the ssorst
correlation in our sample. These four propellers all had
very flat coefficient curves, and therefore it can he
assumed that they would represent the best case for the
constant acceleration method. The flatness of the thrust
and torque coefficients as a function ofadsance ratio may
contribute to the linear response found in the time
histories, thl., allossing for just a simple least square, I.;
of the data. A propeller that had More curv at arc nI:s
thrust and torque coeffticilent curse mas not giye a liinear
response during cont.mt acce~cr.tion and may rcqjLrc
cither a higher order fit. or more likclk, a spline !it to
interpolate the data.

These i VeT:itior, s should include the use of
propcller, , ith highly nonlinear thrust and torque
chara,.tcristls in order to determine the impact of
nonumcr time historic, on dala interpolation. The
co rrI li on I" the(,sc e(1, , shouit ld be made in all four
quidrAtX,, Z!-,cIn to ,:,:,. ronlinear areas. The feasability
of the use of 1 IIIne tts for the interpolation of these time
histories it order to cncra;ize the data processing should
he alo .,tisldered.

One potential problem that Mist be addresCd is th a,
of thnust offset due to propeller mass during accilcration.
This inertial force can be accounted for it a no-load tue Is
taken so that the dummy hub is eq lal in seight to the tCt
propeller. The tare is then taken by runningu the duum.,,
hub over the same test conditions as planned for the
propeller. In this e,\ample case the inertial force at 0.5
ft/sec. would only be 0.03 lbs. this is assuming that the
mass ahead of the thrust flexure weighed 1.7 lbs. The
low value of this inertial tare accounts for the before
mentioned lack of difference between the static and
dynamic tares encountered during these experiments.

In this e\,,niple constant acceleration of the
,arriace v. as used Net al tacillities may be capable of
sucih ca-;,e cont:ol,. I los ever, constant acceleration of
propeller rotation may be tmore easily obtained, and
should also be studied. In fact. if both advance and
rotational speed can be varied so that a constant propeller
Reynolds number is maintained during a pass, curves of
constant Reynod,, number can be obtained. This would
be a useful tool for investigating the influence of
transistion on model propellers and the impact of
acceleration and deeleration on propeller transition.

FIGURE 5: Comparison of Methods
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OPTIMUM CIRCULATION DISTRIBUTIONS FOR
SINGLE AND MULTI-COMPONENT PROPULSORS
Justia E. Kerwia, William B. Cory and Chiag-Yeh Hidn

Masackuett. lutktute of !Ikknoiogy
Cambridge, Mamwkusta

ABSTRACT
A vortex lattice lifting line theory is developed which can accomodate both single and multiple component propulsors. An opt6 nization procedure is derived which permits .. e determination
of the radial circulation distribution on the individual components
as well as the division of loading between them. Comparison with
other optimization methods for single propuisors is made. Results
are given for an individual propeller, contra-rotating set, propeller
with a pre-swirl stator. and a propeller with a vane wheel.

The continuous distribution of vortices along the lifting line
is discretized by a lattice of concentrated straight-line elements of
constant strength. The element arrangement used in the present
work employs constant spacing in order to facilitate the alignment
of the discretized vortex sheets shed from different component.if
propulsor components have different diameters,the difference must
be an integer multiple of the radial discretization.As shown by
Kerwin and Lee (1978),this is not quite as accurate as *cosine'
spacing,but the difference is extremely small.
As shown by James (1972), the panels at the endpoints must
be inset one-quarter interval in order to properly represent the
square root singularity in trailing vorte- -trengtb. The radii of
the panel boundaries are therefore
(R - rH)(4 p - 3)
r2 =
p 1,2,. M, +
(1)

INTRODUCTION
In spite of the development of elaborate lifting surface design
and analysis methods, as well as the recent introduction of surface panel codes, lifting line theory still plays an essential role in
propeller design. The reason is that the most reliable prediction
of the relationship between the radial distribution of circulation
and the resulting thrust and torque comes from a Treflftz plane
analysis, which follows directly from lifting line theory. In addition, lifting line theory provides a variety of essential inputs to the
propeller design process thus permitting parametric studies to be
made to determine an optimum design from the point of view of
efficiency, cavitation strength and cost.
While lifting line codes for single propellers have been available for many years, their application to the problem of multi component propulsors has generally been handled by coupling single
propeller codes in an iterative way. It therefore seemed worthwile
to develop a new computational scheme which could handle a variety of multi component propulsors in a consistent manner. Such
a code is now under development, and in its present form is able
to handle single propellers, counterrotating propellers, propellers
with pre or post swirl stators and propellers with vane wheels.
Included In the code is an optimization procedure which enables
one to determine both the division of loading between propulsor
components and the radial distribution of loading on each component.
The present theory uses a vorteX lattice representation of the
bound and trailing vortex distributions representing each lifting
line, and as a result there is no fundamental limit to the complexity of the multi component propulsor which can be analysed
and/or optimized.

and the induced velocity is calculated at control points located
at the mid-radis of each panel. This arrangement s identical
to that employed in the lifting surface design and analysis codes
developed by Greely Ld Kerwin (1982).
Considering the interaction between two components,not only
must the self-induced velocity of each component be calculated
,but also the velocity induced by each component on the other
must be taken into consideration. The velocity diagrams for two
components are shown in Figure 1. The axial{ induced velocity at
the m'th panel of the j'th component can be expresed an

am_

y'pg;,.A,

(2)

yp = rj(,_) - I',,is the strength of the p'th trailing votexand fr, is the concentrated strength of the p'th panel of
the component j.
%,. is the self-induced velocity at the m'th panel of component
4. is the circumferential mean velocity at m'th panel of
component j.
is local axial self-induced velocity at the m'th panel of
si,,l
component j,induced by K, p'th trailing vortices with unit
strength of the same component.
ll,1 is the circumferential mean velocity at the m'th panel
ol cmiponent j induced by KI p'th traln vortices with unit
strength of component 1.
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"Ts;,,,, +

where

VORTEX LATTICE LIFTING LINE THEORY
The fundamental assumptions of the lifting line model which
we have adopted are,
a. The blades of each com-inent are represented by straight,
radial lifting lines.
b. The blades of each component are considered to have equal
angular spacing and identical loading,
c. The wake geometry Is assumed to be purely helical, with a
pitch at each radius determined either by the undisturbed
inflow (linear theory) or by the induced flow at the lifting
line(moderately loaded theory).

A

M,+1

Ad,+l

U,, + By,,, = Z

K is the number of blades of component j.
MK,is the number of panels of component j.
X 10 PANELS
- 20 PANELS
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Figure 2 Axial induced velocity of a single propeller.
Figure I Velocity diagram for a contra-rotating propeller.
The tangential induced velocity,ul.., can be expressed in a similar
manner.
Thm self-induced velocities u* - and v! - can be computed using the very efficient asympiotic formuls developed by
Wrench (1957), while the circumferential mean velocity 9* , can
be computed from the formulas developed by Hough andOrdwa
. may be
(1964). Finally,the circumferential mean velocity
obtained directly from Kelvin's theorem.The calculation of circumferentioal mean velocity is explained in the appendix.
An additional complication arises in the case of a stator,
where the pitch angle may be close to ninety degrees. It has
been determined that the formulas developed for a heflcal vortex
will still yield accurate result up to tan 0,= 100.For higher values,
the vortices can be regarded as having infinite pitch, and the self
induced velocities will be given directly by:
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3 Tangential induced velocity of a single propeller.
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(6)

- 2riai, to

where
= (k - 1) 21
---

In the case of infinite pitch, the circumferential mean axial
velocity induced by the stators will be ero,while the tangential
component will be determined, as beforefrom Kelvin's theorem.

U

Figures 2-7 are examples of the radial distribution of induced
velocity obtained for single and contra-rotating propellers with
prescribed elliptical loading. It can be seen that the results ohtaned with 10 and 20 panels are almost identical for both the
single propeller and the contra-rotating set with equal diameters.
the
In the example shown in figures 6 and 7 the aftcomponent ofthan
contra-rotating set has a diameter which is21 percent greater
that of the forward component. In this case 15 and 30 panels were
used on the forward component, with additional constant spaced
elements added to the aft component. Note that the tangential
velocity induced at the downstream component shown in figure 7
is tero outside the radius of the forward propeller, and that the
total tangential induced velocity is nearly tero at the inner radii.
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Figure 4 Total axial induced velocity on ea&h component of
contra-rotating propellers with equal diameters-
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X 10 PANELS
-20 PANELS

ON THE TIP LOADED OPTIMUM PROPELLER
The classical solution for the optimum radial circulation ditribution follows from the original work of Betz (1919), who
treated the cue of uniform inflow, and Lerbe (1952), who considered the influence of the radial vauiation of the circumferential
mean wake. More formal treatments of the problem were given
subsequently by Wehausen (1964) and Yim (1976), who confirmed
the earlier results. The solution can be stated very simply by the
kinematic relationship,
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where the constat H sets the desired level of thrust or torque.
This result u correct in the limit of vanishing loading, where
the propeller induced velocities are small compared to the relative
flow and where the path of the trailing vortex sheets can be
assumed to follow the streamline of the undisiurbed flow. It is
generally applied, however, within the framework of the theory
of the 'moderately loaded propeller", in which the pitch of the
trailing vortex wake is adjusted to match the induced inflow at
the lifting line.
Clearly one can satisfy (5) in this case, but will the result
be the optimum? Loukeis (1971) found efficiencies higher than
given by (5) by applying a systematic search procedure to
the determination of the eleven term sine series approximation to
the circulation. The resulting circulation distributions found by
Loubakis were characterised by a high concentration of loading at
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Figure 5 Total Tangential induced velocity on each component
of contra-rotating propellers with equal diameters,
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the tip.

JBeing

oW 0

somewhat puzzled by Loukakis' findings, one of the
present authors recomputed the efficiencies of the tip loaded circulatlon distributions with the same lifting line code modified to
keep the trailing vortex wake at the pitch of the undisturbed flow,
and found that the results were always lower than for the circulation distribution obtained by applying (5). The anomoly was
therefore a direct consequence of the radial variation in trailing
vortex pitch indroduced by moderately loaded theory. This, of
course, did not answer the question of whether Loukis' findings
were physically correct or not, and It is perhaps suffident to may
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that this issue is still controvermial.

0.80

100

This question has come up again for two reasons. Fis of
all, we were concerned with the question of how to optimize multi
component propulsors, where it would seem desirable to use moderately loaded lifting line theory. But in addition, Brockett and
Korpus (1986) have recently presented lifting line results which
again show that increased loading at the tip increases efficlency.
They show results for a five term sine series representation of the
of circulation which produces an efficiency which is
higher than that obtained by applying (5).

1.20

NONDIMENSIONAL RADII
Figure 6 Axial induced velocity of the downstream propeller of
a contra-rotating pair which has a larger propeller downstream.
o
Sdistribution
SELF-INDUCED VEL
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It seemed that one possible explanation for both Loukakis'
Brockett and Korpus' results was associated with the Lerbe
lifting line procedure which both employed ( although in somedifferent forms ). The efficiency resulting from the five term
circulation series found by Brockett and Korpus was therefore
computed using the present vortex lattice method with increasing
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numbers of panels. Calculations were also made using Lerb's in-

TOTAL INDUCED VEL.

ductlon factor method tor the same set of circulation coefficlents
and for the Lerbs optimum distribution obtained from (5). To
make the comparison as pure as possible, no viscous drag was included in this exercise. For both runs with the Lerbe induction
factor program, the thrust coefficient was set equal to the value
obtained with the present vortex lattice program using 160 panels.
The results shown In the table below confirm the results obtained
by Brockett and Korpus and lay to ret asy doubts about the role
of numerics in this issue. The efciency obtained from the vortex
lattice procedure has converged to five significant digits ( a challenge for the experimenter ) and differs from the Lerbs result by
four tenths of a percent.
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Figure 7 Tangential induced velocity of the downstream propeller of a contra-rotating pair which has a larger propeller
downstream.
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"Tble 1 Convergence Test
'1
Sunero Panels
0.806N
10
0.80681
20
0.80697
40
0.80704
80
0.80706
160
0.81011
Ind. Fact: B - K Opt.
0.79368
Ind. Fact: Lerbs Opt.

(T

0.687
0.68636
0.68679
0.68690
0.68693
0.68693
0.68693
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Another question is whether the variational approach somehow produces a local optimum. To check this, An optimum circulation distribution for Brockett and Korpus' example was first
computed using the vortex lattice optimization preocedure which
will be described subsequently. For present purposes, it is sufficient to sal that it is euentially equivalent to result obtained
using (6). The resulting efficiency is 0.794, which agrees to three
sigimflcant digits with the optimum obtained with the Lerbs induction factor code. A set of calculations were then made with
circulation distributions consisting of linear combinations of the
two differently obtained optima. The result is shown in Figure 8,
which shows that no local optimum exists, and that the Brockett
and Korpus distribution yields the high-t efficiency obtainable
with such a linear combination. The same excercise was repeated
with the pitch of the trailing vortex wake forced to remain at
the undisturbed flow angle, and these results are shown in Figure
9. Now the conclusion is opposite, with the circulation distribution derived from the present vortex lattice procedure being
optimum. This confirms the earlier finding that the circulation
from (5) obtained from Lerbi procedure produced higher efficiencies than those obtained by Loukakis when the trailing vortex
wake was fixed.
The results given by Brockett and Korpus are therefore confirmed asthe true five term optimum circulation distribution in
accordance with moderately loaded lifting line theory. But what is
the optimum if the circulation is allowed to be an arbitrary function of radius? This can be approached either by progressively
increasing the number of terms in the sine series, or in the case
of the vortex lattice method, by increasing the number of panels,

Figure 9 Efficiency as a function of the circulatior distribution
as in figure 8, except that the wake is constrained to follow the
undisturbed flow.
To implement the latter, a crude systematic search technique was
incorporated in the vortex lattice program whereby the circulation of one panel was Incremented by a small amount and the
entire circulation scaled to yield constant thrust. if the efficiency
increased the circulation increment was kept, otherwise it was discarded. The procedure was repeated systematically moving back
and forth along the radius all night on an IBM PC. The authors
shoud emphasise that this unophistlcated optimizer ( which only
involved a dozen extra lines of code ) was only intended to be run
once!
The results were spectacular By morning, the ideal effidency
was up to about 97 percent, and the induced velodty at the tip
was almost three times the speed of advance I In addition to
demonstrating that there there is no limit to the absurdity of the
circulation distribution for a moderately loaded lifting
ine, the excercue showed clearly how the model defeats Itself. A
sharp increase in loading at the tip Increases the pitch of the tip
vortex ( in this case the wake pitch angle Increased from 36 degrees
69 degrees in the las two percent of the radius ) which then
decreases the induced velocity everywhere inside the tip. The
tip panel has high Induced drag, but all the panels inside have
essentially zero drag, or possibly even propulsion.
There is clearly something wrong with this physically, and
the answer can be found at least qualitatively in the wWJ 6 'eal'
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vortex sheet deforms behind a wing or propeller blade tip. Perhaps
it is easiest to consider the simple cue of an elliptically loaded
wing, where lifting line theory predicts constant downwash over
the span. The equivalent of moderately loaded propeller theory
would place the trailing vortex sheet on a plane inclined at a
constant angle equal to the induced angle at the liftg line. Both
observations and computations by a variety of *vortex chasing
methods show, on the contary, that the middle of the vortex sheet
moves down at arate faster than that given by the flow angle at
lifting line, and that the tip regions move up relative to this
same reference plane. The upward movemeNt of the tip vortices
is result of the roling up and diffusion of the viscous region in
the interior of the vortex sheets. Moreover, as the wing loading is
incrsed, the rofling up process, and hence the upward movement
of the tip vortices, takes place more rapidly.
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Figure 8 Efficiency as a function of circulation distribution derived from a linear combination of the present results and those
of Brockett and Korpus. (0.0 = Brockett and Korpus. 1.0 = all
present theory.) The wake is aligned using moderately loaded
theory.
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Laser-Doppler Anemometer measurements in the MT water
tunnel by Min (1978) and subsequent experimenters have shown
the same behavior for marine propellers, as have numerous investigatora in the are of helicopter wake trojectorek, for example
Murman and Stremel (1983) and Morino and BharadusJ (1965).
A relatively imple propeller wake alignment scheme was devised by Greeley and Kerwin (I2) and found to agree well with
existing water tunnel obsem ot. This procedure was therefore
used to determine the ntia wake geometry for Brockett ad Korpus example, both for the clamical optimum and for theiive trm
tip loaded optimum circulation distribution. 1hU wa done by
running the PBD-10 lifting surface deign program, which incorporates this wake model, for both circulation distrlbutions. The
axil induced velocity at the tip obtained from the wake alignment procedure was 0.186Vs compared with a value of 0.M2Vs
obtained from moderately loaded Ming line theory. Clearly the
high axial induced velocities at the tip predicted from moderately
loaded Ifing line theory do not mteriadize with this wake model.
Furthermore, the efficency of the tip loaded propeller according
to the lifting surfce calculationw dightly i than for the lsics optimum load distribution.
This Is not condidered to be conclusive evidence that the cam
sical optimum cannot be improved upon since the wake alignment
scheme Is not necemarily accurate for such an extreme load distribution. In fact, we were pleasantly surprised that It converged
at alli Nevertheless, the trend is as expected.
To conclude this section, it is our opinion that the trailng
vortex wske geometry associated with moderately loaded iing
line theory can only be regarded as correct in a gro esm, ad
cannot be relied upon as regards to !ht change in radial distalbution of pitch of the train vortex sneets b;ougus about by a
change in radial load distribution. The tip loaded optimum solution gucceds only as a result of a predicted local increase in pitch
of the tratling vortex sheet t the tip, which probably cannot be
adheived in a real fluid. Therefore, until such time, an accurate complete viscous solution of the vortex wake region becomes
practical, the optimization problem should best be solved within
the framework of ihnear theory.
It should also be emphasised that the quetion of whether or
not high tip loading can increase eliclency should not be confused
with the evaluation of the merits of adding phyical boundaries
such as ducts, bands or tip fins. In this case linear theory will
show that increased loading at the tip will be optimum.

where Ar. is the radial distance between the two lattice points
surrounding control point m, and 4,., 4*, are the velocities
induced on control point m by a unit of circulation on the complete
horseshoe vortex surrounding control point a.
Usng a vartlonal approach, we form the quantity H - Q +
AT which is to be minimized. The Laruange multiplier, A, is to
be solved for along with the F.'s. ExpandnH with (6) and (7)
and then setting its partial derivatives with respect to the r.,'e
equal to zero, gives us M equations for the M discrete valum of
circulation and the Lagrange ultiplier. An additional equation
is provided by specifying the required thrust in (6).
A, = 0 - ,K(VAdV6&?1

T

)F.Ar.
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Q -
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The constants, i and the %%'s,in the thrust equation are
determined by (8) and (7) during a previous iterstion of these
optimization equations. Thi iterative approach allows us to unfreeze the wake and include a ismple model for viscoity. At each
iteration the wake geometry ca be aligned by updating the pitch
angle, A. st ech control point, and then recalculsting the influence functions, 4, ,and 4,* . The efect of viscous drag on
the total thrut can be included by adding a drag computed during the previous iteration to the thrust required in the cwrent
iteration. The elects of viscous drag on the optimum circulation
distribution is currently ignored.
A imilirstem of equations can be derived for contr
rotating propellers. The goal In this cae Is to ind the optimum
radial distribution of circulatio on each of two rotating componets located A difet axi locations along the propeller drive
shaft. We watdthe circulation distribution which provides a pre
scribed total thrust and a prescribed torque ratio, , betwn the
two components for the minimum totw power.
u
The quantlty to be minimized is. mwQ,
=
+v,
+At(T +
TO) + A2(Q2 - M~i); with the constraint. Q9 - qQi - 0 and
T + T - T. There are now two Lagrange multpllaen A, and A,
to be solved for, as wll a m values ofcrculstation, rF., on the
Auet component and M value of circulation, r., on the second
component. Once again we pand E with the equations for the
induced velocities and set Its partial derivatives with respect to the
unknown circulaions equal to zwo. This procem gives u a system
of equations which we can solve for A,, A2 and the circulations at
the control points.
Setting the torque ratl of, equal to wo results In a propellervane whee combination. No change to the form of the optimizat ion equation is required.
The cam of a Propeller operating with a set of estaor blades

t

E (Vr. + W.+

S(F .,.Ar,

+ A(Yrd + w,)Ar
A
d
+
,

VARIATIONAL OPT3IIZATION
This is the clasical problem of findi the optimum radial
distribution of circulation given a propeller's operating conditionL
Our goal is to find the circulation distribution which provides a
prescribed thrust, T, for a minimum torque, Q. We begn with an
nviscid vortex lattice model with a frozen wake geometry The
thrust and torque are given by:
T = pK

+

Presented here an some sample results from the present Ming line theory. Them results w not intended asccomprehemnive
of the propubors examined. Rather, they demon'strate the type of results which can be obtalue through the vaiational opimization of the vortex Istice model, which we have
described.

(
N
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The operating condition is that described by Brockett and
Korpus (1986J. A free-running (VA(r) = Vs), 5 bladed propeller

0

with an expanded am ratio of 0.725 is required to develop a
thrust coefficient of 0.69 st an advance coeflicient of 0.89. The
chord distribution for the propeller i given in Table 2, and the
local drag coefficient in comidered to be a constant, 0.0086.
The results from five propusors ae shown here. Case I is
the propeller described above with a Lerts optimum circulation
distribution. Case 2 is the same propeller with a circulation distri-

g
U
o

bution from our variational optimization. These circulation dis-

tributions are shown in Figure 10. Notice the similiarity between
the two distributions. In light loading the variational optimum
approaches the Lerbe optimum.
The prewfti propulsor consists of a statlons-' Mlade rc
ahead of a rotating propeller. In case 3 a propeller with the sne
advance coefficient, number of blades and chord distribution u
the first two cases Is placed 0.26 propeller diameters downstream
of a row of stator vanes. The stator has 9 blades and its diName-
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ter is 1.08 times the propeller diameter. The chord distribution
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is scaled to this new diameter from Table 2, however the vane
blade area was adjusted to obtain a maximum local ift coefficient
of 0.8. The propeller and stator vanes were together required to
produce the same thrust as in the first two case. The circulation
distributions calculated for this preewirl propulsor are shown in
Figure II.

Fmgure l Optimum circulation distributions for a propeller
operating behind a preswirl stator.
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Figure !0 Comparison of optimum circulation distribution
from present theory (variational optimum) and Lerbs optimum
criteria.

Figure 12 Optimum circulation distribution for a propeller
vane wheel combinaton.

The vane wheel is a freely rotating set of blades installed on
the propeller shaft behind the propeller. In case 4 a vane wheel
is placed 0.26 propeller diameters downstream of a propeller with
the same advance coefficient, number of blades and chord distribution as the previous three caes. The vane wheel has nine
blades and its diameter is 1.20 times the propeller diameter. The
chord distribution is again scaled to the new diameter from Table
2, however we again adjust the vane blade area so that a maximum local lift coefficient of 0.8 is obtained. The vane wheel was
requind to operate at a rotational speed of 23 percent of that of
the propeller, this was found to be an optimum for theme conditions. The propeller and ae wht-l were together required to
produce the thrust of the earlier caes, but an additional constraint of no total torque was imposed on the vane wheel. The
circulation distributions for this propeller-vane wheel combination
are shown in Figure 12. Notice that the vane wheel is being driven
over Its inner radii and Is producing thrust over the outer.

Cae 6 is a pair of contra-rotating propellers. They each have
an advance coefficient of 0.89 but rotate in oppoite directions.
They are five bladed and of the same diameter. The chord distribution is that of Table 2, however the chord legths have been
halved so that the expanded area ratio Is the same as the first
two cae We required the two propelles to produce the same
total thrust as in our earlier cses. We further required them to
have equal and opposite torques. The circulation distributions
are shown in Figure 13 Figures 14 and 15 show the velocities
induced by circulation distibutions computed with varying numbers of lattice element&
Tble 3 gves the fit five term in the dne sries representations of circulation for the propuisors we examined. The oeffidents are nondimensionalsed with the first term from the Lerbs
optimum distribution. The value of this term with the standard
nondlmenslonalllZation is 0.02689. Table 3 also gives the efficiency
of each of the propulsors.
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Table 3

Circulation Coefficients and Efficiencies
Gi
G3
G4
Ga
-0.1h4
0.01f1 -0,0007

0.9918

-0.1525

Table
ir
0.2
0.26
0.3
0.4
0.6
0.6

0.703
0.724

-0.0007

-0.0041

0.0078

0.702

-0,3816
1.0004

0.0338
-0.0309

0.068
0.0331

-0.0071
-0.0116

0.0086
-0.0062

v

1.0844
-0.1071

0.1869
-0.4388

0.0190
0.08

-0.0238
0.0190

-0.0146
-0.0030

6
U
D

0.5068
0.4277

-0.0707
-0.1149

0.0379
0.0320

-0.0126
-0.0104

T

0.707
0.742
0.0041
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Figure 13 Optimum circulation distributions for a pair of
contra-rotating propellers.
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where
S = (rs,_

}

- ri.)(rj, - r.)

Since the circumferential mean velocities induced on the other
component by the bound vortices are only tangential, the problem
now is to solve for the axial circumferential mean velocity induced
by the trailing vortices. Hain (1986) compared a variety of computation methods with respect to accuracy and computation time,
and concluded that Hough and Ordway's formulas should be used
for this application.
By using a Fourier analysis of the velocity field, Hough and
Ordway derived formulas for the induced velocities of an actuator
disk in terms of elliptical integrals. These can be thought of u the
velocities induced by a propeller with an infinite number of blades.
Since the circumferential mean velocities are the average of the
sum of local induced velocities along a circle (with infinite points),
we can just apply these formulas to calculate the circumferential
mean velocities. The formulas are shown u follows:

at),

X.-Q(q)+o

{
C, =

r,,<n,
-

(10)

where
- r,,
+ (.
+
2ririp
a = sin-' I
U
VZ + (r,= -

q= 1+

t

I
(11)

4rt rip
Zj + (r,. + ri),

and
Q_j is the Lengendre function of the second kind and half
integer order.
Ao is the Heumann's Lambda function.
C2 is the same as C, except the r,r inequalities are reversed.
Then we can get,

APPTNDIX
THE COMPUTATION OF CIRCUMFERENTIAL

trl.C,
K1

fi

MEAN VELOCITIES
The time-average velocities induced by one propulsor component on the other are equal to the circumferential mean velocities
calculated in the rotating reference frame of that component.
A horseshoe vortice with lattice points at radii rl(,-,) and
rip will, by Kelvin's theorem, induce a tangential circumferential
mean velocity Ona control point, at radius ri,, of the other component, of:

P7,2~
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second reference) for elliptic circulaAdditional information on the rotor.
tion on the loads (e.g., vane drag and
torque) would be helpful to compare the
two data sets.
6) Can the authors provide some
information on run times of their code?
In work described by Brockett and
Korpus that appears elsewhere in these
proceedings, the importance of the trajectories of the vortex-sheet filaments
for nreswirl propulsors was such that
efficiency values were as much as ±10
points different as a function of
reasonable specifications.
Do the
authors find similar trends when they
include various sheet orientations and
can they present data at several radii
for the predicted trajectory shapes
from their lifting-surface analysis?

DISCUSSION
Dr. Terry Brockett,
University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, MI, USA
The authors have presented a solution to a problem of current great
interest and importance - criteria for
selecting efficient circulation distributions of compound propulsors - and
warrant congratulations from all of us
interested in propulsor design.
I have some minor questions about
the formulation that may help clarify
some of the results presented:
I) The use of the Trefftz-plane to
derive load relationships seems unnecessary and somewhat misleading in the
sense that somehow far-downstream flow
details are related to loc.l happenings
Can the authors
at the lifting line.
provide some additional information on
the derivations?
2) There are references to panels and
lattice elements in the paper that are
In general,
not clearly distinguished.
a lattice will correspond to a panel of
constant doublet strength but with the
lattice strengths as the unknowns, the
concept of a panel is difficult to
employ,
3) The results of the authors "overnight" run witn the simple optimization
scheme is an efficiency value (0.97)
that is greater than the simple ideal
actuator disk model will predict for
Do the authors have
this case, 0.87.
some insight into this difference?
4) The predicted efficiency values
quoted in Table 3 show that the vanewheel propeller is within experimental
accuracy of the conventional propeller
but that the values for the contra
rotating and preswirl propulsor are a
few points increased relative to the
vane wheel.
I suspect that the large
number of retro-fit vane wheel propellers being installed is justified on a
quoted 5 point (or 10%) increase in
measured efficiency for CTh values
nearly twice that of the authors sample
(together with ease of installation),
Do the authors have data to make relative comparisons at these increased
loads?
5) The preswirl propulsor (Case 3 in
Table 3) is similar to an example presented by Brockett and Korpus (authors

AUTHOR'S REPLY
1. A lifting line is a figment of the
imagination used to generate a free
vortex wake which matches that produced
by a wing or propeller far downstream.
We are therefore able to calculate
total forces much more easily from
momentum and energy considerations.
The fact that the forces expressed in
the usual way in Equation (6) look as
though Kutta-Joukowski's law was being
applied on the lifting lines is a conOne can
venient but dangerous concept.
get into trouble very easily, for
example, if the local force concept is
applied to lifting lines which are
We are sure that
curved or swept.
there is no disagreement about Equation
(6), it is a matter of its interpretation.
2. In our termi1ology, a panel is a
complete horseshoe vortex element, or
its equivalent, a constant density
dipole. A lattice element is a single
discrete vortex line forming one of the
boundaries of a panel.
3. Professor Brockett's observation
that the efficiency which we obtained
using moderately loaded propeller theory is higher than that of an actuator
disk serves to emphasize that the fact
that moderately loaded propeller theory
is not physically consistant. Let us
emphasise again that the efficiency of
97 percent that we obtained is a classical example of the theorem of
"garbage in - garbage out".
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4. We have subsequently tried a vane
wheel for an application with a higher
thrust coefficient, and find that the
gain, as expected, is somewhat greater.
However we have also founo even greater
gains if the effect of the hub is
considered, which then permits finite
This feature
circulation at the hub.
was not completed at the time the paper
was prepared.
5.
The thrust coefficient, CT, for
the vanes of the pre-swirl propulsor
The torque
presented here is -0.022.
on the vanes can be expressed in terms
of a torque coefficient
Cr

=

2Q

which has a value -0.0685 in this
The exoanded area of the
cxamole.
vanes is 1.385.
6. The computation of circulation
distributions, velocities and forces
for each of the cases -resented tonk
from a few seconds to a maximum of 3J
The
seconds on a DEC Vaxstation II.
code which is described in part in
this paper is intended to be an interactive design tool.
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Since
this
Twenty-First
ATTC
is
the
first ATTC to have an Ocean Engineering Committee,
a
report
on
advances
in
tankery
related to Ocean Engineering is not really
appropriate.
Instead, cormnittee members were

Wave

shore

l though
tanks
have
been
conducting
experiments in most of these areas for quite
.i
long tine, only recently (since the late
lq60'st
have
facilities
been
built
and
equinped spec i fical lv for Ocean Engineering
test ing.
'lby ouslv , techniques were devel-aped basal
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which existed for
the
mo'1st
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)f model
testing,
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Until
recently,
have had "Ocean

Engineering"
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therefore very
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done in the
area of
standard techniques.
Due to the commercial
nature of most of this
work,
the only stan-
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projects,
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report
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state-of-the-art
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those of McCormick (1974 and 1976),
neglected the compressibility of the air.
More recently, Rolfes (1981) and Robinson
(1980) have also studied the pneumatic
system assuming incompressible air flow. A
few investigators, such as Hiramoto (1976),
and Ojima et al
Penney et al (1981)
(1984) have theoretically shown that
compressibility effects might be ;ignificant, depending on the dimensions and power
capacity of the pneumatic system. Orifice
plates have been usd in studies ol trontfacing pneumatic systems by Ojima OL a]
(1984) and Malmo (1984).
In the present study, an oscillating
water-air column with an orifice is theoretically and experimentally studied. The
theory used is linear and includes both the
linear compressibility term and the quasilinear orifice damping term. The experimental data are obtained from tests in Lhe
385-foot (117-meter) wave and towing tank
of the U.S. Naval Academy. The purpose of
this study is to determine the effects ot
both air compressibility and systefu damping
on wave-induced oscillating water-air
column motions.

A vertical oscillating water column
with orifice plates over the air chamber
above the column is studied both theoretically and experimentally. The orifice plates simulate a wave energy turbine in energy
conversion. Results show that the assumption of linear compressibility overestimates the spring effect of the air column,
while the assumption of incompressibility
underestimates the spring effect. In addition, the unsteady orifice damping is found
to E, I- greater than the steady damping.
Finally, impedence matching is approximatelv achieved,
1.INTRODUCTION
Of the many wave energy conversion
techniques that have been both proposed and
tried over the past sixty, or so, years,
the pneumatic technique has been shown to
be the most reliable and cost effective. A
pneumatic wave energy converter is one
which utilizes wave excited air motions to
For the purpose of analydrive a turbine.
sis, the pneumatic systems can be represented by an oscillating water-air column
with an orifice to simulate the effects of
the air turbine, as sketched in Figure 1.
This system is somewhat simplistic when
compared t' -n actual pneumatiL wave znergy
converter , such as that sketched in Figure
2. Despite the simplicity of the orifice
system, it is believed that a study of the
orifice in both theory and experiment
yields most useful results.
Published accounts of the use of the
pneumatic wave energy converter date back
to 1920 when Palme reported that a pneumatic system had been successfully used in
France. Most of the interest in the
pneumatic system has occurred within the
past decade due, primarily, to the efforts
of Yoshio Masuda of Japan. See, for
example, Masuda (1971 and 1979).
One aspect of the pneumatic technique
that has received little attention is the
effect of air compressibility on the water
column motions.
Early analyses, such as

2.

WATER COLUMN MOTION ANALYSLS

An oscillating water column, such as
that sketched in Figure 1, is the basic
component of a P-,,matic Wave Energy
Converter (PWEC), such as that sketched in
Figure 2. In Figure I the orifice above
the water column is used to simulate the
presence of the turbine of Figure 2. In
order to attain an understanding of the
overall performance of the more complicated
PWEC, one must first understand the nature
of the motions of the simple orifice
system. The motions of the water column in
the latter system are subject to the
unsteady pressures in the air chamber,
influenced by the orifice losses and the
losses due to both viscosity and radiation.
The orifice losses are nonlinear in nature,
while the other losses are well approximated by linear terms.
In the analysis
which followR the nonlinear terms are also
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a] Y + br

[m+

(c + K a

i

results.
The air

(1)

is the radiation resistance
coefficient in N-s/m

R

is the nonlinear damping coefficient due orifice losses in

the chamber above the water

Patm

YAI

Ka =
a

Patm

2

vAj/L

L

and exhaust at the bottom of
2
2
the water column in N-s /m ,
is the hydrostatic restoring
ce f. in N/m, i.e.

assuming z<< L, where L is the "-ight of
the orifice above the still-water- level.
Y is the
ratio of specific heats (assumed
to be 1.4) in equation (8).
The damping coefficients

4

c =
Ka

:gD2/
(2)
is the equivalent spring
constant due to air compressibility in N/m, and,
F(.,t)
is the wave force in N,
is

-D 2

e
(,t

where,

cos

(,t)

from McCormick

g

- 2

kD

k

t

rank (kh)

°

kd

(q,

I

cosh (kh)

F=
o()

. 2 J(kDl)
I-

4k

'k(h-d)'

'f(k,D) + I

c

-

represented by
cosh

F(<,,t)

in equation

(1) are b , R, and Ro,
The radiation
resistance coefficien., from McCormick
(1982), is expreseJd

br
The wave force

(8)

L (1

N-s /m ,
is the nonlinear damping coefficient due to both entrance

c

with experimental

constant" is based on the isentropic
compression of the air while having the
chamber pressure being zero (gauge) when
the internal free-surface displacement is
zero.
From Penney et al (1981), the
equivalent spring constant is

br(.,)

Rw

(7)
525

column provides a restoring force due to
compressibility.
The associated "spring

is the calm-water mass of the
water column in kg,
is the added-mass in kg,

a()

in

4

+

15

which agrees well

where
m

-

3

z = F (j,t)

)

k Dl

k Dl2

.

+ (R ,w + R o ) z

4

2

3

Di

approximated by equivalent linear
expressions.
The equation of motion of the water
column sketched in Figure I is the
following:

the

coefficient &w

primarily results

from

the entrance and exhaust of water from the
bottom of the water column.
If the motions
of the water are, for the moment, assumed
to be sinusoidal, then the damping coef-

(3)

(1982),

ficient based on the average

velocity is

4
f(kDl)

kD

JI

(kD/2)

(4)

Rw

Cv A 1 /2

where ) is the mass-density of water and Cv
is a coefficient which depends on the
nature of the flow.
That is,

Jl (kDl/2) being a Bessel function of the
first kind and first order.
In equation
(3) d is the draft of the water column, h
is the water depth, k is the wave number
(2-M\) and n (i,t) is the external free-

Cy
Cv'=

=

Ho
cos

(w,t)

0.8

(entrance flow)

1.0

(exhaust flow)

(II)

surface displacement,

(,J,t)

(10)

1

The conditions correspond to the following
velocity conditions of the water c ,1,imn:

(5)

2

(entrance flow)

[>0
We assume that I >> 01 which is the practical case of operation in a swell.\
The wave number expression is

z =(

W2
k = 2"/)
(kh)

which is transcental.
Furthermore,
McCormick (1983) derives an expression
the
added-mass, that expression being

0 (exhaust

flow)

The orifice damping coefficient go depends
on the diameter ratio D2/D I . When this
ratio is unity then R,
has the form of
equation (10).
That is,

(6)
g tank

(12)
<

Ro =
for
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Da C, A 2 /2

,

(D2

(13)

i'W
=

where C o
C v , defined in equation (11).
The velocity conditions for equation (13),
however, are reversed.

f

=

z

Also

in equation

Thus,
e

flow)

(entrance air

> 0

is the critical damping.
(17)

= tan-

bj)/(bcr

2w

!

(14)

(< 0

(exhaust air

flow)

1 -

(-)

(20)
'n

the values of
the condition of D 2 /Dl<1
are different than those of equation
(11).
For the experimental part of the
present study the following loss coefficient values apply:
For

is the phase angle between the water column
displacement and the wave force, and

TABLE I

where

0.78

t.
0.5
0.1

z0)

+

bu(,, Z o )

the damping coefficient

(21)

br is

o

Combining equations (9) and (15) with
equation (17), one obtains the following
biquadratic equation for the amplitude of

2
(A 1 /A 2 )
12.5

7.80 x
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the water column motions:

from Addision (1964).
The nonlinear damping coefficients
and Ro) can be replaced by equivalent
linear damping coefficients (b_ and b

+

2

2

=

4 B

a

c

8
B

7

+

+ (by + b o )

!r

F( ,cos(

7,t

+ (c + K a

-t)

cos

Fo(w)/(c
2
+

of equation (16)

( t

R,

(23)

R

Equation

)

present

(16)

+

R,
3

3.

o

2 bcr

where

The solution
Z=

(22)

F°

approximated by

F(

Z02
B2

where Zo is the amplitude of the water
column motions.
Hence, equation (i) can be

.i

)2

2

3-

+

2

b
2
- )2 cr
2
4 82
'n

+

hr

(15)

Zo

Rv,

=

Z3

B

(R,,

By equating the energy lost due to nonlinear damping and that due to linear damping
over one cycle, equivalent linear damping
coefficients are found to be

,o

,

br

2 (-)

Zo+

b

+ by(,,

1

-

0

br(b)

obtained from equation (9), while the
are in
bv and
coefficients
damping
(15).
equation

C

D2/D

=

r bj

(22)

is solved numerically

EXPERIMENT

is
The experimental part
conducted in the 385-foot

-

+ Ka)'

cos (!Dt -

2
+ 1 2

16 feet (4.88 meters) in depth.
Referring to Figure 1 for notation, the
circular cylinder has a height and diameter
of
and

2

bj)
-

2

hcr
b

"n

where the subscript I denotes
damping.

the

type

In equation (17),
K.

frequency is

of this study was
(117-meter) wave

at the U.S. Naval Academy.
feet (7.92 meters) in width

and towing tank
This tank is 26

)
(17)

(

in the

study.

of

Z =

1.83 meters

and
the natural

D

n=

(18)

in

and
2

|0.1270
+ Ka)(m + a)

The

orifice diameters used

the study are
D2

(c

= 0.254 meter

respectively.

m+a

bcr =

I

= 0.2540 meter
and

meter
0.0254 meter

(19)
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studied. The reader can see that the peak
value occurs for the 0.127 meter diameter.
This is an indication of impedencematching, which is discussed later.
The air velocity measured by a hot wire

while the draft values of the water column are
d

=

0.203 meter
0.406 meter and
0.610 meter

amemometer is shown in Figure 5 as a function of time, wher,

Waves exciting the water column motions
vary in frequency from 0.40 Hz to 0.80 Hz
in 0.05 Hz increments. The wave height,
Ho, is approximately 0.102 meter for all
frequencies. The wave properties were
determined using a sonic wave probe positioned two chamber diameters away from the
center of the capture chamber on a line
parallel to the wave front. The internal
water column motions were also studied
using a sonic wave probe.
Air motions at the center of the orifice were monitored using a hot-wire anemometer. Since the air velocity was measured
only at the orifice center, only the time
behavior of the maximum air velocity could
be studied. The spacial profile of the air
velocity was not determined,
..

,,

D2 = 0.0254 m
d = 0.610 m
f = 0.40 Hz
in Figure 5a and tot f = 0.60 Hz in Figure
One can see that this velocity does
5b.
The exhaust
not vary sinusoidally in time.
velocity at the center of the orifice is
significantly higher than the intake velocity. The phase angle between the peak
exhaust velocity and the maximum upward
water column velocity is approximately
zero. That is, the motions of the water
column and the air above it are in phase.
Comparing the external wave trace with that
of the water column, however, shows that
motions of the external and internal free-

REST_

surfaces

are

nearly in

phase

for

f = 0.40

=

Hz.
For f
0.60 Hz, however, the external
wave leads the water column by approximately 90' in Figure 5b. In both Figure 5a
and 5b, one can see the inception of turbulenc, near and at the peak of the exhaust
velictv.
Furthermore, the exhaust velocity trace is slightly unsymmetric;
whereas, the intaKe, velocity trace is
approximately symmetrical. The double
amplitude (22) is shown in Figure 6 with
the maxima of the intake and exhaust air
velocities. Note that the peak values for
each occur at different wave frequencies.
This indicates that the efficiency of the
oscillating water column as an energy conversion system is not maximum at the peak
value of 2Z., but near the peaks of the
velocities, since most energy is removed by

The height (2Zo ) of the internal water
column motions is presented in Figures 3
and 4 as a function of the circular wave
frequency (e). In Figure 3 the effects of
orifice draft are shown for the three
diameter values. That is, the doubleamplitudde frequency response of the water
column for the D2-values studied is shown
3
in Figures 3a, 3b and c for D2 -values of
0.2540 meter, 0.1270 meter and 0.0254
meter, respectively. In Figure 3 we see
that the peak values occur for the draft of
0.610 meter for the three orifice diameters, while no apparent peak values occur
for d = 0.203 meter in the frequency range
studied.
The undamped natural frequency
according to the expression of equation
(18)
is

the air system at the highest velocity.

for the 0.2540-meter orifice diameter

5.
"n

In this section the theocetical analysis of Section 2 is applied to the experi-

a

mental conditions of 3. The purpose of the
First, to deterapplication is twofold:
mine the utility of the linear theory in
predicting the performance of an
oscillating water column with nonlinear

(24)
4DI
d

COMPARISON of THEORY and EXPERIMENT

-

3
Note:
In equation (24) the compressibility
spring constant, Ka, is omitted since D2 =
D I . The natural frequencies predicted by
eq. (24) are 5.62 rad/s, 4.37 rad/s and
3.70 rad/s for d = 0.203 m, 0.406 m and
0.610 m, respectively. For the
0.0254-meter orifice diameter the peak
values for the three drafts all appear to
occur between 3.0 and 3.5 rad/sec.

energy extcaction and, second, to determine
the relative effects of air compressibility
in the chamber and quadratic damping of the
orifice.
The optimal
condition studied, from
the results of Figure 3, is that of the
0.1270-meter orifice diameter and the
0.610-meter draft. Applying the equation
(22) to this condition yields the frequency
response in Figure 7. In Figure 7 curves
7ocurves
respnsentFigur 7. InrFg
are presented for air spring

In Figure 4, the double-amplitude frequency response for the 0.610-meter draft
is shown for the three orifice diameters

values of both zero (incompressibility air)
The
and Patm Y A1 /L (compressible air).
incompressible curve does have the same

constant

70

behavior as the experimental data with two
exceptions:
First, the theoretical results
are higher by a factor of approximately two
and, second, the peak theoretical value

a finite number much greater than 5,000.
This fact indicates that the "spring"
resulting from the air compressibility is
extremely "soft", except for the capped

occurs at a lower frequency than that of
the experimental data. The compressible
curve neither agrees in magnitude nor behavior with the experiment. This
disagreement indicates that the theoretical
air spring is far to "stiff". The theoretical curves for all of the orifice and
draft conditions studied are approximat~ly
coincident with the compressible curve of
Figure 7 when the spring constant of
equation (9) is used. Results obtained
from the application ,tile incompri,.;ihl, form of

condition.
Also presented in Figure 9 are dashed
curves resulting from the use of different
orifice loss coefficient values (Co ) used
with the incompressible theory. The sharpness of the experimental curve shows
moderaLe djap' .g. iczj~.g Lhe experimental data with the incompressible curvees
indicates that equation (27) is not a good
approximation.
Damping can be determined by measuring
the half-power bandwidth. If JA and 'B are

with the 0.406-meter and 0.203-meter drafts
are presented in Figures 8a and 8b, respectivelv. As in Figure 7, the incompressible
curves both differ from the experimental
data by approximately a factor of two and
predict a lower peak-frequency value (in
Figure Sa).

corresponding to half the power extracted
by the orifice at the peak value frequency
o, where

equation

6.

(22)

to

the

0.1270-meter

orifice

the

lower and upper

'A <

-B

The results presented in Figures 7 and
8 show that neither the assumptions of
incompressibility nor linear compressibility of the air above the oscillating water
column yield satisfactory comparisons with
the..
porimental data.
When the
compressible theory is applied to the
cap-ed condition of Figure 4, however, the
experimental and theoretical results do
agree.
With this knowledge, we propose the
formula:
folLowing moditied spring constant

KaI =

K

o <-B

then the logarithmic decrement is

D[SC 'SSION

A
1 -

A)

= 2-

(28)

(from Morse and Ingard, 1968, and
elsewhere) where tihedamping ratio is
= babacr

2

(29)

2

The critical damping for the air column is
I
bacr = 2
c (m.
aa)
(30)
where, assuming incompressible air flow,
the restoring coefficient is given by
equation (2), the air mass in the chamber
is

IN
1

frequencies

(25)

Al
where Ka is the spring constant of equation
(8), A1 and A2 are the respective areas )t
the water column and orifice and N is a
dimensionless number, where

2_ being the mass-density of air, and the
added mass of air is

I , N ,

0.3

(incompressible)

ma = Ca, D12 L/4

(2b)

The form of equation (25) is similar to the
head-loss -quation for incompressible flow
in a pipe with an orifice. Combining
eptiarions (22) and (25) and applying the
7
results to the O.12 0-meter orifice with
0
the 0.61 -meter depth yields the solid curyes in Figure 9. The orifice damping coefficient value for each of the solid curves
is
C o = 10

"a - 1.20 kg/m

3

(33)

Hence, the critical damping value for the
4
0.025 -meter orifice with a 0.610-meter
draft is 12.2 N-s/m. Applying this damping
analysis to the average air velocities in
Figure 6, one obtains the following:

by the

A2
d
"o
WA

=
=
=
=

0.0254 m,'
0.610 r.
3.46 rad/s
2.25 rad/s (extrapolated)
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_

(32)

or D2 (D
LIf
from Kinsler and Frey (1962) and elsewhere.
For the test conditions described herein

0.1270-meter orifice.
The reader can see that the value of N
which would yield the best peak value
agreement between theory and experiment is

_-wh

oa

a D23/3

(27)

is approximated

3

a- D1 /4 for D2 =D
=

Note:
From the relative peak values in
Figure 3, the condition of impedence-

~matching

(31)

-- _-mL

4.20 rad/s (interpolated)
1.77
=

bo

From these results, the
conclusions are made:

3.30 N-s/m
8
3

(,CA2/2)

(a)

o Zo

(34)

from the combination of equations (13)
(15).
Thus,

T=7

and

(b)

3"b o
8 (,,A,/2) Z,)
102 X

(c)

x 3
03
(d)

Comparing this value with the corresponding
value in Table I (Do/Dl - 0.1), we can ace
that the damping based in the averaged peak
air velocity through the orifice is more
than one order of magnitude greater than
the steady-flow value. rhis observation
agrees with that ,f Morse and Ingard (1968)
for oscillat ing pipe flows through an orifice. Assuming that the same increase in
damping applies toi thy 0.1270-meter orifice
with a 0.blJ- mtr draft, the modified loss
coefficient
o

following

0.271

value

aI
"102
.

(or this

orifice

3''7.) x 10'

The sy tom damping for
oscillatory flows is approximately one order of magnitude
greater that that of steady
orifice flows.
The resonant condition can be
effectively controlled by
adjusting the water column
draft,the resonant frequency
decreasing with increasing
dralt.
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CONCL''SIONS
In the present study a vertical
oscillating water column with a horizontal
bottom opening and an orifice above the air
column is theoretically and experimentally
subjected to monochromatic linear waves.
The orifice diameter-to-water column
diameter ratios studied (D2/D1) are 1.0,
0.5, 0.1 and 0.'). Ising a linearized
theory which includes the effects of both
compressibility and quadratic orifice
damping, poor agreement is obtained between
the theoretical and experimental data. The
inclusion of the linear compressibility
term in the theory results in data that are
an order of magnitude less that the experimental data and are of different character,
i.e., no resonant condition is predicted.
When the air compressibility is neglected,
the theoretical data are approximately
twice the experimental data with the resonance predicted at a lower frequency.
The measured damping of the oscillating
system is found to be approximately one
order of magnitude greater than that predicted for steady flow through an orifice.
The predicted resonant condition occurs at
lower frequencies as the damping is
increased, as expected.
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DYNAMIC BEHAVIOR OF A JACK-UP PLATFORM !N WAVES
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Besides that, the monitorSao Paulo, Brazil.
ing of a relative jack-up has been made during
transportation al)ng the Brazilian coast and

ABSTRACT
A jack-up type platform for operation
one hundred meters depth hzc flon studtc.
via a comprehensive set of tests at the IPT
(Technological Research Institute) towing tank
in Sao Paulo. Two legs positions (fullv elevated and 1')meter down) and three headings
with respect to the waves. The tests were the
resistance and decaying tests, the tests in
wave-; with the modei kept stationary and being
Some of the analysis was
towed (seaserpirg).
cooipl,-ted hx a liniar diffraction-theory conriand
by a full-scale instromentaputer progri
tion of a relative jack-tip during transportalion al)ng the Brazilin coast.

we
t
P
g
9
ZC

1.

Cion-thCoj

,wput-

program has been processed.

_
2_.__Til_
M"l

The ia~k-up has a triangular shape and
Its pan view can be
,ar shaped legs.
triann
seen i'- Figure I. Its principal dimensions are
i leegttnI=7.18'Im; B( breadth)=68,00m; D(depth=
7.
i(draft)=3.52m
;
and displacement=
I ,,gicr
Based on the maximum wave neight
capability or IPT wave ' ker, the frequency
rang. of interest, the
'mity of the tank
wall,, etc. it has been
ded to build a
L:7t) model.
This has Led to about a 30kg model which
has been made very easy ta manipulate. The
tests to be performed have been with the legs
at most 30m down, hence there was no necessity
in modeling the full Legs.
Therefore, only
the wet parts of the jack-up were built with
geometrical similarity and this includes only
about one third of the legs. The inertial
similarity has been reached by weights strategically placed. The latter adjustment has
been made by the so-called bifilar method,
taking advantage of a relatively light and
compact model (Fernandes 85).
The main interest has been in the roll,
pitch and heave motions. For instrumentation
it has been decided to use an on-the-model set
of two rate-gyros and 5 accelerometers. The
former are for roll and pitch, one accelerometer for heave and the remaining for
other modes and redundancy for the roll and
pitch measurements.
The model has been used in the decaying
tests, tests in waves, the seakeeping test and
the resistance ones.
As a general procedure
the quantities were registered on magnetic
tape and the data reduction was performed
using the analog-digital capabilities of a FDP
11/23 minicomputer.

NOTATION
K
A

.Z; "

i

over

wave nuber
wave amplitude
wave circuaar frequency
encounter wave frequency
reference length = 7j
water dlensitv
acceleration of gravity
pith
roll
heave; C is a point below the center of
gravity at the depth position
INTRODUCTIoN

The lack-up is a very convenient type of
platf)rm for oil exploration.
Its main characteiistic is that it may work as - fixed
structire and nay be easily transported to
different locations.
It has been used since
the beginning of offshore exploration and
today it is common to find jack-ups which
operate in 80 meters depth. Due to the
increasing necessity of exploration of deeper
and deeper waters PETROBRAS (Brazilian Oil
Company), via its research center (CENPES)
decided to design a jack-up for operation up
to lOOm deep waters.
In order to analyze and confirm the dynamic characteristics of this platform, a set of
model tests was conducted at the IPT (Technological Research Institute) model basin in

3.
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THE DECAYING TESTS

roll and heave are showr. in Figures 8, 9 and
10 respectively.

These kind of tests are normally made as
auxiliary to the tests in waves since it helps
to identify the frequency range of interest.
It also yields an indication of the damping
properties. However, in this case it could be
used to confirm two interesting results that
refer to the discontinuities in the peak
period and in the damping factor as the legs
were lowered from the fully elevated positions.
Tests in the roll and pitch modes have
been made with five leg positions: fully elevated and the corresponding to 5,10, 20 and 30
meters down. For eah leg position a pure
moment was applied causing an initial angle.
Suddenly the model was released and the timeIn
history of the rate-gyros was recorded.
each case it has been possible to identify an
average peak period and an exponential decay.
The results for both are presented in Figures
2 and 3 respectively.
It is interesting to note that the pure
moment was applied by a cable passing through
two vertically aligned pulleys placed on the
model legs. It also should be said that it
has been difficult to obtain information for
the heave mode via decaying tests. This mode
is supercritical and the tests yield no complete cycles. A crude estimation was obtainel
by shaking the model up and down following the
peak frequency.

5.

THE SEAKEEPING TESTS

in the next set of tests the model was
towed against head waves (simulating 6 knots
A similar transfer function for
towing).
pitch and heave has been obtained and is
shown in Figure 11 and 12 respectively. The
added resistance due to waves has also been
obtained and it is shown in Figure 13 and !4
for fully elevated legs and 10 meters down
respectively. The latter have been confirmed
to be proportional to the square of the inosing wave arsolitude and it has been obtained
using results from the resistance tests. The
motions _
..r .nese tests have been measured
as before an* The resistance forces have been
measured
th block rages. During the se- eeping tests ,n- has oscillating resistance forces and sTome elasticity was given to the
towing cable tn order to avoid its slackness.
The estimated natural frequency of the towing
svtem was about II times less than the seakeecing fre;sen y range of interest.

6.

____

S ) e aiel
4.

THE TESTS IN WAVES
pi:
or

The next set has been the tests in regular waves with the model Kept stationary. In
this case two leg positions
full, elevated
and 10 meters down) and three headings
180o
0
head seas, 90 -beam seas and 120 - with a
board perpendicular to the wave direction)
have been considered. The model was held by
two soft spring, In-tially placed transversally to the wave propagaticn. As the modl:
..
drifted it was easy to see that there is
enough restoring moment in order to keep the
correct heading.
The more significant results for the regular wave tests are presented in Figures 4, 5
and 6 for pitch, roll and heave respectively.
For comparison, in these figures results from
a linear diffraction - theory computer program
(Vasconcellos et al 65) is also presented.
Several tests also have been performed
with random waves covering the same headings
and leg positions. The 10 years storm offshore Rio de Janeiro where the main Brasilian
oil field is located and also the sea in the
same region encountered during thf transport
of a relative jack-up has been simulated. The
latter is similar to the one tested in the
towing tank (same shape, close displacement
and inertia).
However, it was transported
with its legs 45m down different from the
fully elevated and 1Gm down positions which
have been tested.
luring that transport the
sea direction with respect to the platform was
about 1200 and its spectral density is give,
in Figure 7. The spectral density for pitch,

5n:
CI

e
"

'ora-'ksat
it
t
hae

ends up a set of tests like
here, it comes up normally

more tests. it is hard to
a research work completely,
0
ests with other headi~ng )C°
woujld be interesting.
oition
e may cons ider the work per,sMplete
with respect to :he

.
a
e

h

:s: be oonsidered generalv
'r enmineering purposes. For
loosible now to anticipate the
-cv
range for the motions that
:ed.
However, looking from the
int 3f view it is convenient to

a'

71 saiure2 aod
The discont,.nuity
an pitch peak periods and in the
_a7T.
i. 71ear.
to-r
The reascn fcr the
: ,-.!*
- '
behavior of the hydrostatic
re;.. c5. When the legs are fu lly
elevated 'he hold water and the leg holes
work
ly s on board tanks. This
ncrteases 'Ph metacentric height.
When the
1
egs are - wered by a short distance 'say Fm
toe hoes an- open to the sea decreasing the
meta-entri: height.
Maybe more important than
the hane in the peak period is the change
in 'h- Jatpinw factor. This is unconservative and leads to the conclusion that if one
wants to decrease roll and pitch oscillations
one should lower the legs by a significant
amount. This is also confirmed by the exptrimental resits as shown in Figure 4 and I for
the tests in waves.
In this respect since
the potential theory calculation shows a d!fferent trend as one may see in the same
I
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thi. -s essentially a
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.s that the leg lower. ting flow leading to
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Measurement of the Forces on a
Slightly Submerged Cylinder
Stephen B. Hodges and William C. Webster
Department of Naval Architecture and Offshore Engineering
The University of California, Berkeley
Berkeley, CA 94720

Abstra,

operated, ra, dom-inotion mechanism (which we will
simply call the RMM). This piece of test equipment
was designed and constructed at the Universil of
California. Berkeley-

The forces on a slightly submerged rectangular
cylinder undergoing vertical oscillations are investigated experimentally. This flow situation is highly
nonlinear at low frequencies and at amplitudes of
motion which are large compared to the gap between the top deck of the structure and the free
surface. Previous experiments performed by Chung
(1977) provided only sparse coverage of this
interesting range. Our experiments use a nuw piece
of test equipment, called a random motion mechanism (or RMM for short), designed to explore nonlinear phenomena such as this. The results of
extensive measurements are compared with existing
linear methods (the close-fit method of Frank (1967)
and a matched asymptotic expansion by Newman, et
al. (1984)), and with a new nonlinear theory by Yum
(1985). Although Yum's theory matches best, it
deviates from the experiments significantly in the
very low frequency range.

The dynamic characteristics of a bod\ fioating
in an otherwise undisturbed sea are an important
component in the estimation of the wave induced
motions of a ship, as well as in the estimation of
motions arising from other effects. Muc.i of the
study of these so-called forced motion problems has
been theoretical using potential theory, appropriate
for the irrotational flow of an inviscid and incompressible fluid. For bodies which either pierce dhe water
surface or are submerged deeply below it, small
amplitude oscillatory motions lead to small disturbances to the flow. Thus, the free surface and body
boundary conditions can be linearized and the potential flow problem solved. A variety of numcrical
techniques are available to compute such flows.
Close-fit methods are common for two-dimensional
forms (Frank (1967)). Slender-body approximations
and so-called diffraction theories are available for
three dimensional forms (for instance. Salvesen.
Tuck and Faltinsen (1970). and Garrison. (1975)
The results from these theories compare well \kith
experiments as long as the motion ampliudc., remain
small with respect to all of the principal dimensions
of the flow situation. To apply these techniques
when the body is only slightly submerged, the motions must be small relative to the gap between the
top of the body and the free surface, and this res triction is severe.

1.0 Introducton

The focus of the research presented in this
paper is the flow about, and the forces on, a body
oscillating vertically very near the free surface.
There were several motivations for this study. First,
it is an important problem both for submarines (when
they start to submerge or when they broach the free
surface), and for semisubmersible platforms (where
the twin hulls may always be only slightly submerged). Second, and perhaps more appropriate to the
"tankery" aspects of the ATTC, this study gave us
the opportunity to exercise our new hydraulically-

A set of experiments was made by Chung
(1977) for circular and square cylinders undergoing
heave and sway oscillations at several submer-

*
Support for this project was provided by the David W.
Taylor Naval Ship Research and Developement Center under
the General Hydromechanics Research (GHR)Program under
contract number N00014-82-K-0007.

1),d/b = 0.25 being the
gences (as defined in fig _,re
shallowest. He compared the results with close-fit
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surrounding the cylinder. btt noit in a small ret icn in
the neighborhood of the corners of the cxli'i,-L
Linear solutions were found fo~r the itner and ourter
regions and matched in the cornter reeten. The
result,

appeared to be an imnprovemnn rt
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close fit method and provided a simple explanat;on
for the negative added mass zatlow frequencies.
The complete, large amplitude motion probflem
for a body floating in or near tire free surface is q~uite
difficult and has yet to be solved tn any satis factorv
manner. However, another approach is feasible for
the special case of a body wvhich is slightly submerged and oscillating at an amplitude which is both: (a)
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2.1 The RMM and Signal Generation System

located at one end of the tank with a gently sloping
beach at the other end. One criterion for selecting
the model dimensions was to allow a reasonable
amount of data to be taken at the lowest test frequency before the radiated waves reflected from the
bulkhead reached the model,

The RMM is operated by a hydraulic servo
valve actuator manufactured by MTS Systems, Inc.
This choice was made after an exhaustive analysis
of other alternatives, such as electric motors, stepping motors (both electric and hydraulic), etc. Although the maximum capacity of the actuator is
rated at ±1100 pounds (± 4890 N), the stiffness of the
current supporting structure reduces the practical
limit to around 50 pounds (222 N) for horizontal
motions and 250 pounds (1110 N) for vertical
motions.

The oscillatory heave motion was provided by a
hydraulically actuated, random planar motion mechanism, hereafter referred to as the RMM. Details of
the design, construction and capabilities of the RMM
may be found in Hoech (1984). The RMM was
mounted vertically on its steel frame which was in
turn clamped to two wide flange beams spanning the
tank. The beams were secured to the carriage rails
on the tank walls. Figure 3 shows this arrangement.
The hydraulic power supply was mounted on a small
carriage adjacent to the RNIM.

Most existing planar motion mechanisms of this
size are either cam or belt driven, using electrical
motors. However, such a system is only capable of
generating regular sinusoidal motions. One motivation for designing a new planar motion mechanism
driven by a hydraulic actuator was that such a
device may be used to generate arbitrary motions
and, in particular, may simulate motions due to a
random sea state. It may also be used for prescribed sway or yaw motions for maneuvering tests
ot ship models.

The RMM had been used only once prior to
these experiments, for the measurement of wave
drift forces on a surging cylinder (Hodges (1985)). It
had never been used for vertical motions, so a secondary gcal of these experiments was to evaluate
the performance of the RMM in this situation. The
original motivation for developing the RMM system
was to provide regular as well as random oscillatory
motions, unlike older cam and belt driven planar
motion devices capable of only regular sinusoidal
motions.

The input signal tor the RMMN may be from
either an analog signal generator, magnetic tape, or
digital computer with a digital to analog converter.
60'q
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output since a great deal of time is spent reading and
writing to the floppy disks.

Analog filtered electronic white noise may be used,
but the technique is cumbersome and the spectral
shape is limited by the characteristics of the analog
filters available. Alternatively, the input signal for the
RMM (or the wavemaker) may be generated by a
digital computer and converted to an analog signal.
The advantage of the computer generated signal is
that random motion spectra may be easily simulated
and duplicated. The primary disadvantage of the
computer generated signal is that one must be careful to generate enough data points to make the resuiting analog signal smooth enough to simulate a
truly analog signal.

For the present experiments, only regular sinusoidal motions were used. However, other tests
have been made using a random input signal with no
model attached. Figure 4 shows the computer generated input signal for a Bretschneider spectrum and
the corresponding motion of the RMM arm. Except
for some of the high frequency components where
some smoothing has occurred, the agreement is quite
good. From a series of tests using the same input
signal and varying the gain on the RMM controller, it
was found that the high frequency response was
better for smaller amplitude motions. This result is
not suprising and is typical of such systems.

At the University of California, Berkeley, a 16
bit microcomputer (CompuPro TM Systems Model 816)
is dedicated to this purpose. A clock and a 12 bit, 4
channel digital to analog converter (Dual Systems
Model AOM-12) are synchronized to generate an
output signal with of a range of t 10.0 volts. The input
data may be generated by simple FORTRAN programs for sinusoidal or empirical spectra. Data may
also be prepared elsewhere and transferred by modem or floppy disk. At the present, the signal is
generated by another FORTRAN program which
reads all of the data points from floppy disk to internal memory, and then uses the clock to control the
digital to analog converter. However, during the present experimerts, it was found that the actual output
signal was slightly slower than prescribed by the
input data. For example, a 1.0 second sine wave
with 128 data points per second gives an output
signal with a period of 1.0125 seconds. Apparently,
computer overhead accounts for the difference.
This discrepancy is easily corrected in the generation
of the input data. However, it could cause problems
for relatively short wave periods where more data
points per second are required to achieve an adequate number of points per cycle. It couid also be a
problem when the input data is imported from other
sources, or if the data is not sinusoidal in nature.
Therefore, it is intended to rewrite in assembly language, portions of the program that drives the digital
to analog converter.

The model is attached to a two pronged arm
that is mounted in a steel frame with three linear
bushings on either side, as illustrated in fig:-es 3 and
5. The hydraulic cylinder is mounted at the :enter of
the frame. It is free to rotate through sma.1 angles
but is laterally fixed by a pinned connecticn. The
free end of the actuator is bolted to the arm at its
center.

It might be noted here that for purely sinusoidal
oscillations, this computer-based system is not as efficient as an analog signal generator because of the
time required to generate the input data and to read
it from a floppy disk bejre running each test. However, for random motions, it is much more efficient
and versatile than other approaches. The acquisition
of a hard disk drive would speed up data input and

The actuator has a maximum peak to peak
stroke of 12" (30.5 cm). The control system has the
capability of specifying shorter limis that will cause
the system to shut down if they are exceeded. This
system works well when the RMM is used in Ltie
horizontal position, but it is not fail-safe in the vertica'
mode because the shutdown mechanism also cuts
off the hydraulic power supply. Once the hydraulic

Computer generated input signal
-

motion of R]\l,
.Measured

-

-"

Figure 4: Random input and measured motion of
RMM actuator

2.2 Details of the RMNMI
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RMM dimensions

pressure is reduced, the actuator will slowly be extended by the weight of the model. In most cases
where vertical motions are used, the RMM will be
mounted with the arm on the lower side as showit in
figures 3 and 5. In this configuration, the weight of
the model will pull the actuator to its full extension,
This will put the whole reaction on the actuator itself
which may damage it. To prevent such an occurrence, a length of 1.,, (1.27 cm) nylon line is secured in a loop around the support frame and the
RMM arm. The line is loose enough to allow normal
operation but short enough to stop the arm before
the actuator reaches full extension. While originally
considered an interim ;olution. the nylon line has
proven to be advantageous it, that it not only pre-

The acceleration of :he actuator was also
measured with an accelerometer clamped to the
arm. The measured accelerations were not nearly
as smooth as the motion. At the end of each stroke.
there is a small thump which can be seen in the
unfiltered record of figure 6. This appears to be
caused by the interaction between the actuator and
the seals that prevent hydraulic fluid from leaking
through the annulus between the actuator and the
cylinder. These seals are rather tight. but have a
small amount of play along the cylinder axis. As the
actuator changes directions, the seals move a small

vents full extension of the actuator, but it provides a
soft stop. A more permannt mechanical device is
being studied, but for the present, the line nppears to
be an adequate solution.

distance before coming up against a stop. This
seems to be the cause of the thump at each en-, of
the stroke. Several different sets of seals have been
'.sed on the actuator. The original ones %ere quite

output showed no significant energy at any frequency other than the input frequency.

The nosition of the RNINI arm is measured by a
linear potentiometer mounted on the arm. A sheave
is attached to the potentiometcr and a string is wrap-

J'

ped around it and attached at either end to the fixed
frame. The potentiometer capacity and sheave size
may be easily changed to suit the resolution needs of
each set of experiments. [his sy.,tem is simple, reliable and versatile.
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Several tests were made to compare a sinusoidal input signal with the actual motion of the
RMM arm. The strip chart records showed no
visible discrepancies and a Fourier analysis of the

l..ure h
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Measured acceleration of RNIM
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hard and seemed to generate ,,ey large end-ofstroke accelerations. The seals we are currently
using are much softer but do permit some leakage.

The dimensions of the cylinder shuuld be
chosen so that the waves generated by the
lowest frequency oscillation will not rf.:_t
from the bulkhead and reach the model
before enough data has been collected to
obtain consistent results.

This impulse loading is small but may be felt by
a hand holding the actuator or anything fixed in the
vicinity of the RMM. It does not appear to affect
the smoothness of the motion of the actuator, but it
does induce a free vibration response of a model
suspended from it. For most practical cases, the
model attachment mechanism is quite stiff and its
resonance frequency is much higher than the oscillation frequencies of interest. As long as the vibrations are not so severe as to disturb measurement of
the phenomenon under study, there appears to be no
problem. Most applications of such a planar motion
mechanism are associated with measuring linear
added mass and damping coefficients (as in this
report) and these vibrations are of little consequence.
However, if one is dealing with an impulsive motion,
this resonance could cause difficulties.

Test conditions should represent deep'
water for the radiated waves, since the
theories to be compared with the results
assume this.
The maximum force induced uncer any test
conditions should not exceed the rated
strength of the force trans.tucers of 120
pounds (533 N) each.
The structural resonant frequency of the
cantilevered ends of the cylipder should be
high enough to be well out of the frequency
range of interest (e.g. on the order of 10
l1z).

Vibrations may also pose some problems when
studying nonlinear phenomena. The RMM was used
once previously to measure wave drift forces on
surging cylinders (Hodges (19)). In order to measure the drift force accurately, the force transducer
attaching the model to the RMM was required to
have high resolution for small forces and, consequently, had a relatively low stiffness. This induced
excessive vibrations for larger motion amplitudes and
it was not clear whether vibrations from the RMM
adversel, affected the results.

*

The model should be ballasted to be neary
neutrally buoyant to take ad,.antage of the
full range of the force transducers.
The internal structure of the model sht<d
be strong enough to support its own %keight
out of water during installation and removal.
It should also be light enough to be easily
handled in and out of the wier.
The first two condi.orns li!nrtcd the breadth, o

A steel frame was constructed to support the
RNMM which may be mounted in the vertical or horzontal direction inside the frame. -The frame was
designed to be mounted on the existing towing carriage in the longitudinal or transverse direction. For
tests where the model is not to be towed, it may be
secured to two steel wide flange sections spanning
the tank as shewn in figure 3.

.

the model to approximately one foot . Althuugh a
smalher cylinder mighi have been more desirable for
ease of handling, it was feared that difficulties wo.ld
arse in making it structurally stiff enouh to avoid
excessive vibrations. For a 12" (30.5 cn) sauare
cylinder, it was estimated that the lo\est test periods
would be on the order of 3.0 seconds. The time required for a wave radiating fiont the model to reach

the bulkhead and returtn to the model tas calculated
to be around 33 seconds.,lov ing just enough time

The hydraulic power supply is mounted on a
separate carriage which may be pulled behind the
main carriage or secured to the tank rails for fixed
tests.

for a gradual start up trdi
2() sCc,,iN'f cor'd dila.

In order to provide neuti,l buosa'sey %kith the
model submerged, a 12" x 12" x 96" (30.5 x 30.5 x
243.8 cm) cylinder must weigh around 500 pounds
(2222 N) in air. The length of the model (06") \as
chosen to fit the width of the towing_ tank A;!nl
abo':
1/4' to spare. For ease and econoziis inconstnuct;c::.

2.3 The Cylindri-al "lModl
The dimensions and structural design of the cylindrical model were based on the following criteria:
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the model was to be built from PlexiglasTm sheets. Due
to the relatively light weight of Plexiglas, a great deal
of ballast was required to achieve the 500 pound
(2222 N) weight. Various solid weight ballasting
schemes were considered, but the difficulty in making all joints watertight and the unwieldiness of such

the central bulkhead as shown in fis ures 7 an. 8.
These two transverse bulkheads were twice the
thickness of the other bulkheads ( 1' (1.27 cm)) and
the central bulkhead was iocall, reinforced near the
bolts. Each angle extended approximatelN 10" (25.4
cm) above the top of the anel where the, were

a massive model made them impractical. Instead,
the model was designed to be completely flooded
during testing.

connected by a horizontal aluminum T-section. The
force transducers were mounted smmetrically on
the flange of the T-section and secured to the RNIM
arm as shown in figure 8. The cylinder was lifted by
a single line attached to eye hooks mounted on the
outside of the angles with a wooden spreader beam
to avoid interference with the transducers.

The model was constructed entirely from 14"
(.635 cm) thick Plexiglas sheets. Longitudinal bendin, strength was provided by the outer walls and a
solid vertical bulkhead running t1,e length of the
model along the centerline, as illustrated in figure 7.
Transxerse bulkhead- were placed at one foot intervals to provide shear strength and vertical load transfer. Eali transverse bulkhead had six, 2',,' (6.35
cm) diameter holes drilled in it to allow free flow
between compartments during flooding.
Small
iotches \%cre cut along the base of all transverse

Although the model was nominally 96 inches
(243.8 cm) in length. it wvas measured to be slightly
longer after construction. The tank wa.; measured at
the top of the walls to be 9 1 , ' (245.A cm), bu:
tapered slightly so that, at the level where the model
was to be tested, there was onl,
(.159 crij
clearance on either end. This presented consider-

bulkheads as well as the central longitudinal bulkhead to facilitate draina,.e. l)uring installation, all
flooding%was through the end bulkheads with air
escaping through small holes (1 4" (.635 cm) diameter) drilled in the top panel at the corners of each
compartment. None of the holes were sealed during
the test. The clearance between the ends of the
cylinder and the tank wall was approximately 1,,t6"
(.159 cm), leaving little room for any appreciable
flow when the cylinder was oscillating. During some
tests, a small flow was observed emanating from the
air holes next to the central bulkhead, but this was
considered insignificant.

able problems in aligning dhe RNIM and the model so
that the ends would not rib the wall at any point in
the stroke of the RMM. Although the anticipated
1,4" (.635 cm) clearance would have been far more
convenient, it is believed that there was no interference with the wall during the tests.
It is common practice to determine the mass of
such a model by oscillating it in air. Such a procedure was impossible in this case because of the ballasting method. Instead, the model was weigited
before installation and the volume and mass of the
Plexiglass and the submerged part of the support
frame were carefully calculated. The remaining
volume of water was found and the total mass estimated to be 16.27 lbsec2/ft (237.4 kg). The import-

Steel angle sections were bolted vertically to
the bulkheads on either side of the midsection and
It,

rlr

Pl..V4ew

I

I,igar, F. .ttncne,,, of RMM and model

iiirc 7. Model dimensions
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0.10

0.25

d = d/b

Value

Item
Length, L

96 in.

(243.8 cm)

a

a/b

.05, .10, .15, .20

10,

.20

Beam. 2b

12 in.

(30.5 cm)

a/d (sof9w)

.20, .40, .60, 80

.40,

80

Draft, T

12 in.

(30.5 cm)

N = w 2b/g

Mass, m

16.27 Ibs 2/ft

(237.4 kg)

071 - .80

Table 2.

071 - 90

Experimental parameters

3.2 Experimental Procedure

Table 1: Model dimensions

Prior to each test, the cylinder was aligned to
the proper submergence by adjusting the zero position of the hydraulic actuator. The input signal was
checked on a strip char: recorder and then the amplitude of the motion was slowly increased to the
desired amplitude over a period of around five
seconds. After a few cycles, when the strip chart
record of the force showed an apparent steddy state,
data acquisition was begun. Data was taken over a
period of 20 seconds at intervals of 0.05 seconds.
On one or two occisinnz, t- waves reflected frc.n
the bulkhead end of the tank were observed striking
'he model before data acquisition was completed so
the data analysed was limited to the segment before
the interference began. No noticeable lateral motion
was observed during the tests.

ant dimensions and properties of the model are
summarized in table I.
The natural frequency of vibration of the free
ends of the model was estimated by considering
each side of the model as a cantilevered beam fixed
at the midspan of the model. Using linear beam
theory and hydrodynamic coefficients obtained from
Yum (1985), it was found that the natural frequency
was on the order of 10 Hz. T1iv was considered
acceptable, as the test frequencies were to be on the
order of 0.2 to 1.0 Hz. After the model was installed
in the tank, a free vibration test revealed the actual
natural frequency of the system to be around 7.0 Hz.

A Fourier analysis was made of each force
record, with the leading coefficients taken to be the
linear hydrodynamic coefficients. Although these
coefficients do not display the nonharmonic character of this nonlinear process, they form a convenient basis for comparison.

3.0 The Exneriments
3.1 Scope of Experiments
In terms of the nondimensional wave number,
N = (02b/g, the region of N > 1.0 was well documented by Chung (1977) and others and consequently, was not investigated in the present study.
The dimensions of the testing facilities limited the
lowest frequency for the present experiments to N =
0.07. Tests were conducted for submergences of
0.25 and 0.10 corresponding to the available numerical results. Four motion amplitudes were tested for
the deeper submergence and two were tested for
the shallower case. The tested frequencies and amplitudes are summarized in table 2.

3.3 Experimental Results and Observations
The notation used in this paper follows Yum
(1985). The effective added mass and damping
coefficients are nondimensionalized as

X

=

1/2 7tpb 2L
It
1/2 tp o2L
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Figures 9, 10, 11 and 12 show the experimental

water flowed over the top like a sheet and reversed

data compared with numerical results for the hydrodynamic coefficients of a square cylinder using linear theory, the theory proposed by Newman, et al.
(1984)and the theory of Yurn. The first two figures
are for a gap between the cylinder top and the free
surface of 25% of the cylinder half breadth, and the
second two are for a gap of 10% of the half breadth.
The results of Newman. et alwere only available for
the second case. The experimental data from Chung
(1977) are included in the first set of figures, for
which the motion amplitude was 36% of the initial
gap (a/b = .089).

itself on the upstroke. This was particularly true for
higher frequencies where the volume of the flow
was restricted by the shorter time before the next
half cycle. For lower frequencies, there was time
for a significant volume of fluid to enter and leave
the inner region on top of the cylinder during each
cycle. Below a certain frequency, the sheet flow
from the two sides met in the middle before the reverse flow began causing a reflection at the center
line.

It should be noted that the close-fit and New-

For higher amplitudes, the oncoming and reflected flows contained hydraulic jumps and there
was often a vertical jet at the centerline as the two

man, et al.ieCsuis ie Irom i,aear theories while the

bores met. These phenomena were particularly pro-

results of Yum are nonlinear with respect to motion
amplitude. The amplitude used for these figures was
quite small. Figures 13 and 14 show the amplitude
dependence of this theory for d/b=0.25.

nounced for the shallow submergence case.
Chung (1977) made similar observations and
noted that there was a slight discontinuity in the data
at the frequency where the flows from both sides
first had enough time to meet and reflect. A similar
behavior may be seen in the present study for motion
amplitudes of 20 and 40% of the gap in figures 9 a,,d
11 respectively. For larger motion amplitudes, al-

The observed flow pattern varied significantly
with both frequency and motion amplitude. For relatively small amplitudes, the flow on and off of the top
of the cylinder was orderly. During the downstroke,
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The phasing between the centerline reflection
and the cylinder's motion also varied with frequency.
For higher frequencies, the reflection occurred later
in the cycle. The sketch in figure 15 shows the approximate flow pattern observed during low frequency, high amplitude tests.
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It is clear from these results that the hydrodynamic forces associated with the vertical oscillation
of a two-dimensional cylinder very close to the free
surface are strongly nonlinear with respect to motion

N.,b1,

dependence of added mass
Figure 13: Amplitude
coefficient (d/b =.25)

amplitude. At the high end of the frequency range
tested, as observed previously by Chung (1977), the
experimental results agree well with the linear theory
and show no significant amplitude dependence.
However, the motion amplitude appears to be dominant at the lower frequencies. This is important
because this is the region ,',herc the ,dded mass
coefficients undergo dramatic changes.
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Figure 14: Amplitude dependence of damping
coefficient (d/b = .25)

results for the smallest motion amplitude
.20) of the deeper submergence (d/b = .25)
reasonably well with the linear close fit soleven for low frequencies. Results for the
motion amplitudes diverge significantly for N

< 0.5. However, these results do not follow the calculations of Yum (1985) either, particularly for the
damping coefficient.

though the flow transition was observed, the effect
on the hydrodynamic coefficients was not as pronounced. The reason for this is not clear,

7tt

(Arrows represent approximate velocity vectors)
Figure 15: Observed flow pattern for large amplitude, low frequency oscillations
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NON-LINEAR ANALYSIS OF TIME SERIES DATA
by John E. McDowall
senior Engineer
Offshore Technology Corporation

lackground

Introduction

The results of a seakeeping test usually
take the form of specifying the power spectral
densities of the wave and the vessel resnonses
and the resulting vessel Response Amplitude
Operators (RAOS). The power spectral density
function is given in Equation (1)

The problem of designing a mooring system
for a ship in the ocean is a classical one that
every engineer associated with the sea has to
solve at least once in his career. This mooring analysis can range from either a simple
static catenary analysis to a full dynamic time
domain simulation. To perform such an analysis
it is necessary to determine the environmental
loading on the system. Due to the complexity
of these forces it is often necessary to perform both ohysical and numerical modeling to
arrive at an appropriate solution. As the
response of a moored vessel is highly nonlinear it has become necessary to develop techniques to interpret the data collected during
physical tests to compare with numerical
In this paper we would like to examine
models.
the application of techniques to investigate
the response of moored vessels using time
series analysis particularly the second order
response. This is a very significant problem
as the second order motions are usually greater
than the first order response and can very
often be the limiting design factor.
There have been published several excellent works on the subject of time series analysis (references 1, 2, and 3) and it is not
intended to reiterate work already done,
instead the objective of this oaper is to discuss applications of these techniques as they
relate to the analysis of the response of
In the past several yearmoored vessels.
Offshore Technology Corporation has invested
several thousand manhours into developing a
comprehensive library of time series analysis
routines to interpret experimental data either
at model scale or full scale. The majority of
these routines are for linear input/output
systems. Recentlv implementation of routines
that determine the quadratic transfer operator
has been undertaken. The primary aim of this
work is to examine the slowly varying drift
motions experienced by moored floating bodies
in a seaway.

Gxx(f)

Nd
I _
Xk(f)
T
NdT k'I

W

Figure I gives a typical power spectral density
function for a Pierson Moskowitz spectral formulation and Figure 2 gives the total horizontal restoring force in the surge direction.
From figure 2 the significance of the low frequency component which iz the second order
response of the system can be observed.
To obtain information on both the phase
and the percent random error of the ships
response it is necessary to use what is termed
cross spectral density analysis. Use of this
technique rather than auto spectral density
analysis eliminates uncorrelated signal noise
and allows the determination of the true linear
response of the system. The expressions for
the RAO, the phase angle, and the percent random error are given in Equations (2)-(4).

Rij (f) = V

Gxy(f)/Gxx(f)l

RAO, H1 (f) = Modulus (Rij(f))

(2)

Phase Angle
tan

Im[Rij(f)i/ReiRij(f)II
2

Coherence, v2xy(f) =

99

'()'
f
Gxy
Gxx(f) Gyy(f)

(3)

Random Error

2

.1-,xy- (f)
MlI~xy
V Nd

that was simulated with horizontal srings as
shown in tigure 5. The systen was tested at
three different drafts and in a conhination nf
wind, waves and current. The principal partic-

(4)

ulars of the vessel are given in Tahle I with
the scaled dimensions of the other vessel used
in this paper. The environmiental conditions in
which all three drafts were tested are given
below:

where:
auto spectral density of output

Gxx-f)
Gyy(f)

-

auto soectral density of output

Waves
Gxv(f)-

cross spectral
with output

-

ierso, '1)oskowitz Spectrum 14,i

density of input

53.0
Wind

Sxamples using this technique are given in
Figures 3 and 4. Frof. this standard analysis
it is oossihle to determine the ships response
to the specified sea spectrum. If the vessel
is wall sided the pitch and heave response will
not vary with sea spectra and can be defined
exactly by this technique over the range of
input wave frequencies.

Current -

Uniform Wind Profile, Velocity
I00 knts.
1
Iniform Surface Current, Velocity
3 knts.

A detailed description of the syste-n is given
by Key, et.al. (reference 1).
The mooring line tensions for each individual moorinq line were resolved into the
surge and sway directions, as the turret r)tation was not measured during the tests, turret
rotation was not included in the analysis. As
the environment was co-linear and froo observations the turret hreakout torque was never
exceeded in the co-linear envi-jnnental tests,
this assumption will produce no silnificant
errors. The resolved tensions were checked
using the neasired system restorinq force and
the measured disnlacements and good agreement
was shown.

Dynamics of a Soft Mloored System
The notions of a vessel in a soft moored
system cannot be predicted by linear theory
alone. The motions of a moored vessel are
excited in two frequency ranges:
linear wave frequency components
components at frequencies
than wave frequencies

ft.

ouch lower

this is shown in Figure 2 which is the horizontal restoring force on a soft moored vessel.
This figure shows the effects of both the wave
frequency components and the low frequency components.
It has been found that the wave freauency
components are proportional to the wave amlitude while the low frequency components are
proportional to the wave amplitude squared.
From natural period tests it is seen that the
low frequency motions are at the ships surge
natural period. In the example shown this
period is around 0.0033Hz. At this low frequency there is very little damping. There is
practically no wave damping and what little
damping there is, is mainly due to hull friction and other viscous effects. This low damping and resonance effects create a highly tuned
system with very little dampinq. The prediction of the magnitude of the low frequency
motions is difficult due to the difficulty in
predicting the low frequency damping. In computer models this has to be input as an emoirical factor and results from model tests are
difficult to scale up due to the viscous nature
of the damping forces.

Second Order Spectral nensity Function
The investigation of the low frequency
wave response of a moored vessel depends very
heavily on the character of the input spect-um.
Typically model basins compare the qenerated
first order spectrum with the desired theoretical and iterate to achiove an acceptable
spectrum. 4hen investigating the low frequenc!
response of it is necessary to ensure that the
low frequency spectrum is also correctly
modelled by the wave generator. At Offshore
Technology Corporation we currently use a minimum bandwidth of O.13Hz ann a non-reneating
algorithm for wave generation that can he iterated to obtain the correct spectral density
function as is shown in Figure 1. The snectral
density function for the low frequency -esoonse
(Eauation (5)) as given by nendat and Piesol
(reference 5)

Gyy(f)

G,
Gxx(u

S

f-,) di,

(5)

0

This function is shown in iqure r for the
Pierson Moskowitz Spectrum shown in 7iqure 1.
The figure shows both the measured data and the
theoretical spectrum for the model.
As can be
seen for both the linear and the second order
spectrum the input wave closely matches the
required specifications.

Description of Model Test
Recent physical model tests of a turret
moored tanker have presented an opportunity to
examine the low frequency response of a moored
vessel in a realistic environment. The system
consisted of an eight point mooring system,
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Gxxl(). We have chosen to define the quadratic
transfer function H2(f,u) such that the relation given in the equation is exactly
satisfied, consistent with our usual definitions of the wave spectrum, Gxx(f).
In our investigation here it is the steady
drift that is of interest, this implies that p
is equal to zero. This greatly simplifies the
determination of the second order transfer
function. By choosing the zero frequency
response the Fourier transform of steady force
is identically equal to the average force.
To evaluate the results of our analysis we
compared the results to two similar vessels.
The drift coefficients for tanker I come from
the three dimensional diffraction program
AQWA-LINE and the results for tanker 2 are from
model tests reported by Huanqiu and Maoxiang
(reference 7). The particulars of the two yessels are given in Table 1. The dimensions from
tanker 2 were scaled using Froude scaling to be
as close to the vessel tested by OTC as
possible. As neither of the vessels are
exactly the same as that tested by OTC the
results can only be used qualitatively to
determine of the results obtained are of the
correct order of magnitude and of the correct
general form.

Second Order Transfer Function
To properly interpret experimental data it
is important to have a good measure of the
error inherent in the measurements. This is a
standard technique for the linear RAO's shown
in Figure 3. This is also equally true for the
low frequency response. As yet this has not
been implemented into our system even though
the theory has been published by Bendat and
Piersol (reference 6). As is shown, one of the
significant problems associated with the determination of the second order transfer function
is the length of the record required to obtain
a stable estimate of the transfer function. To
investigate this problem experimentally an
experiment was conducted for three hours prototype time and then analysed over the whole test
and then over the first half and then the last
half using second order analysis.
Cross bispectral analysis is used at
Offshore Technology Corporation to analyse the
steady and slowly varying forces and hence
determine the second order responses of a
moored system. The second order response is
characterised by the quadratic transfer function (QTF) which is the second order equivalent
of the Response Amplitude Operator (RAO) for
linear systems. The QTF quantifies the nonlinear response of a structure as a function of
frequency, allowing the determination of a
vessel's response to an arbitrary seaway.
In a random seaway the response of a yessel subject to a random seaway can be quantified statistically by the power spectral
density. Normally the linear relationship between the input and output is expressed as the
RAO. In non-linear systems this provides only
part of the answer and it is necessary to quantify the quadratic RAO. The relationship between the second order spectral densities is
given as follows:

Gyy(f) =I HI(f)

2 Gxx(f) + 8

1parison
IH2 ()

o

IH2 (f-1)12

Results
Comparisons of Figures 7-g show the affect
of sample length on the results, as is shown
the results are in fair agreement below 0.09Hz
and show differences above this. Until the
error function is imnlemented it is not possible to accurately determine the affect of sample length on the second order transfer
function. To determine if these results compared with other experimental data the quadratic transfer function for a loading condition
similar to that of reference 7 wa. determined.
Figure 10 shows this comparison. A similar comis made with numerical predictions in
Figure 11. In both these comparisons the tankers were not identical but were sufficiently
close to compare the magnitude of the results.
In both cases there is fair agreetent in the
relative magnitude of the results hut to make
any further comparisons would require close
agreement between the Physical characteristics
of the tankers used.

2

Gxx(p) Gx,(f- ,) d,

where H2 (f,P) is the quadratic transfer function.
The first term on the right hand side
gives the linear response and the second term
gives the second order (low frequency)
response. If H1 (f) and H2(f,u) are known, the
vessels linear seakeeping and slowly varying
response can be determined. The second order
term consists of an integral of the product of
the second order transfer function and the
input wave spectrum evaluated at the frequency
f, and at the frequency f-u, where u is a small
delta frequency corresponding to the low frequency of interest. Note that in the integral,
f is a durmmy variable of integration.
Therefore, what results from the integration is
the value of the PSO at the delta frequency,

Computation
All the computer programs used by OTC are
written in FORTRAN 77 with the exception of the
Fast Fourier Transform and Inverse Fast Fourier
Transform suhroutines which are MACRO 11 which
is Digital Equipment Corooration's assembler
language for the POP 11 series of computers.
All the routines were run on a "OP-11/44 comouter running the multi-tasking and multi-user
operating system RSX-11M V4.0. The high efficiency of the FFT algorithm allows the computer
to analyse the results and deliver the graphical output for a test with 16384 data points in
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ITEM

Length (feet)
Beam (feet)
Draft (feet)
B/d
LIB
Displacement

OTC Tanker
100% Loaded

OTC Tanker
85Z Loaded

OTC Tanker
40% Loaded

AQWA
40% Loaded

Reference 7
I00Z Loaded

1026.0
161.6
62.0
2.6
6.3
235398.0

1026.0
161.6
53.0
3.0
6.3
200565.0

1026.0
161.6
28.0
5.8
6.3
96200.0

1002.0
148.4
29.7
5.0
68
101348.0

964.2
152.8
64.8
2.4
6.3
250986.0

(long tons)
TABLE I - VESSEL PARTICULARS
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REPORT OF THE RESISTANCE AND FLOW COMMITTEE
TO THE 21ST AMERICAN TOWING TANK CONFERENCE
Edwin P. Rood
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Special Systems Branch
David Taylor Naval Ship R&D Center
Bethesda, Maryland, 20084-5000

The three years since the last ATTC have
been relatively quiet with respect to significant and major breakthroughs in the measurement
and prediction of model and full scale resistance and flow. A notable exception is the
intense, well-funded experimental test and evaluation work in support of competitive yacht
design, especially for the 12-meter America's
Cup contenders. Although it is known that the
work has provided significant understanding of
the consequences of complex hull geometry, and
of the required quality control in measurements
to effect reliable data, it is unlikely that
the obtained information, regarded as
proprietary for the indefinite future, will be
available for open scrutiny.

is anticipated that these methods will uncover
the detailed flow around marine bodies, and the
consequent effects on resistance, especially
with respect to waves and wave production, that
is required to close the gap between towing tank
predictions and full scale observations.

This Committee notes that at least one
comprehensive report was published to document
comparisons of ship resistance obtained by calculation and by measurement. The report, by
Shahshahan and Landweber (1986), describes
measurements of total resistance, viscous
resistance, pressure distribution, and
boundary-layer velocities for the Wigley hull.
The calculations of wave resistnrce were performed with and without the boundary layer and
the wake. The authors point out that the data
form the first complete set for the Wigley hull
at zero trim and sinkage. It was observed that
measured and calculated results show good
agreement except at the stern, and that the
inclusion of viscous effects made a marked
improvement in the calculations.

The years 1983 - 1986 have marked a period
of great change for the University of Michigan
Ship Hydrodynamics Laboratory. The Laboratory
is (by force of available funding as well as desire) moving from traditional areas of research
and on standard type vessels (barges, tankers,
etc.) into much more fundamental research. At
the same time the tank facilities are undergoing
extensive renovation.

This report focuses on technology development applied to systematic measurements at each
of several of the leading towing tanks.
It is
anticipated by this Committee that the 22nd ATTC
will be abundant with papers exposing new
details of resistance and flow obtained as
results of the current work.
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

In the area of flow, the Laboratory has
been mainly concerned with methods of flow visualization in the global sense (flow over the
entire body) rather than localized flow mapping
and quantifying.
To assist in the observation of flow, it
has acquired (in 1983) a Hydro Products Model
TC-181 underwater video camera. This unit has
remote control for focus, color balance, and the
six-to-one macro/zoom lens. This unit was
installed in a dedicated pod mount with side
mounted lightinc and remote control for both pan
and tilt. It can be mounted on the towing carriage for continuous underwater observation during a test run, and has been on-line since the
Fall of 1983.

That the past three years have not witnessed notable published towing tank studies
such as systematic design variations or extensive comparison of analytic/experimental
results is reflected in the paper contributions
to this Committee for presentation at the ATTC.
This Committee is, however, encouraged by the
implied content of the papers and by the knowledge of work underway at the various towing
tanks. The state of things is that towing
tankery appears to be in an evolutionary period
when new techniques, recently developed, are
being applied to production measurements. It

The normal (and still preferred) method of
observing hull flow uses yarn tufts as indicators, but in 1984 an effort was made to develop
methods for indicating surface flow with oil

Ill

evaluations in terms of understanding results
and predicting full scale performance for complex flows are for racing yacht design.
Unfortunately those data are proprietary and the
specific results are apparently not available
for the foreseeable future. On the other hand, a
considerable effort has been expended on evaluation of small waterplane area twin hull (SWATH)
designs. Another design concept is the attachment of riblet material to the wetter surface of
Olympic rowing shells. A short description of
each of the above projects follows.

smears. It was found that the oil smear indicator was considerably messier than yarn tufts
and also harder to document because it does not
photograph well. There was also an attendant
problem of oil slicks in the model basin that
was not overcome. Although a good method for
using oil smears as flow indicators was developed, technical reservations about the indicated flow persist because the oil dots are on
the hull, deep in the boundary layer, and do
not always indicate areas of possible flow
problems in regions of moderate separation.
In 1985, coincident with the arrival of
Terry Brockett as an Associate Professor in our
Department, the Laboratory began experimenting
with the use of fluorescent dyes as flow indicators on the surface of propeller blades,
This technique is still under development, and
a paper on progress to date is presented in the
Resistance and Flow session.

Yacht Design:
Measurements have been made
in the deep-water towing basin at DTNSRDC
of the drag and side forces and yawing
moments on models of sailing yachts. The
models represented 12-meter yachts to a
scale of 1:3. The towing apparatus consisted of 2 sets of force gages that could
be preset at systematic variations in yaw
angle. The models were also heeled systematically so that a matrix of force and
moment data as functions of speed, heel,
and yaw were obtained for each configuration. The measurements were made for
five hull configurations including various
afterbody and forebody combinations. In
addition, several keel shapes were tested
with three hull shapes. The data was used
in parametric computer analyses of all
points of sailing as decisions were made
for the final geometry to build full scale.

The latest flow-measuring challenge is the
use of lasers to define and analyze (quantitatively) the surface wake behind ship forms.
This process is new to us and the techniques
using off-the-shelf technology are being developed. By the 22nd ATTC, a report on both the
technique and the results of our experiments
should be available.
Progress has also been made on the resistance front. Although nothing has happened to
smooth water tests, the Laboratory has been
active in improving its ability to test models
in waves. Over the past eighteen months a
three degree of freedom dynamometer capable of
handling models up to 6 meters in length has
been designed and constructed for the Laboratory. This device allows the model to be free
in heave and pitch, while applying a predefined, constant surge restraining force. The
model can thus be towed with a constant force
while surging under the carriage as it is
influenced by wave action. This allows the
performance of tests in waves (both resistance
and propulsion) without the restraining spring
of a rigid dynamometer set-up and will significantly improve the quality of powering predictions in waves.

SWATH: Seventeen SWATH models have now
been tested either at or for DTNSRDC.
Since it takes approximately twelve major
hull form parameters to describe the form
of a SWATH ship, this data base is small.
Fortunately the thin-ship theory of wave
making resistance applies, and there are
codes by Chapman (1974) and Lin and Day
(1974) that are sufficient analytic tools
for early stage design. A comprehensive
description of SWATH design considerations
was published by Gore (1985). That paper
indicates that information obtained from
wake surveys is sorely missing, and that
the absence of correlation model data renders the uncertainty in current allowances
to be as much as 100 percent. Clearly
there is much additional research needed
for SWATH designs. The development state
for SWATH is dependent on an evaluation of
design propellers sufficiently positive to
validate preliminary designs.

Acceptance trials were run on the three
degree of freedom dynamometer during the months
of May and June of this year. The device performs well although it does need some refinement to make it more user friendly. From these
trials it appears that new techniques will be
required to make the most of this new equipment.

Shell Riblets: As part of a program
described in Eilers et al. (1985) to apply
riblet tape to rowing shells for the 1984
Olympics, an experiment was conducted to
measure the drag reduction capabilities of
riblet tape that had been developed by the
3M Corporation. Riblets are longitudinal
surface groves that have been shown by
Walsh (1982) and Walsh and Lindemann (1984)
to give a turbulent flow skin friction
coefficient reduction in air of about 8
percent for optimum riblet geometry. A
single rowing shell was borrowed from the

All in all, this has been an exciting
three years for the Ship Hydromechanics
Laboratory and the staff is looking forward to
the next three years of improvement.
DAVID TAYLOR NAVAL SHIP R&D CENTER
Several new or improved design concepts
have been tested in the towing tanks at
DTNSRDC. Perhaps the most significant of these
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potomac Boat Club, the outrigger oar-lock
supports were removed, and the Lhell was
ballasted with weight to represent a 180
Ib person. The drag reduction was
inferred by measuring the total drag with
and without riblet tape applied to the
hull.
Preliminary analysis of the data
indicate the following: The first and
last sets of tests that were made without
riblet tape repeated to within about 1
percent at maximum velocity. Measured
total drag reduction of up to about 10
percent were recorded at the maximum velocity during the second set of data and the
amount of reduction decreased thereafter
during the subsequent three days of testing. Under corresponding conditions, the
drag of the shell with tape never appeared
to exceed the drag of the shell without
tape. Possible causes for the loss of
drag reduction during testing might be
mechanical changes to the riblet surface,
biofouling, loss of bubble adhesion,
change in transition location, and surface
chemistry changes. Further testing and
analysis is anticipated to settle these
questions.

tends to be swept clear of chips by passage of the model; hence, surface elevations are not obtained in the wake along
the ship centerline.
Wave Slope Meter: A new, non-intrusive
instrument for measuring ship model Kelvin
wake characteristics has been installed in
DTNSRDC's model towing basin, adjacent to
the stereophotogrammetric range, Carriage
1. A low power helium-neon (5 mW power)
laser is located on the floor of the towing
tank. Its light beam is passed through the
surface and is projected as a spot on the
ceiling of the building. The spot moves in
response to perturbations of the surface
slope, e.g., the Kelvin wake of a passing
ship model.
A video image processing system tracks the spot and generates analog
signals linearly proportional to the local
wave slope in two orthogonal coordinates.
Frequency response of the system is higher
than for traditional capacitance wire wave
height probes, and wavelengths are resolved
to 0.05 feet (10 Hertz).
Software is presently being developed to analyze the measured two-dimensional wave-slope spectra,
already obtained for several models and
witi ray tracing to reconstruct the distribution of the Kelvin wake virtual origins.
The results will be presented in a forthcoming report.

There are some nontraditional uses for the
towing tank in the near future. One example is
the towing on Carriage II of a 6-ft diameter
model of a submarine bow to be used to simulate
three-dimensional torpedo launch hydrodynamics.
This platform is expected to be available by
the end of 1987.

Laser Doppler Velocimeter - Surface Ship
Viscous Wake:
The OTNSRDC strut-mounted
3-component LDV system has been described
previously by Fry and Kim (1984). An
extensive data base has been developed for
three-dimensional flows in the wake of a
typical high speed naval combatant, Model
5415. Mean flow and turbulence components
have been measured in planes 6, 10, 16, 22,
and 30 feet behind the 19-foot long model.
Parameter variations include speed (20 and
30 knots, full scale) and propulsion (none,
inward rotation and outward rotation).
Details of the flow into the propeller
plane have also been studied. Some of the
more interesting aspects of the test
results are changes of distribution in the
developing turbulent wake for changed
direction of propeller rotation and the
presence of near surface velocity deficit
regions arising from breaking (Kelvin)
waves. Data from the 10-foot plane has
been forwarded to the Naval Research
Laboratory (NRL) to initialize their numerical model in order to predict the wake
development downstream, free of any
"optimization" of coefficients, to compare
with the empirical data base. Reports documenting results are in preparation.

Several new measurement techniques are
currently being applied to extensive model evaluations. These include stereophotographic and
laser beam measurement of surface wake details,
and LDV measurements of viscous wakes and of
propulsor effective wakes. Brief explanations
of the techniques are given below; it is anticipated that detailed ship evaluation reports
will be available by the 22nd ATTC.
Stereophotography: A stereophotogrammetric range has been installed in
DTNSRDC's model towing basin, Carriage 1.
Two 2.25-inch format metric cameras are
mounted on the ceiling and spaced 30 feet
apart along the longitudinal axis. Models
are mounted behind the towing carriage
beneath a slender girder to afford an
unob:tructed view of the near field Kelvin
wake. Paper ships (computer card
punchings) are distributed on the water to
define the free surface in each photographic pair. The Naval Oceanographic
Service (NOS) is semiautomatically digitizing the images to provide surface elevations with an accuracy of about 0.05 inch
over an area 30 feet long by 20 feet wide.
The Kelvin wakes of several ship models
have been imaged and are presently being
processed by NOS. The results will eventually be published. One shortcoming of
the present method of seeding the water
surface with paper chips is that the
region of the ship model's viscous wake

Laser Doppler Velocimeter - Submarine
Effective Wake:
DTNSRDC has made strides
to incorporate the latest fiber optic technology in its Laser Doppler Velocimetry
(LDV) measurement systems. Fiber optic
links can conduct the laser beams to remote
locations and deliver the beams to the
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is to use towing tank measurements first to valdate the codes and second to provide input to
the code that will, in turn, permit accurate
evaluation of wavemaking resistance. Some of
the work in this area is presented in a following paper by F. Noblesse.

measurement point with a small "probe"
weighing ounces. This contrasts with
other implemented systems that use rigid
optical platforms carrying a laser and
large optics (together weighing hundreds
of pounds).
The instrumentation is
already operating and has been matched
with a measurement point traverse system.
The entire unit is mounted in a small portion of a model ship hull and measures the
flow about that hull. A specific application is underway to measure the inflow to
a model submarine propulsor. The traverse
system is mounted inside the model and the
measurement point remotely varied circumferentially and radially to map the effective wake. While not the fluid velocity
measurement answer in all cases, this
instrumentation holds the promise of opening a whole new range of applications for
the LDV technique.

OFFSHORE TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION
The offshore Technology Corporation (OTC)
in Escondido, California, has been active in a
great variety of types of tank testing
throughout its 18 year history. While most of
this work has been associated with the offshore
oil industry and related fields, the Company has
also been involved in many other areas of tank
testing, including resistance and flow analyses.
During the past few years OTC's participation in
ship and yacht model testing has grown considerably, and with this growth there has been a
steady development of associated equipment
including dynamometers, flow measurement devices, and flow visualization apparatus. During
the past year alone, for example, OTC has done
over one million dollars worth of yacht testing
for six syndicates in pursuit of the American's
Cup.

As the performance requirements of ships
and submarines become more stringent, there is
a commensurate need to provide test and
evaluation quality control sufficient to maintain measurement uncertainty within prescribed
bounds. Special emphasis is being placed on
implementation of measurement uncertainty procedures to ensure economically feasible and
scientifically valid model tests. This renewed
emphasis is in concert with guidelines being
developed by ASME and is cooperation with other
members of the ITTC. Although the concept of
measurement error quantification is not new,
the standardization of error definition and the
description of "precision" and "bias" error are
important steps toward a common naval architecture language.

Concerning flow measurement OTC has
recently developed wake survey abilities with
the addition of spherical, five hole pitot
tubes. During the past year, these pitot tubes
have been used to assist the United States Coast
Guard in the development of a new icebreaker.
There has also been interest lately in mapping
pressure distribution over hulls and lifting
surfaces, particularly concerning 12 meter
testing. To this end, OTC has used arrays of
flush-mounted pressure transducers to provide
the needed information.

The procedures to scale from towing tank
data to predicted full scale performance are
being improved. Indirect methods for drag
characterization of rough surfaces are discussed
in a paper by P.S. Granville, to follow in this
Conference. A systematic analytic/experimental
study of the proper manner to trip the flow on
small appendages to duplicate, or at least to
allow prediction of full scale results, is currently underway at DTNSRDC. The study will
focus on appendage moments as well as forces,
Accurate prediction of center of pressure is
most important in submarine control surface
design where powering for the controls is limited to size/weight. And, finally, an experiment is being prepared for the NASA National
Transonic Facility to obtain boundary layer and
resistance measurements on a flat plate with
the flow at a Reynolds number of 10'.
This
data will extend the current data base by two
orders of magnitude, and will be useful for
scaling resistance from model to full scale for
large ships.
The development of numerical codes to
fully exploit towing tank measurements involving ship wavemaking continued. The codes
include both high order panel methods as well
as sophisticated integral representations
suitable for far field predictions. The intent

Concerning resistance testing, OTC has
developed several different types of dynamometers over the past couple of years. To accom-
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In addition to measuring flows, there has
also been considerable activity in the area of
flow visualization. One technique that has been
very successful is the ejection of a very basic
solution into the boundary layer of flow adjacent to a model that is painted with paint containing phenolphtalein. Large udders containing
the basic compound (mounted above the model on
the towing truss) feed ports in the side of the
model as the model passes high speed underwater
cameras. By introducing the basic solution to
the flow adjacent to the paint containing phenolphthalein, the flow turns purple, thereby
making the downstream flow characteristics
visible. Tufted flow visualization has also
been used from time to time, particularly for
forebody flow visualization and flow visualization in propeller regions. For example, the use
of small tufts on horned rudders recently
revealed the importance of minimizing the gap
between the rudder and the horn, as it was witnessed that the tufts were being "sucked"
through this gap, decreasing both the effectiveness of the rudder as a lifting surface and the
propulsive efficiency of the vessel.

Walsh, M.J., "Turbulent Boundary Layer Drag
Reduction Using Riblets," AIAA 20th Aerospace
Sciences Meeting, Orlando, Florida (Jan 1982).

modate the extensive amount of yacht testing
that has been done during the past year or so,
a yacht dynamometer capable of handling onethird scale 12 meters has been developed, and
the towing truss in the deep Water Towing and
Seakeeping Basin has been rebuilt (of OTC's
three physical modeling laboratories, the Deep
Water Towing and Seakeeping Basin is usually
used for resistance and flow studies). There
have have also been several SWATH test programs
of late, and a SWATH dynamometer has been developed for these applications. In addition, a
heavy duty ship dynamometer has been developed
for both resistance and propulsion testing and
captive maneuvering testing.

Walsh, M.J. and A.M. Lindemann, "Optimization
and Application of Riblets for Turbulent drag
Reduction," AIA 22nd Aerospace Sciences
Meeting, Reno, Nevada (Jan 1984)

Recent involvement with a new and somewhat
revolutionary planing hull design for use in
ferrying people to and from Catalina Island
(off Los Angeles) has led to the current development of a planing hull dynamometer.
In
addition to the aforementioned "towing" dynamometers, OTC has also developed a torqe and
thrust dynamometer for use in propulsion
experiments.
Indeed, the past few years have been very
busy ones for OTC concerning resistance and
flow analysis. In some ways the developments
made during these years represent new areas for
OTC. in other ways they have simply been new
applications of the same technology that has
been used for years to evaluate the performance
and feasibility of various offshore structures
and vehicles. At any rate, the development is
far from complete, and what has already been
done remains to be refined further.
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THREE INDIRECT METHODS FOR THE DRAG CHARACIERIZATION
OF ARBITRARILY ROUGH SURFACES ON FLAT PLATES

Paul S. Granville
David Taylor Naval Ship R&D Center
Code 1540.2
Bethesda, MD 20084-5000

ABSTRACT
Three indirect methods for characterizing the drag of an arbitrarily rough surface
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NOTATION

Br
lb
b
CF
cf

Displacement thickness Reynolds number,
R 6 * - U6*/v
Inner radius of pipe

T

surface on a flat plate are derived or
rederived from the similarity laws of turbulent shear flows. These are:
(1) the
well-known procedure using displacement
well-known
so
thickness; (2) the probably not
procedu'e using total drag and; (3) a proposed
procedure using only the free-stream velocity
The classical
and a local shear stress.
indirect procedure for pipe flow is also
derived to show a commonality with the flatplate methods.

A
CL
a
B1
Bi,
Bl' 5
B2'
B2
Br

R6*

a

Slope of logarithmic velocity law,E.(4)
Constant in Eq. (49)
Constant in Eq. (55)
Intercept of logarithmic velocity law
Value
for B1of for
Asurfaces A ta-b)f
B'
B,,Ismooth
Derivative
'
Duerva iereB, B1
.
[
Outer-law intercept, Eq.
8)Rough
Intercept of logarithmic velocity law in
relative-roughness mode, Eq. (5)
Value of Br for fully rough regime
Constant in Eq. (49)
Constant in Eq. (55)
Coefficient of total drag, Eq. (33)
Coefficient of local skin friction,
2
2
cf Tw/PU
Total drag
Fanning
Eq.(63) friction factor for pipe flow,
E(3)the
Outer-law integrals, Eqs. (12),(13),(14)

T,

Texture of roughness, T =

-.

_

,*"

Free-stream velocity
k'
Fre-se velocity i
Streamwise velocity in shear layer
Shear velocity, Ui p
Average velocity in pipe, Eq. (58)
Wake function, Eq. (19)
Distance from leading edge of flat plate
all
istance from
N
Normal distance from wall
Nondimensional y, y - uTy/v
Drag characterization
Thickness of boundary layer
Nondimensional 6, n I u.1/v
Momentum thickness
Kinematic viscosity of fluid
Density of fluid
Shear-stress coefficient, a
Wall shear stress

U/uT

SUBSCRIPTS
L
r
a

1.

Conditions at trailing edge of flat plate
condition
Rogh condition
Smooth condition

INTRODUCTION

The similarity laws of turbulent shear
flows provide a drag characterization for any
specified arbitrarily tough surface; regular
or
irregular in its
Once known, the
characterization
may geometry.
be then used
to determine
drag of any body configuration covered
with the specified rouqhness by means of a
boundary-layer method.
Such a drag characterization may be obtained experimentally by
probing the velocity profile of the logarithmic similarity law close to the specified
rough wall in a flow facility. This procedure
may be termed the direct method.
However, it may be simpler or more convenient to apply an indirect determination
which involves more readily attainable and

Primary roughness length scale
Other roughness length scales
Roughness Reynolds number, k*
utk/v
Length of flat plate
Wake modification function, Eq. (20)
Pipe Reynolds number, RD - 2Vr/v
Length Reynolds number, RL = UL/v
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rough surface defined by a sufficient number
of length factors, k, kj, k2 , ... the inner
similarity law or law of the wall for turbulent shear flows may be stated in the
Reynolds-number mode as

usually less costly measurements. The first
reported indirect method may be attributed to
2
who used an indirect as well as a
Nikuradse
direct method in analyzing his classical pipe
experiments on sand-grain roughness. Both the
indirect and direct methods showed excellent
agreement. This indirect determination usedu
an average pipe velocity instead of a measured
velocity profile required for the direct
method. The value of the average velocity was
easily attained from the rate of mass flow
through the pipe.
were devised
Later on, indirect methods
for rough surfaces on flat plates (in zero
longitudinal pressure gradients). 3 The most
prominent seems to be that of Hama who used
the wall shear stress and the displacement
thickness of the whole velocity profile at a
station instead of the velocity close to the
wall to determine the characterization,
Another innovation by Hama was to use measured
values for the smooth surface which were
appropriately subtracted from measured values
for the rough surface. This procedure tended
to minimize experimental errors due to the
flow facility.
4
Another indirect method , which may not
be too well known, involves measurement of the
total drag and the speed of a towed rough flat
plate in a basin or the total drag of a flat

-

J

L

'

i()
(

or in the relative-roughness mode as
U

F

4

(2)
,

'

Here y*=ury/vk*=u k/v (roughness Reynolds
velocity) and
number), u. -7T'(shear
T = k/k I, kl/k 2 ,... (roughness texture).
Also, u is the stream-wise mean-velocity component, Tw is the wall shear stress, p is the
fluid density, v Is the fluid kinematic viscosity and y is the normal distance away from
the rough wall (the zero position of y for u=O
may vary slightly with roughness geometry).
2.2 Outer Law or Velocity-Defect Law
For the outer part of the turbulent shear
layer, the similarity law is stated as a velocity defect which is solely a function of relative position

plate immersed in a uniform flow of a given
velocity. The wall shear stress at the
trailing edge is related to the total drag by
a boundary layer similarity-law analysis.
5
More recently, experiments by Karlsson
using a floating element to measure the shear
stress at a station on a rough flat plate in a
uniform flow of given velocity seem to indicare the necessity of another indirect method,
Most of the experiments involved no survey of
the velocity within the boundary layer. An
appropriate indirect method is now proposed
which will he developed further on.
There is an alternate indirect method for
6
rough surfaces, using rotating disks instead
of flat plates, which has already been adequately presented.
As a start, the elements of the similarity laws for rough surfaces are stated.
Then all three indirect methods for flat plates are derived in a similar manner in order
to show the common basis for the methods. it
is emphasized that the characterization for
the specified rough surface is obtained by
comparison with appropriate measurements for a
smooth surface in the same facility in order
to minimize possible experimental error.
It
is not the purpose of this paper to investigate the relative merits of the various
methods. These may involve non-hydrodynamic
considerations such as availability of facilities, personnel, funding, et cetera.

2.

F

-- f

_

(3)

1.4

Here U is the streamwise velocity at the outer
edge of a shear layer of thickness 5. The
outer law has been experimentally shown to be
independent of roughness. There is, however,
an indirect dependence on roughness through
shear velocity uT which varies with roughness.
it should be noted that the outer law will vary
at the low Reynolds number following transition
from laminar to turbulent flow for either
smooth or rough surfaces.
2.3

Logarithmic Velocity Laws and Roughness
Characterizations

If the inner and outer laws are considered
aplicable in a common overlapping region, it is
easy to show that the analytical consequences
are logarithmic relationships.
For the inner law in the Reynolds-number mode
U
(4)
+
'
-

or in the relative-roughness mode as
U
=
,
=-A
B1 and Br are related by
=

VELOCITY SIMILARITY LAWS

18 , + A, 1"

(6)

For the usual roughness regimes (1)
hydraulically smooth:
81 = constant = Bl,s,

2.1 Inner Law or Law of the Wall
In the close proximity of an arbitrarily

(2) intermediate roughness:
B1 and Br both
vary with k* and T, (3) fully rough:
Br = Br
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is constant with respect to k* and is only a
function of T.
Either Bl[k*, T] Or Br[k*, Tj may be termed
a similarity-law roughness drag characterization. Another form of B, arises when the
value for a smooth surface 81,, is subtracted
to give

()

- a ,,

-

tion of outer-law integrals II, 12, and 13'
where

AB as defined is always negative in value for
rough surfaces. Nikuradse used the Br characterization while Hama preferred the AB
(actually -AB) characterization although with a
different notation,
The outer law in turn develops a logarithmic relation in the overlapping region:

.i

a.

(13)

and

T

(8)

I , 12, and 13, are constants if the outer law
is considered a function of only y/6 right up
to the wall (y-O).
If the logarithmic relation, Equation
(8), is considered applicable also to the
wall, then for the whole boundary layer (y=O
to y-6), the outer Law is given by

B2 is a velocity-defect factor which does not
vary with roughness but does vary with streamwise pressure gradient. B2 /2A is sometimes
called the Coles Wake Factor and given a symbol. It should he noted that B2 also varies at
the low Reynolds number following transition
from laminar to turbulent flow for either
smooth or rough surfaces.
A direct similarity-law drag characterization of a roughness with given texture T
requires the determination of 81, Br, or AB as
a function of roughness Reynolds number k* from
measurements of wall shear Ptress Tw and velocity u in the region where the logarithmic
inner law holds, i.e. Equation (4) or (5).
For a thin shear layer this may not be very
feasible. Hence an indirect method may be more
practical.
2.4 LoarLthmiz

where

-B,-B0-6,

(15)

where w is the Coles wake fnction and q is the
wake modification function.
the outer-law integrals

From Equation (15)
become

0

Laws of Friction

The addition of the overlapping inner
logarithmic relation, Equation (4) or (5), to
the outer logarithmic relation, Equation (8),
results in the logarithmic law of friction
which in the Reynolds-number mode is

IF

A.

jo

-

" [I)

J

J -I

17)
(
(17)

-

(4)

\,

=

A, 61 ±

t

=

and

an

and in the relative-roughness mode is

(18

-

Polynomial representations

a = (Tw/PU

2

)

-1

/2

3-\

of friction will be
The logarithmic laws
of indirect roughness
shown to be the basis
drag characterizations.
3. EVALUATION OF OUTERLA

for the Coles

wake function and the wake modification function are respectively
3

The quantity i is a convenient local coefficient of skin friction given from the
definitions by

8

''

i('

(19)

and

ITGRS-

(20)
Consequently

Subsequent analyses require the evalua-
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and (29) so that
1,

A.k+-

=

4-8 19
20

(21)

69A
420

(22)

\~s

where the subscripts r and s refer to
appropriate values of the rough and smooth
surface. The value of k* associated with AB
and R,* ih

and

15

t

'

A

S

0

(23)
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4. LOCAL METHOD WITH DISPLACEMENT THICKNESS
3
Some time ago, Hama developed a method
to characterize the drag at a station of a
specified rough surface by measuring the velocity profile of the whole boundary layer to
obtain the displacement thickness.
In this
regard the Hama method may be considered now
as an indirect method in contrast to the
direct method which only measures the velocity
profile close to the wall in the logarithmic
region,
The displacement thickness and the associated wall shear stress are used to determine
the drag characterization as follows. The
logarithmic law of friction, Equation (10), is
rewritten as
s-

=A.

,

5. OVERALL METHOD
The total drag of flat plates uniformly
covered with a specified roughness has been
measured while being towed at various speeds
in water-filled basins.
Similar measurements
have been made with a stationary flat plate
immersed in a uniform flow. Such measurements
have been successfully converted to the drag
characterization at the trailing edge; thus
scnnd indirect method.
rersntn
An analysis which uses the Reynoldsnumber mode instead of the relative-roughness
mode of Referenc 4 proceeds as follows.
The
drag D of one side of a fiat plate of length L

(24)

.

where 5* = displacement thickness,
By definition
=

('uk
iy~and
J\U)

-

of unit breadth Is

(25)

D/= [

)

(21)
d

i
-

Cy

,

T2)

a
where x is the streanwise distance from the
leading edge. The drag coefficient per unit
breadth C F for both sides is given by

or
f _U
(L
IT 0
U
and from Equation (12)

(31)

61.( F-4) (
By using measured values of the smooth surface, the experimental error in determining AB
tends to be minimized.
A sample plot of /2-7
c against log R6* is
shown in Figure I for some roughness data from
Reference 9 in order to illustrate the method.

(33)

ZD

P U 'L

(27)

where It is the towing speed.
Finally, for a rough surface
F
S

C'.

,The

4g
fA .-
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2

von Karmgn momentum equation for a
two-dimensional boundary layer in a zeto
pressure gradient on a flat plate is

9)

do

where the coefficient of local skin friction
2
cf - 21w/pU

_ -

=

where the momentum
and the displacement-thickness Reynolds number
- R*
- U6*/v .After

integrating

For a smooth surface where AB-O
IL + e ,S

- ,

___

1,

S L

I
'2

-

thickness

8

from x = 0 to x =

L,

= L9_-5e

1Z

in terms of the momentu-thickness Reynolds
number, R 0 - lO/v and the length ReyTolds
number, RL - UL/v. The subscript L refers to
conditions at the trailing edge. x=L.
Integrating Equation (34) results in

(29)

For sufficiently high Reynolds numbers and
zero pressure gradient the value of B2 is the
same for smooth or rough surfaces.
At the same value of R6*, for smooth and
rough surfaces, the drag characterization is
given by the difference between Equations (29)

re,

O.

-
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(36)
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since Re - 0 at x - 0.
Now from definitions

By inversion

Since, from Equation (i0),

9

A,(

(37)Z

r

-

"-

Substituting the expressions for
a

(38)

.

I

into Equation (41)

repeated integrations by parts produce
and truncating,

-esult in

For a smooth surface, then,

where
where

at

x

Aa___
Iv-

L.
L

Fa'ax=.
(48)

(9at

For smooth surfaces B1'
0 and forA.-,11
fully developed roughness BI =-A from Equatior
(6).

Finally

from

=

Equations (36)

Z(IL

/=

QI L

+

and

ZA.A

TL

(39)

This equation has the same
form as the wellknown Karman-Schoenherr formula1 0 for the drag
of smooth flat plates (which was originally
derived by a less rigorous method)

B.}40)

Substituting for Y), from Equatio, (38)
taking the logarithm results in

I~

40)

T L

C:(4

9)

)

and

(4

OLand8 have been adjusted
to accommodate the 'CF - term on the right of
Equation (48 ).

In order to substitute the drag coefficient CF for the local skin-friction coefficient at the trailing edge, <
, the
procedure is as follows:

The indirect method of drag characterization for a station at the trailing edge
is obLained by subtracting the smooth Equation
(48) from the rough Equation (47) at the same
value of RL CF so that

S-

-- _--

---

PL

where the constants

A.

Equations (35)

and (36)

give

-50

(42)

Q'9 d- AT

-

(-

The associated value of k* for the given value
of RLC, is then

1

Substituting for
from Equations (37)

and (38)

and J
results in

At B:

-

A sample

Iot of

V

against

,
Log(R

L CF)

is shown in Fi, ire 2 for for some roughness
data from Reference 11.

(43)

6. LOCAL METHOD WITHOUT DISPLACEMENT THICKNESS

Through reiteration 4, is replaced by Ce
F
within the brackets so that

L.

i
=

4

,%l

5

_measured
.. , (44)

and by the binomial theorem

I

~

ir\

i

~-', ilthickness
(45)

S7,terization
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Karlsson mounted a flat plate with a
specified rough surface in a uniform flow and
the wall shear stress at a station by
means of a floating element.
In mosL cases no
survey was undertaken of the velocity field of
the boundary layer over the floating element.
Only the stream velocity and shear stress were
measured. Hence the Hama method which involves
a measured boundary-layer displacement
is no, applicable.
However, it is
still possible to obtain a drag characusing only the free-stream velocity
and shear stress by the following method
which is now proposed.
The boundary layer develops fror some ori-

gin for a distance x at the location of the
floating element. Equation (41) is rewritten

/

-(

at

as

1A-r

k

1

(52)
IVW,T
where R
With a-

or

-

Ux /v.
/7,f, Equation (52) becomes

I (

C4 )- 13,

(61)

L-

-

(53)

),

I

-A,

V

/

Substituting for a from Equation (10) yields

.

For a smooth surface, then

.I

B,,
.-

tJ +

,
(54)

(62)

The Fanning friction factor f is defined

( ,+

as

This equation has the same form of the well2
known von Karm~n formula1

x
z(63

=

(63)

and pipe Reynolds number RD as
Z,.r

(64)

where the constants a and b have absorbed the
terms eliminated by truncation. Subtracting
Equation (54) from Equation (53) at the same

Then

(65)

value of Rxcf results in an indirect method

and

=a

11 (R'(

(55)

LA,

g

for a drag characterization such that

V) -_.

~.6Equation

(62)

~(56)

Th

/

(66)

/D

becomes

=A, in (p,6

(67)

For a smooth surface then

A sample plot of

_

Tjf against log (Rxcf)

-

(6 )

is shown in Figure 3 for some roughness data
from Reference 5.

This is the same form as the well-known
Prandtl-Karman equation for flow through
a smooth pipe. For fully developed pipe flow
the value of B2 is the same for smooth or rough

7. INDIRECT METHOD FOR PIP~ES

surfaces.

In order to show a commonality with the
methodology of flat par- , 'hrindirect
method is now derived for circular pipes

RD

The average velocity of the flow through the
pipe is used instead of a velocity survey
across the pipe. The average velocity V
across a circular pipe is given by

r

..- ,5a

rV =z

where r is the inside radius of the pipe.
fully-developed pipe flow, then

U

"where r -

"

I?

then

IIT(69

coated inside with a specified rough surface.

=
The associated k* is given by

-

(58)

(69)

(70)

The evaluation of AB by subtracting smooth
results from rough results1 3 was originally advocated by Robertson et al.
A recent paper by
14
Grigson
gives an unnecessarily more compli-

For
S
(59)

cated procedure

0
ID

for determining AB.

A sample plot of /27f against log RDVf is
shown in Figure 4 for some roughness data from
Reference 2.

Using the outer law, Equation (3), results
in

8. NUMERICAL VALUES
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Numerical values are now supplied for the
formulas which have need of them.
For values of A = 2.5 and B2 - 2.4 for
flat plates, it follows from Equations (21)
3 49
and (22) that I= .
and 12 = 23.2. These
values give total drags agreeing with the
Schoenherr line.
Consequently for the indirect method
involving total drag, Equations (50) and (51)
become

--

-4

Pipes," NACA Th 1292 (Nov. 1950) (translation
from VDI-Forschungsheft 361, Jul/Aug 1933).
3. Hama, F.R., "Boundary-Layer Characteristics for Smooth and Rough Surfaces," Transactions of the Society of Naval Architects and
Marine Engineers, Vol.62, pp. 333-358 (1954).
4. Granville, P.S., "The Frictional Resistance and Turbulent Boundary Layer of Rough
Surfaces," Journal of Ship Research, Vol. 2,
No. 3, pp. 52-74 (Dec. 1958).

-

Cf ),(71)

Id
S

5.
Karlsson, R.I., "The Effect of Irregular
Surface Roughness on the Frictional Resistance of Ships," Proceedings of International
Symposium on Ship Viscous Resistance, L.
Larsson, ed. , Swedish State Shipbuilding
Experimental Tank, (1978).

rf

and

\

5

l

Z- (.15

6. Granville, P.S., "Drag-Characterization
Method for Arbitrarily Rough Surfaces by Means
of Rotating Disks," Journal of Fluids Engineering (ASME), Vol. 104, pp. 373-377 (Sept. 1982)

It should be noted that for the fully
rough regime, Equation (6) with Br constant,
BIL = -A = -2.5.
Otherwise BI may be evaluated by reiteration. Here AB and k*are
calculated for B -0. Bi is determined from
the slope of AB plotted against
k*. The
process may be repeated.
Also, for the local method without
displacement thickness, Equation (56) becomes

7. Granville, P.S., "Drag and Turbulent
Boundary Layer of Flat Plates
at Low Reynolds
Numbers," Journal of Ship Research, Vol. 21,
No. 1, pp. 30-39 (March 1977).
8. Granville, P.S., "A Modified Law of the
Wake for Turbulent Shear Flows," Journal of
Fluids Engineering (ASME) Vol. 98, No. 3, pp.

-

-

.

(73)

Sep. 1976).

Ilk .1578-580

9. Karlsson, R.I., "Studies of Skin Friction
in Turbulent Boundary Layers on Smooth and
Rough Walls; Part 3," Chalmers University of
Technology (Sweden), Dept. of Applied Thermo
and Fluid Dynamics Publication 80/4 (1980).

9. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The various indirect methods developed in
this paper are summarized in Table I. There
is a basic sameness in all the procedures. An
appropriate drag coefficient is plotted
against an appropriate Reynolds number combined usually with a drag coefficient. The
difference between the rough and smooth curves
determines the drag characterization. By
using this difference the truncation error in
the second and third methods is made negligible, also.
Once a drag characterization has been
determined for a particular roughness, it may
be used in boundary-layer calculations to
determine the drag of bodies: that of a flat
plate in Reference 4 by means of a formula
unlike the complicated procedure of Grigson 1 4 ,
that of a two-dimensional body with pressure
gradients in Reference 15 by an integral
method and that of more general bodies by the
mixing lengths given in Reference i.

10. Schoenherr, K.E., "Resistance of Flat
Surfaces Moving Through a Fluid," Transactions of the Society of Naval Architects and
Marine Engineers, Vol. 40, pp.2 7 9-313 (1932).
11.
Couch, R.B., "Preliminary Report of
Friction Plane Resistance Test- of AntiFouling Ship Bottom Paints," David Taylor
Model Basin Report 789 (Aug. 1951).
12.
Goldstein, S. ed., "Modern Developments
in Fluid Dynamics, Vol. 2" Clarendon Press,
Oxford, 1938.
(See p. 364).
13.
Robertson, J.M., J.D. Martin and T.H.
Burkhart, "Turbulent Flow in Rough Pipes,"
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A SEMI-EMPIRICAL APPROACH TO
USING FIVE HOLE PITOT TUBES
by John C. Kuhn
Project Engineer
Offshore Technology Corporation
Escondido, California USA

requires that pressure measurements berecorded for a mtrtx or
inflow angles that suficiently envelops the expected region or
Interest during applications of the Instrument. Through the
formulation of pressure coefficients that re properly normalized
with respect to innow velocity magnitudes, it usually becomes
unncessary to include a systematic variation of inflow velocity in
the dynamic calibration test matrix, Rather, the pitot tubes may be
calibrated for one nominal Reynolds nne within the expected
Reynolds number range during application. as long as the range is not
too broad. The effect of varying Reynolds number on the pressure
coefficlents given in equations (1)through (6) Is noglible for
reasonable changes inReynolds nuner, as shown by Treastar and
(3 )
However. if Reynolds number (based on diameter)
Yocum.
changes on the order of 2,500 or greater are anticipated, then it
may be worth conducting a prametric variation of Reynolds
numbers during dynamic calibrations if velocity
magnitude accuracies of within 2 percent are desired (flow angle
resolution is not significantly affected by Reynolds number
(3 )
variations).

ABSTRACT
The calibration and application of spherical five hole pitot tubes are
examined. inparticular, calibration data are used to numerically
"tune potential flow solutions, which In turn are used in the
application of the pitot tubes to rind three dimensional flow fields
(e.g. a ship's wake). Piltot tube calibrations based on tuned potential
flow solutions result inmore accurate velocity resolutions than can
bepractically obtained from purely empirical approaches.
Comparisons are made andexamples are given.
1,0 INTRODUCTION
in many areas o fluid mechanics it Isdesirable to obtain measured
flow information. One means ot obtaining such Information is with
pitot tubes, during an experiment or otherwise. T obtain three
dimensional data with pitot tubes requires the use of dynamic
calibration data to Interpret results. In general, this calibration
data is nonlinear and reasonably complex. Therefore, some
straightforward methods of interpolation (within a 'lok-u' table
of numbers representing the dynamic calibration) may load to
systematic, and perhaps significant errors,

Normalization with respect to the known flow velocity and fluid2
density (i.e. the known free stream dynamic pressure, l/2pU ) Is
sufficient, but introduces an additional unknown during application.
Therefore, it is desirable to normalize with measured pressures, as
long as the coefficients thus formed are independent of measured
value magnitudes. Asuitable coefficient formulation has been
3
developed by Treaster and Yocum( ) using a normalization
(2)
and is given in
parameter developed by Krause and Dudzinski
equations (1) through (5).

The subject of this paper is the development andapplication of a
technique to accurately interpret pitot tube measurement results
with potentiai flow solutions that are numerically tuned to fit
dynamic calibration data. Results contained in this paper are for
spherical, five hole pitot tubes that were developed by. and are
applied at the Offshore Technology CorporaLion In Escondido,
California. However, the methods contained Inthis paper are
generally applicable to any nearly spherical pitot tubes having five
probe holes for obtaining three independent pressure measurements
in two orthogonal planes, as is sufficient for the determination of
three dimensional flow velocities.I)

(P2 -P3 )
.
.
(p
)
(P I PO

Cya.

(1)

(P4 -PS)
Cpic

2.0 DYNAMIC CALIBRATION OFPITOT TUBES

h

(PI-Po

Five hole pitot tubes provide their user with five pressure
measurements that, upon Interpretation with dynamic calibration
information, yield a steady state three dimensional flow velocity.
The methods presented herein are for steady state applications only.

(2)

...-)

(P;-Ptotaf)
(3)

Ctotai --

(PI-Po)
2.1 MIETHOOS

(Po-Pstatic)

(4)

Cstatic

The dynamic calibration of pitot tubes requires an experimental
set-up to acquire pressure measurements for known Inflow angles
end velocity magnitudes. To develop a complete dynamic calibration

(P I-90 )

John C. Kuhn, 257 Neptune Avenue, Encinitas, California
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Figure 1:

•

where:
Pi -mean measured pressure for hole il, i=1 to 5

The relations above apply not only for velocity vectors, but for any
vectors In the so-defined space. Device one may be termed a 'pure
yew' device since vectors in the yaw plane (the x-z plane) are
unaffected by pitch, and device two may be termed a -pure pitch"
device since vectors in the pitch plane (the x-y plae) are
unaffected by yaw.

PstaUc -static pressure
2
Pdynamic "dynamic pressure - (l/2)pU
t pressure
p
- Pstatic + Pdynamic

P - fluId density
U- free stream velocity

It Isconvenient at this point to introduce the location of the
stagnation point. Let the following nondimensionalization of special
coordinates be assumed

The numerical subscripts refer to the probe holes on a given pilot
tube, asshown inFigure 1. It is convenient at this point to define
another coefficient which effectively takes the place of two
coefficients (Cstatlc and Cttal), the "velocity coefficient':
Cvelocity

Ctatic

-

Cttal

K=rX
y-rY
z=rZ

nich angle (0) and yaw angle (0).where the angles are relative to
the negative x-sxis, follows from eQuatlon (7) or (8), whichever is
apl icable:
() for the pure yaw device:
Xs - -cos( a )os(p3)
Ys .- sn(I)cos(O)
Zs - -sin()

To conduct calibration tests it is necessary to mount the pilot
tde(s) on an apparatus allowing known angular displacements
relative to the flow direction. There are basically two classes of
devices for this purpose, one that pitches about the yawed position,
and one that yaws about the pitched Position. Using the pitot tube
fixed Cartesian coordinate system in Figure 1, the following
relations Implicitly define the pitch angle (a) and the yaw angle
( ) for the indicated device:

Xs . -o(a)cos(O)
Ys "-san(el

a)

( I I)

Zs - -sin(p)cos(a)
The probe hole locations In the coordinates given in Figure I may be
summarized as follows:
P- Apr

(7)

(2) for a device that yaws about the pitched position:

V- Vsi(/3)cos(

(10)

(2) for the pure pitch device:

() for a device that pitches about the yawed position:
Vx . Vcos(a)cos(3)
Vy . Vsin(a)cos(O)
v z - Vsif()

(9)

The nondimens~onal stagnation point location (XsYsZ s ) for flow at

1)

This coefficient, together with "Cyaw" and Cpitc h* completely
formulate the dynamic calibration characteristics of a five hole pilot
tube for the purpose of determining three dimensional flow
velocities.

Vx Vcos(a)cos(3)
Vy = Vsin(a)

pitot tube)

Vx . x velocity
Vy . y velocity
Vz . Z velocity
a = pitch angle
/3 - yaw angle

(5)
4

Ptotal

other side of the

The Pitot Tube Fixed Coordinate System

p2+P3+P4+p 5
PO

(Hole #3 is opposite
the

yp .Bpr
2p . Cpr
(a)

(12)

where:
p - probe hole number
- 1.2,3.4, or 5
and the constants Ap, B, and Cp defne the probe hole

where:

locations on a given pilot tube. The piltot tubes used to obtain

V- velocity magnitude
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7" ...
Cpitch

Pitch Angle
Figure 3:

Figure 2- Empirical Cpitch /Cyaw Grid
the date
presented in this paper have the following probe hole
constants:

5) Computing the velocity components:
a) tor calibration data obtained with a pure yaw device:
x -Vcs(a)cos(p3)

pBV
-1.0
-cos(45")
-cos(45")
-cos(45")

1
2
3
4
S

-cos(45")

0
0
0
-cos(45")

+cos(45")

(14)

Vy -Vsin(a)cos(o3)
VZ - Vsin/o)

0
-cos(45")
+cos(45")
00

b) for calibration data obtained with a pure pitch device:
Vx - Vcos(a )os(3)
Vy . Vsln(a)
Vz - Vsl(kos(a)

2.2 RESULTS
Typical calibration results are presented InFigures 2 and 3. This
data resulted from a test matrix of +/-30 degrees pitch and yaw in
10 degree increments and a free stream velocity of 4.0 feet per
second. The density of the fluid (freshwater) was 1.9362
pound-second2 /feet 4 , corresponding to a water temperature of 70
degrees Fahrenheit.

(15)

Steps 2 and 3 above require the use of dynamic calibration data. In
general, this requires the development or an algorlthm to determine
relevant characteristics associated with measurement data based on
known characteristics associated with neighboring calibration data.
Two approaches are considered below. The first approach utilizes
Interpolation confined to the Immediate region within which the
measurements lie. The second approach uses nunerically tuned
functions that are based on potential flow around a sphere.

3.0 INTERPRETING MEASUREMENTS WITH CALIBRATION RESULTS
Pressure data collected with pitot tubes placed in unknown flow
conditions serves as the input to the computational problem of
determining the flow velocity. This velocity is determined by:
1) Computing CpItc h Ind Cyaw with mean pressures (see

3.1 INTERPOLATION WITHIN CALIBRATION DATA

equations 1 and 2).

Astandard approach to dealing with steps 2 end 3 above is to
interpolate within the calibration data. Step 2 requires a search
through the Cp tch/C yaw calibration data based on Cit h and Cyw

2) Finding the inflow angle components a(pitch) and 3(yaw)
with Cpitch/Cyaw calibration datt(see Figure 2).

values. Once the proper region is found, a reverse three point
bivariate interpolation (5 ) may be done, as illustrated in Figure 4 and
formulated inEquation 16,

3) Finding Cvelocity with the Cvelocity calibration data (see
Figure 3).

daL(Cpitch)lo.(CitchD, 0 1+ do i(Cpitch)O1 -(Cpitch)0,0

4) Computing the velocity magnitude:
V - ((2/pXdP I-dPoX1 +Cveocity )j 112

Empirical Cvelocity Plot

(13)

-

(Cpitch)meastred - (Cpitch)0,0
da1(Cyaw) ,o-(Cyaw)O.O) + dI3I(Cyaw)O. I-(Cyaw)0O)

where:
dPl PI - Pref
dIO = 0 - Pref
Pref - a reference pressure that measurements
were taken relative to.
P * fluid density

-

(Cyaw)measured - (Cyaw)Oo

(16a)
(16b)

Equation 16 is a two by two system of linear equations that may be
solved for da and do; thus, this interpolation is linear.
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(0,0)

(I,0)

(0,0)
Figure 5:

Three Point Bivariate
Interpolation Diagram

Figure 4:

Four Point Bivariate
Interpolation Diagram

(da)Aa
lO

2) identify parameters associated with the base function
that may besystematically varied tofit the function to
t data.

(P)0.0 + (d(3)[3

For Item (1). the potential flow solution derived In Appendix A may
be used as a base function:

The pitch and yaw angles are then:
a -(

2
P(X) - (pU /)

where:
Aa,4k - the spacing between dynamic calibration points.

)C- Or

1
+(do/lAoXI -do1/A )[(Cveioity)I }0
( d'
Xl-da/AaVl(Cvelocity O50
I

3
+(d/4\aXdl3 /Aj
)[(Cvelocity)
1 I

+(Cveiocity)0.o

(20)

To make use of (19) it is necessary to develop a coordinate
transformation between the flow fixed coordinates used above (the
X'system) and the pitot tube fixed coordinates given in Figure 1(the
X.Y.Z system). For the purposes of fitting (19) to dynamic
calibration data. it is necessary to determine the X'value associated
with each probe hole on a given pitot tube for a given angle of attack.
Due to the special symmetry of the sphere. the following
nondimensional dot product represents a complete transformation
forthepurposes of evaluating (19):

Celocity - (1-da/Ao XI-d(3/A3 )(Cvelocity)O,OI

3

1
2
1 (19)
18X'2 -9X'4 -gx'2sin
(cos- (X,))-5

This is the solution for the pressure (P)on the surface of a sphere in
an infinite, ideal fluid in a nondimensional, flow fixed coordinate
system where the positive X*direction is coincident with the free
stream flow direction, and:

Step 3 also requires a search through the calibration data, but this
time the search Isconducted within the Cvelocity data and Is based
inequations 17. Upon finding the
found
on the a and 3 values
(5 )
Proper region, a forward four point biveriate interpolation may
be done, as illustrated in Figure 5 andformulated in Equation 18:

*(do/l

(1,0)

X=-(ApXs+BpYS+CpZ,) if O(90 degrees
- +(ApXs+Bpv 5.CpZ) hf O>=90 degrees

(18)

point bivaeriate interpolation procedure is nonlinear, but is
The four

(21)

where:

not a true second order procedure (asix point biveriate
interpolation would besecond order accurate - see Reference 5).
Now theinterpolation
Procedures are complete, and the
velocity

ApBP.Cp -probe hole
constants as
defined in (12)
Xs'Yl'Zs stagnation
point
location
as
defined in (10) and ( 1)
0- spatial angle between agiven
probe hole and the stagnation point

magnitude may be found with equation 13, and its components with
equation 14 or 15. whichever corresponds to the type of calibration
apparatus used.

The minus sign in (21) is acceptable as long as the stagnation point
location and the probe hole location are not more than 90 degrees
apart on the surface of the sphere. Ingeneral, spherical (or nearly
spherical) pitot tubes become ineffective under such conditions
anyway. so the minus sign may be consistently maintained with the
addition nf a suitable angle of attack constraint for the specific pitot
tube design being used.

POTENTIAL FLOW
3.2 ITERATION WITHIN NUMERICALLY TUNED
SOLUTIONS
An alternative to interpolating within dynamic calibration date is to
and then use the functions in lieu of the date
"fit' functions to it,
Itself. if it is possible to fit a function to data accurately, then any
errors associated with interpolation may be avoided. Additionally,
ifthe data under examination contains any scatter, itmay be
possible to fit 'smooth* functions through the immediate vicinity of
the data points, so as to increase the statistical accuracy of the
resulting 'fit'. Itis for both of these reasons that the following
approach was developed,

The theoretical Cpltch/Cyaw grid resulting from (10). (12). (19).
and (21) is shown in Figure 6.and the corresponding Cvelocity plot
is shown in Figure 7. These plots are based on the same inflow
matrix as was used to create the empirical plots shown in Figures 2
and 3. A comparison of these results leads to the following
observtions:

FUNCTION
3.2.1 THE BASE POTENTIAL FLOW

1) the location and spacing of the 'constant angle' lines
(i.e. the lines representing a constant pitch or yaw angle)

To fit a function to data it is ne:essary to:

in the Cpltch/Cyaw grids can differ.

with. and
1) choose a "base" function to start
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2) the effective probe alignment relative to the flow direction
may not be
aprfect,
as assumed in the theoretical results

)

(Cveiocity)theotic
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ube is donrnwonl

N
Ed" [it (CvelocIty empir.i

(thus their symmetry across axes).

3) in general. (Cveocity)empiricai

Base Theoretical Cvelocity Plot

I-I

fo
-. 1nlsinteI

-

-

a,

+0 1s.1**0

(C-velocay)ttheoi }I/N (23)

wherethes
is doneonlyfor- 10e
3-+0
and N* the number of flow angles in the (-10,. 10)

i

envelope.

The observations above are indicative of possible tunig parameters
Inaddition the following basic observatons may also suggest

3) a flow angle exponential - to exponentally correct for
apparent discrepancies in flow angle. This discrepancy

ostibaupnparaentite yo
4) the empirical data contais the effect of a viscous
boundary layer.

ismade most apparent inthe Cpitch/Cyaw grid. The error
associated with this may bequantified as follows:
N

5) the
pitot a sphere
ire made
significant cylinder
supportingtubes
(seew'th
Figurea fairly
I).

(
(Ee)pitch = [ - (bs(Cpitch)empir,i
- ebs(Cpitchltheo .i lI/N

(24)
3.2.2 TUNING PARAMETER SELECTON

N

(Eelyaw L [Y'-ea{•bS(Cyw 1empiri
i- I

Based on the observations made in Section 3.2.1, the following types
nwhere
2) alignment adjustment angles - tocorrect forapparent
discrepencies in alignment This discrepancy is made
most apparent in the Cpit yawtsgri(the eor
tsis

be(Cprtci empir.i
i=

-

(Cpitch theo i)/N

N

(Ea~yaw" [i liCyawiempiri - (Cyaw)theoi l]/N

associated with
(22T)
(22b)

(Elpitch
inf
l
1=1

where the sum is done
for all flow angles surveyed

ti
N

(abs(Cpc
hempiri -

a
e

spitchlheo.i
i/N

N(25)

(Elyw= I[.(aSCa)em i - ab(yw hoil)./N

=

andN the number of flow angles

2) aneffective probe hole location adjustment

abs(Cyw)ho2i IN

N the number of flow angles surveyed.
linear
w4)flow anl multplier
e on) - te linearly correct for
aparnt dien in flongle.t h discrepay
made most apparent in the Cpitch/Cye
w grid. The error

associated with this may be quantified as follows:
afpitch

-

,
-

where thesum isdlone
only for -20 = a{,/3
<=.20

tocorrect

for the presence Of a boundary layer and/or the effectivetoisightiserrfmE*mrentisle)ad
=
overall probe hole locations (especially the outer probe
N the number of flow angles in the (-20,+20) envelope.
holes) being somethingj other than as described in
section 2.1 (seeequation (12)). This discrepancy is made
Theerror functions given inequations 22 through 25 are "polarized"
most apparent inthe C.elo.ity plots (the reason for this
in the sense that they have both positive andnegative values
lies In the fact that the equations used to arrive at
associated wIth them.
Cveloclty ' euatIons (3) and(4). are fairly strong functions
of outer hole behaviour, especially equation (4)). The
Tuning parameter types (1t).(3), and(4) may be incorporated by
error associated with this may be quantified as follows:
tuning the inflow angles, at
and(3,which preserves the spherical
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Boundary Layer

Figure 8:

symmetry of the problem formulation. To maintain the symmetry,
parameter type (2) may beincorprated with the assumption that the
boundary layer creates, for the purposes of pressure distrIbution
prior to separation, a roughly spherical shape circumscribing the
sphere Itself (see Figure 8). Since now around a body plus
boundary layer' shae that is spherical is equivalent to flow around
any sphere (as long as geometrically similar points are considered),
" parent (or effective) probe hole locations may be found to
account for both the presence of a boundary layer and effective
shifts in probe hole locations. The entire tuning process may then be
achieved by simply modifying the argument (X) of (19), and the
type of transformation used in equation (2 1) is still epplicable.

(2) for the pure pitch device:
Xs = -(i+ 6 )cos

)
Xp .A - 6 cos aT- CA) Cos
T- 0A
p
YP Bp - 6 sin (a T- "A)
)
CP- 6 sin (3 T- OA cos ( a T- aA)

)

6 - (rbl/r) - 1.0

(32)

r - radius of body

(26)

A - pitch alignment angle
OiA - yaw alignment angle

)

rib( )b if i3 0
}

. -Mb(- 0)( Eb if j3< 0

(27)

With the incorporation of the effective probe hole location
adjustment the transformation (21) must be modified to account for
the non-unit radius sphere that results from nonzero 6 values:

0 if 3-0

2

X= -(XpXs+YpYs+Zp Zs)/(X p +y p 2 +Zp2 ) 1 12 /(l+6

where:
me.

(33)

a multiplier

Mb

3multiplier

E
Eb

a exponential
(exponential

0T

tuned pitch angle

The effects of varying eac, of the parameter types ere shown In
Figures 9 through 12. The alignment angles, flow angle
exponentlals, and flow angle multipliers are each broken into
independent a and 0 components to allow increased flexibility in
fitting the solution to the date. However, the effective probe hole
location adjustment is a global parameter having the same impact on
pitch and yaw oriented values.

3f - tuned yaw angle
To Incorporate the alignment angles and the effective probe hole
location adjustment, the stagnation point locations and the probe hole
locations are affected as follows (seeFigure 8):

3.2.3 TUNING PARAMETER DETERMINATION
The successful execution of a tuning algorithm
that finds values for
each of the tuning parameters requires that the parameters be
constrained. The parameters used here are physically motivated,
andso the constraints on them may be arrived at via physical
Inspection also. Since boundary layers are of a positive thickness,
It is required that:

(1) for the pure yaw device:
-1.
6 )cos ( aTaA) cos ( (T- (A
a T- aA)Cos
P
)
Ys" -(1+ 6 )sin (
T- a
Cos( 0T3A) PA
)
ZS .-(1+ 6)sin( (3
J Cos (aT- aA) COS(

Yp =Bp - 6 sin (a T- aA) cos (

Zp- Cp-

(31)

where:

-oif a-o0

A

(30)

rbl = radius of body plus boundary layer (see Figure 6)

I }(Ea if a< 0
. _Ma

Xp

T- 04)

Ys = 1+ 6 )sin a T- OA)
)
Zs T -(1 + 6 )sin (T- 0 A COSI aT- aA)

aT _ M(ci)(Ea) if a ) 0

-

a T- aA) Cos

-(

The flow angle exponential and linear multiplier may be incorporated
at once as follows:

3T

Flow
Direction

The free stream fixed
Coordinate System

6 sin (t-

PA

3-

)

(28)

6> 0

3A)

T- 3A

)

(34)4T)A

Th suspected effect of the cylinder supporting the sphere (see
(29)

figures 1 and 8) is to cause an apparent inflow angle of a smaller

)

magnitude than the actual inflow aile tie the cylinder tends to
align the flow). The spacing of the 'constant angle' lines In the
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Figures 9-12:

Tuning Parameter Effects for Specific Parameter Values:
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Flow Angle Exponential Adjustment

Cpitch/Cyaw grid for relatively small inflow angles supports this
idea. However, the spacing of these lines at relatively large inflow
angles suggests that something Isacting to Increase the magnitude of
the apparent inflow angle. This is probably due to the onset of
separation. Based on these observations and observations
concerning the convergence of the tuning algorithm to be presented
shortly, the following now angle multiplier and exponential
constraints are acceptable:
0 Mla.mb 1'0
ExEb )I 0

It is necessary to find accepiabie values for four types of
parameters that affect the solution shape In ways which are fairly
unique, but are also related (see Figures 9 through 12). That is, a
given parameter may primarily affect one solution characteristic
while secondarily affecting others. Therefore, independent
optimizations for each type of parameter are not sufficient.
However, if multiple passes are made through a prioritized sequence
of Independent optlmizations, It may be Possible to converge to an
Icceptalble solution with carefully chosen convergence criteria. In
particular. It Is Important to order the independent optlmizatlons In
a given pass such that uccessive optimizations have as little impact
on solution characteristics primarily associated with prior
optimizetions as possible. Consider the following ordering of
Independent optimizations for the problem at hand:

(35)
(36)

The alignment angles are constrained by the quality of the
instruments end dynamic calibration apparatus, and the effect of any
auxiliary apparatus (e.g. a wake rake, or a device used to hold the
pitot tube(s)
in place) on the flow 'seen- at the pilot tube(s). The
following constraints are usually acceptable, but may be broadened
as necessary:
-5.0

E
1, M=
b I=0.5

Flow Angle Multiplier Adjustment

I

. . ....

a

A, PA 5,0

1) adjust alignment angle
2) adjust effective probe hole locations
3) adjust flow angle exponentlals
4) adjust now angle multipliers
Since the effects of adjustments 2 through 4 on alignment we small

(37
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(or perhaps nothing it all). the alignment adjustment Mae during
adjustment I will maintain its validity as adjustments 2 through 4
re made, The effects of adjustments 3 and 4 on effective probe
hole locations tend to be relatively small. and so the effective probe
hole location adjustment madedulng adjustment 2 will tend to
maintain its validity during adjustments 3 and 4. Unfortunotaly,
adjustment 4 can have a significant Impact on solution

Oro way is to perform a test within the bisection algorithm to see if
the procedure is *stepping" toward the solution with step sizes
meeting the following criteria:
slbsE(ri)-(rli) ( Ct

(38)

where:
C
t

characteristics associated with adjustment 3. However, the regions
In which each of these adjustments act strongly we s
different. That Is. the flow angle exponential has its strongest
Impact at relatively large flow angle magnitudes, while the flow
angle multiplier has a linear impact throughout the envelope of flow

a constant ( I
the average required tolerance

if this criteria is not satisfied. then it means that the bounds must
be modified to straddle the root.

angles The effects of each adjustment may be controlled by
restricting the region in which the error function (used to determine
the quality of the fit) associated with It Is evaluated. As long as the
error function is redundant, this approach will not endanger the
global quality of the resulting fit. by restricting the error function
associated with adjustment 4 (equation 25) to flow angles of a
relatively small magnitude, adjustments made will have a smaller
impact on solution characteristics associated with flow angles of a
relatively large magnitude. and so the flow angle exponenUal
adjustment made during adjustment 3 will tend to maintain its
validity (this Is why the restricted inflow envelope was used for
equation 25). Upon completion of adjustment 4 one pass has been
made through the prioritized sequence of optimizations given above.
Since the sequence is ordered according to the principles described
above, the amount of damage each successive optimization has on
prior optimization results is minimized, It Is on this basis that
multiple passes through the sequence of optimizations will converge
Los solution (io proof will be given).

This criteria may be incorporated in the bisection algorithm as
follows:
I) set a -a and b1=0
2) set i=1
3) set rl-0.5(al+b)
4) if abs[E(rI)l1t than STOP
If abs1E(rI)|>0 then go to stp 5
5) if E(r (al)>0 then go to stop 6
if Uri (ai )'O then go to stop 9
6) set of
arnd bi -b,
7) if abs[E(r)4

(r

. I-)) ( Ct then bl+ 1 -bl+db

8) set i-i+ I and go to step 3
9) set ai I-ai and bi 1ri
10) If abslE(ri)-E(r 1 )
CLthen iii, I-i-da
Ii)

setI-i+I andgo stop3

Consider the following sLandard bisection algorithm:
Values of do and db depend on the nature of the bounds, but are
iSUIsfcy a rraction of the Initial difference In bounds a and b in

It is desired to solve t(d-0 where E is a polarized error
function (i.e. It has both positive and negative values).
Assuming E(x) is continuous and bounds a and b can be
found such that (a)E(b)<0, then (by the intermediate

addition to allowing the bisection algorithm to converge when used
within a sequence of optimizations, the above modification also
allows the algorithm to 'walk' outside its initial bounds.

value theorem) there exists a root r such that a<rb and
E(r)-0. A solution within an average tolerance t of the
true solution (based on the error function E) is desired.
The bisection algorithm Is then
I) seta

1

This modified bisection algorithm may be used within the sequential
optimization procedure described earlier to arrive at flnal tuned
potential flow solutions. An acceptable criteria for convergence is
that one pass be made through the optimization sequence, from

-e and b

adjustment I through adjustment 4, such that no adjustments are

2) set i-I
3) set rfo-r (a I+bl)

made. That Is. If the Lest in step (4) above yields a STOP' for 11
for each of the adjustments I through 4 during a given pass, then
convergence has been achieved In the sense that the present tuning

4) if ebsLE(ri)1<t then STOP

parameters have yielded a solution that is within the average

if abslE(r 1 )II0 then go to step 5

tolerances specified.

5) if EW(al)i0 then go to step 6

The values of the bounds (a and bJ, da, db. and C used in conjunction

if E(r)E(ai)<o then go to stop 8

with the data presented in this paper are as follows:

6) set a,, I=r1 end hi+ I-bi
Parameter Type

7) set i-i+ 1 end go to step 3
B) set aIl=ai and bi.I-ri

a

9) set 1.1+1 andgo to step 3

Alignment Angles

-5"
Probe Hole Location
0
Flow Angie Exponential I O
Flow Angle Mlultiplier 05

Although the staind rd bisection algorithm presented above will
always converge for continuous functions having a unique root
between the bounds imposed,it will fail to converge if the root is
outside the bounds. This can happen if sequential optimizations are
being done where sucessive optimizations may effect results
associated with prior optimizations. That is. the bounds associated
with a given optimization during a given pass through a sequence of
optimizations may be inappropriate during later passes as a result of
successive Optimizations affecting the results of prior
optimlzations. There are several ways to alleviate this problem.

Bound Test

Bound Modifiers

b

Constant

de

db

+5"
0.6
1.2
1.0

1/10
t/10
1/10
1/10

5"
0.05
0.33
004

5,
O.I,:.
0.03
004

3.2.4 RESULTS
The tuning algorithm described in section 3.2.3 was used to process
dynamic calibration date for five five-hole pitot tubes like those
shown in Figure 8. The functions given in equations 22 through 25
were used as error functions during the tuning process. The
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Figure 13(a):
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Figure 14(a):

3

Error Function

Tolerance

Alignment Angles

EQn.22

0.12

Probe Hole Location

Fqn. 23

0.05

Eqn. 25

Pilot Tube Number
2
3
4

-

--

Tunea Theoretical
Cvelocity Plot

effective
probe hole
location:
060

0.37

034

0.41

034

1 35
1.27

1 17
1.21

1.24
1.24

1.25
1.15

1 18

0.39

0.72

0 49

0.52

0.49

0.60

0.36

0.51

0.69

0.52

nlow angle
ex~ponentials:

.2ED
b

0.12

nlow angle
multipliers:
Me

After I1Ipasses (consisting or e total or 142 Iterations) per pitot
tube. the following tuning parameters were found for each of five
pilot tubes,

1

-

Empirical Cvelocity
Plot

Figure 14(b):

Tuned Theoretical
Cpitch/Cyaw Grid

Parameter

Flow Angle Multipliers
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*miii-

.

2
Flw A glEnxonnils
xpnetal
Flw ngeEn.240.2E

-

Pitch Angle

tolerances with which Lhesj error functions were compared are as
f'ollows:

Mb

1,24

The results for pitot tube 04 are shown in Figures 13 and 14. These
are representative of the results obtained for the five
spherical. ive hole pitot tubes exam: d.

5results
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A
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-
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Figure 13(b):
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3.2.5 USING TH-E
TUNEDSOL.UTIONS

4.29 -0.71" -1.16" -2.42* -0.71"
1,89' -3.36" -2.73" 0.54" 1.33

Once tuned solutions have been found. they may be used in lieu of the
dyn:.lc calibration data Itself to deform~no three dimensional
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ll~WITH KNOWNINPUTS

velocities from mean pressures measured with the pat tubes. This
procedure may
be accomplished
with a modified
bisection
functionally
identical
to the one presented
in Section
3.2.3algorithm
(the
subscript e" means empirical, 1 means theoretical, V means
2esu2ts

With known a,
were conducted,

lower, and V_1means upper):

2) set lower bounds a L-eL and 3L-bL.

described In Section 3.1 ) and semi-empirical Iteration (as described
in Section 3.2.5) were computed for a representative matrix of flow
angles for which data was collected during the dynamic calibration
testing (as described in Section 2.2). The representative results
given In Table I are for pilot tube 14. As a means of differentiating

3) set uppor bounds OU-siU nd OtUbU

between errors associated with experimental scatter and errors

4) set i-1I

associated with the method being used, theoretical solutions
corresponding to each flow angle were cornuted. That is. for each
now angle theoretical pressures were created to serve as
"measurements", and velocities were resolved (via interpolation

I ) comout (Cpltch), and (Cyaw) e from measured pressures

5) set

'i'0.5

+

al

i-- 5(L

+ il U )

OU

6) compute (Xpitlh

i -( C y a w j l ,i ,

and Iteration) using dynamic calibration information (spanning the
71-30 envelope in 10 increments) based on the same theoretical

and (Cvelocity Jrj f'rom the

tuned solution

ebs[(Cyew)t,

i - (C y a w

)e,1

otherwise, continue
8) if abs[(Cyew~t,l -(Cyaw)e] I
92)
10)

li f

,

t2 then STOP;

solution as was used Locompute the 'measurements". These
results. which are presented in Table 2, are indicative of errors
associated with the method being used (i.e. Interpolation or
iteration) since no experimental data was involved in their creation

t 2 then go to step 16

4 2 WITH SHIP MODELWAKE DATA

( t I1 and

_i(Cpitlhe

7) if absJ(pitlh

t e

and velocity values,5,four types of evaluations
(or purely empirical interpolation (as

o o s e p 1th

e pu r e ly e m p ir ic a l in te r po la tio n p r o c e d u r e n d th e

0 L ' 01

smi-empirils iteration procedure were used to process wake

11) if ebs((C yaw)t~i_ I1 - (Cyet

]I

i

t2 then jU

=

OU

+

5 0'

survey data for a twin screw vessel with vertical bossings (see
Figure 15. 0 degrees is directly 'up' in this figure). The plots in
Figure 15 correspond to measurements obtained with pitot tube *4

12) go to 15
=
13) 0U
O3i

14) if abs[(C yew)t~i_

1 - (Cyaw)tji I L2 then A m OL - 5V0
15) It" bsi(C pich)t,i-(Cpitch)eI < t I then go to step 22

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

10)

If

For the most p rt, the em irca interpolaton procedure and the

1

17)
If abs1(Cpich),.)

'

t
a
- (Cpl

o

e

ilsemi-empirical
I2 t then

O0

U

iteration procedure performed equally concerning
ow angle determination
However, velocity magnitudes were

+ 5 0'

19) go to 22
P20)
21)

systematically overprediced by the interpoltion procedure. In

a U- a I
if ebs[(Cpithl - (Cp2l

I

L then 0

L

comparison, velocity magnitudes were predicted well with the
iteration procedure.
a slight behaviour
tendency toward
overprediction.
Therefore,
attention with
to nonlinear
Is necessary
for the

-50

22) set m+ I and go to step
5

accurate prediction of velocity magnitudes from piot tube pressure
data. The semi-empirical Iteration procedure appears to be
sufficient for this purpose, and may possibly be further improved
through the Incorporation of different and/or additional tuning
parameters.

4.0. METHODEVALUATIONS
Two categories of evolutions (one with known inputs and the other
with unknown inputs) were conducted, For both of them the
resolution tolerances L (pitch)
,
and L2 (yaw) were set at 0-005
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)

(A3)
(A4)
(A5)

on the surface of the sphere:
2

2

2 )

r r (xr +y' +Z'

2

1/

(A6)

From A2. A3, A4. and AS it is seen that.
p(x'.yz') p U21Or4)(18r2x 2-9x"4-9x' 2y'2-gx'2z'2-5r4} (A7)
Now. letting
2

(AB)

Z

12

APPENDIX A
and

INAN INFINITE
POTENTIAL FLOW AROUND A SPHERE
FLUID INFREE
STREAM ORIENTED COORDINATES

(A9)
(AID0)

x"-rX'
I'=
rL'

around a sphere
Consider potential flow In the positive x direction
of radius
'r' in an infinite fluid using theflow fixed Cartesian
coordinates shown In Figure 6. Assuming a free stream velocity
'P. the velocity potential ") is:

yields, upon substitution into A7:
2
4
2
2
P(X'.L)
= (PU /B)( 18X -9X -9X'2L' -5}

(AI)

Ur3x,
IA 1()

1i - Uxs+

Itmay be seen from spherical geometry that.
L - sin(cos- I (X'))

From Bernoulli's equation the dynamic pressure P"at a point on the
surface of the sphere may be found:
P(

2

2

2

2
- (1/2) p lU -4u *v +w )
*.y~Z')

(A12)

From A ll and A 12 it is seen that:
2

= (pU /5)(IBX
P(X')

(A2)

2

4

-9X' -gX

2

2

sIn (cos-l(X')-5)

(A13)

The one dlmensionallty ofA 13 arises from the symmetry ofthe
sphere.

where:
p - fluid density
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IN4 OUR EXPENRIMCE: SOEE NEW MKTHODS AND TECHIQUES

Ryan R Young
Naval Architect
United States Coast Guard Research and Development Center
Avery Point, Groton, CT 06320

Abstract

literature has failed to turn up any
experimental results for deadrise surfaces
heeled and yawed. Indeed, there are only a few
results presented for calculated distributions
in the heeled and yawed condition, although it
is felt that the finite element approach of
Doctors (1975) or Wellicome (1978) could
produce such results, and this will be a
subject of future work in the AMV project.

Recent tests in the U.S. Coast Guard
Academy's Circulating Water Channel to obtain
the pressure field over the hull of a planing
hull model at large angles of trim, roll and
yaw involved the development of several methods
and techniques of "tankery" of interest to ATTC
members. Transparent models of a notional
patrol boat design were built using acrylic
plastic sheet materials. Transparent models
facilitate flow visualization and the
determination of the dynamic waterlines under
planing conditions, but involve certain
fabrication problems. A straightforward and
relatively economical method for measuring
static pressures from a large number of ports
was implemented, and Ultra-violet fluorescence
was used to aid photographic recording of the
surface flow patterns indicated by specially
treated tufts.

2.Description of Model
2.1 Lines
The model represents a typical 100 ft
long, 100 ton displacement, planing patrol
boat, with a length to beam ratio of 5, and a
20 degree deadrise vee-bottom hull.
A
convenient scale of 1/32 was chosen to keep the
Froude scale speed within the capability of the
channel and to reduce blockage.
In order to
facilitate computer analysis, the hull shape
was kepL as simple as possible, which also made
fabrication easier. On the other hand, a pure
constant deadrise form, the simplest possible,
was undesirable due to the perception that real
boats don't look like that.

l.Introduction
A pressure distribution survey is being
conducted by the United States Coast Guard
Research and Development Center as part of a
program of research into the stability
characteristics of High-Speed craft under the
auspices of the Coast Guard's Advanced Marine
Vehicles (AMV) Project. The principle
objectives of this program are to develop a
better understanding of the operating
characteristics of various AMV's, to aid in
their design, and to anticipate of the need for
new operating techniques and procedures to
assure their their safe use in performing Coast
Guard missions.

The section plan of the model is
presented in figure 1. The model has a constant
deadrise prismatic afterbody and a developable
forebody. The chine heights and the deadrise
distribution of the forebody were taken from PT
boat data in Clement (1963), particularly the
Huckins data, since that hullform is
developable, and was reputed to have good
seakeeping. The topsides above the chine are
developed using 2 cones, the lower surfaces use
evenly spaced generators arranged to merge the
flat afterbody sections with a conically
developed forefoot, which starts along a
generator line which intersects the centerline
of the hull around station 3. The shape is
very similar to existing single-chine patrol
and crew boats. The main difference is the
straight buttocks aft of amidships, where most
full-scale craft would be rockered for running
trim adjustment, and to improve low speed
resistance.

The primary purpose of this set of tests
is to obtain pressure distributions and flow
patterns for a notional model of a 100 ft, 100
ton displacement hard-chine planing patrol
boat. Additionally, this experiment was
planned as a complement to a set of rotating
arm and towing tank experiments performed at
Stevens Institute; key parameters were matched
as closely as possible.
kressure surveys of this type have been
performed before, most notable is Kapyran
(1955). However, a search of the available
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2.2 Construction

type of viscous 2-part cement, known by the
trade name Weld-On-40 (see appendix for
sources) which can fill substantial gaps, and
has good strength and water resistance, and was
used for most of the joints on this model.
Polycarbonates cannot be solvent welded, and
the most satisfactory cements are the
isocyanurate or "crazy glue" types. There is
at least one such glue which is gap filling,
called "Super-T".

The desirability of transparent models
for planing research stems from the need to
record the constantly changing wetted surface.
This can be done using underwater photography,
but this technique is less suitable for a
circulating water channel, since we cannot
disturb the flow with underwater cameras,
lights, etc. A transparent model makes it much
simpler to record the spray ruot, the area
wetted by spray, and the immersed area.

A balsa wood model was constructed to use
for preliminary experiments in the CWC and to
use as a plug.(Incidently, balsa steam bends
quite nicely using a small travel steamer) A
plaster of paris female mold was then cast from
this plug, and the developed shape of the
panels was picked off using a sheet of mylar
drawing film, avoiding graphical development.
A flexible linoleum material the same thickness
as the hull placing (1/8 in) was used to line
the female mold in order to cast a male mold
which allowed for the thickness of the plating.

In designing models for transparent sheet
materials, their high density and low elastic
modulus should be kept in mind. As an example,
the specific gravity of Plexiglass UVA, a
common acrylic, is 1.19, and the modulus
450,000 psi, as compared to 0.71 and 1,600,000
psi for yellow pine. Attention to structural
stiffness prevents heavy, flexible models.
Before using any of the transparent plastics
for the first time, obtain the manufacturer's
design and fabrication data sheets, such as
Rohm and Haas (1984), published by the makers
of Plexiglass, but applicable to any acrylic
material.

After several experiments with heat guns
and a gas-fired pizza oven, a new door was
fabricated for an ordinary household oven,
which allowed the partial insertion of the
precut bottom plating into the oven. An
electric heat gun was used to increase heat
transfer by convection, and the oven racks were
wrapped in fiberglass cloth to prevent marring
of the plexiglass surface. The molds were preheated and greased. To keep the afterbody
perfectly flat, only the forward section of the
plexiglass was heated. Once the plexiglass had
reached a surface temperature of at least 290
deg F, it was draped carefully into the female
mold and the male mold placed on top of it.
The weight of the male mold was sufficient to
keep the sheet from warping as it slowly
cooled.

For prismatic shapes with no curvature,
it is simple to construct models using acrylic
(Plexiglass is a common brand name),
polycarbonate (LEXAN), or even safety glass
panels, probably in that order of difficulty.
It is the author's feeling that this is the
preferred technique for such simple shapes. If
the model is very large, and the skin
relatively thin, it may be possible to cold
form acrylic, but the minimum bend radius is
about 180 times the thickness of the sheet.
Heat forming is the best way to form nonprismatic shapes, and the only way to form nondevelopable hulls. Instantly, the economics of
transparent models becomes marginal. At the
very least, a male plug must be made to drape
the hot sheet over, and such a plug must be at
least as fair and smooth as a wooden tow tank
model. In this project, it was necessary to
use a male and a female mold cast in plaster,
as well as the initial wooden plug. Since most
of the work was performed by the author, it is
difficult to estimate the hours that went into
the model (including the first un-satisfactory
attempt), but a guess would be 2-3 times the
hours needed for a wooden model of comparable
quality. Vacuum forming would help speed up the
process, as only a female mold is needed, but
at a loss of control over thickness and optical
clarity. The Rohm and Haas data sheet PL-4N
has many valuable details on all aspects of
forming sheet acrylics.
Polycarbonates can be
heat formed as well, but at a higher
temperature, and they must be carefully dried
first to prevent permanent hazing and fogging.

An annoying property of acrylic sheet is
the lack of control over the bending
properties. A 10 deg temperature change will
produce an order of magnitude change in the
modulus. The material will bend, stretch, neck
down in thickness and pick up the pattern of
whatever surface it is laid against, and then
in less than a minute, it will be rigid.
The formed panels were then cemented to
the frames, which had been previously attached
to the deck (1/4 inch thick for rigidity).
The
shape and bevel of the frames was carefully
calculated using the method of Morris (1983) to
account for thp plating thickness. The topside
panels had less curvature, and were less
critical; they were heat formed using the
original balsa model as a male mold. Sharp
chines and keels were maintained.
3.Apparatus and Procedures

If a model is constructed from more than
one piece, it must be glued together. The
changing bevels on a complex model make it hard
to use the common solvent cements, which are
toxic and produce a weak joint which degrades
under long-term exposure to water. There is a

3.1 Test facility
The investigation was carried out in the
Circulating Water Channel (CWC) of the United
States Coast Guard Academy.
This facility and
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it's capabilities are described in Colburn
(1981). The facility's 5-axis rudder
dynamometer was modified for this experiment by
fitting a camera tripod tilt and pan head to
the dyno's central shaft.
In this series of
experiments, the dyno was not energized, and no
force or moment data was taken. Hopefully,
this data will be obtained in a later series of
experiments, so that it can be compared with
the rotating arm data. The central shaft is
free to heave, and a weight was connected
between the shaft and the fixed framework of
the apparatus to set the unloading force, the
model all-up being slightly over scale weight.
Roll and trim angles were set with the aid of a
digital level. Yaw angles were set using a
vernier indicator on the yaw arm of the
dynamometer. A differential pressure sensor
monitored the speed of the water flow through
the channel's contraction section, and a pitot
static tube measured the open-channel velocity,
The depth of in the channel was just under 2
ft, so that the flow was slightly
supercritical, but there was no evidence of
standing waves or a hydraulic jump if the
channel inlet lip and the water level were
carefully adjusted.

setup would be self-calibrating. Tidal and
estuary models could monitor hundreds of water
levels at a time. Scanning speeds can be as
high as several ports a second. The
manufacturer's literature shows several other
applications, other types of analog and digital
channel indicators are available, as well as
solenoid and stepper motor drives.
3.3 Flow visualization
The flow visualization scheme using
fluorescent tufts was first outlined in Crowder
(1977), and later expanded in Stineberg (1983).
The problem with tufts is one of visibility; if
they are large enough to see easily, they
disturb the flow. The ultra-violet photography
technique outlined in the references solves
this problem neatly; by causing the tufts to
flouresce, so they appear larger, then
filtering out the ultraviolet illumination, the
only light hitting the film plane is the
visible light emanating from the tufts. This
allows the tufts to be small enough that their
disturbance to the flow is nil. As Crowder
points out, concurrent flow visualization makes
the interpretation of pressure distributions
much simpler (in extreme cases, possible).

3.2 Pressure scanning

It was found that the available nylon
monofilament material (1 lb test fly fishing
leader) was too stiff to accurately align
itself to the flow at the relatively low speed
of this test, and sewing thread treated with
flourescent dye (Sandoz Leucophor EFR, 100 to i
in a half vineger, half water solution) was
used instead. At higher speeds, the nylon
materials used by Crowder and Stineberg are
needed for durability. It was found that the
isocyanurate cement used by Stineberg to attach
the tufts "wicked" along the tufts when applied
to the acrylic, and a nitrocellulose cement
used in model airplane construction (Ambroid)
was used instead. Normal acrylic sheet
materials absorb ultra-violet light, and are
themselves slightly flourescent, so the 3/4 in
thick windows in the CWC were replaced with
Ultra-violet Transparent acrylic, and a bank of
"black light" flourescent tubes illuminated the
test section. The model was also constructed
of UVT acrylic.

The piezometer orifices on the model's
surface were formed by inserting stainless
steel tubes into holes drilled perpendicular to
the bottom and securing them with iso-cyanurate
cement. The modcl had a total of 91 orifices,
3/64 ui an inch diameter. The orifices were
arranged along three major buttocks, one of
which was 3/32 of an inch in from the chine,
another 1/16 of an inch from the keel, and the
third midway between the model centerline and
the chine. A few auxiliary orifices were
placed in buttocks midway between the major
buttocks, and the arrangement was altered in
the forward sections to account for the
dimunition of beam. The general arrangement of
these orifices is shown in figure 1. The
stainless tubes were plumbed with vinyl tubing
and connected to a model J7 Scanivalve. This
device, familiar to wind tunnel experimenters,
but not common in hydrodynamic testing, acts as
a fluid rotary switch, allowing one transducer
to scan 48 pressure ports sequentially. In
this setup, a modular Scanivalve system was
used, with a motor drive, a slide wire position
encoder, and 2 scanners, for a total of 96
ports (91 taps, 2 static calibrations, 3
spare).
The output from the transducers was
fed to an X-Y recorder, along with the position
information, to form a "square wave" record of
the pressure distribution. The transducers are
differential, single crystal silicon pressure
sensors. A schematic of the system is shown as
figure 2.

3.4 Test Matrix
Using the SNAME recommended right hand
rule co-ordinate system, tests will be
conducted with -5, 0, 5, and 10 degrees of yaw,
0, 2, 4 and 6 degrees of trim, and -10, 0, 10
and 20 degrees oi roll. Eliminating
symmetrical redundancies, this means a total of
64 test runs to be completed. At the time of
this writing (6-30-86) 2 runs have been
completed. All data will be taken at the same
speed, 6.73 feet per second, for a speed
coefficient of 1.5, and a volumetric Froude
number of 1.72. This corresponds to the lowest
speed coefficient to be tested at Stevens, and
is just at the inception of planing lift.

This type of pressure scanner has many
other possible uses in hydrodynamic testing.
Wake testing, using several five-hole pitot
tubes could be conducted using only one
transducer, and with a dead weight calibrator
plumbed to one channel of the scanner, the
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4. Results and Discussion

The upright distribution shows
qualitative agreement with the results of
Kapyran (1955). The heeled and yawed results
show the effects of the increased local angle
of attack of the port side, and the suction
created on the starboard side. It's
interesting to note the high positive pressures
at the starboard chine, and the difference in
pressure between the 2 centerline ports, which
6eems to rerlect the cross-flow noted by the
flow visualization tufts. Overall, the pattern
on each side seems to follow the same trend as
the upright case, I.E. rising roughly
parabolicly to a high at the chines.

4.1 General Behavior
Since the data is but hours old, the
discussion of results must be brief. Only two
complete, reliable runs have been made, one at
zero degrees yaw, 4 degrees trim, and 0 degrees
roll, and a run with 10 degrees of roll and yaw
at the same trim. Many other trial runs have
been made at other angles to observe the
system's behavior, but with no data taken,
There have been no surprises with the
behavior of the model in the channel. It is
definitely gaining dynamic lift at the speed
tested, as seen by a rise in the CG. Yaw alone
reduces lift considerably for a given trim,
leading to drafts below the still water level,
but accompanying roll with yaw, as would be
seen during a full-scale maneuver, restores the
dynamic lift. The model planes with it's
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Local Aodak Dealer (Wratten filters for UV
Photography)

Sources of Supply
Aircraft Spruce and Specialty, Box 424,
Fullerton, CA 92632 (Super I)

Local Plastics distributor (plastic sheet)
Sandoz Color and Chemical (Leucophor EFR)

Industrial Polychemical Services, P.O. Box 379,
Gardena, CA 92074 (Weld-on-40)

Scanivalve Corporation, P.O. Box 20005, 10222
San Diego Hisson Road, San Diego, CA 92120
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electrical recorder picked up an excessive
amount of noise. This led to the current
design of a mechanical resistance dvnamometer
(Fig. 4).

ABSTRACT
A "mini" towing tank was established by
installing a towing carriage over an existing
wave flume of lm x Im x 30m. A mechanical
balance system was designed and built to
measure ship-model resistance for various
speeds. Turbulence stimulation and blockage
effect are considered to calibrate the resistance measurement on a standard Series 60 Block
60 model. A procedure will be developed for
routine ship-model resistance tests. Instruments for seakeeping experiments and using
micro-computers for data acquisition and control are being devised. The tank can be used
for class demonstration and research projects
,or students in the Naval Architecture and
Ocean Engineering Program at TUNS.
I.

2.

Towing Facility

The basic structure of the towing
facility is the carriage and rail assembly.
The carriage provides the support structure
for the model, measuring devices and driving
unit. The carriage, instead of being towed
by a cable system is self-propelled and
driven by a 0.25 horsepower DC motor. It can
reach a maximum velocity of 2.44 m/sec (8ft/
sec), and sustain a maximum model resistance
of 9.1 kgo (20 lbs.).
The motor control unit
permits the carriage to be run in both forward and reverse directions at the same speed
with a maximum acceleration or deceleration of
2
2
1.22 m/sec
(4ft!sec ) to reach the designated
operating speed. It has a brake mode, which
causes the driving motor to act as a braking
generator and to brake itself effectively,
thus eliminating the need for mechanical
braking.
Moreover, a limit-switch is
installed at each end of the carriage. The
driving motor is switched off automatically
at the end of the rail or when an obstacle is
encountered by the carriage. The control unit
also operates with a feedback sensing system.
This permits the operator to select an
operating speed and have the carriage speed
remain constant even though the load may be
fluctuating.
The self-propelled towing carriage
requires the installation of a power cable
system to provide DC current to the motor.
The cable system is mounted, or hung on small
trolleys on a trac., which is parallel to the
rails. The cable is towed or pushed by the
carriage as it moves in the forward or reverse directions. As shown in Fig. 6, looped
flat cables run on small trolleys inside the
square tubing. The flat cable has 25 wires
containing both power and data transmitting
channels.
The rails are standard steel channels,
designed to be mounted along one of the

Introduction

With the establishment of a graduate
program of Naval Architecture at the Technical
I'niversity of Nova Scotia (TUNS), a hydrodvamic experimental faciltiy was deemed
necessary to support the teaching and research
efforts. However, with the limited funding
situation, building a towing tank test facilitv of proper size was impossible at the time.
Attention has been turned to the utilization
of the existing facilities on campus. In the
Hydraulics Laboratory of TUNS, there is a concrete wave flume of Im x Im x 30m (Fig, 1).
A
hinged flap-type wave-maker at one end of the
flume (Fig. 2) can generate regular waves of
a height up to 0.3 m. It has been used for
various test related to waves.
In the past, the second author supervised a group of senior mechanical engineering
students to design and construct a towing
carriage and rail system (Fig. 3) over the
wave flume as a senior design project r11.
The measuring devices were not developed then.
Later, a simple strain-gauge resistance
dynamometer was installed. A standard 0.61m
(2 ft.) Series 60 Block 60 model was built
for tests and calibratioa. However, the
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flanges on a double nut arrangement for
level adjustment (Fig. 7).
The upper flange
is the supporting surface for the carriage
wheels, and the outside surface of the web is
for the guide wheels.
The two running surfaces are machined to meet the required
smoothness in order to ensure proper operation
of the towed model and to reduce unnecessary
mechanicl noise while taking measurements,
The rails are supported every 0.508 m (20")
along its 27.43 m (90') except at the viewing
port.
The support plates are epoxied to the
top of the cement tank walls.

Program at TUNS.
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model of such
between test
the measurement
"smallness" of

Concluding Remarks

A "mini" towing tank facility
has been
established at the Technical University of
Nova Scotia by installing a self-prcpelled
carriage and rail assembly over the existing
wave flume.
A 2 ft. Series 60 Block 60 model
has been employed to calibrate the resistance
measurements of the "home made" mechanical
resistance dynamometer. The initial tests
(Fig. 8) have shown less than satisfactory
results.
The next step will be to increase
the model size to say 3 ft. (.914 m), to
reduce the scale effect.
The blockage effect
then may have to be included for consideration.
Eventually, a reliable test procedure
will be implemented for routine ship-model
resistance
tests.
Instruments for seakeeping tests are
being developed, and improvement of the wavegenerator is under consideration.
Data
acquisition and processing will be by microalso he
micro-computer
will
computer.
The
employed to
generator,

control the carriage and the waveThis "mini" towing tank facility
can be a very practical and useful tool for
class demonstrations and research projects for
the Naval Architecture and Ocean Engineering
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ANALYTICAL APPROXIMATION FOR STEADY SHIP WAVES
AT LOW FROUDE NUMBERS
by
Francis Noblesse
David Taylor Naval Ship R&D Center
Bethesda, MD 20084

ABSTRACT
A simple anal.'tical relationship between a ship-

1. INTRODUCTION
It has been observed, see for instance Fu and Holt

hull form and its steady far-field Kelvin wake is obtained

(1982) and McDonough et. al. (1985), that SAR

by considering the low-Froude number limit of the

(Synthetic Aperture Radar) images of ship wakes

Neumann-Kelvin theory. In particular, this relationship
predicts the occurrence of a sharp peak in the amplitude

sometimes reveal bright returns along rays at angles from

of the waves in the far-field Kelvin wake at an angle. a,

of 19-1,2. A plausible explanation for these surprising

from the ship track that is smaller than the Kelvin-cusp

observations was proposed by Scragg (1983) who

angle of 19'1,2 for a hull form which has a small region

considered a simple ship bos form with large flare for

the track of the ship smaller than the Kelvin-cusp angle

of flare and is wall sided elsewhere, if the Froude

%%hichhe found that the zeroth-order slender-ship

number is sufficiently small. An explicit relationship

approximation to the far-field wave-amplitude function

bet\een the angle, cp. between the ship track and the

given in Noblesse (1983) predicted a sharp peak in the

tangent to the ship mean waterline in the region of flare

value of the amplitude of the divergent waves at an angle

and the corresponding

wa\e-peak" angle a in the

from the track of the ship equal to approximately half

Kelsin wake is obtained. For instance, this relationship

the bow entrance angle. This numerical result of Scragg

predicts the occurrence of a sharp peak in wave

%as confirmed by Barnell and Noblesse (1986) who also

amplitude at an angle a in the Kelvin wake equal to 14'

found that the peak in the amplitude of the divergent

for a hull having a small region of flare within which the
ssatcrline-tangent an
(p is approximately equal to either

%vaves becomes sharper as the value of the Froude

30 or 74'

.

This theoretical result may explait

number decreases, and thus suggested that the occurrence

the bright

of a sharp peak in the amplitude of the far-field Kelvin

returns that have sometimes been observed in SAR
images of ship wakes at angles smaller than the Kelvin-

wases was a large-flare low-Froude-number feature.
The numerical studies of Scragg and of Barnell

cusp angle. The low-Froude-number asymptotic analysis

and Noblesse are based on t,,o simple approximations to

of the Neumann-Kelvin theory presented in this study

the far-field wave-amplitude function, namely the Michell

also predicts that the wave-resistance coefticient is OF 21,
\%here F is the Froude number, for a ship form with a

thin-ship approximation for which no peak was found
and the zeroth-order slender-ship approximation which

region of flare, O(F4 ) for a ship form that is wall sided

exhibited a peak as was already noted, so that it is not

everywhere and has either a bow or a stern (or both) that

clear from these studies whether a more realistic

is neither cusped nor round, and O(F 6) for a wall-sided

mathematical model for the far-field wave-amplitude

ship form with both bow and stern that are either cusped

function, such as that provided by the Neumann-Kelhin

or round.

theory, would also predict the occurrence of peaks in the
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amplitude of the far-field Kelvin waves. Furthermore, the

mean waterline. These are the bow and the stern, on one

numerical results obtained by Scragg and by Barnell and
Noblesse correspond to a particular ship form and thus

hand, and (usually but not always) one (or several)
point(s) of stationary phase. Indeed, the number of these

provide little physical insight into the origin of the
predicted peak in the amplitude of the far-field Kelvin

points of stationary phase, and their position on the
waterline, depend on the value of t and on the shape of

waves, specifically the manner in which such a peak is
related to the shape of the ship hull.

the waterline. The first two terms in the low-Froudenumber asymptotic expansions for the contributions KB.S

A complementary analytical study of the low-

of the bow and stern and the contributions K, of the

Froude-number limit of the Neumann-Kelvin theory for

points of stationary phase in equation (50) are given by

an arbitrary ship form is thus presented here. This

equations (51)-(55) and (59)-(621, respectively. The

asymptotic analysis of the Neumann-Kelvin theory
provides a simple analytical relationship between a shiphull form and its steady far-field Kelvin wake. In

second-order terms in these asymptotic expansions are
defined by complex expressions. However, the first-order
terms provide simple approximations defined explicitly in

particular, this relationship predicts the occurrence of a
sharp peak in the amplitude of the waves in the far-field

terms of the geometrical characteristics of the hull and
the velocity component., in the tangential directions tand

Kelvin wake at an angle, a, from the ship track that is

n x t to the hull (see Figure 2).In particular, these low-

smaller than the Kelvin-cusp angle of 1901/2 for a hull
form which has a small region of flare and is wall sided

Froude-number asymptotic expansions show that the
contributions KB and KS of the bos and stern are 011

elsewhere, if the value of the Froude number is
sufficiently small. A simple explici! relationship between
the angle, o, between the ship track and the tangent to
the ship mean waterline in the region of flare and the

except if the boss or stern is cusped or round, in which
case we have KB.S
O(F2). The contribution of a given
point of stationary phase is Q( I F), and thus is
dominant, if the hull has flare at this point: otherwise,

corresponding wave-peak angle a in the Kelvin wake is

that is if the hull is wall sided at the point of stationar%

given and depicted in Figure 3b. For instance, this figure

phase, its contribution is O(F). The low-Froude-number

predicts the occurrence of a sharp peak in the amplitude

approximation (50) also shoks that ,se have Kit) =

of the divergent or transverse waves at an angle a in the

01 t31) as t

Kelvin wake equal to 140 for a hull having a small region

value of the Froude number.

of flare within which the waterline-tangent angle ,pis
approximately equal to 30' or 74°, respectively. This

The latter result implies that the lines along which
the steepness of the short divergent waves in the far-field

analytical result may explain the bright returns that have

Kelvin wake takes given large values, say 1 '7and 1/15,

sometimes been observed in SAR images of ship wakes

are parallel to the ship track, as was found in Figure 21
of Barnell and Noblesse (1986) by using the Michell thin-

at angles smaller than the Kelvin-cusp angle.
The low-Froude-number asymptotic analysis of the

o. In fact, this result is salid for any

ship approximation for a simple ship form. The

Neumann-Kelvin theory presented in this study also

Neumann-Kelvin theory therefore predicts that the far-

predicts that the wave-resistance coefficient is O(F2 ),

field Kelvin wake contains three distinct regions: (i)
a

where F is the Froude number, for a ship form with a
region of flare, O(F4 ) for a ship form that is wall sided

narrow constant-ssidth inner region bordering the track
of the ship where no divergent gravity waves can exist.

evervwhere and has either a bow or a stern (or both) that

(iil an outer region where the usual transverse and

are neither cusped nor round, and 0(F 6 ) for a wall-sided

divergent waves are present, and (iii) an intermediate

ship form with both bow and stern that are either cusped

region at the boundary between the inner and outer

or round.

regions where short steep divergent waves can be found.

More precisely, the low-Froude-number asymptotic

In reality, surface tension and possibly also viscosity

ipproximation (50) to the far-field wave-amplitude
function K(t) shows that the main contributions to the

must evidently be taken into account in the vicinity of
the track of the ship.

function KIt) stem from several particular points on the
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2. STATIONARY-PHASE APPROXIMATION TO
THE FAR-FIELD KELVIN WAKE
The far-field Kelvin wake may be conveniently

with 0 4 a < tan-'(2

3

2

,

1928,

where t,(a) are the values of t for which the phasefunction 06 (t;a) is stationary, G,(a) = 0 (t,;a)

analyzed in terms of the nondimensional far-field
2
coordinates (jr,4) = (X,Y,Z) g/U , where g is the

represents the corresponding values of the phase-function

gravitational acceleration, U is the speed of advance of

0 (t;a), and A±(a) is the function defined as A±(a) =

the ship, and (X,Y,Z) are dimensional coordinates. The
mean free surface is taken as the plane Z = 0, with the

2
2
(2/n)1 (l + t_2)' /[T@0(t_;a)J]"
G,(a) and A(a) are given by

: axis

t,(a)

pointing upwards, and the 4 axis is chosen along

[I±(l - 8o2)'2]/4o,

=

pointing towards the bow. The origin of the system of
A_(a)

2
4n' 203 2(1-80
)1 4

Noblesse (1986) yield the following expression for the
elevation of the free surface at a sufficiently large

2 dt,

(9)

where we have
o = tana

distance behind the ship, such that nonlinearities may be
neglected:
2
) K(t) (I+ t )1

(8)

+ 402-(l - 802)1 21342 1 4

=1

Equations (4), (3a), (7) and (8) in Barnell and

+E

(7)

11+ 4o2_(, - 8)I21'21"/21 28o,

coordinates is placed within the ship.

(E.

. The functions t±(a),

2
e,(a) =[3--(l - 8o)i ]

the track of the ship, that is in the ship centerplane, and

ni(4.r) = Re]

2

(10)

as is given by equation (5).

(1)

The far-field asymptotic approximation (6) shows

where K(t) is the far-field wave-amplitude function and
E. is the exponential function defined as

that the wave pattern at any point (4,o), with 4 << - I
'
and 0 < a < 19'28 , consists in two elementary plane

E (t;4,ol = exp [i 0±(t;o)],
(2)
with the phase-function 8 and the parameter a defined

progressive waves, so-called transverse and divergent
waves, as is most well known. The wavelengths A, and
the directions of propagation L, measured from the

as

track of the ship, of the transverse (A,0
wo)

=

(;ot(l

+t

21

L2

a : ! (- ).

_) and

) waves at an angle a from the track of

(3)

divergent (A_ ,fl

(4)

the ship are given by
21 216o2,[37(l - 802)1 2]

()
For a ship with port- and starboard-symmetry, as is
considered here, the Kelvin wake is symmetric about the

I14o2±(1-8o2)I 21 2,

ship track n - 0. We may then restrict the analysis of

0((a) - cos

the Kelin wake to the quadrant rl >_0, 4 < 0 and
assume a >_0.Let a be the angle between the track of

\e

'121 22

2
[1 4o ,(]

(111
2).

- 8 o2)1

(12)

have
2n ) 2 3 >i A ,i2n I 0 and

1 />,A

(IS)

the ship and the line joining the origin of the system of
0 < j3-<

coordinates to the observation point (4,rl). We thus have
a

3

' 2) a, 35c 16 - <

(14)

< 90-.

Equation (6) shows that the amplitudes of the
transverse and divergent waves ,in the
(- Kelvin
2a wake are
asmttclyeultoA
s4-)
±~_'(
eqa oA
asmttial
The steepnesses, say s_, of these waves then are given by

(5)

.

tan -

sin - '1

A far-field asymptotic approximation, valid as
-oto the wave integral (1) may be obtained by
ipplying the method of stationary phase, as is well

s,

A, K(tl/Q(

)i 2 We then have

known. The result of this classical asymptotic analysis
as 4

may be found in Barnell and Noblesse (1986), for

( _)- s,(4.a) -. S_ K(t)

instance. Specifically, equations (28), (24a), (20b), (25a-d)

where the functions SJa) are defined as S,(a)
A(a)/A(a). Equations (9) and (11) then yield

and (26a-d) in this reference yield

{A K(t
+

A, K(t

S,(a) = 13.-(l

- Re

4 )i 2%4(.)

)exp [i( 0
0)

exp i(e,

-n/4)1
+n/4)1} as

(I5

-,5,

[I+4o2±(-

4

-

,

(6)
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- 80

8 0 2)1

2)i 21 [I-

4o2±(l -802)!

213 4/21 464n

211 2

201 2(1 -802)1

4,

(16)

2

Equations (7), (8), (9), (10) and (16) show that we
have
t = 0,

_

= (2/n)t 2

= 1,A

(17a,b,c)

3/ 2

for a = 0,
and S_ = 1/21/2t
t,"- 1/2a, @ ,-1/4a, A '- l/2rrl'2a3, 2
and S+"

1!161T32a

1"21 2 and 0,

7

(18a~b,c)

3(S,2)

2/4

1.2-

(18d)

2 as a -0,
-

1.6-

(17d)

(19a,b)

'

for a = tan '(1/23 2) , 19'28 ,
',- rt' 261 4(l _8o2)1 4 and

A,
S,

3

'

as a

9/4n 261 4(1-802)1

4

0.8
9

(1 c)

0.4-

(19d)

t

tan- (1/23 2).

The stationary-phase values t_(a), the phase-functions

S_

0

0,(a). the amplitude-functions A (a) and the steepnessfunctions S_(a) are depicted in Figures la and Ib,which

30

0

60

90

a

correspond to the transverse and divergent waves,
respectively.

120 150

180

3W

Fig. la - The Stationar-Phdtse Value t_(a), the PhaseFunction e (a). the Amplitude-Function A (a) and
the Steepness-Function S -(a) Corresponding to the

It may be seen from these figures and from
equations (19c) and 119d) that the amplitude-functions

Transverse Waves in the Kehin Wake

A,(a) and the steepness-functions S_(a) are singular at
the Kelvin cusp line o2 = 1 8, a = tan - '(123 2)L

6

1928', in accordance with the well-kno\Nn fact that the

S+

5-

asymptotic approximation (6) is not uniformly valid at
the boundary of the Kelvin wake. A complementary
asymptotic approximation, expressed in terms of Aity
functions, valid at and near the Kelvin cusp line is given

4-

in Ursell (1960) for the particular case of the Kehin ,ave

A

pattern due to a concentrated pressure point at the free

3-

surface. However, Ursell's moc complex asymptotic
approximation will not be considered here because the
simple asymptotic approximation (6) is little affected by

2-

the weak singularity (I- 8a2) -14 for points (Q,a) inside
the Kelvin wake and not too near the cusp line a "-

1

+

19'28', in which we are mostly interested in this study.
Equation (11)yields
A

8ara

2

as a - 0.

(20)

This approximation and the approximation (18b) show
that there are an infinite number of divergent waves with

60

90

120

150

180

O.
Fig. lb

indefinitely shorter wavelength in the vicinity of the track
of the ship, as is well known. It may be seen from

-

The Stationary-Phase Value t (a), the Phase-

Function e . (a) the Amplitude-Function A +(a) and
the Steepness-Function S. (a) Corresponding to the
Divergent Waves in the Kelvin Wake

Figure Ib and equations (18a.c,d) that the stationaryphase value t (a), the amplitude-function A (a) and the
steepness-function S (a) are unbounded in the limit a

A, -(2,n)t

0. Equations (18a,c,d) yield

S
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30

00

--t

2t+3 2 and
2/21

2

2 as

(21a)
,.

(21b)

as is shown in Noblesse (1983). In this equation, F is the

Equations (21a) and (6) show that the amplitude of the
2

divergent waves, given by A.. IK(t+)1/(-1)1/ , vanishes

Froude number defined as

at the track of the ship if we have

F = U/(gL)' '2,

t3-2K(t) - 0 as t-

v is its inverse, that is

(22)

o.

(27)

Furthermore, it is shown in Barnell and Noblesse (1986)
that the asymptotic approximation (6) is uniformly valid

v= I/F,

(28)

' is defined as

at the track of the ship if condition (22) is verified. It
may be seen from equations (21b) and (15) that the

p

steepness of the divergent waves, given by

and E, represents the exponential function

2
(I + t )] 2,

=

(29)

) '2, is unbounded at the track of the

S +K(t +)!/(-

exp [- iv2 p(xxty).

Both conditions (22) and (23) can be satisfied

(30)
Furthermore, c and h represent the positive halves of the
mean waterline and of the mean wetted-hull surface,
respectively. The unit vector tangent to c and pointing

simultaneously if we have

towards the bow is denoted bvT(tt0), and -"(n,.n,.n

E±

ship if we have
t7

2

as t -.

'iK)1

Kit)

'

(23)

1,t as t

- with 3/2 < p < 7/2.

-

=

is the unit vector normal to h and pointing into the

(24)

In summary, the asymptotic approximation (6)
expresses the far-field wave pattern cf a ship at a point

water, as is indicated in Figure 2. The term n, is defined
as

(Z.a),with 4<< -1 and0 <a< 1928', as the sum ofa
transverse wave and a divergent wave. The phase
40_(a)±n< 4 of these two waves are defined explicitly in

n

=

n

-n,

(31)

i(n,±tn\)!p.

f

t
C

terms of 4 and a: and their amplitudes
A-a)K(t)ir( _ 4)t 2 are given by the product of the
functions A(a),'( - )1 2, which are also defined

Xt

explicitly in terms of 4 and a. and the far-field saveanmplitude function K~t.,(a)J, vhich depends on the speed
of the ship. The far-field
Froude number) and the shape

X

h

for aSymmetry
Single-Hull Ship ,ith
Figure 2 - Definition
Port and Sketch
Starboard

Also, dl and da represent the differential elements of arc

sase-amplitude function is now considered.

length of c and of area of h, respectively. Finall,
3. BASIC EXPRESSIONS FOR THE FAR-FIELD
WAVE-AMPLITUDE FUNCTION
The far-field wav6e-amplitude function K(t) may be

0 = t(x) represents the nondimensional disturbance
potential , = ¢/UL at the integration point x'on c or h,
0 represents the derivative of 4 in the direction of the

conveniently defined in terms of the nondimensional

tangent vector Tto c and

near-field coordinates (xy,z) = (X,Y,Z),L, where L is

direction of the vector 6xT which is tangent to h and

the length of the ship. In the Neumann-Kelvin theory,
the function K(t) is given by the sum of an integral

pointing downwards as is shown in Figure 2.
Equations (25) and (26) express the far-field wave-

around the mean waterline of the ship and an integral

amplitude function Kit) in terms of the \alue of the

oser the mean wetted-hull surface. Specifically, for a

Froude numbet and the form of the mean wetted-hull

ship with port and starboard symmetry, as is considered
here, the function K(t) may be expressed in the form

surface, as was noted previously. More precisel,

K(t) = K , (t)

'-

equation (26) expresses the function K.(t) as the sum of
a line integral around the mean waterline and a surface

(25)

K _ (t),

integral over the mean wetted-hull surface of the ship.
Furthermore, these integrals involve the disturbance
velocity potential 4 in their integrands. The relationship

%%here the functions K. are given by
Fs2K.(t)

=

f

E(n

2
5

X

, t +1 -ntyd
+

+

"v2 pi')t5 dl

2
+ v2f exp(v p'z)E,(n, + v'p on,) da,

between the far-field wave pattern of a ship and its form

(26)
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is the derivatise of 4 in the

and speed thus is a complex one, which offers little

the Laplace method for approximating the hull-surface

physical insight. However, analytical approximations for

integral in equation (26), and combining the resulting

the waterline and the hull integrals in equation (26) can

waterline integral with that already present in equation

be obtained in the limiting case when the value of the

(26), we may obtain

Froude number is sufficiently small. This low-Froude-

transformations

number asymptotic approximation for the function K(t)

approximation for the function K(t):

is now obtained.

'" 2f sE
k
Kkt) - iq
J(Eta

-

after lengthy algebraic

the following low-Froude-number

-

a,+E0-a
iE)a

B

dAasF-0,
Aa F-,

(35,
15

where we have

4. LOW-FROUDE-NUMBER LAPLACE
APPROXIMATION TO THE FAR-FIELD WAVEAMPLITUDE FUNCTION IN TERMS OF A
WATERLINE INTEGRAL

2

1/(1t ) -,
q = I/p
Eo± isthe exponential function

(36)

2
= exp[-iv p(xo_'-tYo)j,

(37)

For large values of v = I/F, or more generally of
±

2
vp, the exponential function exp(vp z) in the hull-

E

surface integral in equation (26) vanishes rapidly for

and a. is the amplitude function

negative values of z. Therefore, only the upper part of

a,

the mean-wetted hull surface h yields a significant
contribution in the low-Froude-number limit. More

where u- is defined as

precisely, the null-surface integral can be approximated

u

by a line integral around the mean waterline c.

and the functions a,

u~a(-+, F'q-(u) )a,- +O0(F4 ),

= 1.[1

Furthermore, this integral can be combined with the
waterline integral in equation (26). The analysis is

-iq(x

1±ty1

(38)

(39)

)),
and a,±are now defined

The first-order amplitude function a,± is given by

presented in detail in Noblesse (1986a) and is briefly
summarized below.

a1 -

2
Y0 '+A/(I 42)+ 2q(xO'±ty' )(u,) B,+ 0
uD_,+(I +-2)+ ip(v 1 0 -y 0 +)
C

(40)

The mean waterline is represented by the
where we have

parametric equations

I

(32ab)

X = x 0 A)and y = vo,(A).

=

,Ahere the parameter Avaries between its boss and stern

with u defined as

values, that is

u = (Xo')2

A

In the vicinity of the mean free surface, the hull surface

A,

Y = y0(l)

where A

-

<

--

z2x,(A) + -

z y)+
(A)+ zy2(k) -. m
A<

As and z < 0.

The velocity potential

= [(I + py0 '/u)(I - pyo' 'u) -j2]
'
+ i(py 0 '/u)[ y j(X0 ' tY0 )u

is represented by the parametric equations
x = X((A) + z X)

(42)

(yo)2] 2,

and the coefficients A., B,, C, and D, are defined as

(320

As5.*

(41)

(Yo'Xl-X 0o )/u.

(33a)

(43a)

E],

(43b)

B_ = q(y,-tx,) ,- i(ylx,-xlY),

(33b)

C,

2

= [(zt - p x0 yo ,u/)
2

(py 0 ,/u) 2f(xix-, y0y,)/u(l _E )j

(33c)

.(Az)
on the hull surface in the

[p0x

u - (py
0 '/u

(X x0 '+ yly 0 ) /u (l

E2)],

43c)

vicinity of the plane z = 0 likewise is expressed in the
D,

form
=

2

o(A) + z +I(A) + z

2(A)+ ..

=

[(x o' ±ty0 ' )/u][(1 + E2)(yliqt)u, + i(pyo ' 'u)ry 1j
-

((py4'/u)(py)'U
3.4.

Differentiation of the functions Xn(.). yn(At). *n(A) with

b

(43d)

iF).

The second-order amplitude function aI is given

respect to the parameter Ais denoted by the

a,-

superscript ';thus, we have xi = dxo(A)/dA.
By using the foregoing parametric representations

2m0
= - y1
2
±
+ 6i(u_) f 0(ml±y2 + mo±yl )+
3

- 12(u ) +0m 0±(Y 2 -),

for the hull surface and the velocity potential, applying
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±

mo y2

(44)

where we have
y

=

range, that is from the bow and the stern. This
stationary-phase analysis is presented in detail in
(1986b) and only its results are given here. We
Noblesse
hv
have

(45)

q(xn+ttyn),
ta -4-iq(yn' ZtXn').

(46)

with

K(t) "-iq 3(K 9- KS-

PO0= Eu,

(47a)

P1 = xly1' -ylX1 ' + 2(x2y0 ' -Y 2x0'),

(47b)

W2

=

xly 2 ' -YlX2'

+

the contribution of a point where the phase of the
±
exponential function EO is stationary, that is where we
have y0 '/( -x,') = ±1/it or dy 0/dx 0 = z-l/t; the

(47c)

summation in the asymptotic approximation (50) is

In the particular case when the phase of the
±
exponential function E0 is stationary, that is at a point

extended over all such points of stationary phase on the
mean waterline c. The expressions for the contributions

0
(xoYo,) where we have xo'±tyo ' = 0,the first-order
±
amplitude function a, takes the form

sy 0 ±[+(PYl'it)

at:

ip(y1 dn' -yo()1

of the bow and stern KBS and of the points of
stationary phase K. are given below.
The contribution KB,S of the bow or stern may be

Zudt]i(lis)
if xo'±ty 0 ' = 0.

(50)

where KB and Ks correspond to the contributions of the
bow and the stern, respectively, and K. corresponds to

2(x2 yl' -y2x 1 ')

+ 3(x3y0 ' -y 3Xo').

K.) as F - 0,

(48)

expressed in the form

Furthermore, if the hull surface intersects the plane z = 0

KB's

orthogonally at a point of stationary phase we have

where x5 5s is the abscissa of the bow or stern and the

a,- = i F-pV0 ' 8 dox
if x('±ty 0 '= 0 and n

2
=

0,

=

AB,sexp( - ivpxB.s),

(51)

amplitude-function AB,S is given by
+O(F 4 );
+
iFq A -A,
A 8 = 2nA
~

(49)

and the amplitude function a_ then is or order F-.

(52)

in this expression, the functions At and AJ are defined

The low-Froude-number asymptotic approximation

by the equations

to the far-field wave-amplitude function K(t) given by the

n\ -iqn)A = n\n[l - ipn,(n\ iqn,). (I

waterline integral (35) is considerably simpler than the
exact expression (26), which involves both a waterline

+t

integral and a hull-surface integral; and the approximate

and

n2- p2n2)]

2
2
-n, +ipnxn,),(l - n, -p2n\
j-ipnxttod(I

A,= (ua 1

expression (35) is well suited for efficient numerical

-

e,')

2

(53)

2

+ iq( i_) a,

(54)

evaluation. However. expression (35) can be simplified by
applying the method of stationary phase, which takes

where the superscript ' denotes differentiation with

advantage of the rapid oscillations of the exponential

respect to the parameter A, the functions u., a, and a,'

function Eo± given by equation (37) in the low-Froudeo or more generally in the limi!
number limit v

are defined by equations (39), (40) and (44), respectively,
and the function 0- is defined as

vp - -. This stationary-phase approximation is now

e

obtained.

=

x0 _+ty
0.

(55)

Expression (54) for the second-order amplitudefunction A,- is a complex one. However, equation (53)

5. LOW-FROUDE-NUMBER STATIONARY-PHASE
APPROXIMATION TO THE FAR-FIELD WAVEAMPLITUDE FUNCTION
The method of stationary phase indicates that the

defines the first-order amplitude finction A, explicitly in
terms of the value oft, p = (I+t2)t '2 and q = I p,the
geometrical characteristics of the hull at the bow or

major contributions to the integral (35) in the limit when

stern, namely the unit vector t(tx,ty,0) tangent to the

the exponential functions E0 - are rapidly oscillating, that
is if v
or more generally vp
. stem from points

mean waterline and the unit vector Hi(nxn,,n,) normal
to the hull, and the components +, and d of the velocity

where the phases of these exponential functions are

vector in the directions of the unit vectors rand 'xT

stationary, that is from points where we have x0 '±ty 0 '

tangent to the hull. Equation (52) shows that the first-

=

0, and from the end points A. and As of the integration

order approximation to the amplitude-function AB.S.
157

given by 2nAt, vanishes if n= 0, that is if the

The expression for the second-order amplitude-

waterline has a cusp at the bow or stern. Equation (53)

function A,' is a complex one. However, equation (60)

shows that the first-order approximation to the function
ABS also vanishes if the bow or stern is round, since we

and the first-order approximation to the amplitude
function, namely

then have ny = 0 and

A,

=

-

v = 0 by symmetry. It

may thus be seen that the contribution of the bow or
stern to the far-field wave-amplitude function K(t) is of
2

order F if

n
x

O(F 2 ) if n, = 0 or n, = 0

(I

-

n. 2)'

2

(n~t, + +d) +0(F),

(63)

provide a simple explicit expression for the stationaryphase contribution K-+in terms of the geometric

= 0 or n, = 0 at the bow or stern,

characteristics of the hull and the downward tangential
derivative +d of the potential at the point of stationary
phase. In the particular case when the hull surface is

respectively: that is,we have
KB.S

=

(56)

at the bow or stern. In the particular case when the hull

vertical at the point of stationary phase we have n. = 0

surface is vertical at the bow or stern we have n, = 0

and equation (63) becomes

and equation (53) becomes

A_ =
2

A[ = t,--ipt\+

2

/(I- p t\ ) if n. = 0,

At = t - +t

(F ) if n,

(58)

0

The contribution K, of a point of the mean

K_

= 0.

(65)

=

0(F) if n,

=

0.

(66)

On the other hand, equations (60) and (63) sho, that ,ke
have

(59)

-Tl't.

(64)

contribution at a point (x0 ,Y'
0 ) of c where the hull is
vertical is of order F. that is we have

waterline c where the phase of the exponential function
E0± is stationary, that is where we have
=

= 0,

Equation (60) then shows that the stationary-phase

as is indicated by the free-surface boundary condition
F2O(F2)"

dY~idx 0

2

= O(F ) if n,

A,
2

if n,

which yields

(57)

which yields
+ O

- +, + O(F-)

Kd

= O(I/F) if n, *

0.

(67)

may be expressed in the form
The stationary-phase contribution at a point Ahere the
has flare thus is dominant in the zero-Froude-

K_K-= :tv(2nr)l 2A,
Ahull
exp [;J:i(yot, - xot,)/
t,2+ i~r/4],

(60)

number limit.
The summation in equation (50) is extended to all

where r is the radius of curvature of c at the point of
stationary phase (xoy 0 )r. is equal to

-

I or

-

the points of the mean waterline c where the phase of
the exponential function Eo- or the function E0 - is

I if the

center of curvature of c at the point (x0 ,yo) is upstream

stationary, that is the points where the slope d/dxo of
c is equal to - I /tor + Ilt, respectively. The number of
stationary points, and their position along the waterline.

respectively, and the
or downstream from (x ,Yo),
0
amplitude-function A, is given by
z
in this expression, the second order amplitude-function

depend on the value of t and on the shape of c. For
instance, for the simple case of a hull with waterline

A,± is defined by the equation

consisting of a sharp-ended parabolic bow region 1.4 <

±2[(x0)2

±

(yo)211/2A2

=

x < 1/2 defin-d by the equation y = 4bx(l -2x). where
b denotes the ship's beam/length ratio, a straight parallel
midbody region - 1/4 < x 4 1/4, and a round-ended

[(u.al±)/,j'

+ 2iq(u,) 2a 2 ',

elliptic stern region - 1/2 < x < - 1/4 defined by the

(62)

equation y = b[ - 2x(l + 2x)J i 2 there is one point of
stationary phase2 2in the
stern region given by x =
- [I + I/(I
+4b t )l' 2]/4, so that we have - 1/2 < x <

where the superscript ' denotes differentiation with
-

respect to the parameter .Aand the functions u, a , a2
and 0. are given by equations (39), (40), (44) and (55),
respe'tively.

-

1/4 forO0

- 1/4 as t
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t
.

oo with x -- -

1/2 as

t -0

and x-

and one point of stationary phase
in the

bow region given by x = (1 + l/4bt)/4 for I/4b e t 4

region, the range of values of t for which K(t)

-, so that we have 1/2 > x > 1/4 for I/4b 4 t 4

-

is also small. The far-field wave-amplitude function K(t)

-. We

can then exhibit a sharp peak for some value of t in the

with x -

1/2 as t -

l/4b and x -

1/4 as t -

=

O(l/F)

thus have one point of stationary phase in the stern

low-Froude-number limit. In fact, several isolated peaks

region for 0 4 t < l/4b and two points of stationary

of the function K(t) can exist if the hull form has severa

phase, one in the stern region and one in the bow region,
for l/4b 4 t 4 -. The two points of stationary phase

distinct regions of flare within which the slope of the

approach the shoulders x
t-

waterline varies gradually.
It should be noted that the result K(t) = O(I/F)

±_+1/4, where dy/dx = 0, as

00.

for values of t for which the hull has flare at the

corresponding points of stationary phase does not imply

The asymptotic approximation (50) and equations
(51)-(58) and (59)-(67) defining the contributions of the
bow and stern and of the stationary-phase point(s) on

that the corresponding free-surface elevation becomes
unbounded in the zero-Froude-number limit F = 0.

the waterline, respectively, show that the low-Froude-

Indeed, the asymptotic approximation (6), where we have

number behavior of the far-field wave-amplitude

2
(L) = (X,Z)g/U , then yields Zg/U

O{1/(- X/L)

function is strongly influenced by the shape of the hull in

'2

2

j as F - 0 and -X/L

= O[I/F(-4)1 21
2

o. The freet

the vicinity of the waterline. More precisely, for a value

surface elevation Z thus is of order (U ig)/( - X/L) 2 as

of t for which there is one (or more) point of stationary

F -

phase on the mean waterline where the hull has flare, the

t
the corresponding wave steepness s is O[1/( - X/L) 2].

0 and - X/L -

-,

and equation (15) shows that

For values of t for which K(t) = 0(1) it is seen that
2
Zg/U and s are O[F/( - X/L)t 21as F - 0 and - X 'L

contribution of this stationary-phase point dominates the
contribution of the bow and stern and is of order I/F.
that is we have K(t) = O(I/F). On the other hand, for a

0.
It should also be noted that the asymptotic

value of t for which either there corresponds no point of
stationary phase or the hull has no flare at the point(s)

approximation (51)-(05) for the contribution of the bow

of stationary phase, the dominant contribution stems
from the bow and stern, and it is of order 1, that is we

and stern is not uniformly valid for the values of t for
which the bow or the stern is a point of stationary

then have K(t) = O(). However, if n\ = 0 or n, = 0

phase, that is for which the waterline slope dv0idx 0 at

at both the bow and the stern, that is if the bow and the
stern are either cusped or round, their contribution is

the bow or the stern is equal to - I/t or l/t,
respectively. Indeed, it may be shown that we have

O(F 2) and the contribution of the stationary-phase

2
I - nz
2 - p n\

point(s), which is O(F) if there is no flare (as is assumed

0 at a point of stationary phase, so
that the first-order approximation to the amplitude

here), is dominant: so that we then have K(t) = O(F).
For a ship form :hat is everywhere wall sided, the

functions AB.S given by equation (53) becomes
unbounded. The asymptotic approximation (60)-(62) for

contribution of the bow and stern is dominant for all
values of t,and we have K(t) = 0(1) for 0 4 t < -. On

the contribution of a point of stationary phase likewise is
not uniformly valid at a stationary-phase point where the

the other hand, for a hull form that has flare over a

waterline has an inflexion point. Indeed, the radius of

portion of the waterline and is wall sided elsewhere, the

curvature r at such an inflexion point is infinite and

contribution of the bow and stern is dominant, and 0(1),

equation (60) yields an unbounded contribution K.

only for those values of t for which the corresponding

Asymptotic approximations valid for these special cases

points of stationary phase fall outside the range of flare:
for the range of values of t for which the corresponding

may easily be obtained and are given in Noblesse
(1986b). It will only be noted here that the far-field

points of stationary phase are within the range of flare,

wave-amplitude function K(t) for a hull form having

=

the contribution of these stationary-phase points is

flare at a point where the waterline has an inflexion may

dominant, of order I/F. In this instance, the function
K(t) is O(I/F) for a range of values of t (corresponding

be expected to exhibit a particularly pronounced peak at
the value of t corresponding to the inflexion point since
4 3
we have K(t) = OGI/F ' ) as F

to the region of flare) and 0(I) for other values to t. If
the region of flare is of small extent, and the slope

value of t.

dy/dx of the waterline does not vary widely within that
159

-

0 for this particular

6. CONCLUSION: HULL FORM AND KELVINWAKE FEATURES
approximation to
The classical far-field asymptotic

Let co denote the angle between the tangent to the
mean waterline and the track of the ship, that is sse hase

the Kelvin wake, obtained in section 2 by applying the
method of stationary phase, and the low-Froude-number

tan cp =

asymptotic approximation to the far-field wave-amplitude

stationary values t, (a) and t- (a) associated with a gt'.en

(691

a< n/2.
dy 0 /dx 0' and 0 4 cp

Equations (68), (69), (7) and (10) then shos that the

function, obtained in sections 4 and 5 by successively

value of a are defined by the equation

using the Laplace method and the method of stationary

tpa)

phase, provide a simple analytical relationship between

where a

the hull shape, on one hand, and the waves it generates.
on the other hand. This explicit relationship between the
wavemaker and its waves is summarized below,

(70) thus defines the number of stationary points and
their position on the waterline corresponding to an\

The far-field asymptotic approximation to the
Kelvin wake (6) shows that at any point (Qa), with 4 =

given angle a inside the Kelvin wake. In particular,
equation (70) yields

Xg/U

2

<< - I and 0 4 a <tan

t(2- 3 2)

19'28, the

0

wave field consists in two plane progressive waves __ a
transverse wave and a divergent wave __

and

tan
=

140/[l±(l -8o2)1 211

t70)

tan0,. For a given waterline shape. equation

4 tan - (2' 2) !-,,p 54044' 4 p _ < 900
'p

-x 2a, cp

",

r/2 - a as a - 0.

(71)

(72a,b)

with

Points of the waterline with slope betwseen 0 and 54-44'
thus contribute mostly to the system of divergent \&aves

and A_ propagating at angles (3 and
from the track of the ship, respectively. The

wavelengths A
f.

=

'
while waterline slopes between 54044 and 900 mostl.

wavelengths A_ and the propagation angles 3 depend on
the angle from the ship track a alone, that is A. and (_

contribute to the transverse waves.

are independent of the hull shape and size, as is well
known. Specifically, the functions A,(a) and fl_(al are

Equations (10), (11), (12) and (70) define the wavelengths A-. the wave-propagation angles 3 and the

defined by equations (10), (11) and (12). At a given

osaterline-tangent angles cp_ corresponding to a given

downstream distance 4, the amplitudes of these vaves,

angle from the ship track a. The functions AQ)a), 3_a)
and 'p.(a) are depicted in Figure 3a, where the subscripts

on the other hand, are given by the product of the
functions A(a), defined by equation (9), and the far-

, to refer to the

T and D are used, instead of - and

field wave-amplitude function Kit) evaluated at the

transverse and divergent waves. respectively. The

stationary values t(a) gien b, equation (7). The

foregoing relationships between a and A,fl, COmay te
used for determining the angle from the ship track a, the

function K(t) depends on the hull shape and the Froude
number in a fairly complicated manner via an integral

wavelength A and the wave-propagation angle 3
corresponding to a given waterline-tangent angle (p.

over the mean wetted-hull surface and an integral around
the mean waterline, as is indicated by equation (26). A
iow-Froude-number asymptotic approximation to these

Specifically, we may obtain the remarkably simple
relations

integrals is obtained in sections 4 and 5.

a = tan -I [tanp/ (2 tan-cp)j,

The analytical approximation (50) shows that for a

A2'rr = sin' o and

(73)

= 77,2(.1?4a.b)

given value of t corresponding to a given value of a, as
is specified by equation (7), the main contributions to the

The functions a(cp), A(cp) and (3(cp)are depicted in Figure

function K(t\ stem from several particular points on the

3b. Alternatively, the foregoing relationships among Cp.a.

mean waterline. These are the bow and the stern, on one

A and

hand, and (usually but not always) one (or several)

3d, which depict the functions

point(s) of stationary phase. Indeed, the number of these

a(A). 3(k), respectively. These equivalent graphical

(

can be represented in the form of Figures 3c and

points of stationary phase and their position on the

representations show that we have

waterline, defined by the condition

0 4

-dY01dx 0

=

lit,

90'

160

..

'm m L

,a a

..

,.l l

tan - (2' 2) -, 54044 <'

T

900
9

0 < AD/2n < 2/3 < AT/ 2n 4 1,

(68)

depend on the shape of the waterline and the value of t.

A - .......... d

D

or(3),X(P3),
X(.3)and p(X).

> 3D > tan

1(2

t 2)

35o16

7

( 5a

)

(75h)
>

(3

> 0,

(75c)
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Fig. 3a - The Waterline-Tangent Angle p, the WavePropagation Angle 3 and the Wavelength Aas Functions
of the Angle From the Ship Track a; the Subscripts T
and D Refer to the Transverse and Divergent Waves,
Respectively.
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From the Ship Track a and the Wavelength . as
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Fig. 3d - The Waterline-Tangent Angle (p, the Angle
From the Ship Track a and the Wave-Propagation Angle
13as functions of the Wavelength .
O(F2 ). The contribution of a given
point of stationary phase is O(1/F), and thus is

where the subscripts D and T refer to the divergent and
transverse waves, respectively,

case we have KBS

The first two terms in the low-Froude-number

=

dominant, if the hull has flare at this point: otherwise,

asymptotic expansions for the contributions KBs of the

that is if the hull is wall sided at the point of stationary

bow and stern and the contributions K_ of the points of
stationary phase in equation (50) are given by equations
(5l)-(55) and (59)-(62). respectively. The second-order

phase, its contribution is O(F).

terms in these asymptotic expansions are defined by

dominant (assuming that they are not both either round

complex expressions. However, the first-order terms
provide simple approximations defined explicitly in terms

or cusped) for all values of the angle a from the ship
track, that is everywhere in the far-field Kelvin wake. On
the other hand, for a hull that has flare over a portion

Thus, for a ship form that is everywhere wall
sided, the contributions of the bow and stern are

of the geometrical characteristics of the hull and the
velocity components in the tangential directions iand

of the waterline and is wall sided elsewhere, the
contributions of the bow and stern are dominant, and
O(1), only for those angles a in the Kelvin wake for

6ixrto the hull. In particular, the low-Froude-number
asymptotic expansions given in section 5 show that the
contributions KB and Ks of the bow and stern are O(I)
except if the bow or stern is cusped or round, in which

which the corresponding points of stationary phase on
the waterline fall outside the region of flare; for the
161
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l,

.,a l nm ,.-

---

!
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range of values of a for which the corresponding point.

for the steepness of the short divergent waves in the

of stationary phase are within the range of flare, the

vicinity of the track of the ship. By using equations (4)

contribution of these stationary-phase points is

and (5), which yield a

dominant, of order I/F. In this instance, the amplitude

(78) we may obtain

of the waves in the far-field Kelvin wake is of order

s(

(U2/g)/( - Xi L) 2, as F -

0 and XiL -

)

I /,)

"., i/(-

2 as ry

) as a - 0, in equation

0.

-- , for the

range of values of a corresponding to the region of flare
l
2
and of order F(U /g)/( - X/L) 2 for values of a outside

Equation (79) thus shows that the lines along which the
steepness of the short divergent waves in the far-field

this range. If the region of flare is of small extent, and

Kelvin wake takes given large values, say s

the waterline-tangent angle (p does not vary widely within
that region, the corresponding range of values of the

1/15, are parallel to the ship track, as was found in
Figure 21 of Barnell and Noblesse (1986) by using the

angle a where the wave amplitude is an order of
magnitude larger than elsewhere is also small, and thus

Michell thin-ship approximation for a simple ship form.
The Neumann-Kelvin theory therefore predicts that the

= 1 7 and

appears as a peak for sufficiently small values of the

far-field Kelvin wake contains three distinct regions: (i) a

Froude number. This peak is particularly pronounced for
a hull with a small region of flare in the vicinity of an

narrow constant-width inner region bordering the track
of the ship where no divergent gravity waves can exist,
(ii) an outer region where the usual transverse and

inflexion point of the waterline.

divergent waves are present, and (iii) an intermediate
region at the boundary between the inner and outer

The lo-Froude-number asymptotic analysis of the
Neumann-Kelvin theory presented in this study thus
shows that the characteristics of the far-field Kelvin wake
strongly depend on the shape of the ship hull, notably

regions where short steep divergent waves can be found.
In reality, surface tension must evidently be taken into

the presence of flare and the shape of the waterline at

account in the vicinity of the track of the ship.

the bow and stern. This analysis also predicts that the
nondimensional \%ase-resistance coefficient R. QU2L2,
where U and L are the speed and the length of the ship
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is O(F ) for a ship form with a region ot flare. O(F ) for

a ship form that is Aall sided everywhere and has either
a boss or a stern (or both) that is neither cusped nor
6
round, and O(F ) for a %%all-sided ship form with both
ho~x and sternt that are either cusped or round.
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ABSTRACT

The most successful of the tested mixtures
were:

used extensively in water
been
Oil has
to indicate the flow on the surface of
tunnels
this
application of
The
blades.
propeller
a model basin is discussed and a
in
technique
specific test is described,

with 1.0 gm of white

makeup

or 0.5

luminous

gm of Day-Glo

orange

flow,
but
full coating was a better indicator
All three
of
possible blade loading problems.
It was
methods showed cross-flow.
application
important to apply the oil/indicator mixture as
If the oil layer was too
possible.
thinly as
yielded t,o
the
flow and
effected
it
thick
High quality artists'
distinguishable pattern.
A
as
applicators.
used
were
brushes
paint
Winsor
&
Newton
series 233 no. 2 was used to
apply
the dots and a series 397 no. 3 was used
for both striping and coating.
Ultra
violet
(black)
light
was used to
highlight the flow indicators for observat-on.

is
information
little
this technique, both
on
available
publically
are
results
experiment-l
and
technique
into two
divided
is
paper
The
presented.
Technique is discussed in section I
sections:
is discussed in
experiment
specific
the
and
very

section 2.

l.0

10 oil

to the blade
were applied
The
mixtures
(initial diameter not
dots
in
small
surface
(initial
stripes
.04
inches),
than
greater
greater than 0.25 inches), or whole
not
width
blade
coating.
It
was
importart
to use
different color indicators on opposite sides of
the
blade
to
show any cross-flow.
Both dots
and
stripes
indicated
laminer
or
turbulent

PREFACE

Since

SAE

theatrical
powder.

TECHNIQUE

the
flow patterns
observed under
Nearly
all
not
visible
under
either
black
light
were
It
was
or
fluorescent
light.
incandescent
propeller
under
possible
to
photograph
the
film.
All
the
with
normal
light
black
taken using
paper were
in
this
photographs
Ektachrome
asa
400 slide film and an exposure
time of two seconds at fg.

Test procedures in water tunnels require a
(which
controlled
spin-up
period
carefully
might last several minute-) followed by four to
five
minutes
of steady-state and a reciprocal
constant J during the
to
maintain
spin
down
Duplicating this procedure in
entire
process.
the U of M model basin was not desirable.
Even
with the relatively low pitch propellers tested
for
this
paper
(U
of M most commonly tests
propellers
with P/D<1.1) single run times were
each for spin-up and
seconds
to
ten
limited
spin-down
with sixty seconds of steady-state.
ising
up
a
pattern
Rather
than
building
multiple
runs, it was desirable to have a flow

2.0 FL/W OBSERVATION
2.1 The Propeller:

indicator
that
would
migrate
fully during a
single
run with a duration of sixty seconds or

with
performed
tests
were
Initial
A
propeller U of M 4U at J=0.50 (operating J).
of 1.28 E 5 at 600
number
propeller Reynolds
rpm
was typical of the operating condition for
Spin-ln/spin-down times
model propeller.
this

less.
The
flow indicator most successful in the
(SAE 50 oils with lampblack as a
tunnel
water
for use in a
viscous
too
much
was
pigment)
model
basin:
full
migration
could
not
be
It was
"built-up" runs.
even
with
achieved
to find a new flow indicqtor mixture
necessary
In model
technique
for use
and
application
hasins.

were best at 10 seconds each and a steady-state
60 seconds was
45
and
between
run
duration
Propeller U of M 40 was chosen for
acceptable.
flow observation test for three reasons.
the
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First, duringt a preliminary test in 1984 it was
observed that there was an anomolous flow
pattern on just one blade. The oil/indicator
did not migrate, it remained on the blade as an
it is typical of
Second,
indefinable smear.
modern merchant ship propellers which the SIlL
Third, U of M 40 was
tests fairly often.
manufactured for the SHL by the Ship Research
U of M 41 was
Insitute of Norway (NSFI);
plans by the China
manufactured to the same
Ship Scientific Research Center (CSSRC) but,
due to an error in conversion between inches
is twice as thick as it is
and centimeters,
supposed to be; U of M 42, also manufactured by
CSSRC, is supposed to be an exact duplicate of
40.
The only other differences
propeller
between these propellers is in the material and
the NSFI propeller is made of
surface finish:
the CSSRC
aluminum and has a matt finish;
propellers are made of pot metal and are highly
polished.
These differences are summarized in
Table I.

'ron No.

Fable
lanufacturer Thickness Ratio
- - -('<SCRI

12

CShIPl

The propellers were all tested using white
pigment on
the pressure surrace and orange
surface to allow
on
the suction
pigment
application
Three
indication of crossflow.
techniques were used:
small dots, stripes, and
full surface coating.
l
The smooth surface finish of propellers
and 42 required the use of SAE 20 oils with 2.,'
gm white and 1.n gm orange as indicators. Nn
the surface
attempt was made to correlate
flow
the performance of the
finish
with
indicator.

2.3 Test Results

Anomolous flow patterns shown on U of N A'
tests was caused by too
in the preliminary
thick a coating of oil on the blade surface.
this propeller drew
However, every blade of
pigment from the pressure side onto the
white
trailing edge of the suction side for about I5
oflade.
the chord over most of the 'ength of the

'laterial
n

~

I

2.2 Test Conditions:

t

halaeThere was one run (No. 6) where there was
the white pigment near the
only migration of
the suction side had
tip of the
blide, vet
white down the entire trailing edge.
The flow patterns appeared uimilar for all
The flow was turbulent ai
three propellers.
the essentially chordwise pattern co
ohown hv
indicator, however at about v52 chord aft
the

1 shows the onen water curves and
Fi gure
the particulars for all three
Table 2 gives
propeller models.

oin the suction side of the blade the flow moved
radially outward. The flow patterns are sh~wr
in
detail in Figures 2 through 4.
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2 shows the flow pat terns found ,Ti
1 Ar).
Figure
3 shows the flow patterns found cn
U of
1 -a2
(supposedly identical t,,
proneller
F gore
i

propeller ' of

• -.

Figure
shows the flow patterns found
propeller U of M 4l (double thickness)-
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N
Pae

I-i-I r
ofthis
lor< ur of '1
1, l and1 ii.

n

(II

1'>
l-5
"-
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n of Results:

The drawing of indicator fluid from the
suction
t
to the pressure side of the blade on
all the propellers indicates a large separation
of flow on the low pressure side of the blade.
The anomolous flow on run number h (prop U
o,t
M ml seems to indicate a flow pattern that
along the trailing edge
moves
radially inward
defies logic).
This was also suprising
because the propeller was operating well inside
its normal J range.
There are three major possible causes for
use of a wake adapted
separated flow:
the
propeller
in open water, poor design, and o
It was not possible to test
poor manlfacture.
in the behind
the
three propellers
any of
condition and the measuring equipment available
differencc
phvsical
not measure any
could

3

a
.ri

,,'

le'

between

IA-

propellers 40 and

42,

however with tw,'

propellers of
the same design but different
manufacture, it was felt that some inferrences
could be made. Examination of Figures 2 and 3
shows that
Chinese propeller (U of M 42) has
significantly less tendency to draw indicator
from the pressure to suction side of the blade
(it still draws some indicator). The effect of
thickness, as shown in Figure 4, is not great.
Propeller 41 has somewha more separation, but
generally exhibits the same patterns as 42.
All the propellers indic.ated separation on the
trailing edge, however the severity of the
separation
appears
dependent
on
th,
construction of the model propeller.
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3.0 CONCLUSIONS

The
use of
fluorescent dyes as
flow
indicators on propeller blades can be a useful
tool in the model basin as well as in the water
tunnel.
Attention must be paid to maintaining
constant
J
during spin-up/spin-down.
The
actual oil/indicator mixture will probably vary
widely from tank to tank. In general, for test
runs of short duration, oil weights not greater
than SAE 20 are desirable. The oil viscosity
used
appears
dependent
on ambient water
temperature (the
temperature during our tests
was 71!
F).
Black light and fluorescent dyes
make the flow patterns much easier to see.
This work should be used as a guide to find the
best combination of oil weight and indicator
for the local conditions.
Flow patterns on all
three propellers
indicated
separation
of
flow on the low
pressure side of the blade. It is important to
note however, that the severe flow anomaly
indicated on propeller 40 during
the 1984
preliminary tests was due to improper test
technique and
the severity of the separation
patterns exhibited by propeller 40 during the
1986 test appear to be caused by differences in
manufacture.
It is clear
that this flow observation
technique
will
indicate problems such as
separated flow at
a fraction of the cost of
cavitation tests.
Propeller U of M 40 was
tested in the cavitation tunnel at MIT and the
separation problem was not evident in the
results.
Based on the results of these flow
studies it is apparent that some improvement
could be made to these propellers to enhance
their overall performance. From the practical
standpoint, propellers 40 and 42 have good (and
very
similar)
performance,
but how much
improvement could be realized by elimination of
the separation cannot be easily predicted.
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON NEW FACILITIES AND TECHNIQUES
David Murdey (Chairman)
National Research Council
Institute for Marine Dynamics
St. John's, Newfoundland
Canada

NEW FACILITIES

The New Facilities and
Techniques Committee for the 21st
ATTC consisted of:

The major new facilities of the
National Research Council of Canada's
Institute for Marine Dynamics (IMD)
were officially _;ned on 5 November
1985.
The building houses an iue
tank, seakeeping tank and towing
tank, together with model making
A
and other support facilities.
general outline of these facilities
was given to the 20th ATTC by
Gospodnetic and Miles. A detailed
description of the ice tank,
originally submitted to this
Committee, forms part of the Ice
Committee report to this Conference.
Norris, Gamberg and Thorburn describe
the instrumentation and data
acquisition systems of IMD.
The data
acquisition facilities are based on
distributed computer approach, in
which acquisition at each of the
Institute's three tanks is controlled
by a separate mini computer connected
to a local area network. The network
also includes a host computer for
long term storage and several
dedicated machine control computers.
This configuration allows maximum
flexibility in terms of distribution
of compiting power, on-line storage
capability and real-time responsiveness.
In February 1 86 a major
milestone was reached in the
construction of the Ship Offshore
Laboratory Towing Tank at the
University of New Orleans when the
concrete was poured.
This tank is
designed for conventional ship
studies in both deep and shallow
water and the testing of offshore
structures with provision for
observation and anchoring. The
sizing and specifications of this
facility are described in the paper
contributed by Latorre.

Mr. Alex Goodman
Tracor Hydronautics
Professor Bruce Johnson
U.S. Naval Academy
Professor Bob Latorre
University of New Orleans
Mr. John McDowall
Offshore Technology Corporation
Mr. Richard Rothblum
David Taylor Naval Ship Research
and Development Center
Professor Armin Troesch
University of Michigan
As usual, the work of the
Committee was accomplished by
telephone and correspondence.
Contributions to the sessions were
solicited through the Committee
members, as well as through the
general call for papers. The
Committee reviewed abstracts of all
papers submitted,
There is strong evidence that
new demands put on test facilities
are resulting in important
developments at a time of somewhat
smaller requirements for traditional
ship model testing.
New facilities
have been inaugurated specifically
directed towards the offshore
industry and operations in ice.
There have been major developments in
the techniques for producing and
analyzing waves. The latest computer
technology has had an impact on both
the hardware and software used in
tanks.
These various aspects are
summarized below,
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Detailed design work on the
large cavitation channel proposed for
the David Taylor Naval Ship Research
and Development Center has continued,
The demanding design goals placed on
flow quality, and specifications for
acoustic levels required detailed
evaluation of some of the critical
components.
Both physical model
studies and mathematical modelling
techniques were used for this as
described in the paper by Wetzel,
Song and Arndt.
Several developments of existing
facilities have taken place.
At the
Offshore Technology Corporation
(OTC), for example, the towing
carriage drive system was replaced in
order to achieve a maximum carriage
speed of 20 ft/sec.
This speed was
required by the testing of large
scale models of 12m yachts.
Also at
OTC, the plunger wavemaker on the
short side of the shallow water basin
has been replaced by a modern flap
design.

flexibility and scope for future
enhancements of the system.
Multi-element systems are
expensive to install, and attempts
have been made to find alternative
ways of producing snort-crested
waves.
A novel, simple solution to
this problem is described by T: Iin
and Kilaini.
They attached a three
dimensional shape to the end of a
vertically oscillating plate, ann
found this resulted in the
propagation of short crested waves.
The nature of these waves over a
useful frequency range is cescribec
in their paper.
Wavemakers for long-crested
waves in towing tanks have continued
to be developed, and the IMD St.
John's facility uses a fully computer
controlled, dual flap wavemaker.
This can be operated in various
flap-motion combinations for both
regular and irregular waves.
The
calibration of the wavemaker, and the
determination of the optimum boar:
motion combination to minimize wave
profile distortion are described by
Patna an: Murray.

WAVEMAKERS
The most significant
levelopments 'n facilities cnd
techniques Dver the past three years
nave been in relation to wavemaKing
technology.
Major efforts have been
mae to prDce
cnd control even
better
mo-els of' the seaway found ;n
nat ire.
This !,as led
to the
:eveiopiwnt
the computer
controlle
mul-element
wave
generators.
Two variations on this
approach are described in papers by
_es, Laurich, an:. Funke and by
9utiaw, respectively.
In tne first,
the authors
escribe a system
Aevelopei at the NIC Hydraulics
Laboratory in Ottawa, which
ses 6i4
elements.
Des
n features include
variable depth operation, multiple

The towing tanks have seen
n
accelerated change in their main
ses
an- types of work carried ot.
Recently, much interest has been
expressedl in snip propeller generated
noise, and experiments nave been
performed in Indicated facilities,
ouch as vacuum tanks and some
cavitation
tunnels.
Otner problems
of acoustics in oceanography and
communication under water exist.
Goodman, Silverstein and Gottwald
outline measurements made to
establish the acoustic signature of a
conventional towing tank ann maKe an
assessment of the utility of a quiet

irticuiation moles

ship

model towing

test

facility.

'piston,

NOVEL APPLICATIONS

flapper

ai.1 combination), large amolitude
caplility and automatic sensor
calibration.
Oitlaw describes the
generitor instailed in the wave basin
at tho Coastal Engineering Research
Cent e of the U.S. Army Engineer
Waterways Experiment Station.
This
wave generator conbssts of 60
elements, separated into four
modules, which are portable and can
be relocated witnin the wave basin.
The elements operate in translational
motion (piston mode).
It is evident
that operation of such complex

CONCLUSION
The last three years nave seen
considerable activity in the
development of test facilities.
Tne
eight papers following this report
give a gooe cross section of this
acti,,ivv.

wavemakers depends very much on the
sophistication of the control system
and drive signal generation
teconiques used.
Both papers
emphasize the need for operational
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tank as an acoustic

CALIBRATION OF TOWING TANK WAVEMAKING SYSTEM
AT THE INSTITUTE FOR MARINE DYNAMICS
I. Datta, Associate Research Officer
and
J.j. Murray, Assistant Research Officer
Institute for Marine Dynamics

St. John's. Newfoundland, Canada

ABSTRACT

conducted some experimental studies to compare
with theoretical predictions for a piston type
wavemaker.

A 200m x 12m x 8m towing tank has

recently been commissioned at the newly-built

Tests on the wavemaker have recently been

laboratories of the Institute for Marine

carried out in two parts -- tests with regular

Dynamics.

waves and those with irregular waves.

The tank is equipped with a

dual-flap wavemaker which can be operated in
various flap motion combinations and be made
to generate both regular and irregular
long-crested waves. The maximum height of
regular waves is Im at a water depth of 7m.
A series of tests have been conducted to
calibrate the wavemaker and determine its
performance in a number of modes of
articulation of the two flaps. Measured
wavemaker performance has been compared with
theoretical predictions calculated from the
linear theory. Agreement between the two has
been quite good and it is concluded that
suitable combination cf board articulation
will yield very good wavemaker performance
over a wide band of wave frequencies.

In the

latter case, no effort was made to generate
any specific spectrum at this stage of
testing.
Instead, attention was confined to
obtaining the transfer functions between the
input signals and the resulting output wave
heights. Since the wavemaker can be operated
in a number of modes of articulation,
performance in each mode as a function of wave
frequency was of prime interest. Generation
of a range of waves and the measured
performance in various modes have been
reported in this paper. Wherever possible,
design curves for regular and irregular waves
calculated by Miles (1984) have been presented
for comparison with experimental data.
2. WAVEMAKER AND BEACH DESCRIPTION

1. INTRODUCTION
The wavemaker, shown in Figure 2, is of
dual-flap, dry back construction. These
flaps, or waveboards, can be operated
independently of each other. Each waveboard
is powered by a single actuator at the centre
with two additional s3de actuators providing
hydrostatic support as well as dynamic wave
load compensation. A watertight seal is
maintained along vertical sides by means of
pneumatically pressurized sealing gaskets.
The power unit, consisting of three pumps, can
develop up to 275 kW of hydraulic power,
delivering 13.25 L/s at 20.7 MPa.
The drive signals for regular wave
generation can be supplied by a function
generator which is an integral part of the
control system. It generates sinusoidal
signals with very low harmonic distortion. In
this mode, both boards operate at the same
frequency, but they can be made to move either
in phase or out of phase with each other.
However, the use of linear wave theory for the
generation of laboratory waves is known to
produce undesired free harmonic components,

Recently the National Research Council of
Canada (NRC) has built new ship and offshore
structures research laboratories in St.
John's, Newfoundland. These laboratories,
named the Institute for Marine Dynamics 'IMD),
have been described by Gospodnetic and Miles
(1983).
Among the major facilities built at
tnis site is a 200m long towing tank
(generally referred to as the Clearwater
Tank), shown in Figure 1. Large ship models
up to 12m long can be tested in this tank at
speeds up to 10 m/s in both regular and
irregular uni-directional long-crested waves.
These waves, which may be up to Im in height,
are generated by an articulated dual-flap
wavomaker fitted at one end of the tank. The
original design work on this wavemaker was
carried out by Miles (1984) which was based on
the algorithms developed by Dalzell (1975).
The theory was in essence an extension of the
work by Havelock (1929) and Biesel et al
(1951) to cover the case of a dual-flap
wavemaker. Ursell, Dean and Yu (1960)
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see Sand and Mansard (1985).
Therefore, an
difference between a boarc and the water
alternative option, where correctly computed
particle displacements over the depth of the
board is minimized. The flaps operate either
time series drive signals can be fed into the
board controllers from a remote source, is
in phase or out of phase, depending upon tnhe
also available. Both regular and irregular
wave frequency, and the board angles are
waves can be generated in this manner. In the
calculated following the method proposec by
latter case, pre-computed time series signals
Clark and Menken (1977).
of desired spectral bandwidth and energy
It must be noted here that at the current
distribution are fed into the waveboards.
stage of development of the wavemaker control
Because of inertia limitation, the lower board
system, tests in modes D and E could be
is designed to operate at up to 1.0Hz maximum,
performed with regular waves only.
though the upper board can be operated to 1.8
Hz wave frequency.
3.2 Regular Wave Generation
The beach at the other end of the tank
is made of' corrugated plates bolted to a rigid
It is beyond the scope of this paper to
framework. The surface has a large circular
provide a full account of the derivation of
profile of 30m radius and extends 20m into
the expression for wave elevation from the
the tank at the toe.
The section of the
basic Laplace's equation and the prevailing
beach near the water level (from top end to 2T
boundary conditions. It will suffice to give
below the mean water level) is topped by
the general expression for wave elevation
transverse wooden slats, 5cm x 5cm
produced by a dual flap generator of the type
cross-section spaced 7cm apart, sitting on the
illustrated in Figure 2. This expression, as
corrugated surface. The bottom 2m of the
derived by Daizeli (1975), as a function of
beach profile is left uncovered. At the top
distance x from the mean waveboard position
end, about 60cm clearance is provided to
and time t, is given by:
facilitate water from long waves to run over
the top and flow back into the tank.
The
r,(x,t2
aoRo(h,
oR(h 2 ) COS C2
segment of the beach in front of the dock area
sinlkox -t)
car, be lowered to allow models tc be floated!Rh(sin
] coS(kox - tJ
from and back into the dock.
-+a
8o(h 2 ,x) cos '20
1 ,x;
cost)
3. WAVEX.AKER CONTROL
+ [oCh,x
sirn '2
sin(,t)

~h

3'

Modes of Articulation

where

The dual-flap nature of the wavemaKer
makes it possible to combine the flap motions
in four basic modes.
These modes are
illustrated ir Figure 3 ano are:

a
so

Mole A - Lower flap only (upper flap
locked in zero position in
line with the lower flap);
Mcd P - TpD
'lc
only (lower flap
locked in the vertical
position);

=

a mplituce of lower flap angle motion
amplitude of upper flap angle motion
wave number viven by linear wave
dispersion relationship

2
-

2

Mole C - Flaps out of phase (upper flap

h

held vertical);
Mode D - Flaps in phase,

h1,
h2

in the out-of-phase mode, the upper flap angle
at any instant ;s equal and opposite to the
lower flap angle and, therefore, it &lways
stays vertical.
In the in-phase mode, both
flaps reach maximum (or minimum) at the same
instant but their amplitudes can be different.
In the present experiments, upper and lower
flap angles were determined using a model
proposed by Dalzell (1975), where the absolute
flap angle amplitude ratio at any given
frequency (for the upper flap this meant the
sum of lower and upper flap angles) was equal
to the mean slope (with depth) of the
horizontal particle amplitude profiles in the
oorresponding regions of depth.
In addition, a fifth mode of operation
called the least squares apportionment (Mode
E) was tested.
In this mode the flap angles
were chosen soh that the least squares

g kotanh(Kon(

wave frequency (rad/sec)
acceleration
_
due to gravity
phase lag of upper board motion with
respect to the lower board

= depth of water in the tank
depth
water
depth
water

of lower flap hinge below still
level
of upper flap hinge below still
level.

R co h1
and R 0 (h2 ) are essentially the
t:ansfer functions between the board angles
and the resulting wave amplitudes for the
lower and the upper board respectively.
2(h,,x) and Q(hl,x) are the near-wavemaker
disturbance te,,ms which can be shown to
disappear at a distance of over two wavedepths away from the wavemaker. Thus the
first two terms of equation (1) will yield the
steady state wave amplitude ni and the last
two terms contribute to the "evanescent" wave
amplitude Ir4 i. Both can easily be derived
from equation (1) and are given by the
following equations:
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In!

2a 0 aoR 0 (h1 )
...
(2)

j-th component.
In such a case, equation (1) may be re-written

(h,,x) _ 82Q2(h,x) - 2a.os
E:2]'/
... (3)

as the linear summation of N such discrete
components. Assuming sufficient distance from
the waveboards, the "evanescent" terms should
disappear and the equation then reduces to:
N

= [a. R.(h,)

-B

R.(h)cos

'

R'(hl)

E2]

and
ni

= [cQ

2

Q(h,,x) Q(h2,x)*co-

n(xRt) = I [u.R.(h 1 ) +

hRo(n,) cos c,
J'i sin(E,-wjt)
+{8. R 0 (h,) sin e jI cos(o.,- . t)
....(7)
where c,,m k,. x -

It can also be shown that for modes where
upper board operates either in phase or out of
phase with the lower board, the envelope of
waves as a function of x may be written as:

=I

[

-210 /nisin(kox) ]
(4)
As In. will vanish far away from the
wavemaker, the envelope of wave amplitude will
eventually converge to the steady state
condition
VII.
n,!

I +nInd/rj2

Here Ro(h,) and R,(h,) are written with
suffix j to indicate that they are functions
of the frequency component wJ and can be
calculated directly from equations given by
Dalzell (1975).
Two of the four unknowns in the above equation
(i0 , ,E,j,and E2j ) are determined as the mode
of operation for a given frequency component
w is selected. These can be given as

At the wavemaker, where x = 0,
in,,/nl

= [I

+nd/nlj]v
(5)

follows:

This term has been referred to as the "Figure
of Merit" (FOM) and gives a theoretical
estimate of the expected distortion in the
wave profile that will arise at the wavemaker
due to the mismatch between the actual
wavemaker motion and the hyperbolic
distribution of motion (witn depth) required
to produce perfectly regular waves. Since
differert modes of articulation would produce
different board displacements, FOM would be a
function of the mode el cted.
If perfect
waves were produced,
rn would have been zero
and FOM = 1. As the wav maker motion deviates
from the required profile, FOM increases, with
larger values generally signifying poorer
qoality of waves near the wavemaker.
heoretically calculated values of FOM for
various modes of operation as functions of
frequency are given in Figure 4. This Figure
s uggests that mode B should be used for high
frequency waves oily, whereas modes A and C
are more appropriate for generating lower
frequency components. Therefore, a
roobination of various modes would liKely be
-Peded to produce good quality waves over a
Wide bandwidth.
3.3

Mode
Mode
Mode
Mode
Mode

A
B
C
D
E

= 0,
.
= 0,
: a/B,= 1,

:
:

: a/

=

Lo /

£Zj = 0
e = 0

E , = IT
Y1 .h,)/(' 2 .hj),

4 = 0
(B.E -C.D)/(B.D - A.E)i
1 = 0 or rT
depending on whether the
above ratio is positive
or negative.

for j = I,N.
Here

[{Iexp(-kohz)

=

ji

Y2 =

Assuming that any given irregular wave
spectrm S(w) an be reproduced in the time
domain by the linear summation of N sinusoidal
wave components (where N is an arbitrarily
large number), the surface elevation at any
given location x = xR can be expressed as:
Nment
r(xR,t)
AAAcos (kOxet - Cj)

-

exp(-kIh]1/

e

1 % (h,- y, )'

A

Irregular Wave Generation

-

B

=

(h, - y,). (h,- y,

C

=

(h, - y )'

D

=

(h,

E

- y) .X(y,)

Z (h - Y, ).X(y,)
=0

Ah

= short step width in v-direction

X(y1 ) = magnitude of water particle displacein x-direction at a depth y
cosh(k,(h - y,))
-a

where

sinh(k0 h)

Aj =
2 S (wj ) A"
tw = 27Af = frequency difference at
which discretization is
carried out
,nd Ej= frequency and phase associated with

a : wave amplitude.
The remaining two terms are obtained by
matching the amplitude and phase of the wave
component at location x = x. . It can then be
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shown that the lower and the upper board
angles in the time domain, that is a(t) and
B(t) respectively, are given by the Fourier
summations:
a(t) =

[ cjcos(ut)

8(t) =

[ ejcos(W t)

Figure 5 represent the frequencies an, wave
heights chosen for testing. Because of some
current temporary limitations of the towing
tank, tests with longer waves below 0.25 Hz
8
wave frequency and higher waves of 0. m wave
height and above have been deferred.

djsin(wt)]
- f sin(

4.3 Irregular Wave Testing

t)]

where

The wavemaker was subjected to a flat
white noise spectrum generated digitally at a
Af of 6.1035 x 10 4 Hz attenuated at both ends
to avoid board acceleration, velocity and
displacement beyond the maximum capabilities
of the wavemaker. The input signal,
equivalent to r.m.s. board angle amplitudes of
3.54 degrees, was fed into the board
controllers simultaneously. The stage of
hardware development at the time of reporting
did not provide a way of inputting separate
signals to each board for more than one
frequency component at a time. Therefore the
angle apportionment (modes D and E; describe,
in Section 3.1 was not possible for the
irregular wave calibration.
After one repeat period, data acquisition
was carried out and transfer functions between
the waveboard angular displacement and the
resulting wave profile were determined from
one data record of duration equal to the
repeat period of the input signal.

C =
o;cos(v,)
di = -o .sin(E,)
e, =
cos(F, E)
= -- sin(E; +E)
4. CALIBRATION
4.1 Data Acquisition and Instrumentation
The measurement of wave elevation time
series in the tank was performed using two
sets of capacitive wave probes mounted in line
with the direction of wave propagation. The
first set was located approximately 46.7m from
the mean waveboard position (to the first
probe in the set) and the second set close to
the beach approximately 153.4m from the
waveboards. The second set was required to
measure data for beach reflection performance,
which will be reported in future. Data from
the wave probes, as well as from the angular
displacement transducers (both lower and
upper) which are mounted permanently on the
board hinge axes, were sampled at 20 Hz and
stored using the data acquisition system
located on the towing carriage. The
resolution of the wave probe data was less
than 0.07mm and that for the board angles was
better than 0.001 degree. Each set of wave
probes contained 5 to 6 individual 'r,obes
which were spaced to cover a wide range of
frequencies. This technique of measurement of
wave data was developed and refined at the NRC
Hydraulics Laboratory in Ottawa and has been
iescribed by Mansard & Funke (1980) and
Mansard, Sand & Funke 11985).

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of wavemaker tests in regu].Ir
waves have been plotted in Figures u anc 7 for
the different modes of operation as functi-ns
of wave frequency. The transfer functions
-n
Figure 6 are presented in terms of wave
amplitude per unit "half-stroke" of the
wavemaker at the water level, which is riven
by the relationship:
s = ho+ h2i0 .
The theoretically computed curves have
also been superimposed on the data points.
in
Figure 7, magnitudes of free second harmonic
waves in various modes as ratios of
calculated fundamental wave heights have been
shown. No attempt has been made nere to -raw
any mean curves through the data points.
From Figure 6(a) to 6(e) it can be seen
that for all modes, the correlation between
theory and experiment is quite good for
frequency up to about 0.5 Hz. Above this, the
deviation starts getting larger. One reason
for this seems to have been the compromise
made in wave 'probe spacing recommended by
Mansard and Funke (1980) so as to cover a
wider range of wave frequencies. In fact it
was known that the wave probe spacing was not
optimum for the correct measurement if waves
shorter than 6m wave length (0.51 Hz). -This
compromise was made to avoid frequent change
of wave probe position during the test
programme and attention was primarily given t)
measuring performance in longer waves more
accurately. The calculated amplitudes for

4.2 Regular Wave Testing
The wavemaker has been designed primarily
to optimize generation of waves between 2m and
50m wavelength (model scale).
Since the scale
of models to be tested in the tank is likely
to be between 1:10 and 1:50, the range of
prototype waves that will be covered will
depend upon the choice of scale. However, it
should be adequate to include most first order
wavelengths that may be of interest in model
testing. The required performance curves of
the wavemaking system for regular wave
generation have been shown in Figure 5.
The test programme was devised so that
the performance of the wavemaker in all modes
of operation could be tested. Tests were
planned at a number of frequencies, and at
each frequency the wavP slope was to be varied
from minimum (wave height/length = 1/100) to
maximum (wave breaking). The squares in
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both the fundamental and the higher harmonic
waves probably had larger margin of error for
these shorter waves,
Figures 7(a) and 7(e) indicate the
quality of waves produced in terms of harmonic
distortion (second harmonic wave height to
fundamental wave height ratio). Although
there is some scatter, it appears that A, B
and D show general trend of lower distortion
with higher wave frequencies, whereas modes C
and E do not show any specific trend.
Instead, the results seem to be confined
within a band of 0 to 10% of the fundamental
waveheight.
As expected, harmonic distortion in Mode
B is particularly high at lower frequencies,
confirming that the top flap alone should
primarily be used to generate higher
frequency components. The relatively high
harmonic content in mode D is particularly to
be noted.
It appears that though mode D
maximizes waveaker response in terms of
producing the highest waves per unit board
angle as shown by Dalzell (1975), it pays a
heavy price in terms of harmonic distortion of
the wave profile, particularly for low
frequency waves. Mode C, in general, seemed
.o produce less harmonic distortion than mode
E. However, on the whole, possibly either of
them could be used quite satisfactorily for
generating low frequency waves.
The results of wavemaker testing with
random noise spectrum have been plotted in
Figures 8 to 10 as flap angles per unit waveneignt. Only results for modes A, B and C
have been presented since the contrcl
programmes for feeding proportioned input
signals to the two waveboards were under
development at the time of reporting. The
theoretically expected transfer functions have
also been plotted for comparison,
The results show ,ery good agreement
between analytical and experimental results
over a wide frequency band. The larger
deviation at the very low frequencies were
probably due to spurious long waves arising
from the discretization of wave frequency. At
the higher frequency end, particularly in mode
B, some attenuation in waveheight appears to
have caused an increase in the transfer
function. However, for the primary wavelength range of 2m (I.884 Hz) to 5
(.14
-z), the transfer functions in a! tnese modes
appear to agree with theoretical curves very

improve calibration results. Some of the
important areas that need additional work have
been mentioned below. No doubt refinement of
calibration will be an on-going process as the
future advances in model scale wavemaking
techniques, suppression of higher order waves,
measurement and analysis of major wave
parameters, etc., are taken advantage of.
(1) Some of the tests at frequencies
higher than 0.5 Hz would have to be done with
modified wave probe spacing to measure
co-existing incident and reflected waves more
closely and to obtain the fundamental and
higher harmonic wave heights with greater
accuracy.
(2) Tests have to be extended to cover
longer waves (of frequency below 0.25 Hz) and
higher wave heights (0.8Dm and over) which
could not be performed earlier because of
temporary limitations.
(3) Tests to investigate waveheight
distribution along the length of the tank
would be needed to establish whether there is
any appreciable attenuation of height as a
wave train travels down the tank. If these
tests do show any significant attenuation,
appropriate booster functions will have to be
introcuced to obtain correct waveheight at the
required locations.
(0) Control programs that will generate
proportioned input signals to the two
waveboards are being developed. These wouli
be needed for irregular wave generation so
that modes D and E could be ised.
(5) Lastly, investigation on reflection
performance of the beach fitted in the tank
is under way at the moment. Results of these
investigations will show the efficiency of the
beach as a wave absorbing unit and whether any
improvements need to be made in its design.
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COMMENT
Mr. John F. Dalzell
David Taylor Naval Ship R&D Center
Bethesda, MD, USA
I am delighted to see a comparison of the
calibration results from the IMD articulated
flap wave machine with linear theory. Once a
machine is built theoretical/experimental
correlations are of little benefit to the
owner, but are potentially of great value to
anyone in the market for a new system. I was
somewhat surprised that the correlation with
theory was so good for small wave slopes. The
experience with the similar but. smaller
Davidson Laboratory machine described at the
last ATTC was different.
In the calibration
of that machine it was found that linear theory consistently underestimated the wave
amplitude for a given stroke, by a margin
which would have resulted in about ten percent
less regular and irregular wave height capability than had been hoped for had it not been
for some compensating conservatism in other
aspects of the design.
An important difference between the two machines is that the DL
machine is wetback and the TMD machine is
dryback. With the publication of the IMD
dryback experience it appears that leakage due
to lack of seals in the wetback system is a
primary reason for the discrepancy. As a matter of interest, the DL experience suggests
that a wetback system preliminary design using
linear theory may yield better results if a
virtual hinge depth 93 to 95 percent of the
physical depth is used in the theory.
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A MULTI MODE SEG4ENTFRD WAVE GENERATOR
FOR THE NRC HYDRAULICS LABORATORY
M. D. Miles
P.H. Laur ich

E.R. Funke
Hydraulics Laboratory
National Research Council
Ottawa, Canada

ABSTRACT

lonacan therefore produce monochromatic,
crested, oblique waves. With the availabil-

The offshore wave basin of the NRC
Hydraulics Laboratory has dimensions of 50 m
by 30 m by 3 m and is used primarily for
ocean engineering studies of bottom-founded
and moored structures. It has recently been
equipped with a new 64-segment, multi-mode,
which
system
wave
generator
directional
incorporates a number of design features
which are unusual or unique for a segmented
machine. These include variable depth operation, multiple articulation modes (piston,
hinged flapper and combination), large wave
amplitude capability, automatic sensor calibration and a distributed microprocessorbased direct digital control system.
the design
and
Various
aspects of
implementation of this system are described
including hydrodynamic performance, selection of actuators and sensors, servo dynamics, control system architecture and drive
signal generation techniques. The relative
merits of analog and digital control systems
for this type of application are also discussed.

ity of faster and cheaper control and digital hardware, it became practical to provide
individual articulation of each wave generator segment and, with this, the prospect of
wave spectra
generating multi-directional
became p-ssible.
The concept of individually controlled
generator segments was first implemented by
Salter and his staff at tne University of
This was followed
Edinburgh in 1978 [3,4].
soon
by
similar
machines
at
the
very
Hydraulics Research Station in Wallingford
(HRS), U.K. (1980), the National Engineering
Laboratories (NEL) in Glasgow, U.K. (1980),
(WPL) in Southampton, U.K.
Wave Power Ltd.
(1981), the Norwegian Hydrodynamics Laboratory (MARINTEK) in 1981, the Offst re Technology
Corporation
(OTC)
in
Escondido,
U.S.A. (1983) , the Danish Hydraulics Institute (DHI) in 1984, the Delft Hydraulics
Laboratory (DHL) in 1984, British Maritime
Technology (BMT) in Feltham, U.K.
(1985),
the Coastal
Engineering Research
Center
(CERC) in Vicksburg, U.S.A. (1984) and the
University of Aalborg,
Denmark
in 1986.
Installations are also being planned or are
under construction in Japan, Spain and China
and there may be others which are unknown to
the authors.
The art of wave generation has always
been an activity which left much scope for
individuality. It is therefore lot surprising that most of the installations named
above are different to some extent.
However, all machines are based on the principle of an articulated wave board with the
exception of the OTC machine which uses the
plunger principle. The CERC and the Aalborg
machines operate in the piston mode only and
use a principle that was first described by
Sand [5,6,7).
It
uses variable width wave
board sections which are interconnected by
vertical hinges.
The actuation of the
translational movement takes place at the
hinge points.
In this way the wave board is
a straight line approximation of the ideal
boundary.
All other segmented wave machines
may be considered to use a "stair case"
approximation to each sine wave component.

1.0

INTRODUCTION

The following describes a 64-segment
wave generator
system at the Hydraulics
Laboratory of the National Research Council
(NRCC)
in Ottawa, Canada.
This machine became operational in April 1986 and is a prototype
of
a larger
180-segment
machine
planned for the Institute for Marine Dynamics of NRCC in St. John's, Newfoundland.
A "serpentine" wave generator
is a
machine which, through the snake-like movement of its wave board, can produce progressive waves that propagate at oblique angles
to the front of the wave board.
For this
purpose,
the board is broken up into many
small segmcnts.
Such a machine was first
proposed by Biesel and built at Neyrpic in
1952 [1,2].
The authors know of two other
wave generators of this type which were
built in Holland about 25 years ago and have
been in use extensively. These have a common mechanical drive for all segments but an
individual phase adjustment for each.
They
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Among these were the necessity to produce
much higher short crested waves than had
been accomplished previously and to produce
a machine which was potentially of the highest reliability and provided the greatest
convenience for calibration and for control
It was also anticiparameter adjustments.
pated that, at some future date, active

Table
1 summarizes the installations
with which the authors are acquainted. From
this it may be rioted that the majority use
the flapper (i.e. rotational) mode and that
some of the machines are of the "dry back
design" while the remainder are of the "wet
These concepts will be exback design".
plained later.
TABLE 1

SEGMENTED WAVE MACHINES
SEGMENT

BASIN
NO. OF

NAME

SIZE

U. Edinburgh
HRS
NEL
WPL
MARINTEK
DHI
BHT
CERC*
DHL
OTC
Aalborg U.*
NRCC OTT

MODE

DEPTH SEGMENTS

(m)

(m)

27x11
30x48

1.2
2.0

very small
50x72
0-10.
30x20
3.0
2. -3.
30x48
.76
59x111
variable
1.3
42x32
1.5
8.Ix12
1.2
30x50
.3-2.9

80
80
60
144
60
90
60
80
40
9
64

STROKE/2 ACTN.

DRY/WET Hmax

FL
FL
FL
FL
FL
FL
FL
PIST*
VARBL
PLNGR
PIST*
VARBL

REF.

REGL.

WIDTH HEIGHT
(m)

(m)

-)

0.3
0.31

0.7

15

ELEC
ELEC
ELEC

DRY
WET
DRY

.22
.50

[8]
[9,10]

0.5
0.5
0.33
0.46
0.33
0.6
0.9
0.5

1.3
1.5

16.5*
16.7*

DRY
DRY
DRY

.40
.50

fil]
[12]
[131
see

0.76
1.28
n.a.
1.0
2.00

0.15 m
0.40 m
na.
0.30
0.40 m

ELEC
HYDR
HYDR
HYDR
ELEC
HYDR
HYDR
HYDR

WET
WET
WET
WET
WET

.30

°

.10

[14]
[15]
[16]
[171

.70

Personal communication

With straight line interpolation

absorption of waves obliquely incident on
the wave board was to be developed.
For
this, it was considered necessary to accommnodate the feedback of control information
from wave boards adjacent to the segment
These requirements and cost
under control.
considerations made the concept of direct
digital control by micro-processors attractive.
The wave machine and the control system
development was a joint venture between NRCC
and W.R. Davis Engineering Ltd. of Ottawa.

Perhaps the most meaningful grouping of
these facilities is in terms of their area
Because of the water depth
of application.
of the basins in which they are in.La-1cd,
some of them cdn only be used for shallow
water, coastal zone simulations whereas the
others may be used for ocean engineering research.
It
is therefore presumed that the
CERC, the DHL and Aalborg machines were intended primarily for shallow water coastal
studies. From the maximum wave heights for
regular waves, the total wave board lengths
as well as the water depths, as given in
Table 1, it appears that some facilities
at
have
limited capability
for
testing
scales greater than 1:50 which is the generally preferred scale for offshore engineering research.
There are two basic approaches to permit testing under variable water depth conditions.
One may either arrange for an
adjustable
basin floor,
as was done by
MARINTEK, or one may build a wave generator
which can be adjusted vertically along the
basin wall and then raise or lower the water
level in the basir to achieve the specified
depth.
In the latter case, it is possible
to run construction machinery onto the solid
basin floor and to build artificial islands
and/or other concrete or gravel models which
are to be tested.
This is the principle
which was used in the design of the Offshore
Wave Basin of the NRCC Hydraulics Laboratory.
In addition to the unique feature of
vertical adjustability, there were other
considerations which made the option of a
Canadian design and development attractive,

2.0

THE OFFSHORE WAVE BASIN

Fig.
I provides an overview of the
of
the
F'draulics
Offshore
Wave
Basin
It 'ay be noticed that there
Laboratory.
segments of
the
generator
are only 60
attached to one side wall of the basin.
Another submodule equipped with only two
segments is mounted in a temporary flume
which serves as a test facility for the design of digital control circuits and algorithms. The side flume was also used extensively for the development of a novel wave
absorber wh.:ch is effective at any deoth of
This module will be added to the
water.
A photoother 60 segments at a later date.
graph of the wave generator is shown in
Fig. 2.
The basin is 3 m deep.
Depending on
the wave crest height, tests may therefore
he carried out at water depths up to 2 9 m
but the maximum depth for larger waves is
2.6 m.
There is a pit of 3x3x3 m which
allows testing of structures in up to 5.9 m
of water.
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wave spectra or for the control of super
harmonics, it must be expected that waves
with periods as short as .3 seconds need to
be produced. On the other end of the spectrum is the requirement to suppress the
emission of spurious long waves which are
associated with the generation of irregular
In theory, these waves can be exwaves.
tremely long and the corresponding wave
board movements for these waves are excesIt is therefore necessary to
sively large.
to
in order
make reasonable compromises
maintain a good balance between three facthe performance of the machine at the
tors:
dominant frequencies, the extended capability for non-linear wave generation and the
overall cost of the equipment.

Wave absorbers are placed all around
The absorbers which are
the main basin.
opposite to the wave machine consist of a
removable front section and a fixed, wall
The reasons for this laymounted section.
out are as follows. The reflective properties of the 3.5 m wave absorber are such
that 5% reflection can be expected for waves
Under these condiless than .3 m high.
tions, it is possible to operate the basin
with a larger test area. However, if waves
between 0.3 and 0.7 m must be produced, a 5%
reflection coefficient can only be realized
if an additional 2.5 m of movable absorber
is deployed at the expense of a reduced test
area.
The side absorbers can be shut off by
These removable side walls are
panels.
typically used for the generation of longcrested waves normal to the wave board.
They ensure a more uniform distribution of
wave heights throughout the basin which is
in the order of ±5% from the expected value.
It was decided not to use reflecting side
walls for short-crested waves in order to
effects
Locking
undesirable phase
avoid
[18].
ft relocatable long-crested wave geneIt
rator is installed in the side basin.
can produce waves up to .3 m high and is intended to be used for research involving the
interaction between short-crested locally
generated storms and long-crested swells
which are typically of smaller wave height.
which
these studies, the partition,
For
separates the two basins, and the side abA removable ramp and
sorbers are removed.
gate provide access to the main basin for
model construction equipment.
The relocatable wind and current simulators can generate flows of up to 5. 5 m/s
for wind and 0.5 m/s for current. The wind
velocities can also be modulated under computer control to match gustiness charateristics.
External to the ma..n hall is a water
storage basin which measures 15 m by 90 m by
This tank is connected by an
5 m deep.
underground pipe to the test basin. A pumping system is used to transfer water between
Complete filling can be
the two basins.
achieved in approximately three hours. This
is an extremely useful feature which allows
and service
to construct
operators
the
models and mooring arrangements in the dry.
3.0

MECHANICAL DESIGN

3. 1

Wave Generation Requirements

3.2

The design of multi-directional wave
generators poses the question of the appropA
riate choice of a board segment width.
compromise needs to be made between the
quality of the wave profile to be generated,
the power limits of commercially available
actuators and the overall cost of the equipThere is no question about the prinment.
ciple that the smaller the segment width,
the better is the potential for generating
The
pure wave profiles for oblique waves.
smaller segment width requires less driving
power but needs more components for a given
overall width of a wave machine. Therefore,
the total cost o the equipment goes up. On
the other hand, the larger segments require
more actuator power and because the loading
on the machine frame is more concentrated,
the frame design becomes more demanding and
more costly.
The dominant wave periods for which the
to
from
0.8
range
was planned
machine
°
3. 2 s. At a propagation angle of 45 relative to the wave board, the wavelength along
the board is 2. 5*y- 2 = 3.5 m and 7*V2 = 10 m
the segments
Therefore, if
respecively.
have a board width of 0.5 m, then the shortest wave length would be approximated by 7
steps and the longest by 20. This is ccnsiIt also allows generation
dered adequate.
of waves as short as 1.2 m at angles up to
60 degrees without violating the 13iesel condition 12] for spurious secondary wave components.
As can be seen from Table 1, segment
widths for machines that have been built so
far vary from 0. 3 m to 0. 6 m. The NRCC segment width of 0.5 m is therefore in the
range of established practice.
3.3

In order to meet a wide range of anticipated applications in the fields of both
coastal as well as offshore engineering,
weve periods ranging from 5 to 20 seconds
must be simulated. At scale factors of 1:40
and 1:80, these translate into periods from
0.8 to 3.2 and from 0.56 to 2.2 seconds
With the additional allowance
respectively.
for the presence of higuer frequencies in
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Segment width

Variable Depth Capability

water
range of
the
To accommodate
depths from .3 m to 2.9 m at which the NRCC
Offshore Wave Basin may be operated, the
machine was designed to slide up or down an
A-frame which is attached to the basin side
The machine frame is then fixed
and floor.
to the A-frame at a selected elevation of
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,3

This
the wave board above the basin floor.
arrangement is indicated in Fig. 3. Closure
plates are attached to both the A-frame as
well as the bottom of the machine frame,
These plates prevent the recirculation of
water under the wave board and therefore
conserve the energy which is being fed into
the progressive wave.
3.4

Articulation Modes

The translational and rotational modes
of a flat board offer simple and reliable
calculations for wave height generation and
for structural loading at any frequency,
Nonlinear wave generation theory has also
been adapted to these devices. The simplicity of design and proven performance made
the articulated board the preferred choice
over other types such as plungers.
The
height of the wave board and the stroke
renge are calculated from the maximum specified height by assuming that the machine
operates in the translational mode of wave
board articulation. The resultant stroke is
then the maximum required for first order
wave generation.
If shorter period waves
were
to
be
generated
with
the
same
translational
mode,
two problems
arise,
First,
the
required
translational
displacement of the wave board for these is
very small, resulting therefore in control
inaccuracies.
Secondly, because the rigid
vertical
card moving in a translational
mode is a poor approximation of the actual
velocity profile of a short period wave, the
rnergy which cannot escape through normal
wave propagation will be trapped in front of
the wave board and cause cross mode wave
activity.

For

this

reason,

it

is

necessary

has been found that an approximately 25%
excess in stroke capacity beyond that calculated for the maximum regular wave can be a
reasonable compromise.
3. 5 Wetback and Dryback Design
The designer of wave generators must
consider the advantages and disadvantages of
these two options.
The dryback design attractive because the total operational
power requirements are nearly one-half of
that required for the wetback desiqn.
In
addition, there is no wave action behind the
wave board which must be absorbed.
The dryback requires a seal which k-eps
the water from entering the space behind the
machine.
This s,al must be able to withstand many cycles of tlexing and deformation
under
significant
static pressure.
The
"rolling" seal, which was used by Salter,
has proven an excellent solution to this
problem.
However, this seal has only been
applied to the rotational mode of board
articulation.
It does not lend
itself
easily to a multi mode design of board articulation. The seal problem and the associated reliability question is a major reason
why the dryback design had to be ruled out
for the NRCC design.
In addition, there is
the technical difficulty which arises from
the considerable lift forces which resul
when the piston mode dryback design is used
for a wave machine which can be vertically
relocated.
These lift forces do not exist
when the machine is fixed and the wove board
is sealed to the wall.
There are also
static forces which act on the wave board
itself.
These ilso have a cost implication
because

they must

be

balanced by

appropriate

to convert the wave board movement into the
rotational mode for shorter period waves.
For
intermediate
conditions,
a
partial
piston, partial flapper mode has advantages.
The wave machine's ability to be converted
to
different
articulation
modes
greatly extends its dinamic range and usefulness.
It allows it to be used both for
the shallow water coastal applications and
for the deep water oceen engineering situations.
This type of mode control can be
realized with a dual actuator system.
However,
to reduce cost, a single actuater
together with a simple linkage arrangement
can be used to achieve the same purpose
although at the expense of time loss during
mode change.
Fig. 3 illustrates the functioning of the linkage mechanim by showing
the wave board in the fully retracted position for the three modes.
Fig. 4 shows the
performance curves for the three modes at an
assumed water depth of 2.6 m.
Lower water

mechanical or hydraulic equipment.
On the other hand, when considering the
wetback desigi,
it can be found that the
structural steel behind the wave board acts
as a good wave absorber which eliminates all
splashirng
ard wave overtopping over th,
basin wall.
The second disadvantage
,f
higher operational power cost also becomes
of lesser importance if one ccnsiders the
fact that a typical wave basin is on standrr,

depths would yield lower wave heights.
Non-linear wave generation, particularly
for the suppression of spurious long
waves
[191,
requires
excessively
large

must b- kept small and there should t
m
corrupting wave forces acting on 'he
aird
from behind.
Therefore,
if the
Saler
method is used, the dryback design is essen-

strokes of the wave board.
Because of loss
of accuracy and an increase in
cost,
this
cannot be adequately realized.
Instead, it

tial.
Howev r ,
reflectsi¢n absorption
ran
jlso
be
achi.-v-1
by measurin
tI
board
velocity and ti
water elevatic,n in
,I! of

most

of

the time

while

models

are being

in-

stalled and prepared
for
tosting.
The
actual time during which waves are behic
generated is generally ve-y small, even in
the busiest laboratory,
A further
argimert which
has
been
advanced in support of the dryback design is
relat-d to
he active absorption ,f waves
incidont on the wave board.
The method used
by Salter measures the wave induced fo-and the board velocity as a combined feedback quantity.
For tmis, the board inert:-
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the board.
The wetback design may be used
for this method without disadvantages,
On balance, because of the multiple
articulation
mode
and
variable
depth
requirements, it was found that the wetback
design was cheaper and promised greater
reliability.
3.6

are quite limited and the inherent lack of
flexibility of analog controllers was also
considered a major disadvantage
in this
application.
Hybrid controllers consist of an analog
control loop which can be digital y tuned.
This is achieved by replacing the usual
potentiometers with multiplying D/A converters which are controlled by a digital processor.
Digital control loops can also be
cascaded on
the analog
inner
loop for
increased
Ltnctionality.
This
approach
offers
considerable
flexibility
while
retaining the speed and high loop integrity
advantages of analog controllers. It was
found to be the most expensive option, however, due primarily to the amount of custom
hardware development required.
Digital servo controllers offer
the
greatest flexibility since the control loops
are implemented entirely in software. Features, such as automatic sensor calibration
and automatic loop retuning to compensate
for changes in articulation mode or water
depth, are easily incorporated.
The main
disadvantage of digital controllers is the
software development cost since the control
routines require very careful design t)
ensure adequate speed, synchronization and
reliability.
Software development is not a
major cost factor when amortized over a
large number of segments, however. Hardware
cost was similar to that of analog controllers since most of the system could be built
using
standard
microcomputer components.
Other advantages of the digital approach are
more
comprehensive
error
detection
and
reporting, simplified cabling between the
modular control units and the host computer,
and local storage and interpolation of drive
signals. It
was therefore decided to use
digital serim controllers since they offered
the greatest potential capabilities at reasonable cost and also provided the most
practical growth path for future enhancements such as active wave absorption.

Actuator Selection

Dynamic analysis of the wave generator
provides information on the resistive and
inertial forces acting on the wave board,
It also supplies the average and maximum
velocities. With this information, suitable
actuators may be selected,
The choice is limited to either electrical or hydraulic devices.
For larger
force requirements and large linear actuation, the hydraulic actuators are cheaper,
tend to have a better frequency response and
are more reliable. Because standard lengths
of hydraulic actuators are cheaper and more
readily available, mechanical stroke amplification by means of a lever arm is used.
This is also illustrated in Fig. 3.
The oil volume in the cylinder has conpliance and acts as a spring attached to the
combined mass of the wave board, associated
glider
and
linkages and
the entrained
water.
This oil column must therefore be
considered
in
calculating
the
natural
frequency of the wave board.
In order to
ensure adequate control of the board, the
natural frequency should be in the order of
5 Hz.
Therefore, the actuator piston area
must be
increased until the desired oil
column stiffness is achieved.
Thus, the
sizing of an actuator is not only a function
of the dynamic force requirements of the
wave board but also a function of the oil
column stiffness.
The NRCC system uses
"b
actuators
with a stroke of 0.2 m, a rated static force
of 45 kN, and a hydraulic power supply consisting of six pumps, each rated 50 USGPM
and each driven with a motor rated at 75 kW.

4. 1
4.0

Architecture

CONTROL SYSTEM
The wave generator control system is
designed in a modular fashion so that the
number of segments in the generator can he
changed without affecting the performance of
the controller. Each module consists of all
of the hardware and software required for
the control of 16 segments.
Each module is
known as a Module Control Unit (MCU).
The modules form a loosely coupled system with each MCU and the host computer
acting as nodes on an Ethernet network as
shown in Fig. 5.
The HP 1000 cannot access
the Ethernet network directly so another
node, the Host Communication Computer (HCC),
is used to transfer data from the HP's IEEE488 GPIB bus onto the Ethernet network.
The specifications for digital control
of 16 segments at a control rate of 100 Hz
indicated that each module would require
multiple microprocessors operating in paral-

Three basic classes of servo controllers were considered during the preliminary
design phase - analog, digital and hybrid,
Analog servo controllers have been used on
most other 2D and 3D hydraulically actuated
wave generators and they have proven to be
reasonably
reliable on the
2D machines
installed at NRC. Although they are a relatively inexpensive component of a 2D machine, their cost is much more significant on
a segmented machine, especially when cabling
and safety interlocks are considered. Manual
operations such as loop optimization and
sensor calibration, which are fairly routine
on a 2D machine, become rather impractical
when 100 or more segments are involved. The
number of manual controls can easily become
excessive
which adversely affects system
reliability. Fault detection capabilities
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board computer was selected to perform the
This computer board
control calculations.
has an 80186 CPU which provides the required
cost.
at
a reasonable
processing power
as
Segment
are
known
These
computers
Controllers (SCs) and their only functions
are to accept command packets from the MC,
execute the command and report back on the
results of the execution.
Figure 6 shows a block diagram of the
of an MCU.
The
computational component
figure shows the board level products and
how they interact with each other and the
Ethernet network. In the figure, the external control blocks are digital input/output
modules which are required to monitor and
The figure also
control external events.
shows that the parallel port of the MC is
connected to each SC.
This is necessary to
allow the MC to interrupt specific SCs without using the limited number of Multibus
Four analog input cards
interrupt lines.
and two analog output cards are also shown
connected to the Miltibus.

It was decided that the microprocessor
lel.
components had tc be existing board level
products compatible with an established bus
The IEEE-796 Multibus standard
standard.
was selected which offers the capability to
working in
16 bus masters
have up to
of the
The
wide acceptance
parallel.
Multibus standard also means that there are
many board level products to choose from,
Three main functions can be identified
for the computational component of an MCU.
interface between the module and
They are:
the Ethernet network; scheduling real time
tasks such as the acquisition of feedback
data, calculation of control signals and the
output of the control signals; and thv
-lculation of the control signals from the
drive signal and the feedback data.
The first function is carried out by an
communication computer.
Intel iSBC 186/51
This single board computer includes an 80186
CPU, on board RAM and the hardware required
This
for the Ethernet serial interface.
computer, the Module Communication Computer
(MCC), is responsible for accepting commands
from the Ethernet network, passing the commands to the realtime scheduler and Lelaying
results back to the host via the Ethernet
network,
Scheduling of real-time tasks is the
Tasks must be
heart of the control system.
scheduled to execute at the proper tile and
data must be passed between tasks which may
The
be running on separate processors.
Intel iSBC 286/10 single board computer was
This
selected to provide these functions.
single board computer includes an 80286 CPU,
allows the addition of an 80287 numeric coprocessor, has dual ported RAM memory which
is necessary to pass data between itself and
other computer boards, and has a high speed
data bus which can be used to transfer data
to and from offboard memory at close to
The additional memory
local bus bandwidth.
is required to store the 16 drive signals of
up to 10,000 samples each, as well as any
This compudata acquired by the computer.
ter, known as the Module Controller (MC), is
responsible for accepting commands passed to
it by the MCC, acquiring feedback data, processing drive signals and passing these data
on to the computers which calculate the control signals.
signals
The
calculation of control
using the feedback data and desired drive
signal data is the most computationally intensive component of the digital controller.
This function lends itself extremely
Once the control
well to multiprocessing.
loops have been initialized, only self-contained packets of information need to be
The control task
sent to the processors.
then uses these data to calculate the control signal. No further interaction between
the processors are required until the results are ready to be returned. This isolation makes it straightforward to add additional processors to achieve the desired
control rate. The Intel iSBC 186/03 single

4. 2

InterprocessoT Communication

All interpracessor communication within
a module control unit takes place over the
Multibus, going to and from buffers located
in the dual ported RAM area in the MC. Communication between the MC and the MCC uses
one buffer for transfers from the MC aind
In both
another for transfers to the MC.
cases, the buffers are not re-used until the
that
the
processor
indicates
receiving
transmitted packet has been processed.
Communication between the MC and an SC
uses a FIFO buffer capable of stacking 16
The normal procedure is for the
commands.
MC to write a command into a buffer, interrupt an SC and then for the SC to overwrite
the buffer with its response. When the response is ready, the SC interrupts the MC
which then instructs the SC to use the cornmand stacked in the next buffer while the MC
processes the response. Each SC has a separate buffer area in the MC's dual ported
RAM.
4.3

Feedback Sensors

The types of feedback sensors to be
used for servo control were determined mainly by testing of a 3-segment prototype
The primary feedback variable is
machine.
actuator displacement and externally mounted
RVDT's measuring the lever arm angle were
selected on the basis of resolution, linearity, lifet'me and accessability. Resolution
was of particular importance since it was
decided to derive velocity from the displacement signal by means of digital differentiation in order to avoid a separate sensor.
Either acceleration or delta P (difacross
the actuator)
ferential
pressure
feedback was also found to be necessary for
stability in order to control oil column
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was
selected
P
Delta
effects.
resonance
because of somewhat better performance and
measure
provides the most direct
because it
of the force exerted by the actuator,
Both force and wave elevation feedback
for
have been used on other wave machines
Fbrce feedback
wave absorption control [3].

wave.
a
long-crested
generate
to
phase
is
mode
this
Although fast and convenient,
since
used mainly as an operational check
is
limited by small variations in
accuracy
The
wave elevation from segment to segment.
of the wave probes is
primary calibration
in
done by slowly raising the water level

was not considered practical because of the
wet-back design. It also requires phase com-

the basin.
The calibration procedure for each type

frequencies where the
pensation at higher
the
hydrodynamic
of
resistive
component
force no longer dominates the inertial component.
It was therefore decided that wave
elevation at the board and horizontal wave
the
mean
free
surface
board
velocity
at
would b, used as the feedback variables for
wave absorption with the velocity computed
from the measured lever arm angle.

of sensor is initiated by a host computer
command and all segments are usually calibrated simultaneously. Calibration constants
and
linear
regression
computed
by
are
data
All calibration
checked for validity.
on the host and
a disk file
are stored in
time
the
each
automatically
downloaded
machine is started.

with a
fitted
has
been
The machine
the
on
elevation probe
capacitance wave
front of each wave hoard in order to allow
for future implementation of wave absorption
control. This consists of a wire strung in a
"W" pattern about 2 cm from the face of the
board in order to measure t1.e average water

4.5

the
board,
elevation across the width of
used
to
will
be
Software
compensation
in the
angle
the wave board
account for
flapper and combination mode3. Capacitance
probes were selected primarill on tne basis
of previous experience at NRC where similar
and
devices have proven to be very reliable
relatively inexpensive,

can handle analog controllers with position,
rate and delta P feedback
velocity, error
The hydraulic components are essenterms.
tially modelled as linearized devices using
hut nonlinear
techniques described in r20]
compensation is included to account for the
pressure dependence of the servo valve flow
coefficient. The effective mass and damping
seen by the actuator and the delta P feedback signal are calculated on the basis of
linear wave theory [21] with extensions for

4.4

Servo Dynamics

in
the
initial
to
assist
In
order
a
fairly
control
system,
the
desi,, of
general computer program was developed to
the
servo dynamics of hydraulic
calculate
It
frequency domain.
the
wave machines in

Automatic Calibration

Automatic calibration has been provided
for each of the analog feedback sensors. A
lever arm
slotted vane is mounted on the
shaft of each segment and a simple optical
switch is used to detect the edge of each
This defines
slot
as the lever arm rotates.
ten discrete angles with an accuracy of 0.02
the RVDT
degrees which are used to calibrate
sensor,
The delta P sensors are DC coupled in
hardware to allow static calibration but are
high-pass filtered in software when used for

multiple
and
wave
boards
elevated
articulation modes.
The program can predict closed loop
frequency response reasonably well for preliminary design purposes as shown in Fig.
was also extended to provide a simpli7. It
by
the digital controller
of
fied model
for the
input
functions
transfer
including
and output filters and a propagation delay
term to account for the computation cycle.
This version correctly predicted the 5 Hz
instability which occurs when the delta P

feedback control. Each sensor is calibrated
by slowly moving to each of the mechanical
limits of the actuator and then opening the
supply pressure is
servo valve so that full
applied to the transducer. A third point at
zero pressure is obtained by averaging the
signal for 30 seconds while the wave board
is stopped at the centre position.
One wave board in each group of 16 is
equipped with a water elevation step gauge
the analog capawhich is used to calibrate
16
citance wave probes. This consists of

is
too
small as well as a higher
feedback
which occurs when the
resonance
frequency
delta P coefficient is excessively large as
shown in Fig. 8.
The program was also used to select
the frequencies for the delta P and position
the valve driver
filters
and
sensor
input
in
practice
It
is
common
filter.
output
signal processing to set input fildigital
to
ters
at or below the Nyquist frequency
however,
it
this
case,
In
prevent aliasing.
was necessary to set the filters well above
to
in order
frequency
the
50 Hz Nyquist
lag with consequent
avoid excessive phase
The
FiQ.
9.
as shown in
loss of stability
were set as low as possible while
filters
a 6 db gain margin and
still
maintaining
and
other methods such as shielded cables
differential input amplifiers were used to
minimize noise. In practice, aliasing has
not been a significant problem.

conductivity probes mounted with a vertical
spacing of 10 cm. The MC is interrupted each
cnter, the water which de£i.. s
time a prot
The 16 probes
a discrete calibration point.
full
range of
the
spaced
to cover
are
operati-] depths but only 3 or 4 are used in
a given calibration,
The wave probes can be calibrated i,
segments
mode by
running all
dynamic

a
in
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4.6

the hydraulic interlock loop or by
the signal into the servo valve to
Opening the hydraulic interlock loop
zero.
the residual
but
shuts off the pumps,
hydraulic pressure remains high for a few
seconds; forcing the drive to the servo
valves to zero has an immediate effect wnich
stops the wave board without any mechanical
damage.
Possible faults which necessitate emergency shutdown include:
(1) failure of the Module Controller;
(2) failure of a Segment Controller;
failure of the system bus;
(3)
,
(4) failure 'f a feedbac'I (5) failure of a servo valve;
(6) failure of an analog input or output
channel.
the MC
Under normal operating conditions,
generates a 50 Hz square wave under software
control, interrupts the MCC at a 10 Hz rate
and ensures that 16 control calculations are
The
interval.
control
performed every
square wave is input to a retriggerable oneshot which will timeout if not reset in 40
This will then cause the hydraulic
msec.
interlock loop to be operen and the servo
valve drive current to be forced to zero.
Both the MC and the MCC also have the capamethods
disabling
these
to
use
bility
directly via digital I/O modules on the computer boards.
opening
forcing

Control Loop Software

A block diagram of the control loop is
The control algorithm
shown in Figure 10.
uses the desired angular position of the
lever arm, the actual angular position, the
differential pressure across the piston of
the hydraulic actuator and any time histories of these variables to compute the driv!e
voltage to the servo valve signal conditionThe basic control equation
ing circuitry.
used is:
Drive voltage = Kloo *[Kerr*(Od-8a)
-KAp*DELP -Kvel*Ovel]
gain
are
Kvel
and
KAp
Kerr,
Kloop,
constants which can be changed by the host.
8
a is
the input desired position,
6d is
ve1 is the filthe actual position and
tered first derivative of the actual posiDELP is the differential pressure.
tion.
Any changes to the gain terms in the equations or changes to other parameters in the
control loop, such as calibration curves for
the transducers, are all ramped over a
period of 10 seconds so that the transition
is smooth,
The control calculations in the SC all
used scaled integer arithmetic with 32 bits
All
of accuracy maintained where required.
of the math routines are coded in assembler

If the MC fails, then the 50 Hz square
wave will disappear; if an SC fails, then
less than 16 control calcu)at-ions will be
carried out successfully in a control interval and thus be detected by the MC. Failure
of the system bus will be diagnosed by the
MC since there will not be any segments conIn all cases, the fault will be
trolled.
detected and the system disabled.
Failure of a feedback transducer can
occur in different ways. The signal conditioning circuitry has been desiqned so that
failure of the bridge in the transducer will
cause the voltage from the signal conditioning circuitry to exceed the normal operating
range. This condition is checked by the SC
and, if found, the SC will advise the MC of
the failure and instruct the MC to disable
If the transducer failure is
the system.
not detected in this manner, the system will
In this case, at
not behave as it should.
least one of the checks on the limits on the
absolute position of the actuator allowed or
the limits on the error between the desired
and the actual position or exceedance of
velocity limits will fail and be detected by
The SC will
the SC controlling the segment.
then adviae the MC of the failure and advise
The failure
the MC to disable the system.
of a servo valve may be detected in am.ch the
same manner as above.
Failure of an analog input or analog
output board will likely either be detected
as a failed transducer or the processor
accessing the board will not finish the read
c- write cycle it, time cdusing a timeuut
This violation will
violation to occur.

to optimize the performance of the controlThe control equation shown above and
ler.
any checks for error conditons execute in
under 2 msec on the 6 Mhz 80186 based SC.
This means that 4 SCs can easily handle the
The
control calculations for 16 segments.
software in the MC allows from 1 to 8 SCs to
Upon reset, the MC determines the
be used.
number of SCs in the system and distributes
If
the computational load between the SCs.
8 SCs are used, the time available for the
control calculations for each segment is up
to 5 msec so there is ample reserve for
future enhancements,
The MC's main responsibilities for control are to start a control loop every
10 msec; acqjire feedback data for each segment, calculate the desired position of each
segment and pass the data to the appropriate
SC; check to ensure that the SCs report the
successful control of all segments every
and take any actions
interval;
control
necessary in the event of a failur-. The MC
calculates the desired position by linearily
interpolating between points of a stored
drive signal which has an intersample spacing of 100 msec.
4.7

Safety Features

Since each actuator can produce more
than 4 tonnes of force, it is imperative
that the failure of critical components of
the wave generator be diagnosed quickly.
Once a failure is detected, the system must
Disabbe disahlcd before damage can occur.
ling of the system can be done by either
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make the number of segments controlled in 10
msec less than 16 and thus the error will be
detected by the MC.
4.8

Other Features

Data acquisition functions have also
The control system has the
been included.
ability to acquire a maximum of 32,000
samples of information from I to 20 channels
These sample'
at a rate of up to 100 Hz.
are taken from the SCs and may include many
in the control
intermediate calculations
loop. These samples can in turn be used to
analyze and optimize control loop performance. The sampled data can be uploaded and
stored in host computer files for subsequent
plotting or analysis using standard routines,
The MC also accepts a terminal which
th
user can utilize to interrogate the MC
.;-,y
.zitlrol.
and the SCs during acci.t
error messages normally relayed to the host
If a
are also displayed on the terminal.
terminal is not connected, then the MC automatically queues the error messages until a

It can handle up to 200 segments
matrices.
located on 1 to 3 basin walls. The wave
elevation at each segment and the corresponding wave board displacement are calculated
for
by
linear wave theory. Compensation
servo dynamics is applied and the drive
signals are checked to ensure they do not
of
the
limits
the
operational
exceed
DWREP also checks for spurious
machine.
waves in the defined test area caused by
reflection and diffraction effects as well
to
waves
due
propagating
as
secondary
the
Biesel
violate
which
components
condition [2]. Since all drive signals are
no
real-time
are
there
pre-computed,
'n the number of components
constraints
sed to synthesize a wave
which can hb
system. The present software can handle up
to 1024 frequencies and 100 angles but these
limits can he easily increased.

terminal is connected cr the MC is reset,
A local hand-held control box can also
be plugged into any MCU. This device gives
the user manual control of any three segments and is intended primarily for mechanical maintenance. All commands from the host
are disabled while the local controller is
plugged in.
5.0

HOST C(WPUTER SOFTWARE

The host computer software consists of
an on-line control program named SWG and a
set of directional wave synthesis programs,
SWG allows th- user to operate the machine
by entering simple commands with menu assisIt also displays and
tance on request.
maintains a log of detailed messages for
errors detected at any level of the control
SWG commands include system inisystem.
tialization, calibration, drive signal downloading, starting and stopping of wave generation, data acquisition and control parameter modification (privileged users only protected by password).
The present wave generation software is
based on the snake principle method {2,22].
Although the discrete double summation model
has been widely used for directional seas,
it is neither ergodic nor spatially homogenis used
frequency averagin
eous unless
The software has therefore been
[18,23].
designed to handle both single summation (1
direction per frequency) and double summafrequency)
tion (multiple directions per
wave models.
Since a very extensive 2D wave generatLon package had previously been developed
at NRC [241, it was decided to integrate th'
new 3D software with the existing system i:
shown in Fig. 11. A standard data file format containing amplitude, phase and direction (APD) matrices has been adopted to
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STEEP SHORT-CRESTED WAVES PRODUCED BY A SIMPLE THREE DIMENSIONAL WAVEMAKER

Professor Marshall P. Tulin and Ali Kolaini
Ocean Engineering Laboratory
University of California
Santa Barbara, CA 93106
ABSTRACT

end wall.
It is presented to the ATTC because of its potential importance for tank
testing.
The existence of discrete standing wave
modes (resonance) in closed tanks is well
known, Lamb (1932), and was understood for
semi-infinite channels by lirsell (1952), who
was particularly interested in asymmetric
wave modes in connection with edge waves on
sloping beaches.
Subsequently, asymmetric
propagating waves produced by a flat plate
oscillating about a central vertical hinge
were studied close to the first resonance (or
cut-off frequency) by Bernard, Mahony, and
Pritchard (1977), and the general properties
of such asymmetric waves were studied experimentally by Madsen (1973).
More recently,
<
'rtal
and
theoretical
studies
of
non-linear effects near the second cut-off
frequency h-- been studied by Kit, Miloh,
and Shemer (1986), and over a range of frequencies by Shemer, Kit, and Miloh (1986).
These works emphasize asymmetric waves produced by paddle-like wavemakers and may be
regarded as complementary to our own work,
whiih CmPhasizeZ
y'".
iet
,, .'r nroelced bv
a plunging conical shape, and has been particularly motivated by an interest in the
practical application of such a wavemaker.
We have carried out theoretical analyses, computer simulation, and experimental
studies of monochromatic waves produced by a
semi-cone of half angle 360, mounted on a
plunging end wall.
The theoretical studies
are restricted to the linear regime, but most
of our experiments have been carried out with
relatively steep short-crested waves, as a
central questiln for us has been whether such
waves can be readily produced in this way.
In summary, we have found it not difficult to
produce steep short-crested waves at frequencies not too close to cut-off.
In fact,
quite remarkably, we are able to produce such
waves which break continuously through the
entire length of our wave tank.

Steep, short-crested waves, as well as a
large variety of three dimensional propagating wave patterns have been created in our
laboratory in a novel and simple way, utilizing a plunging half-cone wavemaker.
This
three dimensional shape attached to a plunging vertical plate at the end of a wave tank
(3'x3'x70')
creates complex wav- patterns
dependent upon the wavemaker shape, its frequency, and the tank width. Waves of total
height somewhat in excess of the wavemaker
stroke have been created for certain frequencies; these were sometimes conical in
appearance and broke throughout the length
of the wave tank.
It is thought that this
VeUE!e
o[-1"
, ' *
practice.
In this paper, i1vih theory, computer
simulation
results, and experimental data
are presented which predict, explain, and
describe
these
three
dimensional
waves.
I.

INTRODUCrION

Steep waves at sea are often shortcrested, and it would therefore be highly
desireable to be able simply to produce such
waves in experimental tanks for the purpose
of testing the response of platforms and
ships, as well as for the study of the fundamental properties of short-crested waves,
their breaking, etc.
At the present time,
such waves are sometimes produced in tanks
by segmented programmed wavemakers of the
Salter type.
It occurred to the senior
author in 1984 that short-crested waves might
he prodiced very simply through the action
of a plunger wavemaker of non-planar form, of
conical shape for example, and in the same
year some tests were carried out in a small
wave tank at UCSB and proved successful,
Subsequently we have built a much larger
wave tank, 70' in length and 3'x3' in cross
section, see Figure 1, and we are continuing
these studies.
We have, in addition, made
theoretica' studies of these waves.
This
paper represents a preliminary report on the
properties of short-crested waves produced in
a tank by a plunging semi-cone placed at one

2.

THEORY

2.1

General Solution
We consider the propagation of small am-
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plitude

surface
gravity waves
in a
semiinfinite deep channel of width, £, where the
waves are being produced by an oscillating
wavemaker mounted at one end of the channel.
For example, we imagine the wavemaker, of
arbitrary shape, is being driven in vertical
oscillations (plunging) described by:
+W

n(t)= R f

The wave pattern for such modes thus decays
- k * /x
as e
away from the wavemaker.
There'
fore only a finite number of modes for n , n
will result in propa!atinS waves; in general,
the higher tile wave freqiuency, the git,.ey
the number of propagating wave modes.

,

2.2

qw(W)e

dw

The
situation
is best appreciated by
considering the dispersion curves for freewave propagation in a channel; i.e., the relation k (w), or
n (w), where hn = 27/k n is
the down-tank wavelength of the mode n.
This
relationship A (w)
follows immediately Irim
n

and produces a wave pattern in the channel,
o(x,z;t), where x is the distance along the
channel parallel to the walls and measured
from the wavemaker wall; y is the vertical
distance, positive upward; and z is the distance
transverse
to the channel walls and
measured from the near wall.
If the wave
pattern corresponding to a harmonic oscillation at frequency, w, id
unit wavemaker amplitude is q'(x,z;w)e
, then:

= R f

q(w)q'(x,z;w)e-ttdw
w((xz;t)

-2 = (-4
n2 )-l
171
n
where
k/
I
and w
Li/(2lt/2)Y
It is
t
evident n ht na series of cut-off frequen(ies
exists, W
v'n, for integer n (symmetrc
aid half-integer n (asvmmetric).
These actually correspond to frequencies
for whlih
free waves exist in a purely transverse mod,(sloshing mode); they are therefore resonance
frequencies near which very large amplitudes
may be expected near the wavemaker.
At cutoff, it may be shown that the group velocitv
of the resonant mode disappears, so that wav,
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The wave pattern, q'(xz;w) may in prinbe found making use of the boundary
conditions on t1- wall !n= 0), on the wavemaker
maker 10n=0n'(oy,z), ' and on the free surface
ciple

(0tt+gy=O),
potenirial

D

where

(V 0=0).

is

the

velocity

f

energy cannot
have observed
ptrsmlto

and where the wave pattern

is related to 0 through the kinematical
Thus
1It=Ov(V=O)condition,
surface
s,
"

lb(,yz;t)

n

pagate; these are the subject of the work ot
Bernard, et al. and Kit, Shemer, and Miloh,
previously referenced.
As each cut-off frequency is exceeded in
turn, a new propagating wave mode contributes
to the far field
wave pattern,
resulting
in
more
c.us;.lex
t a-,,erse
and
down-channel

1

(iu1(u(,y'z)eiwt.

_W
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(

An appropriate representation

for i'

patterns, again as observed.

is:

2.3

A
we(W2 /g)y
(P(,,Z
'(x,y,z;w)
1An(w~elt
/gy
n0,1/2,1,3/2,2,..
2nz
cos

is

ikn x
e

1

k

=

2(

is

For each frequency, th- number of waves
determined by the number of propagating
The resulting patterns, the sum of a
number of waves of different wave-

even for a
lengths, can become complicated,
single frequency.
The situation for a frequency between the first and second cut-off
(note that £12 < X 0 < 9 in this case), re-

{6!

n
may be determined from the
and A
S n on the wavemaker wall.
conditions

The Free-Wave Patterns

modes.
discrete
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where,
02
[(wl/g)2 _ (2nn/)

escape from the wavvmaker; we
this r effect
both in the com.i.ietly
o

N a
w..vimentally.
simulation and
puter
limit the wave amplitude at
effects
linear
resonance and also permit some energy to pro-

free
if,

then
-

TheDispersion Curves

[I)

siilLing,
n=l,
is

boundary

Note that the wave corresponding to n=O
simply a planar wave.
Larger integer val-

data).

two propagating modes, n=O and
in
readily analyzed (we later compare
Let,
i(kox-wt+(o )

ies of n correspond to cosine wave patterns
across the channel; tnczo arc
'-nuntr
v.ith
ragard to the centerline for n, integer, and
asymmetric for n, half integer.
A symmetric

n(xo,t;w) = A e
081
where
k0
W2/g
=

would thus produce a wave pattern
frequency, w,
For each
n=0,1,2,etc.
for
there exists a palue of n" sufficiently large
that 2ltn*/9 > w /g, so that k n. is imaginary.

and

2

w

wavemaker

2
(21)

2

i(k x-Wt+Ot
+Ale

-

2
k0 -

2
(2,/

1/f2

(1/X0

It can easily be shown that 181 is equivalent
to the sum of two-beat patterns:
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(Ao+A1 ) cos

q(x,o,t;w)
+
02

_co Jk-k
•cos
-0
2

)

t

kx*k 1
I tw
)x
(

+ (

kinematically simple, corresponding to an
outgoing cylindrical wave whose amplitude is
decaying as 1/Vr (where r is the radius from
the wavemaker center), and whose wavelength
becomes constant (and equal to XC) within a
The wave
a few wavelengths.
radius
of
pattern in the channel is thus simply equal
the sum of the cylindrical waves issuing
from the wavemaker cascade, see Figure 3.
For example, the far field potentialIr

-01)]
-)
2

kO+oI
(A0 -A I ) sin [( 2 x - wt + (

2

)

ato
0)01)
-2

k k
si1 -01)x
+

displaced along the plane, x=0, with spacing
The propagating, mono2, see Figure 3.
wave field due to each of the wavechromatic
makers in the cascade is in the far field

+
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This sum is in turn equivalent to an irregular wave with a modulating beat:

to an oscillating source of strength, qe
,
located at depth f beneath the free surface
is, Havelock (1955)

O(x,o,t;w) = [(A2+A 1) + 2A A0 cos (k0 -k )Xl

40(rm,t)

2qk0(

2

sin

)

beat

-

k0+k(I
os

1( --2

(t-korm+n/

+

- Wt +

)x + tan -(x)

(-

A -A
( 0 -1)

tank

k-k
0--1-)x +

A0 +A 1

is the
and r
usual,
as
z w /g,
k
hdistance from the observation point to
The total
wavemaker in the cascade.
the n
far field wave pattern in the channel (xz)
due to some vertical distribution of source
density, q'(f), is therefore:

o -

-

I
1

2

m-k _
0
0

(Only in S0the case A
= A 1 does the irregularity disappear. ) This irregularity was apparobservations
of waves
ent
in
experimental
produced between the first and second cut-off
The beat was also measured, as
frequency.
where
2.5

b

I

(The relation

may

between

also _hown

below

are

the

cut-off

frequencies, J
= Vn; the wavemaker amplitude
(The cross-channel
and
downwas
fixed.

i

*

.
w

scales are

not identical).

1

n
Iw _

simulated.

wavemaker

are summed.
kesults are presented inaxFigure
4 tor the values of w shUwn in the sequcnce

channel

i

conical

within

below;
/

a

which the calculation is applicable
with
the number of terms nm ditane
which
increases
1,itedwnca
apyn

I

,

/

be

way

and the conical shape was determined
using a version of slender body theory).
In
applying
[121,
the
down
channel
distance

//-I

i

this

f (f)

i

I,

1121

= 'x + (mR-7)21,
for m=O,+l,±2,etc.
n
Computational Simulation

readily

:MAGEE':

ANN-. :MAGE

(wt-korm+n/4)

2

r

In

[ma&es

rMACE I MAC:c

EiZ,

f?
0 q'(f)df 2 2nko( _2_
d
0 nkor
m
0m

sin

discussed later.
Additional modes will, of course, increase the complexity of the wave pattern.
Method of

10 1

where
radia

f

2.4

-kof
)e k

I2
1101

where O(x)

4

*

1.000

2
1 414

3
1.732

.769,1.000,1.38,1.154 1.423,1.538
These simulations

1.738

show the appearance of

A computational simulation of the wave
For this simulation
pattern suggests itself.
we have made use of the method of
images
ages
mae
usveofthemmethodally
of
wehaey
whereby
the wavemak-r
symmetrically placed

the appropriate new modes each time a cut-off
They also reveal that
frequency is exceeded.
for frequencies at or slightly (less than 1%)
frequency,
the far
in
excess of the cut-off
aerltvl
o
fedwv
mltds

between walls is replaced by its equivalent,
cascade of identical wavemakers
an infinite

field
while
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are
amplitudes
wave
very large amplitudes

relatively
appear near

low
the

wavemaker and grow as the frequency is increased just beyond critical.
(It must be
kept in mind that these calculations involve
only the propagating waves and not the local
110] is
wave).
The irregular-wave, see Eq
also evident in the x-cut created by the wall
in the case of operation between the first
two cut-off frequencies, w = 1.154.
Generally, the simulated and observed wave patNotice that the
terns are very similar.
waves become increasingly short crested as
the frequency is increased across the cut-off
frequencies - compare w = 1.154 and w = 1.538.
We consider these waves to be adequate for
the
experimental
study
of
short
crested
effects,
2.6

A series of observations have been made
for a fixed and large wavemaker amplitude, 5"
total stroke.
A photograph of the wave
pattern produced at a frequency w = 1.I54(w
1.5Hz.), between the first and second cut-oilf
frequencies, is shown as Figure 5. A film of
the waves
produced through the range of
frequencies
is
available
(shown
at
the
meeting), and the wave patterns are seen to
be in accord with the computer simulation.
The wave height (total) was measured over the
range of distances from 15' to 45' downchannel from the wavemaker for the frequency
w = 1.154, and is shown in Figure 6. These
data are fit by a beat function of the form
shown in Eq. [101 but allowing for a linear
decay in wave amplitude with distance, and an
empirical small phase in the beat. This
allows the determination of the ratio AI/A 0 ,
which is estimated to be 3.2
The agreement
between the measured (0.91ft ) and predicted
ko-k2
(0.95 ft.
) values of beat wavemaker

The Directional Spectrum

It may be shown that the directional
spectrum corresponding to these wave patterns
is concentrated at discrete orientations, 0n'
measured from the down-channel direction,
where:
sin O n

instantaneous wave
The
is satisfactory.
profile across the tank was measured and
found
to
be
approximately
of the
form
a + b cos 2oz/Q, but with a profile steeper
near the wall (perhaps due to breaking which
occurred there).
Total wave heights of H = 6" were measured (for a 5" total stroke), whereas the
lengths of the two basic waves for the fre.
quency
w = 1.154
are:
A0=27.33";X =42,0'
The corresponding wave slopes are very large:
H/X C.22;H/A1=.14.
It is not therefore surprising
that
breaking
accompanied
these
waves.
It is, however, somewhat surprising
that breaking occurred continuously over the
range measured, as observed visually.
This
is the probable cause of the linear decay in
wave height observed, Figure 6. A possible
cause of the continual breaking lies in the
non linear interaction between the two component waves, each of which is very steep.

[13]

n '- n-

r

The directional spectra thus involve more
components and become more widely spread, for
larger
n*.
A
well
spread
directional
spectrum therefore requires a large value of
Q/A01 i.e., a large tank width. The relative
energy of the directional components depends
upon the wavemaker shape and may be determined from the theory.
In particular the
amplitude of each of the propagating free
wave modes is directly related to a corresponding Fourier coefficient in an expansion
of the cross-channel wavemaker shape.
In the
case of the conical wavemaker, the higher
(cross-channel,
modes
are
quite
heavily
weighted, leading to waves which are relatively steep in the cross-channel direction
(short-crested), as observed experimentally,
3.

EXPERI lENTS

Waves were created in the glass walled
wave tank shown schematically as Figure i
utilizing the semi-cone of half angle 36'.
The

cone

was

attached

to

a

flat

vertical_

__

plate, almost spanning the tank and free to
ride vertically on vertical rails; it
was
offset from a fixed vertical false wall by a
distance of 0.187 ft.
This plate was itself
set into plunging oscillations in the range

! 1.11

of about

I

of

1-2 Hz.

lightweight

material

was

recorded

either

on

a

conventional

j
. ......

set at

I

a small angle to the mean water level at the
far end of the tank.
The tank is equipped
with a moveable instrument carriage, to which
can be attached capacitance wire wave gauges.
These gauges are stable and linear, and can
be

_

_

I.

An effective beach composed

honeycomb

_

_"_

V
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I

I

I
6

ii
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|
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chart recorder or digitally in the memory of
a mini-computer (IBM PC).
The latter mo'de
allows for the subsequent analysis of thu
data, including spectral analysis.
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DIRECTIONAL IRREGULAR WAVE GENERATOR DESIGN
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ABSTRACT

a. Obtain a directional irregular wave
generator which can be used on a study at
any location within the wave basin.

A directional irregular wave
generator is installed in a wave basin at
the U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station's Coastal Engineering
Research Center (CERC). The unique design
provides a wave generator which can
simulate local sea and distant swell
spectra over a broad range of differing
directions of approach and directional
distributions.
The wave generator consists of 60
wave paddles, each 1.5 ft in width,
separated into four modules. The modules
are portable and can be relocated within
the test basin. The wave paddles are
driven at the paddle joints to reduce
generation of parasitic waves. The wave
paddle displacement is in translational
motion and is designed for water depths up
to 2 ft.
Displacement of each paddle is
independently controlled by an automated
data acquisition and control system
(ADACS).
Design considerations and performance
characteristics of the directional
irregular wave generator are presented.
The operating software is configured for
maximum flexibility during experimental
tests. To date the wave generator has
been used for nonlinear wave research
studies, analysis of irregular directional
seas for generalized cases, and sitespecific

b. Allow relocation to simulate principal
directions of wave attack while generating
a directional wave distribution.
c. Provide for future expansion of the
wave generator.
d. Allow operation of the wave generator
in an alignment which can be varied module
by module.
e. Reduce spurious wave generation at
higher frequencies.
The wave generator has been designed
for use primarily on coastal projects in
intermediate to shillow water depths. The
addition of the directional irregular wave
generator has enhanced CERC's experimental
Significantly improved model
2 apability.
data will be obtained for a broad range of
coastal engineering site-specific studies
and research investigations since the
interaction of wave trains from multiple
directions and directional spreading of
wave energy can be included in future
studies.
2.

WAVE BASIN
Currently, the wave generator (Fig.

studies.

1) is

located

ly 95 ft

I.

INTRODUCTION

ft

wide.

The maximum

water depth is 2 ft.
Wave absorbers are
installed along the basin perimeter and
consist of 2-in. layers of rubberized hair
installed between two layers of expanded
sheet metal. The slope of the wave
absorbers is 37 deg along the side walls
and front of the basin. Behind the wave
generator, the absorber is adjustable.
Flume tests (Briggs,
) show an av~rage
reflection coefficient of approximately 12
percent.

The directional irregular wave
generator, installed at CERC provides a
unique resource for experimental studies
of natural sea states in a laboratory
environment. Unique features of the wave
generator include its size, modular
design, portability, wave paddle drive,
and joint seal techniques. A portable
design for the wave generator was selected
in order to:
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Aknk--

in a test basin approximate-

long by 114

-

igure

.

Dircct

onal

irregular wave renerator

in model

test

basin.

The test basin is located ins de a
concrete wave basin 1'42 tt
wide by jo2 it
ong with walls 2.5 !t
nibfn.
The wave
oeneraLor can bc relocated within any pa3rL
it
the wave basin.
flidba
,
t o be usei
during Lidol generation, run along the
inside Oit eACh
f the JbZ-tt
wall
r/n
are
. ft
by a ft .
The wiv,
basin wos
constructed instde on tisolated steelframe shelter.
Posts for roof support
extend down the center longitudinal lerth
of the wave basin at 20 fL intervals.

console for 61
channlI ,.

Overhead walkways provide in unobstructed
view of both sides of the basin and are

current servo motors.
A simplified plan
of the articulated joint and seal between
each of the wave boards is shown in
Fig. 3. Aijacent wave boards are
connected by a sliding, flexible-plate
seal.
The seal slides are in a guide
between the front and rear plates of the
wave board.

5 .2

Module De-i

6

board control

n

Eacl7
tf the tour modules, shown
schmat*L
' , . in
i g. 2, has a steel
t rame.
Ih.
.ve
boards on each module are
1.5 ft wide and Z.5 ft high.
They are
driven at the wave board joints
with a
fixed and a linked wave board hinge and
7
are powered by 0. 5-horsepower direct

used for supporting instrumentation cables
to the wave generator and model wave
gages.
A sump pit for us, during tidal
getneration is located outside the shelter,
The office area and control room for
the wave generator ADACS are located along
the side of the wave basin.

The wave board stroke is + 0.5 ft and
each wave board can be operated 180 dug
out of phase with the adjacent wave
board.
The wave boards are operated in
translational motion and are not sealed at
the bottom or at the ends of the
generator.
Wave board displacement is
controlled by the belt-driven carriage
assembly shown in Fig. 2.
Each module is equipped with six
adjustable mounting pads for leveling.
The modules are moved using four dollies
at each of four lifting points.
Two of
the lifting points are in front of the
wave board and are raised above the wave
boards when the wave generator is in
position for testing.

3. DIRECTIONAL IRREGULAR WAVE GENERATOR
SYSTEM
3.1

wave

Major Components

The directional irregular wave
generator, described previously by Outlaw
(1984) and Briggs (_),
was designed and
constructed by MTS Systems Corporation of
Minneapolis, Minnesota.
The wave generator is an electronically controlled,
electromechanical system and consists of
four portable modules, digital to analog
(D/A) converters, and an electronic
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ELECTRONIC ASSEMBLY

DRIE
WAVEBOARDS)

DRIVE
PLATE
Figure

2.

Schematic of wave generator module.
MOTOR

DRIVE
ASSEMBLY

-*,-

ARTICULATED
-GJOINT

SEIAL
Figure 3.

Articulated

WAVE BOARD

joint and

seal

between wave

boards.

Wave board position is monitored by a
displacement transducer.
Ali motor and
transducer power and signal voltages are
contained in the enclosures mounted above
the module frame along with the six-axis,

lisplacement ;ignals. transdu,-r 1
placement feedback signals, and ,--i.

pulse-width, modulated-drive amplifiers.
Three cable reel assemblies mounted
alongside the enclosures provide the
cables for the wave board command

The wave generator console pros
for digital
wave board position ,,nlr,
data to be input through a DA con-erter
using an IEEE 488 interface.
The 1)A

3.3
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1 Wave

Generator Console

converter output is supplied to the 61
control channels which provide the analog
signal for the :ndividual servo
controllers. The seL,'o controller modules
provide the drive enable/dizable and the
drive command signals. In addition,
signals are provided to the calibration/
test indicator for adjustment of the servo
controllers.
Wave board position displacement
transducer feedback from the generator
modules is upplied to the servo
controller modules with
displacement
readout for control monitoring by the
ADACS. The servo controller modules
generate stroke-limit and displacementerror detection signals and will halt wave
board displacement if stroke or error
limits are exceeded.
3.4

4.
4.1

Operational Control

The snake wave generation principle
is used to generate directional waves in
th- test basin. Naeser (1981) and Sand
(1979) describe the technique and note
that the directional band for waves is
limited at higher frequencies due to the
number of wave paddles per wavelength
needed along the wave generator. The
design of the drive system at each of the
wave generator joints (Sand, 1979, and
Sand and Lundgren, 1981) reduces spurious
wave amplitudes at higher frequencies.
The spurious waves, which c'- appear at
higher frequencies, propagate at an angle
to the principal wave direction. The
predicted high-frequency limit above which
spurious waves will be generated as l.,2
Hz for a wave direction of 30 deg from the
direction normal to the wave generator.
For paddles driven at the center of the
paddle wiL!hout a
, .tweei
.ne paddles,
the predicted high-frequency limit is 1.29
Hz. At the relatively small scales
typically used for three-dimensional
coastal models, improved capability to
generate a directional spectrum of wave
energy without spurious waves is
significant.

Data Acquisition and Control

An ADACS is used to generate and
transmit control signals to each of the 61
-ave boards, --nitor wave board feedback,
and collect time-series experimental data
from the wave basin. The ADACS consists
of a DEC VAX i/750 central processing
unit, 120 multiplexed channels of A/D
conversion, IEEE 488 interface for output
to 61 channels of D/A, 577 megabyte fixeddisk storage, 10 megabyte removable-disk
storage, and two 125 ips, 500/1600 bpi,
start/stop tape drives. The VAX system
was selected due Lo the following factors:

4.2

Directional Wave Characteristics

Calculated and measured wave heights
for a 1-ft depth are compared in Fig. 4a
and 4b for waves propagating rormal to the
wave generator and at an angle of 30 deg
respectively. The wave heights shown are
an average value using data from nine wave
gages located in a grid pattern over a
20-ft square measurement area.
The
measurement area was located parallel to
and 10 ft in front of the wave generator
and the gages were 10 ft apart.
Calculated wave heights were obtained
using a two- and three-dimensional wave
height transfer function (Biesel, 1954 and
Sand, 1979).
The measured wave amplitude is
decreased by leakage around and under the
generator as shown by Fig. 4 for each wave
direction. The ratio of measured wave
height to predicted wave height is shown
in Table I for each test condition.

a. The powerful operating by.tem (VMS)
readily supports multitasking for realtime applications.
b. Extensively used in scientific
applications,
c. Flexible capability and expansion
potential.
d. Software can be written exclusively in
<,gh-level language (FORTRAN 77).
e. Availability of system drivers for
real-time peripherals.
f. The system's performance allows many
nonreal-time central processor unit (CPU)
intensive applications (such as data
analysis and wave board signal generation)
to be executed locally. Adequate CPU time
is available to incorporate real-time data
analysis functions in the future.
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Table I
Ratio of the Measured Wave Height to the Predicted Wave Height

Direction, deg
0

1
0.88
0.82
0.74
0.71
0.60

3
0.93
0.83
0.73
0.76
0.72

0.75
1.00
1.50
2.00
3.00

0.68
0.73
0.62
0.59
0.45

-------- Breaking limit exceeded---------0.73
0.70
0.80
0.70
0.84
0.92
0.62
0.76
0.93
1.00

30

Wave height response is lowest for the
shorter wave paddle strokes and is
particulnrly nLi..bie tor the 30-deg
direction of wave propagation. The wave
height attenuation probably is due to
leakage around the wave generator. At
longer strokes, leakage effects ere less
significant and the measured wave height
agrees well with the calculated
theoretical wave heights.
5.

0.82
0.80
0.84

0.97
0.95

1.00
1.02
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The directional irregular wave
generator currently is being used on a
study of directional wave effects on wave
conditions in the lee of a semi-infinite
breakwater and in the lee of a shoal.
Test wave conditions consisting of
monochromatic and unidirectional and
directional spectra are being
investigated. From the results, the
effects of different amounts of frequency
and directional spreading on the refraction and diffraction of the waves will be
ascertained.
Recently, an exact solution for twodimensional, nonlinear, shallow-water
waves has been proposed. This solution
represents a unique solution of the
Kadomtsev-Petviashvili (K-P) equation, the
direct generalization of the Korteweg-de
Vries equation for one-dimensional
nonlinear waves (referred to as cnoidal
waves).
The directional spectral wave
generation facility currently is being
used to verify that the theory does, in
fact, represent these naturally occurring
nonlinear wave fields.
6.

Stroke, in
6
9
11
----Breaking limit exceeded---

Period, sec
0.75
1.00
1.50
2.00
3.00

SUMMARY

The capability to conduct directional
irregular experimental wave studies for
coastal projects is expected to result in
improved and less costly designs. The
directional wave generator is a unique
resource for study of natural sea states
in the laboratory environment.
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ACOUSTIC NOISE LEVELS IN THE HYDRONAUTICS SHIP MODEL BASIN

Alex Goodman, B. L. Silverstein, and J. T. Gottwald
Tracor Hydronautics, Inc.
7210 Pindell School Road
20707
Laurel, Maryland

ABSTRACT

instrumentation used to acquire the underwater
acoustic data, the ambient underwater
acoustical noise in the basin and its
relationship to the basin environment, the
noise level generated by the two carriages,
and the changes in noise level achieved by
modifications to the carriages and basin.
Finally, two examples of the use of the basin
as an acoustic test facility are described.

Underwater acoustic noise characteristics
of the HSMB are quantified. Tests were
conducted and the noise levels associated with
carriage operation were measured. The
carriages were quieted and the new operational
levels are presented. Two examples of the use
of the HSMB for underwater acoustical measurements are included.

1.1
1.

HSMB PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

INTRODUCTION
The basin is of steel reinforced concrete
construction. The internal dimensions are
about 420-feet (128 m) long by 25-feet (7.6 m)
wide by 13-feet (4 m) deep. There is a deep
cylindrical test section located 85 feet
(26 m) from the East end of the basin. The
cylindrical section is centered in the basin,
extends 30 feet (9 m) below the bottom of the
basin and is 11 feet (3.4 m) in diameter. The
bottom of the basin is 12-inches (30 cm)
thick. The sides are 18-inches (46 cm) thi-k
at the bottom and 12-inches (30 :;m)thick at
the top. The basin sits completely in the
ground and the concrete walls and floor are
backed with dirt and crushed rock.

The Hydronautics Ship Model Basin (HSMB®)
was piaced into operation in January 1969.
The tank has been used primarily for the
conduct of resistance, powering, seakeeping,
static and dynamic stability and control, and
wake studies for surface ships, towed bodies,
torpedoes, and submarines. In addition, tests
to evaluate the hydrodynamic performance of
offshore structures have been conducted.
The application of a towing tank for
hydroacoustic work was disucssed during SEAHAC
meetings which were held at DTNSRDC in May
1981.
A literature search revealed that DTMB
had investigated the feasiblity of using the
towing tank for hydroacoustic work in 1943 and
1946 as described by Chrisler and Lasky
(1948).
Tests were performed at DTMB to
evaluate the noise levels using both Carriage
No. 1 and Carriage No. 3. Carriage No. 3 was
a wooden structure supported by pneumatic
tires. The results were encouraging. We
believe that Carriage No. 3 was used for
subsequent acoustic testing. The HSMB
carriages are supported by pneumatic wheels,
Accordingly, in 1982 Hydronautics undertook an
inhouse funded study to evaluate and quantify
the underwater acoustic characteristics of the
HSMB and the HSMB carriages. The study was
completed in 1986.

1.2

SOUND SPEED IN THE BASIN

The temperature of the water in the
basin, which controls the sound speed, is
measured before each test since the water
temperature influences the Reynolds number.
The lowest temperature observed in the basin
0
was 58OF (14.5 C) and the normal winter low is
around 60OF (15.60C).
The highest observed
temperature was 70OF (21.1*C) and the normal
summer high is around 68*F (20C).
Based upon the work of Leroy (1969), the
speed of sound in the basin lies between
4793 ft/sec (1461 meters/sec) and 4859 ft/sec
(1481 meters/sec).

This paper presents the physical characteristics of the HSMB and its carriages with
particular emphasis on those characteristics
which may affect the underwater acoustical
noise levels in the basin, a description of

1.3

INSTRUMENTATION

Underwater sound pressure levels in the
HSMB were measured using a KSP Industries
Model HS-111 hydrophone and a Bunker Ramo,
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Model 600 hydrophone. The KSP hydrophone
consists of a 2.0-inch long, 1.5-inch diameter
cylindrical PZT element connected to a +40 dB
gain, low noise preamplifier and 75 feet of
shielded cable. The manufacturer's stated
free field sensitivity for the crystal is
-194 dB//luPa/Volt with a flat response up to
20 KHz. The sensitivity was checked at 4 KHz
by reciprocity calibration and found to be
within I dB of the stated sensitivity.

broad band time histories of the underwater
acoustic noise observed in the Basin.
Figure I illustrates the broadband noise
level recorded between midnight and 0600 on
Friday, July 29, 1984. The average background
noise level is 97 dB//UPa. The noise spikes
which occur at 30 minute intervals are caused
by an air compressor. The short noise spikes
which are 15 minutes apart are caused by an
unknown radio frequency source.

The Bunker Ramo hydrophone is a 1.0-inch
long, 1.0-inch diameter cylindrical PZT
element. The sensitivity of the element was
measured, usina the reciprocity calibration
technique, to be -205 dB/WPa/Volt between 10
Hz and 20 KHz.

Figure 2 illustrates the background noise
levels generated in the basin as a result of
the activities during a "typical" workday.
The predominant feature of the day is the
10-15 dB increase in noise level associated
with the model shop machinery which is located
in the building with the HSMB. The increased
noise level near the end of the day is caused
by the use of the main carriage. It is
evident from this figure that ambient noise is
not a limiting factor when the carriage is in

Two forms of analysis were performed on
the hydrophone outputs. In one case the
hydrophone output was amplified, bandpass
filtered and recorded on a strip chart
recorder. In the other case, the hydrophone
output was amplified and analyzed using a
Nicolet 660B digital spectrum analyzer. The
reduced data were recorded on magnetic disc
and the spectra were plotted for analysis.
2.

Figure 3 illustrates the broadband noise
level for a weekend night (Friday, July 6,
The slight
1984 to Saturday, July 7, 1984).
increase in noise level and the increased
variability is believed to be caused by the
increase in heavy truck traffic which is known
to occur on Route 95 during weekends.

BACKGROUND NOISE

The operational definition of underwater
acoustic background noise or ambient noise for
the basin is that sound pressure level which
exists when the basin carriages are not in
operation and all other local equipment is
secured. As expected, the ambient sound
pressure levels and spectra are highly
variable in time and the band level is
dominated by that portion of the spectrum
below 500 Hz.

One trend noted during the measurement
period was a gradual increase in the quietest
observable levels from winter (74 dB//ijPa)
through spring (87 dB//uPal into summer (97
dB//wPa).
This increase is thought to be
associated with the increased use of
air-conditioning equipment in the area as well
as an increase in traffic on the major

On the bottom and sides of the basin, the
water is in contact with and is contained by
concrete, and the surface interface is with
air at atmospheric pressure. This rectangular
"room" of water is driven by a large variety
of external sources. The major acoustic
sources external to the water must couple to

Table 1
Noise Band Levels in a 10 KHz Band
Source

Level, dB//1APa

the water through *he concrete since the

air-water interface couples r-latively little
energy into the water from the air as is
pointed out by Ross (1976).
Sources of
acoustic energy which are coupled to the basin
through the walls include seismicity, auto and
truck traffic, operation of heavy equipment
near the basin, people walking in the
building, and the wind blowing over the ground
and around the building. Seismic energy
generally occurs at frequencies below I Hertz
and will not influence most measurements made
in the basin.
2.1

Cars in Driveway
Air Compressor
High-Speed Fan
Shop Fans
SopeFa1n
Low-Speed Fans
2.2

103-105
102-106
108100-105
108-11

SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS

The ambient noise spectra were analyzed
in a band from 10 Hz to 10 KHZ.
Figure 4 is an example of a noise
3pectrum collected in the basin on 3 May
1984. At frequencies above 1 MHz the sound
pressure levels are below 45 dB//4Pa/Hz,
dropping to a low of about 28 dB at 8 KHz.
Above 500 Hz all of the levels lie below open

TIME HISTORIES

Temporal records of the broadband noise
Tevempra
rec the
basintake
rodd ois
levels in the basin taken over periods of days
Table I
sources.
reveal a multitude of noise
lists some typical band levels observed in
3illstrtewind
, 2,, ad
igues 1,
thebasn.
the basin. Figures
and 3 illustrate

ocean ambient levels equivalent to a 5 knot
eaufot 2. abo
less
win speo
speed or less than Beaufort 2. Above
2 kHz, the Basin background level is
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equivalent to a 1 knot wind speed or about
Beaufort I (Sea State 0).

Table 2
Characteristics Common to Both HSMB
Carriages

Figure 5 illustrates the details of the
low frequency portion of the background noise
in the Basin. The highest level occurs at

Characteristic
Drive Motor and Pump

28 Hz. This line correlates with energy
generated by the large Clausing Lathe in the
model shop. The lathe was operating during
the measurements.
3.

Wheel Motor

Tires

CARRIAGE GENERATED NOISE

Note
6 on Main Carriage
4 on High Speed
Carriage
8 on Main Carriage
on High Speed
Carriage

Insul-8-bar
Tachometer Installation
Rail Brushes

To obtain a basic understanding of the
underwater acoustic noise levels generated in
the HSMB by the operation of either the main
or high speed carriage, the broadband noise
level generated by each carriage was measured
of the carriage
during the passage
hydrophone.
These measurements
wereover
madetheas a

The next series of tests involved
operating the high speed carriage with various
air pressures in the tires. The pressure was
varied over the range from 40 psi to 90 psi in

function of speed for each carriage. Figure 6
is a graph of band level versus carriage speed
for the main carriage. Also illustrated in
Figure 6 are levels for the NSMB depressurized
Foige
a leelorthe
NM depressuriad
towing tank as reported by Vande Kooij and De
(1984) and levels for carriages I and 3
Bruyn
at DTNSRDC as reported by Chrisler and Lasky
(1948).

10 psi increments. The normal tire air
pressure is 70 psi. The test series was
conducted using manpower to propel the
carriage at a speed of 4 ft/sec. There was no
measurable difference between the noise levels

Figure 7 demonstrates the first surprise
of the measurements. The main carriage and
the high speed carriage generate the same
noise level versus speed. The main carriage
weighs 32000 lbs and the high speed carriage
weighs 8000 lbs. Above 4 feet/second the
level generated by the high speed carriage is
always lower than the main carriage, but the
maximum difference, at 20 feet/second is only
4 dB. Considering the number of differences
between the two carriages, this result was
A test program was then
surprising.
undertaken to determine which of the
similarities between the carriages was
controlling the noise level and what could be
done to reduce the levels.

conclusion that the power system for the
the primary source of the
was not
carriages noise
measured
levels.

observed at the various air pressures. There
was also, no difference between these "hand
pushed" levels and the previously observed
pwered levels, further confirming the

genete bydthe
esstenis
to a
to assess the noise generated by the
insul-8-bar system. This is the carriages'
electrical connection to the rail. For the
test, the insul-8-bar on the high speed
carriage was removed. The carriage was
propelled by pushing it to speed with the main
carriage and measuring the noise level as the
high speed carriage passed over the
hydrophone. Prior to the measurement, the
main carriage was stopped and powered down.
The measured levels were identical to the
levels measured when the high speed carriage
passed over the hydrophone under its own
power. To insuie no contamination from the
main carriage, one set of measurements were
conducted at 3 ft/sec by hand pushing the high
speed carriage. The same levels were measured
as when the carriage was powered.

The common characteristics of the two
carriages are listed in Table 2. As a first
step in the test program, the noise level for
each carriage was measured with the carriage
coasting and the motor secured. The resulting
levels agreed with those obtained with the
carriage powered. To confirm these results,
the motor, pump, wheel motors, and rails were
instrumented with accelerometers and the
accelerometer outputs were cross-correlated.
The resulting cross-correlation functions
never exceeded 10 percent over the band 12.5
These measurements eliminated
Hz to 10 KHz.
the drive motor, pump, and wheel motors as
major sources for the observed underwater
acoustic noise levels for either the main
carriage or the high speed carriage,

ft zectior. of the rails with a
-?
ccvcri;
1/2 inch thick layer of neoprene to isolate
the carriage from the rail. The noise level
was carefully observed as the carriage
proceeded down the rail, moved onto the
neoprene, traversed the 60 ft neoprene
section, and moved back onto the uncoated
rail. With the carriage on the uncoated rail,
the noise levels in the basin were as
previously observed. When the carriage was on
the neoprene, the noise levels were observed
to decrease by as much as 6 dB at 1 ft/sec.

Next a series of tests were conducted
using the high speed carriage with mass
added. Mass was added to the high speed
carriage in 1/2 ton increments up to a total
cariae
tn i ncrmets
12
p o atoal
added mass of 4 tons. No change in acoustic
noise level was observed.

Further observation revealed that the
steel tachometer wheel was the primary source
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of the noise. This conclusion was reached
when it was observed that as the main carriage
moved from the neoprene back to the steel
rail, the noise level did not increase until
the tachometer wheel left the neoprene.
Figure 8 illustrates the carriage noise band
levels with the carriaqe on the steel rail and
on the neoprene coated portion of the rail.
The low speed noise levels in both cases were
established by the carriage motor. Before
each series of runs, the carriage was parked
over the hydrophone, the motor was placed in
operation and a load placed on the motor.
In
the case of the steel rail measurements the
observed level was 110 dB//sPa and when the
carriage was parked on the neoprene, the
observed level was 104 dB//iiPa.
The
conclusion then is that isolating the steel
tachometer wheel from the steel rail reduces
the direct coupling of carriage vibrations by
6 dB. Figure 8 confirms this reduction at 1
ft/sec but the noise reduction at 10 ft/sec is
24 dB. This seems to indicate that in
addition to directly coupling vibrations from
the carriage to the rails, the tachometer
wheel generates additional noise as it rolls
on the rail when the carriage is in motion,

in signal due to the bubbles could be
determined.
Prior to the actual testing, some
preliminary work was done to determine what
parameters should be used for the acoustic
measurements and what configuration the bubble
generation apparatus should take.
In order to determine the appropriate
parameters for the acoustic measurements, the
model was placed in the tank, and a set of
background noise measurements was made. Then
the signal pulse was turned on and adjusted t:
give a reasonable baseline level from the
receiving hydrophones. The pulse length and
repetition rate were adjusted so as to
minimize the effect of reflections and to give
a reasonable number of pulses per run. The
final values used were a pulse length of one
msec and a rate of one pulse per second. At
this point, a signal frequency of 35 KHz was
being used because it was best suited to the
available experimental arrangement. The
dimensions of the HSMB and the 4 foot offset
to starboard from the basin centerline made
the starboard side of the basin the nearest
acoustic reflector which could generate a
direct reflection detectable by the receiving
hyarophones. The direct travel time from the
projector, in its outboard configuration, to
the nearest receiving hydrophone is 0.85
milliseconds. The travel time for the first
wall reflected return is 2.82 milliseconds.
The leading edge of the wall reflected return
arrives approximately one millisecond after
the end of a one millisecond direct arrival
(1.00 + 0.85 milliseconds). This one millisecond window between the direct arrival and
the first wall reflected return is necessary
for processing the data. Thus a one millisecond pulse is the longest pulse which can be
used. At 35 KHz, a one millisecond pulse
allows 35 cycles of the waveform to be transmitted. The combined characteristics of the
power amplifier, transformer, projector, and
receiving hydrophone impose a rise time on the
pulse form which reduces the number of full
amplitude cycles from 35 to between 20 and 25
cycles; i.e., a rise time of about 180 microseconds. As the acoustic frequency is
reduced, the number of full amplitude cycles
is reduced and the processed results begin to
show variations attributable to rise time
effects. Fewer than about 15 cycles provides
unacceptable error bounds on the results.
This represents a frequency of about 23 KHz.
A test was then conducted to determine if the
presence of bubbles would give a significant
transmission loss c.t this frequency of 35 KHz.
A bubble generation tuba was mounted in front
of the sonar dome to a~sure complete coverage
of the dome, and a .un was taken both with and
without bubbles. The results showed up to a
10 dB loss in signal which was felt to be
adequate. A frequency of 35 KHz was used for
all testing.

Since it is not desirable to cover the
rails with neoprene, a tachometer wheel with a
reduced diameter was covered with neoprene and
tested for noise characteristics. The main
carriage, when equipped with the neoprene
coated tachometer wheel, exhibited the same
noise levels when operating on the steel rail
as it exhibited when equipped with the steel
tachometer wheel operated on the neoprene
coated rails. It should be noted that the
original tachometer installation was neoprene
coated. This wheel was subsequently replaced
by a steel wheel because of excessive wear and
the chemical action of oils on the neoprene.
4.

ACOUSTIC TESTING

As a result of the quantification of the
underwater acoustical characteristics of the
HSMB, several experiments have been conducted
utilizing the facility. Two of these experiments are now described.
4.1

BUBBLE SWEEPDOWN TEST

Under some environmental conditions
certain surface ship sonar systems experience
performance degradation which is thought to be
caused by air bubbles entrained in the flow
field over the hull. The objective o' this
experiment was to develop and test a means of
simulating the bubble sweepdown. The approach
consisted of mounting six hydrophones from the
centerline to starboard in a small sonar dome.
An acoustic projector was mounted on an
outrigger. All receiving hydrophone signals
were recorded on magnetic tape. Acoustic data
was analyzed by recording the hydrophone
signal on a B and K Level strip chart
recorder. By recording a signal for a run
without and then with bubbles, the reduction
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computer on the HSMB main carriage. These
data were then transferred to the VAX 11/750
for display and analysis. Figure 10 is an
example of the time history of the outputs of
two hydrophones during test 5024. This figure
also illustrates the mechanism which is at the
root of the observed signal levels. The two
hydrophones, 7 and 8, are on opposite sides of
an oil filler bulkhead.
It is obvious that
the signals from the two hydrophones are
exactly out of phase as would be the case if
the bulkhead were generating bulge waves.

Figure 9 shows one example of the
measured data at a full scale speed of 20
knots. The top row are the data from the
hydrophones with no bubbles injected. The
bottom row are the data from the hydrophones
when 200 Lm'bubbles are injected at the stem
5.8 feet above the base line. Table 3
summarizes the transmission loss for 35 KHz,
1 msec pulses through screens of 200 "m
bubbles when the bubbles are injected at seven
different points above the baseline,
Table 3
Summary

Table 4
Location of Sensor in Test Section

3f Relative Transmission Loss Due to
Bubble Sweepdown

Meters

______________________________Sensor

Ship Condition:

29.5 Foot Draft
0.0 Foot Trim
Knots
20

Acoustic Conditions:

35 KHz
1 msec pulses
1 sec interval

Relative Transmission Loss, dB
Air Injection
Point
5.6'
9.1'
12.4'
15.7'
19.0'
22.3'
25.6'
4.2

ABL
ABL
ABL
ABL
ABL
ABL
ABL

1
6.5
5.0
4.5
7.5
6.0
3.5
2.5

Hydrophone Number
5
4
3
2
8
11.5
7
11.5
5.5
7.5
8.0 9.5
7.0
5.5
3.5
1.5
2.0 2.5

8.5
8.5
4.5
5.5
2.5
0.5
0.5

3.5
4.5
3.5
3.0
1.0
0.5
1.5

7
1.5
2.0
3.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
1.0

SEISMIC STREAMER HYDROMECHANICA
EXCITATION

As part of a hydroacoustic study of
seismic streamers, two 50-meter sections of a
streamer were suspended in the HSMB. The
objective of the experiment was to quantify
the acoustic response of the streamer to
longitudinal mechanical excitation. Table 4
lists the location of each of the sensors
relative to the location of the first triaxial
accelerometer in the test section. This
accelerometer was attached to the electrical
connector housing at the "front" end of the
test section.

Al
A2
A3
A4
A5
HY1
HY2

0
9.38817
12.53817
24.68717
49.29714
1.21807
2.95407

HY3

4.68907

HY4

6.42507

HY5

8.16007

HY6
HY7
HY8
HY9
HY10
HY11
HY12
HY13
HY14
HY15

9.89607
11.63207
13.36707
15.10307
16.83807
18.57407
20.31007
22.04507
23.78107
30.72307

HY16

42.87207

HY17
HY18

56.42507
68.57407

HY19
HY20
STi
ST2
ST3

80.72307
92.87207
1.21807
2.95407
4.68907

A = Accelerometer
HY = Hydrophone
=
ST
Strain Gauge
5.

CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the extensive acoustical
tests performed in the HSMB the following
conclusions can be drawn:

Data were collected using two forms of
longitudinal excitation, continuous sinusoidal
excitation and transient excitation. When the
test sections were continuously excited, three
data sets were collected for each condition of
tension (1000, 2000, and 3000 ibs), and
frequency (2, 5, 10, 20, 46, 75, and 10OHz).
In addition, data sets were collected at
specific frequencies where either acoustical
or mechanical resonances were noted. Ten data
sets were acquired at each tension for
transient excitation.

Self and radiated noise tests can be
successfully conducted in the HSMB, and
Carriage generated noise levels are
amenable to further reduction.
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CONCEPTION OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW ORLEANS SHIP OFFSHORE
UNIVERSITY LABORATORY
R. LATORRE,

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

SCHOOL OF NAVAL ARCHITECTURE AND MARINE ENGINEERING
UNIVERSITY OF NEW ORLEANS. P.O. BOX 1098
NEW ORLEANS,

LOUISIANA

ABSTRACT

I. INTRODUCTION

On February 4, 1986 the pouring of the University of New Orleans (UNO) Ship Offshore University Laboratory was begun. This paper covers
the initial stages of the design development and
summarizes the unique features of the towing
tank now under construction.
The Tank is configured for three purposes:

There are typically three stages in the
development of an engineering project:
I. Conception and initial performance
2. Finalization of the detail design
3

I. Conventional ship reseach in deep water
with calm water or waves.
2. Offshore structure testing with proviOffsor
n
osrcte t
n
whrision for observation and anchoring.

to meet the specifications.
Measurement of operational performance
and calibration.

This paper concerns the first stage, namely the
conception of the 125 ft 8 in long, 15 ft wide
0 -7 ft deep ( 38.3 m x 4.57 m x 0-2.134 -

3. Shallow water research in calm water,
current, and waves.

towing tank for the University of New Orleans
School of Naval Architecture and Marine Engineerinq.

NOMENCLATURE

2. PROLOGUE

A

model cross

b

Model

B

Towing Tank width, ft.

Cb

Block Coefficient of hull

D

Propeller diameter, ft.

Fo

Froude number

Fh

Depth Froude number Fh = V/T

q

Gravity constant

H
L

Towing Tank water depth, ft or m
Towing Tank length, m

L.l

Model

RH

Tank Hydraluic radius,

R

Reynolds number

t

Model

W

Tow Tank width, m.

Subsrcipts

70148

section area. ft

A number of events are listed in Table I.

beam, ft

This table attempts to summarize the starting of
the School of Naval Architecture and Marine
Engineering at the University of New Orleans.
In the past decade the US Gulf Coast
experienced a trempndous boom in it, uffshore
marine business. This led to a manpower short-

F0 = V/ TL

length, ft,

age, especially in the area of degreed naval
architects and marine engineers.
During this
period a group of concerned persons from the
marine industry formed the Committee for the
School of Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering and a Model Test Basin at the University
of New Orleans. Other groups joined and finally
they succeeded in having the State of Louisiana
fund a feasibility study for the school of
Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering at
the University of New Orleans (Hereafter denoted
UNO-NAME)
The conclusions and recommendations

m

R

ft.

= VL/,;

draft, ft.

m + model,

of this study were (Grimball 1979 pp 5-8):
1. UNO-NAME

s = ship.

college of engineering.
3. UNO-NAME follow the University of Michigan
BSE-NAME Curriculum.

L /L
si
viscosity

Scale ratio
Kinemati.

is feasible.

2. UNO-NAME be founded at UNO within the

4. A New Engineering Building be built with
the Educational Marine Model Testing
Facility built'in the foundations'.
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TABLE I

Events in the Building of the Towing Tank in the New Engineering Building at the
University of New Orleans (UNO).

Date

Event

7/77

Chancellor H. Hitt discuss the needs for a NAME Program and Model
Mr. Wall and UNO
rest Facility while on a Nile River Cruise sponsored by the N.n. International House.
Committee for the School of Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering and a Model Test
Basin at the University of New Orleans (CSNAME-UNO) is formed vith Mr. Wall chairman.
Final Report of the Feasibility Study for the School of Naval Architecture and Marine
Engineering at the University of New Orleans completed.
CSNAME-UNO, Louisana Shipbuilders Assoc., Propeller Club,SNAME Section, and UNO
a,- suc.es~ful in having a 5 year special appropriation passed and the approval for
New Engineering Building at UNO bond issue.
Feasibility study for a University Affiliated Marine Model Testing Facility completed.
Architect S. Muller & Associates begins New Engineering Building
Naval Architecture . Marine Engineering Classes begin at UNO.
Dean Dohse obtains materials from several towing tanks.
Dr. Munchmeyer hired as Chairman and Mr. A. Suda is hired.
Visits to tanks at Univ. of Mich., Stevens Inst. of Tech., Webb Inst. of Tech., US
Coast Guard Academy, US. Naval Academy, Hydronautics, and DWTNSRDC are made by Dr.
Munchmeyer. This leads to initial specification of a 12Oft x 10ft x 6 ft deep tank.
Feedback results in Level I specifications of a 120 ft x 12 ft x 8 ft deep tank
with unmanned cdrriage pulled by tow wire with wedge wavemaker.
Building is designed around these tank dimensions.
He
Dr. Latorre is hired as Associate Professor in charge of the towing tank(eff. i/9l4)
begins a study to finalize the tank dimensions and determine the tank capabilities.
Phase I steel tank is considered for ease in leveling and observation windows/discarded.
Phase 2 Finalization of tank dimensions at 125ft 8 in x 15 ft x 0-7 ft depth.
Tank envisoned "or three tasks: Classicial deep water studies, Ocean Engineerino
and Shallow water r-arck.
Provision for Cavitation tunnel and current maker incorporated in building.
Specifications developed by V.A. Phelps and Architect around Dr. Latorre's D,s S/P3-10Zl 3 .
Building bid documents released.
Inputs from Mr. Goodman, Hydronautics. Mr. P. Wai-aven MTS. and Dr. Bruce Johnson.
J.A. Jones & Co. selected as bui ldinq contractor, Groundbreakinq by Goer nor E. Edwards.
Inteqrated Engineering Services Corp selected as the subcontractor for the rail-carriae
system and wave maker/beach platform.
Mr. G. Luthra, Project enqineer VBD, Duisburg W Germany meets with Contractor anj architect regarding the installation of the level bottom at the Duisburg Tank.
Dr. Latorre presents a design and progress reoort at the SNAME Gulf Section Meetinq9/21/RL.
Initiation of tank foundation isolation, installation of current maker piping, and chance
from wedge to flap type wave maker with irreqular wave generation capabilitv is begun.
Development of flap type specifications for deep and shallow water wave making.
Development of Caviation tunnel design.
Pouring of towinq Tank slab 2/4/86.
Study on the aut
ation -1 ',:- -,,
Jc1 ,,,.Aiiu.

9/77
8/79
1980

1981

1982
8/82
10/82

5/83

8/83-

10/83

1984

1985
1986

As Table 1 indicates the State of Louisiana
adopted these resolutions and provided the funds
to begin the UNO-NAME program and build a new
engineering building. College of Engineering
Dean Dohse began to organize the UNO-NAME program which was continued by Professor Munchmeyer.

Under these circumstances the UNO towing
tank was envisioned as primarily a teaching
facility with the industrial projects being
conducted in the larger complex. As Table 1
indicates the new engineering building Figs. 1
and 2 was initially arranged around a 120 ft
x 12 ft x 8 ft tank before the present author

A university affliated marine model testing
facility also evolved out of the UNO-NAMIE feasibility study. This resulted in a parallel project directed b Mr. J. Cocchira for the State
of Louisiana. 1lis study involved site visits
to facilities in the US and abroad and resulted
in a proposal for a estimated 33.6 million dollar complex including (Grimball, 1981):
"onm
!C- x
cep towing
basinbasin
30 m :
x 30m
x E,
15m deep
seakeeping
70 m x 30m x 2m deep maneuvering basin

joined the project in May, 1983.

To distinguish the UNO-NAME towing tank
from the large university affiliated complex,
the author begun using the Ship-Offshore University Laboratory to denote the UNO-NAME tank.
Three
perceptions
the present
and future
of the
towing
tank usageof guided
the subsequent
design of the tank and the inclusion of a number
of features.

future cavitation tunnel
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These perceptions are:
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Blockage Considerations and Check

following equation adopted from Bogdanov(1982):

The first task was to study the towing tank
cross section dimensions to clarify the
appropriate tank width w and water depth H to
have minimal blockage when testing 7-10 ft
models. A spectrum of typical vessels was
selected ranging from a cargo ship to a river
towboat (Sketch T-II-0 Appendix 1) for study.

L
V
V
a
L
LI

Using scale ratios of 30 < i < 50 the models
were sized and the blockage caused by the tank
As sketch
dimensions checked (Comstock, 1967).
T-II-0 indicates, the tank dimensions of W = 15
ft (4.57 m) and H = 7 ft (2.134 m) resulted in
an acceptable value for V'/Vj:ratio of speed in
shallow water to deep water for equivalent ship
resistance.
3.2

V21) + L
2 a
+ Ls I
t
3
model speed
mode spee
carriaqe acceleration
starting location of model from end
s stabilization length
=

t
0
3.3

measuring time

Shallow Water Test Requirements

The author was fortunate to visit the
Versuchsanstalt fur Binnenschiffbau E.V. in
Duisburg, Germany in Novemeber, 1982. This tank
shallow water research in support of
conducts
the development of water transport on the Rhine
river and other waterways throughout the world.

Location of Observation Windows
and Observation Pit,

Observation windows in tow tanks are invaluable in observing the complex flow around
the ship hull and offshore structures.

While early work in shallow water was done
using a movable bottom, it was stressed that
conducting tests in a shallow water tank is preferable.
This requires that the tank bottom be
finished to a high tolerance in levelness.
Discussions indicated that a I rmm levelress
is appropriate. This is close to the 0.03 in.
Captain Saunders used in his discussion of the
MIT towing tank (Saunders, 1953).

Two set of requirments merged in locating
the observation windows. The first was the
need to make observations near the water surface. The second was to Make observations of
the bottom during shallow water testing. To
accomplish two tiers of windows were evolved.
The upper tier consists of 5 windows,2.5 ft long
by 2.67 ft high. The too of the frame is 10 in.
below the tank wall upper edge. The second tier
consists of 3 windows 1.5 ft wide by 4 ft high.
These windows are set so the lower frame is
below the tank edge allowing a clear view of
the tank bottom from the observation pit.

Table Ii
No.

UNO towing tank window locations
Tier

It is envisioned that a prism similar to
the one developed by van Scwer (1973) will be
used to correct for the air-water distortion.

I
2
3
4
5

Eye level
Eye level
Bottom level
Bottom lev.1
Eye level

Table II gives the window centerlines.
These values were determined to insure the model
would be at steady state conditions using the

6
7
8

Bottom level
Eye level
Eye level
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Window Centerline to end
15
24
37
48
4b
60
74
104

ft
ft
ft
ft
rt
ft
ft
ft

These discussions resulted in the specification of a + 1 mm bottom levelness tolerance
as shown in sketch T-I-1 (Appendix I). The
shallow water tests envisioned included tests
with the model near a wall or simulated bank.
Therefore the shallow water extension beam
would be able to be moved transversly following
sketch T-II-1 (Appendix I).

Wave height
0.7
h,ft
0.6

In addition to these calm water studies
research in waves and current was envisioned.
For shallow water waves, a wave board moving
horizontally is typically employed. Provision
was made for the installation of this unit.

0.4

Shallow Water 0.7ft Depth
UNO PROJECT 2/85
R.Lakorre

0.5

\

0.3

0.2

In the case of a shallow water current
maker a desired current of 0.7 ft/s in 0.7 ft
of water was adopted. The current maker consists of troughs set at each end of the tank
the connecting piping, a pump and control system. During the tank construction the under
ground piping was installed as well as the
troughs cast with the tank bottom.
3.4

i
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FIG.5 FLAP WAVE MAKER PERFORMANCE
Deep Water
ENVELOPE
UNO PROJECT 2/85
R. Latorre

Ocean Engineering Test Provisions

In addition to the observation windows a
special provision was made to have eight imbeded
mounts be set flush in the tank bottom. These
allow the securing of pallets with an offshore
structure model secured or the direct tie down
of a structure to the tank bottom.
4. BUILDING INTERFACE

FIG.4 SHALLOW WATER
PISTON WAVE MAKER
PERFORMANCE ENVELOPE

10/83

Wave
height
1.5
h,f
t
1.0
0.5i

During the meetings with the architect a
number of areas were identified which would
require modification. These changes would allow
the installation of a vertical loop cavitation
tunnel, as well as
streamline the transfer
of the models from the model shop into the
towing tank. Since the author was overseas at
that time, a series of skeches UNO/Tl-T4 were
prepared and sent from France by the author,
These sketches are included in Appendix II.
5. EVOLUTION OF DESIGN
At the initial stages in Table 1 a wedge
type wave maker generating regular waves was
specified. A more elaborate wave maker with
irregular wave making capability represented a
larger cost which was difficult to cover before
the final bidding was completed,

0

--

10

20

30
40
50
60
Wave length .It

70

In the
for a deep water flap type wavemaker.
justification for the change we had the support
of Professor Bruce Johnson, US Naval Academy.
The resulting deep and shallow water wavemaker
performance envelopes are shown in Figs. 4 and
5. At writing this is under action by the
State of Louisiana.
While most papers of this type go into
detail regarding the rail and carriage system
performance, these details will be left for a
future ATTC paper. The carriage is pulled by
a 7.5 HP electric motor which gives an top
carriage speed of 10,4 ft/s turning at 1750
rpm.
A photo of the carriage(6/86) is shown
in Appendix III in Photo 5.

By 1984 when the UNO Engineering Building
sealed bids were opened, it was clear that the
State of Louisiana was not in a position to
sponsor the start up of the university
affliated marine model testing facility. This
meant that the near term industrial work would
focus on the UNO Ship-Offshore University Laboratory. This would require capability to perform tests in regular and irregular waves which
required upgrading the wavemaker.
A number of
inputs were provided by Mr. Luthra, VBD, Duisburg on the appropriate shallow water wavemaker
performance as well as from Mr. Walraven, MTS,

6. DISCUSSION
In the interim between the studies made in
1983 and the present the author has made a
survey of educational towing tanks with lenqth
less than 110 m. For the large tank designed
for the University of Veracruz (150 m x 11 m
for t
i
y
rau
x 5.5 m deep) Professor DArchangelo used a
relationship for tank width W to length L:
W
0.9 FE
(6.1)
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Table III

Examples of Educational Towing Tank Dimensions for length L < 110 m

T,m

L,m

W,m

USCG
USNA
UC
MIT
UM
UMinn
UNO
SIT-I
SIT-3
Webb

35
40
61
33
109.7
77
38.3
41.5
92
28.3

3.04
?.06
2.44
2.6
6.7
2.74
4.57
2.8
3.7
3.0

1.82
1.8
1.52
1.25
2.9
1.8
2.134
1.4
1.7
1.5

Hiroshima University
1967
Kobe Univ. of Merchant Marine 1972
Kyushu University Res. Inst 1956
1962
Kyushu University
1933/67
Matsue Technical School
1972
Osaka University
1970
University of Tokyo
1937
1942

HU
KUMM
KU-a
KU-b
KU-c
MTS
OU
U Tokyo-I
U Tokyo-2

87
70
60
70
36
33.2
100
85
44.8

5.0
6.0
1.5
8.0
5.4
3.0
7.8
3.5
5.0

3.0
1.5
1.2
3.0
5.0
2.0
4.35
2.4
3.4

ENGLAND

Glasgow University

UG

76

4.6

2.4

rKANCL

Lcole Nat. Superieure de Mecanque, Nantes ENSM

70

5.0

3.0

GERMANY

Institute fur Schiffbau, Hamburg
Lniversite di Trieste
1966

LFSH
UDT

2.1
3.1

1.0

1947

34.3
50.

UDG

49

2.9

1.5

1971

Delft

80

2.8

1.3

27

2.5

1.0

30

5.0

1.6

Country

Facility

Date

Notation

US

US Coast Guard Academy
US Naval Academy
University of California
Mass. Institute of Technology
University of Michigan
University of Minnesota
University of New Orleans
Stevens Institute of Tech.

1981
1975
1954
1953
1905/62
1954
1987
1933

WAebb Institute of Technology

1954

JAPAN

1T^LY

1963

Universite di Genova
N--THiERLANDS Univeristy of Tech., Delft
NORWA

U.niversity of Trondheim

pOLNP

Teu-hnical U!niversity Gdansk

1955

TUG

b ,'i Escuela Tecnica Superior de
Ingienieros Navales, Madrid

1967

ET S',.'
,::

,nd a second relationship for tank
water dopth H to length L:
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the tank

Examining Table II1 it is clear
that the US towing tanks are somewhat narrower in comparison with
the JaDanese tank dimensions.
Thi, is clear in Fig. 6 where the
lrO tank Ith is significantly
larq-r- 'han other US tanks less than
91"1 .

1.6
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Dimensions L< i m

= "-
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wiater depth H.
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0

0
lank

There is lets range to the tank
depth H shown in Fig. 7.
Nevertheless the
LNO tank is deeper than the other US tanks
lst than L w.,
it

m0

UO

L, rn

Fireman, 1982 and Fischer, 1982 dealing with
the classification of ship model size and the
results of using small (5 to 6.6 ft) models
for studying hull form improvement. According
to this classification the models sized in
Sketch T-II-0 (Appendix I) fall into the
category of medium size as shown in Fig. 8.

In the courte of this survey the author
found two papers presented at the SNAME
Chesapeake Section meeting of October, 1982,
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The survey of towing tank costs by Firman et
al. (1982) indicated that the model making is
a sizable element in the cost of performing a
involved in the design of an model milling

,

machine which is illustrated in Fig. 9.
The photos in Appendix

T
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III give an impres-

[

'

sion of the UNO Ship-Offshore University Laboratory size as well as the progress towards
its completion in 1987.
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APPENDIX I
Sketches used to define the UNO towing
tank capability for coventional ship testing
and shallow water research.
These were prepared for discussions with
architect and V. A. Phelps in August, 1983.
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APPENDIX 11
Sketches used to delineate the UNO towing tank
room and provide space for cavitation tunnel.
These were prepared in October, 1983 using
architect supplied drawings as the basis.
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Photo I

View of tank from control
o
tt

Photo 3

Photo 5

Photos of UNO Towing Tank Construction

rooM end.

(January, 1986,

Photo 2

View of control
unnel cavity.

View of tank with bottom rod installed

Photo 4

Detail of observation pits and windows.

Towing carriage (courtesy W. Iverson)

Photo 6

Beach assembly
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room and cavitation

(courtesy W. Iverson)

THE INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM AT NRC'S NEW MODEL TEST FACILITY

C. Norris, B. Gamberg and P. Thorburn
National Research Council Canada
Institute for Marine Dynamics
St. John's, Newfoundland
Canada
AiB 3T5

ABSTRACT
facilities.

The range of vessels and

In November 1985, NRC officially opened

structures to be tested is comprehensive and

its new model test facility at the Institute

will innlude boats, small and large merchant

for Marine Dynamics, St. John's,
Newfoundland. This facility consists of a
towing tank (200 x 12 x 7m) complete with a
double flap wavemaker, a seakeeping basin
(75 x 32 x 3.5m) to be fitted with a
multisegment wavemaker and the world's
largest ice tank (80 x 12 x 3m). The
Institute has comprehensive model
manufacturing facilities,
A wide scope of work is intended for
the Institute including the testing of most
surface vessels as well as submarine and

ships, naval ships, both surface and
submarine, and offshore structures.
Complementary full scale measurements in ice
fields and at sea will be conducted in
support of the research program. Model
testing will also be carried out on an
individual client basis.
Major emphasis has been placed on
developing a cost effective instrumentation
capability to 3atisfy the netds of the
Institute. The objective of this paper is
to discuss the strategy adopted in defining

offshore structures.

the instrumentation needs and to outline

The Institute also

conducts complementary measurements at full

some details of the instrumentation package

scale and ice field studies,
The present paper outlines and
discusses the several aspects of the
instrumentation and data acquisition
facilitie- which have been installed to
satisfy the general requirements of the

adopted.

Institute.

analysis was carried out.

1.

2.

GENERAL STRATEGY

Prior to specifying components of the
total instrumentation system, a needs
The types of

experiments to be conducted and the
quantities to be measured were identified.

INTRODUCTION

The operational scenario for the

Canada, being bounded by some of the
worlds most hostile waters on three sides
and with interests in a major inland
waterway, has a major interest in marine
technology and ocean engineering. With the
impetus of the 1973 oil crisis, commercial
exploitation of offshore resources is
becoming increasingly important and major
developments in the Arctic and off the East
Coast of Canada are anticipated. Much of
the Canadian coastline is affected by ice
and hostile seas for most of the year. Thus
Canada has a particular interest in ice
technology as well as traditional
hydrodynamic problems.
Because of the broad marine interest of
Canadian Industry a wide scope of work is
intended for the Institute. Studies will be
carried out in the fields of ocean
engineering, ice technology and the more
traditional type of work conducted by other

instrumentation was also considered.
Particular constraints and requirements
were identified and taken into account
during the specification and procurement of
individual items. Some of these constraints
and requirements are discussed below.
2.1

Budgetary Limitations

As with most modern facilities, budget
limitations are a perennial problem.
Careful planning has avoided redundancy and
overlap of equipment. Standard packages
have been adopteu for all tanks thus
mlnimisirg the cost of spares and
maintenance. The adoption of a standard
Data Acquisition System for each tank
allows direct intrchangeability of software
and hardware thus avoiding time
consuming software conversions and
interfacing problems.
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2.2

systems, each consisting of a mioroVAX 1!
with I Mbyte memory, a 30 Mbyte nard isk, a
Tektronix 4106 colour graphics terminal with
hardcopy capability, and a NEFF 620 AD
converter/multiplexor.
Control functiLns
are handled uy 3 identical systems, each
consisting of a ruggedized VT103 terminal
containing a PDP 11/23 PLUS processor, 9.,
Mbyte memory and a 4 channel D/A convertor.
Interconnection between systems is
accomplished with DECNET software using
ETHERNET cables, with additional RS-232
connections where necessary.
Key features of the system design
include:
- The use of common hardware to provide
built-in redundancy.
- The use of a common data file format
throughout the system to minimise the
programming effort.
- The use of common data structures
throughout the acquisition/analysis/display
system.
- The use of a common user interface
where possible.
- The use of the OKS graphics standard
as 'icommon graphics interface.
- The use of DECNET software as a
communicaticn standard between all
computers.

Flexibility and Reliability

The wide range of test types to be
conducted involves frequent changes in test
set ups. All equipment has been chosen to
be suitable for use in as many experimental
arrangements as possible.
Dedicated
instrumentation has been avoided. Standard
connectors and wiring systems have been
adopted on each carriage.
-.3

Environmental Adaptation

The approach has been to avoid the need
for environmental adaptation as far as
possible by housing most equipment in the
air conditioned carriage control rooms,
Certain equipment, for example, transducers,
motors, cameras, etc. are exposed to the
tank environment. Careful selection has
often been all that was necessary to satisfy
the environmental requirements even in the
ice tank where temperatures may be as low as
-351C. Specific equipment such as
high-speed cln4 cameras having been
specially adapted and heaters installed.
2.4

Ex~andability

Throughout, care has been taken to
specify only connectors, computer interfaces
etc. which are well established in the
market place. Wiring harnesses and the DAS
have been configured to allow simple
expansion.
2.5

3.1.! Data Acquisition System
Each of the data acquisition systems is
designed to 3llow collection and preliminary
evaluation o experimental data
independently of the host computer.
In the
case of tne carriage-mounted data
aczuisiticn system, this independence is a
necessity, since during carriage movcments,
the resources )f the host computer are
unavailable due to the necessary
disconne-tion of all cabling from the
carriage.
The software is designed to collect as
much information as possible concerning the
signals being measured at the time of data
acquisition. This information is stored
with each channei of data collected,
reducing the possibility of operator error.
Included are date and time of collection,
name of test and run, physical units of data
being recorded, filter characteristics, gain,
settings, calibration constants or curves,
etc..
Extensive use is made of the VAX/VMS
hierarchial file structure. In designing
the interfaces between the NEFF system and
the micro VAX, a decision was made to
perform all timing functions at the
application program level, in a high level
language (FORTRAN-77). This approach limits
the maximum throughput of the system, but
allows maximum flexibility in control from
the high level language. As configured the
system can simultaneously digitize 20
channels at 50Hz. In the future when higher
sampling rates are required the timing
functions will be moved to either the driver
of hardware level.
A calibration program is available for

Independence of Facilities

Whilst great emphasis has been placed
on an integrated approach to the comput:system, it is essential that each tank be
able to continue testing for a reasonable
period without support from other parts of
the system. This is particularly important
in the ice tank where the test "window" may
be only one hour and failure to test will
result in up to 48 hours delay,
2.6

Staffing Levels

It is intended that IMP will operate
with relatively low staff levels and will
supplement permanent staff using external
contractors or university staff. To avoid
the need for extended training all equipment
must be easy to use and be protected against
misuse,
3.
3.1

GENERAL SYSTEMS
Computer System

The computer system is used for data
acquisition, analysis and control functions,
The system consists of a host computer (VAX
11/750) linked to six smaller computers in a
high-speed local area network. The host
computer is fitted with 8 Mbytes of memory,
900 Mbytes of on-line disk storage and
1600/6250 bpi tape drives. Experimental
data acquisition is handled by 3 identical
240
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transducers connected to the NEFF A/D
converter. N-point calibration data is
stored on disk and is automatically
associated with the test data during data
acquisitions. Additional software for data
acquisition includes programs to meter data
channels, edit calibration parameters, list,
transfer and delete acquired data runs.

measure, among other quantities, pressure,
motions (servo accelerometers), position
(LVDT's, sonic probes), force (load cells),
angular displacement (ADT's), wave height
(capacitance probes), torque and thrust
(dynamometers). Transducers have been
selected to adequately cover the dynamic
range which is anticipated in models ranging
from 1.5m to 12m in length.
As far as possible, in order to allow
simple interfacing to the NEFF 620 series
300 signal conditioner, which is best suited
to strain gauge types of transducers, DC/DC
devices have been selected. This eliminates
the need for special power supplies etc and
allows standardised connectors and extension
cables to be adopted throughout.

3.1.2 Control Computers
The control computers are used in areas
where real time control of mechanical
devices (such as the wavemaker and the model
mill) is required. Each of the control
computers is able to operate independently
of the host, although each depends on the
host for down loading of data. At present
the towing tank wavemaker computer is
programmed in stand alone PDP11 assembly
language with no operating system present.
An RS-232 link to the host computer provides
a slow down load capability,
A future development will be to connect
the wavemaker control computer to the
ETHERNET system and program under the
RSXII/S operating system. This will allow
full network capabilities instead of the
limited down loading capabilities which are
now available.

3.4 Motors and Motor Controllers
A wide range of DC drive motors ranging
from approximately 24 to 3500 watts are
available.
All motors have servocontrollers available. A special range of
lightweight servo-controllers for use in
small models has been developed in-house and
can be utilised for Z-drives, side thruster,
small propellers etc.
3.5 Video Recording

3.1.3 Host Computer
The VAX 11/750 host computer is used
for long term storage and analysis.
All
test and control signal data are stored in
common test directories. Currently this
data is stored on conventional disk devices
but as optical disk technology develops, it
is expected that this information will be
transferred to large capacity write-once
devices.
Throughout the analysis software
intermediate data files are avoided. This
allows program codes to be tidier and more
efficient.
Wherever possible, standard VAX DCL
command format is preferred.
A standard
forms management system (DEC FMS) is being

A comprehensive set of video recording
equipment has been installed. In general
'"VHS tape has been adopted for convenience
although it has limited resolution. 3/4"
U-Max tape recording is available where
hiaher resolution is needed.
In normal use, each carriage is fitted
with the following:
-4 Genlock colour cameras Panasonic Type
WV-CD-120 complete with zoom lens C3!208
(1-6 zoom)
-4 Pan/tilt heads Panasonic WV-7260
-4 Environmental Housings Panasonic
WV-71606
-4 Recorders Panasonic WV-6300, '4" VHS
-1 Pan/tilt and zoom controller
Panasonic WV-7490
-1 Special Effects Generator Panasonic

used

WJ

for interactive user communication.

The GKS graphics standard is being used to
allow program portability and device
interchangeability.

4603

-4 Monitors Panasonic BJ-5702N
-1 Annotator, Genlock, complete with
Julian Clock and keyboard and Video Expander
Modules - HEI Model 522A
In addition to the above equipment an
underwater pan/tilt head and lights are
available for use in the ice tank. For
special cases a lightweight JVC type camera
can be utilised.
The editing and tilting capability
consists of:
-1 Sony SMC 70G Computer, titler, time
date generator and appropriate software
-1 Recorder-Panasonic AG6300
-1 Recorder-Panasonic NV8500
-1 Controller-Panasonic NVA500
-2 Colour Monitors-Panasonic BTS 700.
The Genlock feature on all cameras and
annotator is particularly useful in many
experimental setups. Overlay, mixing and

3.2 Analogue Recorders and Displays
The analogue outputs of transducers can
be displayed on a dual beam monitoring
oscilloscope and also metered. The analogue
signals can be recorded on both Gould chart
recorders and a KYOWA RTP-600B 14 channel
magnetic tape recorder. This allows both
rapid signal validation, back up and
analyses of high frequency components of
signals.
3.3 Transducers
A wide variety of transducers have been
procured. Transducers are available to
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that can be imparted by the ice. These
..
ii:g a Trao'
Hydronautics Model HI-TD-750/1500
dynamometer.

split screen formats of various images are
using ti- .OO>
. Impje to aorn.,e.
annotators basic test data is simultaneously
recorded on all images prior to commencing
an experiment. A common time base can also
be displayed on all images during the
experiment.
3.6

4.2 Towing Tank
A towing post and pneumatic model clamp
have been designed and constructed in house.
These units are modular in concept is as the
ice towing post. The units have been
designed to take advantage of the autnmati1
test bay elevation features of the carriages
and are capable of handling models from 3m
to 12m length with either soft or rigid
connection. Kempf and hemmers guiders are
available for yaw control. A modular unit
based on frictionless tables, LVDTs and a
servo-accelerometer is used to monitor roll,
pitch and heave during testing.
A Kempf and Remmers Model H39 propeller
dynamometer is available for open water
propeller testing. Wake surveys can be
carried out by ising the NRC wake rake.

Photographic Equipment

The usual range of 35mm cameras is
available. A LOCAM 11 16mm cing camera
capable of operation from 1 to 400
frames/sec is available. The camera is
battery powered and is fitted with heaters,
timing lights and a reflex viewer and is
suitable for use on ice fields at
0
temperatures down to -35 C.
4.

SPECIFIC TEST EQUIPMENT

The previous section described
instrumentation which is utilised on an
Institute wide basis.
In addition to this
general instrumentation, specific equipment
is available in individual tanks.

4.3 Seakeeping Tank
4.3.1 Optical Position Tracking

4.1
Ice Tank
4.1.1 Towing Post

An Eloptopos electro-optical
positioning system supplied by Eloptricon Ad
of Sweden has been instalieO,
This is a
nn-contact iictweight position measuring
system. infrarel liodes (LED's) are
attached to the model.
Infrared detectors,
called came-as, are located around the
basin. Sets )f cameras are used tc
determine both horizontal and vertical
angles between the target LED and fixed
reference LED's.
Each camera has an
associated camera processor which digitizes
the video signal from its charge coupled
device (CCI) array.
The cameras processors
transfer angle data via a RS-232 link to a
data concentrator, a dedicated
microcomputer. Operation of the system is
carried outby a micro VAX II interfaced to
the data concentrator with an IEEE-4S8 bus
connection.
These angular measurements and the
geometry of the camera deployment are used
to determine the three dimensional position
of each target LED. By using 3 LED's all 6
degrees of freedom of the model in space can
be calculated. Measurements for each LED
are made in time sequence with
synchronization provided by radio signals.
By differentiating the time varying position
data the velocity and accelerations of the
model can be determined.
The advantagesof the system include low
model installation weight, ruggedness, ease
of operation, accuracy and ability to
measure position, velocity and acceleration
in all 6 D.O.E.
Data recording is done on
shore without radio telemetry from the
model. The system operates in reasonable
ambient light provided infrared content is
low and has provisions to deal with water
reflections.
After installation and initial testing

A towing post for ice resistance
testing has been designed and constructed in
house. The towing post has been designed to
have a high natural frequency and to be
capable of handling models ranging from a
few metres to 12m length. The surge and
sway freedoms are fixed and the axial
resistance force measured. The towing post
allows the other 4 D.O.F. In practice the
yaw freedom is restrained using Kempf and
Remmers guiders. If required the yaw moment
is measured ising a load cell at the point
of attachment of the guiders.
4.1.2. Underwater Carriage
An underwater carriage has been
designed and will be installed in the near
future. This carriagr is pushed by the main
carriage and is guided by a centre rail
attached to the bottom of the tank. The
carriage uses a modular design concept and
is fabricated completely of aluminum,
stainless steel and plastics. The carriage
is 6m wide and can be extended from
approximately 3m length to 12m length
depending on the model size to be tested.
Underwater pan/tilt units with feedback
angle transducers and lamps are available
for mounting on the carriage. Complete
viewing of the underside of the ice sheet
inway of the main carriage and the model is
possible by simple reconfiguration of the
camera set up.
4.1.3 Propeller Dynamometer
Ice testing of propellers places
stringent requirements on thrust and torque
dynamometers due to the high transient loads
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at IMD the system was temporarily
transferred to NRC, Ottawa for use in the
H .r~i:cc Laboratoy.
. . jof thL
relative ease of the transfer, and the
reliability of the system, periodic
relocation to the clearwater tank carriage
for testing of offshore structures etc. will
be carried out.
4.3.2. Telemetry and Remote Control
A remote control and telemetry system,
both in-house designs, are used with
free-floating models.
The remote control
system is a 5 channel digital radio link at
27.425 MHz with 8 bit resolution.
Rudder
angle, motor speed, power on/off and
reverse/forward direction are controlled
from the shore station.
The telemetry system samples 24
channels of analog data at a 100 Hz frame
rate. The data is digitized to 12 bits and
transmitted on a carrier of 260 MHz.
5.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

To date, effort has been concentrated
on establishing a strong base capability for
essentially routine model testing.
In
future, considerable expansion is
anticipated to cover more specialised types
of testing.
One particular development that
is anticipated is submarine model testing.
A planar motion mechanism and associated
instrumentation will probably be procured in
the near
utilized

future.
The equipment will be
for testing other bodies such as

ROV's and pipelines.
Other areas where significant
developments are anticipated include
seakeeping work where a new range of light
weight instrumentation will be developed.
A
particular aspect of seakeeping will be
capsizing where the models will be
small and where relatively fast digitization
rates on many channels of data will be
required.
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Hydrodynamic Design Aspects of a
Large Cavitation Channel

J. M. Wetzel, C.C.S. Song, and R.E.A. Arndt
St. Anthony Falls Hydraulic Laboratory
Univcrsity of Minneqota
Minneapolis, Minnesota U.S.A. 55414

ABSTRACT

The top surface of the upper leg of the
proposed cha.iaui was horizontal to provide
flexibility in model testing over a wide range
of velocities and pressures. The resulting
configuration differs from conventional water
or wind tunnel designs as the contraction and
diffuser are non-symmetrical in elevation.
The non-symmetry raised questions as to the
hvdrodynamic performance of these components.
To evaluate the performance characteristics of
critical components, experiments were carried
out in a wind tunnel at a model scale of I to
I0.
These physical model studies were complemented with mathematical modeling of the
contraction and turning vanes in the mitered
elbows. An unsteady Euler equation model for
low Mach number flow was developed and used
for the computations.

To establish design criteria for a large,
recirculating flow, cavitation channel, phvsical and mathematical modeling was employed for
selected components in the upper leg of the
flow circuit.
These models were used to
assess hydrodynamic performance, susceptibility to cavitation, and boundary laver
separation. Good agreement was found between
calculated and measured quantities.
1.
1.1.

INTRODUCTION
General

The St. knthony Falls Ivdraulic
.aboratorv (SAFHL) was part of a tear involved
in the design of a large cavitation channel to
be constructed at the David Taylor Naval Ship
Research and Development Center (DTSRDr').
Tn
addition to its large physical size, the specifications for both hvdrodvnamic and hydroacoustic performance were demanding. The low
noise level requirements necessitated the
elimination of any local cavitation in the
circuit, and strongly influenced the design of
internal components, boundary shapes, and the
recirculating pump.
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1.2.

Overall Channel Features

Some of the major dimensions of the channel are shown in Fig. I. Shaded areas represent components modeled. The design is based
on a test section In ft (3 m) sq with a length
of 4n ft (12 m) and a maximum flow velocity of
S(I fps (IS m ls).
The non-svmmetrical
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quality and economics, as it dictates the
physical size of other components. The length
should be as short as possible, and is usually
related to the inlet size. Roundary shape
should be selected to avoid the possibility of
boundary layer separation and local cavitation. Severe pressure gradients are to be
avoided, and thus the location of the boundarv
inflection point becomes important.
The preliminary contraction design had an
area ratio of 6 and a length of about 3q ft
(1.R m).
Two boundary shapes were investigated, expressed in dimensionless form as
y

dC 1/2
__)
dx

for full-scale Reynolds numbers. As xi
increases, the magnitude of Cp decreases and
St becomes less negative. Thus, for a
contraction of given length and area ratio, a
compromise must be made as to inflection point
location.

Several variables are considered In the
design of a contraction:
area ratio, length,
and boundary shape. The selection of a
a compromise between

p

to cavitation. The magnitude of the pressure
coefficient can he changed by varying the
location of the inflection point, x i .
To illustrate the above effects, the
minimum pressure coefficient near the contraction exit has been calculated for various xi
based on test section velocity and pressure as
reference values. Equation 3 has been calculated near the contraction entrance with
entrance velocity and pressure used for
reference. The results are shown in Fig. 2

Contraction

is

: C (x

pressure.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

contraction ratio

5

yv

Jimensiuiiles

0 and no separation predicted for St < 0. Cp
is the pressure coefficient and Re = Ux/v.
Near the exit region of the contraction,
the reverse curvature results in an overshoot
in velocity with a cotresponding decrease in

the test section, but these will not be
discussed here. The main effort in the hydrodynamic evaluation was to make the flow circuit as cavitation-free
as possible.
The
majr n~sesouce
n acloed
oopciruitis
major noise source in a closed loop circuit is
pump cavitation. Chances for a successful
pump design are enhanced if the inflow velocitv profile to the pump Is symmetrical about
the centerline. Much effort was expended by
the entire design team to arrive at a design
leading to a satisfactory inflow profile.
It
is, therefore, apparent that the hydroacoustic
specifications require that the hydrodynamics
of the flow in regions other than the test
section must he addressed,

2.1.

be~n made

and the boundary layer with separate if St

In addition, noise levels were specified for

2.

h
1-

aL-

'1

dividing by the contraction length, I., and the
total deflection for the abscissa and ordinate, respectively.
Equation I is the shape proposed in the
preliminary design with the inflection point
at 0.737. Equation 2 represents a family of
shapes that can be related to xi for a given
length and area ratio. It is well known that
as the flow i.tprq a contraction, the wall
pressure rises and then decreases as the flow
If th, .agnitude and spatial
is accelerated.
rate of change are excessive, boundary layer
Accordin, to StratfotU
sep-ation can occur.
(1959), the criteria for turbulent boundary
layer separation can he written as

fuser with an included angle of 5 degrees
tollows the test section, and its centerline
is deflected 2.5 degrees downward from the
centerline of the '-st section. The first
vaned elbow turns the flo, through 87.5
degrees into a shape transition. The second
elbow and most of the lower leg are circ,,' r
in section. The shape transition back to
square is just before the third elbow. A turbulence management system is positioned between the fourth elbow and the entrance to the
contraction. This consists of a shallow,
coarse honeycomb followed by a deep, fine
honeycomb.
The test section flow quality specifications are:

(2)

where A = IOyi(Axi-3)/D, B = -2A+5, C = A-4,
2
3
and n = lOxi -1 xi+ .
The location of the inflection point is
xi, and the origin is at the contraction exit.

Fig. 2.
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Effect of inflection point location
on CPmin and separation parameter for
contours given by En. 2.
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Fig. 3.

Comparison of measured and computed
contraction wall pressures.
centerline, x i = 0.5.

Comparison of measured anu
calculated mean tezt section
velocity distribution,

Bottom

Diffuser

The entrance to the diffuser is subject
to the lowst pressure and highest velocity in
the circuit. To avoid abrupt changes in slope
at the entrance of the diffuser, a two-pert
curved transition was placed In the first 23
ft (7 m). The first 13.1 ft (4 m) was a
quartic curve on the bottom only with the
sidewalls parallel. This was followed by a
parabolic sidewall curve over the next 9.8 ft
(3 m) with the bottom straight. The unusually
long transition was employed to encourage a
stable flow.
Diffuser losses and turbulence levels are
quite high, and exit velocity profiles may be
highly non-uniform, even for a bare tunnel.
These flow features have a strong influence on
the design of downstream components, such as
the turning vanes in the first elbow.
Furthermore, distortion arising from the diffuser can be reflected in the inlet velocity
profile of the pump. Therefore, to evaluate
diffuser performance, wall pressures were
measured along its entire length. Steady and
ur;teady velocity measurements were made at
the diffuser exit plane.
The measured wall pressures did not indicate any flow separation, and none was
visually observed with small tufts of yarn
attached to the surfaces. The minimum Cp on
the bottom surface f the first transition
should not result in local cavitation.
Experimental data for the vertical, mean
velocity profile at the centerline of the diffuser exit plane are shown In Fig. 5, normalized with the maximum velocity at the
centerline. Comparisons are made with data
taken with both a Pitot cylinder and hot
wires. Data along the horizontal centerline
are similar.
Turbulence intensities of axial and vertical components, u', v', are shown in Figs. 6
and 7 for five stations. Each of the rms
values have oeen kormalized with the local
mean axial velocity. The lowest intensity
occurs near the diffuser centerline, and the

The contraction shape expressed by Eq.
(i) was the first to be experimentally
evaluated. Although the measured test section
velocity distribution was satisfactory, there
was a tendency for boundary layer separation
at the inlet.
This was observed with small
tufts attached to the bottom surface.
Calculations also indicated that separation
should occur at the model Reynolds number.
The contraction shape was changed to that
given by Eq. (2) with xi = 0.5.
Experimental
data for the velocity distribution along 1,orzontal and vertical centerlines are plotted in
Fig. 3. Outside the boundary layer regions,
the velocity profiles are flat and agree well
with the calculated profiles. These profiles
were taken with a uniform velocity profile at
the contraction inlet.
Skewed inlet profiles
were also tried, and the test section profiles
were still acceptable.
A comparison of computed and measured
wall pressures along the bottom centerline are
shown In Fig. 4 where C is referenced to test
section pressure and velocity. The agreement
between the measured and computed values is
good. As the math model was sufficiently
accurate to predict boundary pressures,
another iteration was made to improve the exit
pressure conditions. A value of xi of 0.7 was
chosen to reduce the magnitude of the pressure
coefficient and still provide adequate
resistance to boundary layer separation.
Cavitation may occur when the local
pressure is reduced to near vapor pressure, or
in terms of coefficients, a = -Cp. The cavitation number, o , should be greater than -Cp
for no caviLation. With vapor pressure at the
top of the test section, the cavitation number
at the bottom of the test section at a
velocity of 50 fps is about 0.26, greater than
the calculated minimum Cp of -0.09.
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Turbulence intensity of vertical
velocity component diffuser exit.

A

three-dimensional mathematical model

based on the Euler equations for
number was developed for analysis

0 22

so

low Mach
of a non-

Calculations and
symmetrical contractfan.
experimental data were in good agreement for
several contraction shapes.
A contraction was
selected that should be free of flow separation and local cavitation for design flow
conditions.
No flow separation was observed in the

Oil

40

first diffuser, although the exit velocity
profiles were non-uniform with
relatively hig'
turbulence levels near the walls.
The
measured velocity field was used as input,
0

5

5

a mathematical model of the mitered
turning vanes.
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intensity increases near the walls.
The arctangent of the vertical velocity component is
related to the angle of attack.
This angle is
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REPORT OF THE STEERING AND MANEUVERING COMMITTEE
TO THE 21ST AMERICAN TOWING TANK CONFERENCE

R. Thomas Waters (Chairman)
David W. Taylor Naval Ship R&D Center
Code 1562
Bethesda, Maryland 20084

1. INTRODUCTION

2. CJRRENT PREDICTION TECHNI©UES

As
always,
when
preparing
the
State-of-the-Art report, there seems to
be little research that could be classified as new in Steering and Maneuvering tank tescing. However, if the
definition of "tankery" is expanded to
include all the research being performed with respect to the prediction
maneuvering performance of ships and
evaluation of their controlability,
then much can be said about
the
advancements in this field of endeavor
since the last American Towing Tank
Conference in 1983.
This seems to be a
valid approach to this report since:

A review of the work in maneuvering
since the 20th ATTC indicates that the
technology
used
to
quantify
the
maneuvering performance of marine
vehicles has not undergone any radical
changes.
The horizontal planar motions
mechanism (HPMM) and the rotating arm
are primarily used to derive the input
for the digital computer maneuvering
simulations.
A more direct measure of
maneuvering performance is embodied in
the free running radio controlled model
testing. This approach, however, has
several inherent limitations (such as
scale effects) and it will not provide
the necessary data to predict the
performance
of
a
design that
is
modified
later.
One
intriguing
approach being recently used by the
Dutch at
the
Delft
Aydrodynamics
Laboratory, de Vries (1984), combines a
bit of each cf the above techniques to
obtain the input for a mathematical
simulation
model.
This
forced
excitation of a free sailing model
offers some very interesting sclutions
to
current
maneuvering
problems.
System Identification (SID) technclogy
has
come
to
the
forefront
of
maneuvering research in the last three
years.
The various SID techniques are
being tested and serious efforts have
been taken to make this technique
available to the community.
The work
of
being
performed
at
DTNSRDC,
presented in preliminary form at the
last ATTC, has been formally published
Moran and Wemple (1983).
A paper on a
SID instrument package for full scale
trials, which was funded by Maritime
Administration
(MARAD) ,
has
been
prepared for this session by Mr. Tom
Trankle (1986)

1)

The job of the member organizations of the ATTC is to
predict the performance of marine
vehicler.

2)

Much of the research in maneuvering is performed by the
members of the ATTC, even if the
work does not necessarily happen
in the tank or under a towing
carriaoe.

In addition to the research which
is being done, there is an effort
underway by the Joint International
Maneuvering Program
(JIMP) and the
Society of Naval Architects and Marine
Engineers
(SNAME) to facilitate the
exchange of information and data which
comes from the research,
so that
everyone can oenefit and improve their
capabilities.
All these advancements
become even more important given the
current trends of the regulatory bodies
and the governments which oversee the
marine industry, to formulate standards
for the maneuverability and control of
marine vessels.
When these standards
take effect, our ability as researchers
to the predict performance of a given
design will beco-.e very important to
the owners and the designers of marine
vehicles.
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2.1 FORCE EXCITATION ON FREE SAILING MODELS

This approach uses servo-controlled
air propellers attached to the bow and
stern of the model to force the model
to perform some specific maneuver (HPMM
or Rotating Arm paths) by imposing an
external force.
This techniques does
not need a towing carriage and allows
the measurement of both velocitycoupled and acceleration dependent math
model terms with the same test set-up.
A computer operated servo-contr!ler
generates commands such that the air
fans push the ship hull through a
predetermined path. The forces acting
on the model due to these air fans are
measured and analyzed in the same
manner that force gage read-outs would
be analyzed from a conventional captive
A schematic of the
model experiment.
test set-up is shown in Figure 1. As
seen in that figure, the air fans are
used to replace the towing carriage of
a more conventional model test set-up.
However, an experiment such as thic may
be more sucepable to errors induced by
instrumentation inaccuracies. One possible use of this technique is to use
these air fans as part of a systems
identification procedure to increase
the number of inputs and thereby
increase the number of
identified
parameters. This could aiso be applied
in much the same way that Mr. Trankle
proposed to use a tug in his discussion
of Atkowitz (1980) to identify the
acceleration dependant terms,

instrumentation
existing
2. The
set-up used for submarine SID
work at DTNSRDC can be applied
ship maneuvering
for
surface
This instrumentation
research.
rather precise, but quite
is
expensive.
3. Multi-input procedures (more than
just rudder angle) will improve
the SID process, but single-input
The Delft
techniques will work.
air fan system may be of use to
fcz
this problem
help solve
ship
surface
screw,
single
designs.
4. SID techniques adequately predict
the path of the full scale ship
under known control inputs.
Tom Trankle's paper gives a progress
report on the MARCIS instrumentation
package.
The
MARCIS is
a
self
contained instrument package which has
been developed specifically to perform
full scale systems indentification
trials.
To date the MARCIS has been
used on the SS KING's POINTER and the
USCG TAMPA.
This report, along with
the work by Moran and Wemple and the
work of Abkowitz show the promise of
the SID concept as a tool to improve
maneuvering prediction, but there are
still several technical areas that
require further study.

2.2 SYSTEMS IDENTIFICATION
As previously stated, a number of
advancements
in
the
area of
SID
maneuvering performance prediction have
been made since the last ATTC.
Systems
identification is the process whereby
the coefficients if the equations of
motion which assume to describe the
hydrodynamics of the ship in a turn are
obtained by exciting either the ship
itself or a free running model of the
ship, measuring the response, and then
solving for the unknown coefficients in
the
equations
of
motion
using
regression analysis.
This differs from
the better known approach using captive
model data and simulations to predict
the ship motions given a measured set
of coefficients for an assumed set of
equations of motion.
The published
results of Moran and Wemple state that:
1.

deduced from model scale free
running model experiments using
the rudder angle as the exciFor this procedure
tation mode.
to work more effectively, prior
knowledge of the added mass and
added mass moment of inertia is
recommended.

The work presented by Abkowitz
(1980) presented the results of systems
identification trials on a tanker using
only the ship instruments and an
accurate yaw rate gyro. There seems to
be some question as to what level of
instrument sophistication is necessary
to carry out this type of experiment.

3.0 PERFORMANCE PREDICTION TECHNIOUES
Once the maneuvering experiments
have been conducted, a digital computer
simulation is needed to provide the
ship owner or operator with the final
product which they need: the actual
maneuvering
performance
(tactical
diameter,
overshoot
angle,
etc.)
In
including enviromental effects.
this area, much wcrk has been done by

set
of
the
A
complete
coefficients for the non-linear
equations
of
motion
can
be
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4 2 UNCONVENTIONAL DESTGN
the international community to facilitate the exchange of data between
different organizations.
The Joint
International
Maneuvering
Program
(JIMP) has been working to set up a
procedure for transmittal of test data
for selected hull forms by proposing
that
the raw test
data from the
experiments
be
exchanged or that
maneuvering simulations be run in a
mode to produce pseudo-tank data, i.e.
the simulations recreate rotating arm
test results and HPMM test results
where test data does not exist.
This
allows the receiving organization to;
curve fit the data to their own set of
equations of motion, instead of trying
to adapt a different set of coef-

MANEUVERING PERFORMANCE
Although not one of the mainstream
technology areas, research into the
maneuvering
performance
of
Small
Waterplane Area Twin Hull
(SWATH) ship
designs has pLogressed a great deal in
the last three years.
The paper
presented in
these proceedings by
Nethercote and Molyneux presents an
update of work being performed in
Canada using radio controlled models.
In the United States, the work of Gupta
(1966)
has
been
directed towards
developing a new rudder concept for the
SWATH hull.
Specifically, this concept
was developed to provide a rudder

ficients and provides for a comparison
of analysis techniques. The Society of
Naval Architects and Marine Engineers
(SNAME) has developed a set of data
sheets for transmitting maneuvering
coefficients
and
including
the
equations of motion which are used with
that data. These two efforts should be
supported
so
that
the
technical
community can develop a predictive
capability earlier in
the
design
process, before tank testing occurs,

design for SWATH hulls where the strut
does not overhang the lower hull at the
propeller.
A sketch of this configuration is shown in Figure 2 and a
schematic of how the stabilizers are
used to control the SWATH ships heading
is presented in Figure 3.
One rather fortunate aspect of SWATH
maneuvering performance predictions is
how well the hull form lends itself to
analytical and theoretical predictions
of the hydrodynamic maneuvering forces.
Hirano (1978) and (1980) published the
results of a rather promising study
which was done in Japan.
Since the
original
texts
are
published
in
Japanese (1978 paper was translated by
, it has not received the notice
that it desorves.
This particular work
shows a great deal of promise for
improving the prediction of maneuvering
performance of SWATH ships during early
design stages.

4.0 OTHER TECHNOLOGY AREAS
4.1 ANAYTTCA

,

PRECTI

TEC

UBSRA)

One of the
largest problems in
maneuvering research
concerns
our
ability to predict the maneuvering
performance of a given ship design in
the absents of any tank testing data.
The goal then, is to develop tools
which are based on some theoretical
calculation or consistent data base.
Towards this goal, The U.S. Maritime
Administration Systematic Series of
Ful
Form Merchant Ships will soon
published by SNAME.
The publication
will provide systematic resistance,
propulsion
and
maneuvering
data
obtained at Tracor Hydronautics, Inc.
for large, full-form vessels using the
MARAD series models as a basis,

4.2 VAL1DAT-N
The
validation
of
prediction
techniques is generally performed by
comparison of full scale trials results
with the predicted performance using
general measures of performance such as
tactical diameter and overshoot angles
from zig-zaus.
Recently CAORF (Computer
Aided
Operations
Research
Facility) undertook
a program to
validate the math model used in the
CAORF simulator.
For this validation,
the simulation was compared to the
actual track of a ship making a transit
around the bend in a channel.
This
comparison, documented by Puglisi et al
(1985),
used the actual rudder angle
and engine activity measured during the
full scale trials
as the drivers for
the mathematic model.
The conclusions
of this effort were that: the correlation was acceptable; the amount of

The paper by Asinovsky, Landberg,
and Hagen (1986), presented in these
proceedings, together with the work
presented by Ankudinov (1985) propose a
"modular" approach to estimating the
hydrodynamic
forces
actin
on
the
various components of a vessel (hull,
propeller, rudder, and appendages)
while maneuvering,

effort
dation
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required to perform the valiwas considerable; and finally,

the procedure was very sensitive to
minor (velocity ± 0.003 meters/sec)
differences in the initial conditions
between the ship and the simulation,

quantifying the interactions betweer.
the propeller, rudder and hull.
The
group was also concerned about the
direction of regulation and making sure
that any indices were appropriate.

5.0 REGULATIONS AND MANEUVERING STANDARDS

7.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

As stated in the last ATTC
Steering and Maneuvering State-ofthe-Art report by Webster (1983), the
regulatory
bodies
charged
with
monitoring the marine industry (International Maritime Organization Marine
Safety Committee) are proceeding with
efforts to require certain maneuvering
information to be posted on the bridge
of a ship and to require that the
maneuvering performance of the vessel
be listed in a "Maneuvering Booklet",
Marine Safety Committee of the IMO
(1985).
The U.S. Coast Guard appears
ready to propose national rule making
to implement the same rules for new
ship construction.
The information
required
for
these
postings
is,
perhaps, considerably more detailed
than the information which would be
obtained from a simple full scale
trials agenda. The Tracor Hydronautics
study (1981)
sponsored by the U.S.
Coast Guard indicates that the United
States government is considering imposing specific maneuvering performance
standards on ships at some point in the
A regulation like this will
future.
require that the technical community be
able to predict maneuvering performance
during very early design stages without
the benefit of model testing in order
to assure the owner that his ship will
meet the imposed requirements.
The
technology to make accurate maneuvering
predictions without model testing is
very limited.
Therefore, it seems
prudent to direct research efforts
towards developing better analytical
methods of predicting the maneuvering
performance of ship designs when there
is no model test information available.

Based upon a review of the current
research in steering and maneuvering
the Committee sees the following areas
as requiring further work and increased
effort:

6.0 WORK OF THE ITTC

Gupta, S.K. and Schmidt (1986):
Developments in SWATH Technology.
Naval Engineers Journal,
Vol. 98, No. 3.

a. Develop the analytical capability
to predict the maneuvering characteristic and performance of a
specific vessel design when no
model data is available.
This
technical tool is needed so that
maneuvering requirements can be
included in the design process.
b. Continue to develop smaller and
less expensive instrumentation
packages and associated analysis
techniques for the study of the
maneuvering behavior of ships.
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SWATH MANOEUVRABILITY RUNNING TRIM EFFECTS

W.C.E. Nethercote, Defence Research Establishment Atlantic
and
W.D. Molyneux, Institute for Marine Dynamics

EXPERIMENTS AT IMD

ABSTRACT

2.

SWATH ship model manoeuvring experiments
were performed to assess the effect of running
trim on turning performance. Canard angles
were set for level trim at both entry and
steady turning speeds to obtain bow down and
4
The
level steady turning trim-, r per+ i,,ly.
results indicate that turning performance is
improved with trim control and that, at level
trim, correlation between the tests and
numerical manoeuvring simulations is improved.

The Pxperiments were carried out in IMD's
Ottawa outdoor manoeuvring basin (122m long x
61m wide x 3m deep).
Details of the model are given in Table 1.
ialli respects the model duplicated its
condition for Reference 1.
2.1

The model was fitted with a high intensity
lamp as an aiming point, which was tracked
using two automatic photosensitive telescopes.
Model velocity and trajectory were established
by triangulation. Yaw gyro and telemetry
systems were not fitted to the model as the
model size, the same as that reported in
Reference 1, severely constrained payload.

NOMENCLATURE
DWL
Fn
FnI
GM
GML
GMT
L
Tl
To
TD
6Fn/Fn,
1.

Test Procedures

Design waterline length
Froude number
Initial Froude number
Metacentric height
Longitudinal metacentric height
Transverse metacentric height
Demi-hull length
Roll Period
Pitch period
Tactical diameter
Speed loss ratio

Turning circles were measured at three
nominal Froude numbers, with two rudder angles
using canard angles for level trim at both
approach and steady turning speeds, as given
below:
Nominal Approach
Speed, Fn:
Approach Canard
Angle, deg:
Turning Canard
Angle, deg:
Rudder Angles, deg:

INTRODUCTION

In a paper to the 20th ATTC, Nethercote,
Miles and Molyneux' reported the results
of manoeuvring tests with a model of SWATH -A
and compared their results with simulations
2
reported by Waters and Fein . Turning
circle correlations were not always good;
differing running trims were a possible cause.
The Defence Research Establishment Atlantic
(DREA) sponsored the tests at the Institute of
Marine Dynamics (IMD). A radio-controlled
free-running model was used for the tests. It
had fixed aft fins and adjustable, but fixed,
canards which were set to maintain level trim
during the approach to the turning manoeuvre.
The Waters and Fein simulations were based on
rotating arm tests2 where the model was
constrained to level trim.

0.432

0.480

0.538

22.5

7.0

- 5.0

29.0
25
35

25.0
25
35

19.0
25
35

The speeds were restricted to the range in
which pitch moment was very Froude number
sensitive, as implied in Figure I.
2.2

Experiment Analysis

The test data were analyzed by first
fitting splines to the measured X and Y coordinates of the model trajectory as individual
functions of time using a least-squares technique. These splines thus served to define
both position and velocity as continuous
functions of time. A first-order wind drift
correction was then applied by subtracting a

The work reported herein was undertaken
as an extension of Reference 1 to quantify the
effects of running trim and, hopefully, to
improve correlation.
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The use of canard angles set for level
trim in steady turning conditions, rather than
for level trim on approach, gives a significant
reduction in tactical diameter, of the order of
20 percent. Steady turning canard angle
experiments were performed only where trimming
moment was heavily Froude number dependent.
It
was expected that there would be little change
in tactical diameter at lower speeds where
canard angles vary less with speed and speed
loss in turns is less.
Both Figures 2 and 3
of a form which suggests that the steady
speed canard results could scarf into
original results at lower speeds.

constant wind drift velocity vector from the
measured model velocity. Since tests were
only conducted when the wind was light, this
correction was always small,

30
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_J 20
>are
+
Iturning
1the
IOF

cc
z

16

STEAY SPEEDS

5
4
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FROUDE NUMBERWAES&FI
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Figure 1: SWATH 6A, Canard Angles for
Level Trim

/

Initial examination of the data proved
quite disturbing because results of tests
using canard angles for level trim at approach
speed were inconsistent with Reference 1.
Upon re-examination of the earlier data,
differences in cross-fairing techniques were
noted, and consequently both the present and
the earlier tests were re-faired in a
consistent manner. For completeness,
Reference l's SWATH 6A2 results were also
refaired, and are included in Appendix 1.
SWATH 6A1 results reported herein represent
combined, cross-faired data, where appropriate.
2.3

"

8

4-

.........
-

u-

*

2
3
4
STEADY FROUDE NUMBER
Figure 3:
4.

5

6

SWATH 6A 1 , Rudder Angle 35 Degrees

CORRELATION WITH SIMULATION
2

The Waters and Fein simulations were
3
based upon rotating arm tests with a
fixed trim model. Reference 1 identified trim
as an important discrepancy between simulation
and free-running model results. The
experiments reported herein were undertaken to
confirm this supposition.

Discussion of Results

The SWATH 6A1 Lurning results are
plotted as non-dimensionalized tactical
diameter to a base of steady turning Froude
number in Figures 2 and 3, together with the
Waters and Fein simulations.

16 F

IMD DATA. INCL.REPEAT EXPTS
IMD DATA, CANARDS FOR

-

The tactical diameter reduction achieved
by use of steady turning speed level trim
canard angles improves agreement between
experiment and simulation, both in the sense of

IMO DATA, INCL.REPEAT EXTS.
M0 DATA, CANARDS FDR
STEADY SPEEDS
.
........
WATERS & FEIN
---

reduced error at high speed, and in reducing
the tactical diameter jump seen in the earlier
results for SWATH 6AI, but absent in

12-

simulations.

/

_J

5.

0
8-"

The results of the IMD manoeuvring tests
indicate the. sensitivity of the SWATH 6A,
manoeuvrability to running trim.
Clearly, for best manoeuvrability an active
pitch control system is desirable. This result

6design's

1
Figure 2:

CONCLUDING REMARKS

.5
4
3
.2
STEADY FROUDE NUMBER

is not general, because the SWATH 6A 1 design
has an unusually low GML, and requires much
larger control fin and deflections than does,
for example, the SWATH 6A 2 design.

B

SWATH 6AI, Rudder Angle 25 Degrees
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Finally, it is encouraging that use of
steady turning speed canard angles improved
the correlation between simulation and
free-running model tests. As a result,
assuming active pitch control or large GML
at full scale, it is reasonable to use fixed
trim rotating arm stability derivatives in
simulating manoeuvring performance.

16
IMD DATA, REFAIRED
---- WATERS & FEIN
12

_j 8
0

TABLE 1:

PRINCIPAL PARTICULAS4

IND Model 329 X = 1/22.5
Hull length, m
Maximum breadth, m
Reference point, m abaft bow
Displacement, kg
Draft, m
GMT, M
GML, m
T, sec
Tsec

3.25
1.22
1.56
252
0.365
0.149
0.281
3.58
4.15

-

- -

I

0

.1

Figure Al:

.2
3
4
STEADY TURNING SPEED

5

6

Effect of Speed on Turning,
25 Degree Rudder Angle, SWATH 6A 2

16
DATA, REFAIRED
-IMD
--2-WATERS & FEIN

Rudder Details
1

0.241

Chord, m
Span at leading edge, m
Span at D.W.L. at leading edge, m
2
Area to D.W.L., m
Thickness/chord

0.330
0.171
0.043
0.150

_j
8

4

Aft Control Fin Details
Chord, m
Span at leading edge, m
Thickness/chord
Distance 1/4 chord abaft bow, m

0.200
0.222
0.150
2.749

0

Canard Details

Figure A2:

Chord, m
Span at leading edge, m
Thickness/chord
Distance 1/4 chord abaft bow, m

2
3
4 i
5
.2
.3
.4
.5
STEADY TURNING SPEED

.1

0.116
0.129
0.150
0.743

.6

Effect of Speed on Turning,
35 Degree Rudder Angle , SWATH 6A 2
.4
REFAIRED
DATA.
--- IMD
ATERS
& FEIN

APPENDIX I - RE-FAIRED SWATH 6A RESULTS
Re-faired SWATH 6A results and corparisons with Waters and Fein simulations are
given in Figures Al to A4, which replace
Figures 7, 8 and 9 of Reference 1. The
re-fairing has produced differences in minor
detail only, and the discussion and
conclusions of Reference 1 are unaffected.
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Figure A3:
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SWAT1 6A 2 , Effect of Rudder Angle
Turning, Initial Fn = 0.384
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STATUS OF

MARCIS:

THE MARINE COEFFICIENT
IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM

Thomas L. Trankle
Group Manager
Systems Control Technology, Inc.
1801 Page Mill Road
Palo Alto, California 94304 USA
ABSTRACT
The Marine Coefficient Identification System
(MARCIS) is an integrated package that can
perform very powerful data collection,
.
ft:fuctions aboard
ship.
The MARCIS consists of a data
collection front end computer system and an
analysis workstation back end. The system is
housed in two compact and rugged
enclosures, making rapid shipping and
installation possible. High quality inertial
sensors in the front end system provide a
method of collecting data on ship motion of
much higher quality than is now generally
Software implemented in the
available.

r
r'
t
T

yaw rate

u

longitudinal ship fixed velocity
component relative to earth
longitudinal ship-fixed velocity
component relative to water
input vector
lateral ship-fixed velocity component
relative to earth
velocity vector (3 components)
lateral ship-fixed velocity component
relative to water

ur
u
v
v
Vr

workstation can perform the complete
system identification
task from data
inspection to parameter estimation and final
simulation validation. The system has been
used to date to estimate maneuvering
hydrodynamic models of two ships.
N'OIENCLATURE

V"
W
x
x
y
z
8
y
T

A

matrix of independent variables in a
regression
a
acceleration in ship-fixed coordinates
k vector of unknown hydrodynamic
coefficients
C , total hydrodynamic coefficient for x force
Cy total hydrodynamic coefficient for y force
C n, total hydrodynamic coefficient for yaw
moment
h
vector of measurement functions
1, moment of inertia about vertical axis
f.
longitudinal force component
fy lateral force component
f, vertical force component

Tj

p
W
0

dimensionless yaw rate: r.f/ur
time
transformation matrix from ship to earth
coordinates (a 3 x 3 matrix)

dimensionless lateral velocity: Vr/ur
diagonal weighting matrix
north coordinate of ship origin
state vector
east coordinate of ship origin
vector of dependent variables in a
regression
rudder angle
heading angle
transformation matrix from level ship to
north, east coordinates (a 2 x 2 matrix)
propulsion point
water density
3 dimensional angular rotation vector
4 x 4 matrix representing quaternion
dynamics
bold symbols are matrices
underscore symbols are vectors

1. MOTIVATION
The maritime industry has a strong interest

m,

yaw moment

in the

(
L
m
1)
q
gQ

ship length
output error performance Index
ship mass
position vector (3 components)
dynamic pressure
quaternion vector (4 components)

ships and in computer simulation of ship
maneuvering 1 . Presently, ship equations of
motion are determined using captive model
tests 2 . Captive model tests require the
measurement of the forces and moments on a
qale model towed in a water tank. The
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fidelity of mathematical models determined
in this way may be adversely affected by scale
effects. There are not enough full-scale and
model test data available over the whole
range of ship types and water depths to allow
the comprehensive determination of scale
effect correction factors.
It is desirable to
collect full-scale ship maneuvering data and
to use system identification processing to
identify the hydrodynamic
coefficients
appearing in the simulation model 3 . These
coefficients may be compared to those
determined from captive model tests in
order to quantify scale effects.
A better
understanding of scale effects would allow
more confident use of captive model data in
computer simulation of ship maneuvering.

maneuvering trials in the Gulf of Mexico. To
put the present work in perspective, it is
worthwhile to review briefly the subsequent
efforts.
In 1977, the Esso Osaka, a 278,000 ton yery
large crude carrier (VLCC) conducted
extensive
deep
and
shallow
water
maneuvering trials in the Gulf of Mexico 7 .
The on-board instrument system collected
velocity, position, and angular rate data. Data
were
used
to
identify
a
nojiliuear
hydrodynamic model 8 . In 1978, the National
Maritime Research Center hosted an industry
and government workshop on the topic of
the
determination
and
use
of
the
hydrodynamic coefficients of a liquefied
natural gas (LNG) carrier.
The workshop
included a discussion on the use of various
types of sensors for the collection of full scale
maneuvering data for system identification
and about the
system
identification
processing itself. In 1979 a feasibility and
accuracy study of possible sensor sets that
might be used in a MARCIS instrumentation
system highlighted the operational utility of
high grade inertial sensors for determination
of ship motion during maneuvering.
Such
sensors would need minimal interfacing with
the ship's own sensor set (e.g. Doppler
sonar) 9 . The study also indicated the need
for a complete six degree of freedom set of
Inertial sensors because of the extreme
sensitivity of the estimation of acceleration in
the level plane to tilt errors,

The Maritime Administration of the U.S.
Department of Transportation has developed
a portable instrument package designed
expressly for the collection of maneuvering
sea trial data for identification of ship
hydrodynamic
models 4 .
This MARCIS
(MARine Coefficient Identification System)
package consists of
a microcomputer controlled data
collection and storage system and
an analysis workstation.
The data collection system uses high quality
inertial sensors to provide ship motion data
and has a variety of interfaces for obtaining
data from ship's sensors such as rudder angle
or Doppler sonar. The analysis workstation
implements system identification data
processing methods.
The use of the
workstation onboard the ship allows the
validation and processing of collected data
while the vessel and test crew are still at the
test site and are able to repeat any test
maneuvcrs initially having faults (e. g..
maneuver not properly executed or sensor
channel not working).

In 1981. MarAd contracted with Systems
Control Technology (SCT) for the detailed
design and construction of the MARCIS
instrumeutation console. The data collection
and real-time processing were performed by
a Data General Eclipse S140 computer. The
initial test of the inertial sensors and
shipboard sensor interfaces aboard a ship was
conducted aboard the Kings Pointer in
November. The instrument system recorded
inertial data at 64 samples per second (SPS)
and external tracking and velocity data at I
SPS but did not do extensive real-time
processing.
A set of hydrodynamic
coefficients
processing. was later identified using off-line

The package has collected maneuvering data
on two vessels: an ocean-going tug 5 and a
Coast Guard cutter 6 .
This paper

overviews the data collection
hardware used hy MARCIS and the multiple
stage system identification
procedure
implemented in the MARCIS workstation
used to process raw sensor data in order to
determine
hydrodynamic
coefficient
estimates.
2. HISTORY OF THE MARCIS PROGRAMI
The roots of the present MARCIS program
extend at least to 1977, when the EssoOsaka
conducted extensive deep and shallow water

A second test 'of MARCIS was performed
aboard the Bear class Coast Guard cutter
Tampa
in January of 1984.
Tampa
conducted two days of trials in the Straits of
Juan de Fuca. executing 44 maneuvers
including z maneuvers conducted in both
ahead and astern motion, steady turns in
ahead and in astern motion, accelerating
turns, a Williamson turn. and a pivot in place
using differential thrust.
Data collected
allowed estimation of nearly all aspects of a
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nonlinear hydrodynamic model including
linear and nonlinear hull and rudder
coefficients for ahead and astern motion and
rudder/propeller interaction for ahead
motion.
The MARCIS computer executed
real-time data filtering and display functions
that allowed assessment of data quality as the
maneuvering trials were being conducted.

Real-time flltcring and off-line system
identification processing of data on board the
test vessel immediately assesses data quality.
Experienced system identification analysts
recommend an iterative procedure (Figure
1)10 for data collection and processing. Test
maneuvers should be repeated following
processing of initial data sets. For the ship
identification problem, this requires that the
data be processed on board while the
instrumentation system and test crew are
still available for further data collection.

The MARCIS computer system is now being
upgraded from the 16 bit Eclipse to a 32 bit
Digital Equipment Corporation Microvax 2
system.
This upgrading will provide
enhancements, the need for which become
apparent after the Kings Pointer and Tampa
trials. Specifically, the existing system based
on the 16 bit computer did not provide
enough mass storage capacity and could not
perform complete system identification
processing of collected data. The Microvax 2
system will use two independent Microvaxes.
one for data collection, filtering, and storage
and the other for processing. The second
Microvax will be able to exeeute all of the
system identification algorithms needed to
identify all of the coefficients of the
commonly used nonlinear hydrodynamic
models (Appendix).

4. MARCIS DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM
lhe upgraded MARCIS data collection system
uses two Digital Equipment Microvax 2
microcomputers. These operate in a frontend/back-end arrangement. The front-end
system controls the data acquisition, drives
data collection status displays, and stores the
data. The back-end system serves as an
analysis workstation. A system identification
analyst uses this workstation to process the
data collected by the front-end system. This
processing is performed during the trials on
board the ship. Such processing validates the
data and alerts the test director in the case of
failed sensors or to the need for additional
maneuvers. Data can be transferred between
the two systems using either cartridge tapes
or the DECNET local area network.

3. KEY MARCIS CONCEPTS
There are four key concepts behind the
MARCIS system:

Using two identical computers on board ship
gives some protection from failure of critical
components. such as of the front-end
computer central processing unit (CPU)
board. The corresponding component from
the back-end computer could bc substituted
during such an emergency.

MARCIS uses a standard,portable package for
data collertinn The ,se of a such a package
reduces the cost of collecting data from a
large number of ships. Standardization also
simplifies the job of comparing results from
tests of different ships.
Inertial data provide both lateral and
longitudinal axis velocity estimates. These
estimates are important to the system
identification of hydrodynamic coefficients,
Both components of velocity can be measured
by some Doppler sonar systems. However the
lateral axis measurement is often not
available. Measurements that are available
may be too noisy to be of use in identification.
Inertial measurements allow the estimation
of velocity usijig data from an inertial
measurement unit. Such a unit can easily be
installed aboard any ship of opportunity and
is part of the MARCIS sensor set.

Each of thc two ',"crovaxes uses the Q-bus
architecture (Figure 2).
The front end
computer has standard ClJ. RAM memory.
disk/tape controller. analog-digital converter.
and serial port circuit cards installed in the
Q-bus. Two custom cards for interfacing with
the inertial measurement unit and with
synchro signals are also now provided. Both
the front end and back end computers have a
single 71 megabyte disk drive and a 100
megabyte tape cartridge drive.
Each
computer has a graphics terminal and a dot
matrix, graphics capable printer. The back
end computer (analysis work station) is
similar in layout to the front end system
except that the back end system does not
have sensor interface cards. This analysis
work station makes heavy use of the graphics
terminal and printer during processing of the
data.

A microcomputer having an industry standard
bus architecture controls data collection and
storage. Many sensor interface circuit cards
may be plugged into the standard bus with no
modification of the microcomputer hardware
and little modification of its software. This is
important because each new vessel to be
tested
may have
unique
interface
requirements.

The front-end computer archives data on a
100 megabyte cartridge tape drive.
The
sensors produce about 5 megabytes of data
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per hour. This is first written to the disk
drive.
Once every 4 to 8 hours the
accumulated data are dumped onto a
cartridge. The cartridge can then be hand
carried to the back-end workstation for
further processing.

acceleration, resolved into the level plane
used in the ship maneuvering simulation.
The most important requirement here is to
eliminate components of gravity from the
translational accelerometer outputs.
The
extended Kalman filter acts as an aided
inertial navigation system 12 .

Both front and back end computers are
mounted in Environmental Container
Systems transportable electronics enclosures,
Both enclosures are made of molded
fiberglass and have eight-point internal shock
mounting of their internal equipment racks.
The computers and associated electronics
can be shipped directly in these enclosures
without additional packaging. Figure 3 shows
a front view of the front end data collection
computer enclosure.
The analysis
workstation Is housed in a smaller enclosure.

The extended Kalman filter works with a
system of differential equations of the form
(1)

y + f! x v = a

(2)

=
= Tq v
Y= h_(_, P, W

(3)
(4)

This set of equations uses a quaternion 13 to
represent attitude.
(See nomenclature
section for r!efinition of terms.) The
differential equations in the filter (eqns. 1, 2,
3) represent the process of integrating
acceleration and angular rate to estimate
position. velocity, and attitude.
This
integration is done at a 64 sample per second
rate. The measurement equations in the
filter (eqn. 4) represent shipboard sensors of
some of the filter states such as position and
velocity. The filter updates these states about
once per second as the measurements
become available.

The MARCIS front end records 7 or more
data channels at a 1 to 1/6 sample per
second rate and 6 inertial data channels at a
64 sample per second rate (Table 1). The
accuracies of shipboard sensors depend on
the particular ship being tested. (The table
indicates typical accuracies.)
The inertial sensors arc of the strapdovn
type; they are fixed to the ship frame rather
than to a leveled platform.
The three
accelerometers
measure
translational
acceleration along the orthogonal, right
handed, ship-fixed x. v, and z axis (z position

down). The three angular rate gyros measure
angular rates about the same three axes.
Longitudinal and lateral velocity components
are measured if Doppler sonar is available.
Latitude and longitude are measured using
Loran-C. The Loran- C set is a part of the
MARCIS system.
It aspar
is reeivr
easieroftoheprovide
one
suchrado
rontend

Several parameters of the extended Kalman
filter cannot be determined a priorL These
include
inertial and shipboard sensor biases,
shipboard Doppler sonar msalgnment
(spard
(The x and yDoppler
doppler sonar
sonarmisan
axes may ebe

such radio receiver as part of the front end

installed as much as I degree away from

system than it is to interface the Q-bus with
whatever set may be on the subject vessel,

the ship x and
y axes.
This causes a bias in
estimated
sideslip
angle.).

ted

5. PROCESSING METHODS

a m

as

i egre

aa

o

shipboard sensor misalignments. and
inertial and shipboard sensor noise
covariance.

The
complete
processing
procedure
Implemented in the MARCIS workstation has
three steps:
filtering, model structure
determination, and parameter estimation.
Typically the filtering function runs on the
data collection front end while modc!
structure determination and parameter
estimation run on the workstation.
The
analyst using the workstation can monitor the
data processing (e. g. manipulate data arrays,
plot channels) using CTRL-CO (CTRL-C'I is a
proprietary program owned by Systems
Control Technology.)

A maximum likelihood method run in a batch
(non-real-time) mode in the workstation
estimates these parameters.
The Kalman
filter produces an innovations sequence as a
byproduct of state estimation. This sequence
can be used to evaluate a likelihood function
for any given values of the unknown
parameters.
A modified LevenbergMarquardt (LM) method 14 ,1 5 . 6 can ther
maximize the likelihood function with
respect to the unknown parameters. This
method is more reliable for this application
than a popular alternative, which is to
augment the Kalman filter state with the
unknown parameters.

5.1 Filtering
Filtering uses an extended Kalman filter to
compute estimates of vessel velocity and
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the value measured by the MARCIS sensors.
1L is thus the error between the estimated
and actual sensor outputs. W represents a
diagonal weighting matrix. Parameters b are
chosen to minimize this nonlinear least
square performance index using the LM
method.

f_
fxlm
0

T

fy/m

0

0 0

1

06.

T -a

fz/m
FUTURE WORK
The upgraded MARCIS having Microvax 2
data collection and workstation computer

f7 is primarily buoyancy.,

systems will be tested aboard the Kings
Pointer in August of 1987. Following this test
the package should be available for use aboard
ships of opportunity for collection of system
identification data. While MARCIS has been
optimized for the collection of maneuvering
hydrodynamics system identification data,
there is the potential for collection of data on
seakeeping characteristics as well.

5.2 Model Structure Determination
Model structure determination uses outputs
of the filter directly to set up a linear
regression for the two hydrodynamic force
components fxand fv and the hydrodynamic
yaw moment ni,.
For the fx term, the
regression has the form

rain

I z - Ab

and r, = (f, fy r u
value of the vector
simulation running
b. zn represents

-rma)
where vector u = (L,[e
v T x y)'. z e represents the
, estimated using the ship
with nominal parameters

The 3 x 3 coordinate transformation matrix T
is the most important product of the filtering
process. T relates measured accelerations to
the hydrodynamic force components fx and fy

12
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where z, = f,(t), Ail = dfx(t,)/cb and b is a
vector of the unknown hydrodynamic
coefficients. Regressions for fy and m, have
similar forms.

APPENI)IX: IIYDRODYNAMIC MODEL
The workstation software can use any of the

The regressions may be analyzed using
straightforward linear least squares methods
subset regression
several
or any 7 of
18
methods
metod 17 , s .. Ttincluding
This ispossible because the Aij

popular forms for hydrodynamic coefficients.
20
by
usedtow
form river
square-absolute
the Unitedthe States
Coast Guard

elements are ftu ctions only of the measured
or estimted states u. v, and r and are not
functions of the unknown hydrodynamics
coefficients in b. This makes possible the
application of computajionally simple linear
Icast square estimation. This use of a linear
estimation method is possible even when the
model represents nonlinear hydrodynamics,
This method is commonly applied to aircraft
9.
aerodynamics estimation

2
used by the
simulation and the culbic form
Computer Aided Operations Research Facility
(CAORF) simulator operated )v the United
States Maritime Adlinistr tion.
The ship mathematical model represents
three of the six possible degrees of freedom
of a rigid bodp.
The degrees of freedom are x

and v position in the horizontal plane and yaw
Modeling maneuvering in calm
attitude.
water requires the re)resentation of onh
these three detrees of frecdom.

5.3 Parameter Estimation.
Final parameter estimation uses conceptually
simple minimization of output error. A fit
error performance index can be evaluated for
any given parameter values simply by
integrating the nonlinear ship equations of
motion and computing a performance index
iTh) given by:
iii)

by the Maritime

Administration Marine Sciences contract
number MA- 80-SAC-01092, adminsterd by
the Office of Advanced Ship Development and
Technology.

The dynamic equations of the ship now
implemented in the workstation simulation
are:
f(tI-v

}7)
~~(th).W.(t~)
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The rudder/propeller interaction term K(TI)
can be identified as a second degree

n2Z
(3

= q,*
q =

* Cn(v' ' r'. 8, TI, u', v'. r')
p-uZ/2

F
T

1

(10)
(11)

1

(

polynomial:

K(Tj) = d + e*D*TI + f*D2 .1r2
where D Is propeller diameter.

(12)F

H' Vi
cos(y) -sin(1)
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interactions among them.

ABSTRACT

hydrodynamic

A serious methodological problem prevents the
,'ollection and use of the experimental data on
the ship hydrodynamic characteristics that are
necessary for design calculations and studies
The approach
of the maneuverability of ships.
popular among members of the ATTC consists of
determining the total hydrodynamic forces and
moments acting on a model completely equipped
with propeller(s), appendages, and rudder(s).

It was considered, however, that, in general,
the quantitative evaluation of the required
forces and moments for use in the mathematical
moael could be accomplished best by pecforming
experiments with completely appended models.
In such experiments the interaction effects
would be properly included in the measurements
of the forces and moments (except for possible
scale effects in the total system) and the

The roles and contributions of the individual
components of this sytem are thus not directly
considered.
This paper provides a discussion
of a "differential" approach that is more

problem of mathematical modelling would be
simplified.
This approach is generally in use
today by the various establishments which
comprise the ATTC.

convenient for the designer.

It is based on

the separate determination of the hydrodynamic
characteristics of the hull, propeller,
rudder, and appendages in combination with an
investigation of the dynamic and kinematic
interactions in the system.

It is to be understood that it does not
necessarily follow that the structure of a
mathematical model which incorporates data
obtained from tests with fully-appended models
is unsuitable for use with hydrodynamic input
obtained bv different processes.
Reference 1,
for example, presents procedures for
estimating certain hydrodynamic coefficients
by means of methods which can be found in the

INTRODUCTtON

United States, the acquisition of hydrodynamic
data for use in mathematical models for ship
maneuvering has relied heavily on experiments
From the
using fully-appended captive models.

literature of aerodynamics.
Undoubtedly,
practitioners in the field of ship
maneuverability exercise their own ingenuity
in providing estimates of the required
hydrodynamic coefficients.

outset of the development of mathematical
modeling, of course, it was recognized that a
vessel could be considered to be comprised of
. number of component parts, including at

While the appended-model approach has much to
recommend it, particulary in its application
to the evaluation of complete ship designs for

It seems

fair

to say

that,

at

least

in

the

least the bare hull, skeg(s), rudder(s), and
propeller(s), each contributing its share to
the total (resultant) hydrodynamic force (and
moment) acting on the vessel during
maneuvering,
Thus

the approach to

which the required hydrodynamic data is
available, the overall process lacks the
flexibility (to say nothing of the problem of
acquiring the necessary hydrodynamic input)
required by the designers who must evaluate
the course stability and maneuverability of an
arbitrary ship design during the phase of

captive-model experiments

could be a "differential" one where separate
determinations could be made of the
hydrodynamic
components.

design wherein the ship's geometric
characteristics are under development.
The
difficulty of this task probably can be fully
appreciated only by the one who has

contributions of the various ship
Tht separate contributions would

then be assembled in a mathematical model,
with proper representations being made of the
flows about the various components and the
IThe opinions expressed
those of

in

this

paper

are

responsibility for performing it, the design
naval architcct.
At this stage of the design
little time is available, and many tradeoffs

those of the

their employers.
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authors and do not

necessari ly reflect

to be made with maneuverability usually
receive no attention because of the lack of an
easy approach to analysis.

obtained directly from Lagrange-s equations
and are as follows:

While the acquisition of pertinent
hydrodynamic data for a mathematical model,
whether by specific experiments or other
means, is always a problem, it is suggested
that the "differential" approach to acquiring
the hydrodynamic data and for its inclusion in
the mathematical model is superior to what
appears to be the process generally used by
the community represented in the ATTC.
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Values of forces R ,R and moment N in the
general case for stilY water are:

The use of the methodology involving
experiments with fully-appended models is
amply presented in many papers, including
References [1-71.
The differential approach
is used by the technical schools which are
credited with develupcIL of the method, and
is described, in particular, in papers of
Inoue [81 and K. Kose [9] on the model of the
Japanese Mathematical Modeling Group (MMG).
The basic principle in the approach of this
school is that it involves the study of the
hydrodynamic characteristics of the hull,
propellers, and rudders separately, and the
study of the interactions among these
components of a ship.

R -

V -
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This system is necessarily used in any study
of maneuverability either in its full form or
in simplified version. The principal
differences mentioned in the introduction are
concerned with the determination of the
hydrodynamic forces and moments.
In the straightforward application of th,
methodology which involves experiments with
fully-appended models, the hydrodynamic forces
are determined for the ship as a whole, and
the explicit and detailed consideration of
component forces, as is allowed by use of
equations (2) - (4), is not necessary.
In
other words, the methodology does not require
that the phenomena inside the
hull/propeller/rudder system be studied.
Thus in such applications, the hydrodynamic
forces acting on the rudder(s), appendage(s),
and propeller(s) are not considered sevarately

Long before the publication of the papers t8j
and [91 the approach based on the separate
consideration of the hydrodynamic components
was used by A. Basin, [10], K. Fediaevsky [II1
and several others. This method happened to
be very fruitful because of the informal and
physical consideration of the hydrodynamic
phenomena in the hull/propeller/rudder system.
The functional presentation of the
hydrodynamic characterics as well as the forms
of the equations of motion in the method
developed in [10, 111 and in the method of K.
Kose 19] are different.
This paper is partly devoted to the
consideration of the principal differences in
these generally known approaches in the light
of the practical applications in ship design.
The results of calculations of the kinematic
characteristics of ship motion which have been
performed over the years, as well as the
results of full scale trials which have been
collected up to the present time make it
possible to evaluate (and to correct in some
cases) the previously established concepts
used in the consideration of the kinematics of
maneuverability.

'I

Some comments are also made using the results
of analyses of the kinematic characteristics
of motion.
DETERMINING HYDRODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
The equations of ship motion

in the

INSTANTANEOUS
CENF=

ship

coordinate system of Figure 1 have been

oe CuGvURE O S OS
0

See nomenclature section at end.

Fig.
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CG
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Systems of coordinates

from the forces acting on the hull. Nor are
the angle of attack of the rudder and the
dynamic and kinematic interaction in the
system studied.
hull/propeller(s)/rudder(s)
With this approach one cannot combine the
maneuverability calculations with simultaneous
analysis of the hydrodynamic loads on the
rudder arrangement. Simultaneous calculations
of rudder torque and maneuverability, however,
are very desirable for the correct design of
the rudder stock and selection of the steering
gear. During the phase of early design of a
ship when the propellers, rudder(s),
appendage(s) (and their location) are modified
several times as well as are the hull form and
dimensions, the use of the fully appended
model analysis requires, at least in
principle, a new model test every time that a
modification is made.

the MMG studies (is described, in particular,
in [81 and (9]) are the nondimensional angular
velocity
rd - r-L/V
and the nondimensional value of the components
of the speed, V, of the center of gravity of
the hull in the x and y directions.

and

uy ' -Vsin.B,

Thus, in terms of the selection of variables
the MMG model is similar to that used in [1-7
(See also later comments)
etc.]
V. Ankudinov has made a comparative analysis
of several "mathematical models" and has
presented in [12] the consecutive development
of a full system of equations of ship motion
based on Lagranges equations as it has been
done in the classical works on ship dynamics.
However, the hull hydrodynamic characteristics
in [12] were also presented in a form of rigid
approximations which somewhat limits the
applications of the mathematical model. The
propeller and rudder forces were also
introduced into the equations of motion
through approximations.
In doing so, the
rudder side force was presented as a function
of the rudder angle 6. In other words, the

The obvious disadvantages of the formal
approach are realized by many researchers and
engineers.
As a result the natural physical
analysis of the hydrodynamic forces acting on
the hull, propeller, and rudder and
investigation of the interaction in the
hull/propeller/rudder system are conducted by
many specialists In Lhe aLed of
maneuverability. Several publications of the
last few years have discussed the achievements
of the >MG group in Japan.

physical angle of attack of the rudder ,=f -I
was replaced by some empirical function of 8,
which cannot be universal for a variety of
ships, rudders and/or maneuvers.
The

in some of the works of the I-G group (8, 91
the equations (2) - (4) are studied and
analysed.
Physically consistent experimental
study of hull hydrodynamic characteristics has
been described in the paper of S. Inoue, M.
Hirano and K. Kijima j8 along with an attempt
to approximate the hydrodynamic forces and
moments using a simplified mathematical model,

equations of motion were presented using the
same variables as in [1-91.
Equations of motion in the form where the
speeds u and u are two of three kinematic
parameters of mgtion to be determined during
solution, are associated with some
inconveniences.
From the physical standpoint,
the coefficients of hydrodynamic forces and
moments are functions of r8 and 5 but not of
is equivalent to
The drift angle
u' and u.

K. Kose t9] has presented a consistent and
detailed analysis of hull and propeller
hydrodynamic forces as well as a study of the
interactions in the hull/propeller/rudder
system. The studies of wake fraction of the
rudder and the propeller-induced velocity in
the wake incoming to the rudder given by K.
Kose are of a special interest.
The attempt
was made to analyze the effective angle of
attack of the rudder located behind the hull
and behind the hull and propeller.
(In doing
so K. Kose has approached the physical model
considered earlier by the school of Prof. K.
Fediaevsky !10,11]).
Discussing the influence
of the hull on the rudder force and the rudder
influence on hull hydrodynamic
characteristics, K. Kose has provided a deep
physical analysis of the kinematic and dynamic
interactions in the hull/rudder system.

te angl of attack of the ships hull.
Studying the distribution of B along the hull
one can consider and solve a series of tasks
concerned with determination of hull
hydrodynamic characteristics, analysis of
maneuverability when going astern 1131,
analysis of the effective angle of attack of
the ships rudder and others.
The drift angle in the area of rudder location
r (which is the direct function of Band r,)
has to be considered in the calculation of he
angle of attack of the rudder ar = 6-rCr and,
correspondingly, in the rudder torque
calculations [14]. The drift angle 8 is one of
two basic parameters investigated in the model
tests carried out on the rotating arm. For
these reasons a more logical approach for
studying flat horizontal motion of a ship
would be to consider rd, S , and V as the
independent paramaters.

However, all the dependencies determining the
rudder angle of attack characteristics of
interaction, and propeller induced velocities
are based in [9] on a series of purely
empirical coefficients which limit the
application of the Kose data to the range of
the tested configurations.

The approach used in [10] and [11] and, later,
in different works on maneuverability is based

The variables in the equations of motion in
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*+

on the additional transformation of the
equations of system (i) in order to consider
the direct combination of kinematic parameters
in determining the hydrodynamic forces and
moments acting on the ship. In other words,
the equations of motion are presented in the
form, where the unknown parameters are:

2

04

M

d8

I
0A
2

in
6

-

6

.

*

L

L3

L

The sequence of the solution of the system (5)
depends on the form of the presentation of the
C h, and C h
hydrodynamic characteristics C,
e an
and on the technique used to de0erm ne
correspondingly, Vn.

+

-

d

2

2

In nondimensional form the corresponding
system of equations is obtained from (1) - (4)
taking into account, that u. = Vcos B and
Uy . -Vsin 8 as follows:

dV

2

Z

fI
H

-a

2

2

-

-r

Alp

dB~.6Ll

whet

2

2

A, L

-the drift angle 8
-the
nondimensional angular velocity rn
(or rd)
-the speed drop V n = V/V °

M-,-

2.

0

A,-

r
e

,7

V

2
I- -

Numerous approximate teohniques have been used
before the introduction of computers into
maneuverability calculations. In doing so,
usually the speed drop was ignored (V was
accepted as constant and equal to 1.03 and the
experimental data on the hydrodynamic
characteristics of the hull were approximated
simple polynomials (usually not higher than
the second degree).

(6)
2

A

P
propeller pull
coefficient

loading

Vby

L~
V11

C

(7)

2Ak
(7 -

kpA

The drift angle $ was assumed to be small.
The significant difference between the speed
of the rudder, V
and at the ship's CG, V,
V r'
was ignored.
Sometimes,
additional

rudder side force coefficient (in the
ship coordinate system)

.

V

V

assumptions were used regarding the rudder
function 6(t) which helped to simplify the
solution of the equations of motion, but did
not reflect the real character of the rudder

(8)

= flow velocity in the region of
propeller-rudder system location
without the hull influence correction
10

Current high speed numerical techniques allow
dropping the simplifications and assumptions
used before. In [15) the solution hased on the
system (5) was combined with consideration of
changes in propulsion characteristics in the

*

voL

C.n

X11
2

o
2

2

Ad

2

'n

V
2

process of maneuvering in order to determine
the Vn(T) function in the most accurate way.
To achieve this objective the changes in

2

V

*

Ad

propeller and propulsion plant characteristics
versus time were considered.
combined system of equations of motion

_______The

Ad L

AL

(5)

and the equations of the propeller shaft
turning can he presented in a Cauchy form
suitable for application of numerical methods

1
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-r - V.0, C
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is a function of its angle of attac

CLr
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.)

2A~c

d'n

The rudder side force coefficient C

X.

2&4xB

*.

(16a)

-CT O

,

*isacalculatedconothehbasis
of the open water
characteristics of the rudder and the values
of 6 and 6
determined on the considered step
" iof
the solution. The coefficient of hull
influence on the flow direction in the rudder

m22
K

.leas$I [x
SV,

,which

r

area "r " was introduced by K. K. Fediaevsky
(see [l1,
in particular) to take into account
-

..

" QR

2

the kinematic influence of the ship's hull on
the angle of attack of the ship's rudder. The
second coefficient wr reflects th' h-ll
influence on the
_r e speed in the wake
incoming to the rudder installed behind the
hull. These two coefficients take into

where
""

T
K

<Q*

(j

,

(10)

.j
-hull

, SJ

KO

account the kinematic
and the rudder.

interaction between

the

(11)
calculations with the use of the system of
equations (9) are performed -iumerically. In
doing so, all functions (C
C
AC C
KT, K , etc.) are given nu ericaly.
ach
The
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() ,the

seep f the solution these functions are
determined by the interpolation depending on
corresponding arguments (r
,
r. , V n
etc.).
The solution is performed by
modifications of the
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The important feature of this method is also
that any assumptions or simplications are not
used here.
Calculations are performed
directly with the use of the full system of
equations determining the physics of the
This is very important for the

C0 ,
(14)
V12phenomenon.

L cc As
V,

-

analysis of maneuverability of merchant ships
especially for ships with good steering
qualities.
For such ships the accuracy of all

(15)

motion elements depends
.-.

C"

(n 7

-

-

z 048.

•V

4in

When the hydrodynamic characteristics

SOME RESULTS OF KINEMATIC ANALYSIS
Series of calculations using the differential
method have been performed in the course of
the few last years.
The results of these

of a

hull are obtained from the model tests on the
rotating arm, the values of Cxh , Cyh, and Cmh

calculations and full scale trials data
enables the consideration of some of the
characteristics of the kinematics of ship
maneuvering as discussed before in the

are as follows:

literature on maneuverability. Here we
consider some of these results, which should
be taken into account in the process of

),,
C,.,

C,

#

mo -

highly on the accuracy

of determining V and n.

(16)

8

-!25-".OA

of the

fourth order

'I

-

Runge-Kutta method

[19).

t

a in a

analysis and simulation of maneuverability.

(14a)

V2,
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I. The trajectory of the ship center of
gravity when the ship is entering the turn is
not always as described in the traditional
literature [1,10,11, etc.]. A displacement of
the CG in the first part of a turn to the side
opposite of the turn was not found in the
studied cases.

As calculations and

1o

0

621

2 is10$
$10
Is

a

251

.0U

IM

20

M

0

.
Sd.I

l-

1.2

-

Ic

2. The dependencies of angular velocities r
(or r , but not rd) from time t when the ship
is entering the turn, always have the typical
The maximum corresponds
maximum (Figure 2).
to the value of T, when the speed drop V n
starts to decrease from Vn = 1.0.

-21r

25
V2W

Fig. 3 Experimental dependencies r(T)
obtained in meeting rudder maneuvers with
(from [15[).
different 6
In the meeting rudder process the acceleration
dr /dT is also changing much faster, than dB/dt

Such a maximum is also typical for the
dependencies r ( T ) when the ship is changing
However, ia
the turn direcpion (Figure 3).
these cases the maximum is not as significant
as in the case of entering a turn.

As a result, the angular velocity rn (and rd'
correspondingly) changes sign eariler, than
the drift angle 2 (Figures 4 - 5).
The fact, that r

d

W

20

trials

have generally indicated, ships may enter the
turn without such a displacement. On the
other hand, this opposite side displacement
obviously takes place in the trajectory of
ship's stern, and, because of that, is always
visible in the wake behind the ship.

and 6 do not change sign

in the meeting rudder

___simultaneously

process

is a very important indicator that the linear
of maneuverability is inapplicable to
the analysis of maneuverability of merchant

45 Stheory
7q7ships.
8

04.

The dependencies V (T) and n (T) are very
n
important in the process of the Formation of
trajectory of center of gravity as well as
all of the kinematic parameters of motion.
Thus, accurate methods of calculating V (t)
and n (T) are necessary in any method o?

6

V,

/the

t --

4891a.4q

..

:

maneuverability calculation.
'

5.

An

important observation is

0 '2

-

-

i

hydrodynamic forces and moments acting on the

ship's rudder.
f9

8
1

6

8

can be of very

to

12

r

the center of gravity, B ,(See Figure 6, for
example).

Dependencies rd (7); rn();

and (T) for entering the turn at
(Calculation example)

(t); Vn(T)
The speed of rudder motion

6 = 20
0

V

V
V

e'

,B
Co6B

The rate of change of the derivatives,
n

0
37rT )$[
T.

~---(

is much greater than the speed of the center
of gravity V when the ship is performing a
As a result, V r = Vr/V °
maneuver.

dn
-d---T

n
astrong"

is different during maneuvering.

can be equal to 1.0, when V = V/V 0 as
already dropped substantial~y (see Figure 6).

The angular

In the case where the rudder is reversed to
recover from a turn, the angle of attack C r
is
6 +K8
6 *

acceleration dr /dT in entering the steady
turning motion ?s approaching zero much faster
than

4

dVn/dan

;,and

dn n/d

(S e 15-L
{l~See 15]
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significant value and, u ualy, is much
greater, than the drift angle in the area of
TC

Fig. 2

It was found, that the drift

angle in the rudder area gI

1; Al

0

3.

associated

with the dependencies determining the
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performed in the course of the design.
If the maneuverability analysis is not made,
the calculation of maximum hydrodynamic loads
acting on the rudder arrangement can be
performed on the basis of considering the
possible range of the angles of attack [141
and assuming Vrn = Vn = 1.0.

CONCLUSION
The comparative analysis of the contemporary
approaches used for maneuverability simulation
and calculations shows that the separate
consideration of the hull and rudder
hydrodynamic characteristics and the
characteristics of interaction in the
hull/propeller/rudder(s) system (differential

SERIES TEST PROPOSAL

approach) provides the most universal and
flexible technique for maneuverability studies.
Such an approach is based on consideration of the hydrodynamic phenomena
without unnecessary formalization of the
calculations.
It also allows combining the

To develop a minimum body of data that would
be useful for the designer utilizing the
differential approach, a modest series of
model tests would be required. While the
series is certainly much more expensive than a
single test of a specific ship, the results
are a powerful design tool that is general and
can
mny
e designs
ued
esigs
n
can be used on
many

maneuverability analysis with the appropriate
economical design of the steering arran-

t
to reatielyand
relatively

gement.

quickly and easily study the effects of
different hull shapes, rudders, and
dreders.

bare hull tests and the ninth or base model
would be fully appended. The bare hull models
could be tested in a rotating arm at six radii

The test of a systematic series of hull models
can provide a substantial economic
effect in
comparison with the equal number of tests of
the completely equipp-d mdels when looking at
Iterative
the longer term usage of the data.
calculations of maneuverability during boti the
early and later stages of design can minimize
maneuverability problems and optimize a
designs capability.

with about nine different drift angles. Runs
in the towing tank would also be required at
similar drift angles.
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V

= ship speed on a straight course
V/V °

Vn

- relative speed drop

V = flow velocity in the region of propellerrudder system location without the hull
influence correction
w -

wake fraction for propeller

wr

wake fraction for rudder

zP = number of propellers
z r = number of rudders
Cr

angle of attack of rudder
= drift angle at the CG

rr = drift angle at the rudder location
= rudder angle

- constant value of rudder angle
0

£ = relative distance between the rudder stock
and the center of gravity of the ship,
Lr /L
r'1,

71 = coordinates

of the absolute coordinate

system
= coefficient of hull influence on the flow
direction in the region ot the rudder

X

= longitudinal added mass

X22 = lateral added mass
X26

added static moment

X66 = added moment of inertia

e

thrusit deduction frction

e

propeller pull loading coefficient

T = t-V /L = nondimensional time
0
=

course angle
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sa
small perturbation from the stead ' forward velocitY. The equations Of motion are
tormulated typically in the form of Taylor
expansion in powers of the
velocities, and accelerations.
This leads dIirectly to a Set Of linear an,!
nolinear terms in the equations of motion,
typ~cally determined experimentally by a 1 urve
tiling process. Although it does-offer a
convenient tool for generalizing capt lye mrodel
test data and identifying the maneuvering
for thre tes ted hull/propeller!
rikder configurations and operational
coodlions, it does not permit to examine thie
vir
Iti it i'n of the maneuvering character) stics
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Lion particularly for large propeller loads
and speed/RPM reversals.
Figures 2 and 3 showing typical results
of the captive model testing for the MARINER
and ESSO OSAKA VLCC ship hulls conducted in
the wide range of the rudder and drift angles
variation (self-propulsion conditions in both
The remarkable feature of these
tests).
results is that the slope of the side forces

Based on the Full-Scale 'Esso Osaka'
Maneuvering Data," Report for MARAD
MA-79-SAC-OO97, Tracor Hydronautics, October
1980.
AUTHORS' REPLY

1*
itmat., P. and Sharna,
S., "Simulation vi
Combined Engine and Rudder Maneuvers 1!sing an
Improved Model cf Hull-Propeller-Rudder ILeractions,"
15th Symposium on Naval lHydrod'namics,
Hambury, September 1984.

We wish to thank Mr. Motter for his supportive comments.
It is indeed a tragedy that
support is so difficult to obtain for running
The availability of
of maneuvering series.
such series would permit the practical analysis
of maneuvering capability on a more analytical
This more
basis (as done with ship powering).
analytical approach would also permit analysis
at the early stages of design.
These are the
stages where major dimensions are selected and
maneuvering analysis should be performed but
isn't because the current approach requires
model testing of each variation!
Dr. Ankudinov also strongly embraces the
approach where hull, propeller, and rudder
changes are considered separately for the
advantages of not only assisting with ship
design analyses but also for the wide applications in the maneuvering simulation, pilot
training, and port design areas and for the
eventual contribution (after gathering of test
data) to the further development and
understanding of the dynamic mechanism of shipfluid interaction.
Regarding his more critical comments, each
of his three remarks has been discussed to some
degree in the paper.
The following additional
rationale addressing each of his items in turn
may help clarify the approach being advocated:
Item I.
In addition to the paper's argoments favoring use of the drift angle d we note
that the speed projections u and v used in
"conventional ship maneuvering equations" are
not "clearly identified" with "the well-defined
damping and inertia forces."
From the standpoint of physics, the forces are not functions
of u and v, but of d and rd.
It is true that
in stability analyses which involve responses
to small perturbations about equilibrium conditions the velocity terms are damping terms,
and in oscillation experiments they occur as
forces which are out of phase with, and oppose,
the motion.
On the other hand, in turning
motions the velocity component v (which is
functionally related to drift angle P) is
responsible for the side force which forces
the ship into the turn - it does not oppose the
motion, and thus does not provide damping of
The use of o and V in lieu of u
the motion.
and v provides for the correct sense .nf Lhe
t rce in either
case.
Dr. AnKudinov discusses the artificial
conceptL of derivatives
as though they really
exist in nature.
The obvious difference betwee,, out approach and that described by Dr.
Ankudinov is that his method is based on the

2. Smltt,
us M rests

mathematical model outlined in (1), comhined
with the separate determination of forces

due to the rudder is practically independent of
drift angle, and thus it does not support the
The
concept of the effective rudder angle.
hydrodynamic analysis of the flow in the vicinity of the rudder indicates a complicated
hydrodynamic interaction of the unsteady propulsion wake, shear viscous flow at ship stern,
vortices due to the ship lateral motions and
undisturbed flow acting on the different parts
Because of the strong
of the rudder profile.
interaction of the rudder with the propeller
race (in ahead motion, the rudder effectiveness
typicdlly Increase3 from two to three times
compared with no propeller conditions), these
forces are dependent on the propeller load and
ship speed/RPM ratios.
Perhaps, a more
detailed investigation of the dynamic interactLion of the rudder with the propeller and hull
is required,
(3) In regard to the proposed ship
maneuvering model test series the authors make
a strong emphasis on using bare hull models to
systematically examine ship hull variations.
Considering the strong hydrodynamic interaction
of all three elements (hull/rudder/propeller)
and practical orientation of these tests it is
proposed to do just the opposite:
to conduct a
majority of the tests with the fully appended
models and only some of them systematically
stripped of appendages, and to study interaction effects in depth by measuring the forces
on the appendages separately and with the model
and examining the flow in their vicinity.
The
models should be as large as possible in order
to provide meaningful measurements of the small
forces on the appendages and to avoid significant scale effects.
Tests should provide data
on surge, sway, yaw, and roll forces and
moments in the widest cange of the speeds and
propeller variations, perhaps, covering the
complete four quadrants operations.
Moreover,
these data will serve as a basis not only for
ship designers but also for the hydrodynamicist
in further development of the math models and
understanding a dynamic mechanism of ship-fluid
interaction,
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any "derivatives." We are analyzing just physical forces and moments, introduced numeriand rd, upon which they
cally as functions of
depend.
Item 2. it seems strange to see any
objections to use of the angle of attack as a
parameter for determining the hydrodynamic
forces and roments acting on a wing. The
structure of the formula for the angle of
attack of the rudder

necessary to perform useful studies of
maneuvering at the early stages of design.
Additional Refeence:
1. Strumpf, A., "Analysis and Correlation of
Captive Model Rotating Arm Tests Results of a
Destroyer," Stevens Institute of Technology,
Davidson Laboratory, Report SIT-DL-82-9-2264,
February 1982.

or = 6 -Kdr
where

0
r

rudder angle,
drift angle in the rudder vicinity,

has long been used and is derived from the
direct consideation of the kinematics of
rudder motion in the process of a maneuver.
The coefficient < is not unknown. This coefficient was experimentally and theoretically
investigated by several researchers. Nobody
assumes that this coefficient is always
constant. The nature of this coefficient
should be better investigated. However, the
use of such a coefficient is normal in similar
hydrodynamic studies and is in full accordance
with the physical phenomenon.
It is necessary to understand that in
Figures 2 and 3 of Dr. Ankudinov's comments the
curves N'and Y' are from experiments with
models having rudders in place, and are thus
associated with the "combined" approach to
testing. This being the case, the effects of
the rudder at zero rudder setting are already
included in the forces and moments which are
attributed to drift angle. The *effective"
rudder angle for zero rudder setting will, in
general, be different from zero. The coefficient takes account of this situation when
the "differential" approach that is advocated
in the paper is used.
Item 3. Nobody is arguing against tests
using large models. Experimental studies,
however, have demonstrated (see the additional
reference (1), for example) that the scale
effects in rotaLing arm tests are not
significant, At the same time, the use of
small facilities permits saving a substantial
parL of the cost of the tests.,
Nor Is anyone
rguing against the use of
stripping tests.
However, the sequence of
Lests is not important. At the same time, the
hare hull characteristics are basic and the
bilk of information on these characteristics is
the most limited, This is the reason why we
suggest startLing with the hare hull tests.
The
important Interactions must be studied, but
from our practice we know 1hal the impact of
possible discrepancies in interactions is not
comparable with impact of wrong data on bare
hull characteristics.
We thank our discussers for their coot ributlions and appreciate the opportunity to
clarify further the approach being advocated.
We feel iL is citically
important to test a
series ot nodeis and thus provide -he data
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EFFECT OF ICE-FLOE SIZE ON PROPELLER TORQUE
IN SHIP-MODEL TESTS

Jean-Claude Tatinclaux
Research Hydraulic Engineer
U. b. Army Cold Regions Research
and Engineering Laboratory
Hanover, NH 03755-1290

A previous laboratory study (Tatinclaux

ABSTRACT

1985, 1986) investigated the size distribution of ice floes created by a simple wedge
towed through level ice as a function of ice
properties (tnickness n, bending strength,
characteristic length) and towing speed V.
The test results indicated that the floe size
distribution followed a log-normal probability density function, as found from field
observations (McKindra and Lutton, 1981), and
that the mean floe size, adimensionalized
with respect to ice thickness, was only a
( = specific
function of tne parameter
Yh
weight of water). Field confirmation of this
latter result could not be ascertained because of the lack of reliable field
measurements of floe size and ice properties

Results of a laboratory study on icepropeller interaction conducted with a model
icebreaker are presented. The tests were
made in ice-free water, precut channels with
regularly shaped ice floes of different
sizes, and urash-filled ice channels. The
test results showed that the propeller torque
and its standard deviation increased with
The
ooth ice floe size and snip speed.
dominant frequency in the torque fluctuations
was found to be related to either the
propeller speed or the ratio of ship soeed to
floe width. The effect of ice ingest ion on
propeller thrust could not be determined Decause of malfunction of the thrust component
of the propeller dynamometer.

during full-scale trials.

The results suggest that difference in
ice density and in ice-hull friction coefficient between model tests and full scale
trials may be at least partially responsible
for the lack of aqreement between torque and
powering requirements predicted from model
nronulsion test results and those measureu
during full-scale trials,
1.

1
A second approach to the problem of icepropeller interaction and possible
corresponding scale effects in model tests
was attempted by performing propulsion tests
in oresawn channels in level ice with known
ice fioe dimensions. This study, the results
of which are summarized in this paper, was
conducted with a 1:9.273 scale model o the
U.S. Coast Guard Great Lakes iceoreaker
140-ft-lonq
This 2500-hp,
"Katmai Bay."
to ureak
18 in. (45
was uesiqned
icebreaker
oo
bed
a a cn
ice
i
ant (.lee

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
Unrealistically nigh power reguirements
for snips operating in level ice are often
predicted from direct extrapolation of mode!
propulsion test results, unless sone empiri-

TEST CONDITIONS AND PRXNDURES

The
--al scale-effect factor is introduced.
lack of agreement between model test results

2.

and full-scale trial measurements was attributed by Keinonen (1983) to tne tact that
the ice floes uroken by a ship model were
relatively larger than full-scale floe size
for corresponding test condItions. It was
conjectured that the larger the ice floes
passing through the propeller disk(s), tne
higher the torque exerted on and the lower
tme thrust delivered Dy the propeller(s),
and, consequently, the nigher the shaft nower
required to propel the ship at a given speed
through level ice.

2.1 Ice conditions
All tests were maae in aout 5-cm-thick
ice. Tiree sawcuts, one alona tne towlng
Lvik centerline an one 60 an (2 ft) on earn
side of the center cut, were :,ade in the
level ice sheet. The resultinmo ice channel
was tnen cut into ice iloes of reqular size
or broken up manually into pieces one to two

ice tnicknesses in plan dimensions to simulate orash ice channels. In a first series

three floe sizes were evaliated,
of tests,
namely 20x20 cm (8xH in.), 33x30 cm (12x12
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test was performed over the second third of
the tank length. The procedure was then

analysis was therefore limited to propeller
torque. The torque average and standard

repeated over the last third of the tank

deviation were calculated for each test

length for the ti.ird propeller speed to be
investigated. In backing the model, the
channel was usually cleared of nearly all

condition. In addition the dominant frequency f of the torque signal was determined
from a fast Fourier transform of the

ice.

digitized data.

Therefore, the initial part of each run

was made in an ice-free channel, which allowed direct comparison between propeller
performance in ice free water and in the icefilled channel,

The test data are tabulated

in Table 1 for the first
series of
experiments. The results of the second test
series obtained with the 60x40 cn floes are
listed in Table 2a, and those obtained in
brash ice are listed in Table 2b. Examples
of the traces of propeller speed, propeller
torque and carriage speed are shown in Figure
2a for the case of large ice floes (60x40 an)
and in Figure 2b for the case of brash ice.

2.3 Data acquisition
During the tests, five data channels
were constantly monitored: carriage speed,
propeller speed, propeller thrust and torque,
and net pull between ship model and towing
post. The analog signals were digitized ond
sampled at a rate of either 40 or 50 Hz, i.e.
the sampling interval was 25 or 20 Ins. The
analog signals also were monitored graphically
on chart
as a visual means
of
checking
the recorders
proper functioning
of toe
chstmeintatin pvalues
instrumentation.

3.2 Data analysis
Figure 3 presents the torque ) and its
stanaard deviation S versus velocity V for
the
cases of ice-free run, brash ice, and
60x4O-cm
ice floes, respectively, for three
of propeller speed, namely n = 8.6 rps
(Fig. 3a), n = 9.6 rps (Fig 3b), and n = 10.4
For the case of ice-free
rps (Fig. 3c).
water, the torque decreased with velocity as
was expected while the standard deviation
remained constant with velocity. In the case
of
large eito
ice floes, both
the torque
Q and
sadr
nrae
infcnl
standard deviation S) increased significantly
with increasing velocity. Finally, for the
nrash ice case Q and S, also increased with V
uut at a nuch smaller race. It can also be
aotuch smalletrace. Itncan alsoto
onserved from Figs 3a to 3c that while ¢ in-

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
3.1 Data presentation
After the first series of tests was can>oleted, it was found that the thrust outut
of the dynamometer nad ueveloped problems and
was giving erratic signals. The effect of
ice-propeller interaction on propeller thrust
cutuat
could not oe ascertained and tne data

Taole I. Results of First Series of Tests
Test #

Ice Conditions

h
(cm)

.11

121

131

141

151

V

n

Q

SQ

(cn/s)

(rps)

(Nm)

(,n)

12.2
12.1
12.7
13.0

7.2
9.5
10.7
11.2

0.3
2.2
2.2
2.1

1.7
1.7
1.7

7.5
9.1
9.6
11.0
7.6
8.7
9.5
L1.1

0.2

0.8
0.8
0.7

2.5
2.5
2.5
-

(s

-

No Ice

-

58.9

30x3J cm
Ice Floes

5
5
5

50.7
50.4
50.4

-

4.5
4.5
4.5

50.8
58.7
58.3
50.2

No Ice

-

50.3

Brash Ice

4.3
4.5
4.5

50.1
49.7
49.5

12.4
12.3
12.9
13.7
12.4
12.4
12.9
13.9

No Ice

-

b8x48 on
Ice Floes

4.7
4.1
4.7

50.5
50.3
50.1
49.8

12.1
12.1
12.b
13.3

7.2
8.5
9.5
11.2

0.2
1.5
l.b
1.4

1.3
1.3
1.3

No Ice

-

Brash Ice

4.7
4.7
4.7

51.1
503.9
58.5
58.3

12.1
12.1
12.6
13.6

7.3
8.4
9.7

o.4
..9
1.1
0.8

-

No Ice
20x20 cm
Ice Floes
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18.7

1.5
1.6
1.5

8.4

f

V/W
)

(Hz)
-

1.7
1.7
1.7
-

2.7
2.7
2.7
-

1.4
6.3
6.1
-

1.7
1.3
1.3
-

5.5
3.9
-

Table II.

Test #

201
202
203

221
222
223

261
262
263

Ice Conditions

Results of Second Series of Tests
a.
60x40 acs Ice Floes
h

V

n

Q
(Nm)

SQ
(mn)

(an)

(cm/s)

(rps)

No Ice
60x40 ans floes
No Ice
60x40 cms floes
No Ice
60x40 cms floes

5
5

50.4
50.4
50.3
50.3
50.1
49.8

8.7
8.7
9.6
9.6
10.5
10.4

3.9
7.0
4.4
8.1
5.7
8.0

0.6
2.5
0.8
2.5
1.0
2.3

No Ice
60x40 ans floes
No Ice
60x40 a=ns floes
No Ice
60x40 acs floes

-

33.4
33.3
33.3
33.2
33.1
33.0

8.7
8.7
9.6
9.5
10.3
10.3

4.2
5.1
5.1
6.6
6.0
7.2

0.7
1.5
0.8
1.9
0.9
1.7

No Ice
60x40 ans floes
No Ice
60x40 ans floes
No Ice
60x40 ans floes

-

16.3
16.3
16.3
16.2
16.2
16.2

8.6
8.6
9.5
9.5
10.3
10.3

4.2
4.7
5.0
5.7
5.9
6.6

0.6
1.2
0.8
1.4
0.9
1.5

Q

SQ

-

5

5
-

5
-

5

5
.

5
-

5

V/W
(s

-

1.26
-

1.26
-

1.25
-

0.83
0.83
-

0.83
0.41
0.41
-

0.41

f
)

(Hz)
8.4
1.2
18.9
1.25
19.5
1.25
8.6
1.17
9.50
1.23
9.50
0.85
8.6
0.40
19.0
0.44
20.60
0.44

B. Brash ice
Test#

Ice Conditions

h
(an)

211
212
213

235
236
237
231
232
233

271
272
273

V

n

(cn/s) (rps)

(Mn)

(m)

V/W
-

f

(s 1)

(Hz)

No Ice
Brash Ice
No Ice
Brasn Ice
No Ice
Brash Ice

5
5
5

50.5
50.5
50.3
50.1
50.1
49.9

8.d
8.8
9.8
9.7
10.5
10.5

3.7
5.3
4.7
6.4
6.4
8.1

0.6
1.6
0.8
1.5
1.0
1.8

-

17.2
8.6
19.0
19.0
19.4
19.4

No Ice
Brash Ice
No Ice
Brash Ice
No Ice
Brash Ice
No Ice
Brash Ice
No Ice
Brash Ice
No Ice
Brash Ice

5
5
5
5
5

33.6
33.6
33.5
33.3
33.3
33.2
32.9
33.0
33.0
32.8
33.4
33.2

8.7
8.7
9.5
9.5
10.3
10.3
11.4
11.4
12.6
12.6
13.4
13.3

4.0
4.9
4.8
5.4
5.6
6. 0
7.6
8.2
9.2
10.2
10.3

0.7
1.3
0.8
1.1
1.0
1.1

11.0

1.5
1.0
1.6
0.9
1.4

-

16.2
8.6
9.4
9.4
12.8
12.8
10.7
10.7
8.3
8.3
13.3
13.3

No Ice
Brash Ice
No Ice
Brash Ice
No Ice
Brash Ice

-

16.9
16.8
16.8
16.7
16.7
16.6

8.6
8.6
9.5
9.5
10.3
10.3

4.4
5.0
5.1
5.7
6.0
6.5

0.b
1.2
0.8
1.2
0.9
1.2

-

17.2
8.6
19.0
19.0
2o.7
20.7

-

5

5
-

5
5

1.i
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b. Test No. 212 - brash ice

Examples of data signals

increasing propeller speed, as

(n=575 rpm, v=50 cm/s)

Tle results of the tests with large ice floes
showed a rapid increase of SQ with V, in-

was to oe expected, the standard deviation S

was practically independent of n.

dicating an increase in ice ingestion and
ice-propeller interaction as the ship
velocity increased. The results obtained
with brash ice fall within the two extreme
cases of ice-free and large ice floes conditions, with S remaining approximately

The torque measurements for all the
tests run with large ice floes and orash ice,
and under ice-free conditions are presented
in non-dimensional torm in Figure 4 as torque
5Q
coefficient K, = Q/ n2U5 , where
water
density and L) = propeller diameter, versus

constant for V up to 33 cm/s and increasing
significantly forSV = SOnis.
rhe
effect of

advance coefficient J = V/nD. It can De seen
that while Kr decreased with J for ice-free
conditions, it increased rapidly with J for
theL tests in large ice floes, and either

i
Figure 7, where the results obtained at the
same ship speed of 50 cm/s plotted versus
floe width show SQ increasing rapidly with

remained nearly constant or increased only
slowly with j for the brash ice case.
CYnmparison of the results obtained at a corn.mon value of J of about 0.135 (Fig. 5) showed
that K
increased approximately linearly
Q
with tloe width, at least within the range of
floe sizes investigated n~ere.

floe size.
Examination of the values of the
dominant frequency of the torque signal
listed in Tables 1 and 2 snows that, for the
case of ice-free tests, the dcminant frequency f was equal to the propeller speed n
or to a multiple of n. For Lte tests run in
a channel filled with discrete ice floes, f

The variations of S. with velocity V are
shown on Figure 6.

was found to he equal to the ratio V/W, where

For ice-free conditions,

W is

the width of the ice

tiole of this ratio.

SO was independent ot V and reflected minor
imbalance of the propeller and friction on or
slight misalignment of the propeller shaft.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND FUTURE SCUDIES

The results of the present study do indicate that propeller torque increases with
increasing floe size. Therefore, if inceed
the model ice used in propulsion model tests
breaks in relatively larger floes than real
ice, the torque anu correspondirg power requirements predicted from model test resu, ts
would oe excessive. The effect might be further exaggerated if the propeller thrust does
decrease with floe size as can be expected.
Aditional tests need to ne conducted to investigate the effect of floe size on
propeller thrust.

Figure 3. Variation of torque average and
standard deviation with model
speed
a. n=8.6 rps
b. n=9.6 rps
c. n=10.4 rps
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The detrimental effect of ice ingestion
on propeller torque was also seen to increase

interaction can thus -e expectc to occir 3'
a lower ship speed and to oe more pronounced

rapidly witn ship velocity. An ice floe
broken by the ship oow is first sutmerged and
then rises to the free surface as the vessel
moves by. The rise velocity of the ice floe,
wi, and therefore its rise time, ti, are
of the ice specific gravity,
,
functions oygravity

at the model scale than at full scale. It
can also be conjectured that variations in
ice hull friction coefficient will affect the
floes rise velocity and, therefore, ice ingestion Dy the propeller(s).
An analyticonumerical study of the effect of ice specific
and ice-hull friction on ice floe
tra)ectory along an idealized hull is underway at CRREL.

the ice-hull friction coefficient, anfd possibly the floe shape and dimensions. The
time required for the ship to travel one snip
length is ts = LwL/V, where LWL is the ship
lengtn at the water line.

As long as ts is

5.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

greater than ti, i.e. at low ship speed, it
can be expected that most of the broken ice
floes will reach the water surface before
they enter the propeller area. Little or
minor ice-propelLer interaction can then be
expected. However, as V increases and ts
decreases to a value nearly equal to t i or

The current experimental laboratory
stady on ice-propeller interaction during
odel propulsion tests has shown that the
propeller torque and its standard deviation
increased with both ice floe size and ship
velocity.
The torque coefficient KQ was
found to increase rapidly with the advance

below, the ice floes may reach the propeller
area before they can reach the free surface,
They become entrained into the propeller
disc, resulting in significant ice-propeller
interaction. Model ice such as the ureadoped ice used in the current study nas a
specific gravity of about 0.93, greater than
the specific gravity of either freshwater ice
or sea ice. It can thus be expected that the
corresponding rise velocity of urea-ice model
floes is relatively lower than that of seaice floes. Ice ingestion in the propeller
and corresponoing detrimental ice-propeller

factor J for ice floes with plan dimensions
of the order of 10 times the ice thickness,
while it remained constant or increased only
slightly with J for urasn ice, i.e. for ice
floes of plan dimensions of one to two ice
thicknesses.
Additional tests are planned to confirm
the above results, and to investigate the effect of floe size and ship velocity on the
propeller thrust, which could not be ascertained in this study because of a malfunction
cf th thrust component -1 the dynamometer.
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\

It is suspected that model ice specific
gravity and ice-hull friction coefficient may
significantly affect propeller performance in
ice during model Lests. An analytical study
is underway to address these questions.
The overall goal of the current and future research efforts by the author is to
develop model testing procedures and data
analysis methods that will allow the fullscale performance of ships in ice to De
predicted more reliably.
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COMPARISON OF USCG POLAR CLASS ICEBREAKING PATTERNS:
FULL SCALE TRIALS, PHYSICAL MODEL TESTS AND
ANALYTICAL PREDICTIONS

i.fflAS, D. HUMPHREYS
R. ETTEMA AND A. FREE
USA

ABSTRACT
On- of

the ar--:

.hih have

been of

the ship and back down so that the region
Just under the how may be examined and the

con-

tinuing interest to investigators involved in
the field of ice engineering has been concerned with the icebreakinv pattern around an
Icebreaker.
More specifically, this concern
has been related to:
What is the true Icebreaking pattern around a ship as it proceeds
through the ice?
What Is the true initial
broken ice piece size?
What is the influence
of this icebreaking pattern and size on ice
resistance?
How do full scale tests, model
scale tests, and analytical prediction
techniques compare?
The objective of this
paper is to attempt to answer these questions, in part, by comparing the results of
full scale ice performance trials, physical
model tests, and analytical predictions for
the USCG's POLAR Class icebreakers.
The full
scale ice performance trials were conducted
in the Bering Sea and in McMurdo Sound,
Antarctica.
The physical model tests were
conducted at the University of Iowa's ice
tank.
The analytical model predictions were
developed - part of the USCG Naval
Engineering's ongoing efforts to develop predictive tools for estimating performance of
icebreaking ships to operate in ice covered
waters,

pieces measured.
This sometimes dangerous
and always time consuming activity is usually
left undone because of the time constraints
and testing priorities.
Occasionally,
estimates of piece size and geometry can be
made on the move.
A technique to estimate
piece size on the move was applied and these
full scale results are reported.

1.

U.S. Coast

Extensive model scale tests are continuing at the University of Iowa, Institute of
Hydraulic Research.
The results of these
tests include underwater video observations
of icebreaking patterns, in addition to investigation of hull motions and level ice
resistance.
This paper is an attempt to present both
the nodel -al
-,. the bpatse full scai
icebreaking pattern and piece size Onta, ohtained with the U.S. Coast Guard's POLAR
Class icebreakers.
2.

model
level

INTRODUCTiON

Full scale measurements are time consuming and usually receive a low priority during
full scale test planning.
For accurate and
careful measurements, it is necessary to stop

r

in brackets denotes References

PREDICTION

As part of the development of computer
for predicting ship performance in
ice (SPLICE MODEL), developed for the

Guard's Design Branch of Naval
Engineering), a mathematical representation
for the Icehreaking pattern for an icebreakIng hull form was developed [I]*. In defining
the icehreaking pattern, it is assumed that
the ice hreaks in a consistent and predictable manner, In order that a steady-state
resistance might be achieved.
In its
simplest form, this breaking pattern can be
viewed as a series of cusps, modeled as semiellipses, running from the stem of the ship
along the hull as shown in Figure 1.

As an icebreaking ship proceeds through
an Ice field, the ice breaks under the forces
imposed by the ship's bow. The shape and
size of the broken pieces are a direct result
of the ship's bow form and spee,
and the ice
thickness and strength.
In both physical and
analytical modeling of icebreaking ship performance, assumptions about the Icebreaking
pattern and broket
piece size are necessary.

-umh

ANALYTICAL

Utilizing ice cusp data obtained aboard
the USCGC STATEN ISLAND, JELPARRM, and
FINCARRIER depicted in Figure 2, the SPLICE
MODEL nQ.A In
ptimlation routine to obtain

at

end of paper.
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3. The basic icebreaking pattern of
"cusp failure" was observed to be the primary
ice failure process.

the best fit for full-scale ice trials data
for the following five icebreaking ships:
KATMAI BAY, MACKINAW, PIERRE RADISSON, STATEN
ISLAND and SS MANHATTAN. These five ships
ranged in size and hull shape from an icebreaking tug to an icebreakIng tanker. The
results of this optimization procedure resulted in the following expression:
KD

c

1
2.4 + 6.0 V

TABLE 1.

SUMMARY OF ICE CUSP DEPTH DATA
ICE THICKNESS
(it)
4.0
5.0
3.0
2
2
2
11
15
18

Ship speed (knots
Eqrfjon (1) Cusp Depth

(1)

wherePrdcinit

Prediction (it)
Observed Data
Mean Cusp Depth (it)
50%(t Range of Cusp Depth
(ft)
90% Range of Cusp Depth
(it)

D = Cusp depth
kj = 50.7 Nj - 64.5 N 3 + 21.3
= Average direction cosine over
N w
forward
20% of ship's length
(0.712 for USCG POLAR STAR and
POLAR SEA)
length
£ = Ice characteristic
3
c
/
Eh
1//4

= 12( 1-_V ) Pg

4.

(2)

FULL SCALE RESULTS

17
± 3

± 4

± 4

± 5

PHYSICAL MODEL SCALE TESTS

ciently long to facilitate accurate time
series analyses. The tests were divided into
two companion parts:
in one, the hull was
free to pitch, heave, yaw, and roll; in the
other, the hull was restrained from moving.
The results from the two sets of tests were
cunpared to reveal the interrelationships between hull motions, icebreaking, and
resistance. At the time of presentation of
this paper, tests (involving stronger ice)
were still underway. The test results presented here are limited to hull speeds
ranging from 0.05 to 0.9 m/s (about 0.2 to
3.2 kts prototype speed) and flexural
strengths of about 18 to 25 KPa (about 860 :o
1200 KPa prototype strength). For each test,
Icebreaking was viewed and recorded using an
underwater video camera. A clock, with 0.01
second precision, synchronized the video to
the time histories of resistance and
motions.

As part of the 1985 Antarctic deployment
of USCGC POLAR STAR, icebreaking pattern data
was gathered in ice thicknesses of 3.0, 3,7,
and 4.9 feet at ship speeds of approximately
2 knots. A summary of the cusp depth ohserved during these tests is presented in
Table 1 [2j.
Additional data was gathered
aboard the USCGC POLAR SEA during the 1985
Bering Sea Deployment as illustrated by
Figure 3 [31.
In Figure 4, the estimated cusp depth
using Equation (1) is shown as a function of
ice thickness. Superimposed on this figure
is the average cusp depth distribution for
the three measured ice thicknesses. Based on
this plot and realizing the limited data and
methodology used to gather it, the following
conclusions were drawn:
1. The cusp depth prediction given by
Equation (I) appear, t- eive a reasonable
estimate of the averge depth of icebLeaklrg
cusps as function of ice thickness for POLAR
Class vessels.
2.

16
± 3

A series of model scale tests were conducted with the aim of determining the
relationships between icebreaking, hull motions, and level ice resistance. The tests
were conducted at the Iowa model ice tank (20
meters long, 5 meters wide) and involved the
use of a 1:48 scale, 3 meter long, model of a
POLAR Class icebreaker hull. The test hull
was towed the f-ll length of the tank so that
time histories of resistance together with
pitch, heave, and roll motions (displacements
as well as accelerations) would be suffi-

o'tan 8') * (Vig10 )
(3)
a = Hull waterline angle at center
of cusp
8' = Normal flare angle at center of
cusp
E = Young's modulus for ice
h = Ice thickness
v = Poisson's ratio for
,e
g = Acceleration due to gravity
V = Ship's forward speed
P - Mass density of water
= (sin

3.

12
± 2

4.1

Observations of Model Scale Icebreaking

Two processes characterized the way by
wnich a i LAR Class h-1, broke sheets of urea
ice:
shearing and crushing of ice at the
bow's stem, and flexure of ice depressed by
the bow's flared faces. The interaction and

There is a broad range of cusp sizes

for a given
-r nf almi1,
Ice thicknesq.
ship speed, and hull location conditions.

r-lAti-
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ImportAncep

t

be-,

breaking

processes varied with hull speed, thickness
of Ice sheet, hull motions, and were influenced by the comparative plasticity of urea
ece Lciapered to flexural strengths of about
20 KPa or less.
Although the effect on icebreaking of ice sheet strength has yet to be
examined in the tests, they have inadvertently shown (when the test hull struck a stray,
stronger patch in an ice sheet) that it plays
a significant role, especially through modifying hull motions. Hull motions influenced
icebreaking by altering the geometry and rate
by which the bow loaded the ice sheet and
made the cyclic icebreaking processes more
broad-banded then they were when the hull was
restrained from moving. Eien for steady towing speeds, icebreaking patterns were often
observed to vary along the track broken by
the hull.

Viewed from above the hull, all that
could be seen of icebreaking was the formation of a sequence of semi-circular cusps
lodged around the perimeter of the bow's
shoulder.
4.2

Geometry of Broken Ice

Generally, the length of the circumferential crack leading to the formation of a
cusp each side of the bow was approximately
equal to the waterline distance from the
bow's stem to its shoulder, for the condition
of trim that the crack formed.
The length of
this crack varied slightly with ice sheet
thickness and hull speed. Once the hull
overrode a cusp freshly broken from an ice
sheet, the cusp was broken to smaller
fragments, as schematically depicted in
Figure 5.

Although some major variations of icebreaking patterns were observed, Figure 5 is
an attempt to depict schematically icebreaking as was observed through the underwater
video camera. Space here precludes a full,
well-illustrated, disrussion of che observed
variations in icebreaking.

Measured values of initial cusp depth,
De, plotted in Figure 7 show that cusp depth
width increased with increasing ice sheet
thickness, h, and decreased with increasing
hull speed, V. The values of Dc are average
widths measured for several cusps beneath the
bow, not in the track behind it. The ratio
ot cusp width to ice sheet thickness, Dc/h,
ranged from about 3 to 5, for hull speeds of
0.5 m/s and above, to about 7 for creeping
speeds of 0.05 m/s. The variation of Dc/h
with V can be attributed, in part, to the
hydrodynamics of water displacement during
ice sheet deflection, and in part to altered
geometry of loading associated with the
simultaneous shearing and flexing of the ice
sheet.

When the test hull moved through a sheet
of urea ice, (its bow depressed the ice
sheet, simultaneously crushing and shearing
the ice at the how's stem and, after a brief
interval, flexurally broke a cusp on each
side of the bow. The circumferential crack
produced by flexure appeared first at the
center of the cusp then propagated toward the
Iow's stem and its shoulder. For relatively
higher speeds and thinner ice, the breaking
length associated with the cusp was shorter
(see Figure 6) causing the circumferential
cracks to align more parallel to the bow's
waterline, forming a strip-like cusn. However, for lower speeds and thicker ice, the
loading geometry varied during the propogation of the circumferential crack because the
larger pitch motions of the bow increased the
pitch angle. The cusps were more curved, and
were somewhat wider near the bow's stem because of shearlig/crushing in the contact
zone during the flexural failure of the cusp.
It Is likely that the plasticity of urea ice,
by reducing the speed of flexural crack
propagation compared to the rate of
shearing/crushing at the bow, may have
affected to the form and size of the cusps.

After passing beneath the hull, the ice
cusps were broken to form smaller cusps and
wedges which were arrayed in rows, whose regularity was affected by hull speed.
For the
thicker ice sheets (20 mm and thicker), increasing hull speed resulted in less ice
remaining in the track, while the reverse appeared to hold for thinner ice sheets. This
trend is likely due to the influences of hull
motions and the confining action of the bordering ice sheet. The additional breaking of
ice beneath the hull somewhat masked the variation of initial cusp size with hull speed,
for the same thickness of ice sheet, the influence of hull speed on the average size of
broken ice was c-osiderably less clear than
that for the width of initial cusps.

In all cases, the cusps were further
fractured when overriden by the hull.
SmaIler cusps were more r-adity deflected downwards and passed beneath 'he bow. However,
relatively large cusps, especially for thicker ice, were confined by the bordering ice
hppt Q-h~
.ri
;xc's Stem as C,rtC~ Lu-I
c)ntInue shearing/crushing through the cusps
hetore they were deflected beneath the hull.

4.3

Comparison With Analytical Predictions

An overview of the comparison of the
physical model tests with Equation (I) is
given In Figure 8. Based on this figure, the
"wrl,"' -'<sc")e'v
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full scale towed resistance data, but ice
model tests do appear to accureately predict
icebreaking resistance despite the inacIt is recomcurately scale piece sizes.
mended, theefore, that the next step is to
determine the effect of ice piece size on
icebreaking resistance, ice movement along
the hull, propeller ice interaction, and
powering requirements in an effort to determine if improperly scaled protoLie ice
piece size in model tests is the cause for
overpredicting power requirements, and if so,
how should ice modeling materials be improved
to better predict powering requirements.

I. The cusps observed in the ice model tests
were larger than those predicted by Equation
(1) by a factor of 2 to 7.

2. The analytical predictions show a lesser
dependence of cusp size upon both ice
thickness and velocity than was observed in
the model tests.
5.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the level of comparison between
Equation (1) and the full scale results and
the model scale results, the following overall conclusions and recommendations can be
drawn:

7.

I. Kotras, T.V., et al, "Predicting Ship
Performance in Level Ice', Presented at SNAME
Annual Meeting, New York, NY, 1983.

1. Using the analytical model for predicting
ice piece size given by Equation (1) as the
basis for comparision, model tests in thin,
weak urea doped ice result in ice pieces
which when scaled to prototype dimension are
significantly larger than those observed in
the field.

2. Voelker, R.P., et al, "Ship Icebreaking
Dynamic and Maneuvering Testing Aboard POLAR
STAR in Antarctica, ARCTEC, Incorporated
Report I060C-2, Columbia, MD, April 1985.

2. The analytical model presented in
Equation (1) agreed well with the limited
full scale data from the USCGC POLAR SEA and
POLAR STAR.

3. St. John, J., et al, "Navarin Basin and
Ice Edge Data Collection Aboard USCGC POLAR
SEA, March-April 1985, ARCTEC ENGINEERING,
Incorporated Report No. 1070C, Columbia, MD,
June 1986.

3. Cusp size tends to increase with ice
thickness and decrease with ship velocity.
6.

REFERENCES

4. Mueller, A. and R. Ettem, "Dynamic
Response of an Icebreaker Hull to
Icehreakfng", IIHR Report No. 273, Iowa City,
Iowa, February 1984.

RECOMMENDATION

While the reesults of this paper indicate that thin weak urea doped ice does uot
currently model piece size, no conclusion can
be made concerning the effects of size on the
usefulness of model tests to predict resistance and powering requirements of icebreakers.
It has been documented in the
literature that model self-propulsion tests
in ice tend to overpredict prototype powering
requirements, however, it has not been conclusively determined that piece size is the
cause for the discrepancy. There is limited

8.
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Ottawa, Ontario

One aspect of the test programme was tu
review the procedures adopted by each tank to
monitor
the
model
ice
characteristics.
Although the methods used in each tank were
different, in general it was ccncluded that:

ABSTRACT
The mechanical properties of model ice,
are usually represented by manual cantilever
beam
tests.
Additional
ice
property
calibration is not feasible with existing
testing equipment because of the model ice
properties change with time.
This report
describes
the
design,
development
and
preliminary testing of an instrument, the
Indexer,
which
monitors
the
primary
mechanical properties of the model ice,
simultaneously with the model test.

- The present methods for measuring model ice
properties
are
difficult
and
time
consuming.
- Usually only the flexural strength and
elastic modulus were measured, which made
it difficult to
compare results from
different tanks using different types of
model ice.

The
Indexer
consist
of
three
instrumented plates which are arranged to
monitor the flexural, shearing and crushing
strength of the model ice. The model tests
were conducted at the National Research
Centre (NRC) Hydraulics Laboratory in Ottawa,
Canada.

- Considering some of the scaling problems
associated with model ice, it would be
appropriate to measure other properties
such as the compressive and shear strength.
Responding
to
these
conclusions,
Melville has developed a device called an
Indexer. The work was carried out under the
sponsorship of the Transportation Development
Centre (TDC) of Transport Canada, and with
'"chnical
input
from both the National
Research Council (NRC) Hydraulics Laboratory
in Ottawa and the Institute for Marine
Dynamics (IMD) in St John's.
The objective
of the Indexer is to monitor the mechanical
properties of the ice continuously along the
length of the tank simultaneously with the
ship model test.

The results of the tests indicate that
the Indexer is capable of monitoring the
three ice fracturing mechanisms and that the
device will be of significant benefit to
model ice testing tanks.
1.

C.C. Nowieki
Transportation
Development Centre
Montreal, Quebec

INTRODUCTION

During the last three years, Melville
Shipping Ltd. (Melville) has been actively
involved in an extensive series of model ice
tests on an existing icebreaking cargo ship
(Baker 1984, Melville 1984, Melville 1985).
The tests were conducted in three of the
major ice tanks in Europe and North America
with simulated ice thicknesses of up to 2.2
M.

This paper describes the initial design
and model testing of the Indexer at the NRC
Hydraulics
Laboratory
and presents some
of the preliminary correlation between the
Indexer
output and manual ice strength
measurements.
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2.

3.

BACKGROUND

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

The objective was to design a device
that could be mounted on the towing carriage
and used as standard equipment for model
To achieve this objective the design
tests.
criteria were;

Physical modelling has been used for a
number of years to predict the performance of
With this technique,
ie transiting ships.
an instrumented model transits through an ice
field which is reduced in strength and
The
values.
scale
model
to
thickness
technology involved in creating the model ice
for these simulations has developed rapidly.
Improved dopents, ice formation technques
ana more control of the ambient conditions in
the ice tank have been the key to these
improvements (Timeo 1984).
It is general practice to use Froude
scaling to define the model i,:e properties.
The scale factor selected will be based on
the ship, the characteristics of the full
any
and
simulated,
being
ice
scale
constraints imposed by the phy ical size of
the model test tank.

-

The device must be capable of monitoring
the mechanical properties of the model ice
continuously, over the entire ice sheet,
simultaneously with the model test.

-

The device
test.

-

simple
be
device must
The
4
requ -ing minimal maintenance.

-

The configuration of the prototype should
be flexible to permit as many adjustments
as possible during the design development.

should not

influence the model

to

deploy

From the preliminary design stage it was
recognized that it would not be possible to
develop a simple device that could measure
properties directly comparable
mechanical
The
ice.
scale
full
or
model
with
information gathered from the device would be
an "index" of the ice sheet properties and
would have to be correlated with conventional
was
techniques.
Once
the
correlation
established,
the
conventional
techniques
would only be used to monitor the ice during
the growing and tempering stages and possibly
after the model test for checking purposes.

The model ice can be duplicated quite
accurately over a wide range of thicknesses
from less than one centimeter up to over six
Unfortunately,
centimeters (at model scale).
the mechanical properties of the ice are more
This is in part due
difficult to reproduce.
to the nature of the model ice and the
growing techniques which cause the mechanical
Usuakly
properties to change with time.
there
is
a
limited
time
period
when
conditions are suitable for the test.
To
obtain an accurate representation of the
model ice mechanical properties during the
test, they must be recorded as close to the
test time as possible.

were
properties
mechanical
Three
targeted for the prototype device; flexural
strength,
shear
strength
and
crushing
strength. The device was designed using flat
plates orientated so that they would fail the
ice predominantly in these three modes.
The
forces necessary to produce these breakirr
mechanisms
could
then
be
recorded
continuously and would represent the ice
sheet strength.

The mechanical properties of the ice
sheet are usually represented by measuring
the elastic modulus directly before and the
flexural strength directly after the model
test.
Both of these procedures are time
consuming and
tedious,
particularly with
respect to the cantilever tests.
The data
collected from these tests consist of one or
two elastic modulus data points and flexural
strength data about every 5 m along the tank.
This
does
not
adequately
represent
the
characteristics of the model ice sheet since
the flexural strength measurements are too
widely spaced and there is no attempt to
monitor the shear or crushing strength.

The device which was developed, known as
the Indexer, is shown in Figure 1. Plates 1
and 2 show the Indexer prior to mounting on
the carriage and in operation, respectively.
The motors on the forward frame out parallel
lines in the model ice directly in front of
three instrumented plates which load the ice
in either bending, shearing or compression.
The bending plate is located directly behind
and between the two cutters, inclined in the
vertical plane, and is intended to fail the
ice in a predominantly flexural mode.
The
shear plte, located adjacent to the bending
plate, is also inclined in the vertical plane
with one edge behind a cutter and is intended
to fail the ice in a predominantly shear
mode.
The crushing
plate
is
oriented
vertically behind and to the side of the
bending plate and is intended to fail the ice
in a predominently crushing mode.

To address this problem, a device is
required that will quickly and accurately
characterise an
ice sheet
so
that more
confidence can be placed in the performance
prediction of ship models in ice tanks,
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- The plates are adjustable through a range
of angles.

was
effort
and
time
Considerable
invested in the initial configuration of the
Particular aspects of the design
Indexer.
which are considered to be important are:

-

adjusted
be
may
Indexer
The
to change the plates
longitudinally,
relative position to the cutters, and
vertically, to move the Indexer relative
to the ice surface.

-

The shear and bending plates are mounted
separately to allow relative adjustment in
the longitudinal direction.

- The Indexer is constructed of 1/2 inch
(12.7 mm) and 3/8 (9.5 mm) mild steel plate
to obtain a high natural frequency (about
60 Hz).
-

The ice cutters are high speed phneumatic
drills which are capable of cutting 40 mm
The cutters have left
ice at 0.5 m/sec.
hand screws to direct tailings and any
This prevents
entrained water down.
may
which
ice
surface
the
wetting
influence the test results.

The Indexer is built in a number of
sections which are easy to handle and move
from one location to another.

-

4.
-

The drills are mounted on a separate frame
from the instrumented plates to minimise
vibration effects,

-

The plates are hinged to the main assembly
using stainless steel machined bushings
and pins to minimise corrosion effects and
plate movement.

-

The plates are instrumented using axial
'S' type water proof load cells, rated at
50 lb (222 N) for the bending and shear
plates and 250 lb. (1,112 N) for the
crushing plate.

-

The plates may be fitted with different
of
the
effect
monitor
to
surfaces
friction.

MODEL TESTS

Two series of model tests
scheduled with the Indexer.

have

been

from
conducted
series,
The
first
December 1985 to February 1986, consisted of
five ice sheets at the National Research
Council's hydraulics ice tank in Ottawa,
Table 1 presents the
Ontario (Pratte 1981).
test programme and illustrates the range of
Indexer
and
speeds
ice
conditions,
configurations that were tested. The second
series of tests which are ongoing at IMD
include a broader range of ice strengths,
thicknesses and Indexer configurations. These
will be reported at a later date.

SUMMA
RY OF TEST PROGRRMME
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Bending Plate, Figure 2a. The load output
from the bending plate is typical of the
failure which would be obtained from a
In this
conventional cantilever beam test.
case the load increases until there is an
abrupt failure of the cantilever beam with
This cycle is
the load dropping Quickly.
then continuously repeated as the Indexer
Between the peaks,
moves through the ice.
to
be
a high
however,
there
appears
The reason for
frequency cyclic loading.
this is not clear, but could be associated
with the buoyancy forces of the broken beam
on the plate.
More work is required to
identify the source of this load.

During the preliminary tests at the NRC
ice thickness was
Laboratory,
Rydraulics
recorded every half meter along the track
The flexural strength
left by the Indexer.
was recorded by cantilevers about 3 m from
the Indexer track (to prevent the Indexer
from influencing the cantilevers) every 0.5
or 1 m down the tank depending on the test.
Each cantilever location consisted of three
beams tested manually with a calibrated
spring loading gauge.
Manual crushing and
not yet been conducted
force outputs with the
strengths, these will be
work at IMD.

shearing tests have
to correlate those
measured ice sheet
part of the ongoing

5.

RESULTS

5.1

Behaviour Of The Indexer In Ice

Shearing Plate, Figure 2b. The load output
from the shearing plate is difficult to
interpret unambiguously since the shearing
action of the plate included a component of
flexural failure in the form of a series of
It is anticipated that this
load peaks.
will be modified in the next phase of ice
tests at IMD by decreasing the width of the
shear plate to reduce the bending component
in the failure process.

The main objective of the preliminary
test series was to ensure qualitatively that
the Indexer would fail the ice consistently
with minimal influence on the surrounding ice
cover. This objective was achieved. Plate 3
shows a typical track of the Indexer and
illustrates the consistent fashion with which
it breaks the ice. Minor disturbances of the
ice sheet did occur on the crushing side of
considered
Indexer,
but
are
not
the
significant,

Crushing Plate, Figure 2c. The output from
the crushing plate is cyclic at a much
higher frequency than either the bending or
output.
This
represents
shear plate
crushing and the elastic buckling of the
as the Indexer moves
through it.
ice
During the tests, the latter failures can
be seer, in the foim of wavez radiating away
To prevent them from
from the Indexer.
influencing the model being tested, the
crushing plate must be directed away from
the model being tested.

Figure 2 presents typical load time
histories obtained from the flexure, shearing
In
instrumentation.
and
crushing plate
general each of the time series is consistent
with tne breaking mode of the ice.

p"

____
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5.2

Initial Correlations

6.

Having established the good qualitative
behaviour of the Indexer, a procedure must be
developed that will permit the correlation
between the Indexer load cell outputs and the
measured strength of the ice sheet. Although
this is a major task, the limited results of
these preliminary tests indicate that it will
be possible.
The only mechanical property
measured during the tests was the flexural
strength. Figure 3 illustrates the procedure
used to deduce
the
"index" of flexural
strength from a typical load output. Figure
4 presents the tvpical correlation that was
achieved between the Indexer and the measured
ice strength using manual cantilever beam
techniques.
In general, the correlation is
good and demonstrates the capability of the
technique.
It is important to note that the
"absolute"
values
of
flexural
strength,
calculated from the Indexer output, will not
be identical to the manual values because of
the different type of loading technique. The
trends of increasing/decreasing ice strength
are important and this is illustrated in
Figures 4.

CONCLUSIONS

A limited range of ice tests have been
conducted on the Indexer with preliminary
results indicating that it will be a valuable
tool in monitoring the mechanical properties
of model ice.
The test programme on the
Indexer is ongoing at the IMD ice tank and
after a number of additional
structural
alterations will be used in conjunction with
a series of model tests of an ice-capable
cargo ship.
7.
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CANADA'S NEW ICE TANK
Stephen J. Jones
Head, Arctic Vessel Research Section
Institute for Marine Dynamics
St. John's, Newfoundland
anada
A13 3T5

The tank is constructed of O.6m thick
steel reinforced concrete with a glass fibre
reinforced epoxy liner and external
polythurethane foam insulation, 0.113m
The tank is supported on four rows
thick.
of concrete columns with teflon pads to
allow for thermal expansion. The basin has
sufficient corrosion resistance to handle
saline ice but other dopants, such as the
new E3ADS ice, (Timeo 1986) will be used,
since studies at NRC have shown that this
provides more accurately scaled model ice
properties. Section 2.6 below describes
this ice in more detail.
The laboratory in
which the tank is housed is 105 wetres long
ny 15 metres wide ny 10 metres nigh. The
walls and ceiling of the room are
2onstructed with prefabricated, steel-clad,
urethane foam panels, using special
techniques to reduce air infiltration froe
the outside.

ABSTRACT
The new refrigerated model basin, or
ice tank, at the National Research Council
of Canada's Institute for Marine Dynamics is
described. Brief mention is made of the
first projects to be conducted,
1. INTRODUCTION
On 5 November 19S5 the National
Research Council of Canada inaugurate! ins
new Institute for Marine Dynamips :IXD) in
St John's, Newfoundland. While this event
marked the beginning of a new era of
research into marine vnamics in Canada, the
institute itself is not new, bt rather it
,s an outgrowth of the Mlarine Dynamnics and
Ship Laboratory which nad existed in Ottawa
since 1933.
However, this Paper will
describe only the refrigerated model basin,
or ice tank. Two other papers Jeffrey and
Murdey, 1936; Jeffrey and Jones,986) give
descriptions of tne whole institute, its
structure and organization, and its manaite
for research and industrial collaboration.

2.2 Refrigeration System
The refrigeration system uses two-stage
mechanical compression and utilizes ammonia
(R-717) as the working fluid. The rejected
heat is reclaimed for Ice melting, domestic
water preheat, and tank wall perimeter
neating, via embedded pipes fed with glycol,
for ice sheet release. The ammonia
refrigerant is delivered to 2 ceiling hung
evaporators in the main tank plus two
similar units in the setting up area.
Compressor capacity, evaporating pressure
and fan speed are computer controlled in
order to obtain a uniform temperature
distribution near the water surface. The
aim is to provide a cold air supply over the
upper part of the basin with heat transfer
near the ice sheet/air interface by natural
convection, and this is achieved because of
the height of 10m between the ice surface
and the evaporators. Air temperature is
measured with a system of 12 control
thermocouples positioned along the centre of
the tank and held about 30mm above the water
surface. Water temperature is measured by 3
thermocouples submerged in the tank.
The
air temperature can be controlled from -30'C

2. THE ICE TANK
2.1 General
With a usable ice sheet length of 76m,
width of 12m and a depth of 3m, the IMD ice
model basin is the largest in the world, see
Fig. 1. The 12m width allows large scale
models to be tested and also permits
limited manoeuvring studies on smaller
models. Typical model lengths will be 6 to
8m, but models up to 12m in length can be
accommodated,
An additional 75m long setting up area
is located at one end of the ice tank and is
separated from it by a large thermal barrier
door, as shown in Fig. 2. The opposite end
of the tank has a sloped ramp leading into a
melt pit (Fig. 3) which has an insulated
cover to enable the next ice sheet to be
grown while the remains of the previous one
are melting.
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to -151C, and ice growth rates of 3.5mm/hour
at -25*C have been obtained with a maximum
thickness of 15cm. A separate chiller
system is used initially to cool tne water
to -0.21C.

setting with the ability to change the
settings as the carriage is moving. This
type of control is useful for following
self-propelled models. The automatic
control program can set up to 8 different
test speeds in the one run. With the
automatic control the following parameters
are programmed in before the run starts:
speed, acceleration and constant speed run
distance. For both the manual and automatic
control, the acceleration/deceleration is
set by a switch on the control board. This
switch allows any of 6 possible
2
2
accelerations from 0.2 m/s to 1.18 m/s
2
with a step size of 0.2 m/s . The
acceleration curve can also be set in the
automatic mode, as either an S curve or a
linear curve.
The carriage has a maximum test
distance of 52.1m at the top speed of 4 m/s.
The carriage uses regenerative brakes for
stopping under normal circ.:=tances. T-re
are also emergency brakes that can cause a
0.3g deceleration and an oil buffer system
capable of 1.0g decleration. located at the
In addition to these
end of the rails.
breaking features, there are six limit
switches incorporated into the design.
These switches control an automatic
deceleration point, an emergency stop point,
and a travel end point at hnth ends of the
tank.
The power for the carriage drive system
is supplied by a 43O volt 3 phase 4 wire bus
bar system whlch supplies DC drive panels
and provides 208/120 volt, 3 phase for
service power. A clean power supply for
instrumentation is supplied by a single
phase 2 wire bus bar system feeding into an
onboard isolating transformer.
In addition
to these there are also two grounds supplied
through the bus bar system: a code ground
for normal use and an isolated ground for
instrumentation.

2.3 Towing Carriage
The ice tank towing carriage, shown in
Fig. 4, is an 80,000 kg. steel structure
with the following dimensions:
15m long,
4
1 .2m wide, and 3.95m high. This carriage
is mounted on four sets of bogie wheels and
two sets of rack drive wheels,
The carriage is driven by 4 high speed
motors and two low speed motors. The high
speed motors drive the carriage at speeds
ranging from 0.02 to 4.0 m/s with an
accuracy of 1 part in 1000. The low speed
operating range is from 0.0002 m/s to 0.04
m/s with an accuracy of I part in 200. The
high speed drive control consists of a tight
loop with a motor mounted tachometer and a
reset signal from one or both of the two
separately mounted wheel driven pulse
generators. These two units are used to
compensate for the carriage twist that may
be caused by offset loads. Tie low speed
drive range is controlled by a motor mounted
tachometer,
4
The carriage control room is 1 m long,
2m wide and is thermally insulateC. The
control room houses the computer equipment
for the drive control and the
instrumentation racks for the model test
frames,
The model test frame itself is capanle
of handling up to a 12m long model with a
displacment of 12000 Kg. The distortion for
a model of this size would be -2mm with a
D.1 degree rotation. The test frame can
locate the model on the tank centreline or
on either of the quarter points of the tanK
width. The beams of the test frame can be
set from I to 3m apart and raised from water
level to over a meter above water level.
The test frame is designed for the following
ice forces: 60 kN on the centreline, and 30
kN on the 3m offset points,
The carriage can be operated in either
friction drive or rack drive.
In the
friction drive mode, the carriage top speed
is 2m/s, while in the rack drive mode the
top speed is 4 m/s. There are 4 methods of
controlling the carriage drive speed. These
are:
jog control, joy stick control, manual
control and automatic control. All of these
methods except the joy stick have both high
and low speed control. The jog control is

The ice tank data acquisition system is
mounted in the towing carriage operators'
room and is connected to appropriate
transducers mounted on the model and towing
frame via cables passing under the floor.
The transducers' outputs are
digitized by a NEFF system 620 series 100
amPlifier/multiplexer and the (digital) data
3tnPd in a DEC micro VAX II micro--om'uter
running under micro VAX/VMS v 4.1 operating
system, see Fig. 5. The micro VAX also
controls the operation of the NEFF. The

used for

analogue

inching the carriage

2.4 Data Acquisition

into position,

and can be operated from either the control
desk or a remote on the front of the
carriage. Under jog control, the high speed
is 0.20 m/s and the low speed is 0.005 m/s.
The joystick control is an override control
with a forward/reverse control stick located
behind the carriage control desk panel,
This control is used in the event of a
failure in the other three systems. The
manual control has a coarse and fine control

outputs of

the transducers are

recorded on tape by a KYOWA RTP-600B I
channel data recorder. This is done
primarily as a back-up, but also allows
analyses of the high frequency components of
the signals if deemed necessary. The
current digitizing performance is 20
channels at 50 Hz per channel for about 7
minutes. User communication with the system
is through a Tektronix 4106 colour raster
graphics terminal.
Data collected are
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downloaded to the lab's VAX 11/730 via
ETHERNET. Excitation for the transducers is
provided by a NEFF System 620 series 300
signal conditioner.

3. PROJECTS FOR 1986 IN THE ICE TANK

2.5 Service C rriage

This is our first outside client for
ice tank work, namely Melville Shipping and
the Transportation Development Centre. The
part of the project that involves IMP will
test a 1:30 model of the MV Arctic with
different friction coefficients on the bow
and mid-section.

3.1 Friction Coefficient to Improve
Performance Prediction.

A separate service carriage is used for
ice control -ind measurement work. It is a 4
wheel, 24 tc':,hydraulically driven carriage
and is show. in Fig. 6. Manual control
permits speeds of up to .4 m/s in either
direction. The carriage is fitted with a 3
section working platform which can be raised
or lowered to any convenient height from the
ice. The sections can be operated
individually or In unison. A 3 section ice
boom is installed in front of the carriage
and these sections can also be raised or
lowered together or separately. The boom
can be tilted from horizontal to vertical
for ice pushing and cleaning operations.
The combined tilting and lifting effects are
used to b-iild pressure ridges, and the boom
is capable of lifting 1800 kg.
The boom can
withstand thrust forces of 60 kN, though for
such work the carriage is attached to the
main towing carriage. The carriage is
fitted with a hydraulically operated,
folding, sea crane and winch, to aid in the
installation of bottom mounted test
structures. A bucket extension is provided
for maintenance of ceiling mounted fixtures
in the laboratory,
An underwater carriage is being
constructed to carry video, and high speed
cin4, cameras for making visual records of,
for example, the interaction of ice pieces
with a model and its propellers.

3.2 R-Class Icebreaker Testing
We have already tested this model in
Ottawa at scales of 1:20 and 1:40, as have
many other ice tanks (Newbury and Williams,
1986).
We will repeat the tests for
comparison in the new ice and, possibly,
build and test a larger model of the ship.
3.3 Semi-submersible in Pack Ice
As part of our contract with NORDCO, we
are just completing the testing of a model
semi-submersible in pack ice. GVA Canada
have also contributeu funds to this
project.
3.4 Joint Projects with MUN
We have 5 projects in hand which
originated with faculty and students at
Memorial University of Newfoundland.
4.
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2.6 The EG/AD/S Ice
This model ice has been described
in detail by "imco (1986).
It is a dilute
aqueous solution of ethylene glycol (EG),
aliphatic detergent (AD) and sugar(S) in the
approximate ratio 0.4/0.03/0.04%.
Its
advantages are summarized by Timco (1986):"EG/AD/S ice maintains the ability to scale
correctly the flexural strength over a wide
range of scale factors while maintaining a
good E/a ratio similar to urea ice, and it
has the added features of being
sigle-layered, columnar in structure with
better overall scaling of the flexural
properties, uni-axial and confined
compressive strengths, failure envelope and
fracture toughness.
In total, it appears to
be a significant improvement in model Ice
technology."
Its only disadvantage is its
initial cost, approximately twice that of
urea.
Our own experience confirms Timco's
findings, and we are now optimizing the
concentrations of the three chemicals for
our tank.
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ABSTRACT:

One area which has received scant
attention but which is of great importance
to the designer is that of modelling the
geometric aspects of the ice as it breaks
and passes under the hull of an advancing
ship into the broken channel astern. Correct modelling of the broken ice piece
geometry has great significance in terms of
predicting the interaction of ice pieces
with propellers and other hull appendages.
Misrepresentation by model tests of this
critical area may result in incorrect
decisions at the design stage which may adversely affect the performance of the ship.

Model tests were carried out in
uiea-doped ice and synthetic mod-ice to
investigate techniques for modelling full
scale icebreaking patterns. Preliminary
full scale data were collected for the MV
CANMAR KIGORIAK during an early winter
deployment. Model tests were conducted
over a range of flexural strengths, elastic
moduli and ship velocities. Model scale
icebreaking patterns at the bow were not
observed to vary significantly with these
parameters.
Ice piece sizes were typically
smaller for the tests carried out in synthetic ice as compared to urea-doped ice.
A definitive full scale versus model scale
comparison is not possible as the field
data is incomplete; however, model scale
ice pieces appear to be significantly
larger than the field data for both types
of modelling materials. Preliminary model
ice fracture toughness measurements were
made for each ice sheet tested. These data
indicate that model ice is too fracture
tough. This may be one factor contributing
to the observed piece size tendencies,
Further research is recommended to

The process of modelling this
phenomenon is difficult for the following
reasons:
a) The parameters governing ice piece
size are not well understood.
b) Modelling techniques do not scale
all significant properties
simultaneously.
c) the geometry of the broken ice
pattern for a given set of ice
conditions is not well-documented
in full scale.

investigate model ice testing and scaling

techniques for accurate modelling of
icebreaking patterns,
1.0

This paper described a study [I]
which was commissioned by the Canadian
Coast Guard to observe icebreaking patterns
in both full scale and model scale for the
M.V. CANMAR KIGORIAK.

INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade, physical
modelling has been used as a tool to predict the behaviour of ships in level ice
and broken ice conditions. Geometric and
dynamic similarity have been sought and in
general ice model testing laboratories have
based their full scale resistance predictions on Froude scaling laws. It is
recognized that currently available
modelling techniques do not allow
simultaneous scaling of all significant
parameters and characteristics over the
full range of prototype conditions,

2.0

STUDY APPROACH
The study was comprised of two

parts:
1. Collection and analysis of
limited full scale ice piece size data for
the M.V. CANMAR KIGORIAK during an early
winter arctic deployment.
2. Conduct of a series of ice model
tests in two modelling media which
attempted to duplicate the field conditions
and which parametrically varied the ice
model properties.
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3.0

Full scale data collected during the
December 1983 voyage of the M.V. CANMAR
KIGORIAK from Kogyuk to McKinley Bay in the
Canadian Beaufort Sea was analyzed to determine the size of the broken ice pieces
and to document field icebreaking patterns.
This data was collected in 0.49 to 0.74 m
thick ice conditions. Air temperatures
were below -30*C during the trip. A light
snow cover of approximately 0.02 m was
present.

4.0

MODEL TEST PROGRAM

4.1

Model Test Program Sc)pe

Physical model tests were conducted
using a 1:22.5 scale model of the M.V.
CANMAR KIGORIAK in both urea - doped ice at
Arctec's ice model basin in Kanata, and in
Arctec's proprietary synthetic ice material
MOD-ICE at the Polar Engineering Laboratory
in Calgary.
Table 1 summarizes the test matrix
that was carried out.
The test plan
was aimed at investigating the dependence
of the icebreaking pattern on:

The field data was collected by
backing the vessel about one ship length
out of the ice. Piece sizes forward of the
ship were scaled from photographs.

a)
b)
c)

The elastic modulus and the flexural
strength of the ice were estimated as 6 gpa
and 0.9 gpa, respectively.

ice thickness
ice elastic modulus
ship velocity

Table 2 describes the model which
was used for testing. For all tests, the
model was fixed rigidly to the carriage.
This was done to avoid excessive model
motions during the tests, which were likely
to occur as a result of the high strength
model ice used for several of the tests.

From the field data collected, the
following main observations were made.
1. Piece size - the vast majority of ice
blocks had dimensions which were less than
the ice thickness. Ice pieces which were
larger than this only represented 1 to 20%
of the total channel coverage. Figure I
shows a typical ice piece size area
histogram.

For each run, the model was
penetrated into the ice sheet at least one
ship length after being accelerated to the
required speed. The carriage was then
stopped which resulted in an almost
instantaneous deceleration of the model.
The model was then slowly backed down the
channel so that the breaking pattern at the
bow became visible. The breaking pattern
was documented photographically using a 35
mm camera and a calibrated 1.2 m x 1.2 m
grid for reference.

2. Icebreaking Pattern - larger ice pieces
were, in general, found close to the edges
of the channel. The centre portion was
typically covered by a densely-packed mass
of small ice pieces.
From the layout of the pieces, it is
suspected that initially large cusps were
broken from the level ice. This area where
initial ice failures occurred was termed
the "primary breaking" zone. Subsequently,
ice pieces were refractured as they passed
aft along the hulls. This refracturing was
termed "secondary breaking" and is believed
to be responsible for the large number of
small ice pieces which were observed in the
channel.

Runs were repeated two or three
times as allowed within the length confines
of the basin, for a particular set of test
conditions.
Ice piece sizes were measured from
the available photographs for each test
run. The same conventions used to
characterize the full scale ice piece
sizes, were used for the model scale data.
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Plates 1 and 2 show typical breaking
patterns observed at the bow during the
urea-doped ice tests. The broken ice pieces
were all relatively large and consisted of
"scimitar-shaped" ice pieces in rings which
were somewhat concentric. These pieces were
formed during initial contact of the bow with
the ice sheet. Typically, these pieces remained intact in passing along the hull
although seccndary breaking did occui in some
cases.
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A different icebreaking pattern
occurred during the synthetic mod-ice tests.
The icebreaking pattern typically consisted of
an outer ring of relatively large pieces
formed around the oow to the reamers with
radial and circumferential cracks.
(See Plate
3).
Inside and further aft from this primary
breaking zone, piece sizes were generally
smaller and more varied.
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1. Ice Thickness = 27 mm
2. Ice pieces within 0.5 m
of channel leading edge

NOTES:

As may he seen from these photos, model
scale ice piece sizes varied greatly within
each run and were dependent upon their
location in the broken channel. This made
simple quantitative piece size analyses
difficult to apply. Typically, piece sizes
were observed to be greatest at the periphery
of the channel in the primary breaking zone.
As the ice pieces moved aft and towards the
centre of the channel, they were refractured
and hence were typicaily smaller in size.
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FIGURE 3
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FOR MOD-ICE TESTS
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For both modelling materials, there did
not appear to be signiticant variations in
icebreaking patterns over the range of ice
elastic moduli, ice thicknesses and ship
velocities tested. Ice piece sizes were
measured, grouped and plotted to further
investigate the influence of these parameters.
Figures 2 to 4 show typical plots. These
figures appear to show that the ice piece size
is not strongly related to these parameters.
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PLATE 2

PLATE I

TYPICAL ICEBREAKING PATTERN AT BOWJFOR
UREA-DOPED ICE MODEL TESTS
RUN # 16

TYPICAL ICEBREAKING PATTERN Ar BowIFUR
UREA-DOPED ICE MODEL TESTS
RUN #9

PLATE 3
TYPICAL ICEBREAKING PATTERN AT BOW
FOR SYNTHETIC ICE MODEL TESTS
RUN #7
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The program has also shown that an
elastic flexural bending analysis is unable to

FIGURE 4

characterize the size of the broken ice
pieces. Table 3 summarizes tne observed relationships between the ice breaking length
and the characteristic length. These ice
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5.0

DISCUSSION

5.1

Comparison of Full Scale and Model
Scale Icebreaking Patterns

cceres'emaed.

Modelling Distortions
The program investigated a
number of
ice modelling approaches. For the urea-doped
ice tests, some runs were made using model ice
rhich approximately scaled the estimated field
ice flexural strength. Other runs were made
which approximately scaled the estimated field
ice elastic modulus and the elastic
modulus/flexural strength ratio. (Urea-doped
ice materials properties do not allow
simultaneous scaling of flexural strength and
elastic modulus).
5.2

Only preliminary statements can be made
with the available data. This is due to a
number of uncertainties. Much of the field
data was collected in conditions of darkness
which made resolution of individual ice pieces
in the broken channel difficult and somewhat
imprecise. Also, field ice properties could
riotbe measured during the field deployment
and hence it was necessary to use estimated
values for establishing the model test matrix,

Icebreaking patterns did not appear
significantly different for any of the
urea-doped ice tests, and so it seems that
other parameters are of more significance. It
was decided to investigate the fracture
toughness of the model ice.

The model test piece size datn was
typically measured within 20 m (full scale
value) of the leadig edge of the channel
whereas the field data were often measured
beyond this point in the channel. Thus. ice
pieces in the field case typically passed over
a longer section of the hull than did those in
the model basin. This may have resulted in a
greater number of fractures for the field ice
pieces as compared to the model scale ice
piec.s,

A n rber of notched beam fracture
toughness tests were carried out on each ice
sheet. Table 4 summarizes this data along
with the other measured model ice mechanical
properties.

Finally, the field data was collected
over a range of velocities (as the ship was
decelerated) whereas the model scale data was
collected at a near constant velocity,

Using Froude scalingllws, the fracture
, where X is the
toughness should scale as X
geometric model scale factor. Since the scale
of the M.V. KIGORIAK MODEL used was 1:22 02 a
is
value of 0.9 kN,'m
target model scale K
implied by this rela ion. However since some
tests were based on sheets -which targeted on
elastic modulus, the flexural strength of the
model ice sheets was often too high.
Consequently, K C was also distorted since it
is related to t e ice flexural strength by the
following general relation:

Notwithstanding the above uncertainties, ice piece sizes in the model basin
appear to be significantly larger than the
observed full scale data. Also, the field ice
pieces appear to be more uniform in size and
more densely packed than the model scale ice
pieces.
I' is clear that secondary break;ng is
an important process influencing the sizes of
the broken ice pieces. Significantly less
secondary breaking occurred at model scale.

K
KIC
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stress at failure, which is
highly dependent upon the
ice flexural strength in
this case,

The reader is cautioned that other
factors such as the relative distribution of
cracks and inhomogeneities in model scale and
full scale may also have contributed to the
observed discrepancies. Also, techniques for
model ice fracture toughness measurement are
still in their infancy and require further
development.

= crack length

Table 4 summarizes lile It.LiOlShip of the
measured KI values to other model ice properties and 'he scale factor for each test run.

Nevertheless, it is suspected by the
authors that an improvement in the brittle
This table shows that the model ice
properties of model ice materials and their
fracthre
tanes shws th
the mdelatice
t
scaling will result in greatly improved ice
fracture toughness was too high in relation to
piece size modelling. This is a necessary
prectionro
prereqsie moretheneffecti
flexural
If
the other elastic ice properties.
salig bais henprerequisite for the effective prediction of
a aaoptd
stregthis
strength is adopted as a scaling basis then
critical hull appendage - ice interactions
this table shows that the model ice fracture
Such as the interaction of ice with ship
toughness was too high by factors of
propellers. We of course note that since this
approximately 3 and 3 to 12 for the synthetic
work was performed, several new model ice
mod-ice and the urea-doped ice respectively,
materials have been announced 131, 141, that
appear to show an improvement in this area.

The broken ice pieces did not
refracture as easily at model scale as
observed in the field. Consequently less
secondary breaking occurred at model scale.
The measured model ice fracture toughness
support the observed ice piece size trends as
they indicate that model ice is too fracture
tough in relation to the other scaled ice
elastic properties.
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6.0
a)

b)

c)

d)

REFERENCES:

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The preliminary results obtained in this
test program indicate that model scale
ice pieces are significantly larger than
full scale piece sizes. The full scale
ice pieces are also more uniform in size.
This is due to massive secondary breaking
of the broken ice pieces in the field,
which is not reproduced in model tests.
The elastic modulus and flexural strength
of the model ice used during the test
programs were varied over a wide range.
As significant differences in icebreaking
patterns were not observed between
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REPORT OF THE SEAKEEPING COMMITTEE

Dr. Jeffrey T. Dillingham
Chairman
Naval Architecture & Marine Engineering
University of Michigan

1.

The Seakeeping Committee for the Twentyis
first American Towing Tank Conferenc
composed of the following memb- .z

IMPROVED WAVE GENERATION AND ANALYSIS

As the methods and tools available for
analyzing model test data from random wave
tests with conventional spectra become almost
routine, attention is being focused on more
At
realistic and complicated types of waves.
DINSRDC and OTC work continues on improving
methods for measuring, generating and
At the
characterizing multi-directional waves.
Naval Academy, work is being done on describing
At
and generating waves with bimodal spectra.
the University of Michigan a detailed study of
the effect of side-wall reflections of waves
in a towing tank is nearing completion.

Prof. Jeffrey T. Dillingham
Committee Chairman
The Univers-ty of Michigan
Mr. Frank DeBord
Offshore Technology Corporation
Dr. Geoffrey G. Cox
David W. Taylor Naval Ship Research and
Development Center
Dr. Stephen Grochowalski
National Research Council Canada

2.

CAPSIZING AND STABILITY

Four institutions (NRC, Hydronautics,
Naval Academy, University of Michigan) have
either completed or are in the process of
conducting research related to stability of
This work takes the forms of
small vessels.
both experimental and numerical investigations.
Attention has been focused on fishing vessels
and the response of vessels to large amplitude
or steep breaking waves.

Dr. Bent Jakobsen
Tracor Hydronautics
Dr. Subrata Chakrabarti
CBI Industries
Dr. Bruce Johnson
Naval Academy Hydromechanics Laboratory
Prof. William C. Webster
University of California, BerKeley

3.

SLAMMING

The fur tion of the committee was to
review the abstracts of offered papers and to
select those for presentation at the
conference. In addition, the committee
members have submitted short reports on recent
work which has been undertaken at their
In some cases these
respective laboratories.
reports have been written by the committee
members themselves, while in other cases the
reports have been written by other members of
their organizations. Following this section
are all of the individual reports. The
remainder of this section is a brief summary
of activities.

NRC and The University of Michigan have
both conducted experiments aimed at
understanding slamming or impact loads of bow
shaped bodies.

The following topics have received considerable attention since the last ATTC.

Participating organizations reported the
usual broad spectrum of projects related to

4.

COMPUTER MODELING

Most organizations who reported mentioned
the development of improved computer programs
for modeling of waves and for predicting
seakeeping behavior of various types of vessels
and offshore structures.
5.
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NOVEL STRUCTURES

innovative offshore structures. In the area
of energy production, CBI reports that they
have conducted experiments related to OTC,
and the University of Michigan has conducted
laboratory tests of a new type of wave power
absorption device.
The latter will be fieldtested in Lake Michigan in the summer of 1987.
In the offshore arei, CP' has conducted tests
ot a tension leg platform design and a conical
drilling structure.
6.

YACHT TESTING

In an ongoing program OTC has tested
models of America's Cup yachts for five
different syndicates. Results are not public
information for obvious reasons.
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Seakeeping and Related Research at the U.S.
Naval Academy 1984-86
by Bruce Johnson and Louise Wallendorf
Naval Academy Hydromechanics Laboratory

1.

DEVELOPMET OF 8I-MODAL SPECTRA
GENERATION CAPABILITY.

The Hydro Lab has incorporated the work
of John Dalzell while he was NAVSEA Research
Professor into a capability to generate
specified bi-modal wave spectra in either of
the two towing tanks. The sea and swell
spectral forms (Bretschneider, Jonswap, Ochi-6
parameter, etc.) and the peak frequencies are
inputs to the program which then iterates the
generated waves until the desired bi-modal
spectrum is achieved. The laboratory recently
completed a unidirectional verification of the
assumption that the total significant wave
height equals the square root of the sum of
the squares of the sea and swell significant
heights. This assumption is used in ship
response prediction programs.
2.

SEAKEEPING STUDIES ON NAVAL FRIGATES.

A Trident Scholar, Jeffery Hoyle,
performed a series of seakeeping studies on a
FFG-7 hull form, appended with five different
bow bulbs and tested in periodic irregular
encountered waves.
The visual studies as
recorded on a slow motion video analyzer
proved to be quite useful, but the motions
analysis proved to be less periodic than was
hoped, so considerable data scatter was
present. This was a disappointment for the
attempts to develop a "single-pass seakeeping
analysis" technique reported in previous ATTC
Reports and d'scussed at the 17th ITTC. There
appears to be no substitute for long record
runs in irregular waves or single runs in
regular waves. This study will he presented
at the SNAME annual meeting in November 1986.
3.

EXTREME BREAKING WAVES AND CAPSIZING
STUDIES.

Extensive studies on capsizing of both
yachts and small boats have been performed in
the Naval Academy 120 foot towing tank. John
Zseleczky and other members of the Hydro Lab
staff contributed much of the experimental data
for the final report of the USYRU/SNAME Joint
Committee on Safety from Capsizing issued in
June 1985. A series of two-imensional ship
models have also been studied with respect to
their capsizing characteristics for the U.S.
Coast Guard.
A continuing problem in capsizing studies
is that of characterizing the capsizing wave,
either a spilling or plunging breaker.
Extensive studies of breaking waves with the
goal of determining the most significant
characteristics common to such extreme waves is
underway under Coast Guard sponsorship. Jim
Duncan of Flow Research Inc. is working with
the authors in this project. As part of the
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characterization study, a modified computer
generation program has been developed which
enables the investigator to locate the
capsizing wave anywhere in either of the two
towing tanks. The final goal is to make a
capsize resistance evaluation of a Coast Guard
rescue boat and a UDT support boat.
The USNA Hydro Lab is maintaining a
collection of publzhedl litcrature or
capsizing.
Investigators are encouraged to
send any reports they generate on this subject
to either of the authors of this report.

The total services of the Marine Research
Facility include model design and construction
in the completely equipped model shop. With
the support of our machine shop, these
facilities allow the test designer to specify
very sophisticated models built from wood,
plastic, fiberglass, aluminum, steel or other
media. Several models of tankers and radio
controlled tugs are available for use.
Some example.-s of the various typee of
testing performed recently are discussed in the
following sections.

Marine Research Activities
CBI Industries, Inc.
by Keith Melvin

The CBI Industries Marine Research
Department has conducted many hydrodynamic
model tests of various types in the 18 years
since the Wave Tank Facility began operation.
Model testing programs have included the
analysis of bottom mounted structures, mooring
systems, towing tests, submergence tests,
The facility
scour tests and riser studies.
wide
long, 33 ft.
includes a wave tank 250 ft.
It is equipped with a
and 18 ft. deep.
movable floor so that any depth of water can
be simulated with a practical scale factor. A
deep pit has been installed in the center of
the wave tank to accommodate testing of
deepwater structures, providing an overall
testing depth of 30 ft.
Waves are generated
pneumatically to simulate any regular wave or
random wave spectrum required. Regular waves
up to two feet in height with periods ranging
from one to eight seconds can be generated.
The tank is equipped with current generators
for producing uniform profiles up to one foot
per second either with the waves or against
the waves.
Portable current generators may be
installed to introduce current at any angle to
Wind anI wind generated waves are
the waves.
simulated with fans.
The facility can be used for towing tests
through use of the bridge, which can travel at
speeds up to four feet per second.
The bridge
is also the control center for tank operations, instrumentation controls, and data
acquisition.
A full inventory of standard instruments
and signal conditioners are available,
including a Selspot motion measuring system.
In addition, our machine shop, electronics
laboratory and materials testing facilities
are available for in-house development of
special instrumentation to satisfy unusual
test requirements.
The data acquisition system consists of a
64 channel analog-to-digital converter, a PDP
11/70 computer with 64 K of core storage. The
data collection is completely automated at a
rate of up to 1,000 samples per second on all
64 channels with on-line display terminals and
two printer-plotters.
Data reduction and
analysis on the in-house IBM 3033 and the DEC
System 20 includes a complete wave theory
package, a statistical analysis program, a
spectral analysis program, a variety of wave
force and motion analysis programs, structural
analysis programs and fatigue analysis
programs. Reduced data are available minutes
after completion of a test run so that results
can be used for planning subsequent runs.
The facility is also equipped with above
water and underwater high speed photographic
equipment for documenting real time model
motions. This equipment can be operated
remotely or manually by the wave tank diving
crew. A video recording system is available
for continuous monitoring of tests,

1.

A gravity based Conical Drilling Structure has been tested at the CBI Industries
wave tank faciliity. The test consisted of
towing and seakeeping of the model in various
waves both in shallow and deepwater, and the
installation of the structure in shallow water.
The model tests provided towing loads and
motion response of the model in waves and
during the submergence of the structure.
The results of the study showed that the
natural period of the structure appeared to be
out of the range of most ocean waves, and the
motion response seemed to be fairly linear for
The
the level trim, design draft position.
deepwater towing resistance of the structure
was not affected by waves in a JONSWAP sea of 5
ft. or less.
It also appeared that seafloor
contact was unlikely when towing the structure
at the design draft, however, contact would be
expected for an alternate design draft under
consideration. The submergence sequence tested
by compartmental ballasting demonstrated system
stability.
2.
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OCEAN THERMAL ENERGY CONVERSION (OTEC)
MODEL TESTING

Model tests of a shelf-mounted Ocean
Thermal Energy Conversion (OTEC) platform and a
slope-mounted cold water pipe have been
performed in the CBI Industries wave tank. The
work leading to the model testing program was
sponsored by the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).
3.

OTEC PLATFORM TESTS

The purpose of the test was to
investigate the effect of the submerged OTEC
power modules on the platform structure. The
submerged modules supported by the platform
provide a significant blockage to waves and
curre;nt, which increases the loads imposed on
the structure.
In this testing program, the
parameters of module size, type and location
were varied to determine their effect on the
platform forces and pressures under controlled
waves and current conditions.
The basic platform model consisted of four
vertical steel columns placed in a square
configuration. A Froude scale of 1:25.75 was
selected, resulting in a model with overall
dimensions of 8.5 ft. x 8.5 ft. x 14 ft. tall,
which was fabricated in-house in our model
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TOWING, SEAKEEPING AND SUBMERGENCE
OF ARCTIC STRUCTURES

steady and oscillating components outside the
In particular,
range of typical wave periods.
a high frequency springing force develops in
A
the tendon in the pitch natural period.
model test was performed in the CBI wave tank
to investigate this tendon force.
For this purpose a large scale model of a
ILP was built and tested in the wave tank. The
platform consisted of four columns, arranged in
a square configuration. The corner columns
were interconnected with smaller pontoon
members. The TLP was held in place by four
tendons, one under each corner column.
The second order springing loads in the
tendons were clearly evident during the test
runs with regular waves and wave groups as well
as with random waves.
The testing in the tank
was demonstrated to the Hydrodynamic Committee
of the American Petroleum Institute.

building facility. Variation of the model
configuration included blockage of different
segments of the platform to represent the
submerged power modules mounted on an OTBC
These modules were modeled using
structure.
solid or uniformly perforated panels. The
structure was instrumented so that the global
forces and pre--aa profiles at critical
The
points on the platform could be measured.
specialty instrumentation required for this
test was developed in-house in our machine
shop and electronics laboratory.
The tests showed that the module type is
an important parameter affecting the magnitude
For example, the wave
of the wave forces.
loads on a perforated module with 80% blockage
were considerably lower than the corresponding
wave loads on a solid module with 57%
blockage,
4.

OTBC OLD WATER PIPE TESTS

The purpose of these tests was to collect
and reduce data that can be used to calibrate
or verify existing pipe load prediction
techniques. The test setup was chosen to
simulate an at-sea test of a section of cold
water pipe at Keahole Point, Hawaii.
The cold
water pipe model was fabricated from a tubular
aluminum section specially machined to
accommodate several flush-mounted pressure
transducers. The model was supported by load
cells mounted on a foundation sloped at 400
from the horizontal plane.
It was subjected
to various environmental conditions involving
waves and currents.
The variations of the test condition
included four wave angles of attack, three
elevations of the pipe off the bottom and
three bottom slopes. Pipe load, water surface
elevations, dynamic pressures around the
circumference of the pipe and local water
particle velocities were recorded.
CBI is currently performing extensive
analysis of the data which was obtained under
this testing program.
Coefficients related to
the tested variable will be determined to
improve theoretical prediction techniques.
5.

TENNSION LEG PLATFORM MODEL TESTING

Tension Leg Platforms (TLPs) are
receiving increasing attention as a solution
for deepwater oil production.
As the water
depth increases, the cost of constructing a
stationary frame type structure increases
prohibitively. TLPs are a good compromise
between these frame structures and dynamically
positioned vessels which require large crews
and consume large quantities of fuel.
A TLP consists of a floating platform
whose legs are moored to the seafloor by
cylindrical steel tendons.
The structure is
permitted to move in response to wave forces,
but its range of motion, particularly in heave
and pitch, is restricted to prevent damage to
the drill string.
A TLP experiences two types of forces:
a
primary exciting force at the wave period and a
secondary nonlinear exciting force having
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presented in Figure 3 for a representative
problem of lightering from a ship to a closely
spaced, parallel barge in water of finite depth
The ship and barge are parallel and
(50 feet).
are connected by six mooring lines and two
cylindrical fenders, see Figure 2.

Review of Seakeeping Activities at
Tracor Hydronautics, Inc., 1983 - 1986
by Dr. Vladimir Ankudinov

Much of the seakeeping wor on
conventional ship types have been based on the
analytic prediction methods and experimental
verification in the model basin (HSMB) for
several new naval designs.
Seakeeping studies primarily involved
investigations of hull form modifications,
(such as, different loading conditions,
variation of the stabilizing devices, etc.) on
seakeeping performance in typical ocean
environment and operational range.
Typical example is presented on the
Figure 1 for pitch motion response of the fine
form vessel in Sea States 4, 5, and 6. Solid
lines are SMP-81 ship motion predictions, and
dotted lines are results of the time domain
calculations described in Reference 1. Both
predictions methods are based on Bretschneider
spectrum distribution for specified significant wave heights and wave modal periods
(period of maximum energy).
It appears
calculations and experiments to be in good
agreement. Some differences are partially due
to the difficulties to reproduce accurately
the theoretical spectrum in our model basin
and due to the scatter errors for small speeds
of advance,
1.

2.

DETERMINISTIC AND LARGE AMPLITUDE
SHIP MOTIONS

In recent years Tracor Hydronautics have
been developing a computer capability for
time-domain simulation analysis of ship motions
in waves, specifically for assessments of
stability and overall mission performance in
high seas, References I and 4. The non-linear
mathematical model includes terms of both,
viscous and potential nature in six degrees of
motion, non-linear wave and ship motion
amplitude terms, and terms representing
interaction between the ship hull, propeller
and rudder in wave flow. So called "memory"
effects (associated with the wave effects of
the hull on the free surface, and vorticity
which is shed from the oscillating hull) are
included through the use of higher order
differential equations with the constant
coefficients.
The last procedure is an engineering
alternative to computing the convolution
integrals, which typically require knowledge of
the kernel function for all frequencies from
zero to infinity. Tracor Hydronautics
simulations are

MULTIHULL VESSELS RESPONSE IN A SEAWAY

carried out in

the

frequency

range of practical interest, and the required
constant coefficients are determined by
curve-fitting from the existing test or
calculated data.
The ability of the vessel to maintain
effective control in a seaway is a critical
item in numerous vessels operations and in
certain circumstances it determines its
survivability.
Figure 4, taken from Reference 1, shows
that in irregular waves larger 71 feet of the
significant waves (H1 / 3 > 10 ft), a turning
ship lost its directional stability and behaves
quite erratically unless stabilizing and
autopilot control devices are employed.
Tracor Hydronautics has been involved for
some time in assessment of the ultimate
stability and possible capsizing of small
vessels such as fishing boats, sailing yachts
and naval vessels. Figure 5, taken from
Reference 4, shows time domain simulation
results for extreme rolling in combined wind
and waves (HI/ 3 = 65 ft).
Time-domiin simulations of random events
must be great enough to insure that a
significant number of events have occurred to
insure statistical validity of the results.
It appears from Figure 5 that wave and roll
parameters do not show any significant
variations for times greater than 20 minutes,
and though roll motion exceeds 30 degrees
there has been no capsizing.

Many open sea or offshore operations
involve two or more vessels closely positioned
so that their motions in waves are hydrodynamically interdependent. Examples of
operations of this type are:
cargo/liquid transfer operations
deep-ocean mining operations
military operations, like ship replenishment, wave protection by larger vessels,
etc.
operation of an OTEC platform and its
supportive systems at sea.
In regard to the last item, Tracor Hydronautics conducted an extensive seakeeping test of
two candidate OTBC platform and their multipoint moorings, Reference 2. Two platforms, a
barge-like hull and a semi-submersible, were
tested with an elastically scaled Cold Water
Pipe (CWP) and four rigid discharge pipes
modeled. Tests were conducted with the CWPs
and the transition platform at the top of the
CWP attached to, and disconnected from, the
platform. Measurements included surface
platform motions and accelerations, mooring
line forces, transition platform motions and
interaction forces between the hull and CWP
transition platform.
Recently, Tracor Hydronautics has
developed the computer program to predict the
motions of two closely spaced bodies of
arbitrary geometry, Reference 3. These bodies
may be connected to each other and/or to the
ocean bottom. The calculated results are
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Activities in Seakeeping Research at
Institute for Marine Dynamics, National
Research Council, Canada.
by Stefan Grochowalski

2.

The influence of the bow shape on the
slamming performance of a fast ship in head
seas was studied. Three defferent bows were
tested and bottom slam force on the bow,
relative motion and logitudinal body motions
were measured. Additionally some tests with
prismatic models have been carried out to
investigate the correlation between the
relative velocity of a bow section, pressure
distribution on the model surface and the total
impact force.

The relocation of the Institute to the
new facilities in St. John's was the major
factor affecting the activities during the
last three years.
Much effort has been spent
on specification of required features for the
measuring equipment, acquiring and
commissioning it. This process is still being
done. However, the scientific activities have
continued during this period. The main areas
of research in seakeeping were the following:
1.

SLAMMING

SEAKEEPING OF FISHING VESSELS DESIGNED
FOR OPERATING IN ICE

3.

CAPSIZING OF SMALL FISHING VESSELS
IN BREAKING WAVES

A Study is being made of the design of
large and middle distance fishing vessels to
investigate possible improvements to the
capability of operating in ice infested waters.
This study includes intensive model tests in
clear water and ice.
In particular, the
seakeeping qualities of the various designs
will be determined so that the need for
trade-offs against performance in ice can be
identified.

The objective of this program has been
defined as:
- To investigate the physics of capsize
phenomena in the general case;
- To define a mathematical model suitable
for the prediction of capsizing in heavy
seas;

4.

- To establish a basis for intact stability
regulations for small fishing vessels,

OTHER SEAPKEEPING ACTIVITIES

Besides the above projects some small
routing seakeeping tests, sea trails and
theoretical predictions of seakeeping by using
the standard computer programs have been
performed.
A considerable effort has been spent on
the development of a computer model of ship
dynamics in extreme waves.
Computer software
for time domain analys,.s and simulation is
still not completed.

Extensive model tests with the model of a
typical Canadian small fishing vessel have
been carried out at SSPA in Sweden. To enable
analysis of mechanism of capsize phenomena
three different model attitudes were
investigated:
1. Free-running model, both self-propelled
and remote controlled during which all six
components of the motion were measured.
2. Full captive model tests for the same
conditions as I during which the acting forces
and moments were red and recorded.
3. Semi-captive model tests, with freedom to
heave and pitch, during which the forces and
moments of the captive modes and the
characteristics of heave and pitch were
measured.
The tests were carried out in quartering,
regular and irregular breaking waves for
different model speeds, different headings and
different angles of heel. All the runs were
video-recorded. The time bases in the
recorded time histories and on the
video-records were synchronized. This enables
detailed and precise comparative analysis of
the model behavior in conjunction with the
results of measured forces and moments in
captive tests.
The analysis of the results is not yet
completed.
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Seakeeping at the University of Michigan
by Armin W. Troesch

The cusped body was axisymmetric and resembled
the bow profile of a ship with flare. The
sphere was subjected to both vertical and
oblique impact angles while the cusped body
experienced only vertical motion. A
theoretical model using three dimensional,
normal dipole distributions was formulated and
con.pared to the experiments. Results indicate
that depending upon body shape, theoretical
estimates of the maximum impact force may be
smaller or larger than the experimental values.

Since the previous ATTC meeting, The
University of Michigan's SHip Hydrodynamics
Laboratory (SHL) has expanded its seakeeping
capabilities in both research and education.
Concurrent with this expansion, commercial
projects involving ocean-going and coast-wise
barges, offshore terminal structures, tugs,
and amphibious vehicles were also undertaken.
The commercial test programs involved the more
traditional measurements of added resistance,
heave, pitch, roll, vertical accelerations,
and video recording. This report will
concentrate on the new and unique aspects of
the projects in the past three years.

4.

A model tandem-flap wave energy device was
designed, constructed, and evaluated by the
SHL. The work was jointly supported by DOE and
Q Corporation, Troy, Michigan. The project
produced a Ph.D. thesis.
Based upon these
results, a moderate-sized 'win flap device will
be designed and constructed for deployment in
Lake Michigan in Summer, 1986. Preliminary
estimates indicate that the 2.44m flaps will be
able to recover up to 10kw in one meter seas.

RESEARCH
1.

TANK WALL REFLECTIONS.

In a project supported by the University
of Michigan/Sea Grant Program, Stuart Cohen
has investigated the effects on tank
boundaries on zero speed model tests.
Both
theoretical and experimental investigations
were conducted.
In the analysis of the
phenomenon, it was determined that even tanks
with larje dimensions can experience wall
effects.
In general, the proximity of the
tank walls were the limiting fartor in the
length of time a test could be conducted
before errors were introduced. This implies
that zero speed tests involving long run
times, such as slow drift experiments, may be
susceptible data distortion caused by wall
reflection.
2.

5.

COMPARATIVE SEAKEEPING MODEL EXPERIMENTS

The question of experimental accuracy in
seakeeping experiments was addressed in a joint
project between The University of Michigan and
David Taylor Naval Ship Research and
Development Center. Using an ITTC recommended
hull form, a model was constructed and tested
at both facilities. Studies on the variability
of the results were made. Even though both
organizations used E bstantially different test
techniques (self propelled vs heave staff) and
defferent data reduction methods, the results
of the project indicate that carefully
conducted seakeeping experiments can reduce the
scatter to less than 5%.

THREE DEGREES OF FREEDOM MOTION
DYNAMOMETER

6.

Through support from the Office of Naval
Research and The University of Michigan, the
SHL has acquired a new motions dynamometer.
The instrument is attached to the model
through means of a heave staff.
The heave,
pitch, and surge motions are unrestrained
while surge, roll, and yaw are restricted.
A
constant torque clutch applies a predetermined
tow force to the model. In this way th ' added
resistance in waves or calm water is measured.
The dynamometer has already performed
satisfactorily in a joint UM/STNSRDC
ship-motions-comparison project. Future work
will involve self propulsion tests in waves.
The constant tow force will be selected to
match the proper propeller loading condition,
3.

WAVE ENERGY RESEARCH

ACADEMIC PROJECTS

The SHL has supported a graduate level
course in experimental hydrodynamics.
The
intent of the course is to give students a
chance to organize and design experiments in
seakeeping, ocean engineering, and propulsion.
The seakeeping experiments involved a full
scale ship motions experience on the RV
LAURENTIAN, The University of Michigan's 24.4m
research vessel. i xperiments included heave,
pitch, and roll motions, maneuvering characteristics, forward speed effects on roll
damping.
Experiments conducted in the SHL included
wall reflection experiments, cable strumming,
relative motion, added resistance, and
measurement of wave diffraction forces on a
vertical column.

BOW FLARE IMPACT

In work sponsored by the Maritime
AdmiNistration, a series of experiments
investigating the impact force on three
disensional bodies were conducted. Two
shapes, a sphere and a cusped body, were
dropped from various heights and the time
histories of the impact force was recorded.
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Three papers from the Ship Performance
Department at DTNSRDC are presented in the
committee report. One, in cooperation with
the University of Michigan, deals with
comparative seakeeping model experiments, and
two dealing with the measurement and analysis
of multidirectional waves in basins and at
sea.

Significant Areas of Progress for Seakeeping
at DTNSRDC
by Gecffrey G. Cox

Seakeeping remains an area of vigorous
activity since the last conference.
Basically, progress has consisted of
improvements to the significant changes in
emphasis outlined in the committee
report to the last conference.'
A source document of wave and wind
statistical data has been published for the
2
North Pacific Ocean.
The data presented are
the result of Spectral Ocean Wave Model (SOWM)
hindcasts based on 17 years of six hourly
archived pressure field data for about 1500
grid point locations. Bales gives a
description of SOWM and related technology
developed and used by the Navy in Reference 3.
Efforts continue for the practical
measurement, from a ship, of multidirectional
wave spectra at sea. This effort is based on
the lightweight ENDECO Wave-Track buoy and a
has been developed for
data analysis program
4
the buoy data.
The DTNSRDC Ship Motion Prediction
5
Program for monohulls, SMP81, has been
enhanced by improvements to the accuracy of
roll motion predictions, and inclusion of (i)
antiroll fin systems with known controller
gain values, (ii) wave induced vertical loads,
and (iii) a set of tables of severe ship
6
responses.
The DTNSRDC Small Waterplane Area
Twin Hull (SWATH) Seakeeping Evaluation
Program (SSEP) was modified to provide an
assessment for the effects of stabilizing fins
on the vertical motions (contouring and
7
platforming) and/or roll motion.
The method
employs inear quadratic theory of optimal
control to determine the fin control Law or
optimal gains for controlling th vertical
plane or roll motions of the SWATH ship.
Since the pioneering work of N.K, Bales
on destroyer hull geometry for superior
!
sakeeping, considerable development and
refinement has taken place.
In particular,
attention is drawn to References 8 to 11 for
recent work on the topic.
Applications of the new aevelcpments for
the ocean environment, ship motion prediction
programs and superior seakeeping hulls;
together with new tools for the presentation
of performance assessment data developed at
the Center, are given in References 12 and 13.
Development work on a Ship Motion
Recorder, SMR, has been ongoing for several
years, with an initial version fitted to two
USCG cutters to indicate the effectiveness of
the Rudder Roll Stabilization as an assist for
helicopter operations. This version provided
digital displays of roll and pitch motions,
i.e., RMS and peak values.
An improved
version has now been developed with up to 16
channels of sei.sor information processed,
analyzed, and logged on an IBM personal
computer. Research on some statatistical
aspects of seakeeping, and modeling of
nearshore shallow water multidirectional waves
14 , 15
is being narried out.
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MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS OF
MODEL EXPERIMENT DATA ON BOTTOM SLAMMING
I. Datta, Associate Research Officer
National Research Council Canada
Institute for Marine Dynamics
St. John's, Newfoundland

ABSTRACT

to the "segmented model" concept for flare
slamming described by Bales and Jones [1],
where the bow was cut as a separate wedge and
reattached to the main hull through a force
transducer so that the vertical impact force
on the bow could be measured.
In order to measure impact velocity
between the forefoot and the water surface at
the instant of impact, a "digital" pin type
relative motion probe was developed.
Data
from this probe was later differentiated to
compute the impact velocity.
Description of the above-mentioned pieces
of equipment and some typical results are
presented in this paper. The problems that
were encountered in developing these
techniques have been described and possible
fjture improvements that can be mace to them
are also suggested.

The design, instrumentation and analysis
of bottom slamming experiments on a number of
slender ship models conducted at the IMD have
been described in this paper. The main
measurements considered were vertical
hydrodynamic force on the bow, pressure at the
keel level at various forward positions,
relative motion at the forefoot and tie
motions at the body center of gravity. The
data were reduced to conduct peak analysis of
the force and motion data.
The results
demonstrate viability and some of the
limitations of these techniques.
Possible
areas of improvement in instrumentation for
future research have also been recommended,
1.

INTRODUCTION

Over the past several years, the
Institute for Marine Dynamics (IMD) has
conducted a number of experimental Projects to
study the effect of bottom slamming on
seakeeping performance of slender ship forms
of high L/B ratio. A majority of these tests
have been on fast frigate designs, but in one
case they were carried out to make comparative
bow design studies on a bulk carrier. These
experiments have heped to develop and test an
instrumentation and data analysis package
primarily for bottom slamming tests in a
towing tank.
Historically, experimental as well as
theoretical quantification of bottom slamminE
has devoted attention t-o the measurement and
calculation of pressure on the keel at tne
forward body and correlation of this pressure
with the amplitude of impact velocity at the
moment of re-entry of tne bow in water. Tests
in IMD were primarily done to compare the
performance between a number of alternative
bow designs for the same basic hull.
Comparison of pressure data between the bows
would be difficult without using an
overwhelmingly large number of pressure
transducers. Measurement of the total
vertical force on the bow was considered
simple" and more relevant for such
comparison. The design developed was similar

2.

INSTRUMENTATION

The basic set up used in slamming
experiments was essentially same as the one
usel for head seas seakeeping test in the I
towing tank. In previous tests the waves
cenerated were sinusoidal, but the new towing
tank in St. John's now incorporates irregular
wave generation facility.
The model was usually made of wood and
was self-propelled without any external tow
force. 7ne only restraint on the model wao
provi ded by guiders consistin. u vertical
poles fore and aft sliding between horizontal
rollers mounted on the tank carriage, thereby
compelling the model to maintain a straight
course down tne center of tne tank but
llowing it the freedom to pitch, heave anj
sjrge.
The parameters studied in these test
programs were tue Froude number, wave
frequency and the wave steepness. Froude
number was varied from 0.15 upwards, depending
upon the hull form and the cesign speed of the
prototype. Non-dimensional frequency
(wE iL/g, where wE is wave encounter
frequency in rad/s, L is model length on
waterline and g is acceleration due to
gravity) was varied about the mean value of
2.5 where slamming was most likely to occur.
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of bow waves. An entirely non-representative
inertial force component due to acceleration
of the bow segment by the motion of the model
wa- anticip~t-;. Z-Vreover tho impact loading
on the bow was likely to induce vibrations
that could be large enough to be noticeable.
Lastly small electrical noise from the data
recording instrumentation could also be
present.
Obviously it would be desirable to filter
these non-impact type force components before
statistics of impact force could be computed.
The approach taken to resolve the recorded
force data have been described in Section 5.1.

Wave steepness (H/A, where H is wave height
and A is wave length) was varied from a
relatively mild 0.02 to higher values up to
0.o6.
In slamming test programs at the IMD,
four different forms of data were usually
measured (1)
'2)

bow impact force on the forefoot,
relativw motion at the forefoot
between the bow and the adjacent
water surface,
(3) rigid body motion of the model at
its center of gravity, from which
motions at other points could be
derived, and
(4) in addition, a few pressure
transducers were located at Keel
level in the bow section and the
fore body.

2.2

For the measurement of relative motion, a
prototype 76 pin digital device, as shown in
The reason
Figures I and 2, was developed.
for choosing this device over traditional
capacitance or resistance wire method was that
this technique was considered to be less
susceptible to the effect of splash that
inevitably accompanies slamming since this
could be eliminated from the recorded data
while post-processing using p-ogrammirg
lovic.
The pin sensors were mounted on a
vertical strut close to the centroid of the
bow section (or alternatively at the forward
perpendicular and a little away from the
model so that the strut and the pins could be
extenled down below the keel level without
seriously disturbing the water surface.
Extension of the strut below keel helped to
obtain a more accurate estimate of impact
velocity at the instant of re-entry of the bow
ints the water. The pins were electrically
exsited and checked at regular intervals.
When a sensor registered a change of state
(from wet to dry or dry to wet) an event was
recorded. This yielded a record of pin
emergence/re-entry time history which, when
converted to distance from the keel, gave the
relative bow motion as a function of time. By
fitting a cubic curve to this data near the
keel level and then differentiating with
respect to time, bow impact velocity at the
moment ji bow submergence could be computed.

T1ne requirements for measurement,
analysis, interpretation, etc. of each of
these data types were fairly different. The
biggest problem arose from the vast
difference in required sampling rates.
The trade-offs made in solving these problems
and the techniques used for accurate
measurement of the afore-mentioned data are
described briefly in the following paragraphs.
2.1

Relative Motion Measurement

Bow Impact Force Measurement

The technique used for the measurement of
vertical impact force is illustratec in Figure
1. it utilized a detachable bow wedge cut
horizontally at the load water line and at a
longitudinal position correspondin, to Station
1.
This wedge, made of fiberglass to keep
its weight as low as possible, was re-attached
to the hull through a single cantilever type
force transducer. This transducer was mounted
close to the longitudinal position of the
centroid of the bow segment so that the effect
of bending moment could be minimized,
Additional precaution for eliminating the
bending moment component was taken by cutting
two orthogonal notches on the rod connecting
the bow segment to the force transducer
mounted on the main hull. A uniform gap of
about 2 mm all round was left between the two
so that the only connection between them would
be the force measuring system.
he model was
made watertight by cementing 40 nm wide latex
strips all round the gaps. Any loss of peak
force due to stretching of the latex was
considered to be negligible,
Signal output from this transducer gave
the time history of the total force on the
bow. As has been pointed out by Bales and
Jones Pi], this measured vertical force time
history contained several components in
addition to that arising from pure vertical
impact loading. Most prominent of this was
u , regular exciting force component at the
wave encounter frequency. This force was
responsible for the quasi-sinusoidal nature of
the recorded data. In addition there was a
quasi-static upward force arising from the
change of mean trim of the hill and the rise

2.3 Rigid Body Motion and Wave Data
Measurement
The model motions were obtained from four
accelerometers fixed rigidly to the model and
aligned with the model axes. Three
accelerometers at the bow, stern and the LCB
measured Vertical accelerations and the fourth
measured longitudinal acceleration with
respect to the body axis system of the model.
The surge translation of the model relative to
the carriage was measured by means of a sonic
probe fitted on the carriage and a target
fitted near the rear end of the model.
A
pitch gyro was used for direct measurement of
pitin motion.
In addition, the carriage speed and the
incident wave elevation were also recorded.
The latter was recorded using a sonic wave
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probe fixed to the carriage at a known
distance away from the nominal mean position
of the model with respect to the carriage,

In order to obtain some correlation
between the vertical force on the bow and
corresponding rise in vertical impact pressure
at the forward bottom, pressure transducers

run. Therefore a maximum of 6 channels were
available to record force and pressure data on
this machine. A higher speed 14 channel tape
recorder is being developed to provide the
option to record larger number of channels in
future tests.
A single channel transient recorder/
oscilloscope was also used to monitor and
visually examine the force and pressure
signals during each run.

were mounted in a few cases at the keel level
at suitable positions. The miniature

4.

2.4

Pressure Measurement

piezo-resistive transducers used for this
purpose had very thin diaphragms of the order
of' 2.54 am in diameter and natural frequency
of about 45 kHz. These transducers, which
operated on resistance-bridge principle, were
flush-mounted with the outside surface of the
model. Data from these transducers were
passed through signal conditioners and
recorded on magnetic tapes. A brief
description of the data acquisition system is
given in Se ...n 3.

DIGITIZATION OF FORCE AND PRESSURE DATA

Typical rise time for a pressure peak was
likely to be of the order of 100 .s, requiring
a sampling rate of at least 20,000 samples per
second to define properly. On the other hand,
optimum sampling rate for force data was founo
to be around 500 samples per second. Apart
from being vastly different from each other,
these two sampling rates were much higher than

Different digitization processes were
used for the force and the pressure signals.
Since frequency and, to a certain extent,
time domain analyses were carriea out on the
force data, it was digitized simply as a
continuous time series at 500 samples per
second. This rate was found to give good
definition of the force signal.
For the digitization of pressure, the
process was quite different. To start with,
the maximum sampling rate on the PDP 11i/341
computer used with the DAS system in the IMD
Ottawa laboratories was 10,000 samples per
second for one cnannel. Therefore in order to
obtain an effective sampling rate of 20,000
samples per second, the tape recorder had to
be playeo back at half speed and digitized one
channel at a time. However since this
required one playback/rewind cycle to digitize
one channel, it was a very time consuming
process and had to be automated.
Since the 8

the h Thcst rate which the carriave-based data
acquisition system could handle. Moreover a
typical test run of approximately 30 seconds

channel HP-;968A tape recorder had a HP-IB
interface, it could be computer controlled to
make it start, stop, advance and rewind

in duration could involve about 30 wave
encounters. If each of these encounters

automatically. A special program was written
to drive the FM tape recorder, locate runs by

produced a slam, just one run would generate

sampling the timing signal on the

some 600,000 data points from one pressure
transducer alone.
it is obviously impractical
to record so much of data directly on a
computer, without some prior processinr and
data reduction.
The solution devised at tne IMD was to
record the force and pressure signals as
analog data onto a tape recorder and digitize
them afterwards with suitable trigger levels

syncnronization channel and then digitize the
pressure channels one at a time. The program
emulated a digital transient recorder with a
record length of 500 samples per transient
event. Only when the pressure exceeded a
user-defined trigger level (usually of the
order of 5 kPa) was the signal digitized, with
the process extending from 100 samples (5 7is)
before to -'O0 samples (20 ms) after the

to retain the impulse time history only and

trigger point.

eliminate rest of the unnecessary data. An
3-channel HP-3968A FM tape recorder was use,
for this purpose. The model motions, wave
elevation and carriage speed, on the other
hand, were digitized in real time at 20
samples per second and recorded directly on a
standard IMD data acquisition system (DAS)
driven by the carriage computer. Data from
the 16-pin relative motion probe was also
recorded on the DAS system in an encoded form
and later decoded separately to extract the
relative motion information,
In order that the two types of data
(force/pressure data on the tape and the
motion data on the computer hard disc) could
be correlated, one channel on the FM tape was

all the peaks from one channel that exceeded
the trigger level were digitized. When all
channel were completed, data from the whole
run was copied into a master file and the
program commenced sampling a new run.

sod to record a time synchronization signal.
A second channel was usually reserved for

pressure records were scanned to eliminate
spurious peaks and statistical analysis was

voice recording to label the runs, record run
descriptions and operator's comment on each

performed. The encoded data from the relative
motion probe was converted to relative motion

3.

DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM

5.

This process continued until

ANALYSIS

The ana.ysis of test results were
conducted in a number of stages to reflect the
specific needs for the different types of data
recorded. The force data had to be corrected
for the inertia force associated with the
fiberglass part of the bow, filtered and the
statistics of the time series records could
then be determined. The digitized transient
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level of the record just prior to the peak.
Attention to this difference in level helped
to ignore the quasi-static componments arising
from bow wave and trim change and so calm
water runs were not needed.
In spite of the above difficulties, it
was still possible to filter out the vibration
and electrical noise components from the
records by applying bandstop and low pass
filters respectively. Approximate
calculations were made to estimate the natural
frequency of the bow arrangement and the
actual band was found by trials. Attenuation
of the hydrodynamic force signal due to
filtering out of these high frequencies was
usually minimal. The Channel 4 in Figure 4
shows a t,pical filtered force time history.
In most tests, a small number of repeat
runs were also made to assess the variability
and repeatability of the computed force data.
For each run in nominally identical test
condition, peak hydrodynamic force and the
corresponding rise time were calculated for
each wave encounter. Rise time was measured
as the time taken by the force to rise from
10% to 90% of its peak value.
These
Individual peak forces and rise times were
combined to form two large sample groups.
From these the usual sample statistics like
the mean, standard deviation, the maximum and
the minimum values were computed and
histograms plotted. In Figures 5(a) and 5(b),
typical probability densities of peak bow
force and corresponding rise time are shown.

time series from which relative velocity could
be computed. The measured accelerations and
displacements were converted to heave and
pitch amplitudes and phases and presented in
standard non-dimensional forms. A brief
description of the first three are presented
in the following paragraphs. Since the
analysis of motion data followed standard
seakeeping data presentation practice, this
has not been separately discussed here.
In order to analyze the data, a large
volume of computer software was developed
in-house. Description of these computer
programs has been givcr in detail by Koniecki
[2]. A flow chart of data recording and
analysis procedure is shown in Figure 3.
5.1

Force Data

As has been described in Section 2.1,
measured vertical force time history was a
superposition of a number of components, from
which the non-impact type force would have to
be eliminated before computing the slamming
data. As a first step, the inertia force
component was eliminated from the record.
This was easily done by first computing, from
the recorded acceleration data, vertical
acceleration at the location of centroid of
the bow segment as a function of time and then
multiplying by its mass. Figure 4 illustrates
the P occsz. Channel I gives a <2ical
recorded time history, Channel 2 shows
corresponding vertical inertia force ano
Channel 3 the resultant signal containin; only
the hydrodynamic force component.
The forces due to bow wave and trim
change were quasi-static in nature and were
interpreted as zero shift for the purpose of
data analysis. They could easily have been
removed by making calm water runs at the same
Froude numbers and measuring the average force
on the bow. However in the tests described
here, these calm water runs were not needed
for reasons explained later.
Attempts had been made to use a
mathematical filtering technique to eliminate
the remaining non-slamming forces,
Difficulties immediately arose in using this
technique.
Since the slam force was transient
in nature spaced approximately at the
encounter frequency interval, Fourier
decomposition of the time history failed to
preserve these transients faithfully. Any
attempts to filter out the encounter frequency
component seriously attenuated the slam force
peaks.
In view of the afore-mentioned problem,
the encounter frequency force component was
not eliminated from the data. Instead the
force data was treated primarily as total
vertical hydrodynamic force rather than purely
slam force. This approach was acceptable
because, as has been explained earlier, the
tests were primarily for the comparison
between alternative bows. For each individual
slam, the peak force was defined as the
difference between the peak and the mean base

5.2

Figure 6 shows an example of the time
history of pressure peak corresponding to the
largest slam recorded in a typical run.
Contrary to the force signals which were
digitized on a continuous basis, pressure
signals were digitized as transients only when
the signal exceeded a pre-defined trigger
value. The trigger point in the
above-mentioned Figure is located 5 ms after
the start of the transient record. To is
the time at which trigger occurred relative to
the start of the run and is shown in the
plot.
5.3

MOBIL

Relative Motion Data

From the time series records of relative
displacement, it was possible to compute
relative velocities between keel and wave
surface at the moment of re-entry for each
encountet where the keel emerged prior to
impac ting on the incident wave. The average
value of relative velocity at re-entry in each
run was computed and plotted against
co)rresponding average of peak hydrodynamic
force. A typical result is given in Figure 7.
From this plot, a positive correlation between
average peak force and relative velocity is
apparent, even though there is significant
amount of scatter. It was thought that the
high scatter might be explained by
investigating the other parameters, namely
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Pressure Data

the Froude number, wave encounter frequency
and wave steepness. However with relatively
limited number of data points per each
parameter, such parametric study did not yield
any meaningful trend. This, however, should
not overrule the possibility of these
parameters influencing the results.

similar to the one used by Bales and Jones C1]
for flare slamming. This will not only make
the bow rigid and eliminate the problem
arising from flexing of the bow segment,
but the center of application of bow force as
a function of time may also be computed.
(4) The relative motion probe developed in
the earlier stages of experiments sampled at
fixed intervals and therefore suffered from
small loss of resolution as to exactly when a
change of state (from wet to dry or vice
versa) for a pin took place. An improved
device recently developed uses a real time
clock which, instead of sampling at fixed
intervals, samples only when a change of state
takes place. The possibility of using an
intelligent device which can compute the
impact velocity directly from pin data and
output it to the data acquisition system is
being investigated.
(5) The larger than desirable variations in
bow force and pressure data in nominally
regular waves was of some concern. It
was anticipated that small variation in wave
profile, combined with some variation in the
model attitude from one wave to another, would
give rise to some scatter in the data.
It is
being expected that the new wave-making system
in St. John's will be able to provide uniform
wave train and at least one source of this
variation could be eliminated.
(6) Lastly, tests in the past have only been
conducted in regular waves. It will be of
interest to extend ti, to testing in
irrelulnr U-TVes n
=ctafn statistical results
to be comoared with the predictions using tUe
stochastic theory developed by Ochi and Motter
5j.

6.
CONCLUDING REM[ARKS AND FUTURE AREAS OF
WORK
In this paper the techniques used for the
measurement and analysis of slamming
experiment data that have been developed in
IMD are presented. While some of these
techniques proved very useful in evaluating
the slamming characteristics of a given hull
form, others were troubled by both design as
well as naroware problems. It is quite
evident that new techniques now available can
perform some of these measurements and
anelyi±s more- aeftrately amd efficienty.
Following artat of future improvement have
been suggested here, some of them alreadv
being developed for implementation in a new
series of slamming experiments currently
scheduled at the IMD.
(I) The biggest problem was faced in
isolating the slam force from the regular
quasi-sinusoidal hydrodynamic force component.
it was evident that frequency domain analysis
was of limited value in this case. It may be
worthwhile to employ more of time domdii
,qanaly@4s by--filttng the best sinusoid to tce
recorded time history and then subtracting it.
from the force data to obtain the
predominantly transient time history.
Algorithms for fitting such an optimum sine
wave form to a periodic record has been
develcped for quite a different application in
the Hydraulics Laboratory of tne National
Research Council in Ottawa [3,4].
it may be
possible to use the same algorithms in this
case. However the so-called hydrodynamic
force component, even in the absence of
slamming, is non-linear in nature and
therefore problems may occur in fitting simply
the best sinusoid. Thin and other methods are
to be investigated.
(2) The effect of various parameters like
model speed, wave encounter frequency and wave
steepness on impact force vs. vertical
relative velocity relationship will certainly
need to be studied in more detail in 1,ture
tests.
(3) Problems were encountered during model
testing due to the use of a single cantilever
type force measuring transducer. Even though
the bending moment was effectively eliminated
from the force data, the fiberglass bow didj
flex under dynamic loading, in some cases
causing physical contact between the two
bodies. The peak bow force was found to be
clipped as a result. This problem was
temporarily eliminated by shaving more wood
off the forward end of the main model so that
the horizontal gap between it and the bow
segment was increased. However, this has now
been changed to a three point mounting,
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ABSTRACT
Towing tank model testing of ships at
slow speeds and oil platforms at zero speed
may exhibit large experimental scatter due to
wall interaction effects. An investigation of
one class of interactions (an infinite row of
identical bodies) indicates that the usual
frequency domain analysis is unattainable in
principle in finite sized tanks.
A time
domain approach is offered in which the error
of predicting an unbounded water heave RAO and
added mass by using a finite tank is quanti-

2) fixed bodies: along with the diffraction
problem for a single body between walls (similar to the radiation problem), there are
diffraction effects for a one-dimensional row
of bodies (such as a line of wave energy
absorbers) or between a fixed and floating
body (a moored ship) in incident waves which
can be strongly influenced by the tank wall
effect. Even in the absence of walls
(i.e., unbounded water), Takaki et al (1984]
have shown that a 2-dimensional analysis of a

fied.

moored ship shows strong

Some

preliminary results showing

the

maximum experimental error are presented,
1.

transients

and time

varying results are obtained in this case.
3) internal motion:
resonant frequencies
between two rows of an array of bodies (such as
the struts of a semi-submersible) generated
either by incident or radiated waves are in a
different range of interest from the usual
frequencies of ship motions, but these
interactions can be time varying even without
tank walls.
Because of so much generality,
this paper will be restricted to the cases that
include flat tank walls.
During an investigation of the second
class of interactions (the frequency domain
diffraction effects of an infinite row of
identical bodies) a method was found to estimate the time varying effects when the time
record is short and steady conditions have not
been reached. This indicates that with walls,
the usual frequency domain representation of
model response cannot be attained in principle
for some frequency values no matter how large
the testing tank is. TO investigate these
frequencies, a time domain approach was used to
determine the maximum error in predicting an
unbounded heave response aplitude operator
(RAO) of a floating sphere when using results
from tests in a finite size tank.

INTRODUCTION

Model testing of ships at low speed and
ocean platforms at zero speed in narrow towing
tanks have shown large experimental scatter
due to tank wall effects. These effects have
been demonstrated for both deep and shallow
water by Tasai et al (1978] among others. The
Seakeeping Committee Report of the 11th ITTC
(1984) discusses problems in head and
following seas for model speeds below Vint,
the minimum speeds below which interference
can occur for a given I/L range.
(The values
of Vint are obtained from the Tank Wall Interference Diagram from Goodrich [1969]).
These
problems include changes in the longitudinal
drift force, peaks in measured response lata
for all directions of motion, and two-dimensional transverse standing waves generated
between the model and tank walls.
In addition, when the wave encounter frequency is
close to one of these transverse slosh modes
of the model, large time varying responses can
occur.
The wide variety of time varying effects
in tank testing have been a concern since the
last ITTC Report.
For analysis purposes, the
general problem of time varying tests measurements can be separated into three classes:
1) forced motion:
the circular, radiating
waves generated by a body can reflect off flat
tank walls and return to interact with the
model,

2.

PROCEDURE

The procedure follows the impulse response
function (IRF) method as described by Cummins
[1962].
The response in heave n(t) is due to
the convolution of the IRF, H(t), with an
arbitrary forcing function F(t):
t
1(t) =
H(t-T) F(1) dT

J
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natural frequency in heave. Although these are
broad assumptions, they give an upper limit to
the error and are expected to be useful for
guidance.

An example for a 0.61 m diameter sphere in unbounded water (Figure 1) shows that after four
or five waves have passed, the motion reaches
steady-state. Compare this to Figure 2, the
response in a tank of width 6.71 m. (This
width corresponds to the towing tank of the
University of Michigan's Ship Hydrodynamics
Laboratory). For the input frequency chosen,
each reflection arrived from the wall delaying
The
the growth to full steady-state values.
choice of frequency determines the steadystate value since some nearby frequencies will
reinforce the motion,
This effect is best seen on the steady
state (frequency domain) plots of the RAO due
to seven spheres as in Figure 3, where the
partial reinforcement and cancellations show
as small oscillations, and the reinforcement
of all seven images shows as a major peak.
The method of images (See Newman [19801)
allows a mathematical replacement of the tank
walls by an infinite number of identical
bodies.
However, the actual test typically takes
less than 60 seconds, so the effects of the
outlying spheres are diminished, since the
higher frequency waves generated by the images
never arrive in time to be measured. Note,
for instance, that if the IRF is truncated to
60 seconds, we can see that for a fixed wall
separation, W = 6.71 m, there are 4 images,
Increasing the number of spheres does not
effectively change the truncated IRF
(theoretically, the zero-frequency components
move instantaneously, but their amplitude i;
negligible).
Since the value of the IRF
outside the truncation limits is zero, tne
convolution integral obtains no contribution
outside these limits.
Therefore, when
considering a finite time interval, the effect
of the walls can be represented in the time
domain by an integer number of images.
Figure 4 shows the corresponding sevensphere added mass and damping coefficients.
For the lower frequencies, that is, frequencies below the first ma3or peak in the added
mass graph, two observations can be made:
1) for the RAO, the interaction effects are
small, 2) for the added mass, they are small
below the first transverse resonant frequency,
At still lower frequencies, wall effects are
expected to be minimal.
A graph of tank width
required to be below the first
transverse
frequency is shown in Figure 5. This is basei
on the deepwater, frequency domain observation
that when the sphere is on the tank centerline, a wave equal to the tank width has a
frequency fw = V9g/27(W-2A).
Thus, if the
measured record contains frequencies above
that value, there should be some detectable
error.
To gain a measure of the error and how
long it takes to build up, we can look at the
added mass and damping coefficients at the
first resonant frequency. Preliminary observations indicate that the percentage error of
the added mass is largest at the first slosh
frequency, and that value is approximately the
same as the error of the RAO at the spheres

3.

ADDED MASS IN HEAVE

The basic illustration uses a sphere of
.61 m (A=.305m) diameter. The added mass
A,
coefficient, A 3 3 and frequency parameter,
have been non-dimensionalized in the usual
way. The peak error is defined as the
difference between the value of the single
(unbounded water) sphere (Figure 6) compared to
the value of a particular number of multiple
spheres at the first transverse slosh
frequency. Figure 7 shows a family of curves
relating the percentage error to the test time
duration for various tank widths. From this
graph, it can be seen that for heave added mass
at each of the slosh frequencies, and for heave
RAO at the body's natural frequency, there will
be some error no matter how large the tank, but
the error diminishes rapidly with increased
tank width and inversely with frequency of
interest. These curves have been substantially
smoothed:
the error varies as rapidly as the
multiple sphere added mass does. The points of
peak error have been connected to give a fair
curve.
Times have been defined as the period
until the last image has less than 1% amplitude
compared to the first image.
For frequencies
of interest at higher harmonics, the time to
reach the error level indicated on the graph is
in times the value at the first harmonic, where
n'fw is the higher frequency. For example, a
33 m tank has a first resonant peak at 0.23 Hz.
This gives an error of 9.7% after 100 sec. At
1.13 Hz, it will take V5 times longer or 224
secs.
4.

OBTAINING THE IRF

For completeness, a brief description
of the method of obtaining the multiple sphere
IRF will be given. Using a multipole expansion
of the 3-dimensional, free surface velocity
potential as described by Greenhow [19801,
frequency domain results were obtained. The
discrete inverse Fourier Transform of these
results yields the IRF.
For small enough
separations, each body's contribution to the
total IRF can be seen individually, so the
length of time for that body (and therefore for
that image) to reach the center sphere is
known. The error is determined from the
frequency domain results such as Figure 3. Both
these results can be checked by actually
performing the convolution which confirms the
time and amplitude values.
5.

CONCLUSIONS

Preliminary results are given for the
error induced by testing floating bodies in
narro)w towing tanks.
These are preliminary
because they are restricted to spheres,
operating in heave, floating in an ideal fluid,
excited by a single, linear frequency, and are
maximum values due to the assumption that the
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error is at the first slosh frequency and
holds for all the other transverse resonant
frequencies. However, the method appears to
give a first-order measure of the errors
expected to be encountered in tanks of all
sizes.
6.
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7.

NOTATION

A = body radius or half-beam (m)
A 3 3 = added mass coefficient
=

fw
F(t)
g
H(t)

=
=
=
=

a 3 3 /PV

frequency (Hz)
arbitrary forcing
function
2
gravity (m/sec )
impulse response function

L = ship model

length (m)

t = time (sec)
Vint = minimum speed for which there is no
interaction effect (m/sec)
W = tank width (m)

,(t) = heave response (m) 3
= mass density (kg/m )
k

wave length (m)

= wave number
= _21q

(m-1)

frequency (rad/sec)
= underwater volume (m3)
IRF = impulse response function
RAO = response amplitude operator
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However, since the
ix approximately 2.1 Hz.)
model was free to move relative to the main
carriage and incident wave probe, there was a
slight shift and broadening of the different
response spectra. To get the response itnctions, the span square of the process for both
incident wave and the response was found in
the immediate region of the incident wave frequency of encounter. Specifically, the
following steps were taken:
1. Locate the nominal frequency of
encounter from the incident wave
spectrum
2. Sum the five spectral ordinates
centered around the frequency of
encounter for both wave and response
Take the ratio of the root ean square
3.
of the response to that of the wave as
the magnitude of the transfer function
Since the wave probe was attached to the
carriage and the model was moving relative tu
the probe, the phase relationships between the
response and incident wave could only be
approx imated .
In the Y"NS9DC experiments, data was digitized at a rate of 20 samples per seecnd on
each channe..
'he total number of enco-nter
cycles collected on ea-h rin was typically
between 5 and 12, as determined by model

The primary results of the experiments
are presented in Figures 4 and f, as transfer
functions of heave, pitch, and bow acceleration. All symbols follow YTTC standard
definitions. The results are plotted against
a nondimensional wave frequency, wVL/g.
Magnitudes have been made nondimensional as
heave divided by wave amplitude,
follows:
pitch divided by wave slope, and acceleration
divided by wave amplitude multiplied by the
Positive values of
Iuantity (length/gravity).
wdve elevation, heave and acceleration are
upward, while positive pitch is bow down.
Phases are defined as leads with respect to
maximur positive wave elevrtion at the ship
ship center of gravity. For example, for
waves and heave response:

speed,

as the

wave

period,

and available

=
:(t

6.1

run length,

a

ccns(i

(2)

+ CCc)

experiments

grogresoed,

it

became

t

apyaren
that the hull exhihited some unexpectd behavior in heave at the Ic
r :' the
two speeds tested aim4nn a rarriw range of
fre -'y.
Tnerefsre, a relatively large
num. r of data points was obtained near the
peas ressensos at ?, = .20r.
In srder to
more clearly show the results of the two sets
cf results
:r.this region, the magnitude of
*-e transfer functions has see: plotted on an
e:panle scale in Figure .
'n this figure,
th= resu.ts are plotted amainst a nonlimensisnal frequency of encounter, rather than
wave
re.uency.
<he reason for this is to
illustrate that the encountered wave frequency
actually experienced by the model is subect
t- a -ertain degree of scatter, as well as the
responses themselves, and variations in this
frequency can have a very
tronr effect on the
results. In particular, the variability in
erio! of generated waves in the DTNSRDC
experiments causes the most fluctuation, while
the variability in model speed (as opposed to
carriage spedl in the TIN experiments was the
primary source of encounter frequency fluct
uation.
1.2

i'.scussion

An initial comparison of the results of
the two sets of data shown in the figures
shows cIose agreement in pitch at both speeds.
In terms, of nondimensional pitch/(wave slope),
the nean difference or tias between the two
experiments was typically less than 0.23, and
the scAtter within each experiment was
approximately 2.03 also.
The heave results in Figures , and 6
appear to have considerably more scatter,
especially at F= = 0.200, and the IN results

RESULl'S
Presentation

a cost

Phase results are presented only from the
variations in the
experiments, sin,
T2
otcn
of the UP scarrape
were found ts
iphase estimation.
_se unacceptable
Emphasis was plared on repeatability of
results, as wall as a close definition of tie
Furthermore,
shape of tie response fmro'tions.

The initial stei in analysis was to determine
the actual nerioi of encounter by searching
for zero-crossings on the measureu wave
record.
The average encounter period c;-r -d.e
available run length was then used to determine the fundamental frequency, and larmnirr
analysis of all the data channels followed
*sing the same fiundamental.
Essentiallv, a
Fourier series ws fit to the data, wit, the
first
few harmonics being printed out.
The
goodness of this fit was monitore: b, cby paring the energy of the estimated first harmonic to the total energy cf the signal.
most of the r~ns, this ratio amounted to o
percent or better, indicating that the -hta
was close to a pure sinusoid and that the
first
narmonic ad been correctly captured.
Finally, the transfer functions of the responsos were determined by ass7uming that the first
harmonics of responses represented the linear
response.
Thus, the rutio of the iagnitj i of
a response first harmonic to the mAgnitude of
the wave first
harmonic defined the ragnitlde
of the transfer function.
Fir phase, the
shift in phase of a response first harmonic,
relative to the s hase of the wave first harmonic, defined the transfer function phas=.
51 this case,
an adjustment was mafl
to the
phase to compensate for the wave probe loction by using the usual frequency-wave number
relationship of linear free-surface wave
theory.
Therefore, the phase angles represent
the phase lead of the response relative Uo
maximum wave elevation at the center of gravity of the hull,
6.

=

t
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6.3

are somewhat smaller than the
ETNERDC
results.
However, close examination of the data has
revealed a dependence of the data on wave
steepness, as illustrated in Figure 7. When
the heave data at a particular combination of
speed and wave frequency (Fn = 0.200, w'L/g =
2.4) are plotted against (2 a/X), the trend
becomes apparent and the random scatter of
results is reduced. Similar effects occur for
pitch and vertical bow acceleration.
In fact,
a linear regression of the data produces a
correlation coefficient near 0.9 for the
regression lines shown in Figure 7 for heave
and acceleration, while the dependence of
pitch en steepness is much weaker.
The results at other frequencies near the
peak heave response, at both Froude numbers,
are -consistent with PigFire '.
That is,
the
smaller rgnitudes of responses in the MM
experiments were obtained using somewhat
steeper waves than were used in the DTNORPC
experiments. Thus, the motions of this hUll
at this particular condition display a significant degree of nonlinear behavior. The
source of this behavior may be viscous
lamping, which would be expected to have a
most noticeable effect at heave resonance. A
cons ierable amount of green water was
ub servel to cose uver the bow in the steeper
waves, and this could also hve an
The brw so-lerstict
results
sh-w the :!!' resul Is to be somewhat
than -h
>.;TN.
reslts,
and the
eaon-. xi-erim * was less than for
than
or for pitch.
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Wave generation
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At T
waves are generated
y pneumatc
wavemakers which are jifficult to control.
The period of 7enerated waves car. usually b
set to r.>l sac, hut the amplitude of the
wav-s sometimes fl;ctuates ncticeably durne a
rn.
The sampling rate used in the experirents also limited toeP ahility to estimate
pece t er period to ;, r,.x 1rcnt.
mately +2

to hea'-
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Measurements

a. Speed - The two Froude numbers used
in the experiments correspond to 2.71 and 3.73
knots.
At TSRDC, the carriage speed is
accurate to +0.00 knots, and it is estimated
that model surge freedom resulted in an additional uncertainty of + 0.01 knots. At UIMthe
slow drift motion of the subcarriage resulted
in a speed variation of +0.1 knots.
In both
cases, it is estimated that the most important
effect of this variation is in the resulting
variation of encounter frequency, which may be
affected as much as 1.5 percent at syL'g = <.4.
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The variability of results both within
the individual experiments and between the two
laboratories is shown qualitatively in the
figures. in order to more quantitatively
define the sources of experimental variability, the following lists a number of identified physical parameters, the estimated
accuracy with which they can be controlled
and/or measured in each facility, and the sensitivity of results to variations in them.
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addition to the uncertainty introduced
o the experiental
results
by the various
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results is sacrificed due to the inherent
statistical variability of this type of
experiment; however, the wave environment is a
more realistic approximation to the real
world. Another type of experiment, of which
the currently reported work is an example, is
one in which the goal is to verify, as accurately as possible, the underlying assumptions
on -,-ch many practical seakeeping applications rest. This type of experiment requires
carefully controlled conditions, and is more
costly to carry out; however, it is necessary
if a realistic estimate of the reliability,
that it is possible to obtain when maximum
accuracy is required,• is the goal.

and the sampled record length is cfftwhere a
is a parameter (not necessarily an integer),
then the Fourier series estimate is

Cn sinrn2rt + h,)
fit) = C O + z
n=l

where

0

n =

n+

2

and

(41

1 = tan-l(Br/An),

An =0 i(__2) sin(2n)
a2_n

7 opn

B, = 'T

2 ] (1-cos (2s))

(5)
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CONCLUSIONS

Good agreement has been found between
exoerimental seakeeping results obtained at
the two laboratories, particularly when careful attention is paid to subtle differences; in
experimental procedures and analysis techniques. In the experiments reported here, an
unexpected dependence of the responses on wave
steepness was found, and the results from the
two experinents correlated closely when this
in terms of bias an,
was taken into account.
precision error, the following conclusions are
sad:
I.
The scatter _,r precision error) in
either f the two sets of results is
arrroximately 3 to 5 percent if the
maximum magnitude of the transfer
functions.
7. Toe bias between the two laboratories
is of the same order of magnitude as
the scatter. Differences between the
results are due to a combination of
measurement and analysis ,rocedures.
it must be cautioned that the results
reported herein reflect what may be possi!bIin terms cf repeatability and agreement between different towing tanks when care is taken
In many cases, it
to obtain reliable results.
is not practical to take the extra time (and
expense) to make repeated carriage rins to
assess repeatability and to closely examine
It is also
the results for subtle effects.
likely that different hull forms nay be more
or less sensitive than the present one to test
conditions such as frequency of encounter or
wave steepness. It is desirable to ilentify
two distinct types of seakeeping experiments,
with clearly different goals. One is a rather
qualitative one (and certainly the more comon
type carried out today), in which a rough confirmation of expected seskeeping performance
is needed. This is often a random wave
experiment in which accurate resolution of
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MEASUREMENT OF SIX DEGREE OF FREEDOM MODEL MOTIONS
USING STRAPDOWN ACCELEROMETERS
M.D.

Miles

Hydraulics Laboratory
National Research Council
Ottawa, Canada

ABSTRACT

maintenance.

Their

relatively

high

weight

and power requirements also preclude their
use in smaller radio-controlled models.

A method for the measurement of ship
model motions in oblique seas using seven
strapdown accelerometers is described which
provides a light, reliable and inexpensive
alternative to other systems such as gyrostabilized platforms or optical tracking
devices.
Although linearized analysis is
satisfactory
for roll,
pitch
and heave
motions at angles up to 15 degrees, significant errors can occur in yaw, surge and sway
displacements at roll and pitch angles as
low as 5 degrees due to residual gravity
terms, nonlinear cross-coupling and convolution of energy to lower frequencies.

also
platforms have
Gyro-stabilized
been widely
used in inertial navigation
now being
systems for aircraft but are
superseded by strapdown systems which have
become practical with the advent of microprocessors and improved sensor technology to
cope with the wider dynamic range requirements.
The strapdown systems employ rate
gyros and accelerometers which are fixed to
the vehicle frame and offer advantages of
increased reliability and lower cost, weight
and power consumption compared to gimballed
systems.

An alternative iterative analysis procedure is described which uses an FFT-based
integration technique to solve the full nonlinear differential equations for the displacement motions.
The average roll and
pitch angles are also determined by resolving
the mean direction of
the
gravity
field.
Numerical simulations using typical
motion
spectra have shown that the nonlinear
procedure
converges
at
angular
motions up to 60 degrees and reduces errors
by an order of magnitude compared to linearized analysis.
Model test results for a
prototype of the strapdown system are also
presented.

A system of 3 fixed accelerometers had
previously been used at NRC to measure
heave, pitch and surge in regular head seas
with performance comparable to that of a
gyro platform.
It was therefore decided to
develop a strapdown system to measure oscillatory motion in 6 degrees of freedom in
irregular waves. Although ring laser gyros
provide a technically attractive alternative
to mechanical rate gyros for
strapdown
systems, currently available models were
found to be prohibitively expensive.
Since
this application is less demanding
than
inertial
navigation,
it
was
decided to
eliminate
the
rate gyros
and use only
accelerometers.
This approach requires an
additional
level of
integration for
the
angular motions but allows the use of more
reliable and less expensive instrumentation.

1.0 INTRODUCTION
A variety of methods have been used in
ship model basins to measure vessel motions
during seakeeping
tests.
These
include
instrumented linkages to carriages, angular
position and rate gyros, fixed and gyro--stabilized accelerometers, ultrasonic ranging
devices and, more recently, optical tracking
systems
[1].
Since the NRC seakeeping
basins are not equipped with carriages,
inertial sensors have generally been preferred and gyro-stabilized platforms have
been used extensively for both model tests
and
full scale
trials.
Although gyro
systems provide sufficient accuracy, their
initial cost is fairly high and they also
tend to
require
frequent
and
expensive

Although 6, accelerometers are sufficient to measure 6 degree of freedom motion,
it was decided to use 7 instead so that they
could all be located in one plane in order
to simplify installation and to minimize the
effect on the vertical mass distribution of
the model.
The proposed
system was first
evaluated by computer simulation and model
tests were
subsequently carried out on a
prototype unit with an optical tracking
system for comparison.
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2.0 EQUATIONS OF MOTION
In order to utilize a strapdown system,
it is first necessary to derive equations of
motion which define the fundamental motions
of the rigid body in terms of the measured
accelerations.
Consider a vessel oscillating in 6 degrees of freedom about an equilibrium position which moves at constant velocity relative to the earth.
Acceleration
effects due to earth rotation, such as
Coriolis force, may be neglected in
this
application.
Using standard ITTC and SNAME
[2] notation, let (x 0 , y0 , z 0 ) denote an
inertial frame which moves relative to the
earth at the average velocity of the vessel.
The z0 axis is vertically downwards
and the x 0 axis is aligned with the average
heading of the vessel.
Let (x,y,z) denote
the body axes of the vessel.
The 7 accelerometers are mounted in the x-y plane as
shown in Fig. I where C is an arbitrary
reference point.
Accelerometers 1,2,5 & 6
are sensitive in the z direction, 3 & 4 are
sensitive in the y direction and 7 is sensitive in the x direction.
Let 'X0 (Q) be the
vector
to some arbitrary point Q on the
vessel and let !(CQ)
be the vector from C to
Q. Since 3(CQ) is constant,
XG(Q) = x 0 (C) +

'A

(CQ)

P

1F1qTD

separately to obtain the surge, sway
heave velocities and displacements.

The angular accelerations are obtained
by subtracting the signals from each pair of
accelerometers.
For example, applying (1)
at accelerometers 5 and 6,

(1)

a5 =

'A-'

where A is the rotation matrix given by
cose cos4

cos~siny

sin9 sino cos4
- Cosfsi r

sinecosvcosa[
+ sinosin

sine sinosinM

sinecostsin4,
- sintcosi

+ cosecos$
- sine

cose sino

and

(i
A-

+ Rs"[
-

and a6 = k. [A '

(C) - gk0 ))
' 4 J]

(3)

(x 0 (C) - g 1 c)]

R~k [A

-

0

-

A J]

(4)

where i,j,k are unit vectors in the x,y,z
directions.

cosecos€

Applying (1) at each accelerometer location
and taking the dot product with the unit
vector of the sensitive axis, it follows
that

Let F (t)

(a5 - a6 )/(R

=

"{ A
k.(A-(

"" F,
F

5

+ R6).

1A]

(5)

It is shown in ref. 3 that
xC(C)

=

A P

+

gko

(2)

A= A

(6)
(0)

where
=

P1 (t)

= a7 ,

P2 (t)

= (Pa

P3
aj
Rj

(t )

where

unit vector in the z0 direction,

=

3

(R2 a1

+ R3 a, )/(R
+ Rja

2

)/(RI

3

0

=

0
W 0x

-Wx
0)

and Wx, Wy
and w z
are the components
of the angular
velocity
vector
resolved
along the body axes.
It can be shown, by
considering the
sall angle rotations which
occur over a time interval At, that these
are related to the SNAKE Euler angles as
follows:

+ R4 ) ,
+ R2(,

= acceleration measured by
accelerometer j and
= the radial distance from point C
to accelerometer j.

wx =

Equation 2 gives the translatory acceleration at point C in terms of the measured
vector P and the rotation matrix A. Once A
has been determined as a function of time,
each component of (2) can be
integrated

Wy =

-

e

z= -
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p sine

cos

+

sinO

cos8 sine
+

cos6 cos4

(7)

It follows from (6) that A =
B =
2 + 2 and hence F, =
similar
functions
for
accelerometers, we obtain

x

and

wz

= Fl (t)

-

= F 2 (t)

+ Wx WZ

- F 3 (t)

-

A B where
B 32 .
Defining
the
other

Wy w z

Wx Wy

=

(a 2

-

a

F 3 (t)

=

(a

-

aL)/(R 3

)/(R

I

The integration
by imposing the

(8)

noise.
tained

(9)

average
oscillatory

constants are
condition that

angular
velocities
are
motion.
After the w 's

3

+ k

(_y sine (n,t)

Equations 8-10 are the
fundamental relations
defining the rotation rates in terms of the
measured quantities F, , F 2
and F 3 .
The
Euler angles are then defined by
= w,

y cos

0=
=

+ tan'

+

follow

+ 'z

cos,)

sinO

-

(Wy sino

which

(,,y sin

z

from

Equations

3

(11)

(13)

first

be

+ wz cos0(n,t))

(n+1,t) = -,y coso(n,t)

-

'z

sinl(n,t)

then computed by direct integration
and final estimates of the average
roll and pitch angles &e
obtained by adding
constant perturbations t- satisfy the condition that the average surge and sway accelerations
from
(2)
are
zero.
The average
roll and pitch angles are thus determined by
measuring the mean direction
of the gravity
vector relative
o the vessel frame.
Finally,
surge,
sway and heave at any arbitrary
point Q are obtained by
integrating
each
component of

(7).
must

*

Yaw is
of (13)

(12)

cosl)/cose

8-10

zero
for
have been

+ R2 )
d(n+1,t) = wx + tan(6(n,t))

ar<

obthe

computed,
the following iteration
equations
are used to calculate
roll
and pitch:

(10)

where F 2 (t)

I

An FFT-based integration routine incorporating a high pass filter
is used at each
step of the iteration process.
The filter
cut-off point, FC, is selected to prevent
excessive
amplification
of
low
frequency

solved

numerically
to
obtain
x,
wy
and
<j.
Equations
11 and 12 are then solved for
and 8
and i. is obtained
by
inteorating
(13).
The rotation matrix is
then defined
so (2)
can be
integrated to obtain surge,

(Q)

which

= A

+ B

[

follows

(CQ)l

from

+ gk0

(1) and

(14)

(2).

sway and heave.
3.0

4. 0 NUMERICAL SIMULATION

ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

Two
different
methods
were
used
to
synthesize signals for the numerical simulatbons which were used to evaluate the proposed system.
In
the
first
method,
time
series
for each legree of freedom were synthesized using a random phase method such
that all motions had the same spectral shape
but the time series
were uncorrelated.
The
linear
and
nonlinear
analysis
procedures
were then useu to estimate the fundamental
motions
from the synthesized accelerometer
ignals.
The simulation results
were compared mainly on the basis of the Normalized
RMS
Error or NRE which
is defined as follows:

If the motions are sufficiently smal],
the linearized form of the equations can be
used...
In
this
case,
= F, (t)
= F- (t)
and
=
F 3 (t) so the angular motions
are
obtained
by direct numerical
integration.
Similarly, .x (C) = P, (t) - ge , y0 (C) = P, (t)
+ gg and Y, (t)
= P, )t)
+ g so surqe,
sway
and
heave
are
also
obtained
by
double
integration.
The linearized equations are
not sufficiently accurate for most practical
applications, however.
The
following
iterative
technique
was
found to be very effective
in
solving the
full nonlinear equations of motion.
Initial
estimates of
the
average roll
and
pitch
angles are first
computed from
$0 = -P 2 (t)/g

and

NRE =

0 = P 1 (t)/g

100 *
RMS[XI(t)-X2(t)]/(4*RMS[X2(t)],

where Xl(t)

is

follow from imposing the condition of
zero average surge and sway acceleration on
the linearized
form of
(2).
The angular
velocities
are
then
computed
using
the
following

iteration equations:

Wx(n+l,t)

= F, (t)

- wy(n,t)

* wzn,t)

and

y(n l ,t)

= F 2 (t)

+ (x(n,t)

* Wz(n,t)

lar
motions is
linear
iterative

The relative
performance of tie
linear
nonlinear analysis procedures for angu-

with NREs
=

'3 (t) - wx(n,t)

*

estimated from the

accelerometer
signals
and
X2(t)
is
the
actual motion.
The NRE was calculated for
accelerations, velocities and displacements
but the largest errors usually occurred in
displacements.

which

,z(n+1,t)

the motion

%

yn,t)

taneous
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roll,

of

shown in
Fig.
2.
procedure
is
far
less
pitch

than 2 percent

The nonsuperior
for

and yaw motions

simul-

up to 15

but 30 to 40 iterations
larger angles.

The NRE's of
degrees tms (45 degrees peak).
the linear procedure are an order of magnitude larger and it would not be useful at
it
amplitudes much above 3 degrees rms.
should be noted, however, that the linear
procedure will work better in planar motion
cases where one angle dominates because the
product terms in equations 8-10 are then
small,

may be requird

at

The effect of measurement noise was
investigated by adding Gaussian white noise
to each of the synthesized accelerometer
As shown in Fig. 5, rms measuresignals.
ment noise up to 2 percent is tolerable for
roll, pitch and heave but it must be kept
below 0.2 percent for good surge, sway and
yaw accuracy.

The linear procedure also has poor low
frequency performance, even at fairly small
amplitudes, as shown in Fig. 3. In this
case, the actual motion spectra do not contain any significant energy at frequencies
below 0.25 Hz. As the analysis cut-off frequency is reduced below this point, the nonlinear procedure errors stabilize at small
values whereas the linear procedure errors
These errors are caused by
grow rapidly.
low frequency components in F, , F2 and F;
due to convolution of the roll, pitch and
yaw spectra by the nonlinear centripetal
This appears as low
acceleration terms.
linear procedure
to the
frequency noise
which is amplified by integration,

Since the analysis procedure uses an
FFT integrator, the number of points in each
time series must be a power of 2 and all
signals must be cyclic. The first condition
at a
resamplino
easily satisfied by
is
smaller time step using simple parabolic
The measured signals must
interpolation.
also be forced to be cyclic in order to
prevent large surge and sway errors which
phenomenon.
from Gibbs
result
otherwise
Tapering the signals to zero at each end
greatly reduces these errors but a technique
called cyclic merging was found to be more
effective as shown in Fig. 6. This consists
of overlapping the tapered zones to form a
continuous cyclic splice without reducing
The effect of cyclic
signal amplitude.
A merge
merge length is shown in Fig. 7.
length of 5 percent is usually satisfactory
so the original record length will normally
during
10
percent
about
reduced by
be
Cyclic merging is not necessary
analysis.
in regular waves since a cyclic segment can
be selected for processing.

In the second smulation method, an
irregular encountered wave train was first
synthesized and the time series for the fundamental motions were then computed using
This
functions.
theory
transfer
strip
method produced more realistic correlated
ship motions with proper relative phasing,
The simulations were done using a frigate
hull form and a typical result using the
iterative procedure is shown in Fig. 4.
The
NRE's for all motions are less than 2 percent for Hs up to 15 m which produced peak
roll and pitch angles of 30 degrees and 12
degrees respectively,

As noted previously, it is necessary to
use a low frequency cut-off, FC, during the
integration process.
The effect of this
parameter was also investigated by simulation and a typical result is shown in Fig.
8.
The choice of FC is not critical for
roll, pitch, yaw and heave but low frequency
surge and sway errors will result if FC is
set too low.
The optimum value for FC is
i-nerally about 0.8*fl where fl is defined
as the frequency such that 99 percent of the
energy of the encountered wave spectrum lies
above fl.

The NRE is also significantly smaller
for roll, pitch and heave than for surge,
and sway.
This effect showed up in
all
simulations and is caused mainly by the fact
that the vertical accelerometers are weakly
coupled to the gravity field throujh the
cosines of roll and pitch.
Consequently,
roll and pitch errors have a mifch smaller
effect on heave than on surge and sway which
are strongly coupled to gravity by the sines
of roll and pitch.
Roll and pitch must
therefore be measured very accurately for
good surge and sway results since a 1 percent roll error can easily generate a 10
percent sw:y error.

5.0 MODEL TESTS
A prototype
strapdown
accelerometer
system was built and tested on 1:40 scale
models of an offshore supply vessel and a
semisubmersible platform.
The models were
tested in both regular and irregular waves
in the Offshore Wave Basin of
the NRC
Hydraulics Laboratory.
Sundstrand QA-1400
servo accelerometers were selected since
they are specifically designed for inertial
navigation applications having a resolution
of I ;ig and a linearity error of less than
20 ug/g.
They were mounted on a rigid
aluminum frame with a roll separation of 30
cm,
a pitch separation of 84 cm and a yaw
separation of 95 cm.

The range of convergence of the iterative procedure was also checked by simulation. In both the correlated and uncorrelated motion cases, the procedure never failed
to converge until the peak angles exceeded
60 degrees,
which should be adequate for
most seakeeping work with the exception of
extreme situiations such as capsizin.
The
procedure normally converg3es
in
about 6
iterations at peak angles up to 20 degrees
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An OPTOPOS optical tracking system [41
was used to make independent measurements of
This
the model motions for comparison.
system uses 5 cameras to measure the (x,y,z)
' infra-red light emitting
positions of
The
diodes (LED's) mounted on the model.
position of each LED is measured with a
specified accuracy of about I mm and the 6
motions are then
degree of freedom mode
computed geometrically lj means of a soft-

and at low frequencies.
The nonlinear
iterative analysis procedure was found to be
much more accurate and can be used at peak
angles up to 60 degrees. It also has better
low frequency performance.

ware package supplied wi h the system.

mine these motions with reasonable precision. This necessitates the use of inertial
navigation grade accelerometers and a data
acquisition
system with at least 0.1 percent accuracy.

for
the
demanding motions
The most
strapdown
system
are
surge
and
sway
displacements and the accelerations must be
measured very accurately in order to deter-

A typical example of the roll, pitch
and yaw motions measured by the two systems
on the offshore supply vessel is shown in
Fig. 9. The overall agreement is very good,
angles up to 20 degrees.
even at roll
Localized differences, such as pitch and yaw
at 57 seconds, were probably caused by occasional false readings in the OPTOPOS due to
reflected light.
In later tests on the
semisubmersible, most of these false readings were eliminated by mounting the LED's
higher on the model.

The strapdown system is not suitable
for measuring surge and sway at very low
frequencies.
For example, it could not be
uzed
at
low
encounter
frequencies
in
following seas or to measure moored platform
surge due to second order long waves.
A
displacement measuring device, such as an
optical tracking system, must be used in
these situations.
It should be noted that
this is not a limitation of the strapdown
approach per se, however, since any inertial
system will have
difficulties at very low
frequencies.

The accelerometer data were also used
to compute surge, sway and heave at one of
the LED positions for direct comparison witn
As shown in
the raw OPTOPOS measurements.
Fig.
10, the general agreement is quite
good, especially in sway, but small differences tend to occur near the minima and
maxima of the signals.
Since this effect is
indicative of undersampling, these differences are probably a consequence of the
OPTOPOS sampling rate which had to be set at
5 Hz instead of the normal 10 Hz because of
software constraints in the data acquiSition
system.

Although optical tracking systems have
excellent low frequency performance, velocities and accelerations computed from their
displacement measurements tend to be somewhat noisy due to spatial resolution and
sampling rate limitations.
Thus, even when
an optical system is available, it may be
useful to supplement it with a strapdown
accelerometer
system
for
more
accurate
measurement of the higher frequency motions.

The roll, pitch and heave motions from
one of the moored semisubmersible tests are
shown in Fig. 11. In this case, the mooring
lines were adjusted to produce average roll
and pitch angles of -5 and +4 degrees.
Roll
and pitch agree very well and their mean
values have also been accurately
determined.
Heave agreement is excellent in th,
lower
frequency waves used in this test
which supports the theory that the small
differences observed at higher wave frequencies

were

caused

mainly

by

the
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WAVE FORCE TESTING OF LARGE BASED STRUCTURES
ERIK E. BROGREN AND SUBRATA K. CHAKRABARTI
CBI INDUSTRIES, INC.
1501 N. DIVISION ST.
PLAINFIELD, ILLINOIS 60544

AIRSTRACT
Many offshore structures are des igned
and constructed on the basis of using the
seifloor as a sealed fouindation.
The effect
of a gap between the seafloor and the
structure on the horizontal wave force is
small.
However, the vertical force and
,overtu rni ng momepnt on) a st-icture, havinrg
even a small gap separating the anderside -of
the
st-uctire
f ron
the
sea
floor,
are
substantially different from those having n,.
gaip.
Wave
force
testing
of
gravity
struCtu res i s t yp)i
callIy do ne by -counting theoot.
st ructire on icadl cells and positioniogj -i
mnodel as :1lose to the godl seaflou)r A
prissibile.
it
is generally recogni'7e d tha t tniS
testing
icetbiod
will
result
in erronej s
gis i e'eent
fo)r ditto'' ,
-,ate, ~r
q
_
strjc tjre reslting 4rn ou'ch higher verticil
fo)rces, and thusi,
infl
*ece
he nve
)i i
ioienlts . '1easiren-e-its of the tio lhci zon~ il
Ind verti cal
1cads on a ova
-3d?
gravity
strictuire can hedo)ne aijth a gas f i I Id
hydrodynacnic seal1metiiol of testing.
This
paper describes tnet lie~ry and tecrinfie of
hydrodynami c sea
testing of Cotton miounted
s t r,ic t ores.
'leas jree -its o)f
pre s sures,
underneath tee strict ire ini the presence of a
gap as well
as a seal 4ere riede under
sm.oarate
testi eqs
of
tele sameI
cetilo.
Examnples
of
actujal
recorded
dat A, an I
e xaiplI s of recordedl la t icoanp it t i )nS
'
shown.
N

)PICTI
i

The waven forces on an offshore strict, ire
model ire )ften letermi eel in a1wave ta)nK to
c),)f im
rn
cacI' 1ated
Wa vI
I'aIds;.
The
de.termination of horizontal (X) and verticail
P-) forces on the offsh)ore -iodel is sial ly a
rather
s imple
t AsK t o Accompl ish
at
a
hydrodynami c
testing
facility.
This
is;
normally true for those strijct ires whichi are
faistenied to the sea fl1oor by some tiechan ica
meians .
A piled?,jacket type, pl atformi would
he An exaiple of toii s kind of strujctujre.

Wave force tests on a model of this type
would be done by mnerely mounting the model on
three load cells.
nata taken from the load
cells,
dujri ng a wave run , can then he
translated into total horizontal and vertical
forces and overturning moment.
Although a t~sf. program of thiis type iz
qui te
strai ghtforward,
di f fi cul ti es
can
arise.
Often, it is difficuilt to moon' the
nole
It
en load cells, becAuse of small model
%--iher sizes or becaujse the medel is not
stiff eniough
to her sujpported on
three
4()W,,V2', Most oftis
erobleeis can
'ccovercoime hy :lover ilodel construction.
The deternination of wave forces on a
gravity type offshore strijctiure presents the
hydru'lynaeic- test ing -aci Iity wi th a comnplIex
ask .
A gravity type offshore structure' can
i
*le
1
i i a a s tr i c'ti re t)a t re si 1les And i s ippo)rtel by the sirfice of the seafloor.
cv-i st-uct ire is also consi Jered or designed
csae
to the seafloor.
Large arctic
mI a
dril Ii ng and p-relic' i on platforms or
-),t supported jack-up drill rigs are examples
nf gr-avity type strict irex.
In eite'er case,
t he s0eaflool is an integral part of the
s;triuct ire %wh
e -ei n wave pressuire does no t
appear
beneathi
th e
Stru ctuiire
footpri nt.
Thus, the experimeniter iust installI tee mdcel
in the wave tani< inr suich a manner, as to
excludep wave pressures f ree; underneath the
inte-land yet irnstrumieet the model so As to
rcori the hon zontal and vertical
force
c oop onent s of waves passing by the model.
This pape r les c ri bes a method iwhereby th is
can )e accomplished with Accurate resujlts.
!POE-RPSE:1

rOAVITY STRUCTJRES

Two eyxn~ples of gravity type stru-ctires
ir? shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
r iqare I is a
canically
shaped,
arctic
drilling
str ictu re.
r:i gujre dis an exKamplIe of a
mobhile drilling Strujctire.
Accirate wave
force Jdata on miodelIs of these types is
,xt reoely important, becauise little, or no,
e
novement of the stricture can he tolerated
wi tcoit Affectineq drilling operations.
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The usual method of testing a gravitybased structure is to mount the model on load
cells with the flat underside of the model
spaced as close as possible to the tank
floor.
The small gap between the model and
the tank floor is a result of having to mount
the model on force transducers.
Most force
transducers
operate on the basis of the
neasurement of a small movement.
If a strain
gage is the measuring instrument the surface
to which the gage is applied must deform
before a f rce can be measured. A force cell
using an LVDT (Linear Variable Differential
Transforner) must also deflect before a force
can he measured.
In all cases, where the
model
is
mounted
on
a
set
of
force
transducers, the model must be free to move
in
all directions, albeit a small
amount.
The model is usually supported on three load
cells at the bottom.
This arrangement of
transducers is commonly used to measure the
two-component loads at three points if model
support.
The horizontal and vertical loads,
and the overturning ioment, due tn waves, arc
l-o,;d
f',m the load cell readings,

The seal is placed in the gap beneath
the model and the tank floor and inflated
with air to a pressure greater than the
combination of the static water pressure and
the
dynamic
wave
pressure.
Additional
pressure is necessary since water at wave
pressure can penetrate between the gas seal
bag and the tank floor or between the seal
hag and the underside of the model.
This
effect is quite obvious as it appears as a
zero-offset in the vertical for:e gages.
The
large uplift forces generated by the pressure
of the gas seal hag must ne offset by the
addition
of
weight
to) the model.
The
additional
weights
must
be
placed
symmetrically on the model,
so as not to
upset the mass distribution of the model.
The pressure in the gas seal hag is recorded
by a sensitive pressure gage, along with all
of the other force data, and wave profiles.
It
is obvious, a oriori,
that bpcause of
Pascal's Law, the pressure witnin the gas
seal bag is spatially constant a
any given
instant in time. Thus, the vertical loads on
the model
can
be computed and considered
valid, since spatially variable wave pressure
is not ;)resent inder the model.
Horizontal
forces are unaffected, since tne model is
free to move on the r)lling gas seal nag.

When a gravity type structure is tested
in this manner, the vertical loads will not
be valid [Chakrabarti (1g36)] since there is
a gap beneath toe model.
This gap,
however
small,
is necessary so as to allow
free
movement if the horizontal and vertical load
cells.
Thus, wave pressures have free access
to
the
bottom
of
the
model,
for
some
distance, and therefore directly affects the
iplift
forces
and
overtrni ng
mlo,7en
ts
experienced by the ,odel.
These f)rces on
the
bottom
,may not
he
present
on
the
prototype
stricture
since
it
,as
been
installed and ehed led or
sealed
to
the
seafoor
rOI]NDATI IN STAL

tOPRGRAVITY

GRWAITY STR'ICTUJE ?100EL TEST
A nodel of the arctic dri li,
structure
shown in tig. I was cnnst-ucted at a Froude
scale of 1:50 resulting in a model 11 ft.
ii
iianeter and over 4 f'. high.
The mordel was
constructed
of
steel
and
weighed
approxi nately 1700 loS.
The molel was made
watertight sc as to prevent any flow of water
in
anl o,it of the model.
Three minnting
for tie load cell; were attached to
l9) degree spacings with bolts.
'ne riolel at

~saddles

STPUCt JR[ ' !E

in orde
to verify the bottorm pressuires
underneati
the gravity
struct ir
anl the
effect of the seal to the overall loads as
-yell as the bottom pressures,
toe test was
condjcted in two phases.
In the first series
)f tests the gap between the model and toe
tank floor was left open and the pressures
ind l)ads ere recorled.
In tne second phase
the gap was sealed by a bag and the test was
repeated.

A
method
of
testing
gravity
tyne
structares
aith
iore
accu rate
force
meap rements is to use a rol ing hylrodynanic
seal [Irogren and Chakrabarti ,1961] hetween
the
tank
floor
and
the
model .
The
hydrodynamic seal,
or gas bag,
is made by
cutting two thin, soft, plastic sheets in the
exact shape of the footprint of the model,
Internal
cutouts
where
wave
pressure
is
present can be made as would a seal bag for
the model shown in Fig. 2.
Typically, 6 nil.
thick
PVO
(polyvinyl
chl ori de)
plastic
sheeting,
such
as
sed
for
a hackyarI
swimming
pool,
is
a suitable material
to
fabricate a seal.
The edges of thle plastic
sheeting may then he 4elded or glued together
and pr)visions made for the attachm-ent if
hoses.
4elding of the plastic sheets is
easily done wito a hot iron or by using a hot
air
welding
torch.
Hose
fittings
for
attachment to sheet plastic are aailahle
from sheet plastic fabricators,

FAD[Tf _GLSCdTIJN
Toe model tests were performed in the
Cdl
Indistries
wave
tank
located
at
Plainfield, Illinois.
The tank
easuires 251
ft.
long 1y 33 ft.
wide iy 1B ft.
deep.
A
deeop pit is located in the center of the tank
which neasuires 8 ft.
in diameter and 13.5 ft.
deep thereby increasing the local
depth in
the pit to over 30 ft.
Figure 3 presents
)oth a plan anil elevation view of the wave
tank.
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The desired water depth in the tank is
not
achieved
by
adding
or
withdrawing
water.
The water depth is completely
variable within the 18 ft. depth range by
moving floor sections which make up the
intermediate floor. These floor sections can
be adjusted to simulate bottom shoaling and
thus breaking wave effects. One of the floor
sections is made out of steel which allows
fastening the model to the floor easily and
is generally used as the test section.
The
water depth
for this test was in the
neighborhood of 2 ft.

lie. This was done to determine the incident
wave height without any diffraction effects
caused by the presence of the model.
Then,
in the presence of the model the same waves
are
repeated
and the phase
information
between waves and responses is obtained by a
phase wave probe
placed on
the
model
centerline but alongside the model.
In this
particular
test,
pressure
transducers were used to measure the pressure
under the model and in the airbag as the
waves passed over the model.
Each pressure
transducer was calibrated by raising and
lowering it 18 inches in still water while
maintaining a hack pressure on the transducer
equal to the operating water depth.
Three
pressure transducers were used underneath the
model - one at its center and two on
horizontal center lines and 2 ft. from the
edge of the model.
In addition, a pressure
transducer was connected to the bag to
monitor the bag pressure.

The wave generator is a pneumatic type,
consisting of an open bottom plenum chamber
partially immersed in water, and a blower
with a low pressure head.
The blower is
connected to the plenum chamber by a valve
which alternately connects the discharge and
the intake of the blower with the plenum
chamber. The system driws water up into the
plenum chamber
and then pushes down to
produce the wave form.
A hydraulic servo
control system actuates the pneumatic valve
on the wave generator. Baffles in the plenum
chamber minimize the formation of transverse
waves,

The vertical and down-tank horizontal
forces were measured with X-Z load cells.
The overturning moment about the model center
is then calculated using the values obtained
from the load cells and the distance from
each load cell to the center of the model.

The tank's wave generator is controlled
by a dedicated microcomputer.
Waves are
formed in the tank in response to the
computer's control signal representing the
required instantaneous wave elevation.
digital time series for single period regular
waves is generated and output sequentially to
the wave generator in real time. Random wave
time series are calculated prior to testing
using
the
laboratory's
OECSystem
20
computer. Random waves can he generated with
any number of frequency components (typically
about 100) and are designed to have no
repeating wave patterns.
The use of stored
ligital time series for the generation of
random waves makes possible increased wave
control and epeatability.
Identical waves
can he generated for different test setups
with
digital
control
of the wavemaking
system.

Typically, each component of a load cell
is ,aachined from a block of 6061-T6 aluminum
and operates on a bending beam principle.
The resulting deflection of the beam is
measured with an LVOT which produces an
output voltage proportional to the deflection
of the beam.
Although these deflections are
quite small, in the order of ten thousandths
of an inch (±9.010 ins.), it is for these
deflections that a model must be free to move
horizontally and vertically and therefore
must have a slight gap from the tank floor.
The model, as mounted in the tank, is
shown ir Fig. 4 and is supported by three X-Z
load cells.
Figure 5 snows a typical two
component load cell assembly. Figure 6 shows
a load cell located in a recessed pocket in
the wave tank floor and supporting a model
with the gap underneath the model filled by a
]as hag. A gap of 1/8 to 1/2 in. is normally
adelijate to allow the seal to roll with the
slight movement of the model.

The wave absorbing beach is made up of
graded stone in a rack covered with a plastic
-nesh.
The rack is inclined at an angle of
15' to the still water surface and extends 1)
ft. below the surface.
The wave energy
absorbing efficiency is 90-93" depending on
wave period.

Two hoses were connected to the hag.
One was attached to a high pressure air line
and was used for inflation.
The other was
connected
to
the
previously
mentioned
pressure transducer aind a U-type manometer
via a "T" section. The manometer was used as
a convenient means for monitoring the bag
pressire during inflation.

INSTRUMENTATI)N AND TEST SETUP
The instruments used in these types of
tests
are
capacitance-type wave probes,
pressure transducers and two component (X-Z)
load cells.
The incident waves are measured
by a wave probe located without the model inplace but where the center of the model would

The model
compensate for
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was filled with water to
its buoyancy.
The typical

is demonstrated through pressure measurements
with and without the bag in a wave tank test
of a typical gravity structure model.

initial
loads on the vertical load cells were
(tension) with the
approximately +500 lbs.
air bag and -500 lbs. (compression) without
the bag.

The hydrodynamic rolling seal provides
the hydrodynamist with a new tool to more
accurately determine the forces acting on
The method,
gravity based ocean structures.
and required apparatus, is simple and data
reduction is straight forward.

the
bag
pressure
also
Increasing
increased the vertical force on the model,
11
ft.
diameter
and
The
model
had
an
consequently one inch of pressure in the bag
resulted in 494 lbs. of lift on the model.
Thus when the bag was fully inflated, each
vertical load cell had a pre-load of roughly
were
Because the
load cells
900
lbs.
1000
lbs.
it was
calibrated to measure
necessary to remove some of this pre-load by
A
placing lead weights on top of the model.
total of 1590 lbs. of lead was used and this
reduced the pre-load to an acceptable level.
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The test results are summarized in Figs.
7 and 8.
Figure 7 shows the pressures at
when a gap
three points under the model
model
and the tank
existed
between the
floor.
The gap was of the order of 1/4
The pressures are due to a shallow
ins.
water regular wave of 3.25 sec. period and
about 4 1/4 in. height.
Note that both the
magnitudes and phases of the pressures at
are
under
the
model
different
points
different.
Thus,
it is not possible to
correct for the pressures under the model in
the measured vertical loads and overtirning
moments.

"Wave
Forces
on
an
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Platform,"
and
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Coastal
112, No.
2, March 1986,

"Hydrodynamic
Loading
of
Garrison,
C.J.,
Large Offshore Structures, Three-Dimensional
Source
Distribution
Methods,"
Numerical
Methods in Offshore Engineering, John Wiley &
Sons, Great Britain, 1978, pp. 87-140.

Figure 8 shows the pressures from the
north and west transducers, as well as the
bag pressure when the air bag was used to
seal the underside. This plot shows that the
pressure at different points under the model
is in-phase.
It also shows that the pressure
at each point has about the same magnitude;
the small difference being attributed to the
elasticity of the bag interfering with the
These
pressure transducers under the model.
It is then a straight
results are typical.
forward task to correct for the vertical
loads and overturning moment by considering
For example, the
the uniform bag pressure.
vertical
load on
the corresponding
total
sealed model may be obtained by adding this
pressure times the area of the bottom of the
The resulting
model in appropriate phase.
load
corresponds
to
diffraction
vertical
theory results [Garrison (1978)].
CONCLUDING REMARKS
large based
offshore
The testing of
structures in a wave basin is complex because
of the small gap demanded by the load cells
the
tank
between
the
model
bottom and
A device consisting of an air bag to
floor.
seal the bottom is described which overcomes
this problem.
The suitability of this device
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TECHNIQUES IN DIRECTIONAL WAVE SPECTRAL ANALYSIS
WITH APPLICATIONS FOR THE SEAKEEPING BASIN
Martin J. Dipper Jr.
Naval Architect
David W. Taylor Naval Ship Research And Development Center
Code 1562, Special Ship And Ocean Systems Dynamics Branch

ABSTRA t
Methods to accurately estimate the directional
components of ocean and basin waves have been evaluated
at the David W. Taylor Naval Ship Research and
Development Center (DTNSRDC). Use of multidirectional
seaways in the Maneuvering and Seakeeping (MASK)
facility at DTNSRDC requires application of a precise
method for analyzing the direction of these waves,

understanding and practical application of a precise method
for analyzing the direction of these waves. Definition of a
wave height power density spectrum as a function of both
frequency and direction can be a useful tool in seakeeping
experiments. In a previous effort [I] different methods
wcre surveyed for estimating directional wave spectra
applicable to full scale and model scale environments. The
method chosen for development was an application of the
Maximum Likelihood Method (MLM) [21. This method
is capable of estimates optimized for resolution of wave
direction for wave probe arrays with arbitrary spacing
allowing flexibility in probe installation in both full and
model scale applications.

This paper examines the techniques developed to
estimate directional wave spectra through an application of
the Maximum Likelihood Method (MLM). The Maximum
Likelihood Method was chosen because it is capable of
estimates optimized for resolution of wave direction for
wave probe arrays with arbitrary spacing, thereby allowing
flexibility in probe installation in both full and model scale
applications,

Past efforts at DTNSRDC
resulted in the
development of the computer algorithms necessary for
implementing the MLM for estimating directional wave
spectra. Cross spectral modeling techniques were used to
verify these algorithms. Applications of these algorithms
raised questions about the factors that influence the
accuracies of this method.

Graphics techniques are applied to the directional
wave spectrum presentation allowing the display and
interpretation of the large amount of data produced in this
analysis as a single three dimensional graph. Limiting
characteristics of the MLM as well as confidence ranges for
the application of the MLM to the directional seaway
analysis are explored. Confidence limits associated with
wave probe spacing and the resultant directional spectrum
have been quantified and are presented as a single three
dimensional graph. These three dimensional graphs and
the associated two dimensional projected contour graphs
are well suited to direct interpretation by engineers and
scientists,

This paper presents the techniques developed to
enhance capabilities in the analysis and interpretation of
directional seaways through an application of the MLM.
Results from a three probe wire capacitance transducer
array and a three probe sonic transducer array are presented
for basin generated unidirectional and bidirectional
seaways. Graphics techniques applied to the directional
wave spectrum presentation allow the display of the large
amount of data produced in this analysis as a single three
dimensional graph. These graphics techniques are
employed here to demonstrate an ability to also identify
results of the analysis which may fall outside the
confidence ranges for application of the MLM. Application
of these directional analysis techniques to MASK facility
testing illustrates these points best, by example, in
deployment of both highly optimized and poorly optimized
wave probe arrays in similar seaways. The tests were run
in mid 1986 using the MASK wavemakers, prior to the
wavemaker upgrade.

Results from MASK facility tests are presented
demonstrating the teL.,riiques developed in this application
of the MLM through di, ctional analysis of seaways with
controlled directionality. D)ata from deployment of wave
probe arrays with both hghly optimized and poorly
optimized spacings relative lo the basin generated seaways
are examined.
INTRODU CION
Methods to accurately estimate the directional
components of ocean and basin waves have been evaluated
at DTNSRDC. In full scale seakeeping trials, this
information is necessary for characterizing the
directionality aspects of the seaway. The future use of
multidirectional seaways in the Maneuvering and
Seakeeping (MASK) facility at DTNSRDC requires the
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BACKGROUND
The MLM directional analysis is a direct approach
dependent upon measurement of wave height time histories
at several spatially defined points in an array. The auto and
cross spectra characteristics of the wave height time
histories from the array are determined directly for each
combination of probe pairs. The autospectrum analysis
method uses overlapped Fast Fourier Transform
processing of windowed data segments. A 50-percent
segment overlap and a raised cosine data window are the
reduction parameters spe.itied for this method J 1.
Methods for determining optimum resolution in the
autospectra and confidence in the cross spectra (by
measure of coherency) were utilized.
The inverse of the cross spectral matrix, as
associated with the array geometry, is used in the MLM to
estimate the directional spectrum. The MLM is a data
adaptive technique in which the wave number window
used in the directional spectrum estimate changes its shape,
giving higher resolution, and is a function of the wave
number at which the directional estimate is being made [3].
The method produces directional wave spectrum estimates
with an optimally small beamwidth; the size of this
beamwidth depends on the characteristics of the wave
height time histories in that measurement noise and
mismatch (non-parallel wave fronts, for example) will
automatically increase this beamwidth 141.
The ability of the MLM to resolve the true directional
spectrum depends upon many factors such as the array size
and geometry, wave front curvature, and measurement
noise. An array gecmetry must be tuned spatially with
respect to the frequency content characteristic of the
seaway for which a directional spectrum is to be estimated.
Should wavelengths encountered become too long or too
short relative to the probe spacing within an array,
directional resolution degenerates, and the MLM estimated
directional spectrum may indicate wave energy at directions
not present in the true spectrum. The effects of array
geometry, particularly in gage pair spacing. on directional
resolving capability are investigated in this paper.

the tuning factor is set to one. Further, for wavelength to
effective probe spacing ratios greater than ten (the long
wavelength limit), the modified tuning factor is ten divided
by the unmodified factor. Use of the factor ten in
modifying the ratio for the long wavelength region is a
conservative value. As the wavelengths become long
relative to the probe spacing, instrument noise becomes
more dominant in influencing resolving power [41. These
modifications yield tuning factors of one or less at both
ends of the frequency range, identifying regions of low
spatial confidence for the directional analysis.
A well tuned array will have a tuning factor surface
of one in the regions, of interest for the associated
directional spectrum. Should values of less than one result
for a configuration in regions of interest for seaways with a
frequency content different than expected, a change in
array probe spacing may be required. Spatial aliasing is a
possibility at tuning factors of less thar one in the high
frequency regions. This results from waves of length less
than the average effective probe spacing, resulting in loss
of wave phase agreement among the probes. Spurious
directional results may be seen in the estimated spectrum.
An analogy to this would be frequency aliasing associated
with the nyquist frequency in sampling problems. In the
low frequency regions, directional scatter in the estimated
directional spectrum may occur should the wavelengths
become long relative to the average probe spacing. In the
limiting case for relatively low frequencies, the array is
effectively reduced to a point sensor losing directional
resolving capability.
In past research [31 the RMS of the gage pair
spacings ,as used to obtain an initial estimate for probe
arrangement. The average effective probe spacing used in
the tuning factor is similar in approach. The three
dimensional tuning factor surface however, lends itself to
direct interpretation in qualifying the probe arrangement
A more
wkith the resultant directional spectrum.
conservative tuning factor limit for the higher frequencies
can be set by replacing the average of the effective probe
spacings with the spacing associated with the broadest pair
(i.e. the worst case pair as the limiting distance).

DEFINITION OF THE TUNING FACTOR
A tuning factor has been developed which is used as
a first pass in obtaining a spatial arrangement of probes in
an array which is well suited for high directional resolution
of a seaway of specific frequency content. The tuning
factor is derived from an average of a ratio of wavelength
to effective probe spacings in an array. The effective probe
spacing is the dist..nce between two probes along a line
perpendicular to the wave front. A ratio is calculated for
each probe pair at one direction of propagation: and the
average of these ratios is recorded as the unmodified tuni7g
factor value at that direction and frequency.
An
unmodified tuning factor is calculated at each frequency
and direction analyzed.
The tuning factor presented graphically is derived
from the unmodified tuning factor. This factor is modified
to yield values between zero and one over the entire
frequency and directional analysis domain. Zero represents
the lowest confidence and one the highest. For ratios of
less than one (the short wavelength limit), the tuning factor
is prese ited unmodified. However, for wavelength to
average effective probe spacing ratios between c.me and ten

A50,

The tuning factor surface is used as a first past to
qualify gage pair spacings of an array geometry.
identifying regions of high or low spatial confidence at the
high and low frequency limits of the MLM in estimating
the directional spectrum. In the data adaptive MLM, an
effective beam pattern exists for each frequency analyzed.
defining in detail the resolving capability of an array
geometry 141. A large amount of data is contained in the
presentation of the effective beam pattern at a single
frequency. The tuning factor surface can be used to
identify those frequencies which require determination of
an effective beam pattern to more accurately qualify the
resolving capability of the array configuration.
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Wave Height Spectra of a unidirectional random seaay generated in the MASK basin by
the Short Bank wavemaker. Measurements were made iith wire capacitance transducers
in a closely spaced array.

The directional spectra plots depict predominant
energy coming from 180 degrees with a frequency of
maximum energy of 4.5 rad/s. The estimated directional
spectrum shows good agreement with the expected
characteristics of this controlled basin seaway. (There is a
small high frequency energy spike indicated in the
estimated directional spectrum at 65 degrees which was not
expected. This occurrence is discussed in a later section of
this paper.)

MASK FACILITY TEST WilII A POORLY OPTIMIZED
ARRAY
As the second example, a broadly spaced wave
probe array consistig of three surface reflecting ultrasonic
transducers was deployed in the configuration shown in
Figure 7. The charactenstics of the sonic transducers used
here required a broader probe spacing in comparison to the
wire capacitance transducers to avoid error from transducer
cross talk. The gage pair separation used here is somewhat
broader than the minimum separation required
(approximately four feet minimum). A characterization ot
free surface measurements bv ultrasonmc displacement
sensors is given in refererce 151.

The tuning factor directional pattern was calculated
for the geometry of the three probe array used in directional
measurement of this seaway and is shown in Figure 5 as a
three dimensional surface. The frequency and direction
axes of the iuning factor directional patter) plot are
identical to those of the associated directional spectrim
plot, thereby Ilowing a direct comparison. Figure 6 is a
two dimensional projected contour plot of the tuning factor
directional pattern shown in Figure 5. Comparison of the
contour plots for both the directional spectrum 'Figure 4)
and the tuning factor directional pattem (Fieure 61 indicates
good optimization in gage pair spacing of the array for this
seaway. Predominant energy for the directional spectrum
occurs where the associated tuning factor surface is one.

A unidirectional random seaway was again generated
by :he short bank of wavemaker domes with characteristics
similar in frequency content to that of the first exampie
(Figure 2). The same wavemaker program was run. with
the seaway in this second example having approximately
11:ilf the peak power. The autospectra for the probes in this
sparse array arc shown in Figure S. There is bad
agreement between the seawkay observed by Probe 3 with
that observed by Probes I and 2, particularly at the
frequency of maximum energy. The broad spacing of this
array, and the position of the MASK carriage, resulted in
the array spanning across a sean of two Short Bank
wavemaker domes. Poor optimization in gage pair spacing
of the array for this seawkay is indicated here by poor
agreement of the autospectra (Figure .). (The coherencv
associated with the cros, spectra is low for frequencies
above 3 0 rad/s.)
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The estimated directional wave height spectrum
obtained from the three probe sonic transducer array is
shown in Figure 9. A projected contour plot of this
estimated directional spectrum is shown in Figure 10.
featuring curves of constant power density. The random
seaway was generated with predominant energy coming
from 180 degrees with a frequency of maximum energy of
4.5 rad/s. Review of the estimated spectrum (Figures 9
and 10) indicates that accurate directional definition is
limited at frequencies above 3.0 rad/s; some directional
spreading occurs in the estimated spectrum at lower
frequencies.

In the frequency range of 3.0 to 6.0 rad/s the method
breaks down for the probe spacing in this array as matched
to this seaway. There is very poor agreement among the
autospectra (Figure 8) in this range. The directional scatter
in the estimated directional spectrum is likely due to a
mismatch of the encountered wave to the expected math
model wave (from non-parallel or bent wave fronts). The
MLM requires parallel wave fronts and long crest lengths
relative to the probe spacing. Variations in wave fronts
along crest lengths which appear short relative to gage pair
distances can result in spatial aliasing at lower frequencies
than expected.

In the low frequency region of this seaway. 1.5 to
3.0 rad/s, there is fair agreement among the autospectra
(Figure 8). Looking at this same frequency range in the
directional spectrum contour plot (Figure 10), the expected
characteristics of the controlled seaway from 180 degrees
are evident. There is some directional spreading in this
region. The tuning factor directional pattern for this array
geometry, shown in Figures I I and 12, indicates tuning
factors of less than one for frequencies below 2.5 rad/s at
180 degrees.

At frequencies higher than 6.0 rad/s there is also
energy indicated in the estimated spectrum at directions
other than 180 degrees. Spatial aliasing occurs he-e as the
wavelengths become short relative to the gage pair
spacings in this array geometry. The tuning factor at 180
degrees is less than one at these frequencies.
In the two tests presented above, the short bank
wavemaker was run with only the five center segments of
the eight segment front active.
Operation of the
wavemaker was similar for both test cases, generating a
seaway similar in direction and frequency content.
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Figure 8.

Wave Height Spectra of a unidirectional random seaway generated in the MASK basin by
the Short Bank wavemaker. Measurements were made with sonic transducers in a
broadly spaced aray,

Although the type of transducer used in each test was
different, the major difference in directional resolving
capability was a function of array geometry. The closely
spaced array used in the first test case is able to resolve the
directional components of the seaway more accurately.
i ne broadly spaced probe configuration employed in the
second example represented a limiting case for this
application of the MLM. The graphics techniques
developed demonstrate an ability to identify results which
fall outside acceptable limits of accurate directional
resolution.

A unidirectional seaway consisting of only the
regular swell component from the Long Bank of
wavemakers was generated and analyzed for comparison.
The autospectra are shown in Figure 15. The estimated
directional spectrum is shown in Figure 16.
Note the absence of the energy spike at 65 degrees in
this unidirectional Long Bank seaway. The unexpected
energy at 65 degrees which is evident in Figures 3 and 14
is associated with this array configuration as matched to
this seaway generated by the short bank wavemaker.
Further analysis of parameters which also affect directional
resolution, such as measurement noise, number of probes
in an array, and mismatch due to wave front curvature, is
required to better qualify this energy spike in the estimated
spectrum.

A MASK FACILITY BI-DIRECTIONAL SEAWAY
A bi-directional seaway was generated in the MASK
basin with a random seaway component from the Short
Bank of wavemakers and a regular swell component from
the Long Bank of wavemakers. The random seaway was
generated by the same wavemaker program run in the first
example (Figure 2), and is identical in power and spectral
shape. The regular swell has a frequency of maximum
energy of 3.9 rad/s. The closely spaced wave probe array
consisting of three wire capacitance transducers was used
again as shown in Figure 1. The autospectra for this
bi-directional seaway are shown graphically in Figure 13.
The MLM directional analysis of this seaway is presented
in Figure 14 as a three dimensional directional wave height
spectrum. In the estimated directional spectrum, a random
seaway coming from 180 degrees, a, t a swell coming
from 270 degrees are resolved.
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Figure 9.

Directional Wave Height Spectrum of a unidirectional random seaway generated in the
MASK basin by the Short Bank wavemaker. Measurements were made with sonic
transducers in a broadly spaced array.
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VARIABLES INTRODUCED BY THE WAVEMAKER
In basin work, array geometries can be tuned in
shape and spacing (for a fixed number of probes) with
respect to the expected direction and frequency ranges of
the generated seaway. However, unplanned imbalance in
phasing or power along the generating front of a
segmented, or sparsely segmented, wavemaker may
introduce such factors as bent wave fronts, non-parallel
wave fronts or short wave crest lengths (short relative to
the probe spacing). Such anomalies seen in basin generated
waves can result in a breakdown of the method seen as
directional scatter in the estimated spectrum due to
mismatch. The occurrence of non-parallel or bent wave
fronts becomes significant as the array gage pair distances
appear large relative to changes along a crest length. A
probe spacing closer than anticipated is needed to reduce
the significance of these events in the basin generated
seaways.

The graphics techniques applied to the directional
spectrum presentation allows the display and interpretation
of the large amount of data produced in this analysis as a
single three dimensional graph. The three dimensional
graphs and the associated two dimensional projected
contour graphs are well suited to direct interpretation.
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In this application, the MLM requires parallel wave
fronts and crest lengths which are long relative to the
probe spacing. Deviation from this model can result in the
method estimating energy at directions which are not
present in the true directional spectrum. Identification of
such events in the results of the analysis warrants a change
inarray geometry to better resolve the existing seawa, ora
change in wavemaker segment balance to produce the
seaway first anticipated.
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SUMMARY AND CONCL.'SIONS
The techniques developed to enhance capabihtics in
the analysis and interpretation of directional scassay,
through an application of the MLM have been presented
through example. The closely spaced k irecapa, itianc
transducer array used in the MLM to obtain a directional
spectrum estimate of a random unidirectional basin seawa,
produced an estimated spectrum in good agreement %kith
the known characteristics of this controlled seaway.
Employment of a broadly spaced sonic transducer array to
a similar random unidirectional basin seaw,ay showed poor
agreement between the estimated spectrum and the known
characte:istics of the seaway . The broadly spaced array
was poo-ly optimized for this seaway as seen in poor
agreemenlt among probes shown in the auto and cross
spectra estimates. Poor array optimization was also
indicated by declining values of the tuning factor at high
and low frequencies of inierest. The tuning factor
represents a quantification of the spatial confidence limits
associated with array wave probe geometry. An ability to
resolve basin generated bi-directional seaways was
demonstrated. The MLMI directional ana!,vsis can he
sensitive to anomalies seen in basin generated waves, such
as bent or non-parallel wave fronts which can appear
extreme relative to particular gage pair spacings.

Oakle., O.H.. LAozow, J.B., The Resolution of
Directional Wave Spectra Using the Maximum
LikelihoRd MethodF. Department of Ocean
EneineennL, Massachusetts Institute of Technologes
Ocean Engineerin Report 77- 1.May 1977.

". Pierce, R.D., "The Characteriza'ion of Off Vertical
Return Error in Free Surface Measurements b.
l'trasonic Displacement Sensors". Central
Insn umentation Department, David W. Taylor Nasal
Ship Research and Development Center, Research and
Development Report DTNSRDC-86/060,
September 1986.
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Track buoy and two different directional wave
sensing buoys, the authors found generally
good agreement. Transforming wave data from a
moving coordinate system to a fixed coordinate
system was then found to be effective and
important to account for the effects of
current in interpreting the results of the
SEBEX data. Subsequent deployments further
demonstrated the value of measured directional
waxe data during ship trials. The next step
was then to examine the transformation of
wave data to a reference frame, or coordinate
system, as encounter'ed by a ship underway,
3.

RESULTS OF WAVE TRANSFORMATION

Transforming directional wave data
measured by a buoy drifting with a current, to
that as encountered by a ship consists of two
transformations, from moving to fixed coordinate and from fixed to moving coordinate,
The transformation of wave energy is straighttorw-rd and computed to the second order
approximation. The transformation of wave
directional spreading requires the truncated
Fourier coefficients to follow a different set
of equations. Details -f these derivations
will be published elsewhere,
The combination cf these methlods will ne
used here to examine their validity with the
results shown in Figures 4 and 5.
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Similar computational results, but with
the assumed current of 4.0 ft!s heading south
(6 = i8 deg) are shown in Figure 5. in this
case, the measured waves are propagating in
the same direction as the drifting buoy. The
measure, wave data are first transformed to
the fixed coordinate system and are represented by the dashed line in Figure 5. Mere,
the wave spectral density shifts to the higher
frequency range implying that the waves
measured from the drifting bov are longer
than the waves that would be measured fro1r a
moored buoy. The mean wave directions become
larger, bend further to the west and agree
with predictions by I'near ray theory. The
values of 5 1S spreading angles also become
larger when transformed to te fixed oerdinate.
The computed wave data are then transformed back to the criginal moving coo-iinate
system as shown ho the lotted line In Fijere
5. The agreement between solid and lotted
lines is again very good except for the Vs+a
at frequencies greater thar 0 22 'z. :n
this range, the rean wave dirntions started
to fluctuate and consequently change the wav,"
spectral density values. Thus, "with few
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limilar computatioral results, but with
the assumed current of 4.0 ft/s heading south
(6 = 180 deg) are shown in Figure 5. In this
case, the measured waves are propagating in
the same direction as the drifting buoy. The
measured wave data are fi -st transformed to
the fixed coordinate system and are represented by the dashed line in Figure 5. Here,
the wave spectral density shifts to the higher
frequency range implying that the waves
-easured from the drifting buoy are longer
than the waves that would be measured from a
moored buoy. The mean wave directions become
larger, bend further to the west and agree
with predictions by linear ray theory. The
values of W4S spreading angles also become
larger when transformed to the fixed coordinate.
The computed wave data are then transformed back to the original moving coordinate
system as shown by the dotted line in Figure
5. The agreement between solid and dotted
lines is again very good except for the data
at frequencies greater than 0.22 Hz. In
this range, the mean wave directions started
to fluctuate and consequently change the wave
spectral density values. Thus, with few
exceptions at the high end of the frequency
spectrum, the transformation methuds have been
proved valid.
The transformation methods de-eloped for
drifting buoy data can also be applied to the
computation of ship motion. The computed
results of these applications are shown in
Figures 6 ani -. In Figure 6, the wave data
represented by the solid line are measured by
a moored Wave Track buoy in a fixed coord nate system. These data are transfe med to
the moving coordinate system according to the
ship seed and heading. The waves encountered
by a ship transiting at a speed of 4.0 ft/s
and a heading of ') deg are represented by the
dotted lines.
If the ship heading was 190
leg, the waves encountered by the ship are
tnen represented by the dashed lines. The
va-iles of th- spectral -densities, mean directions, and PF]S spreading angles thus change
-orresponding to, the speed and heading of the
ship.
If a wave buoy follows a current heading
one direction, while a ship travels in the
opposite direction, an extreme case of differences in encountered waves for spectral
densities, mean directions, and RMS spreading
develops. Two such cases can be seen in
Figure '. In the first case, the assumption
is made that the buoy drifts with a current
heading north (.odeg) at 4.0 ft/s and the ship
travels south (180 deg) at 4.0 ft/s.
The ship
speed is the same as the current speed in
order to best show the direction effect. The
waves measured by the buoy are indicated by
the solid line, while the computed waves
encountered by the ship are represented by the
dashed line.
The peak of the spectral densities changed significantly, from 0.094 Hz
measured by the buoy to 0.078 Hz as encountered by the ship. The change in the mean
directions is small, but the RMS spreading, at

Track buoy and two different directional wave
sensing buoys, the authors found generally
Transforming wave data from a
good agreement.
moving coordinate system to a fixed coordinate
system was then found to be effective and
important to account for the effects of
current in interpreting the results of the
SEBEX data. Subsequent deployments further
demonstrated the value of measured directional
wave data during ship trials. The next step
was then to examine the transformation of
wave data to a reference frame, or coordinate
system, as encountered by a ship underway,
3.

RESULTS OF WAVE TRANSFORMATION

Transfurming directional wave data
measured by a buoy drifting with a current, to
that as encountcred by a ship consists of two
transformations, from moving to fixed coordinate and from fixed to moving coordinate,
The transformation of wave energy is straightforward and computed to the second order
approximation. The transformation of wave
directional spreading requires the truncated
Fourier coefficients to follow a different set
of equations. Details of these derivations
will be published elsewhere,
The combination of these methods will be
used here to examine their validity with the
results shown in Figures 4 and 5. The wave
data used in the computation were obtained
near the western edge of the Gulf Stream off
the coast of Port Canavsral, Florida. The
buoy was deployed in a free drift mode with
the assumption that there was no appreciable
current (Lai, Bachman, and Foley, 1984).
The fir-t step in validating the methodology
is to introduce the buo; tD an ocean current,
such as the Gulf dtream, heading north (9 = C
deg) with a speed of 4.n ft/s.
The waves
encountering the buoy are heading southwest
and are measured in the moving coordinate
system by the buoy as shown by the solid line
in Figure 4. The measured data are transformed to the fixed coorlinate as represented
by the dashed line in Figure 4. The whole
spectrum shifts to the lower frequency range,
implying that these waves measured in the
moving coordinate system are actually shorter
than those that would be measured in the fixed
coordinate system. The changes in mean wave
directions after the transformation are small
but follow predictions of ray theory
(Phillips, 1977).
The Root Mean Square (R.7:
spreading angles shown in Figure 4 are reduced
following transformation to the fixed coordinate system.
The computed wave data in the fixed coordinate system are then transformed to the
moving coordinate system, using the same
current speed of 4.0 ft/s through an inverse
of the Jacobian and a new set of equations for
the truncated Fourier coefficients. The
results, shown in Figure 4, indicate that this
data is transformed back to its original form.
The dotted line in Figure 4 coincides with the
solid line except for some deviations at
higher frequencies.
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University of Rhode Island, unpublished
manuscript.
The Dynamics of the
Phillips, O.M. (1977):
Upper Ocean, 2nd edition Cambridge Univ.
Press.

R.J., R.J. Bachman arnd E.W. Foley (1984):
Directional Waves in
Measurement
Finite Water Depths. Conference Record
Oceans 84.
Pitch Roll
LeBlanic, L.R. and F.H. Middleton:
Buoy Wave Directional Spectral Analysis,
Lai,
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CAVITATION COMMITTEE REPORT

21st American Towing Tank
Conference
Washington, D.C
by
Michael L. Billet,

Chairman

i.
International Symposium on
Cavitation Inception, New Orleans,
Louisiana, December 9-14, 1984, ASME;

directed toward cavitation inception,
As an example,
modelling and scaling.
instrumentation has been developed to
measure the cavitation nuclei in the
model and prototype environments.
Much work is being done on quantifying
the importance of these nuclei on
inception.
Statistical models of
cai-ation inception are being
developed.
Particularly important is
the work on cavitation in shear flows
including the tip vortex.
Also,
models of bubble dynamics are being
coupled with fluid mechanics to

2.
Cavitation in Hydraulic
Structures and Turbomachinery,
Albuquerque, New Mexico, June 24-26,

correlate many observations.
All of
these areas are well represented by
the specific contributions of the

1985, ASME;
3.
Cavitation and Multiphare
Flow Forum - 1985 (20th Anniversary
issue), Albuquerque, New Mexico, Jun

cemmittee members to this report.
Thee are:
i.
"Cloud Cavitation Dynamics
adl Bubble Interaction". G. L. Chahine

24-26,

Cavitation and Multiphase Flow Noise,
Anaheim, California, December 7-12.
1986, ASME.

Of Tracer Hydronautics Inc.
2.
"DRA Propeller Cavitation
Pesearch'
.
.1.
Noble. N. C. Sponagle
and I. I.
Leggat of Defense Research
Estahlishment Atlantic/Canada
3.
"Analysis of Recent Tip
Vortex Cavitation Inception Data,"
V. H. Arakeri.
H. Higuchi. and
R,. FK A. Arntdt of St
Antthony' Fails
v F
tn
Arnotaorv.
,Un
ive rs itv of
H %,Irai ics Labor ator';
mienesota
4
"Csvitaion
Susceptibility

Approximately 180 papers on cavitation
are represented by the above symposia
and less than one out of every five
papers originates from the ATTC
community.
It is felt that this is
representative of the low priority
given to cavitation research by the
sponsors of the ATTC community. A
brief summary of the China and Japan
symposia written by Blaine Parkin is
included.
These symposia papers represent
many areas of cavitation research both

of Ocean, Lake and Laboratory Waters".
Y. Shen and S, Cowing of David W.
Taylor Naval Ship R&D Center
5.
"Cavitation Phenomena in
lets", H. Lin and J.
Kat: of Purdue
On,.'ersiv
6
"Cavitation Observations
in a Turbulent Shear Flow", T
O'Hern
and A. J. Acosta of California
Institute of Technology
Although limited in number, these
contrihutions represent well the
ftate-of-the-art in areas of
importance to the membership of the

In many ways, the progress made
in cavitation research can be found by
reviewing the many journal articles
and symposia on cavitati-n published
since the 20th American Towing Tank
Conference held at The Stevens
Institute of Technology in 1783.
Of
particular importance are the many
recent cavitation symposia an-l a
partial list follows:

1985 ASME;
4.
The International
Svmposium on Propeller and Cavitation,
Wuxi, China. April 8-12, 1986;
5.
International
Symposium on
Cavitation, Sendai, Japan, April 1619, 1986;
and

6.

International

Symposium on

basic and applied.
Since the ITTC
standard cavitation tests conducLed in
1966 and the subsequent work by Acosta
and Arakeri on viscous effects, a
great deal of research has been

American Towing Tank Conference.
Finally. a summary of the ITTC
cavitation committee work is included.
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CAVITATION SYMPOSIA ON CHINA AND JAPAN
-_ BRIEF IMPRESSIONS by Blaine R.
Parkin

narrowly focused on cavitation than
the Wuxi symposium, however. It also
was marked by a keynote address and
special lectures which was one of its
important distinguishing features. As
one expects, the symposium -nirs
consisted of bubble dynamics including
collapse and the statistics
surrounding dynamics, cavitation on
bodies including fluids machinery;
propellers and foils, and cavitation
in trailing vortices was given its
share of attenton. Nuclei and
inception attracted a goodly amount of
work and cavitation noise and erosion
were also covered extensively. Those
sessions dealing with bubble dynamics
often treated air-bubble mechanics but
collapsing vaporus bubbles were
important considerations of the
sessions. Considerable impressive
experimental work on bubble collapse
near a wall and the subsequent
mate'ial response were reported.

Wuxi, China
Three major classifications for
papers at Wuxi were PROPELLERS
[25 papers), CAVITATION [28 papers)
Four of
and CAVITY FLOWS [4 papers].
the papers in the first category
concerned cavitation as such. These
dealt with cavitation and excitation
forces on tandem propellers in a nonuniform inflow; turbulence stimulation
and cavitation scale effect reduction;
hull pressure fluctuations due to a
cavitating propeller; and on cavity
characteristics and pressure
fluctuations induced by a cavitating
propeller,
The many worthwhile papers in
the CAVITATIUN category cai, not all be
reviewed here. We can at least
classify the papers by topics treated,
however. For example, three papers
dealt with acoustics and cavitation -either as cavitation due to acoustic
radiation, acoustic detection or
cavitation noise. The topic of
inception included papers on nuclei;
ca;±tation "indicators" or
"susceptibility meters"; inception
related to surface irregularities;
inception and pressure fluctuations
due to irregularities; inception in
turbulent shear flows; and cavitation
similitude. Papers on trailing vortex
cavitation were well represented. Two
papers presented data on cavitation in
hydraulic machines and one paper dealt
with a new facility for the study of
cavitation mechanics. A number of
papers on bubble dynamics were given
and several of these concerned airbubble oscillations rather than
vaporous cavitation,
The four papers on cavity flow
involved noise reduction on a
cavitating swept foil, inverse cavity
flow theory, cavity flows in a
compressible fluid and a new theory
for P partially cavitating foil under
free surface,

Retrospective
From the foregoing, it is
certainly apparent that those who
attended both meetings were "well
cavitated" when the final gavel was
heard. In my view, both meetings were
of a generally high standard, but not
without some controversy. This latter
feature is evidence of an active
international community of
investigators. As indicated above,
there was a healthy mix of both
traditional and more innovative
approaches to cavitation research. As
was expected, the papers on cavity
flows were much fewer than those
dealing with other aspects of
cavitation research probably because
we already have obtained solutions to
most of the practical problems in this
specialty and the application of
results already available are no
longer fashionable in most nations.
Cavitation damage on marine propellers
and in other hydraulic machinery is
still an important topic if the
attention of the research community
given to this topic at the meetings is
an indicator. The complexities of the
many manifestations of the inception
and early development of cavitation on
hydraulic machines and on propellers
bedevils us still.
In this last regard, it was
refreshing to see some papers by young
Chinese investigators on statistical
aspects of inception. This is an idea
that has been in the background for
many years and It- time is still to
come in my view because we have not
yet solved those aspects of inception
processes which can be seen as
deterministic or almost deterministic.

Sendai, Japan
This meeting was devoted to
cavitation experiments and theory
covering nearly every sub specialty in
the field. Consequently, many of the
topics treated by the authors in Wuxi
also found their way into this
meeting. The same can be said of
quite a few authors. Therefore, it
would be repetitious if we were to
report a detailed list of topics as
already given. This meeting was more
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More needs to be done along these
lines in order to establish the arena
in which statistical methods will be
most fruitful.
I believe that the
young investigators who are starting
out on various Statistical approaches
should be encouraged in their research
because their day is certainly coming.
Their work needs to mature before it
will be truly useful,
Another aspect of the symposium
whicb I found stimulating was the
ultra high speed photographic work
h1ing carried out at the Institute of
High Speed Mechanics on cavitation
bubble dynamics -- particularly bubble
collapse and multiple-bubble dynamics.
This group is also studying
interactions between transparent solid
walls and bubble collapse. These are
the first photographs of this
phenomenon which I view as showing
both P- and S-wave fronts in the
solid. The flavor of their work is
strongly reminiscent of pioneering
efforts by Al Ellis at the Caltech
Hydro Lab about 30 years ago. In
those Jays, Ellis had to design and
build everything he needed for his
research, which was no mean
achievement at that time. Today,
due to the advances in this
technology, one can purchase well
engineered ultra high-speed
photographic systems which out perform
the homemade equipment of Ellis and
results not attained by him can now be
obtained,
Now we turn to some facts
instead of opinion: How to obtain
copies of the Proceedings of the
Symposia. Eventually there will be
two volumcc from each of these
meetings,

ITTC CAVITATION COM.IiLi
Parkin

by Blaine R.

As many ATTC members know, the
ITTC is more strongly focused on
towing tank questions relating to
"standard" test procedures and
expected outcomes in different
facilities than is the ATTC. The ITTC
emphasis is not that of a research
organization. Consequently, the work
of its several technical committees is
concerned with a review of recent
world literature in their specialties
in order that they may put a
conference report together which
emphasizes those aspects of shipresearch progress of most use to
towing tank superintendents for the
acquisition, reduction and communicton
of test results to ship owners and
firms in the related fields of naval
architecture and off-shore
engineering.
ITTC member organizations are
encouraged to contribute new findings
of their own as they apply to the
goals of the ITTC. The ATTC provides
a forum for all the Americas to
contribute to this process of the
ITTC. Thus, the ATTC brings together
new research findings of interest to
its membership with the idea that some
of the ATTC papers also might be of
interest to the ITTC Technical
Committees and can be brought to the
attention of "tankery" people around
the world.
Of course, the strong research
atmosphere of the ATTC suggests that
many papers are given at the ATTC
because of their intrinsic value to
our field. Therefore, we tend to
think of the interests of the ITTC as
being somewhat peripheral.
But even
so it may interest our members as to
just what the ITTC Cavitation
Committee has been trying to do since
its most recent directions were
established by the ITTC Executive
Committee in Goteborg in 1984. The
topics being addressed by the
Committee involve the influence of
cavitation on the design and
construction of ships. And since many
of the important aspects of this
phenomenon are related to marine
propellers and high-speed craft, the
ITTC Cavitation Committee must
coordinate its work closely with those
two technical committees to ensure
that there is not duplication of
effort and that there is no conflict
between the findings and
recommendations of all three
committees. It is too soon to report
the outcome of the present Cavitation
Committee's deliberations in behalf of
the ITTC. These will be published at
the time of the 1 8 th ITTC in Japan

Proceedings of the International
Symposium on Propeller and Cavitation,
Wuxi, China, April 1986, is
distributed by:
China International Book
Trading Corporation
Post Office Box 399
Beijing, China
[Price approximately $28.00 plus
postage]
Proceedings of the International
Symposiun on Cavitation, Sendai,
Japan,
April 1986, is distributed by:
Institute of High Speed
M--$annics
Tohoku University
Sendal, Japan
[Price approximately $86.00 plus
postage]
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next year. We can indicate the kinds
of things that are being considered,
however. These are
- Cavitation Scale Effects
- Practical Aspects of
Cavitation Testing
- Cavitation and Leading
Edge Roughness
- Cavitation Noise
- Cavitation and Hull Pressure
Fluctuations
- Cavitation Erosion
Sydney Express Cavitation -- Testing
of Model Propellers
- Cavitation on Propellers for
High-Speed Craft
Partially
- Tunnel Wall Effects for
Cavitating Hydrofoils
Naturally, any light that can be shed
on any of these topics by contributors
be
to the present ATTC report will
th
18
greeted with enthusiasm by the
ITTC CAVITATION COMMITTEE.
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CLOUD CAVITATION AND

BUB11! F I'[TRAL

TII'

Georges L. chahiils
Tracor Hvdronauti~s, In,.
7210 Pind, 1 SLIheeI Road
Laur1l , NID 20707

INTRODUCTION

In order to determine the flow field in
the

A propeller when operating in the
a ship will, at

wake of

least intermittently, cavi-

and heat transfer

is

liquid medium and to obtain the

motion and deformation of any bubble in
cloud, one must solve

tate, inducing erosion of the blades, loss of
efficiency, noise, and occasionally structural
failure of nearby plating. These harmful
effects are mainly due to the collapse of
cavities. These include individual bubbles as
well as sheet cavities and bubble clouds,
Cloud bubbles are especially known to be
associated with erosion. These clouds are
either detached from the frothy mixture at the
trailing end of an unsteady sheet cavity, or
generated in a finite region of the liquid
downstream of the unsteady sheet where significant fluctuating pressures exist. The study
of cloud cavitation has recently received
accrued attention (Mirch, 1982; Chahine, 19811986; D'Agostino and Brennen, 1983).
In this
paper we sm:;,irize the singular perturbation
theory we have developed to study the collective behavior of a multibubble system, and the
interaction between bubbles. A general theory
including mass

bubble

the

the velocity potential,
=
AI
0

the

Laplace equation

for

0

subjected to kinematic and dynamic conditions
on the bubbles' surfaces. The equation of a
bubble surface in a coordinate system moving
with velocity )i in the direction ez, is
i
r = Rl(
,t).
and n are respectively the local curvature of the surface of
i
bubble B and its unit normal vector at the
point M(r,e,t).
y and TR are respectively
the surface tension of the liquid and its
temperature at the bubble wall. Pg and Pv
are the partial pressures of the noncondensible gas and the vapor inside the bubble. The
boundary conditions at the bubble walls can
then be written in the moving coordinates
system:
.r
•1
Vt
n
Re + be ] n,
(2)

first
2

presented, th-n partirulor examples ar'-~
shown. Codes for a system of N equi-sized
symmetrically distributed bubbles as well as a
code for any given distribution of bubbles
were developed and extensively used.

-

-z 2
2 I

2
T
TR

i~
5,
V

p,(P

ITR)-P (t)

$'t)

Due t- the relatively very short time of
vaporLzation compared to bubble dynamics and
gas diffusion characteristic times, the vapor
is considered to instantaneously flow in and
out of the bubble, and Pv is taken equal to
the value of the equilibrium vapor pressure of
the liquid at the bubble wall temperature.
The concentration of dissolved gas, C, at the
bubble surface is related by Henry's law to
the partial pressure of the gas within the
bubble and to iHeiiry's constant, H,

GENERAL FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
As a first step to study the general
problem of a bubble cloud in a flow field and
near solid boundaries, we consider a cloud of
bubbles in an unbounded medium of uniform
pressure, P_, concentration of dissolved
gas, C., and temperature, T_. This corresponds to the case where the size of the cloud
is small compared to the flow field characteristic length scale. P., C., and T. are
then the local values of the pressure, the
concentration, and the temperature in the flow
field in the ahsen- nf the "loud. We further
assume the liquid to be inviscid and incompressible and the flow irrotational. The
bubble cloud behavior is sought when the
ambient pressure, P,(t), is time dependent.

Pr: =

H C(RI) ,

(4)

The value of Pg constitutes the coupling
between the dynamic and gas diffusion
problems. Similarly the values of the equilibrium vapor pressure Pv and of the surface
tension y constitute the coupling between tne
dynamic and the heat problems.
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where for the control volume over a period of
time dt, oU is the change in internal energy.
dW is the work done, A, is the net molar
rate of mass transfer of component i, and h,
is the specific enthalpy of component i. In
(10), we have neglected changes in kinetic and
potential energies of the bubble and any heat
exchange between gas and liquid.
nv and
ng will change as the bubble volume changes
and vapor will condense or liquid vaporize at
the bubble wall and gas will diffuse in and
out of it. This results in a form of heat or
energy exchange between the bubble and the
liquid that is accounted for by the enthalpy
change.

To determine the temperature at the
bubble wall, TR(e,$,t), onc needs to solve
the energy equation in the liquid,
+ Vt - VT = D • AT,

(5)

where D is the thermal diffusivity of the
liquid. Equation (5) is subjected to a
boundary condition on the bubble wall stating
that the heat locally lost at any point of the
interface is used to vaporize an amount of
liquid determined by the local bubble volume
expansion rate. If pv is the vapor density,
L the latent heat of the liquid, and K its
thermal conductivity, the heat balance can be
written locally at the bubble surface;
pL
aT
I
RvL
(6)
I

3n

With these assumptions we can write

--

r=Ri(8
1,

= cvv d(n v Tg )

.t)
=, K6dU

~ In

i

The concentration of gas in the liquid,
C~r.8.a,t), is determined by the equation
*

C = D

7

*C
-

k7)

where

g

D
g

I

dS
'

(8)

nl

The only remaining variable needed to
apply this perfect gas law is the temperature
inside the bubble. The application of the
first law energy balance for the bubble
interior relates this temperature to the
boundary work due to volume change, the
enthalpy transfer due to transport of gas and
vapor across the bubble wall, and the change
in internal energy of the bubble content,
This can be written:
n. h. dt
i

respectivly

T1

the

The following approach is applicable to a
cloud of bubbles of low void fraction.
Provided that the characteristic size of a
bubble in the cloud, rb , is small
compared to the characteristic distance
between bubbles, P., we can assume, in the
absence of an initial relative velocity
between the bubble and the surrounding fluid,
that each of the individual bubbles reacts, in
first approximation, to the local pressure
variations spherically as if isolated. To the
failowing orders of approximation, interactions between bubbles induce bubble motion and
deformation that are taken into account.

where Vb is the volume of bubble, ng and
nv are the number of moles of gas and vapor
within the bubble, R. is the Universal gas
constant, and Tg is the absolute temperature
of the gas and vapor mixture within the
bubble,

- d W +

(12)

g

CLOUD DYNAMICS SINGULAR-PERTURBATION THEORY

The gas and vapor within the bubble are
taken to comprise an ideal gas mixture obeying
the equation of state
(P + P ) V
(n +n(
R
T
(9)
g
v
b
g
v
u
g

=

c9)

v

(n c +
v p

c. are

(11)

Equations (1) to (13) form, with the
bubble energy equation and the initial and at
infinity conditions a complete set of equations which must be solved to determine the
flow, concentration, and temperature fields.

Time integration of (8) determines at every
instant the total number of moles of gas,
ng, in the bubble.

d U

=

g

c v d(ng91 Tg)

specific heats of the vapor (superscript v)
and the gas (superscript g) at constant volume
and constant pressure. The work term in
('0) can be expressed as the boundary work in
moving the bubble surface
dW = (P + P ) dv
(13)
v
9
b

where D is the molar diffusivity of the gas
in the liquid. This equation is subjected at
the bubble wall to the condition that the
concentration at the interface is given by
Henry's law, (4).
The molar rate of transport
of gas across the interface, A., is related
to the gradient of gas concentration in the
liquid at the bubble wall by

g

cv and

h

+

Since the problem possesses two different
length scales, R. and rbn, we can
consider two subproblems. The "outer problem"
is that considered when the reference length
is set to be to.
This problem addresses the
macrobehavior of the cloua, ana the bubbles
appear in it only as singularities. The
"inner problem' is that considered when the
lengths are normalized by rb and its
solution applies to the vicinity of the
considered individual bubble of center Bi.
The presence of the other bubbles, all located

0

(10)
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at infinity in the "inner problem", is sensed
only by means of the matching condition with
the "outer problem". That is tu say, physically the boundary conditions at infinity for
the "inner problem" are obtained, at each
order of approximation, by the asymptotic
behavior of the outer solution in the vicinity
i
of B .

Bi can still be defined, the boundary conditions at infinity can be much more complex.
First, the macroscale pressure in the cloud at
i
B can be very different from the imposed
far field pressure. Second, a relative
velocity between the bubble and the surrounding fluid can exist causing the bubble to be
norispherical. The matching condition between
the velocity potential in the inner problem,
4i, and the velocity potential in the outer
problem, $, expresses toe at-infinity conditions for &i. This condition once expanded
in powers of e-rb /Z o states in physical
terms that the first order correction, to the
nonperturbed spherical behavior of the bubble,
ao(t), is due to a modification of the
collapse driving pressure. This introduces a
spheri-al correction al(t).
At the following
2
-"der, (6 ), a second correction of the
uniform pressure appears, as well as a uniform
velocity field accounting for a slip velocity
between the bubble and the surrounding fluid.
This induces a spherical correction, a 2 (t),
and a nonspherical correction f 2 (t) cosgiS,
where 0ig is a direction between the bubble
B1 and the cloud "center". Things become
more complex at the order of expansion E3,
where in addition to the uniform pressure and
velocity corrections, a 3 (t) and f 3(t)
,
cosOig a velocity gradient is to be
accounted for to generate a nonspherical
2orrection, g 3 (t) (3 cos29ig- 1)/2 .

h- Htermination of the flow field and
the dynamics of any of the individual bubbles,
i
B , is accessible once the boundary conditions at infinity in the corresponding "inner
region" are known. Here we impose the
restrictive assumption that the void fraction
is low enough so that the information about
the variation of the ambient pressure around
the cloud, P_(t), is transmitted to the
microscale in a time scale much shorter than
aoebubble collapse time. Therefore, in the
absence of a slip velocity between the
considered bubble and the surrounding fluid
and when interactions are neglected, the only
boundary conuition at infinity is the imposed
pressure variation P_(t). When a finite
value of the sound speed in the cloud medium
must be accounted for, Pp(t) can be approximated by P.(t') where t' = t -x/c and x
represents the minimum thickness of the cloud
shell at the bubble location. To address the
problem more rigourously one must solve the
two-phase medium flow equation. The "inner
problem" is therefore spherically symmetric
and its solution is given by the well known
Rayleigh-Plesset equation. With the assumption that the liquid is inviscid and incompressible, this equation can be written
i: as
follows neglecting the superscripts
..
aoa+22 aj=_

+7t)3 -2

-P

(t)+e1t)_

As a result, the equation of the surface
1
of the bubble B can be written in the form:
1
2
13
2
R(e 3 t)=a (t)+ca 1 (t)+c 2[apt)+f 2 (t)*cos
-a-

I(t

t)-e-1+3'i(.+
1

yp
f/a

(t)-We-

°

.

a

(14)

In this equation, ao(t) is the radius of
1
oubble B normalized by rb . The times
are normalized by the Rayleigh time, To ,
based on rbo and a characteristic value of
the pressure varation, AP.
All pressures are
normalized by &P.
p
(P. (o))

(t)

(P (t) -P
P
=

(P (t) -

e

=rr b

AP

/ 2y

2(cos e'

+i (t
+g 3(t

and

time dependent finite

solution to

.

(17)

difference

(5) or

(7) for

the case of an

isolated spherical bubble for which appreciable concentration
gradients are confined
budr
ae
ftikesSwihi
ml to a
layer of thickness 5 which is small
compared to the bubble radius:

.(16)

2

b
b/2

T = T For a given P,(t), Equation

) +. . .

)cs

scheme, and is not necessary for many cases of
interest. Plesset and Zwick (1952) obtained a

The Weber number is related to the surface
,Pan
r, , y:boundary
tenio,
tenson, y, 'P, and rbo by:
W

sej

3 (t)cos6

A general, detailed solution of heat and
gas diffusion equations would likely involve a
time consuming numerical approach, such as a

)i(P)

P (O)/AP

t) +f

The successive corrections are obtained by
solving similar differential equations as for
a. (Equation 14) (see Chahine, 1982).

vspace

o

(t)

3

v

t

v

t

U,

(14) can be

K
x

solved for the vari-tion of the bubble radius,
ao(t).
This allows the subsequent determination of the pressure field around the bubble
1
of center B .

1/12
C = C-

mD'

g

When interactions cannot be neglected,
but an "inner region" enclosing the bubble

o
'0

~rt
[II

a1

ooo 0
a(y)dy
0

A/41
g
4, (
/
a 0 y)dy]1/2

dx.
(18)
dx.
(19)

These expressions were applied to the spherical part of the bubble radius, R(Ot).
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to reduce the collective effect expected from
the incompressible symmetrical case.

NUMERICAL STUDY AND RESULTS
It is helpful, in order to understand the
various numerical results, to consider the
pressure field generated by the collapse of an
individual bubble. Let us consider the
pressure history at a point M at a distance £0
from an isolated bubble when the ambient
pressure is submitted to a sudden pressure
jump. As we can see from Figure 1, the
resulting perturbation pressure, i.e., the
difference between the pressure at to and the
far field pressure, is negative for t<0.75 for
the considered case. Later, for t>0.75, the
pressure at £0 increases rapidly to 2.3 times
the imposed pressure at the end of the bubble
collapse. This observation is a key to the
understanding of multibubble behavior in a
sudden pressure increase. Indeed, if a fictitious bubble which does not influence the
process is centered in M, it will first sense
a less important and more gradual increase in
the surrounding pressure at the beginning of
the collapse.
In the case considered instead
of a nondimensional surge of the pressure from
0 to 1, P jumps only to 0.84 then rises
slowly, not attaining 1 until t=0.75. This

Various spherically symmetrical cloud
configurations were investigated numerically.
Figure 3 shows the results of five different
computations for a sudden jump in the imposed
ambient pressure. The cases of two, three,
and twelve bubbles are presented together with
In each case the
that of an isolated bubble.
i
variation with time of the distance, B E',
l
between the extreme point on a bubble E ,
i
and its initial center, B , is chosen to
represent the bubble dynamics. Taking the
bubble collapse in an unbounded fluid as
reference, it is easy to see from Figure 3 how
increasing the number of bubbles changes the
dynamics of the one studied. During the early
slow phase of the implosicn process, the
collapse is significantly delayed. At any
given nondimensionsal time the distance
BiEi (and simultaneously the bubble
characteristic size) is greater when the
number, N, of interacting bubbles increases.
Then, in the final phase of the implosion the
the phenomenon speeds
tendency is reversed:
up and the finali velocities of the motion are
higher when N increases. This is explained by
accounting for the modification of the driving
pressure of the collapse of any bubble due to
the dynamics of the other bubbles as described
above.

induces a relative decrease in the intensity
of the first phase of the bubble collapse and
affects the bubble radius variation with time
exactly as seen later in Figure 3. Later, the
sharp rise in the pressure field makes the
subsequent end of the collapse much more
violent.

Figure 4 is a collection of results
obtained in absence of gas and heat diffusion
from several cases studied. The maximum nondimensional pressures generated during the
cloud collapse are represented versus the
number of bubbles in the cloud. The cumulative effect is obvious since the values
obtained vary over a range of several orders
of magnitude. These theoretical numbers give
an indication of how tremendous pressures can
be generated with an Increasing number of
interacting bubbles.
In this figure, the
maximum pressures are presented at the cloud
i
center, C, at B when it is removed and at a
distance rb frcn the center of one of the
bubbles in ?he cloud. These results show the
important role played by the gas content of
the bubbles.
Increasinq Pg has dramatically reduced the generated pressures. This
is mainly due to the cushioning effect of the
gas which significantly reduces the velocities
attained at the eno of the implosion.

Figure 2 considers two different bubbles,
This figure is intended to explain both
cumulative effects due to a multibubble system
and modification due to different bubble size,
bubble interdistance, and delay time3
(compressibility) effects. Had the two
bubbles been of the same size and at equal
distance from M, the two corresponding
pressure time profiles would have superimposed.
In this case, both effects described
above (initial relative pressure reduction and
subsequent dramatic pressure increase) will be
doubled (without any additional consideration
of the interaction such as modification of the
The interaction between
pressure histories).
bubbles A and B would amplify the phenomena
described above. Now, if bubbles A and B are
either at a different distance from M or are
not of equal size, the pressure profiles will
not overlap. If they are of equal size but at
different distances from M, the pressure peaks
would occur simultaneously unless compressibility effects are included. A delay time
corresponding to the difference in the travel
paths will then occur between the two peaks,
From the above discussion it is evident that
the behavior of a fictitious bubble located at
M will strongly depend on both the sizes of
the other interacting bubbles and their space
distribution. Compressihility would have the
same effect as a nonsymmetric bubble distribution in addition to its influence on the
collapse intensity and amplitude of the
generated pressures. It would therefore tend

Another very interestinl observation from
Figure 5 is that a pressure drop of finite
duration fol.owed by a recompression (case B)
gives lower values for maximum pressures
generated at the end of the collapse than the
pressure jump case . . This effect is not due
tc the apparent higher gas content in this
case. The value of P1 to consider fcr
comparison purposes jnould be for all cases
that at the start of the collapse which is
smaller in case B. The pressure attenuatio,n
In the
observed can be explained as follows.
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are the most useful. Any bubble of initial
radius larger than that given by these static
predictions would grow explosively at the
corresponding velocity. The problem is more
complex when dynamics and interactions are
taken into iccount. This fact can be
illustrated, as in Figure 6, by comparin,, R,
versus Vt obtained by both static and
dynamic considerations. Here one can observe
significant differences at the larger bubble
radii and also at the higher velocities.
These theoretical differences are relatively
small when expressed in terms of Vt but
reflect very large differences in the critical
pressures. The most interesting results seems
to be the presence of a minimum in the dynamic
curve. This implies that at a given velocity

classical pressure jump case the initial
cumulative effect is to cause the bubble size
to be larger at the start of the collapse
pressure surge. Conversely, the initial
cumulative effect for a pressure drop of
finite duration followed by a pressure
recovery (case B) is to reduce the size of the
bubble when the collapse pressure surge
occurs. As a result the potential energy for
collapse in case B is relatively smaller,
The above results show that even for very
low void fractions, collective bubble collapse
can generate pressures orders of magnitude
higher than those produced by single bubble
collapse. This would tend to explain the
observed high erosion intensities and the
bending of trailing edges. The cumula-ive
effect comes from the fact that the interaction increases the driving pressure of
collapse of each individual bubble. This
augments the violence of its implosion and
thus the interaction with the other bubbles,
Thus, each bubble ends its collapse not under
the effect of a pressure of the same order as
the ambient, but orders of magnitude higher.

above a minimal value (25.1 m/s in the case of
Figure 6) only a finite range of bubble radii
are excited. Compare this prediction with the
conclusion from statics that all bubbles above
a critical radius become active. This may
explain the experimentally observed lower
number of detected bubbles in the venturi CSM
as opposed to the scattering method.

The method described above was used to
study the dynamic behavior of a multibubble
system in a cavitation susceptibility meter
and to compare the behavior of an isolated
spherical bubble with that of a bubble in a
cloud. Both sets of cases were considered for
the NSRDC venturi (see Chahine and Shen,
1986).
The bubble wall motion during its
traverse through the venturi is illustrated in
Figure 5. A typical bubble radius history can
be described as follows. Near the throat
entrance the bubble radius oscillates for a
certain number of cycles which decreases with
bubble size and increasing flow velocity.
Then, if this velocity is large enough a
continual growth is observed until the bubble
reaches the venturi expansion area. This is
followed by a more or less violent bubble
implosion which may be detected acoustically,
Figure 5 shows the influence of the initial
size of a bubble on its dynamics and the
modification of the behavior by interbubble
and mean flow interactions. All cases are
considered for the same ambient pressure and
throat velocity. The larger bubbles achieve
their maximum size further downstream inside
the venturi diffusion section. When interactions are considered the bubble of initial
=
radius R,
5 Wm has its behavior moderately
However, for the 20 um bubble the
modified.
modification of the behavior is dramatic,
Large oscillations are induced through interactions and an early collapse occurs inside
the venturi throat. Such a bubble cloud would
not be detected optically and probably not
acoustically if the intensity of the collapse
is not strong enough.
For the present ,ser of the Venturi
Cavitation Susceptibility Meter, the curves

of gas diffusion onnultibubble dynamics.
bubble growth has been considered following a
sudden ambient pressure drop. Figure 7 shows
a collection of cases of bubble radii, versus
times. The isolated bubble cases are
presented for reference. When mass transfer
is neglected at the bubbleliquid interface a
polytropic compression law is adopted. For an
isolated bubble comparisons are made between
the two extreme cases of no-gas diffusion:
isothermal behavior and adiabatic behavior,
and the rase where the mass transfer and the
energy balance equations are solved. The
ajiabatic assumption in the absence of gas
diffusion gives closer results to the solution
)f the diffusion problem. Based on the
perfect gas law, this result is to be expected
when during the bubble growth the increase in
the number of moles of gas entering the bubble
overcomes the decrease in gas temperature in
the product ngTg. As seen in the example
in Figure 8 the temperature drops in the
initial phase of the growth but recovers
rapidly to maintain its value later in the
bubble growth history. In a multibubble
system interactions become very significant
when the bubble sizes approach the interbubble
This is reflected by an oscillation
distance.
in the bubble radius similar to that obtained
in the heat transfer problem. Initially
during the bubble growth the modification of
the imposed pressire field by the presence of
the other bubbles in the cloud reduces the
bubble size achieved. At any instant the
bubble radius is smaller than that of an
isolated bubble. Two uch radii are shown in
Figure 7. R 2 is the measurement of the bubble
radius along the cloud center direction, while
R 3 is measured in the opposite direction.
Figure 7 shows the variation of these two

relating the initial radius of a detectable
bubble to the critical velocity at the throat

dimensions as functions of time for a set of
values of the spacing parameter c. It is

Figures 7 to 9 illustrate the influence
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This
are functions of the initial conditions.
result is related to the variations of K and
K£.

obvious from this figure that bubble interaction and deformation increase when the spacing
between bubbles is reduced. The presence of
multiple bubbles introduces a flattening of
the bubble on its side closer to the cloud
center. This side has a slower growth than
the other side. The computed shrinking and
oscillation of the bubble shape in the latter
stage of the growth needs to be investigated
to assure it does not result from a failure of
the asymptotic approach,

The above results should be extended to
actual pressure fields where the pressure
variations are more realistic than a sudden
pressure drop and, more importantly, to longer
computation times where gas diffusion effects
become more significant. For such more
practical situations the influence of the
magnitude of the pressure drop, Po - Pinf,
should be investigated carefully.

Figure 8 shows for various conditions the
time variations of the effective gas polytropic coefficients when gas diffusion is
taken into account. The two effective
coefficients used in these figures are defined
as follows. The total effective polytropic
coefficient, K is computed at each time step
using
(20)
K = (Log P /P )/(Log V/,) .
g go
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DREA PROPELLER CAVITATION RESEARCH
D.J. Noble, N.C. Sponagle and L.J. Leggat
Defence Research Establishment Atlantic
P.O. Box 1012
Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, Canada

ABSTRACT

of the lifting-surface analysis code PUF-2
developed by Kerwin and Lee (1978) for
predicting unsteady forces and moments on
propellers operating in a ship's wake. In the
DREA code, Lee's chordwise distribution of
singularity segments and control points is
replaced by a slightly modified distribution
suggested by Van Houten in an effort to
improve the prediction of cavity development
close to the leading edges of the blades.
Additionally, the model for radial contraction
and roll up of the downstream wake sheets used
in PUF-2, but removed in Lee's cavitation
prediction method, is retained to improve
predictions of cavity development at more
heavily loaded or off design operating
conditions.
After integrating cavity extent and
thickness distributions over the blade, the
resulting periodic cavity volume variations
are used to define an effective acoustic
source strength for determining far-field
noise levels at harmonics of the blade rate
frequency. The expressions developed for
far-field noise include the effect of a finite
sound speed that appears as a retarded time
difference in the acoustic relations. This
finite time delay for acoustic signals to
travel between the source and observer is
usually neglected when evaluating propeller
induced hull pressures in the relative
near-field, but is an important consideration
for radiated noise. A Lloyd's mirror effect
due to the free surface is important in
surface ship applications and is also included
in the noise prediction method. This part of
the paper describes theoretical procedures and
presents comparisons between theory and
experiment for propeller back sheet cavitation
extents and blade rate noise levels.
A second component of cavitation research
at DREA is directed at providing a better
understanding of the basic nature of the noise
generation mechanisms of propeller
cavitation. An improved understanding is
sought of the micro-scale behavior of
cavitation, which controls the emission of
broadband noise at medium to high frequencies
as opposed to the macro-scale behavior, that
is thought to control the emission of low
frequency narrow band noise. In the long
term, it is hoped that this research will lead

Two aspects of cavitation research at the
Defence Research Establishment Atlantic are
reported. The first applies to numerical
prediction of sheet cavitation extents on
propellers using a modified version of PUF-2.
The singularity methods used to predict the
extents of sheet cavitation are described, and
evaluated through comparisons with model test
data. Techniques for expanding the methods to
enable prediction of acoustic pressures are
described.
The second area of research is in the
investigation of cavitation noise produced by
tip vortex and bubble cavitation. Cavitation
is developed on two-bladed propellers which
are operated in a bollard-pull condition in a
near anechoic environment. Results of
experiments with fully developed and incipient
cavitation are described,
1. INTRODUCTION
The first part of this paper is concerned
with the development of numerical prediction
capabilities at the Defence Research
Establishment Atlantic (DREA) for periodic
sheet cavitation on marine propellers and the
resulting blade rate harmonics of far-field
noise. Although model testing of propellers
in depressurized tanks and tunnels can provide
reliable data for propeller performance and
cavitation development, the measurement of low
frequency noise is hampered by the highly
reverberant nature of model test facilities,
A reliable theory for low frequency noise
prediction is an important asset for
preliminary acoustic evaluation of novel
design concepts for propellers,
Since the rapid growth and collapse of
cavitation is a predominant proppller noise
generating mechanism, prediction of
cavitation volume variations is an essential
first step of the numerical method. The sheet
cavitation prediction program recently
developed at DREA is based on procedures
formulated by Lee (1980) and Van Houten (1982)
and included in the review of cavitation
research at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) by Van Houten, Kerwin and
UJhlman (1983). Lee's method is an extension
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to the development of reliable methods to
predict cavitation noise based on appropriate
input from propeller analysis and ship wake
calculations. Improved understanding of
cavitation noise mechanisms will allow the
development of better noise scaling procedures
and experimental techniques. However, for the
foreseeable future, scale model tests also
will be required either to predict cavitation
noise for full-scale ships, or to confirm the
results of other prediction techniques.
The second part of this paper deals with
this aspect of cavitation research at DREA.
An experimental facility is described where
various types of measurements can be made of
cavitation noise produced by specialized
propellers. Measurements have been made of
the level, spectral content, and directivity
of the far-field noise. Also, a technique is
described for measurement of the location,
strength, and spectral content of the acoustic
sources in the flow near cavitating
propellers, which is used to reveal details
about the noise source mechanisms of
cavitation that could not be studied using
far-field measurements alone. Finally, the
results of measurements with three propellerr
which produce vortex and bubble cavitation are
presented. Due to the limited space, this
discussion will emphasize the philosophy and
special advantages of the facility. Further
details about the facility and results for
these propellers are provided by Leggat (1982)
and Sponagle and Leggat (1984, 1985).

corrections would be most significant for
single propeller vessels where the major
portion of each blade encounters a large wake
deficit region near the centre plane of the
ship. For twin propeller configurations where
only the outer extremities of this deficit
region are cut by the blade tips, the effects
of these corrections should be quite small.
In Lee's cavitation prediction method,
the sheet cavity is assumed to be a thin,
continuous layer forming on the back surfaces
of the blades, starting from the blade leading
edges and remaining attached to the blades.
Diffusion of gas or vapour into or out of the
cavity, blade surface tension and roughn'gs
are not treated, and the cavity is assumed to
remain at a constant pressure; the vapour
pressure of water.
2.2

The velocities induced by a cavitating
propeller are solutions of the equation of
mass conservation for an incompressible,
potential flow. In the lifting-surface
problem, the potential flow and sheet cavity
development are required to satisfy three
major boundary conditions:
1) Flow Tangency: The normal component of the
total velocity vanishes on the blade mean
surfaces.
2) Cavity Dynamic Condition: A linear version
of the unsteady Bernoulli equation in blade
fixed coordinates is used to
instantaneously enforce a constant vapour
pressure condition at the cavity/water
interface.
3) Cavity Closure: Cavity thickness vanishes
at its outer extremities.
In addition, flow disturbances must
vanish far upstream of the propeller, a Kutta
condition of tangential flow at the blade
trailing edges is enforced and Kelvin's
theorems on circulation and vorticity
conservation are applied uqing thp procedures
that Kerwin and Lee developed for PUF-2.
Vortex distributions are used on the blade
mean surfaces and downstream wake sheets to
represent a jump discontinuity in tangential
velocity and to generate circulatory flow and
lift on blade sections. Source distributions
are also used on these surfaces to represent
jump discontinuities in normal velocity and to
provide blade and cavity thickness
contributions to the induced flow.

PART 1
NUMERICAL PREDICTION OF PROPELLER
SHEET CAVITATION AND NOISE
2. BACK SHEET CAVITATION PREDICTION
2.1

Governing Equations

Basic Assumptions

In the lifting-surface procedures
developed at MIT, propeller blades are assumed
to be thin, rigid, equally-spaced identical
surfaces of otherwise arbitrary shape. All
sections of the blade operate at small angle
of attack. The inflow to the propeller
consists of three spatially varying components
of the ship's wake which are assumed to have
negligible time dependence and variation in
the propeller axial coordinate relative to a
ship fixed reference frame,
Since reliability of the cavitation
prediction method depends on the accuracy of
this ship wake, much effort has been directed
towards developing scaling methods and
effective wake corrections for the measured
nominal wake data obtained in model test
facilities. Reynolds number scaling
procedures attempt to correct for hull
boundary layer differences between model and
full scale ships. Huang and Groves (1980)
have developed propeller-wake interaction
corrections for the inviscid, rotational flow
effects that the propeller has on the incoming
wake vorticity distribution. These types of

2.3

Singularity Discretization and Control
Points

The grids of vortex line segments used on
the blade mean surface and near wake sheet, as
well as the vortex arrangement used for a
rolled-up ultimate wake are illustrated in
Figures Ia and lb. The blade grid is
essentially the one defined by Lee except for
a slight modification in the chordwise
distribution of segment end points. The DRRA
program uses a chordwise spacing suggested by
Van Houten for prediction of hydrofoil
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cavitation which i7 shifted one quarter of the
chordwise intervals betwnen bound vortex
segments towards the leading c4ge compared
with Lee's grid.
The downstream wake grid is identical to
the model used by Kerwin and Lee in the
original PUF-2 code. F-asonable estimates of
the roll-up radius and wake pitch angle
required to define grid geometry can be
obtained by applying actuator disk theory and
momentum conservation to the mean flow in a
contracting stream tube. This process ensures
variation of near wake geometry with thrust
loading coefficient, and can improve numerical
predictions at more heavily loaded operating
conditions,
Figure 2 depicts the relative placement
of source and vortex segments, as well as the
position of boundary condition control points,
in a typical chordwise strip between two fixed
radius arcs on the blade mean surface and
extending into the near wake. As in PUF-2,
blade thickness source segments are made
coincident with bound vortex segments, and are
assigned known constant strengths obtained
from thin wing theory. The dashed lines
oriented in a spanwise sense represent cavity
thickness source segments. These are
positioned between successive bound vortex
segments using Van Houten's chord spacing with
leading edge concentration. If the sheet
cavity should extend beyond the trailing edge,
additional cavity source segments are placed
midway between successive shed vortex segments
in the near wake.
The circular symbols in Figure 2 at the
midpoints of cavity source segments on the
blade are control points at which the flow
tangency condition is enforced. The 'X'
symbols at bound and shed vortex midpoints are
control points for enforcing a constant vapour
pressure requirement using the cavity dynamic
condition over the instantaneous extent.
2.4

a;:d pressure control r-int from the solution
process. The number of unknowns and equations
solved in each strip is thus reduced by one.
9.5

Cavity Extent Correlation with Experiment

Back sheet cavitation chordwise extent
predictions were compared to experimentally
observed extents for two propeller models
tested at the Netherlands Ship Model Basin
(NSMB). Geometry descriptions of the model
propellers NSMB 5349 and 5268 are included in
a related paper by Kennedy, Noble and Casgrain
(1986).
Figure 3 compares calculated and model
test data for back sheet cavitation extents on
the five-bladed propeller model 5349. The
figure shows the projected view of a blade
looking downstream into the rotation plane for
various angular positions between - 180* and
°
°
180 with 0 corresponding to the top vertical
position. The blade turns outward through the
°
0 position, and just before reaching it,
passes through a large axial veiocity deficit
region produced by the shaft bossing and hull
boundary layer. The numerical predictions
were obtained using axial, radial and
tangential components of the measured nominal
wake. As the figure shows, numerical extents
correlate well with model test data for this
unskewed, high aspect ratio blade.
An example having cavitation extending
into the downstream wake is shown for a more
typical low aspect ratio blade in Figure 4.
Here, numerical and model test extents on
five-bladed propeller model 5268 are
compared. Although not correlating quite as
well as the narrow blade results, the
predictions provide a reasonable estimate of
model cavitation extent time history including
the cavity extent beyond the trailing edge at
the 60' position. These twin propellers
rotate inward over the top and develop maximum
back sheet cavitation extents as the blades
movc down through the wake deficit. Again the
three orthogonal components of the measured
nominal wake are used for the predictions.

Solution Procedures

The details of the equations established
to solve for the instantaneous bound vortex
and cavity source segment strengths in a
single strip, as well as the time-stepping,
iterative solution procedures, are fully
described by Lee, and so are not repeated
here. However, the system of linear equations
solved by the DREA code is a slightly modified
version of Lee's system.
With Lee's singularity grid, it is
necessary to interchange the chordwise
locations of the first cavity source segment
and pressure control point in each strip in
order to simulate the proper source strength
behaviour at the leading edge. However, by
placing the first bound vortex segment right
at the leading edge, Van Houten finds that the
cavity source and vortex chordwise strength
distributions near the leading edge obey a
coemmon quarter-root singularity behaviour.
Van Houten's relation between the leading edge
segment strengths is used in the DREA program
to eliminate the first cavity source strength

3.
3.1

NOISE PREDICTION
Fundamental Relations

The equation for sound pressure radiated
from a region of acoustic source strength
density, f, can be found in standard texts on
theoretical acoustics such as Morse and Ingard
(1968). Assuming a constant sound speed, c,
the sound pressure as a function of time at a
fixed field location can be formally expressed
in terms of the following integrals over
source volume and time.

p(t) =

I
4

r (o-

R)

dt.

(1)

Here R is the distance from an element of the
source volume to the field location and 6 is
a Dirac delta function, which through the time
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integral, evaluates the source time variable
to at the retarded time t - R/c. A more

Here Y is the spherical radial coordinate of
the field point from the propeller centre and

convenient formulation when source coordinates
are in motion relative to the observer is
obtained by Fourier time transforming equation
(1) to the frequency domain,

x, r and e are observer cylindrical
coordinates.
After introducing the approximations of
equation (5) into equation (2), the time
transform of acoustic pressure contains a time
dependent phase factor that has a Bessel

P()

=

f

jS

function series expansion.
((2)

W
c
3.2

V dt

-iwt)
exp

8=-

3.4

Here p is water density and

n is the second
n
time derivative of cavity volume on blade n.
In terms of cylindrical coordinates r' = (x ,
rO,

negative images can be used to model a Lloyd's
mirror phenomenon. Assuming that

0

0 ) at the propeller centre, the

components of ?n are x O = 0, r0 = a and
2m(n-l)/B - Q t .

Free Surface Effect

The theory presented so far assumes that
acoustic pressures are radiated in an
unbounded medium. To account for the effects
of a free water surface, the method of

(3)

0

kar

On substituting equation (6) and the
Fourier series, equation (4), for cavity
volume into equation (2), the sum over the
blades leads to a cancellation of shaft rate
harmonics that are not multiples of the blade
rate frequency BQ. The source time
integration can now be performed and the
Fourier time transform inverted to give a
series representation of the far-field sound
pressure in terms of blade rate harmonics.

BE
F-)

+

P=

At large distances from the propeller, a
source distribution over the blades can be
replaced by a single point source on each
blade rotating at shaft rate Q at an
effective radius in the plane of rotation as
depicted in Figure 5. As described by Ross
(1976), a small coherently pulsating volume
has a ime derivative of volume flux equal to
the fluid density times the second time
derivative of volume. Locating point sources
on each of B blades at source position vectors
= ?n, n = 1, 2 ... , B, the source strength
0
n
density, f, for cavity volume fluctuations
becomes:

f

JJP(s) exp

exp(iscos%)

Rotating Point Sources for Cavity Volume

characteristic wavelengths of the surface

e0

waves are large compared to acoustic
wavelengths of interest, image sources for

0

Asquiming identical cavity volume time
histories on each blade that are periodic at
the shaft rate, the volume Vn has the

cavitation are positioned symmetrically above
the waterline as shown in Figure 6. The net
acoustic pressure will then vanish at the

following time delayed Fourier series
representation.
7 (n

waterline and be significantly reduced at
certain observer locations below the free
surface.

C, exp (iqflt

Vn

BfI

(4)

3.5

Cq = jC9texp(ioq)
3.3

To indicate how back sheet cavitation
noise predictions correlate with overall
measured levels at blade rate harmonics, the
difference in far-field sound pressure levels
obtained for theory relative to experiment on
full scale sea trials of one propeller is
summarized in Table I.

Far-Field Relations

Substituting equation (3) into (2), the
source volume integration simply evaluates
source coordinates at components of ? . The
n
rather complicated source time integral
remaining can be simplified by making the
following far-field approximation for the
source to observer distance.
a2
coo , in phase
Rn f+ 2f
r
R
f, in amplitude
+

B

I

f= F

Noise Correlation with Experiment

Blade Rate
Harmonic
1
2
3
4
5

(5)

&SPL
[dB
7.3
5.9
-9.2
-2.6
-5.7

Table 1: Noise Level Differences for CFAV QUEST
- Theory Relative to Experiment

+r2
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For the Canadian Forces Auxiliary Vessel
(CFAV) QUEST with propellers corresponding to
NSMB model 5349, the theory predicts levels
that range from 2 to 9 dB on either side of
the measured levels at the 11.2 knot operating
speed. At this speed both back sheet and tip
vortex cavitation are present to contribute to
the measured levels.
In addition, levels were
obtained with a bottom mounted hydrophone.
The larger differences at lower harmonics may
in part be due to effects of the sea bottom as
well as the proximity of the propeller to the
hull surface.

bubble containing very little uncondensible
gas).
Also, it is assumed that the types and
amounts of cavitation present on the propeller
can be calculated from purely hydrodynamic
considerations. However, each form of
cavitation is assumed to produce noise by a
separate mechanism. It is the detail of these
noise mechanisms that is under study here.
5. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Typically, propeller cavitation noise is
measured either by full-scale ship trials on a
sound range or by scale model tests in a
cavitation tunnel or towing tank. Full-scale
trials are very costly and are difficult to
control since a host of extraneous factors
must be considered such as the wind, sea
state, tidal current, ship operating
conditions, depth of water, experience of
crew, etc. On the other hand scale model
tests are convenient to perform, but
meaningful acoustic data are often difficult
to obtain since the measurement chambers may
be highly reverberant, may have resonant modes
of excitation, and may have high ambient noise
levels due to associated machinery or flow
noise. This necessitates the use of complex
calibration procedures that depend on
frequency and the locations of the source and
receiver. Also, unless the facility is very
large, it will be impossible to make
measurements in the acoustic far-field except
at high frequencies.
DREA has put into operation a somewhat
different cavitation noise research facility
which allows the investigation of the
mechanisms and sources of cavitation noise in
a nearly anechoic environment. This facility
is located at the DREA Acoustics Earge
described by McMahon (1961).
This is a
floating laboratory that is located in a large
salt water estuary. The water beneath the
barge is approximately 50 m deep and the
bottom is covered with several meters of soft
mud with good acoustic absorption properties.
This provides a non-reverberant, quiet
environment for acoustic measurements.
A complete description of the cavitation
noise facility was given by Leggat (1982), and
a drawing of the setup is shown in Figure 1.
The apparatus is suspended, in open water,
below the barge. The propellers are powered
by a stationary, variable speed electric drive
system that is attached to the barge. Up to
30 kW of power can be delivered at shaft
speeds up to 2500 rpm. Visual cavitation
observations and photography are carried out
from the surface through a periscope, with
lighting provided by a system of strobe lights
which are synchronized to the rotation of the
propeller. Measurements of the torque
delivered by the propeller also can be
obtained.
Far-field measurements have been
performed to examine the level, spectral
content, and directivity of cavitation noise
using omnidirectional hydrophones spaced at
least 25 m from the cavitating noise source.

PART II
EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF CAVITATION NOISE
4

BACKCROUND

Typically, the power spectral density of
cavitation dominated ship noise contains a
series of low frequency, narrow bandwidth
lines that are superimposed on broad-band
noise spread over a large frequency range.
The low frequency lines are associated with
periodic macroscopic variations in the total
volume of cavitation which are induced by
periodic variations in the propeller operating
conditions. In the far-field, this component
of the noise is not greatly affected by the
microscopic details of the cavity dynamics.
The broadband component of cavitation noise is
very different in nature. In this case,
although the periodic variations in the
propeller operating conditions play a part,
they are not the dominant consideration.
Instead, the microscopic detail
of the
collapse of the cavitation bubblus dominates,
Accurate estimates of this broadband
component of noise from ship propeller
cavitation, as measured in the far-field,
requirc estimates of all of the following
parameters:
I. acoustic source strength:
a. quantity and types of cavitation caused
by the propeller.
b. details of the sound emission mechanisms
of each type of cavitation.
2. propagation of the sound from the source to
the receiver:
a. increased dissipation and changes in
spectral shape due to shock formation.
b. effect of multiple sound transmission
paths including reflections from solid
boundaries.
c. acoustic transmission properties of the
water,
This forms a convenient way to break up the
cavitation noise problem for study since each
of these topics can be studied independently,
It is typical of acoustic problems to study
the acoustic sources separately from the
propagated noise field. The implicit
assumption made is that the energy removed ly
the radiated noise is a small part of the
total energy of the source, and this is
usually true for cavitation (except during the
final stages of collapse of a cavitation
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Several methods are available to perform the
free field corrections. If the source is
compact and the locations of the source and

Lighthill equation or from consideration of
the Helmholtz-Kirchoff integral solution to
the wave equation, that the mean squared

receiver are well defined, then a computer
model of sound propagation at the facility can
be used. Also, echo removal techniques based
on auto-correlation and cepstrum analysis have
been used to analyse wide-band signals. Since

far-field pressure level,<P )(relative to a
range of 1 m), can be written as a surface
integral over any arbitrary surface, S, that
completely surrounds the source:

2

/P?\[dii2

the environment is nearly non-reverberant and
the source and receiver can be well separated,
the geometry of the facility imposes virtually
no limits on the frequency range of the
measurements. Also measurements of the
spacial distribution of acoustic sources in
the flow around the cavitating propellers is
made using the technique described in the next
section.
The following characteristics of the
facility allow accurate acoustic measurements

p11=

dS(7

dS

For a distribution of uncorrelated monopole
sources the integrand is

--

dS

-

41

VP, P

Jxic

(8)

Here, VP n is the component of the pressure
gradient normal to the surface S, P is the
far-field pressure, x is the distance from the
surface point to the far-field point, and the
square brackets indicate the unnormalized
cross correlation function evaluated at the
transit time of sound from the near-field
point to the far-field point. This integrand
is interpreted as a surface acoustic source
distribution which is measured directly over
the surface S. Information about the actual
volume acoustic source distribution is then
inferred from the structure of the measured
surface distribution.
The flow into the propeller is
axisymmetric; therefore, the surface S was
chosen to be a cylinder with a radius 25 mm
greater than the propeller radius and which
was long enough to include all of the
cavitation. Because of the axial symmetry,

to be made over a wide frequency range.
I. The environment is almost non-reverberant;
therefore, spectral measurements can be
corrected to free field conditions over a
wide frequency range and analysis of the
pressure time history data is possible.
2. The measurements can be carried out at
sufficient distance from the source to
ensure far-field conditions even at low
frequencies and for large distributed
sources.
3. Acoustic directivity measurements can
easily be carried out.
4. There is low ambient noise.
It should be noted that the cavitation
noise experiments that are performed at this
facility are designed to provide a better
understanding of the basic nature of the noise
generation mechanisms of propeller

2

cavitation. However, realistic simulation of
full scale conditions cannot be carried out
with this facility due to two limiting
constraints,
I. The propeller drive system is fastened
directly to the barge which is securely
moored. Therefore, the test propellers
must operate at zero advance coefficient,
2. Environmental conditions such as pressure,
nuclei content, and temperature cannot be
controlled, but should remain steady due to
the unlimited quantity of water and stable
temperature.

d<F >/ds can be determined :.cr the whole
cylinder by scanning the pressure gradipnt
hydrophone once axially along the surface. Tn
the text that follows, this is referred to as
a wake scan, and the abscissa of the source
distribution plots refers to this axial
position. Positive numbers indicate positions
downstream of the propeller and negative
numbers refer to positions upstream.
A distinct advantage of this
cross-correlation technique is that it can be
used to take advantage of the non-reverberant
environment at the DREA Acoustics Barge to
produce results that do not require further
free field correction. Noise from cavitation
is typically quite broadband, and so the
cross- correlation function due to noise that
travels to the far-field point via the direct
path will peak at the appropriate time delay
and die rapidly to zero away from the peak.
Noise that travels via other discrete paths
will produce similar peaks centered at later
time delays. At the Acoustics Barge, with
appropriate choice of the far-field
measurement point, the difference in time
delay between the direct path and all
reflections may be made large enough so the
the cross-correlation peaks do not overlap;
thus the effect of multiple transmission paths
is automatically removed.

6. MEASUREMENT OF ACOUSTIC SOURCE DISTRIBUTIONS
In this section the basis for the
experimental method used to obtain information
about the spacial distribution of acoustic
sources in the flow about a cavitating
propeller is described. This method providen
a way to estimate the mean squared pressure
level and power spectral density of the
components of the far field sound that
originates at various locations. Also, it is
shown that the effect of multiple sound
transmission paths may be eliminated so that
true free field estimates can be made.
It can be shown, either from approximate
simplifications of Curle's solution to the
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7. PROPELLERS

produced lower (but approximately equal) noise
levels. Also, both propellers for which tip
vortex cavitation noise continued to dominate
at high speeds were observed to produce
maximum noise near 2000 rpm followed by a
significant reduction in noise emission above
this rotation rate. Only the Back Bubble
Propeller did not show this decrease and this
appears to be due to the formation of bubble
cavitation.

In the remainder of this paper the
results obtained for three different
propellers will be summarized. These were two
bladed, 250 mm diameter propellers that were
designed to produce specific forms of
cavitation in the experimental conditions.
Each of these propellers had a NACA 16
thickness distribution and a NACA 65 mean
camber line. However, the radial
distributions of pitch, chord length, maximum
thickness, and maximum camber were different.
The circulation distribution of these
propellers is shown in Figure 8.
The first propeller, called Tip Vortex
Propeller No. 1, had a circulation
distribution that peaked relatively near the
blade tip (at approximately 0.75 radius
fraction), and therefore produced a strong tip
vortex. The only form of cavitation produced
by this propeller, at any speed, was tip
vortex cavitation. Both of the other two
propellers, called Tip Vortex Propeller No. 2
and Back Bubble Propeller, had circulation
distributions that peaked nearer center span
(near 0.6 radius fraction), and so produced
weaker tip vortices and stronger hub
vortices. Tip Vortex Propeller No. 2 produced
only tip vortex and hub vortex cavitation.
The Back Bubble Propeller produced tip vortex
and hub vortex cavitation, as well as
mid-chord bubble cavitation on the suction
side at high speeds. The inception speed of
each type of cavitation for the propellers is
shown in Table 2.
Type of
Cavitation

TVI
Prop

TV2
Prop

tip vortex
hub vortex
back bubble

605

670
890

Table 2:

9. CAVITATION NOISE DIRECTIVITY
The directional characteristics of the
propeller cavitation noise were measured by
positioning the far-field hydrophone at
various angles in the vertical plane
containing the propeller axis. The
directivity of the 1 kHz frequency noise
produced by the three propellers at 1880 rpm
is shown in Figure 9. These data have been
corrected to remove the effect of multiple
sound transmission paths using the computer
model of sound propagation at the Acoustic
Barge. Both the Tip Vortex Propeller No. 2
and Back Bubble Propeller were
omni-directional to within 1 dB over the
angles tested, suggesting that noise is
produced by a distribution of uncorrelated
monopole sources. However, the Tip Vortex
Propeller No. 1 was somewhat directional,
showing an increase of 5 to 6 dB within an
angle of 10 degrees of the downstream
propeller axis. This suggests the existence
of an additional source mechanism for this
propeller; quite possibly a dipole.

BB
Prop

10. ACOUSTIC SOURCE DISTRIBUTIONS
Figures 10, 11, and 12 show the measured
acoustic source distributions for the three
propellers at different rpm. The source
distribution of each of the propellers evolved
differently as the rpm was increased above the
cavitation inception speed, leading to the
conclusion that several different mechanisms
are involved in cavitation noise production.
All of the propellers produced tip vortex
cavitation first, and so the characteristics
of the source distributions due to this form
of cavitation can be determined with the
greatest confidence. Three distinct cases can
be reen:
1. At high propeller rotation rates, where the
tip vortex cavitation was well developed,
most of the noise originated from a
position 300 to 400 mm downstream from the
propeller, which corresponds with the
observed location of breakup of the tip
vortex cavities.
2. At votation rates of several hundred rpm
above visual tip vortex cavitation
inception, noise was produced both at the
location of the propeller and at the
downstream position of breakup of the
cavities. At axial positions downstream
from this breakup location, the source
strength dropped off at a steady rate of 22
dB per meter, much slower than in the other

520
1295
1430

Cavitation Inception Speeds (rpm)

8. FAR-FIELTD NOISE MEASUREMENTS
Measurements of the far-field radiated
noise have been carried out at distances of at
least 25 m from the cavitating source. The
Tip Vortex Propeller No. 1 was the most noisy
propeller at speeds between 1000 and 2000 rpm,
exceeding the levels of the other propellers
by as much as 19 dB in some frequency and
speed ranges. The Tip Vortex Propeller No. 2
and the Back Bubble Propeller produced nearly
the same noise levels at speeds below the
inception of bubble cavitation on the Back
Bubble Propeller. In these speed ranges the
noise produced by all three of L*,epropeller.
is dominated by tip vortex cavitation noise
and seems to be more related to the strength
of the tip vortices than to the relative
inception speeds. The propeller with the
strongest circulation in the blade tip region
(and the strongest tip vortices) produced the
most noise, while both propellers with lower
(but equal) circulation in the tip region
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cases.
3. At rotation rates near tip vortex
cavitation inception, the Tip Vortex
Propeller No. 1 developed a localized noise
source at a location 300 mm downstream from
the propeller, at the same location where
the well developed tip vortex cavities were
observed to collapse. However, the other
two propellers produced noise near the
location of the propeller,
The effect of hub vortex cavitation on
the source distributions is not as clear since
hub vortex cavitation was always present with
tip vortex cavitation. For both the Tip
Vortex Propeller No. 2 and the Back Bubble
Propeller the downstream peak in the source
distribution becme much broader when the hub
vortex cavitation became well developed. No
corresponding broadening of the downstream
source peak occurred for the Tip Vortex
Propeller No. I which did not produce hub
vortex cavitation. This behavicr suggests
that the hub vortex cavitation was radiating
sound along its length. This behavior may be
due to the observed intermittent nature of the
hub vortex cavities.
Finally, the development of bubble
cavitation on the Back Bubble PropelleL caused
a significant sound source to develop at the
location of the propeller. It appears that
the bubble cavitation noise source region is
confined to the propeller plane as the source
strength distribution did not change
appreciably downstream of the propeller as rpm
increased from 1430 to 1670.

directional noise that is strongest on the
downstream propeller axis. Bubble cavitation
noise showed no directional nature.
The source distribution measurements
suggest that different noise generation
mechanisms are responsible for noise from well
developed, incipient, and intermediate tip
vortex cavitation. Also, the source
localization technique was useful in
discriminating bubble cavitation noise sources
from those of well developed tip vortex
cavitation.
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II. CONCLUDING REMARKS
A computer code has been developed at
DREA based on MIT lifting-surface procedures,
which provides good correlation with model
test back sheet cavitation extents. A linear
acoustic theory to predict blade rate levels
was presented, which included retarded time
differences and a Lloyd's mirror, free surface
effect. The method requires periodic cavity
volume estimates from the back sheet
cavitation code. Fredicted far-field sound
pressure levels generally fall within 10 dE :4
the overall measured noise levels for the low
frequency blade rate harmonics. To help
improve noise correlations with experiment,
the acoustic theory should be extended to
include the influence of the hull surface and
sea bottom, as well as noise generated by
other types of cavitation besides back sheet.
In the second part of this paper an
acoustic measurement facility was described
where the far-field level, Fpectral content
and directivity of propeller cavitation noise
can be measured. Also, a technique was
described for measurersent of the spatial
distribution of acoustic sources due to
propeller cavitation.
The results of application of these
techniques to three propellers that produce
vortex and bubble cavitation were presented.
The directivity measurements showed that well
developed tip vortex cavitation can produce
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ABSTRACT

o
cinit

An analysis of the recently obtained o i
values for tip vortex cavitation inception
from
an elliptical planform hydrofoil
is
presented.
This includes the estimation of
critical
o values for nuclei supply from the
facility and separated regions on the foil.
When measured ai values are compared to these
critical o values, certain obvious trends are
noted.
These have been used to estimate the
dominant nuclei size at inception and are
found to be surprisingly small.
Thus, it is
found that their role should be carefully examined in analyzing present inception data.
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INTRODUCTION

One normally associates the inception
cavitation number or index, oi with the minimum pressure coefficient in the flow, -Cpmln.
However, a close relationship between the two
is expected and observed only if a copious
supply of nuclei with size typically exceeding
l10 tim is assured.
Strictly speaking, it is
necessary to modify the first statement by
stating that the minimum pressures of interest
are in the regions of the flow where nuclei
supply is likely to occur.
The best example
to illustrate this is by studying the inception
characteristics
of
the
hemispherical
nose.
In this case, in many facilities, the
nuclei supply is from the separated region and
thus the minimum pressures of consequence are
the ones downstream of separation and not the
theoretical minimum pressure coefficient. The
latter, would,
however, be significant in
facilities where nuclei
supply is assured
within the test section itself.
Therefore,
following Holl (1969), it is useful to characterize nuclei as either "free stream" nuclei
or "body" nuclei.
Free stream nuclei are the
ones available in the flow upstream of the
body susceptible to cavitation.
The concept
of body nuclei is new and replaces the term
"surface" nuclei used by Roll. Surface nuclei
are the ones generated from the surface of the
body; however, they are rarely found to he
important in the inception process.
The body
nuclei are the nuclei generated within the
seDarated, transitional or turbulent boundary
layer regions of the flow over the body.
It
is now well catablished through the work of
Katz (lqR4) that separated regions are definitely crucial sources of body nuclei.
The
role of the other two is to be still firmly
established.
It is to be emphasized that the
original source of the body nuclei is still
the free stream nuclei or surface nuclei.
To
quantify these ideas, It would be worthwhile
to introduce the critical cavitation numbers
associated with nuclei supply and designated
by

IOMFNCLATITR
c
Cg
C0
CPmin

cavitation number at inception
cavitation(pnumber
based o
f initial
n
-pv)/I/2p
pressure

local chord length
gas content parameter, Py/1/2o1"
base chord of the hydrofoil
minimum pressurf coefficient,
(Pmin-P)//11120
Pressure coefficient at separation,
(Ps~P.)/I/2p(
initial test section pressure before
start of inception tests
minimum static pressure in the flow
static pressure in the separated
region
saturation pressure corresponding to
the dissolved gas content, py
vapor pressure of water
free stream reference
pressure
Reynolds number based on base chord,
I7Co/v
dominant nuclei size at inception
coefficient of surface tension
free stream reference velocity
axial distance from the leading edge
geometric angle of attack
zero lift angle
4enry's constant
dissolved gas content in ppm (mole
basis)
kinematic viscosity
water density
cavitation number (P.-Pv)/l/2p1?
critical cavitation number for nuclei
supply
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of(50)

or

since the tension required
nuclei is (see Katz, l194)

Ub(25)

The

subscript
here
indicates
the
source,
for free stream or "b" for body,
namely "f,"
and the superscript number in the parenthesis
size
dominant nuclei
largest
the
indicates
(im) available at that cavitation number.
We
of
to be dependent
expect the magnitude of
on the facility characteristics, like whether

(O)

4
=a 3 R

for

a

Ro

=

I0

vm

T
/
o

with appropriate
units for
the other quano
tities.
Assuming that as we go to lower
values the dominant size of nuclei does not
then

change,

equipped with a resorber or not, dissolved gas
Ob
Whereas, the magnitude of
content, etc.
body
the
whether
on
dependent
be
would
the
not,
or
separation
laminar
possesses
Further work is
dissolved gas content, etc.
the
estimate
quantitatively
to
necessary
cavitation numbers
critical
the
for
values
However, it is not beyond the
introduced.
least
.o at
of
present capabilities
scope
at which
ob
and
of
estimate the values of
the local critical pressures would be greater

i
Similarly,

at

CPm)
m

(10).

30 ft/sec,

along

9

,

we expect

4o(2)
o

(

p

in•) -

or smaller than the partial pressure of the
dissolved gas in the liquid,
The next question to he addressed is how
to utilize the known information about -CPmin ,
2 5
50 )
), etc. to predict the magnitude
Ob(
, of(
For this, a hypothetical situation
of oj.
On this curve
shown in Fig. I will he used.
(2 ) ,
for
Ob
are
shown
values
hypothetical
10
5
1
); thus body nuclei
ob( O), Ob( n) and of(
are likely to be the dominant source of nuclei
The shape of these curves are
for inceptlog.
C
is proportional to
like C/l'2PT' , where

If nuclei size does change, let us say for the
case A, then o i is predicted from the condition that available tension is equal to the
to
the
corresnonding
tension
required
available dominant nuclei size.
In the present article we use these ideas
to analyze recently obtained tip vortex cavitation inception data from an elliptical planform hydrofoil over a range of Reynolds number
(velocity), angle of attack and dissolved gas
and
experiments
of
the
Details
content.
in
Rogers
are
available
results
extensive

The
the partial pressure of dissolved gas.
magnitude of -Cpmin is assumed to be constant.
During inception tests it is normal practice
to lower the pressure at a fixed velocity,
A
thus, proceeding along the arrow marked as
Now consider the case
in the figure.
or
R
of 20 ft/sec, as we proceed along the direcA , before approaching the
tion indicated by
0
= -CPmin , we cross the concondition of
1 )
. Thus, when conditions are
dition o = ob(I
just favorable for vaporous cavitation, that
is c 4 - CPmln, we have a supply of nuclei
However, we
having a dominant size of 10 Wm.

However, these are presented briefly
(1986).
Then the method of estimating
here first.
o
for nuclei supply is outlined.
critical
of
the
analysis
by
the
This
Is
followed
results and finally a summary is provided.

do not

2.

FKPFRfMN'TAL M.THo,)S AND RESITLTS

in
the
were conducted
The experiments
7.5"x7.5" (0.19 m x 0.19 m) square test section of the SAFHL, high speed water tunnel
inception
Tip vortex cavitation
facility.
data was obtained for an elliptical planform
hydrofoil having a base chord of 3.15" (81 rm)

expect inception under these conditions,

and a semispan of 3.74" (5 mm) giving a full
The cross section
span aspect ratio of three.
of the hydrofoil had a NACA 662-415 shape with
9

4

a=O.
mean line.
The design lift coefficient,
The zero lft
was 0.4
ally
due to camner,
angle,
ao
for
the profile
is
2.5'.
The
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mounted on a calibrated
was
hydrofoil
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high
to

pressures
section

test

(for
o

example
value of

12 at
a velocity of 22 ft/sec (6.71
m/s))
for ten minuteq and then the test secinception pressure was slowly lowered until
The
tion of cavitation was detected visually.
corresponding test section pressure etc. were
computation of el, Re and
for the
recorded

I
40

U(FT/SEC)

Fig.

for

pr)cedure

the

follows.
At a given geometric angle of
and free stream velocity, the tunnel

run
at
was
corresponding

0 i

angle
of
its
geometric
varied.
In addition, the

U
and
free stream velocity,
gas content, y was also varied.

'O

2

-ci

that
such
a
could be

plate,
attack,

(2)

Hypothetical dependence of critical
o and -CPmjn on velocity.
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ing of the inception process was also made.
This procedure was
repeated for a range of
test section velocities, angle of attack and
dissolved gas content.
In the present analysis,
the data used covers a range of a-ao
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dissolved gas content, y values of 12.5 ppm,
The mean temperature for the
R ppm and 4 ppm.
tests
was
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(19.7'C)
and
hence
following values were used for reducing
data.
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results will
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in Fig.
shown
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and
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Similar results for
4 ppm are shown
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O0

the

using the Thwaites method, and the separation
bubble, If existing, was decided to be either

supply of body nuclei are strongly dependent
flow characteristics of the
on the viscous
Boundary layer computations were made
body.
on both the suction and pressure side of the
consideration.
under
hydrofoil
particular
The
theoretical pressure
distribution at a

short or long based on the results of Caster
Peterson
and
quang
by
used
also
(1967),
One set of computed results on the
(1976).
suction side at an angle of attack of O-OO=
5.5' is shown in Fig. 5. A laminar separation
bubble is predicted as indicated.
Since on an

attack was computed using the
In Abbott and Von Doenhoff

elliptic planform the local Reynolds number
a long
sharply,
decreases
tip
the
towards
separation
bubble
is
predicted
near
this

As

given
method

indicated,

angle

of

the

conditions

for

described
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FLOW

may point out here that the gross viscous flow
features Fredicted have been confirmed at a Re
of 5.3xi0
through flow visualization studies
8
as described in Higuchi et al. (lI 6a, 196b).
The
important
result
from
the
above computations is the magnitude of -Cps, which will
required to predict the critical
o
for
nuclei supply as indicated beluw.
On the suction side, the critical condition for nuclei supply was taken to be

tbe

Rep106_p

=

Psat

Ps
Re- 8 x 1-05

.J

Here,

pS is the static pressure in the suction
separated
region
and
Psat
is
the
saturation
pressure
corresponding
to
the

Re. 6 XO1-5side

dissolved gas content.
In terms
a
the above can be written as

REATTACNWNT
I
(Re=4x5)

Fig.

5.

Py

A schematic of the predicted :iscous
flow pattern on the suction side at

of

-Cps

and

Ocr I here designates the
a
value when the
above
condition
is
satisfied.
To
a good
= pproximation we
can neglect
Pv
to give

region.
The point of changeover from short to
long separation bubble shifts towards the tip
as Reynolds number is increased, indicated by
a smaVl arrow mark.
Only at a Revnolds number
of 10 , a short separation bubble is predicted
to exist
almost
all
the
way
to
the
tip.
Approximate stability estimates were also made
to predict the transition location within the
attached boundary layer.
Flat plate result-,;
were used,
since
the
pressure
distribution
howed a flat region almost from 5 percent of
chord to 60 percent of chord, the location of
minimum pressure point.
Separation is predicted just
downstream of this at about 63
percent
chord.
Using
the maximum spatial
amplification factor for the
flat plate, it
was predicted that laminar seoaratfori
would
prevail up to a Reynolds number of 2xi0 .
On
this foil,
separation
is also predicted on the pressure side at the angles of
attack of present interest.
Tn addition, the
location
of
separation
and
pressure
coefficient at separation were not found to be a
strong function of angle of attack as indicated below for the suction side.

c

__Py

cr

1

I

C

2

s

-

or introdpcing the gas content
Pl/l/2 pl,
cr

=

Cg -

parameter, Cg =

CPs

or
using
the
average
Table I, we get

value

for

-Cps

from

= Cg + 0.7

o
cr I

The above value of
o
is critical in the
sense that if
0 ( Ocrl, locally in the suction
side
separated
region, the
liquid
is
supersaturated and if o > ccr h , it is undersaturated.
Similar arguments tor the pressure
side give
ocr

2

= Cg + 0.II.

We

are

in

designating

deviating

from

these

our

as

earlier

Gcr I

convention

or Ocr

and

not

5

TABLE

1.

as ob(
) etc. since we have no metho
sent of estimating the
nuclei size
pealn

at prefor the
h
The
undersaturation.
super- or
prevailing
magnitude of Ocr i and Ocr 2
as a function of
Re (or velo( itv)
are shown in Figs. 2, 3, and
4 at the coresponding
Y
values.

Suction Side Separation
Properties

CE-nc

4.2-

5.5'

7.5'

(x/C)s

n.628

0.634

13.2.
0.634

Free Stream Nuclei

070

p

are
1for

The lowest
in the test
the

supply

pressures
section.
of

free

in a tunnel circuit
Thus, a critical
a

stream nuclei

associated with the condition,
On
attack
values

the

pressure

=
of n-1
are n.Z23

side, at
an angle of
and
-CPs
the (xfcl s
5. 5,
and 0.11, respectively.
We
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would

be

and again ignoring Pv, we interpret that this
critical a
is in fact the value of Cg and
hence is not too different from acr 2
Next,
one should ask whether the test section is
able to generate nuclei even if
p_ < By,
since the velocities are maximum there, and
hence low residence times.
Therefore, a more
viable critical a for the free stream nuclei
could be associated with separated regions in
the turning vane regions of the bend after the
diffuser.
Such separations are predicted in
the theoretical work of Song et al. (1986).
Similarly, the stagnation region upstream of
the contraction could also be a viable candidate for free stream nuclei supply due to
long residence times there.
These possihilities were examined in detail, and it was found
that the critical
a , designated by
Ocr3
for either the turning vanes or the stagnation
region, is given to the same approximations as
before, by

is that in the Reynolds number range for which
0
Ocr3
ci
a cr2 , oi is almost independent of
Re and finally from Fig. 2, we note that if
0
0i < cr 3 , then oi is again dependent on Re
but with ci increasing with decrease in Re.
It is not obvious here that this trend is due
to gaseous cavitation normally observed since
we do not know
the precise magnitude of
-CPmin .
It is of interest to speculate on
the possible source of
nuclei when ci >
acr I in which case obviously no region either
on the body or in the facility has liquid
which is supersaturated.
However, it is
likely that certain sized nuclei are still
sustained and available due to the existence
of strong pressure fluctuations in the reattachment zone of the separated region.
4.2.

Estimation of Dominant Nuclei Size
Now consider the specific case of incepdata

tion

Ocr3 = Cg - I
0

The magnitude of
cr3
was found to be of
interest only for the case of
y = 12.5 ppm
and is shown in Fig. 2. For other y values,
Ocr3 is found to be mostly much lower than the
a i values and hence
are not shown. We might
O
note that if c < cr 3 , liquid in the entire
upper leg of the tunnel circuit is
supersaturated.
4.

ANALYSIS OF INCEPTION DATA

4.1.

General Trends

Close examination of the inception data
in Figs. 2, 3, and 4 shows certain interesting
general trends when compared with the behavior
of critical a's for nuclei supply. One of the
clear trends from all the three figures Is
that if G > Ocr , then ci is a strong function
of Re with ci Increasing with an increase in
Re.
The second trend which is also apparent

ICpm

3.6

for a

-

ao

= 6.50

and

f

= 4

ppm

in

Fig. 4.5 We note that, at a Re of the order of
1
5.25xlO
i is significantly lower 6than the oi
for example at a Re of 1.15xlO .
If the
latter is a measure of
Pmin, then at inception with Re of 5.25xi0 , the liquid in the
minimum pressure region must have been under
significant tension.
This aspect is used to
predict the dominant nuclei size at inception.
The existence of tensions was supported from
video observations which indicated that under
these conditions inception was sudden and when
it appeared was developed with a twisted rope
type of
tip vortex cavity.
Whereas, at
higher Reynolds numbers with the same conditions, inception was still sudden but the
cavity which appeared was much less developed.
For dominant nuclei size estimation a
good estimate for -CPmin is required and this
was obtained as follows. It would be expected
that the observed tensions or the difference
between ci and -Cpm1n would be reduced if the
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Dependence of ci on the initial
cavitation number at the start of
the inception tank.

Fig. 7.
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Conditions used for estimating
dominant nuclei size and predicted
behavior of ci . y = 4 ppm.

initial
inception tests were started with
pressure lower and lower. The results of such
and
a study for y = 12.5 ppm, Re = 5.36x10
The
are shown in Fig. 6.
a-= o
- 6.5'
and Cg are also
corresponding values of Ocr
It

shown.

is

clear

that

there

to

seems

3.0

>=-e"
,12.5
y

a

be

cut-off condition which is given by Oint
6.
It is tempting to associate this with e ri
but one thing is apparent that if 01 < ocr
then the nuclei growing to larger sizes tnan
is a possibility, thus reducing
when o > acr
From Fig. 6, we can
the required tension.
estimate

to

three.

inception

the

-CPmin

Now
was

the

for a-ao

=
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nuclei
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change
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8
Re
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5

12.10
A ppm

based on static pressure consideraand
hence
the assumption that
Ro

velocity. Thus we may not expect Ro to remain
constant here but
to increase rughlv
in
proportion to (Ocr - oi)
I/1/2 o . In the
required for
same Reynolds numher range A
and the two
inception increase like I/2 I
effects may cancel giving a constant c i value.
This
is
roughly
in
agreement
with
the
observations.
The predictions of o I for y
of 9 ppm
and 12.5 ppm along the same lines as for the
case of 4 ppm are shown in Fig. 9.
The
general trends obsprved are similar to the
ones discussed for the case of P = 4 ppm.
Based on the analysis presented, we can reach
the following broad conclusions.

Predicted Behavior of o i

Now assuming the dominant nuclei size
remains the same over the Reynolds number
range, we can predict the behavior of oi from

5.
= -Cpmin -

mn

6

remains constant may b a valid one.
For Re < 6.4 x 10 , observed oi follows
a different trend from the predicted one. In
the extent of
this region, at inception,
supersaturation
nroportional
cr, - oi increasesbeing
with decrease
in Re to
or

Similar estimates with a-n o = 6.5' give R
6
ft (I.R3 pm) and 7.22xl0 9
values of 6.0xl1ft (2.2 Wm) for y values of 8 ppm and 4 ppm,
respectively. The dominant nuclei size in the
regions cT > Ocr
are surprisingly small and
A lower value is predicted
uniform in size.
for y = R ppm than I ppm probably because of
data scatter.

-Cp

5

. Predicted behavior of

nuclei
tions,

TPt

4 x 0.004935 x 2
= 6.3xlO-6ft
2
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associated with the conditions at
the crossing point of aj and Ge i *
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Thus, from Fig. 7 and the expression
A

.

".-

y = 4 ppm by making the following assumptions.
(i)
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equal

6.5'
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SUtP MARY

There
is
definite
evidence
that
the
observed complex behavior of o i for tip vortex
cavitation
inception
with Reynolds
number
(actually velocity since body size was not
varied), angle of attack and dissolved gas
content are related to the critical conditions
for nuclei ;upplv
Tt is necessary to examine
the
latter for both the
free stream and
separated regions that may exist on the foil.
In
the
regions
of
Reynolds
numbers
(velocities) where there is no obvious source
for nuclei supply, the o i value Is a strong
function of Reynolds number and is almost
independent of
the
dissolved
gas
content
value. From the measured oi values, it was

4T
I
3R° 12
0
2

With the use of appropriate -(Pmin and R.
values.
This has been done for the case of
a-o o = 6.50 and y = 4 ppm with the results
-6
shown in Fig. 7. In this case, Ro = 6.3xlo
(1.9 0m) and -gPmin = 3 values were used.
For Re > 6.4xl0 , the observed di dependence
with Re can be explained solely on the basis
of tension effects.
For this Reynolds number
range also, there is no obvious source of
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possible to estimate the dominant nuclei size
responsible for inception and these are found
to be surprisingly small being of the order of
2 Pm.
Thus, some of the Reynolds number
dependence on o i can be ascribed to the tension effects. It appears that in dealing with
inception characteristics of flowp with high
-CPmin
values, it is necessary to carefully
For
examine the nuclei supply conditions.
flows with lower -CPmin values like axisymmetric bodies, the nuclei supply conditions
may not be as critical. The above conclusions
a~e valid foz inception conditioas.
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CAVITATION SUSCEPTIBILITY OF OCEAN AND
LABORATORY WATER
Y.T. Shen and S. Go\&ing
David W. Taylor Naval Ship R&D Center
Bethesda, Maryland

ABSTR.ACT
Experiments have been carried out in laboratories to
elate cavitation inception and nuclei distributions. The
existence of a strong relationship between cavitation and
nuclei has been documented for laboratory waters, but
little information is available about ocean waters,
Towsards this end, ocean measurements were carried out
in Exuma Sound and the Gulf Stream off the coast of
Florida to provide comparative results in different bodies
of water. The test program included cavitation susceptibilits masurements by a venturi system, nuclei population
measurements by a light scattering device, and a series of
standard oceanographic measurements. The depths ranged from 10 to 200 meters, deeper than ever before for
these types of measurements. To provide a reference for
comparison between laboratory and natural waters, the
,ame measuring devices were used in the DTNSRDC
12-inch %ariable pressure water tunnel.

to full scale because of the complexity of physical processes involved. Full-scale evaluations are often conducted
and correlated with the model data.
Present know, ledge is inadequate to always accurately
predict cavitation performance in laboratories or in
oceans. In laboratories, cavitation takes a variety of
forms which may differ from facility to facility with
similar models or exen the sam- model. The International Towing Tank Conference (ITTC) headform is a
good example of this. Casitation inception indices on
this headform ranged from 0.3 to 0 6. Even the appearance of the cavitation varied, some forms looking totally
dissimilar from others. It xwas pointed out by Acosta and
Parkint that boundar. layer characteristics and free
stream nuclei are responsible for p-oducing the varied
appearances of cavitation on a single test model. Due to
the lack of nuclei. difficulty in producing propeller
cas itation in a depressurized towing tank has been
2
obser\ed . With the introduction of bubbles by elec-

There swas no difficulty inducing cavitation throughout
the test matrix. At depths less than 100 meters, the water
it tile Gulf ;iieam cavitated more easil\ than the wvater
in Exuma Sound. At deeper depths, the opposite trend

trolysis ahead of the propeller, the occurrence of tip%ortex cavitation \%as significantly enhanced. This fact
raises the question "'Which nuclei concentration should
be used in iodel tests to predict the prototype

ta found. The bubble concentrations and tensile
strengths at cavitation inception were compared with data
obtained b\ other investigators in other parts of the
ocean. Bubble instability theory and the Rayleigh-Plesset
d.tnamic equation provide good explanations of many of
the observed phenomena. The postulate of a critical
bubble radius is used to explain the unexpected
phenomenon that the concentration of bubbles that may
cavitate could increase with depth.

inception?"
In the ocean, propeller cavitation inception values
xshtltin the same class of ships can exhibit a wide range
of scatter. The causes are many. Laboratory studies sugcest that en ironmental effects may contribute partly to
the scatter. The understanding of the influence of cavitatton nuclei ott casitation becomes important for the propeller designer to a\oid cavitation.
The effect of free stream nuclei on cavitation has been
studied extensi\el in laboratox ksater. Also, ocean
measurements sere conducted at several locations in the
early spring of 1983 near the Bahamas and in the Gulf
Stream off the coast of Florida. Laboratory
measuremettts ssere made in the DTNSRDC 12-inch
C12nc betwater
tunnel to provide a reference for comparison
esrmtt\kemaeithDTS

INTRODMCVION
o propellers
prpellrs will
ill develop
e' loptip
ortx
tip vortex
or
Mlost hydrofoilsMosthydofois
and surface cavitation at high speeds. The occurrence of
cattation leads to undesirable changes in hydrodynamic

leen ocean and laboratory waters.
The sariance in the ocean of cavitation susceptibility

perlormance. noise generation, and physical damage
from vibration and erosion. herefore, a the ability to
predict the occurrence of cavitation is an important subject. The prediction of cavitation inception relies heavily
on model experiments and extrapolation of their results

ssas measured by a cavitatio., susccptibility meter
consisting of a \enturi, a hydrophone. a pressure
transducer, and a flow rate sensor. These experiments
wr
odce nst.Nce
ocnrtosadsz
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MICROBUBBLE MEASURINCG SYSTEM

distributions were indicated bN a microbubble light
detector. Water samples examined by the microbubble
detector were obtained from a sample collector which
maintained the sample at in vitu pressure. The depths
ranged from 10 to 200 m. A complement of other
oceanographic data was also collected. Related
holographic measurements of cavitation nuclei in the
ocean have been reported by Acosta, O'Hern and
3
J. Katz and casitation susceptibility measurements hase
4
been made by ligneul and Bosvis.
A summary of the important findings from the cavitation and nuclei mcasurements at the 10 and 25 meter
depths swere gisen in Reference 5. Since then, the data
from deeper depths (to 200 m) have been analyzed. These
ness result-, are in this paper. Also, numerical calculations are used to interpret the results. These calculations
have been extended from static bubble instability theor,
6
to include bubble dynamic instability Pnd multibubble
interaction.

The nuclei measuring system conists of two major
components: an underwater sample collector and a-shipboard light scattering bubble detector. In the "ater
tunnel experiments, only the bubble detector was used.
In the ocean, nuclei were measured b\ examining the
microbubbles retrieved from depth in a large sampler.
The retrieval device is a 100-1- pressure tank swith an internal bladder and a laite salve at the bottom. After
pressurizing the bladder ,ith shipboard nitrogen to the
pressure at which the water sample is to be collected, the
tank is lowered to the desired depth. The nitrogen in the
bladder bubbles out from a top hose sshile the ocean
water slowly fills the tank through the bottom sahse as
the bladder collapses. The exit ol the top hose is oxer
2 m above the water intake. The filling is stopped 1si:h a
residual amount of nitrogen left in the bladder to act a,
a pressure reservoir and the bottom salve is closed'.
Upon retrieval to shipboard, the mi.,.,..ble de:ector
is connected to the bottom valve of the tank and a
presurized nitrogen suppl\ line is connected to the bladder. [he 76 to 95 1 water sample then exhausts through
the detector as the bottom valse is opened and the bladder expands inside the tank. The entire process maintains
the ocean water sample at in situ pressure until the ,.:ter
sample passes downstream of the detector.
The microbubble detector uses focused white light
beams to illuminate bubbles flowing through a pipe and
the reflected signals yield the bubbles sizes. Further
discussion on the bubble detector is given b%.Ling. Go9
ing and Shen . To esaluate the reliabilits of the desice
for bubble measurements, a comparison test of this
desice with an in-line holographic camera was carried out
in a California Institute of Technology (CIT) ssater
tunnel and reported in a paper by Katz ct a/lt.

IEST EQUIPMENTS
CA'V I AToN SUSCEPTIBIE.ITY MLASLRING
SYS tEM
the casitation susceptibility mneasuring system used in
the sea has tssc major components: an underwater unit.
vhich causes cavitation by a venturi and detects cavitation by a h\drophone, and a shipboard sub system which
,illtronls the underwater unit and conditions data signals
for recording and displa.. The isso comoponents are connected b\ a mulhiconductor cable. The underwater unit is
deplos.ed sertcall, to a desired depth. Sea water flo%ss
through a screen whi,:h filters out particles larger than
I mm that can damage the senturi. The tlow then pases
:hrouvh the "enturi, the pump, a floss straightener, and
finall\ the (loss meter before exhausting to the outside.
lhe l1os rate is regulated b\ a motor-speed controller
in the shipboard subsystem. the cavitation signals are
detected by a wideband high frequency hdrophone and
then band-pass filtered between 10 and 100 kHz. The
acoustic signal is multiplexed %ith the engineering-sensor
data of floss rate and ambient pressure, and together
they are transmitted to the shipboard electronics \ia an
electromechanical cable. The signals are then processed
on board for display and recording by the shipboard
electronics. Further discussions of this system are given
in Reference S.
In the 12-in. wkater tunnel, the same venturi unit was
used but the pressure sensors were replaced Ly meury
and water manometers. A pipe parallel to the water
tunnel flow %a., used to transfer water from the center of
The test section to the venturi. A major difference bei\seen the ocean and the 12-in. water tunnel set-tip is that
the light-scattering microbubble detector was in-line with
he %1.tturi system in the 12-in., water-tunnel experiments,
wl! rea. the microbubble detecting system and venturi
,stems were deployed separately in the ocean,

0('EANOGR.PHI( DA IA W.EAS RIN(i SYSTEM
Standard oceanographic data were collected on the sea
trip as continuous water column measurements made
ssith a Neil Brssn conductisity-temperature-depth probe
equipped with a tranmissometer. N General Oceanic,
Rosette sampling desice collected waier samples from
discrete depths. The tetiperature. sater density. ox 'ccn
content. etc., \%ere mapped thtaghout the ocean tests.
Further discussion of the data is gi\ en b\ Zsoflncy, et al.I

OCEAN NIESSIREMENTs
Measurements were caried out in Exuna Sound and
the Gulf Stream near the coast of Florida to provide
comparable susceptibility results in different bodies of
water. To investigate the effect ef depth on suisceptibilmade at depths from 10 to
it\., measui.,c-. ,ere
200 m. The cruise track and station locations are shisn
on the map of Figure 1.
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Susceptibility measurements covered Stations 3 to 6 in
Exuma Sound, and 7 to 9 in the Gulf Stream in the
Straits of Florida. Station 6 was the same location as
Station 3 but 4 days later. Because of the strong currents
and ship drift in the Gulf Stream, deep depth
measurements there were difficult. However, with good
weather throughout the whole test program, the fluctuations in surface elevation were relatively small and the
ambient pressures seen by the pressure sensors were
almost constant at a given depth.
The sequence of data collection follows. Once on station, the N-il Brown conductivity-temperature-depth
probe equipped with a transmissometer was used to collect
standard oceanographic data. This was followed by
the deployment of the General Oceanics Rosette s?,, pling
device to collect water samples from discrete depths.
Immediately after the completion of the oceanographic
tests, the cavitation susceptibility meter was deployed.
The underwater venturi unit \%as deployed to a specific
depth sshile monitoring the pressure on the transducers.
Cable markers provided general guidance on the overall
depth. Once at depth, the flow rate was set just below
the critical speed such that no acoustic signals were
indetected for 3 to 5 min. The flow was then gradually
creased until high amplitude acoustic signals were
detected, and then tuned to attain a specific frequenc of
cavitation events. The flow rate, ambient pressure, and
acoustic signals were recorded on tape and displayed on
the shipboard readout unit for 3 to 5 min, with a few, 10
min runs.
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dropped 10°C between the surface and 200 m. The
temperature profiles in the Gulf Stream also varied with
location. Sec Figur' 2.
The dissolved oxygen distribution in Exuma Sound was
relatively insensitive to geographic location (Figure 4).
Furthermore, the percent of oxygen saturation dropped
very gradually with increases in water depth. At the surface, the water was about 100070 saturated with oxygen.
Even at 200 m, 830'o
saturation was measured in Exuma
Sound. On the other hand. the oxygen saturation
distribution in the Gulf Stream was very different. The
percent of saturation decreased markedly at depths
greater than 100 m, down to 501o saturation at 200 m.

The temperature, water density, and dissolved oxygen
distributions relati\e to atmospheric pressure are gisen in
Figures 2, 3 and 4 as a function of depth. The other important oceanographic data such as nitrogen, salinity,
carbon, and biological parameters etc. are given and
discussed in Reference 11.In Exuma Sound the
temperature profiles did not vary much with location or
depth. The temperature dropped only 3°C going from
the surface to 200 m, with a weak thermocline occurring
at 125 to 150 m. The Gulf Stream had stronger theroclines, around 75 to 100 m deep, and the temperature
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The significance of this parameter, "dissolved oxygen".
is that quite often biological activity is related to oxygen
balances and microbubble distributions may well be a
consequence of biological activit\.
In summary, the water in Exuma Sound was ver0
homogenous and contained little biological actiitA.IR
The sound is surrounded by the Bahama Islands and is
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consequently sheltered from much flushing action. The
Gulf Stream. however, had much more biological activity
and movement. It \%as hoped that these environmental
differences would show tp in the cavitation susceptibility
measurements.
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MICROBUBBI F DATA
Nuclei measurement, in the 12-inch wtater tunnel are
presented first. The ocean data followk. Six test results.
denoted as "TI through \VT6, are presented in this
report. The measured numbers of bubbles per cbtic cen3,
timeter, N cm for these runs are shown in Table I. The •
symbol osr denotes the dissolsed air saturation relatise
to 20C and atmosphere pressure measured by a Van
Slyke device. The symbol aE denotes the same air content but relatise to the actual pressure in the tunnel. The
symbol R0 denotes the bubble radios in mtcrons.
Consider the test series consisting of runs Wr2, \VT4.
VT5 and VT6 These four test runs wk
ere conducted at
the sname test pressure. The bubble concentrations in

WATER TUNNEL TESTS
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0
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terms of air contents are plotted in Figure 5 \khere N(R)
is defined a,
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looking at t'igare 5. the density distribution function
N(R) is approximatel. a power function of the hubble
size. Nest, consider the oceatn data. The ocean microbubMc spectra were measured b\ examining the microbub-
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bles retrieed from depth in the large ,atcr sampler, and
the measurements wsere then carried out on ',hipboard.
Hos\esr. it is important to point out that the entire
sampling process maintained the ocean water sample at
in situ pressure until the sample passed downstream of
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the bubble detector. The measured number densit.

distribution functions N(R) sersus depth and geographic
location are given in Figure 6. The bubble concentrations
in the radius range of 10 to 25 Pim are given in Table 2.
F-or the purpose of comparison with the water tunnel
data. the ocean nicrobubble measurements at the 10-m
depth are given in Figure 5. The ocean bubble concentrations fall between those corresponding to supersaturation
and nedium air content conditions for the water tunnel.
Note that these laboratory bubble measurements were at
1.1 7 bars ambient pressure while the ocean data %%ere
nicast: ed at 2.09 bars. The difference in bubble si/e
because of these pressure differences wsould be only
about 21 Vs. Because of the significant effect of ambient
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pressure on miy.obubble instability hoAever, the comparison given in Figure 5 can only be interpreted
qualitatively.
In the shallow%depths the nuclei concentrations in the
Gulf Stream are greater than those in Exuma Sound (see
Figures 5, 6). This correlates with biological actisity
which also was greater in the Gulf Stream than in Exuma
Sound. 11 In both bodies of water, the nuclei concentration for a given bubble size decreased with deeper
depths. However, the rate of decrease seems steeper in
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saturated ocean, bubbles less thtm 50 Amm in radius
would dissolve in less than 2 minutes. But during the
ocean measurements, about 5 to 10 minutes elapsed
between recovery of the sampling device and actual
bubble measurements. All the bubbles captured should
therefore have dissolved. Hence absorption would predict
the extinction of bubbles less than 50 Wm at 10 meters
deep even with whatever surfactants are present in
seawater. At deeper depths the absorption would be even
greater.
Despite these absorption results, bubbles as deep as 30
meters have been visually identified using holography.
These results are very concrvte. The venturi cavitation
results certainly establish the existence of pressureresponsise nuclei in the ocean as deep as 200 meters.
These nuclei exhibit behavior similar to a bubble as well.
It may be premature to conclude that these cavitation
nuclei are all microbubbles without more thorough
testing of Harve\ model nuclei and organic particulate
mtter that ma, .-ontain metabolic bubbles. The latter
types of nuclei arc more plentiful in the ocean. The w&ord
"nuclei" ma. be more proper than the word bubble to
describe the light scatterers detected at the deep depths.
Further wkork should be carried out to clarify it. perhaps
b%a holographic or a photographic device in parallel
with the present ct-up.

the Gulf Stream than in Exuma Sound. For example, at
150 m, the measured nuclei concentrations in Exuma
Sound are greater than those in the Gulf Stream. This
observation is consistent with the oceanographic
measurements, namely that the oxygen saturation
measurements given in Figure 4 show a similar trend,
The slope of the density distribution function in terms of
bubble size is similar to the size-concentration distributions found by other investigators for bubbles in water
tunnels or in the ocean. This consistency of the shape of
the bubble distributions at various si'es has been
12
previously noted.
No attempt is made here to rationalize why nuclei
populations are different at the two octan locations. In
the next section, however, an attempt wiW be made to
correlate the measured nuclei and the cavitction
measurements.
The present measurements given in Table 3 will no\A be
compared with the ocean data measured by Acosta et
5
alt 3 , t4 using a holocamera and Medwini , using
photographic techniques. For simplicity, only the bubble
sizes in the range of 10 to 25 umnin radius are presented.
At 10 m the bubble concentration around the Catalina
Island measured by Acosta et al is about the same as
that measured in the Gulf' Stream and higher than in
Exuma Sound. The bubble concentrations dropped as !he
depths increased from 10 to 25 miin Exuma Sound and
in the Gulf Stream. The same trend is also observed in
Acosta et al's measurements from the surface to 15 i.
However, they report a large increase in bubble concentration at 30 m. The thermoclines at Catalina Island
occurred betiveen 18 m and about 30 ti. At the button
t thermoclines strong biological actis its may occur and
this niaN account for the higher number densit\.
As shown in Table 2. the bubble concentrations
generally decreased with depth in the Gulf Stream and in
Fsuma Sound. At 75 m in the Gulf Stream and 150 min
Fuma Sound. ho\\eser, the concentrations seem high.
This fact coincides with the therinoclines which occurred
around 7s to 110 in in the Gulf Stream and 125 to 150 m
in Exuma Sound. Figure 4 also showNs the correlation ot
thermoclines and oxygen saturation. More work is
needed to relate biological actiit\, nuclei concentrations
and dissolved gas levels.
The existence of gas bubbles near the ocean surface
down to 30 in has been documented by various people
using different techniques (in Table 31. But, the existence
of gas bubbles at 200 in has not been previousl,,
reported. Gas absorption physics would predict rapid
absorption of bubbles at these depths and low relative air
saturation lesels. The absorption rates of rising gas
bubbles in seawater were visually measured in the
laboratory. Oxygen bubbles \vere electrolytically
generated in a vertical pressurized glass tube filled with
seawater, and the sizes were determined by their terminal
velecit," s they rose in the tube. The dissolving rates
sere then measured for different pressures to represent
different depths. Some results are shown in Figure 7.
Based on these results which were recalculated for air
bubbles, even at 10 meters deep with an atmosphere -
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Ior the cavitation susceptibilit\ study, only cavitation
from a single bubble or inulti-bubble bursting was of interest. Surface sheet cavitation did occur in the venturi
occasionally but it was easily removed by reducing the
throat %elocity. Increasing the throat velocity again3 usual1\ did not restart the surface cavitation. The bursting
noise of a cavitation bubble was at least 10 times greater
( - 20 dB) than the background level. As a result, it was
not difficult to detect cavitation bursting acoustically. To
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determine the frequency of cavitation events, a threshold
was set to) count cavitation bursting in a counter. The
oscilloscope trace indicated that the bubble bursting
signal decayed in about I ins. To avoid counting the
rebound signals of a single bubble as multiple bubbles, a
time lapse of 1.5 ms wsas set to trigger the counting of
another event. Typical acoustic signals of a single bubble
bursting are showvn in Figure 8.
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below which no cavitation occurs. For a flow rate greater
than this value, a slight increase in flow rate results in a
significant increase in the frequency of cavitation events.
As mentioned previously, the existence of gas bubbles
do%,n to 30 m has been well documented. Bubble
dynamic theory should be applicable to investigation of
cavitation events at least down to a 30 m depth. Based
on the Rayleigh equation, bubble static instability curves
have been constructed and are given in Figure 11. T he
effect of the pressure drop due to viscous losses in the
venturi throat has been included. The horizontal axis corresponds to bubble size. The vertical axis corresponds to
the ciitical velocity at which the bubble becomes
unstable. The curves are referred to as static bubble
instability curves. Further discussions are given in
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ence of microbubbles at deep depths has not been prosed
conclusisely. the same cavitation frequency trends
observed in Figure 9 and 10 ocurred at the deep depths.
which supports the possible existence of bubbles.
The measured cavitation inception indices in Exuma
Sound and the Gulf Stream are given in Figures 13 and
14, respectively. The corresponding geographic stations
hae been ginen in Figure 1. Cavitation inception must
be defined here. Although the definition of cavitation
inception is subjectie, it is simply assumed in this report
that cavitation inception occurs when the bursting signals
are detected at an average frequency of 10 events per

minuwe. (0.17 esents per second.) The corresponding flo,
rate is called the critical flow rate Qi and the mean

BUBBLE RADIUS, R (Wm)
I icurc I I - Critical Bubble Radius Versus Throat Velocitx
I igure I I shoks tha: at a gisen depth or ambient
presure there exist' a critical %clocitv belvs shicb all
the bubbles are stable and bubble casitation vsould not
be anticipated. When the critical selocity is reached, all
the bubbles greater than the critical size become unstable
and a laree number oi bubbles should burst. In the case
of the present venturi systeni, the dynanic effect on
cavitation
bubble grosth is gis en in Figure 12. The
inception is assumed to occur \s hen the bubble gro\s to
t times its original size. It is seen that the required
critical throat velocity is higher for dynamic than for
,tatic instability. Furthermore, because of the inertia
effect, the large bubbles may not have enough time to
now to the critical size; namely the relative importance
beisseen bubble dynamic characteristic time and time the
bubble takes to cross the loss pressure throat region. The
critical velocits sersus initial bubble radius curve thus
shims a minimum. This implies that the present venturi
sstem excites only a part of the nuclei spectrum. Ncverilefess, the difference between dynamic and static insta-

throat velocity V is called the critical throat velocity.
The cur',e denoted by - Cpln in Figures 13 and 14 corresponds to the measured minimum pressure coefficient
on the venturi surface at different Reynolds numbers.
From Figures 6. 12, and 13, the folloswing obser\ations
canl be made:
. At 10 in, the salues of o exhibit a large variation
ith geographic location. TheN range from 0.92 to 1.16
i Fxuna Sound among 4 stations and 1.13 to 1.24 in
.1,4,
Wa

Cpm-
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2
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o
n
0
0

N
>

bility cur%es is small. This instability theory still supports
the idea that the sudden increase in cuvitat~on frequencs
ssith flow rate is a consequence of bubbles becoming
unstable. Reference 7 discusses the multibubble interaction and cavitation ihception. Even though the exist-
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the classic cavitation scaling law that a, approaches
Cpmn at high pressures and \ciocities. In these
measurements, o, came within 8s of -Cpminn
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At a given depth the flow rate required to induce
cavitation may differ betsaeen ocean and laboratorv,
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the corresponding tensile strength at cavitation inception.
it may be estimated by the following indirect method. The tensile stength P, is computed by

200

Fitire 14 - Measured Cavitation Inception
Indices in the Gulf Stream

P,

V,

rhe negative sign on the righl hand side is used to yield
positive values for tension and negative values for coinpression. The symbol K includes the loss coefficient due
to viscosit,. The actual value of K depends on the sonturi geometry and the friction coefficient. In this study,
it is approximated by the measured s alue of - Crn
The computed tensile strengths of laboratory water at
different air contents are gisen in Table 4. At supersaturation conditions. compression was sometimes
measured at the state of ca.itation inception. At lower
air contents and bubble populations, the tunnel saater
showed tension at inception. A tensile strength of 1.69
bars. corresponding to 24.5 psi ssa. computed at the 7°-o
air content. As shown in I-able 4, the range of tensile
strength, computed for the 12-in. aater tunnel is in the
ame range as those measured by Knapp at the (ialito,1
nia Institute of Technolov. ,
The computed ensile strengths of ocean waters are
given in Table 5 A slight difference between this table
and the one gien in Reference 5 is due to the recoiputation of the critical floss rate. Except at 150 and
200 m. the ssater in Exuma Sound could sustain a higher
tensile strength before cavitating than the Gulf Stream.
According to bubble instability theor\ the critical bubble
size snould be smaller at deeper depths. The compression
salues measured at the 200 m depth in Exuma Sound
and 75 to 100) m depths it the Oulf Stream were not
expected.
The tensile srcngth computed b, the above equation
does account for the energy loss due to viscosity by using
s altte as the value of K. Howvever,
the measured -CVM
the influence of boundary laser growth and potential
core acceleration in the throat are not considered.
Hopefully, this correctton is not large. Further
refinements of the theoretical analysis are needed to
improve values given it Tables 4 and 5.
Cavitation susceptibility measurements at sea were also
carried out by Ligneul and Bois using a venturi device
on the French Mediteranean coast and the Brittany
coast'. The measured tensile strengths at "various depths
are given in Table 6. At 10 m, the tensile strengths of
0.50 bar on the French coast and 0.30 it Winter and
0.69 bar in Spring off the Britto coast are compatible
vith the range of tensile strengths measured in Exuma

the Gulf Stream among 3 stations. A relatively large
variation in o, was also observed at 25 m. At these
shallow depths and los. ambient pressures, the critical
bubble sizes that become unstable, as computed front
instability theory, are relatively large and the corresponding bubbles are less abundant in the natural waters. This
fact may explain the large sariation of o, at the shallos
depths. These cavitation measurements are supported by
the measured bubble concentrations which are higher it
the Gulf Stream than in Exuna Sound.
2. At 75 and I0) m in the Gulf Stream. the measured
inception indices are surprisingly higher than - Cpmi , in
the venturi throat. These depths coincide with the theimoclines which occurred in the Gulf Stream and the
bubble concentrations at these depths seemed high also.
(See Table 2). An increase i o, at the bottom of thermoclines was not observed in Extima Sound. In view of
Figure 2, however, it is possible that the thermocline
there was too weak to create a strong biologicall, active
layer.
[here s\as no difficult\ to induce in situ cavitation
throughout the test matrix, even down to 200 ti; hence.
deep ocean water cavitates readily. The bubble instabilit
theory shows the critical radius is around 0.4 ,ym at
200 m deep. Bubbles greater than 0.4 pm would be candidates there for cavitation bursting. Recall that the bub
ble concentration increases almost linearly with decteasing bubble size on a logarithmic scale. Consequently,. the
concentration of bubbles eligible to cavitate might increase with depth if the plots in Figure 6 can be extrapolated to smaller sizes. This may explain the fact that o,
increases with depth as it did in Exuma Sound. Because
the relatively large bubbles icasured b\ the detector only
form a small fraction of the total bubbles eligible for
cavitation if the plots in Figure 6 were extrapolated, this
hypothesis maN not be proved, as the direct measurement
of bubble sizes less than 5 pm has not successftilly been
made.
4. A comparison of a, measured between the ocean
and the 12-in. water tunnel indicates that high air conter.s are needed in the laboratory to reproduce the same
cavitation susceptibility as the ocean at deep depths.
5. At deep depths the present measurements support
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Sound and the Gulf Stream at 10 m. The same trend is
also observed for the present and Ligneul's measurements
at 25 m. However, higher tensile strengths are reported
at 65 m by Ligneul and Bovis than the present measurement at 75 m.
7
Akulichev and IlyichevW
, using an acoustic device,
measured the tensile strength of ocean waters at 10 m in
various parts of the world. They report higher values of
tensile strength at cavitation than the values given in
Tables 5 and 6 using the venturi measurements. This may
be a result of using different cavitation generating
techniques,

seem to support the classic cavitation scaling law that oi
approaches - Cpmi to within ± 8 percen.
7. At 10 m, the tensile strengths measured in Exuma
Sound and the Gulf Stream compare favorably with
Ligneul and Bovis' measurements off the French coast
and the Brittany coast.
8. At 200 m, compression was measured in the venturi
throat at cavitation inception in Exuma Sound. This
result was a surprise. Further studies are underway to
identify the cause.
9. The present conclusions are based on very limited
data. As shown by Akulichev and Ilyiches, the measured
ocean tensile streagths at 10 m show great variation with
different regions of the world.
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CONCLUSIONS
nuclei
For the first time, cavitation susceptibility,
distributions, and oceanographic data were measured in
the ocean down to 200 meters. To provide a reference
for comparison, the water in the 12-in. water tunnel was
afsoals
measured
with the same
devices.
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fromtheMcCarthy
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co etratsins
measured off California by Acosta et al using
holography are similar to those measured in the Gulf
Stream near Florida using light scattering. Even Medwin's bubble concentrations measured with photograph
techniques are similar to these results. The consistency of
ocean bubble concentrations measured by different people with different techniques in ditferent locations is surprising, especially in vie, of the vast range of concentrations previously measured in water tunnels.
2. For depths shallower than 100 m. the Gulf Stream
water contained more bubbles and cavitated more easily
than the Exuma Sound ssater. This trend is similar to
ssater tunnel behavior in which, given the same pressure,
more bubbly water cavitates more easily.
3. For a given bubble size, the nuclei concentrations
generally decrease with deeper depths. Also the measured
number density distribution functions N(R) have approximatelv the same slope as those measured in the 12-inch
water tunnel. The consistency of the shape of the
number density function between ocean and laboratory
waters is interesting. Whatever factors stabilize water
tunnel bubble concentrations must behave similarly in the
ocean.
4. The cavitation inception index and bubble concentration showed local high values near the top of the
thermocline in the Gulf Stream. The thermocline can
trap sinking microscopic debris to form a biologically
active layer; hence, this activity may increase the water's
cavitation susceptibility.
5. There was no difficulty to induce in situ cavitation
throughout the test matrix, even down to 200 m; hence
deep ocean water cavitates readily. According to the bubble instability theory, the concentration of bubbles eligible to cavitate can theoretically increase with depth if the
number density distribution function can be extrapolated
to smaller sizes,
6. At deep depths the present venturi measurements
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TABLE I Test

No.

ST

WTI
WT2
WT3
WT4
WT5
WT6

1.05
1.20
1.20
0.60

0.50
0.0"

12-INCH WATER TUNNEL BUBBLE CONCENTRATIONS
Bubble Concentration N/cm

P0

Ibar)

a

2.10
1.02
0.65

0.5
1.17
1.87
1.1"
1.17
1.16

0.53

R 0 > 10pin

R0 > 15 gm

3.6
2.8
1.4

1.0
1.0
0.36

0.08
0.10
0.028

-

0.10
0.0085

0.020
0.0011

Bubble Concentrations N/cm

(bar)

3

Exuma Sound

Gull Stream

1.26
1.05
-

2.54
1.33
1.43

2(1
.5
8.4

10
25
75
1(0
150
200

0.32
0.52
0.14

0.18
0.028

P,

(m)

R 0 > 30 pm

OCEAN BUBBLE CONCENTRATIONS
(10 m < R0 < 25 Wm)

TABLE 2

Depth

R, > 20pm

-

-

0.39
0.15

0.42
0.06

3

10.9

1).77

1.16

15.9
20.8

0.73
0.53

0.52
-

TABLE 3 -

OCEAN BUBBI F CONCENTRATIONS
AT SHAI LO\ DEPTHS
(10 m < R,,<25 trm)
Wind
(m S)

Depth
(ml

Bubble
Concentration
(number/cc)

Source

Location

Technique

Present
Results

Gulf
Stream

Light
Scattering

Calm

10.0
25.0

2.54
1.33

Exuma
Sound

light
Scattering

Calm

10.0
25.0

1.26
1.05

Acosta
etal
[13, 14]

Catalina

Holography

Calm

3.05
6.10
15.24
30.48

14.98
3.29
1.59
8.55

Medwin
(1970)

Montere%
Marina

Photography

Calm

Surface
3.05

2.64
.29

4,18
Ii51

TABLE 4 -

MEASURED CRITICAL THROAT SPEEDS AND CAVITATION INCEPTION
INDICES IN THE 12-INCH WATER TUNNEL

Test
No.

"ST

PO
(bar)

aE

Vo
(m/s)

01

WTI
WT2
WT3
WT4
WT5
WT6

1.05
1.20
1.20
0.60
0.50
0.07

0.5
1.17
1.87
1.17
1.17
1.16

2.10
1.02
0.65
0.53
0.42
0.06

8.47
13.0
19.1
15.3
16.3
21.6

1.31
1.39
1.02
0.96
0.86
0.48

Re

1.8
2.6
3.8
3.0
3.3
4.3

x
x
x
x
x
x

-

104
104
104
104
104
104

Cpmin

Tensile Strength
(bar)

1.28
1.25
1.23
1.24
1.23
1.22

-0.04
-0.11
0.37
0.28
0.47
1.69

TABLE 5 - TENSILE STENGTH OF OCEAN WATER
Tensile Strength (bar)
Depth
Stbinth

Station

10 m

25 m

75 m

Exuma
Sound

3
4
5
6

0.73
0.46
0.64
0.11

0.76
0.47
0.17
0.55

Gulf

7

0.21

0.20

-0.43

Stream

8

0.19

0.54

0

9

0.23

0.24

-0.37

0.37
0.44
0.36
0.07

100 m
0.08
0.27
0.28
0.02
-0.90
0.10

-0.29

125 m

150 m

200 m

0.01
0.43
0.32
0.19

0.06
-0.08
0.51
0.21

-0.58
-1.11
-0.28
0.07

0

0.35

1.04

-

-

-

0.11

-

TABLE 6 - TENSILE STRENGTH MEASURED AT SEA BY VENTURI METHOD (Ref. 4)
Station

Season

French
Mediterranean
Coast

Summer

Britton
Coast

Depth
(m)

Po (bar)

P (bar)

Ro (Um)
equivalent

10

2.12

0.50

0.79

25

3.40

1.47

0.31

30

4.17

1.33

0.32

10

2.00

0.30

1.16

25

3.50

0.13

1.75

35

4.43

0.19

1.28

10

1.97

0.69

0.62

20

2.96

0.50

0.73

30

3.90

0.10

1.97

50

5.94

1.87

0.23

65

7.30

2.10

0.20

Winter

Spring

44.9

CAVITATION PHENOMENA IN JETS

H.J. Lin and J. Katz
SchoOl of Civil Engineering
Purdue University
West Lafayette, Indiana 47907

between the nozzle diameter, the inception
of the
test
indices, and the dimensions
for an
subject
a
also
was
facility
unresolved debate. Lienhard and Stephenson
and
(1971)
and
Goss
Lienhard
(1966),
results of
combined the
Lienhard (1984)
their own observations with other measureof o
ments to demonstrate that the values
increased with both the jet's diameter anA
diamethe ratio, 8 = d/D (d and D are the
the nozzle and the pipe in which
ters of
nozzle is inserted, respectively). Based on
the combined results
they formulated an
empirical relationship between the inception
index and the jet's size. Similar trends,
of
but with substantially different values
a , were also observed by Ball (1960), Ooi
However, due
(t98 5 ), and Kobayashi (1967).
to
the large scatter in the data, some of
1, it is
which are summarized in Figure
impossible to make any conclusive statement.
For example the values of o i for a 0.125
inch (.32 cm) diameter jet vary between 0.1
cm)
and almost 0.6, for a 0.25 inch (1.27
the inception indices range between 0.2
jet
and almost 0.7, and for 2 inch (5.08 cm)
results vary between 0.6 and 1.6.
jets the
the
inception indices measured by
Thus,
Baker et al. (1976) with a 2 inch (5.08 cm)
from the
values
nozzle are not different
measured by Lienhard and Goss (1971) on a
0.25 inch (.64 cm) jet.
Actually, even the
definitions of o vary from one study to the
when
cavitation
other.
For
example,
phenomena are studied in a jet created by an
orifice in a pipe, the location of the pressure
sensor downstream of
the aperture
affects the value of the
inception index.
Some investigators (Numachi et al. (1960),
Kobayashi (1967), Lienhard and Goss (1971))
measured the pressure just downstream of the
to the vena conaperture, that is close
tracta,
whereas others (Ball (1960) ) measured it several diameters downstream. Obviously,
their results
for a would be difi
ferent.

Abstract
Cavitation phenomena in water jets are
being studied in a specially designed test
are the
facility. Of particular interest
relationships between the jet's coherent
turbulent structures, the physical appearfor the onset of
ance and the conditions
cavitation. The experiments are being carried out with jets up to one inch in diameter, exit velocity up to 60 ft/sec, and with
nozzle geometries ranging from a sharp edge
orifice to a long and smooth contraction.
Special care has been taken to the control
of free stream turbulence and filtering of
external disturbances, The experiments consists, firstly, on measurements of the cavitation inception indices with various levels
free
of dissolved air content, different
stream turbulence level, and acoustic excititation and secondly, on observations of
the location and physical appearance of cavfree
itation.
Results demonstrate that
stream velocity, free stream turbulence, air
content and background noise play dominant
roles in the generation of turbulent strucThe
the resulting cavitation.
tures and
report
includes also comparison between the
present observations and other studies of
jet cavitation,

In spite of the efforts made by many
investigators to determine the conditions
for cavitation inception in submerged water
jets, the available literature contains only
conflicting results without any clear scalSome investigators, for examing trends.
ple, reported that the cavitation incept on
index, a i (defined as (P - P V)/(0.5 pV ),
where P is a characteristic pressure, chosen
almost arbitrarily,
P
is the vapor pressure, and V is the jet velocity) increased
(Johnson et al
with the Reynolds number
(1982)), others did not observe any clear
trend with the velocity (Ooi (1981,)) Numachi et al (1960)
), and some (Kohayashi
(1967) ) reported a reducti , in 7 when the
The relationship
velocity was increased.

Attempts to explain the large variations in the results focused mainly on the
differences in the population of
cavitation
in the various test facilities.
nuclei
Baker et al. (1976) and Ooi (1985) ) noticed
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that o
increased with the amount of air
dissolved in the water, and when Ooi (1981)
generated
freestream bubbles by electroiysi,
its re
/t I - a '1.2'
jet changed from about 0.22 to more than
0.5. These observations led Ooi (1985) and
Franklin and McMillan (1980)
to develop
theories for predicting the occurrance
of
cavitation
based on the nuclei population,
the distribution of turbulent pressure fluctuations, and the size of the region prone
to cavitation inception. One of the
problems related to this work are the difficulties in measuring the freestream
pressure
fluctuations which Ooi tried to resolve by
utilizing microscopic bubbles as sensors,

observations

led

Geneoux

and

R0STEPHIEt(1J
I (,)

This
puzzling
state
of
knowledge
motivated the current research program whose
primary objectives are to determine thp fl-w
parameters affecting the onset of cavitation
in water jets. Of special interest are the
role of the nozzle geometry, the free stream
turbulence level, the jet
coherent
vortex

AM

structures,
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stream velocity, and
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Sdesigned
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special

project.
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the

This program is
the diameter of the jet.
currently
in
progress
and
the present
the initial
report contains the results of
series of observations.
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Chahine (1984) to model the flow field as a
series of ring vortices and to neglect the
effect
of the secondary
turh,,lenr structur,-s.
This approach was mOLivaLed aiso by
the work
of Grow and Champagne (1971) and
Kibens (1979) that studied the effects of
acoustic excitation on the coherent vortex
structures in jets. They observed that when
the
Strouhal number (defined as fd/V, f
being the frequency) of the excitation signal was about 0.3, the jet's flow structure
transformed into a series of ring vortices.
As will be shown later (figures 4(b) and
5(c)), this tendency was also noticed during
the present
study.
In unexcited orifice
flows Numachi er
al (1960)
and Kobayashi
(1967)
observed that
inception occured in
the jet-s shear layer but did not
notice a
particular location or ring-like structures.
Ooi (1985) claimed that careful studies of
hundreds of photographs and holograms of his
jets showed clearly that
the
cavities
appeared in the distance from six to sixteen
diameters downstream of the exit, but favoring no particular radial position. As will
be shown later, these observations are also
confirmed
by the present measurements, even
in excited jets.

The location of inception in the jet
and the role
of its coherent turbulent
structure has also been a subject for discussions.
Arndt
(1981)
claimed that jet
cavitation appearing in jets was observed to
occur
in ring-like bursts; whereas, Johnson
et al. (1982) and Geneoux and Chahine (1984)
observed the same phenomena only when the
jet was excited either by an external transducer or by creating a resonence chamber
upstream of the nozzle,
These

-

injected

x 0.76 x
M

*, .The

.0
D4.
I= E" 1
I.,chamber
Fig. 1. A collection of measured cavitation
inception indices of water jets.
(1). Orifice in pipe, based on the
pressure and velocity in the
vena contracta
(2). Orifice in pipe, based
on exit velocitv, and pressure
downstream
(3). orifice in a pipe, based on the
velocity in the vena contracta,
and the pressure for downstream
(4). Orifice in a pipe, based on the
pressure and velocity in the
vena contracta
(5). nozzle in a large container

.0
0
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test

facility

has

been

the present
and constructed fo
As shown in figure
2, the water
into a 1.5 x

1.98

m)

2.5 x 6.5

chamber

whose

ft

(0.69

pressure

coud
be controlled either bv a vaccum pump
or with a source of
high pressurized air.
current set of experiments has been conducted with
free to surface,
that
is
the
was afilled
a height of
about 2 ft
(.61 m).
The recirculating pump was located
about
15 ft (4.57 m) below the test section
to prevent
the occurrance
of cavitrtion
there,
'nd the velocity has been measured
with a turbine flow-meter. The pressure has
been determined with a transducer connected
to two pressure taps
located
on
the
chamber's wall at
the same height as the
center of the nozzle. Cavitation has
been
observed under stroloscopic light and incepLion has been determined by maintaining the
jet at a constant
velocity and gradually
lowering the pressure.
When
inception
occurred, the readings of the flow meter and
the transducer were
frozen and recorded.

Results

ance

....

jets are presented in Figure 3. As is evident from these photographs, the first caviappeared in the
range starting from
about
six diameters downstream of the nozzle. Even the addition of background noise
did not
alter this location (Figure 3(c)).

-ties

-_-_

Tl
hr physica
appearof cavitation inception in the various

---

--

_-

When

-

"inception
-

the pressure
was
lowered
beyond
the
level
the cavities became larger

and appeared closer to the inspection point.
At these advanced stages, as is evident from
the photographs in Figure 4, the occurence
of
cavitation is
closely related
to the
coherent vortex structures of the Jet.
In
figure 4(a) a series of odd-shape cavities
appear mostly in discrete locations, suggesting that
the jets ring-like vortices
play a role in creating conditions favorable
for cavitation.
However, the shape of the
bubbles in this photograph , some of them
appearing in string-like form, demonstrate
that secondary turbulent structures are also
major contributors to the occurence of cavitation in this flow.
Vibrating the
inlet
pipe with the speaker had a major effect on
cavitation, especially
the appearance of
when the
Strouhal number was kept between
0.3 and 0.5. As shown in Figure 4(b), the
rings appear more distinctly, and much less
evidence of the secondary structures
is
visible. However, the region containing the
clearly organized structures
extends
to
about
5 diameters downstream of the nozzle.
The bubbles beyond this region still appear
in
various odd shapes without any noticable
orientation. Note that figure 3(c)
demonstrates that inception of cavitation occurs
within this
region of
"disarray".
These
observations are in agreement with the studies of the effects of external excitation
on a jet
performed by Zaman and Hussain
(1980) and Hussain and Zaman
(1981).
They
also
observed
that
the
region mostly
affected by the noise extended to about 6 to
8 diameters downstream of
the injection
point. Vibrating the pipe had the same
effect
on the flow through the orifice, as
is evident from comparing figures 5(a), (b),
and (c).
Actually, without
the external
excitation the flow through the orifice
appeared
sometimes
in complete disarray
(fig.(5a)), and in other times there were
some
traces of the
ring-like structures
(Fig.
(5b)).
The
external
excitation
transformed this
flow to a series of distinct rings which extended only to a few
diameters downstream of the nozzle.

Fig. 2. A schematic description of the test
facility

Reduction
in the amount of air dissolved in
the water was achieved by recirculating the
flow at
a low pressure and high speed for
about half an hour.
An oxygen meter was
used to monitor the air content, which was
kept during the entire set of experiments at
a level of about
35-50 percent of
the
saturation level at roam temperature and
pressure.
In order to reduce the effect of pump
vibrations and background noise the facility
was mounted on vibration isolators,
the
connections to the pump were made with flexible tubing, and the pump itself was isolated from the floor. The jet was externally excited by muunting a large speaker on
its inlet pipe, and with the help of a function generator it was
possible to vibrate
the pipe at any desired frequency in the
range of 20-2500 HZ.
Four different nozzles were tested during the present phase of the project. Two
had a gradual and smooth contraction from
the inlet pipe (which had a diameter of 4
inches (10.16 cm)) to the 1 inch (2.54
cm)
diameter exit.
Both nozzles had a cosine
contour, but with different length; 3 inches
(7.62 cm) and 6 inches (15.24 cm). The
other two were sharp edge orifices, with
diameters of
I inch (2.54 cm) and 0.5 inch
(1.27 cm).
A honeycomb and two screens
could be
installed in the pipe upstream of
the nozzle, and the experiments were carried
out
both
with and without
these flow
straighteners.

In order to determine whether varations in the boundary layer play any role in
the conditions of
inception, the
internal
surface of the smooth 6 inch (15.24 cm) long
nozzle was coated with roughness elements
made of fine sand particles. Unfortunately,
these elements became the sites of cavitation inception within the nozzle prior to
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig.

3. Cavitation

inception

in a jet

injected

from a
(a) (1.27 rm) diameter orifice,
= P.155, v = 20.5 m/s
(b)

2.54

diameter smooth nozzle,
= 5.9 m/s

.

,'.388, v
(c)

(a)

(b)

rig.

..

CaviLation downstream of

the

2.54

cm

diameter
(a) without external excitation;
o=0.177; V=8.75 m/s
(b) with

external excitation;

=0.257;

V=9.8

m/s;

St=0.29I
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K

AI..

2.54 diameter nozzle with external
excitation
= '.552, v = 11.9 m/s
St =
. 30

"

' 7-U- . .

-

. .
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-

-

•

_

(b)

k~

Fig.

5. Cavitation downstream of the 2.54 cm.
orifice
(a) without external excitation;
o=0.136; V=15.6 m/s
(b) without external excitation;
o=0.215; V=ll.4 m/s
(c) with external excitation;
a=0.35; v=ln.n m/s St=0.39

cavities,
the appearance of
the external
The same phenomenon occured even when the
coated region extended only up to about
I
inch (2.54 cm) upstream of the injection
surface
roughpoint.
Thus, the effect of
ness on
jet cavitation could niotbe detercorrected in
mined.
This problem will be
the future by constructing a new nozzle with
surface,
a carefully roughened internal
Figures
6-9 present the values oi I measured during the present
study.
Note that
6 and 9 (b) contain 2 scales, one
figures
based on the speed at the exit and the other
on
the velocity at
the vena contracta.
that
Before discussing these results, note
from ().35 to
inception
indices ranging
almost 2.0 were measured in a I inch (2.54
cm) diameter jet. Thus, the empirical relathat
tionship suggested by Lienhard (1984),
uses the diameter as the only scaling parameter, seems unrealistic. Several trends can
be observed from the results. Firstly, the
inception indices displayed a general trend
of
becoming smaller when the jet velocity
was increased. In some cases (the short,
3
inch (7.62 cm) long, nozzle and the orifice)
oi reached a minimum on intermediate speeds

at ahoot 28 it/sec (8.53 m/s) for the nozzle
for
(Figure 7) and at 3() ft/sec (9.14 m/s)
Secondiy, figure 7
the orifice (Figure b).
demonstrates that the inception indices of
the h inch (15.24 cm) long smooth nozzle are
much higher than the values measured with
shorter, 3 inch (7.62 cm) long nozzle.
the
Thus, the contour of the injector affected
the
conditions for
cavitation inception.
Thirdly, when based on the injection speed,
the orifice results are much higher than the
However,
either nozzle.
values of 'i of
the vena contracta speed is used, the
when
orifice results become comparale,
in some
cases (without flow straighteners) they are
higher and in some (with honeycomb and
screens) they are lower. The effect of the
flow straighteners (a honeycomb
and
2
screens) is visible in all nozzles, but with
conflicting trends.
They caused a small
increase in the
inception indices of the
short nozzle, a reduction in 7i of the
I
inch
(2.54 cm) orifice and the long nozzle,
and had very little effect on the results of
the 0.5 inch (1.27 cm) orifice.
The effects uf external

A-5

excitation

on

.

-

9the

so.0

30

.0

the
orifice
indices inof the
inception
and 8,
6 and
figures
are presented
nozzle

.17

Vibrating the pipe upstream
ind 3
scrceno:
of the orifice containing
honeycomb resulted in a substantial increase
in the values of ai. These results are in
Johnagreement with the trends reported by
the present
son et al. (1982), even though
changes in ai are much more moderaLe. This
inception
in the
trend is not evident
the smooth nozzle (figure 8).
of
of an excited jet
Here, the values ot ai
(with and without flow straighteners) are
to the results of an unexcited
close flow
very
jet with
straighteners, and lower than
the inception indices measured when the
screens and the ho-eycomh are removed.
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tion of
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demonstrated in figures 9(a) and 9(b).
indices of the nozzle increased
substantially
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than 2. at low velocities and to about 0.9
at high speeds. These results are in agreement with the trends described by Baker et
The orifice results, however,
al. (1976).
showed much less dependence on Lhe air content, and the values of 'i for a concentraof 90 percent of saturation are close
tion
the
to the inceLicn indices measured when
25 perdant of
dissolved air content ws nL
the saturation level.

VEVARITY IM/5)
-1i. 6. Cavitation inception indices of the
The scales with the
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higher speedg (lowei) and lower a
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based on the velocity at the orifice,

Summary and Conclusions
some of them conflictSeveral trends,during
the present study.
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The Effect of external excitation on the
inception indices of the smooth nozzle
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resulted in a decrease in the
velocity
values of oi. Secondly, the nozzle geometry
the conditions for cavitation
does affect
inception, a conclusion that contradicts the
results of Baker et al. (1976), but agrees
with the measurements of Kobayashi
(1967).
Thirdly, external excitation of the pipe
upstream of the nozzle helped in organizing
the jet vortex structures into a series of
inception
discrete rings and altered the
changes in the free
Moreover,
indices.
stream turbulence level (created with the
additions of the screen and the honeycomb in
the pipe) also affected the values of ai.
Finally, an increase in the amount of dissolved air in the water resulted in a substantial
increase in the inception indices
in aome cases and in very little changes
in
others.
These
results demonstrate clearly
that

0

'

8.0
.0
VELOCITY
(S)

jet f! .ws are susceptible

to

b~ckground

noise, to minor disturbances occuring in the
stream
(free
pipes leading to the nozzle
turbulence), to geometrical parameters (nozzle size and shape), as well as to the free
stream velocity. The effect of these parameters on the turbulent pressure field in the
jet must
be determined in order to understand their role in the onset of cavitation.
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CAVITATION OBSERVATIONS IN A TURBULENT SHEAR FLOW
T.J. O'Hern and A.J. Acosta
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Pasadena, California 91125

in
systems generally, past hydrofoils or
separated flow in the wake of a bluff body.
Cavitation inception in such flows is of great
practical
interest due
the harmful
effects
of noise, erosion
and tovibration
associated

ABSTRAC
steady flows past smooth bodies,
Unlike
chief mechanisms
of
thechif mchniss
o cavitation
caittio inception
inepton
are not well known in shear flows such as that
outside the potential core of a jet, or in the
flow past a bluff body with a large separation
region. An experimental study of cavitation
inception in the turbulent shear layer downstream of a sharp-edged plate is described.
Inception takes place in the low pressure
cores of streamwise oriented vortices, the
secondary vortices of the free shear layer.
The role of the secondary vortices may be
vital
such shear observed
layer inception
phenomena
as theto commonly
dependence
of the
inception index on the body Reynolds number.
Lhe

with cavitation. For these reasons, several
experimental
investigators have undertaken
studies of cavitation phenomena in various
types of turbulent shear flows. Understanding
of cavitation in these flows is complicated by
controlling
the
First,
several factors.
features of the single phase flow have yet to
be determined and are still a topic of much
basic research. Second, cavitation phenomena
in these flows are ill-suited to laboratory
examination because of the commonly observed
strong scaling effect. Unlike cavitation in
flows around streamlined bodies, inception in
shear flows occurs in the freestream, usually
far from the test body, due to intense fluc-

NOMENCLATURE
I

spanwise core spacing

P
pb
p
P
P

base pressure
vortex core pressure
lcthese
water vapor preusure
waterevapr presure
reference pressure
vortex core radius
stagnation l
sne
local velocity above shear layer
reference velocity far from test body
downstream distance from the sharp edge
base ps
ur
stane
coefficient,
given by C
oefficien
Reynolds nimber based on U and 2S given
by Re = ULX2S/e)
L

r
U
UL
x
Cpb
ReS
p
"
"L

tuating

pressure

peaks

in

the

free

shear

Measurement of the peak intensity of
layer.
these pressure fluctuations is needed, but
measurements are very difficult to
achieve without disrupting the basic flow.
Pioneering work on cavitation inception
and scaling in turbulent shear flows was done
by Kermeen and Parkin (1957) in their study of
cavitation in the wake of sharp-edged disks.
They consistently observed inception in the
turbulent shear layer of the disk wake, and a
steady increase of inception
index
with
increasing Reynolds number. A coherent vortex
structure was visible in the shear layer and
they speculated that inception occurred in the
vortex cores.
Arndt (1978) also conducted
experiments in the wake of a
cavitation
sharp-edged disk with similar results. Cavitation phenomena in the flow past hydrcfclq at
various angles of incidence were studied by
van der Muelen (1980), who also found an
increase in inception index with Reynolds
number in the high incidence cases when gross
flow separation took place. Katz (1984) conducted a study of cavitating flows around
several axisymmetric bodies including blunt
circular cylinders, and found that inception
in the flows around these cylinders occurred
in the turbulent separated shear layer, and
that pressure fluctuations measured on the
surface of the cylinder could not explain

densi Jy of water
kinematic viscosity of water
cavitation inception 2 index, given
by 1. = (P -P )/(YU )
locaf cavitation inc'ption index, given
by aL
(P.-P)/( UL)
circulation or primary vortex
circulation of secondary vortex

_. INTR pUCTION
Shear flows are commonly encountered in
many engineering applications, for example in
flows past valves and internal flows in piping
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either the large numerical values of the
inception
index or their Reynolds number
dependence. Clearly an investigation of the
turbulent shear layer is needed to explain
inception in each of these situations,
This close relation between cavitation
phenomena and the turbulent flow field leads
one to make a closer examination of the single
phase case in order to gain insight into the
basic flow physics. Turbulent shear flows have
been a topic of great interest in the international
turbulence community over the past
decade;
these flows clearly demonstrate the
existence of coherent vortical structures,
allowing the turbulent flows to be described
in a more deterministic manner.
Experimental
investigations by Bernal (1981) and Jimenez
(1983) have provided some insight into the
mechanisms of the turbulent structure in plane
mixing layer shear flows.
The structure is
seen to consist of the primary two-dimensional
vortices resulting from
the Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability and containing the basic component
of vorticity, while three- dimensional secondary vortices introduce the other two components of vorticity into the flow (Roshko
(1980)).
Experimental investigations such as
those listed above indicate a clear, orderly
vortex structure even in high Reynolds number,
fully turbulent flows.
This paper presents results of an experimental
investigation of the shear flow in the
wake of a sharp-edged plate. The goals of this
study are to investigate the relation between
the turbulent flow field and some of the cavitation phenomena first observed by such investigators as Arndt and Kermeen and Parkin previously mentioned.
In particular, the location and appearance of inception will be examined under a variety of flow conditions. The
role of Reynolds number scaling will be examined at higner values of the Reynolds number
than
those
of
previous
investigations.
Finally,
the effect of changes in cavitation
nuclei availability on inception will be examined.

velocity and pressure measurements (defined as
the "local" values) is shown in Figure 1.
After inception, the water was recirculated at
atmospheric pressure for at least ten minutes
in order to maintain a steady population of
freestream bubbles, see Katz (1984).
Use of clear test section windows also
allows photographic examinations especially
useful in capturing random events in fairly
high speed flows. Simultaneous top and side
photographs were made using a high speed
(8
microsecond) flash unit which was fired in the
middle of the cameras' shutter opening period.
The side view photographs record back lit cavifatfon bubbles wh4-h appear dark s:sinst
the
bright background
of the light sources diffused by an opal glass, while the
top view
sees
bright
side
illuminated cavitation
against the dark background of the black anodized test body (see Figure 2). Flow conditions in the photographic
studies
cover
several
free stream velocities, cavitation
numbers and air content
levels. High speed
movies were recorded using an Eastman Kodak
ji-ghSpeed motion picture camera at framing
rates up to 2500 frames/sec. Top, side and
simultaneous views were filmed. Figure 3 shows
several
individual frames from one of the top
view motion pictures.
High speed movies were
recorded under the same flow conditions as the
simultaneous photographs.
A holographic camera system
has been
developed and used extensively for various
water tunnel measurements, including
flow
visualization (Katz (i984)),
measurement of
cavitation nuclei distributions and pressure
fluctuation measurements using injected air
bubbles as pressure sensors (Ooi
(1985)).
This
"holocamera"
is
used
for
threedimensional
velocity measurements
in
the
present investigation. A pulsed ruby laser is
used as the light source because its short
(20-50 nanosecond) pulses are needed to freeze
images of small obY-zts passing through the
region of interest at high speeds. A Pockels
Cell electro-optical 0-switch is used to control the numer and timing of the laser pulses.
The holographic technique in these experiments is the in-line or Fraunhofer technique,
in which a single laser beam is used as both
reference and subject beam in the holographic
recording. This is accomplished by illuminating
the sample volume with a collimated
coherent light beam, part of which is scattered by objects in the liquid sample volume,
while the remainder passes through the volume
undiffracted.
The hologram is formed by
recording the interference of these two beam
components on a high resolution film.
Holograms are reconstructed and examined
using a reconstructlor. system, in which a 5 mW
He-Ne laser beam
Iluminates the hologram,
which
acts as a diffraction grating to form
two three-dimensional images of the original
sample
volume, the real and virtual images.
The hologram mount is on a three- dimensional
translating carriage allowing examination of
the real image in all three dimensions at magnifications up
to 220X with the aid of a
microscope objective lens and a closed circuit
vidicon and monitor. The useful resolution of

2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURES
The facility used was the Caltech
I,1w
Turbulence Water Tunnel
(LTWT). This tunnel
has been specially adapted for cavitation
testing through addition of a deaeration system and pressure control using a vacuum pump.
Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the test
body used in these experiments, consisting of
a sharp-edged plate extending vertically into
the freestream and spanning the 12 inch
test
section.
The plate blocks approximately half
of the oncoming flow, giving a maximum "local"
velocity of about 39 ft/s (12 m/s).
The LTWT test section is enclosed by
glass side windows and plexiglass top windows,
Inception observations "ere made under stroboscopic light,
maintaining a constant velocity then lowering the pressure until the
fir ,t traces of cavitation became visible,
The pressure transducer reading was
then
frozen and recorded together with the tunnel
velocity to allow calculation of the inception
index.
The location of
the tap for making

A6 1

the present holographic and reconstruction
systems is about 10 microns diameter.
The holocamera is used to measure local
three-dimensional velocities by operating the
ruby laser in a double-pulsed mode in which
two Pockels Cell pulses are applied opening
the laser cavity twice. Two laser pulses are
then emitted with a precisely determined pulse
separation period
of
from
20
to
500
microseconds.
The two laser pulses form two
holograms superimposed on a single frame of
film, so that the reconstructed image displays
three-dimensional displacements of flow tracing particles and bubbles in the flow. These
displacements can then be accurately measured,
allowing
direct calculation of the local
three-dimensional velocities in the region of
interest.
Determination
of
the relative
strength of the two laser pulses is needed in
order to determine the direction of motion and
therefore of the velocity vector.
Doublepulsed holography records three-dimensional
motions of objects in a fairly large volume
(1.4 liters in the present case), and so is
particularly useful in flows in which the
region of interest is not well defined and
therefore not well suited to such
point

streamwise cores and more extensive cavitation
is seen in both these streamwise cores and the
cores of the spanwise vortices. , Figure 3 is
a sequence of frames taken from one of the
high speed movies at inception.
Note that
this sequence provides evidence of the vortex
nature of inception; in the 4 milliseconds
between frames (iii) and (v) two distinct cavities grow together to fill in the low pressure vortex core region. As in the still
photos, no clear site of most probable occurrence
of inception has been seen. Inception events
occur at random throughout the shear layer,
except that they are generally absent within
the first plate height downstream. This random occurrence indicates that the secondary
vortices are not determined by such constant
factors as possible imperfections of the sharp
edge (although every effort was made to protect this) or mean flow non-uniformities. The
appearance of cavitation did not noticeably
a
ane after
f
ciain
dd rearranging
n
t e
change
cleaning and
the
order of the flow conditioning screens, or
after removing, re-anodizing and reinstalling

measuring

wise oriented cavities occurring at

techniques

as

Laser Doppler Velo-

cimetry. Figure 4 presents examples of
type of images seen in such holograms,
RESULTS AND DICUSSIO N
.
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T

ture

the

test
body theanalysis of the motion picPreliminary
frames shows that in general the streaminception

are convected some distance downstream before
collapsing, but very few move all the way out
of the field of view before this occurs. At
low cavitation indices, the spanwise vortex
cores
become
visible very close to the
separating edge, appearing as straight linear
cavities spanning the test section. The spanwise cores generally lose this sharp definition by the time they have moved about 6
inches downstream (xS = 1.7), by which time
the braid region is often filled with thin,
streamwise oriented cavities. Beyond about 8
inches downstream (x/S = 2.3), the spanwise
cores have grown considerably, and have lost
the clear cavities filling tfleir cores, now
appearing as large rotating masses of indivia
asl
dual
bubbles.
Cavitation cannot be considered as a
purely passive visualization technique. Franc
and Michel (1983) found a change in vortex
spacing and in Strouhal number behind wedges
due to changes in cavitation index (20 %
change in St for decrease in sigma from 2.0 to
1.1). Detailed study of vortex shedding frequency.
or
in
particular dependence of
Strouhal number on cavitation index, have not
yet been performed in the present experiment.
The dependence of inception on the secondary vortex structure, with inception consistently occurring in the streamwise oriented
vortex cores, is not unique to the present
flow. van der Muelen (1980) noted the "irregular threadlike appearance of cavitation" in
the separated flow past NACA 16-012 hydrofoils
at 16 degree angle of incidence. Franc and
Michel (1983) studied the flow around wedges,
in which vortices of alternating sign of vorticity are shed off either side.
Cavitation
in this flow visualized both the large shed
vortices as well as thin "three-dimensional
rotational filaments" connecting the large
vortices, as noted by the authors and clearly
visible in their figures. Cavitation in the

t Structure

Examination of a large number of simultaneous top and side photographs of various
stages of cavitation, such as those in Figure
2, have clarified several key features of cayitation in this flow.
Inception is consistently observed to occur in the form of
long, thin "strings" oriented in the streamwise direction as seen from above, and at 45
degrees to the mean flow direction as seen
from the side (Figure 2a). These are the cavitating low pressure cores of the streamwise
oriented secondary vortices of the free shear
layer, occurring in the high strain "braid"
region between adjacent spanwise or primary
vortex cores. Inception is not observed in
the primary vortex cores. At lower cavitation
indices, more developed cavitation can be seen
in both the primary and secondary structures
2b.I ah
of the free shear layer (Figure
case, cavities act to visualize the flow,
allowing examination of the pattern of the
coherent vortex structure. The photographs at
inception do not indicate either a downstream
or
a spanwise location of most probable
occurrence of inception. Rather, inception is
seen to occur at random points throughout the
shear layer, although it typically occurs at
least one plate height downstream, rather than
near the sharp edge in the region of high
streamline curvature,
Analysis of the high speed motion pictures allows one to determine the evolution of
the flow structures seen in the simultaneous
still photos. The same general phenomena are
visible in the movies as in the still photos;
that is, inceptio,. consistently occurs in the
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separated shear layer

around

the

estimates

flat-faced

circular cylinders studied by Katz (1984)
clearly shows inception occurring in the thin,
axially oriented vortices, which remain visible even when more intense cavitation fills in
the

primary

circumferential

vortices.

r

Although not mentioned in their paper, close
examination of photographs of shear layer cayitation in Kermeen and Parkin (1957) provides
evidence that cavitation is present in a similar thin, streamwise oriented structure.
These observations indicate that
the
secondary vortices appear to control cavitation inception in several types of shear
flows.
However, very little is known about
the strength of these secondary vortices or
their dependence on flow conditions.
The
secondary vortices seem to arise from an instability mechanism, either of the primary vortex structure or due to amplification of
upstream disturbances (Bernal (1981)). The
secondary vortices are superimposed on the
primary structure in such a way that the basic
coherence of the spanwise vortices is maintained. Bernal (1981) presents a model of the
secondary structure as being composed
of
organized pairs of counter-rotating vortices,
His high speed movies using laser
sheet
illumination of fluorescent dye in one of the
two streams of a plane mixing layer clearly
show the existence of streamwise vortices consistent with this model.
Bernal found that
the pattern and the downstream position of
first visibility of the streamwise vortices
could be adjusted by changing the velocity for
a fixed mixing layer velocity ratio. This
velocity dependence may be a key to explaining
Reynolds number dependence in shear flows,
The random appearance of cavitation in the
present
investigation,
particularly
near
inception, limits its usefulness as a visualization technique, so that such factors as
spacing and pattern of the streamwise vortices
measured by Bernal cannot be corroborated with
any certainty in the present results,
Estimates of the strength (circulation)
of the streamwise vortices were made by modelling them as Rankine vortices. Use of this
simple model and several important assumptions
allows the vortex strength to be determined
from tunnel measurements at inception.
The core pressure of a Rankine vortex is:

c

= AU .f

Determination of the spanwise vortex spacing f
as a function of downstream position is made
from the high speed motion picture frames,
defining the vortex spacing as the measured
distance between adjacent braid/x-axis intersections (after Bernal (1981)). Flow gonditions were U = 10.8m/e, ReS
2.1X10
and
a = 0.4; typical values for a case of heavy
cavitation. The expression for the average
vortex spacing using a straight line fit to
the measured data points is:
f/S = 0.50(x/S + 0.20)
This growth rate of vortex spacing is considerably higher than that found by Bernal. This
may be due to some vortices not being visualized by cavitation, thus indicating a larger
spacing between their neighbors.
This seems
unlikely as only cases in which the spanwise
vortices and adjacent braid regions
were
clearly marked by cavitation were chosen for
measurement. A more plausible explanation is
simply the basic differences between the two
flows. Bernal's measurements were made in a
plane gas mixing layer with Reynolds numbers
(based on the vorticity thickness and velpcity
differ nee across the layer) of 4.6X10 and
2.5X10 , for the two cases studied, with the
high and low speed gas stream velocities 10
m/s and 3.8 m/s respectively.
Several important assumptions were made
in estimating the strength values in Table I.
As mentioned, it was necessary to assume that
the vortex core pressure at inception is equal
to the liquid vapor pressure.
It was also
assumed that the vortex core size was given by
the measured cavity size, which should be
accurate within a proportionality factor and
so suitable for order of magnitude estimates.
In determining the spanwise strength it was
necessary to use the freestream velocity UL as
a weasure of the velocity difference across
the shear layer, since the velocity of the
recirculatirg region beneath the shear layer
is very small and is not measured.
Again,
assumption should be acceptable for order
of magnitude analysis.
Jimenez et al (1985) estimated the relative strengths of spanwise and streamwise vorticity to obtain:

2

-=2p[L

of the strength that a primary core

would have if it were located at the same
downstream position as the streamwise vortices
used in Table I. An estimate of this strength
is made using the approximate relation:

2this

If we assume that the core pressure is equal
to the vapor pressure at the time of inception, this expression can be rearranged to:
=2rr
cU®[] Y2s/r

p

= 0.61 ± 0.79

but the mean value
The scatter is very l
shows much stronger relative values of streamwise vorticity than that found using the Rankine vortex model.
Th1e strength of the secondary vortices by
the present estimates is on the order of less
than 10 percent of the spanwise strength, yet
inception is consistently seen to occur in the
streamwise rather than in the larger and

We further assume that the vortex core radius,
is equal to the radius of the visible cayr
i y at inception. The strength of the vortex
cor= can then be determined by measuring this
core radius from photographs or movies at
inception, along with the inception index and
freestream velocity measurements from inception tests. Results of this analysis are
are
listed
Also
presented in Table I.
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although the present results do not, by themselves, display a clear trend with the velocity, they are in the range of data of previous bluff body observations.
A large scatter
is seen in the data
obtained
in the present tests plotted in Figures 5 and 6. Discussion of possible error
sources is given in Katz and O'Hern (1986).
The major contribution to the data scatter is
the inherent variability of the inception process. requiring the presence of
a suitable
at an instantaneously
cavitation
nucleus
occurring low pressure point in the flow.

stronger spazwise structure, due no doubt to
the smaller diameter of these vortices.
We
attempted to measure the vorticity field by
the double-pulsed holographic technique. Figure 4 shows a double-pulsed hologram from such
a test along with photographs of reconstructed
images showing displacements over the 200
microsecond pulse separation period. Typical
results of such measurements are shown in
Table II.
While these velocity components demonstrate
the three- dimensionality of the turbulent flow, the velocities near the small
cores do not seem high enough to
streamwise
explain inception occurring in these cofes
rather
than the stronger, larger primary
cores.
Part of the difficulty in making these
measurements is the lack of natural tracer
particles very close to the cavitating cores,
so peak velocities are not captured. Higher
tracer concentrations are needed in order to
determine
such
important factors as the
tangential velocity as a function of radial
distance from the core. Increasing the data
rate for these velocity measurements is difficult, however, first because particle addition
affects the concentration of available cavitation nuclei, and also because the presence of
too many tracers
complicates the task of
matching up the two images seen in reconstruction.
3.2

j. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
It has been made clear by many workers
that bluff body shear flows are characterized
by a primary sparaise rolled-up vortex and a
secondary streamwise vortex structure. The
present results show that cavitation is initiated
in these secondary vorticies. Holographic measurements
reveal strong
threedimensionality of these flows although accurate estimates of the circulation of
the
streamwise vortices could not be made by this
means due to the few tracer particles near
them.
However, photographic estimates of
these core diameters
permitted one to make
estimates of the primary and secondary circutwo vortices;
the
lation intensity for the
streamwise vorticity appears to be
secondary
about 10% of the primary.
The inception of
cavitation in the secondary vortex is attributed to its much smaller size.
There is a
inception index and a strong
wide range of
effect of air content. Over the present range
of
speed no Reynolds number effect could be
deduced although
the present results
are
within
the range of previous shear flow
results.
This phenomena of shear
flow cavitation
occurring in streamwise vortices is seen to be
in
widespread and may be expected to occur
many applications of naval hydrodynamics.

Cavitaton Inception

Local cavitation inception indices are
plotted against the body Reynolds number in
Figure 5. The length scale in the Reynolds
number is taken to be
twice the distance
between the knife edge stagnation and separation points in order to allow direct comparison to axisymmetric
body results. The
present results do not show any clear Reynolds
number dependence. although their scatter, and
the narrow range of velocities available in
the tunnel, prevent determination of
any
A clear dependence of the
universal trend.
inception index on the dissolved air content

is

shown by the present data.
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tion of freestream bubbles in the test facility has been shown to be dependent on the dissolved air content in several previous studies, see Katz (1984) and Ooi (1985).
Figure 6 compares the present results at
high air content to those of Kermeen and Parkin (1957) and Arndt
(1978) behind sharpedged disks and those of Katz (1984) in the
flow around two different size flat-faced circular cylinders.
The present results extend
the upper Reynolds number bound of this plot.
The present results are of the local cavitation inception indices while the values of the
inception index in the other cases are based
on the pressure and velocity at infinity, so
the axes of Figure 6 are adjusted according to
L = (ai + Cb )/(I - C b).
Here
the relation
the minimum base pessure cbefficient
C
is
w~ch was measured by both Kermeen and Parkin
(1957) and Katz (1984) and the average of
these is taken to be -0.6.
The values of the
Reynolds number were also adjusted to the
local velocity.
Figure 6 indicates
that
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1.

Diagram

of

sharp-edged

Simultaneous top

and

side

photo-

(b) Heavier cavitation U = 11.7m/s,
=
=
4.24 ppm
0.65 Res = 2.2 X 10 . a
aL

plate

installed in the Low Turbulence Water Tunnel.
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2.

graphs of free shear, layer cavitation
(a) Cavitation inception U = 9.4 = m/s,
10.14 ppm
1.47 ReS = 1.84 X 0 , a
L

Figure 3. High speed movie sequence showing top view of inception, growth and
collapse of an axial cavity. Flow direction is right to left. Note cavity "fills
in" vortex core in frames (iii) to (v). Elapsed time between frames is 2 milliseconds. Exposure time is approximately 200 microseconds. Velocity above shear
layer is 9.5 ms, a L =0.88, Re = 1.84 X 10 .
a = 4.70 ppm.

ILd

Figure 5. Cavitation inception indices in the
free shear layer behind the sharp-edged plate.

Figure 4. Determination of
three-dimensional
velocity components from double-pulsed holographic images. Center is print of hologram

itself,

upper photo shows reconstructed image

>P(OL0S

demonstrating translation of 1.7 mm long vortex core, lower photo shows translation of 100
micron diameter
bubble.
Time
separation
between laser pulses was 200 microseconds.

Figure 6.
Present
cavitation
inception
indices compared with those of Kermeen and
Parkin (1957) and Arndt
(1978) for sharpedged disks, and those of Katz (1981) for two
different diameter blunt circular cylinders.
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N MBR

Data
pt

UL

Reynolds No.

10.4
10.4
7.8
7.8
9.5
9.5

core
r c
ini
(in.)

Normalized
Downstream
Position
XIS

r.
22
(m /s)

rp
.
(m2Is)

r sI/p

1.02
1.02
1.52
1.52
1.47
1.47

0.036
0.019
0.031
0.106
0.056
0.040

4.17
3.16
4.58
3.33
2.84
3.07

0.04
0.02
0.03
0.12
0.09
0.05

2.00
1.54
1.64
1.22
1.27
1.36

0.02
0.01
0.02
0.09
0.07
0.04

ReS

(m/s)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Inception
Index

1.85
1.85
1.39
1.39
1.68
1.68

X
X
X
X
X
X

106
106
10
106
106
106

Table I. Relative strength of spanwise and stresamwise vortices. Strength of
axial vortices determined using Rankine vortex model and measurements from photographs taken near inception.

Object

Vx(m/s)

Vy(Mr s)

Vz(m/s)

.m bubble

-0.44

0.44

-2.55

150 Mm bubble

3.46

-1.71

-0.86

85 Lm bubble

1.68

-0.13

-0.04

145 X 165 m
sheared bubble

2.70

-2.54

-2.70

90 =m bubble

-0.28

0.10

-0.86

110 ,,m bubble

-0.82

-0.54

-1.98

.= bubble

1.08

-0.36

0.55

90 ;m bubble

-0.40

-0.49

0.72

m bubble

1.10

-0.21

0.81

160 ;Lm bubble

0

0.54

1.35

1.33

0.83

0.60

125

80

140

vortex core 230 pm long

Table II. Some measured velocity components near one of the streamwise vortex
cores.
The freestream speed is nominally 7 m/s. Vx is the measured velocity in
the direction of flow, Vy is normal (up) and Vz is the spanwise direction. The
cavitation index is about 0.5. The three dimensional nature of the flow is clear
from various holograms.
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A RE-ANALYSIS OF PLANING BOAT
PORPOISING STABILITY DATA
P. Ward Brown
Davidson Laboratory
Stevens Institute of Technology
Hoboken, NJ 07030

INTRODUCTION

ANALYSIS

Towing tank tests of high speed planing
craft sometimes result in porpoising and when
this happens the tank staff is called on to
define the problem and help find a cure.
A
simple means of checking for the
possibility
of porpoising would be useful in planning the
experimental
program.
The
available
experimental dpat is analyzed in order to
develop such a tesL.

Day and Haag are to be commended for
tabulating their data,
thercby fulfilling one
of their obligations as responsible scientists
to make their results available for others to
analyze.
For each planing surface Thaving
)
deadrise
angles of 0',
10.60 and 20.5'
the
speed, load
and the trim at which porpoising
occurs
is tabulated.
The lift of a planing
surface is related to the speed, trim and mean
wetted length,
therefore if tnree of these
four quantities
are Known the other may be
calculated.
The relationship between planing
ift,
speed, trim and mean wetted length is referred
to as a 'planing equation' and the planing
equation developed
by Brown ('971) is used:
this equation has been shown to give close
agreement
with dynamic lift data reported by
such investigators as
Sottorf,
Sambraus,
Locke, Wadlin, Weinstein, Kapryan, Chambliss,
Farshing
and Springston.
This ig-eement
covers a range of trim angles from 20 to 300
wetted
lengths from ! to " beams and deadrise
angles from 0" to 500
with provision for
transverse curvature.
T"e most genaral form of tris lifting
equation IS:

BACKGROUND
The usual method of displaying
the
porpoising
stability
characteristics
of
planing boats
is shown on Figure
1.
This
figure shows the stability trim limit as a
function of speed:
at high speed the
trim
must
be low enough
to avoid
porpoising
instability.
Porpoising
is defined as an
oscillation in pitch and heave,
at a given
speed, such that the sustained pitch amplitude
is at least one degree.
The
usual
remedy for
power
Boat
porposi.ng
s to decrease the trim by moving
the CC forward.
However this may not be easy
if porpoising is discovered late in the design
process, consequently there have been some
attempts to provide guidance for the designer
and research worKer.
Although a number of studies of the
porpoising stability of seaplanes nave been
made there has only been one experimental
study of the porpoising of power boats.
Day
made a
(1952) at Webb Tntitute
and Haag
systematic
study
of
constant
deadrise
prismating planing surfaces "to provide the
boat designer with useful data on the trim at
which porpoising occurs and
its dependent
variable,
the center of gravity...
They
succeeded
in their primary aim of determining
porpoising limits and their results have been
presented by Savitsky (1964).
The dependence
of porpoising on the position of the center of
gravity did not yield to their analysis,
however, so that it may be of interest to reexamine their data in the light of present
knowledge.

-

-

/v'sinacosKi-sinb '(1 X
'im sin2TcosB - D.4sec7(XiC.)%

where:
C-oss-flow jrag coefficient,
'D, = 1.33 and
2
L/'pVb
L
"V
'/gb
A
T -an wetted length-beam ratio
t
beam
I
trim
t
= deadrise
Therefore
the
mean wetted can
be
calculated for each entry in the Day and Haag
data base.
Moreover,
given the mean wetted
length and speed it is possible to calculate
the position of the center of pressure from
the formula given by Savitsky (1964),
which
can be re-stated in the following form:
x/y = (54 , 11y

2

/(72

* 33y
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INTERFERENCE EFFECTS BETWEEN PARALLEL
PLANING SURFACES AT HIGH SPEED
Daniel Savitsky
Director, Davidson Laboratory
Stevens Institute of Technology
Hoboken, NJ 07030

ABSTRACT

represent
a comprehensive study
of
the
interference effects between parallel-running
planing
surfaces.
Nevertheless,
it
is
believed that a presentation of the results
will be useful to indicate the type and order
of magnitude of the effects to
be expected,
and
the latcral spacing between surfaces
for
which these effects are important.
A similar interference phenomenon has been
considered by the aerodynamicist in the case
of two or more wings of high aspect ratio
in
flight side by side.
It can be demonstrated
that a resultant upwash velocity is induced by
the trailing vortices of one wing on the other
giving each wing a larger effective
incidence
angle, relative to the free stream, than would
exist
if the two wings were infinitely
far
apart.
This effect naturally results in an
increased lift efficiency for each wing.
Tests were made on two 4 inch beam
flat
surfaces at the planing conditions given in
Table 1,
with the lateral distances (d)
between surfaces varying from 0 to 5 beams.
In order to establish an end point a single
planing surface was also tested.

A brief series of tests were conducted
to
investigate
the hydrodynamic
interference
effects between parallel planing surfaces at
high speed.
The effect of lateral spacing on
the planing area and lift coefficient are
presented.
INTRODUCTION
There appears to be a growing world-wide
interest
in the development of high speed
catamaran ferries, yet the open literature
contains relatively
few references to guide
the designer in estimating the hydrodynamic
performance of these craft.
Many years ago,
the Davidson Laboratory conducted a brief
study of the interference effects between flat
parallel planing surfaces operating at high
speeds.
This study was then of interest only
to
the designers of twin-float supported
seaplanes and the results were presented in a
reader's
forum section of the
no-longer
published Journal of the Aeronautical Sciences
,June 1954).
It
was considered appropriate to reexamine these data and to present the results
to the American Towing Tank Conference whose
is showing increased interest in
membership
high
speed planing catamarans.
The data
presented in this brief report were obtained
at
very high speed coefficients where the
buoyant
contribution
to lift
is
small.
Nevertheless,
the
results
are
quite
interesting and can be used as an end-point in
eventually developing planing
formulations
applicable over a wide speed range.

Table 1
Test Conditions
cv*
7.50
7.50
7.50
7.50

I
h
80
0.32b
80
0.59b
0.25b
!20
120
0.50b
*Cv
V//g-b
**A= h/b sin

X **
2.60
4.23
1.20
2.40

The tests were made at a relative high
speed coefficien-s
(Cv = 7.50), where the
buoyant contribution to lift is small.
The
test procedure was to measure the lift and
photograph the wetted bottom area of a single
planing surface running alone at a fixed heave
and then, keeping all conditions the same, to
measure the lift and wetted area when another
identical surface was located parallel to and
at
various lateral distances from the first
surface.

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
In the course of experimental planing
investigations
conducted at the
Davidson
Laboratory some 30 years ago, some data were
collected on the change in lift
and wetted
area
experienced by a flat planing surface
when operating parallel to, and at various
lateral distances from another similar surface
at
identical planing conditions.
These data
were collected over a limited range of test
conditions and hence
were not intended
to
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ejuations given in Reference I.

RESULTS

A

the
In the case of flat planing surfaces,
mean
wetted tength-beam ratio (A) is
defined
as the distance,
in beams,
from the trailing
edge
to the stagnation line intersection with
the
bottom.
Reference
I shows
that
the
running
mean wetted length-beam ratio (A)
is
0.30
larger than the mean wetted
length-beam
ratio measured to the level water intersection
with the planing surf ce (A,. .
This so-called

rise relation,

6A=A-A,=0.30,

has

For values of

the present

test range some
change
in
the lift interference curve of Figure 2 is
expected.
The ratio A,/A at The end point d =
0
can be calculated for these values of A
by
using the lift equations of Reference 1.
It
is
not
expected that
the
curve
of
Figure
2
will be applicable
for
low
speed
coefficients,
where
the buoyant contribution
to
lift
is
appreciable,
since,
at
ero
velocity,
where the entire load is
supported
by
buoyant
forces,
there
is
obviously
no
variation of lift with lateral spacing between
the surfaces.

Interference Effect on Mean Wetted
Length-Beam Ratio

wave

outside

been

As

stated above,

one contribution to the

found
to be generally applicable for X,
1
over
a
wide range off trim angleb dnu
peed
coefficients and includes the test
conditions
reported
herein.
The effects of the
upwash
velocities,
resulting
from the
interference
phenomena,
on
the wave rise can be seen
in
Figure
1,
where the quantitv i.
is
plotted
against
separation distance.
in this
plot,

lift on a planing body in proximity to another
results from a wetted length change.
It
was
found
that,
for
the
conditions
tested,
consideration
of
the effect
of
increased
wetted
length
alone
could
accounts
for
approximately
15
percent of the
total
lift
increase
at
any
lateral
spacing
of
the
surfaces.
Thus,
the
change
in
upwash

The

velocities

beam

,b) of one surface is used

as

the

non-dimensionalizing factor.
The data for the
test
trims
an' wetted lengths collanse on
a
sin l
curve fairly well and indicate a
wave
rise vwriation starting from a value 6A = 0.30
at about three beams spacing and increasing to

k =2.c
spacing
awreent
if,
;n

at ocro ceam scacing.

0omb

gecmetr

ition of surfaces,

Savitskv, taniel:

is
in
=.30
--xpressel
f

oeffient

_x-cr;-' t~'
t e
ting
1ot
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r ia
on
r
n
lift
with
iat
i ral
!iStai
between tw0 fiat surf~ces
laning side ty side
,
1o
given 4n Fiu ,
.
The ordinat , c
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ish
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-n.- f!a

an-ther fll
m,

e
n

the actual measired
late runninrg P al
ientica'

primary
on

importance

planing

lift
c

conditions
1
of
tne

depth of immersion,

lift
same

_') for one surface planing alone
t tne
trim,
speed, and depth of immersion
it
Is
s eer'1 n t _ , is always
greate r
isact
may be attributed,
essentia
J
y
to
two
interfcrc-ne
phenomena--one
is
tne
influence
on
lift
of the cnange
in
upwash
velocity, while th- second is the influence on
lift
whi2h
results
from
the
wetted
length
orange, as discussed in the previous section.
,r
collected
test
data coliapsa
on
a
single
curve very well and,
similar
tc
the
wetted
length
variation,
there
is
a
lift
increase
on
each surface,
lue to
proximity
effects, for separation distances between zero
and
three beams.
At spacings
greater
than
three beams between surfaces,
the interaction
'ffects
are negligible.
When both
surfaces
are
in
contact
with each other
(zero
beam
spacing), the test data show the lift increase
to
be
approximately 47
percent.
This
-nd
pint
is in agreement with the
results
that
would
be obtained by substituting the present
t'st
parameters into empir>ical
planing
lift
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE UNO-SEAKEEP P.C. PROGRAM FOR PLANING HULL
SEAKEEPING ESTIMINATION
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J. R. BROUSSARD,

C. WAGNER, and R. LATORRE

SCHOOL OF NAVAL ARCHITECTURE AND MARINE ENGINEERING
UNIVERSITY OF NEW ORLEANS, P.O. BOX 1098
NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA 70148

ABSTRACT

V

=

The requirement for planing hulls with
both speed and good behavior in the seaway
require continual evaluation of the planing
hull during the design. While this can be
done using graphical aids and empirical
equations, it is useful to develop a computer
proqram to perform these evaluations. This
paper describes the background, development,
and verification of the UNO-SEAKEEP P.C.
program fo- estimating planing hull added
resistance, heave, pitch, and acceleration

A
y

=

gavit
ceterofan
bow
Fortheith
at the center at
of te
gravity
and bow.
For the
r-smatic hull test data
the program gives

good speed and seakeeping capabilities,
anme
feprmna
tde
nbt
a number of experimental studies
in
both

closa prediction of

reqular and

the model

clo opeditin
te ode

at

1.

irregular waves were reported by
rridsma (1969, 1970), van den Bosch (1974)
Friosma
(19 1
,v
den Bosch (94
and Long-Wen (1985).
Fridsma (1970) and
Savitsky (1971) presented a graphical design
aid based on the irregular wave tests which
is denoted here as Method I and later Savitsky
and Brown (1976) published empirical formulas
are denoted here as Method II. The
test data regular wave test were used by
Zarnick (1978) in the development of his
computer program for estimating the behavior
ofa a prismatic hull in regular waves.

.

NOMENCLATURE
average bear, (ft)

C.'

averaqe deadrise arnle (deQ)
disDacement coefficient
displacement

INTRODUCTION

In response to the need for planing craft

However, the evaluation using data from two
planinq hull models indicate the prismatic
hull for- estimates are twice the value
for the addtd resistance, heave and pitch
-'otions. Further measurements are recommended
clarify this point,
ijhrh

L

displacement (Ibs)
specific weight of water,
3
64 Ibs/Ft
for salt water;
3
62.4 lbs/Ft
for fresh water.
- 1/10 highest pitch amplitude
(deg)

01/10

test data.
tst

speed (kts)

These and other studies have focused the
need For obtaining a balanced planing hull
design with good speed and good seakeepinq
capabilities. Savitsky (1968. 1972) and

(lbs)

E

added resistance correction factor

F

heave and pitch trim correction
factor

Payne 11984).
two Steps:
Step I.

H
1/3

=

/10 hiohest heave ampl itude
siqnificant wave heiqht

Calm Water Planing Resistance
Estimation
For example Blount and Fox (1976)
Given
S)eed V. displacement S,
beam b, hull deadline f,

heave and pitch deadrise correction
factor
h I /1(7 =

This evaluation can be done in

(ft)

(ft)

longitudinal center of
gravity from transom LCG,
and vertical locatton From

length of bow section (inches)
overall

L
bew

keeul VCG, as well as shaft
line locat ion and anglerE.

lenqth (ft)

bow acceleration (g)
=C'

Raw

Determine

center of gravity acceleratinn (q)
added resistance (ibs)

Trim anale T
Towinq resistance RT

0
ii)

trim anqle (deq)
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Step II.

Response in Irregular Seaway
Assume:
Irregular seaway described
by the Pierson-Moskowitz Spectrum
for long crested waves.

TABLE 1. Range of Applicability of Prediction
of Planing Hull Behavior in Irregular Seaway.
Calculation
Parameter
Method I Method II SEA-KEEP
3

Given

1/3 highest wave height,Hi/
1/(L/100)
3,
data and results from
Step 1.
C
Determine (Fig. 1)
Il-1

0.3-0.9

0.4-1.00

Added resistance in waves R
Saw
Average acceleration at vessel
C.G., nC.G.

L/b

3-6

3-5

3-6

T Deg
B Deg

3-7
10-30

3-7
10-30

3-7
10-30

11-3

Average
at vessel
bow, n acceleration
bo

1/

0-0.8

0.2-0.7

0.2-0.6

0 -6

2-6

2-6

11-4

Vk/ VI

1/10 highest heave amplitude,
In /1O

11-5

Seven Design Parameters Required:

Displacement A,Overall length L, Average
beam b, Average deadrise 0 , Speed Vk'
Smooth water trim
. Significant wave
height (1/3 higher of wave height using a
long crested Pierson-Moskowitz Spectrum)

1/10 highest pitch amplitude,

Method I can be used to determine the values
11-1 through 11-5. Method II allows the
evaluation of 11-1 within + 20: as well as
11-2 and 11-3 within + 0.2g. Since it is
necessary that the designer have experience in
evaluating both the resistance and seakeeping
behavior, a I semester student project for
developing a P.C. zroqram for planing craft
seakeepinq evaluation was initiated in NAME
4151 Small Craft Desiqn (Fall 1985).
The
purpose of this proiect was to develop a P.C.
program for teachinq planing craft seakeeping
as well as providina a basis for future
project work.
The resultinq proqram called UNO-SEAKEEP .,
subject or this paper. The proram is
the
based on Method I with the graphical aids
being approximated by files and read by interpolation routines. Additional routines are
provided to calculate the corresponding value
of 11-1, 11-2 and 11-3 using the equations
of Method II.
This paper covers the following:
1
Brief introduction of Method I and II for
planing hull seakeeping estimation
2.
Organization of UNO-SEAKEEP Program and
3.
Verification of the UNO-SEAKEEP Program
3-a. Verification with hand calculations
of program calculations

The prismatic hulls tested had deadrise
angles 9 = 100, 200, 300 and L/B = 4 and 5.
The tests were conducted at constant
speed rather than constant thrust and the
tests were arranged to assure at least 75
individual wave encounters to provide a
satisfactory data sample for statistical
analysis.
Method I Fridsoa (1970) and Savitsky
(1971)
Method I ia a calculation scheme for
dctermining the added resistance R , average
acceleration at the vessel CG. an Wbow, n
as well as the 1/10 highest heaveC.G.'
bow'
and
pitch amplitudes, hl/and V for a
Dlaninq hull in irregular
waves.
e are
characterized by the significant wave height
denoted by H
The design aids consist of
24 charts and/ ppropriate correction
equations.
Seven desian parameters are required to
use the charts which are summarized in Table I
(refer Fio. 1) alona with the valid range for
the calculation parameters used in each
method.
In Method I the displacement and
overall length are the design values, while
the average values for the beam, and deadrise
angle are taken over the aft 80, of the planing
hull.
This enables the estimation of the
various parameters given below.
2.1

3-b.

2.

A
3
yb

--

11-2

w

4.

=

100-250

--

Comparison of computer oredictions
with prismatic model test data
Comparison of computer prediction with
typical planing craft hull test data.
METHOD I AND METHOD

I

The basis for Methods I and II are the
systematic model studies of the prismatic
planing hull in Fig. 1 with the mathematical
defined bow (and later a conventional bow)
The tests were made at
Fridsma (1969).
V/ L = 2 through 6; beam loading coefficient
C =/ fb3 = 0.38 - 0.72; with LCG = 0.54 to

2.1.1

Added resistance

in waves Raw

resistance in
of the added
waves The
(R results
) are summarized
in charts giving:
aw

R

0.68 L aft of the bow stem. The responses
were measured during tests in PiersonMoslowitz sea spectra havina siqnificantwave
the beam.
heights of 0.22, 0.144 and n.P6 of

aw

f

L/b
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TABLE IV
-Z',MARY "r rATARASF
Model Test
No.
3
4
6
18
21
22
28
30
31
34
35
39
40
41
44
45
46
51
52
60
65
Hull 114A
Hull 114B
Hull 115A

Disp.
Lbs.
15.795
15.795
15.795
15.795
15.795
15.795
12.636
15.795
15.795
15.795
15.795
15.795
18.954
18.954
18.954
12.636
12.636
12.636
12.636
12.636
12.636
102.520
134.561
102.520

L
ft
3.75
3.75
3.75
3.75
3.75
3.75
3.75
3.75
3.75
3.75
3.75
3.75
3.75
3.75
3.75
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
7.09
7.09
7.09

b
ft
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
1.42
1.42
1.42

V
kts
7.669
7.746
11.580
7.27
7.746
7.785
7.669
11.561
II.560
7.707
7.785
3.912
7.727
7.765
11.580
6.894
6.946
10.340
10.392
10.392
6.911
8.763
12.226
8.763

Hull

134.561

7.09

1.42

12.226

115B

Note:

Hulls with conventional

24

T
Degrees
4.00
4.00
4.00
6.00
4.00
4.OO
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
6.00
6.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.OO
4.20
4.80
3.60

H 1/3
ft
0.1667
0.3333
0.1667
0.3333
0.3333
0.1667
0.1667
0.3333
0.1667
0.1667
0.3333
0.1667
0.1667
0.3333
0.1667
0.1667
0.3333
0.1667
0.3333
0.1667
0.3333
0.6463
0.6463
0.6463

3.83

0.64C3

bow.

The flow chart of the program is shown in
Fig. 4. This illustrates how the input data
used in the calculations.
The
range
in 8 become the indices

B
Degrees
10
10
10
10
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
24
24
24

1.

Comparisons with prismatic model
data Fridsma (1969-1971)

2.
3.

Comparisons with manual calculations
Comparisons with model planing hull test

is

upper and lower
for the do-loop

which controls the parametric calculations fur
activity number 2 and 4.
The output is also driven by a menu.
The

data vonden Bosch (1974).
The tollowing briefly summarizes the
of this verification.

possible outputs

4.1

are:

A.

View output on

B.
C.

Print output iore
Save output in a file

screen

Fridsma

parameters
resistance (lbs)
(ft)
(deg)

the

R

presents

the data for

").
Table 5 presents a comparison of the
values obtained frori model tests with a

aw
prismatic hull, UNO-SEAKEEP-METHOD I and
METHOD II as well as a limited number of
hand cnecks using
method I.
Fig. 6 shows
a scatter plot to help visualize the agree-

0.81
2.23

UNO-SEAKEEP VERIFICATION
For the verification of the UNO-SEAKEEP
following comparisons were made for activity

1, 2 (Method 1):
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Al

for Comparisons

(1971)

which fell outside the limits of the UNOSEAKEEP, a data base of 21 tests given in
Table IV was established.
The tests are
identified by their original designation from
Fridsma (1971).
Ihis table includes tests
No. 60 and 65 where the model is fitted with
a conventional bow as well as four planing
hull tests denoted by hull 114A, B and hull
115AZ f -,.. ...
n den Bosch (1974).
Models 114
and 115 are Thnwn in Fig. 5.
4.2
R
Comparisons

2949
2.4
4.8

CG accelerations (G's)
Bow accelerations (G's)
4.0

results

than 60 pris-atic planing tests in
irregular waves.
After discarding the tests

Samole Output:
Input parameters
Displacement (lbs)
55000
Length (ft)
52
Bea(ft)
11.2
Deadrise
(deg)
18
Speed (kts)
30
Trim angle (deg)
5.2
Significant wave height (ft) 3.8
Salt water
Output
Added
Heave
Pitch

Data Base

test-

ment between
using Method

the model data and the proqram
1. Approximately half the

Model
Test
No.

TABLE VII.

Comparison of Raw Values

TABLE V.
o1

Method I
Method I Method 2
Programmed*Handcheck Programmed

Model
Test
No.
3
4
6
18
21
22
28
30
31
34
35
39
40
41
44
45
46
51
,
P

3
4
6
18
21
22
28
30
31
34
35
39
40
41
44
45
46
51
52

0.73
1.20
0.79
0.89
1.17
0.77
0.57
0.84
0.55
0.49
0.93
0.47
'1.0b
1.29
0.70
0.59
0.96
0.72
1.18

0.76
1.21
0.72
0.89
1.16
0.78
0.74
0.87
0.56
0.78
0.83
0.45
U.65
1.29
0.59
0.78
1.16
0.53
0.77

60
65

0.62
1.28

0.53
1.16

0.73

0.78

0.75
0.90

0.74
0.83

0.86

0.91

0.81

0.74

0.74

0.47

0.71

9.58

1.14

0.139

65

Max e, rot
. t
model data -59.18
Avn. error
2.57
CorrelatiK n cue'f.
4,t Data 0.82

"Notes:

"Notes:

Values

Model
Data

Method
Programmed*

Method
Handcheck

2.79
5.11
3.03
7.39
5.69
2 72
2.82
6.72
2.60
3.24
8.49
4.26
2.29
5.16
1.19
3.14
6.16
3.22
6.54

2.54
5.13
2.77
6.85
5.13
2.52
3.02
6.40
2.39
2.53
6.87
4.06
2.17
4.60
1.89
3.03
5.74
2.87
6.68

2.57

3.60
6.04

2.87
5.74

Max error wrt

2.40
6.78

6.20

6.82
2.20

3.10

5.80

model

data

58.8

Avg. error
Correlation coelf. wrt Data

-

T:BLE VI.

Comparison of Pitch 01

Comparison o' Helve H1/10 Values

TABLE VIII.

4.51
0.98

Comparison of Center of Gravity
Accelerations
CG

"Mode]IC

Test
No.

Model
Data

3

0.07

0.07

2.22

0.37
0.36
0.07

0.20
0.09
:.27
0.20
0.07
0.08
0.34
0.08

3"

0.08

0.0,7

35

0.34

0.27

30

0.08

0.08

40
41
'4
45
46
51
52
60
65

0.05
0.17
0.06
0.07
0.22
0.09
0.33
0.09
0.20

0.04
0.17
0.06
0.08
0.21
0.09
0.31
0.09
0.21

Method 1
Programmed:'

S.08

IF
21
20.6
23
30
31

Nan:

).28
0.2!

Max t~rror wrt model
Averaqe error

Method 1
Handcheck

Model
Test
Model Method I

0.06
0.08
0.27

0.34

0.28
0.05

0.08

0.20
data

Correlation coeff, art

20.53
1.45

No.

Data

Programmed*

3
4
6
18
71
22
28
30
di
34

0.67
ION
1.01
1.70
0.71
0.45
0.55
1.77

0.55
0.94
0.98
1.53
0.71
0.42
0.57
1.88

o.6k

0.73

0.57

0.42

35

1.22

1.32

39
4(0
41
44
45
46
51
52
60
65

0.22
0.34
0.43
0.58
0.29
0.62
0.83
1.88
0.69
0.35

0.22
0.31
0.53
0.54
0.37
C.58
0.83
1.75
0.84
0.57

Method 2
Handcheck Proqrammed
0.55

0.56

0.97
1.44

1.27
1.44

1.83

1.63

1.14

1.11

0.31

0.35

0.37

0.42

0.57

0./3

Max error wrt nedel

Note:

model

data

Method 1

0.99

data

error

Averaqe

62.86
2.78

Correlation coefficient wrt
model

data

0.98
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TABLE IX.

Comparison of Bow Accelerations
qbow

Modelull
Test Model
No.
Data

Method 1
Programmed

TABLE X.

Method I Method 2
Handcheck Programmed

Comparisons of Model Planing Hull
Test Results with UNO-SEAKEEP
Calculations.

Mode
Model

Planing Model
Date
Dae2a8

114A
2.28

Hull
114B
3.94
394

Hull
HlA
2.65
5Ra71

Hull
Hu5B
5.13

6.53

6.72

5.17

8.45

3
4

2.06
3.44

1.72
2.54aw

1.72

2.03

R

6
18
21

3.56
5.57
2.35

2.60
4.30
1.99

2.59
4.10

3.48
5.28

Model Data
H1/1 UNO-OC

0.15
o.41

0.19
0.42

0.19
0.37

0.23
0.35

22
28
30
31
34
35
39
40

1.65
2.10
5.33
2.10
2.09
4.00
1.30
1.17

1.31
1.72
4.34
1.95
1.30
3.69
1.13
0.97

Model Data
01/1 UNO-PC

2.52
5.98

2.76
5.18

2.85
5.50

3.09
4.34

Model Data
ACG UNO-PC

o.61
0.56

1.06
0.87

0.56
0.42

1.16
0.58

Model Data
A
UNO-PC

1.70
1.70

2.66
2.15

1.75
1.25

2.60
1.43

41

1.73

1.46

44
45
46
51
52
G0
65

1.72
1.06
1.93
2.35
4.08
1.9S
1.04

1.40
0.93
1.53
1.94
3.45
1.96
1.52

g
Note:

4.47

4.49

3.13

4.00

0.99

1.27

bow

0.94

1.12

1.53

in Table VIII, UNO-SEAKEEP.
It should be
noted that in each evaluation the value
underpredicts the value of r
, the average
error is 14' in Table IX. TeMethod I was
multiplied by 0.85 following Section 2.1.3.

.,94

4.5
Max error wrt nodel data
46.15,
Average error
14.27"
Correlation coefficient wrt
model data 0.98,

CmpaisnsAW'
,/() ndPich
4.3Heve
Heave h1/10 and
Pitch 01/10
Comparisons

estimation of and
o are more reasonable.
bow
cg
Fr,-,,,
the view of tank testing and design work
there appears a need to extend the earlier work

Table VI presents comparisons of the
heave amplitude hi/1O with the prismatic
planing hull data
The close values are
b

confirmed by the

nto
negligible scatter

study the influence of the waterplane distribution on the behavior in irregualar seas.

in Fig. 7

within ± 10. limits.
The correlation factor
is also high = 0.89. There is also excellent
aqreement with the hand calculations.
Table VII presents comparisons of the
pitch amplitude 0
with the prismatic
1
planing hull data.' hile it is not so cear
from Table VII, there is a small basis for
the UNO-SEAKEEP to underestimate the pitch
amplitude by 10' as shown in Fig. 8. The
correlation factor is 0.98. There is again
excel lent agreement between the prog-am and
hand check calculations.
han laton
chck .
alc Method
M tho

Comparison with Model Planing Hull Test
Data of van den Bosch (1971)

The question arises as to how reasonable
the estimates of a typical planing hull motion
-ill
oe using the program. This is difficult
to answer since there is relatively little
-iodel data available for comparison. The four
tests using the models
in Table IV and shown
in Fig. 5 are summarized in Table X. The
results in Table X indicate the success of the
desiqner in reducing R
h
0
to values
1/101/10'
up to half those predicted by the program. The

sample falls inside the dashed lines indicating
± 10-. In Table I the correlation coefficient
with the data is 0.82.
For reference some
results from Method II are included,
4.3

UNO-PC

5.0 Discussion and Conclusions
The paer discusses two main areas:
1) Developmant of the UNO SEAKEEP program.
2) Verification using hand checks, as well
with prismatic
and
regular
as model tests wt
rsai
n
eua
planinq hulls.
Regardinq the proraai development: The planned
extension of the work is to link it with a

II is not
11 is
otplaning

hull

resistance

calculation.

In

order

able to predict heave and pitch and is omitted.

plani
e
a
lln. need toInbe
oe
to do this h the UNO-SEAKEEP
will

4.4

streamlined by substituting equations for the
data files which should reduce the running time.

Bow Center of Gravity Accelerations nbow
and
7CG

Tables VIII and IX present comparisons
w the bow and center of gravity accelerations.
Examining Figures 9 and 10, the acceleration
,i the center of gravity "1CG is within the
10,
imits. The correlation factor high =0.98

Regarding the verification:

The conclusions are:

1)The hand check calculations by in large
confirmed the fidelity of the program
estimates with Method I estimates.
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2) The comparison of the prismatic model test
data with the program estimates indicates
good agreement for the heave, pitch,
acceleration at c.g. and bow . The error
is reasonably small and there is a high
correlation factor. The added resistance
in waves appears to be less accurate with
a large scatter and lower correlation ).84.

3) The comparison of the program estimates
with the planing hull test data indicca
that the program aiives reascnable values
for the acceleration at the bow and cg.5,N.2
The limited comnarison indicates that the
program] overpredicts the added resistance
in waves, as well as heave and pitch.
In conclusion it is recommended that additional
experiments be conducted to provide the data
to extend the present method usefulness.
6.0
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SAILBOAT DRAG PREDICTION BASED ON REGRESSION OF A LARGE DATABASE
ALEXANDER WARRICK
DESIGN SYSTEMS AND SERVICES
ANNAPOLIS, MD

1I Regression
Abstract
linear
and
nonlinear
regression analysis of
sailboat model data
is used to develop a full
scale
drag formula more accurate than those
cuiirrently available such as
the MHS (IMS) or
Holtrop's
In
this
study
theoretical
and
empirical
drag
components
(the
independent
vartables)
ire correlated with measured model
drag
Ithe
dependent variable)
to develop a
tlrmula
accurately predicting
full scale drag.
Scigoestinns
to improve the range and accuracy of
the
formula
iriclude augmentat ion of the database
and
uise of independent
variables which are more
rr'lated to ship wavamaking, drag theory
1 hntro lritO i on
Ie'si,I t e
the
recent
enPOraois
investment
in
t nenret icaI
and
empirical
yacht performance
no I vs Is. yacht designers need a general purpose
simple yet
accurate formula to predict drag as a
runct ion of
speed, hull
gerimetry 1;id att iduide
This
study
was
undertaken
to
produce
a
theoret ically
based
formit ,
with
empirical
rrrect ions
This required modelling the various
ara, components.
building
databases and rising
pgrpssion to tune the coefficients of the model
Fhe
linear
regression package was put together
from
pieces of
the old IBM SSP (Scientifi
Shbroutine Package)
with some modernization of
I 0 and coding style
It is in the public domain
and is avai lable tio put site further studies of
this
sort
The databases ;and database processor
ar'
similarly available. 'hef nonlinear packagt!e is
part
of the
IMSI.
library of functions fond on
the Cray X-MPf48 at the Sin Diego Superrompiter
Center
NumenI;t

Nonlinear
regression
is an iterative process
related
to multivariable optimization. It is
harder
to use than linear regressioni because the
ser
must
link to
the regression package a
computer
procedure
evaluating
the dependent
variable
as
a
function of the
independent
variables.
Since
nonlinear
regression
is
considerably
more extravagant
in its use of
analyst
and computer
time. it is best used only
when
it
is necessary to design independent
variables
to be further refined with
linear
analysis.
linear
regression can be used to mimic nonlinear
regression by regressing several small ranges of
the database using a small,
consistent set of
independent
variables.
The
regression
coefficients themselves
are then regressed
to
create
an
independent variable modeling the
behavior over the entire range.
!I

Statistical Significance

the t
statistic
is a figure of merit
for a
independent var iable,
it is the ratio of the
regression
coefficient
to the standard error
associated
with that variable. The reciprocal of
the
't
statist c'
can is the "one standard
deviation plus or minus- band of confidence for
that coefficient.
If
a 't statistic' is above a
certain value,
it is considered statistically
significant.

tiiiA
't
statistic'
of
2.0 generally implies
statistical
significance to an economist This
implies that
the regression coefficient is known
to
within plus or minus 50%, which is one reaon

Rho - Density of water
V
p-.
length' time
B
Efffct ive eam. length
. Effor t i\'v

t

Regression
generally
implies
least
square
multiple
linear regression
Linear regression
includes
stepwi~e
regression
orthogonal
and
normal
polynomial
regression,
logarithmic
regression. There are several 'canned programs"
which need only to be supplied with an array for
the
dependent
and
each of
the independent
variables

, vn

.

)

,n

Th

distance bo!,w flip fte-

why

!ufac-,

economics

is

call Ied

thp

(Ii smalI

science.

Physical scientists generally use between 5.0 and
100).0 as
threshold of statistical significance,
indicating
an
rincertaintv
in the regression
coefficient between I and 20 percent.
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2- 'loere
is no long, slender and
similar to a ULDB or catamaran hull.

The
vaile
consideredl
to
he
statistically
s ignif icant
depends
o
the
exper imen t
design.
data qualinty.
the size of the database and the
,:iilinearity
oif the
independent
variables.
Because the effect of collinear variables can not
he separated
statistically, the usual reason why
aVariable
(other than the effect is simply not

.3.
some moderately
light boats have a higher
heam to draft ratio than any models in the Pratt
series.
4.Altemdlarthsmecle

present inf
the data) has a low 't statistics' or
a
regression coefficient different
from that
anticipated is that it is collinear with another
(or a linear combination of several) independent
va r ia~b
lI-.

the
some of
these deficiencies
To
alleviate
datahase was augmented with a few additional
model
tests. Since
the
lines for these models
were generally trot available, the hydrodynamic
parameters were estimated for these modr-ls.
The
characteristics
of the
models used in this
analysis are shown in Table 1. The quant ities for,
the most part are self explanatory but those that
might
m
be somewhat uirfami liar are described in the
aralysis.The geometric
data required for each
trodei consis-tpd of the following.

xa-iahles hav'e no
interc-orrelatorn.
oif (orthogonal indepe-ndent variables is
separated
withr
regress ion
rive r a
slittable
re r Ind .
s ine tos ines
anid
Inhehecbev
poi
Iynrrm 1alItire
orthogoinal.
ther-efore
both
ftorct ions
a re oft err rjsed event witn theiit-eis no
overwhelmring theoretical basis "-" it

I , Length of tire tested waterl ine.
2 Fffect ive length at 0 and 25
degrees heel.
3 Displacement
4 Effective beam
5 Canoe body and rotal draIL
G Prismatic coeff icierrt
S. Total wett ed surtface
8. Keel thickness ait root
m idspnrn and n. ip
4 Drrag coefficiprt relatedi tot
r r-iri ncre St imrr ail Itt

i% Resitlncrl Anialysis
part
orf

vti ie

t he

the

idira

with

of
any
regress (itn
std
i
res idcia Isq anti etIim inat i iEo
att lv'i s I tmpinares tire measured

priertI.t ed
va Iin'
fo
ennth idata
Tin4s
idep t i f , -s
'out I i etrs '
porints
for
wnrif h
the
di! t,'t'enti hetweien t hi' pren iteil
Valire
Ind
the
observePd va i nr
is grsater
than aI certain
'' "sttrIrd
S ince
t he
re-sirittals fetid tII ,I nrinmal
'1 sTItHint
no.II
pn01rn1
w I tI
,r
t etiinrt
error
,itt
h
2 'it irrn~tif
i d nlvtit
ions ,ire cainlidtlntes
r"
, '
si
tin'rt tII\ ,
intl
t roe
withi a resina
I
greeter
t hall
:i
strinir I
rst1"IIIV
riot
tipe
III(lud'
ivt nisc
tre
le ast
suna red
t echn iquoi
t It

11r)11il1t-1
1

presentnt inrrr

is

Thre

bepst

j)yt__ int PmE thre

level

i

thfi'

Thi'

W it hnuIi
i

4.
Pt''it f

Irsm

'ni

t.1h.'
ModielI
nlatI
rttd
a
s"n irni
(Ill" "inis#-'
-01 in rr
r , ,m ' tt- i .' a
I!''5t I i t ot i .
n)I
'a h
W,-''
%turi
IItr
n rrInn~t
Itt
t?,1
stt
the
I'.,
tistrl
it
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.rs
tint.
I
t Ire
Mt II
Pi it t
set-Iiwhrn- in
las
' It"
f nlIurw itl'

1-f
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t.I

!"

I't'
idt'

ileep

keI

and half

itrI I
only
inIels I.

1ntirope
C.

i-

Si1zi' of

bi

kee'l arid draft

tias'

dalta

keel

the

database

accuracy.
hase

nInait after

o

dt

a nt

]

datni

fEr

l arger
scale
2.
'IiMu-nlr'y

[197

I Lertclrer

t1

f1473

-,

slItoer

irE
of

(over

2200P

Pra tt

hil II

or

tnnt'm

Ititabist'

Ili 'tru .

-hanracterist inos

Irns I

- rdtnI
I
aniaIys Is :
this
is turn' hny tirri
the
0
tt
Hn
I%that liest fn ts thne dtt . with It s r-r ''
t hi'
nnr1nTts,
- I lb
l
Da
ilt
'nii'
iltdeprielti1
i aftr'
bielld
nrsrt"!It
IItt tItI
stnld , this was
Ini' v
mark Itn'
t
Scr t t
int'
In.I
ita th ModetI
InprIrtctlt
w ithI
7ern yaw
atnd tnmparincs it with the
IV ev sirs streed pred I IrI in cittrs'e
rT,
-

fnrI low ig

hepassure at reasonable

tntf nunt I i er's.
the

Water Te-mperatuire

1tt

~it'

h(tiv iIV we ightIs t hi' I E I ttertti

i

5. The water
temperature of each
model series
was not recorded in the model test reports

ttrtho , ota I
t1i' effect
aiccurately

.\itirmpiortarnt

sohr

not a wide range in Reynolds number.

Nwo
variahles or
comhinations ottvariahles are
consider-ed
collinear
when they have a high
ititeirrtrrelat ion.
perhaps
above
0.70.
l'rtf"rtu [itatel
-IYManIIV0f
the independent variables
tiseut
to)
pred ict dirag have high
inrt-r'cor - at ion
'Itnd ce
,I
mulst be
taken
to specifiy and select
irtilperident
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effects, the sine term
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STATUS OF THE WATER-PISTON PROPULSOR
R. A. Swanek - Mechanical Engineer, David Taylor
Naval Ship Research and Development
Center, Code 1240, Carderock, MD 20084
V. E. Johnson, Jr. - Chief Engineer, Tracor Hydronautics, Inc.
7210 Pindell School Road, Laurel,
Laurel, MD 20707

ABSTRACT

to a 20 ton vehicle with a speed of 20 miles
per hour in water.

Preliminary design and performance
analyses have shown that the concept of a
water piston propulsor system is well suited
to propel a 20 ton Marine Corps amphibious
vehicle at a speed of over 20 miles per hours
over water. Four 16 inch diameter propulsors
located in a transom flap on the vehicle will
provide the required in-water propulsive
thrust to achieve this speed. The propulsion
system offers large weight and volume savings
because of the elimination of a large diesel
or gas turbine engine with its associated
drive train. Of primary concern to the
viability of the concept to date, is the gas
water interface of 3000 degree F gas and 70
degree F water. The water piston design
described has the potential for greatly
reducing the volume and weight required to
propel an amphibian (as well as other marine
craft) for the same fuel efficiency as
conventional propulsion if heat loss and
leakage in the propulsor are not excessive and
if the gas-water interface is nearly pistonlike. Based on full scale single channel
water piston propulsor testing at 800°F,
nothing to date has indicated that this
interface will yield an unacceptable
efficiency or that the concept is not viable.

Marine Corps amphibious vehicles are
designed to spend only 20 percent of their
operating life cycle in the water. During the
remaining 80 percent of the running hours, the
vehicle must provide an overland capability
that will meet the projected threat. The two
operating modes have power requirements that
are quite different. The overland power for
a 20 ton amphibian varies from idle to
approximately 400 HP. The required power in
water is constant at 1500 HP if 20 plus miles
per hour speeds are to be sustained.
Various engine options to meet the two
power levels associated with the land and
water operations are as follows:
1.
2.

3.

A single engine capable of operating
in two power regimes,
A combination of engines, one of
which may be secured when operating
ashore, or
A land propulsion engine augmented by
an in-water propulsor that may not
meet the conventional description of
an engine.

This papar focuses on the third option.
1. INTRODUCTION

The mission of future Marine Corps
amphibious vehicles may include transits from
ship to shore, shore to shore, and shore to
ship. If an assault is made on a fortified
shore, it may be necessary that the ships

The ideal source of in-water propulsive
thrust for a Marine Corps amphibious vehicle
is one that converts a high energy density
fuel into hydrodynamic thrust within a minimum
volume and weight, with reduced complexity and
with reasonable overall efficiency. The water
piston propulsor, en unconventional propulsive
device, is shown to meet this objective.

launching the amphibians remain well offshore
to achieve an over the horizon launch. Long
transits in water at slow speeds can seriously
reduce the combat effectiveness of the vehicle
occupants. For this reason, technologies
required to increase the speed in water of
future Marine Corps amphibious vehicles are
being explored. The effort in this paper is
focused on applying the water-piston propulsor

This paper describes briefly the working
of the water piston propulsor and the tests
that have been conducted during the past few
years to determine its operating
characteristics (References 1-5). These
experimental and analytical results were used
to design four 16 inch diameter propulsors
that can propel a 20 ton tracked amphibious

1.1

GENERAL
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vehicle at a speed of 20 plus mph in water
(References 6-8).
In these design studies the
power required of the prime mover (air
compressor) varies from 625 to 750 HP
depending on the gas pressure and temperature
values selected for the propulsors. The
propulsion system offers large weight and
volume savings because of the elimination of a
large diesel or gas turbine engine with their
associated water drive trains,
1.2

The cycle is repeated for each channel, each
time it passes the gas port. Each cycle
produces an axial and a tangential impulse
because of the change in momentum between the
exiting and the incoming flow in two
directions. The total thrust in the axial
direction equals the product of the number of
cycles per second and the axial impulse; the
number of cycles per qecond is the product of
numbers of channels and the thruster revolutions per second. The device can produce
thrust and tangential force (torque) at the
same time, if needed. If the Aevice is used
solely to produce thrust, the exit angle is
set so as to produce the necessary torque to
provide the required rpr. (against seal and
bearing friction, and external hydrodynamic
friction) for the most critical operating
condition. Fine control of the rpm at other
conditions may then be provided by a control
brake.

WATER PISTON PROPULSOR DESCRIPTION

The water piston propulsor was originally
conceived to propel underwater weapons at high
speeds. The device eliminates the majority of
the propulsion hardware by discarding most of
the process steps that occur between the
generation of the working fluid and the
production of thrust. In a conventional
propulsion system, the hot, high pressure gas
is expanded in a piston or a turbine engine.
The shaft power produced is conditioned in a
gear box and transmitted to the propeller
which produces thrust by imparting momentum to
a stream of sea water. The same effect is
accomplished in the water piston propulsor by
having the gas expand directly against columns
of sea water entrained in helical channels.

2.1

WATER PISTON PROPULSOR TESTS

Limited tests conducted on a water piston
propulsor model some years ago (References
1 and 2) showed that the propulsor was self
starting, and it produced thrust by accelerating a stream of water. But the thrust
predicted by the theory was not obtained in
those tests because of gas leaks through the
space between the rotating thruster and the
stationary closed face. The leaked gas mixed
with the incoming water and the low density,
gas-water jaixture entered the channel.
Further, flow separation occured at the inlet
to the propulsor resulting in poor ingestion
of water and therefore, incomplete filling of
the helical channels of the thruster. These
problems could not be solved at that time
because of funding limitations.

The complete water piston propulsor
system shown in Figure 1 consists of an air
compressor and its drive which supplies high
pressure air to a combustion chamber where
heat is added. The resulting hot gas is then
expanded through the propulsor. Thus the
total heat energy delivered to the system is
the sum of that delivered to the compressor
prime mover and the combustion chamber. In a
typical design the energy supplied to the
compressor is substantially less than half the
total energy and since the combustion chamber
is small and light and the propulsors are
similar to water jet systems in volume and
weight; the volume and weight of the complete
system is much less than for a conventional
water jet system.

A modified propulsor model was
constructed to help solve the problems that
arose in previous tests (Reference 4).
The
model was tested in the Tracor Hydronautics
Free Surface Water Channel. To prevent gas
leakage into the incoming water, a new seal
system was designed such that the gas from the
inlet to the moving channel was admitted
through openings farther inboard than in the
previous model. Cold nitrogen, the pressure
of which could be varied over a wide range,
was used as the propellant in the tests. The
thrust and gas flow rate of the propulsor were
measured over a wide range of tests conditions.

The propulsor consists of a cylindrical
thruster which has many helical channels,
When the thruster rotates about a shaft, the
channels are blocked and unblocked
alternately. As shown in Figure 1, water
enters through the open face of the rotor,
into the channels. The closed face has a gas
port connected to the high pressure, hot gas
source. As the channel passes the gas port,
the gas imparts momentum to the mass of water
as it enters and completes it expansion after
the port closes. Because the interfacial area
between the gas and the water is small, energy
loss is kept to a minimum; thus, a large mass
of water is accelerated by a small quantity of
gas. After expulsion of the water, the
channel is filled with water again when its
opening has passed the closed face. The
incoming water scavenges the expanded gas.

The following conclusions were reached
from the test data analysis, described in
detail in Reference 4:
1. The new seal system designed for the
propulsor was effective and eliminated the gas
leakage into the incoming water, which was
serious problem in the tests conducted
previously.
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2. The water flow through the inlet
was nearly uniform without any separation.
3. Despite the wide variation of test
parameter values (free stream velocity, gas
supply pressure, thruster revolutions per
second) the results correlate well in terms of
thrust coefficient, advance ratio, and gas
pressure ratio for the design condition,
These results were of much interest because
the dimensionless parameters could be used to
predict the performance of a full scale
propulsor (cold gas) from model tests. It
was further inferred from the excellent
correlation of the test data with theory that
the water enters the helical channels smoothly
and the interface between the gas and water is
stable,

The key finding of these tests was that
the gas-water interface during the entire
cycle of operation remains stable and intact
at temperatures up to the maximum value of 685
degrees F tested. The observed interface was
stable fo. all hot and cold tests. Due to
leakage problems and anomalies in the two
comparative measurement techniques employed,
(pressure time histories in the channel vs
photographic data on the interface location)
results as to the effect of heat on the water
piston propulsor performance proved
inconclusive.
Additional tests of the single channel
propulsor are underway with improved seals and
improved instrumentation and photographic
techniques; however, results are not yet
available.

Still some fundamental questions remained
to be answered, concerning the effects of hot
gas and channel height to the width ratio on
interface stability and the magnitude of heat
loss from the gas to the water.
It was
decided to proceed with a less expensive
single channel, full-scale, non-rotating tests
before a commitment was made to fabricating a
full scale water piston propulsor. This
investigation is reported in Reference 5.

In summary, of the three obvious
potential problems with the water piston
propulsor, seal leakage, interface stability,
and heat loss, tests to date have been
encouraging on the first two of these and no
conclusion has yet been reached as to whether
the heat loss will be excessive.
The following section describes the
application of the water piston propulsor to
the 20 ton Marine Corps assault vehicle with
the assumption that an adequate seal can be
developed and that the heat loss will not
greatly exceed the loss t, b -rntcd
I- Llwater surface area exposed to the hot gas does
not greatly exceed the passage surface area.
(Reference 7 and 8).

The single channel test apparatus
consisted of a gas heater, a trapezoidal
channel, an accumulator and a piston drive to
vary the sliding valve which approximated the
rotation of the rotor against the combustor
seal. A high speed movie camera was used for
flow visualization and to aid in data
analysis. The test setup is shown in Figures
2 and 3.

2.2
The trapezoidal channel was used to
simulate a single passage of a full-scale
water piston rotor. The channel was 32 inches
long, 4 inches high, and 2 inches wide. Two
transparent vertical walls were made of 1 inch
thick bullet proof glass to withstand the gas
pressure and temperatures expected and the
upper and lower parallel walls were
constructed of I inch thick aluminum. The
glass/metal interface was sealed to prevent
any leakage of flow during the expansion
phase. The water in the channel, prior to gas
injection was contained by means of a thin,
brittle diaphagm inserted between flanges at
the channel exit. Pressure-time records and
high speed movies of cold and hot gas tests
were analyzed to evaluate the effect of
temperature on the performance of the
propulsor.

WATER PISTON PROPULSOR DESIGN

A design was performed for the existing
water piston propulsor technology as applied
to a nominally 20 ton Marine Corps assault
amphibian vehicle to assess the potential
benefits of this technology. Given that this
concept is being applied to an existing set of
requirements it is worthwhile to look at these
requirements in light of the fact that the
concept under evaluation is applicable to
numerous other types of craft and can be
tailored to suit many propulsive needs. Based
on existing thrust and drag data for the craft
under consideration, the following criteria
would need to be met to achieve a minimum 20
mph water speed capability:
1. The minimum velocity of the 20-ton
tracked amphibious vehicle in water is 20
mph. The thrust zequired to assume this
velocity is 12,000 pounds (lump being
approximately 16 mph for the planning hull
configuration considered).

The two prime objectives of conducting
cold and hot gas test in the single channel
test apparatus were:
(a) establish whether a
stable gas-water interface exists at
relatively high gas temperatures and (b)
determine the effect of heat on the propulsor
performance.

2. The propulsors shall be physically
located in an external transom flaps of the
vehicle. A conceptual sketch of the vehicle
is given in Figure 4. This flap folds down
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behind the cargo/troop door in the rear of the
vehicle. The dimensions of the transom flap
are 20 inches high, 58 inches long ano 64
inches wide.

Table I

Thrust Horsepower
Fuel Rate
Engine Rating
Overall Efficiency
Eiht
Ssem
System Weight
System Volume

3. The geometry of the propulsors is
constrained to 16 inches outside diameter.
4. The total weight of a conventional
water propulsion system is 5,780 pounds which
includes the weight differential between the
water drive train/engine and the land drive
train/engine. The system weight of the new
design is approximately 4,000 pounds or less.
In calculating the system weight, the
following item were included:

Diesel
Water Piston
Electric
Propulsor
655 HP
655 HP
740 lbs./hr
781 lbs/hr
1800 HP
685 HP
11.2%
10.6%
5006b
.
1
5400 ibs
7780 lbs.
110 cu. ft
53 cu. ft

The methods used in the analysis were
those presented in References 1 - 4, and
computer programs using both these methods
have been developed for a VAX 11/750
computer. It is worth reiterating that the
main area of uncertainty in actually realizing
the performance predicted by these theoretical
methods is that the gas expansion in the water
piston passages is assumed to be adiabatic, as
it is critical to the efficiency of the
system. Assuming a planar gas-water interface
(not broken into many droplets) the heat loss
has been estimated to be about 5% at a gas
temperature of 3000'F. A heat loss several
times this may be accepted for the present

a) the equipment necessary to convert
potential chemical energy into an
appropriate form of power,
b) the equipment necessary to transmit the
power to the propulsor,
c) the propulsor and its housing required
to produce the thrust and
d) the fuel required for two hours of
operation,

application.

6. The fuel for the propulsion system is
No. 2 diesel fuel oil with a heat capacity of
19,000 BTU/lb.

As was demonstrated in the analysis
presented in Reference 8, very good
performance of the water piston propulsor is
achieved at an operating temperature of 2250
degrees F typical of the temperature in a gas
turbine. However, the efficiency, weight, and
volume of the propulsion system become very
attractive if the operating temperature is
increased to 3400 degrees F or higher (Figures
5-7). Such temperatures are not allowable in
gas turbines because of material structural
problems. However, the water piston is
continually water cooled and the rotor
material temperatures are therefore expected
to remain low during operation. Thus, the

7. The overall thermal efficiency
(thrust energy/potential fuel energy) of the
system is expected to be at least 10 percent.
8. The propulsion system design
exhibited consideration of the safety aspects
of the vehicle occupants.

buckets to vector the thrust for steering and
reversing.
Direction 2. :ontrol of the vehicle
in the surf is essential to prevent broaching
in the surf.

final operating temperature of an optimum
design
likely
to than
be selected
the basis
of
heat isloss
rather
materialon structural
problems.

As detailed in Reference 3, the thermal
efficiency of the water piston propulsor is
far greater than that of a rocket and more
nearly that of conventional water jet
propulsion. The overall weight and volume of
such a water piston propulsor is expected to
be less than that of a comparable water jet
system; however, whether such a weight and
volume advantage actually exits depends on
detailed analysis of a specific application.
Table I compares the expected advantages of
the water piston propulsion concept versus an
electric drive/water jet conventional design
for a 20 ton amphibian.

3.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Although the water piston propulsor was
invented by Zovko in 1965 (Reference 1), very
little was done to develop the concept until
only a few years ago. The reasons for this
may be that it's one of those things that just
3obviously" will end up with an efficiency
much less that it ideally could achieve. The
seal between the rotor and gas supply must not
leak and must have a long life, the gas-water
interface must be almost piston-like with no
channeling of gas through the water and there
must not be excessive heat transfer to the
cold water from the hot gas. None of these
problems can be adequately treated by anlaysis
and so very little was done until 1982.
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However, since 1982, some progress has
been made in determining the feasibility and
characteristics of the water piston
propulsor. This paper has briefly described
the work done with particular attention given
to its possible application to a high-speed
(20 mph), 20 ton Marine Corps Amphibian.
The water piston propulsor is so
attractive for the Marine Corp Amphibian
application that plans for proceeding with
full scale tests of one 16 inch diameter unit
are underway. A combustor and seal unit has
been developed by SOLAR TURBINES INCORPORATED
for use in the test system. Barring evidence
of excessive heat loss (from single channel
tests now underway at Tracor Hydronautics,
Incorporated) a complete full scale system
test and evaluation may be carried out soon.
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MINUTES OF THE 21ST ATTC BUSINESS SESSION
The business session was called to order by Dr. William B. Morgan, Chairman,
at 11:20 AM on Thursday, August 5, 1986.
Since the chairman of the ATTC is the North and South America Area
Representative to the TTTC, business items relating to the ITTC were conducted
first. Dr. Morgan made the following announcements:
1.
2.
3.

Invitations for the Oct 1987 ITTC meeting in Kobe, Japan had been sent
Out.
Volunteers are needed for the technical committees.
The ITTC Executive Committee requested that the 1993 meeting be held in
Brazil. The ATTC would have to support this endeavor although it is
not clear now exactly what this support means.

Antonio Fernandes from Tnstituto de Fesquisas Technologicas (IPT) in Sao
Paulo, Brazil said he feels they can host the 20th ITTC in 1993.
It was moved and unanimously approved that tne ATTC will support IPT at the
1993 IT!c meeting in Brazil.
The Chair was turned over to Dr. Daniel Savitsy for the election of the
North and South America Area Representative to the ITTC. Normally the representative serves for two terms. The nominating committee nominated Dr. Morgan
since he has only served one term. There were no other nominations from the
floor. Dr. Morgan was unanimously re-elected as the North and South America
Area Representative to the ITTC for a three year term ending in 1989.
Dr.
Savitsky then expressed thanks to Dr. Morgan and his staff for a great
conference.
The ATTC Executive Committee received an invitation for the next meeting
from the Institute for M;arine Dynamics (IMD) in St. John's, Newfoundland.
There were no other invitations from the floor and the invitation was unanimously accepted. Mr. David Murdey from IMD is the Chairman of the 22nd ATTC and
will form a new executive committee to prepare for the next conference in 1989.
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PAST MEETINGS OF THE AMERICAN TOWING TANK CONFERENCE

Ist

14-15 April 1938

Experimental Towing Tank
Hoboken, New Jersey

2nd

19-20 Sep 1939

1st day - Receiving Ship Building
Navy Yard, Washington, D.C.
2nd day - David Taylor Model Basin

3rd

14th Nov 1940

Waldorf Astoria
New York, NY

4th

14th Nov 1941

Waldorf Astoria
New York, NY

5th

29-30 Sep 1943

David Taylor Model Basin
Washington, D.C.

6th

12-13 Nov 1946

Experimental Towing Tank
Hoboken, New Jersey

7th

7-8 Oct 1947

Newport News Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Co.,
Newport News, Virginia

8th

11-13 Oct 1948

The University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan

9th

11-14 Sep 1950

National Research Council of Canada
Ottawa, Canada

10th

4-6 May 1953

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

llth

12-14 Sep 1956

David Taylor Model Basin
Washington, D.C.

12th

31 Aug-2 Sep 1959

The University of California
Berkeley, California

13th

5-7 Sep 1962

The University Gf Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan

14th

9-11 Sep 1965

Webb Institute of Naval Architecture
Glen Cove, New York

15th

25-28 June 1968

National Research Council of Canada
Ottawa, Canada

16th

9-13 Aug 1971

Instituto de Pesquisas Tecnologicas
Sao Paulo, Brazil

17th

18-20 June 1974

California Institute of Technology
Naval Undersea Center
Pasadena, California

i8th

23-25 Aug 1977

U.S. Naval Academy
Annapolis, Maryland

19th

9-11 July 1980

The University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan

20th

2-4 A

Davidson Laboratory
Hoboken, New Jersey

21st

5-7 Aug 1986

1^383

National Academy of Sciences
Washington, D.C.
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AIMS AND ORGANIZATION OF
THE AMERICAN TOWING TANK CONFERENCE

The details of organization of any particular Conference is the responsibility of
the host establishment.

The American Towing Tank Conference is a
voluntary association of establishments having
a responsibility in the prediction of hydromechanic performance of ships and other waterborne craft and their appendages from tests on
scaled models,

The Conference is a purely communicative
body; it has no authority of financial
sponsorship; its membership is voluntary and
self-supporting.

The objective of the Conference is to
promote exchange of knowledge between tank
staffs for the purpose of improving methods
and techniques. This includes an exchange of
knowledge on the design of facilities, equipment and instrumentation, on experimental and
construction techniques, and on scaling laws.
As a means to this end, the Conference seeks
to correlate testing among the various member
establishments in order to facilitate the
interpretation of experiments, and to issue
standards,

Each establishment may be represented by
one or more members at triennial formal meetings of the Conference.
Although representation is not limited,
it is the intent that it be kept reasonably
small so that fruitful discussions can be
obtained at the working level. The Conference
intends to meet formally at each of the member
establishments in rotation, the sequence being
decided by the membership.

The Conference seeks to attain its objective by holding formal triennial meetings
and through the encouragement of informal
working relationships among the member
establishments.

The scope of the Conference is set by the
Executive Committee, based on the recommendations of the previous general meetings.
The Executive Committee shall comprise
the nominated representatives of the
Institutions at which the last three
Conferences were held plus Chairman of the
SNAME Hydrodynamics Committee, plus the representative of the Institution at which the next
Conference is to be held.

Membership in the Conference is by establishment and is open, upon invitation, to all
establishments in the Western Hemisphere. All
the member establishments agree to the free
and full exchange of all information on the
foregoing subjects which is neither proprietary nor of a classified military nature. (To
that end mutual agreements on exchange of publications and data of interest will be entered
into.)

In the event that the Chairman of the
Hydrodynamics Committee of SNAME does not
serve as a member of the Executive Committee
of the ATTC, the Executive Committee may
invite another official to serve on the
Executive Committee.

The members or delegates will be persons
holding positions of primary responsibility in
Towing Tanks or Water Tunnels, Shipbuilding
Research Associations or Departments of Naval
Architecture of a University in which prominence is given to the subjects pertaining to
the objectives of the Conference. A few delegates can be invited who were not qualified as
above but who have rendered services Ltothe
aim of the Conference, as well as observers.

If a member of the Executive Committee
resigns, a replacement shall be selected by
his institution.
In addition the United States of
America's representative on the ITTC Standing
Committee shall, ex officio, be a member of

the ATTC Executive Committee.
The Conference assembles from time to
time in different countries of the American
Continent. Since 1950 it has assembled at
three year intervals,

The ATTC membership of the Standing
Committee of the ITTC will be rotated. The
representative will normally serve through two
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ITTC Conferences.
The ATTC representative on the ITTC
Standing Committee shall:
a. hold a senior position in a model
basin;
b. be acquainted with the operation of
the ITTC; and
c. have means for financing attendance
at an annual meeting of the ITTC
Executive Committee

reports and the soliciting of papers to be
presented to the Conference.
The reports accepted by the staff of the
Conference are discussed in the Technical
Sessions during the meetings, first formally
then informally. To this end, those reports
are previously forwarded, well in advance of
the dates of the Conference, to the Chairmen
of the Conference Organizing Committee, who
arranges for copies to be transmitted to each
member. The same applies to the formal contributions which any member may make to the
Conference. If the Chairman of the Technical
Committee considers that any contribution is

A newly appointed ATTC representative on
the ITTC Standing Committee shall take office
after the ITTC Conference subsequent to the
ATTC Conference at which he is appointed.

unacceptable in view of the objectives of the
Conference, he should reject it.

The Chairman of the Executive Committee
shall be the nominated representative of the

Institution at which the next Conference is to

/

The Chairman of each Technical Session,
in association with the Chairman of the
Technical Committee concerned, formulate decisions and recommendations arising from the
Session. The decisions and recommendations
will then be considered and agreed upon at the
concluding Session of the Conference.

be, viz, he is the Chairman of the next
Conference.
The Secretary of the ATTC shall be any
person so nominated by the Conference
Chairman.

The Chairman of the Conference Organizing
Committee will arrange for the publication of
the Proceedings of the Conference.

The Executive Committee shall appoint
Chairmen of such Technial Committees as are
felt necessary for the effective conduct of
the Conference.

The venue of the next Conference is sub-

The Chairmen of such Technical Committees

will appoint such persons as they consider

ject to the invitation of an Institution, and

necessary for the effective conduct of such
Committees, and further will be responsible
for the production of the State-of-the-Art

such invitation shall be accepted by the
Executive Committee after a vote of the delegates present at the Business Meeting.
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